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'I've always thought that it's good to watch the news to find out what
everybody else is looking at and believing, if only because that's how
consensus is constructed.' Barbara Kruger, I Shop, Therefore I Am
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GOOD NEWS AND BAD NEWS!
Doc: 'Great news! Your test results are back. Your
internal injuries are all psychological.' Anon
Hello, my friend, I'll get straight to the point, we've been deceived on a grand
scale with this coronavirus business. The whole world has been lied to, and these
first few pages are going to be laying out the case for you to stick with Smoke
and Mirrors and treat yourself to a fascinating tour of deceit in high places
revealing a whole other side to the accepted coronavirus story. The accepted
story is that over the last two years, we've been battling a worldwide killer flu
virus. But there's a whole other side that hasn't been aired. The flu is the least
of our worries. We're facing a far bigger and more dangerous enemy than that.
If you're a skim reader, then please readjust your settings. Smoke and Mirrors
has been written in the hope you'll become fully immersed. It doesn't have to
be read all in one go, although I'd be flattered if you did! But if you're looking to
get a handle on what's been going on with the covid19 deception by racing
through and be out by tomorrow, that's never going to happen. In fact, you'll
learn as we continue it's been our race, race, racing and short attention spans
that's helped bring us to this horrible place we're all at right now. I learned
recently, if an author doesn't grab the reader's attention within 8 seconds, that
author is sunk! And already, in April 2022, the Ukraine headlines are the next
big thing and have already usurped the corona headlines, almost to the point of
us thinking the last two covid years never happened! Agreed?
But the last two years DID happen, and for ALL our sakes, the true corona story
absolutely needs telling, and if you want to live long and prosper, your attention
is required. So, cool it amigo! Slow down, Mr Skim Reader. Holding your
attention will largely be down to me of course, and I'll do my best in that regard,
but please know from the start, this content is life-saving as well as life-changing,
and the importance of what you'll be reading here and its significance for you in
your life will become apparent as we continue.
The good news is in far greater measure in Smoke and Mirrors, so let's get the
bad out of the way first. Steel yourself now for a few pages of uncomfortable
reading as we take an introductory tour of the current corona situation. And
I say uncomfortable because as we set out now, we soon realise we're taking an
uncomfortable look at ourselves.
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SOMETHING'S BROKEN. EACH OF US KNOWS IT
It's the universal theme right now and since April 2020, it’s been the elephant in
the room. Everybody’s been thinking similar thoughts, they're not nice thoughts,
they burden us, they're with us wherever we go, and nobody seems to be finding
the right place to express these thoughts, and so we don't, we just store them
up. I'm talking about our deeper anxieties concerning the worldwide
coronavirus pandemic henceforth referred to as c19, or as I call it, King Kong
Korona. Because it's been a kind of King Kong monster in our lives, hasn't it!
What on earth happened to us these last two years? Did I dream it? No, we most
certainly did not!
Since the day of the first lockdown in late March 2020, monster Kong has turned
our lives upside down. Outwardly, we've been doing our best to manage the
day-to-day in our 'new normal' lives but we're not robots, we're flesh and blood!
And despite our determination to live our lives as normally as possible and press
on, all of us are sensing something big and horrible has arrived in our world
that's beyond our control. And today, two years on in April 2022, I'd describe
the general situation out there between us and monster Kong as an uneasy
truce. Something fundamental has broken in the world, none of us knows how
to fix it, and each of us is wondering where this c19 business could be headed.
This is our deep down anxiety.

In August 2021, after 16 months of restrictions, the UK government announced
an easing of the lockdown rules, and with tentative hints we could soon be
returning to some kind of normality, but all the time the goal posts kept moving.
New variants, new vaccines, new booster vaccines, more vaccines everywhere,
talk of vaccine passports, green, amber and red travel destinations, travel
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restrictions lifted for the double-jabbed and then re-imposed, no air travel for
the unvaccinated, and all the while our governments were telling us the doublejabbed can still 'catch' c19 and spread it. All in all it's been a confusing time.
It's April 2022 now, and despite the vaccines and boosters and promises that
things will return to normal, there's a sort 'normality' in the air, but nothing's
really changed and everybody's future is STILL on hold. What's the next big thing
that could fall down upon us, and quite literally overnight? Because nothing's
beyond the realms of possibility now, is it. And something's changed in us too,
hasn't it, and since the day the monster first visited, we've been just sort of
stuck. Individual life is stuck, family life is stuck, social life is stuck, business life
is stuck, goals, ambitions, aspirations, planning a future, everything considered
a part of normal human life is stuck.
It's like we were driving along, and suddenly, out of nowhere we were hit by this
c19 blizzard. In an instant, the windscreen whited out, and we couldn't see even
two feet ahead of us, and so we pulled over and we parked up. And two years
on now and we're still parked up. And something happens to the spirit of a man
when we park up, when we realise we have no forward vision. Is this resonating?
Living but parked up? I'd say this is how a great many people feel right now. And
so, it is just as God says, 'Where there is no vision, the people perish.' Prov29:18

HERE A PING, THERE A PING, EVERYWHERE A PING PING
The dictionary meaning of perish is to rot or decay, to lose its normal qualities,
to decline, and even to cease to exist. Cease to exist? Living but not living? Is
that too extreme a description of the silent and restless at night, laying there
and daring to wrap their minds around this enormous thing that's fallen upon us
all? I don't think so. And so, as we wait for the next government announcement,
my senses tell me it's not going to be visionary. It's unlikely the next raft of c19
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health laws will take us to any place where we might begin to plan a future,
there'll be nowhere we can disappear to without the King Kong darkness
somewhere in the background. Personally speaking, nothing our leaders have
been telling us looks likely to remove the giant c19 shadow hanging over us now.
And the worldwide vaccine initiative we're witnessing with every kind of King
Kong machinery bolted on to it, and the societal destruction that's come with it
- is this really the standard response to the flu? Whole countries shut down
overnight? Tens of millions of livelihoods wrecked plus more and more overtly
draconian rules and regulations being imposed upon the citizenry almost daily?
Why such heavy-handedness over an illness that many doctors have admitted,
and even the UK Chief Medical Officer Chris Whitty has admitted is actually no
more serious than an elderly flu? And we'll be hearing from these King Kong
officials along the way, all expert in saying one thing but doing another.
And so, adding this all up, of course there are the silent and restless in bed! The
general lack of sleep since the arrival of monster Kong has been noted in the
mainstream press, but none of these articles ever suggest we might be tossing
and turning because we're parked up. None of these articles ever begin, 'Is it just
me, or are you sensing the invisible King Kong heaviness too?'
Richard III tells us, 'My kingdom for a horse!' How about 'My kingdom for
coherency!' That would be a good start, wouldn't it! But right now in our devicedriven world, all we get is 'here a ping, there a ping, everywhere a ping ping' and
with no coherency or good news to be found anywhere! And as I edit this in
March 2022, still we're being treated to 'soaring infection rates' and every kind
of depressing Koronagraph. And if we trust our news channels, all they leave us
with is only more inner despair and the realisation we're still all parked up. And
so, thank You Lord that Smoke and Mirrors will actually be bringing us some
good news on monster Kong!
Deep down, many people do actually want to
talk about how they've been feeling about c19,
and the dissenters know this because when we
ask the right questions, the floodgates open! And
we'll talk a bit more about these c19 dissenters
in a minute. But such is the enormity of what's
hit us, and such is the lack of clear information
still, and also the lack of confidence there really
is a way forward, how does a person even begin
to talk about navigating a way out? If we had the
royalties on 'hey-ho' or 'it is what it is' or 'chin
up', we'd all be millionaires, wouldn't we!
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And so, because we don't have
any longer-term answers, we
keep our deeper Korona
anxieties to ourselves, we
don't 'go there'. Who wants to
open Pandora's box? Nobody
likes opening those kind of
boxes. Where might it lead?
We'll only open a darkerlooking box if we know we can
'manage' what spills out. How
true that is for so many of us!
And so, we don't 'go there', and in our family conversations, in our work banter,
our pub banter and between even the closest couples, we'll talk about anything
and everything but how we truly feel on the inside about the last two years and
what we think the future looks like. Our Korona box is not only dead-locked,
we've fixed a hundred steel bands around it!

OUTSIDE I'LL SHOW MY SMILEY FACE
And likewise in church (henceforth referred to as church universal), and no
offence to church universal, but from day one, in our online services and church
zoom and chat groups, how we really feel about monster Kong has been a sealed
off area too. We pray and encourage one another that God will be with us, and
we read out the relevant Scriptures about God's Sovereignty and the Armour of
God and His Peace and Hope, but when it comes to ACTUALLY discussing with
one another how we ACTUALLY feel about what ACTUALLY dropped out of the
sky upon THE WHOLE EARTH in March 2020 and how it's subsequently affected
the spirit within us, we just don't 'go there'. It is a King Kong wall of silence.
Imagine if a housegroup or
sermon one morning began,
'Hands up who feels like
they're spiritually oppressed
by what's been going on?
Wow! That is a lot of hands!
Do two or three of you want
to come up here and have
a go at explaining how you've
been affected on the inside
over the last two years by this
c19 business?
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What a breakthrough that would be! But no. The wall of silence stands firm. Yet,
all of us by now will have read a report somewhere about c19 vaccine damage,
and we may even know people personally who've been adversely affected by
the Korona jab, and we've all read of the number of sports stars passing out on
the pitch, or retiring early and even dying early, but there'll be no discussion in
church on the matter. There'll be a fleeting mention maybe that Sandra's not
felt the same since her first vaccine, and maybe a prayer she'll recover soon, but
ABSOLUTELY, there will be NIL DISCUSSION on Sandra being one of a number of
people we've heard of now who seem to be persistently ill since the c19 vaccine
and with strangely rare conditions, and some even dying, and quite young too.
All of this is a no-no. Out in the world but particularly in church, any nonconformist discussion on c19, and particularly a non-conformist Korona vaccine
discussion is 100% OFF LIMITS! And make that 200% in a group setting. Perhaps
it's been decided somewhere on high that if we don't talk about any of this
'awkward stuff' in church, then maybe, it might just all... go away?
If the mainstream media reports are to be believed, you'd think that virtually
everybody had received their Pfizer, Moderna or AstraZeneca Korona jabs by
now, plus boosters, but we haven't, not by a long chalk! There's a significant
percentage of vaccine refuseniks across all countries, but never is there any talk
in the mainstream press about why so many of us don't want to go anywhere
near what is essentially a rushed and untested vaccine.
Yet, in a rational society, there should actually be nothing wrong with ANYBODY
saying no to such a vaccine. But have you seen the vitriol and bad press the
vaccine refuseniks receive in the mainstream media? If you haven't, you've been
walking around blindfolded. And to the pro-vaccine camp, has the Korona jab
actually 'cured' us of any of our inner c19 anxieties? Despite being jabbed and
double-jabbed and now even triple-jabbed with the 'winter booster' and maybe
your flu shot too, are we not still all of us overshadowed by the monster?
But then, a remarkable thing! In late January 2022, the NHS successfully
overturned the government mandate on all health workers requiring the Korona
vaccine. Doctors and nurses not wanting the vaccine? That's surely a talking
point, isn't it? And we'll be covering this later in Smoke and Mirrors too. But
again, no, there's been not a pip. On all of these important matters, church
universal has maintained the rule of silence. Out in the world, there's little open
talk either, but especially in church, the lid remains tightly shut. NONE of these
harsh realities are up for discussion. We're all thinking them, but it's all too
contentious for church universal to speak any of our private fears out loud.
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It’s like we're all in the same c19 boat
together, like we're rowing our way
across Lake King Kong, rowing silently
and not questioning, rowing and
complying, rowing and hoping the next
government announcement will turn
things around and set us free. And
now, in March/April 2022, those inner
anxieties are affecting many of us to
even greater degree because as we
row silently together, staring straight
ahead, not catching anybody's eye,
we're seeing that STILL nothing's
actually changing for the better.
Despite what our governments
promised us at the start of the grand
vaccine roll-out, none of our inner King
Kong heaviness has gone away.
To summarise the current Korona situation as I see it, the monster descended,
we all parked up, we complied with all the government edicts, we've been
complying with them ever since, and somewhere along the line, all of us have
also been struck mute. 'Row, row, row your boat, gently down the stream.
Outside I'll show my smiley face, inside I want to scream.' And so, that's another
good thing that's going to come out of Smoke and Mirrors, WOOHOO! We ARE
going to start talking openly about these darker things. No box is going to be left
unopened. And I'm also believing that once we start these conversations, we
won't be able to stop talking about ANY of the contents that spills out! And that's
only going to be a good thing. WHAT A BREATH OF FRESH AIR! And a big AMEN
to that!

AS YOU WASH YOUR CAR OR YOUR HAIR
I'm conscious we're only a few pages in and already I've quoted from the Bible
and let out a few amens, and so, if you're reading this and you don't consider
yourself a 'God person', please don't worry. Yes. I'll be talking about the Bible
from time to time, and about church universal too, but Biblical literacy is NOT
a pre-requisite for reading Smoke and Mirrors. And actually, church or no
church, even when I do talk about anything 'spiritual', you'll see that so much of
the content applies to us ALL. Atheist to zoroastrian, close to God or far away,
whoever you are, wherever you are, I promise you'll not feel excluded. The only
thing that matters right now is that you value an enquiring mind.
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But I am going to play my God card up front. I believe there is a God Who loves
us, and loves YOU TOO, my friend, and that absolutely He wants your attention
on this! And as you begin to read and interact with Smoke and Mirrors, I'm also
believing you'll begin to hear Him speaking to you, and wouldn't that be
a wonderful thing in these days - to discover there really is a God Who loves you
and wants to speak to you personally wherever you're at in your life right now.
And in talking about this God as and when I do, I'll be
doing my best to steer clear of any 'religious'
language. I detest the word religious with a passion!
Goodness knows what cringeworthy thoughts come
to mind when people think about that word. We've
all met 'that religious' person, all tut tut and pointy
fingers and not a smile in sight!
But if most of us can agree at this point there's
a spiritual side to life, that we're more than just flesh
and blood, that we're more than the sum of our
parts, then that's a great start!
It isn't hard to discern something heavy has settled on us all since c19 first
visited, and in these pages, I'll be arguing the 'soul heaviness' we've been feeling
is a spiritual heaviness that has nothing at all to do with any flu. Korona is a ruse,
Korona is smoke and mirrors, Korona is a Trojan Horse hiding something far
more threatening. Trojan Horse - meaning: someone or something intended to
defeat or subvert from within, usually by deceptive means. Whatever flu our
deceiving governments are mixing into the equation is entirely incidental, and
the uneasy feelings we've been fighting off as we lay awake at night are all part
of this deeper invisible, spiritual battle taking place all around us right now.
Everything is spiritual, my friend, EVERYTHING! And we'll be learning this as we
continue. As you wash your car or your hair, as you mow the lawn or go to work
or go to Tesco, from the most exciting thing in your life to the utmost mundane,
this world is still a spiritual world. And likewise, as you witness the people
standing the statutory 2 metres and wearing their masks and gelling and
scrubbing, as you go about your daily life in this strange, new, 'new normal'
world with our new variants and new Korona rules and vaccines, this too is
spiritual, and is all part of the same invisible spiritual battle in this spiritual world.
More fantastical than the most fantastical super hero film, with c19 right now,
Smoke and Mirrors argues the whole earth is in the middle of A REAL LIFE
invisible spiritual battle of Supernatural Good versus supernatural evil!
Ultimately, this is a battle for spiritual control and ownership of the people, and
for spiritual control and ownership of YOU! Have you noticed the increasing
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societal control measures in place? If you have, I'm here to tell you we haven't
seen the half of it, my friend. This battle for control is also a battle for ownership
of your soul. And it's only just warming up. This is the true invisible battle, and
is the whole reason Smoke and Mirrors exists. You need to know what's really
going on in the world right now because your eternal destiny is at stake, quite
literally! Or did you think we live, we die, and then nothing?
Nothing happens by chance in this world, and you're not reading this by chance
either! Smoke and Mirrors is your opportunity to have a clear understanding of
the TRUE enemy in our midst and his true evil intentions. Our God wants you to
understand the real battle taking place. He wants you to understand that with
this increasing oppression we're all feeling will come tough spiritual choices in
the coming days. It's going to be a choice of who or Who we choose to follow.
Will you choose to follow the evil one masquerading as light? Or will you follow
the Good, the Light? And do you know the difference between the two? Because
if you don't, you'll need to. Smoke and Mirrors contends we will ALL be
confronted with these choices in the coming days.
And because we're all going to be forced
into choosing sides, Smoke and Mirrors
clearly identifies the evil and also the
Good. This is all about the test my friend,
a grand supernatural test, the biggest
real life gameshow ever! A sort of real
life spiritual Squid Game if you like but
knowing if we choose to follow the
Good, we can face any of the tests set us
and we'll ALWAYS be sealed and safe!
And all that's needed for you to qualify
for the game is that you have a pulse.
In other words, if you're alive, you're right in the middle of this real life game
RIGHT NOW! And if already, this is all sounding quite alien or 'out there', please
don't worry about that right now. The important thing is that you're here. The
spiritual nature of everything I'm discussing here will become clear as we
continue. Please just keep reading.
I repeat, the true story of c19 is far from what we're being told by our lying
mainstream media and our conniving, spiritually dark politicians. And I'm
SOOOOO looking forward to bringing all of these evil things into the Light, and
all of the Good things too! And I also trust you'll relax into this, and that we'll
just sort of journey together.
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OF COURSE
AN OFFICIAL C19 NARRATIVE EXISTS!
Now, if you're not a member of any c19 dissenter chat groups, you'll probably
not know this but there's a significant percentage of the populations in every
country whose articulate dissenting voices are being routinely silenced by the
mainstream media in their country. Professionals at all levels in health and
academia, as well as millions of everyday citizens have researched c19 for
ourselves and as a result, we outright reject the official story on 'infectious c19'.
Call us the King Kong dissenters if you like. Dissenter - meaning: a person who
differs in opinion on established policy and declares his disagreement, a nonconformist. Guilty as charged, Your Honour!
And many hundreds of
thousands, even millions of
non-conforming dissenters
have been out on the streets
across the world over the last
two years to protest the
vaccine dangers as well as
the human rights abuses
we're seeing across the earth
now. You'll have seen us
'yobs' on the news, the
lunatics, the unhinged,
selfish and divisive ones.
That's how us dissenters are ALWAYS portrayed in our heavily-biased
mainstream press. But we're far from yobbish or unhinged, and some of my
fellow 'lunatics' will be given opportunity to speak in Smoke and Mirrors. This
will be their opportunity to present their case for the grand c19 deception, and
their stories untainted by the official c19 narrative and overt media bias.
And there's that phrase 'official c19 narrative'. Some people don't like the word
narrative, and I agree it can sound quite conspiratorial in the wrong context. In
this context however, narrative is exactly the right word. Narrative - meaning:
an interpretation of events in accordance with a particular theory, a story that
connects and explains a carefully selected set of supposedly true events, a story
intended to support a particular viewpoint or thesis.
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Of course an official c19 narrative exists! Of course our leaders will have been
having their meetings to firm up their c19 position and decide how every aspect
of this narrative should be presented to the populations. This is standard
business practice and to deny such strategising and 'narrative planning' takes
place within government tells us more about your own defence mechanisms
than anything else. Maybe homing in on such words as 'narrative' or 'agenda' or
'conspiracy' makes it easier for you to consign whatever uncomfortable contrary
idea you're hearing to the wasteland?
Dissenters are well-used to such responses, it's water off a duck's back. Known
as cognitive dissonance this is a well-recognised psychological reaction to
potentially unsettling information and there's a short chapter called Homer's
Head Monkey dedicated to this fascinating aspect of human behaviour.
And for sure, when we do actually stop
and think about it for more than ten
seconds, such is the extraordinary and
scary nature of what's going on with this
Korona business, dissenters fully
understand people's desire to shut out
all the darker possibilities just to stay
sane. But the dissenter won't ever shirk
from pointing out these deflections as
and when we encounter them. Because
none of our mental gymnastics is going
to make everything magically better.
And anyway, deep down, we all know
when we're dodging the darkness.
In Smoke and Mirrors we see very clearly there's an officially agreed c19
narrative, we see that ALL the governments of the world are agreed on that
narrative and have been broadcasting the narrive 24/7 since day one, none of
which is true AT ALL! There isn't a single aspect of the offical c19 story that's real
or true. You'll see in Smoke and Mirrors it really is that bad.

AND IF THEY CAN BREAK ALL THE RULES
Let's look at just a few of these inconsistencies right now. We'll start off tame
and work our way up. I was in a sandwich queue the summer of 2021, and the
guy in front of me wasn't wearing a mask. I asked him afterwards if he was OK
to talk about why he wasn't wearing one, and he was quite forthright, 'I started
off worried and following the rules when this all kicked off but over the months,
I was seeing stuff that didn't add up, and the final straw was those 2,500 VIPs
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coming over to watch the Euros and they didn't have to quarantine. So it can't
be that serious, can it! And if they can break all the rules, then so can I.'
If all of us really were dealing with a highly infectious worldwide killer, would we
be seeing 2,500 VIPS heading off ANYWHERE? Of course we wouldn't!
Next up, please look at the picture below. It's a politically correct, sociallydistanced interview with Wimbledon 2021 champion Novak Djokovic, and sat
right around them, we see 15,000 unmasked centre court spectators shoulder
to shoulder! Two and a half metres between Novak and the interviewer and less
than 10 centimetres between each seated spectator.

Now, if you don't find this picture incongruent, or if you can laugh it off as just
a bit of BBC silliness, then please delete Smoke and Mirrors immediately and get
on with your new normal life. Or if your response was 'we spotted this at the
time too', then did this have you tearing off your mask and turning your back on
the entire King Kong pantomime? If not, why not?
To the rational thinker, the hypocrisy here is staggering, unbearable even, and
surely puts an end to the 'infectious virus' paradigm in an instant. Smoke and
Mirrors can end right here and now! These two examples are both fairly low key
King Kong inconsistencies at this stage, and so we move on up the ladder.

YOU'LL BE STAGGERED AT THE DECEIT
Did you know the UK government, the British Medical Journal and the World
Health Organisation are just a few of the many recognised organisations that
have admitted our c19 tests are not fit for purpose? Here's UK former Foreign
Secretary Dominic Raab early on in the supposed 'pandemic' telling Sky News
the standard c19 test carries a 93% false positive rate.
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Yes, you read right, a 93% false positive rate. In other words, if you submit to
this particular test, there's a 93% chance you'll be told you've 'caught the c19
virus' when there's nothing actually wrong with you! And so here's a thought
experiment. Imagine you'd set your heart on a car, and you then read reports of
a 93% failure rate, would you buy that car? Of course you wouldn't! At the very
least, you'd look into those claims. And if those claims were true, and if the
manufacturers were still allowed to sell this car and also aggressively market the
car, would you deem this criminal behaviour? Of course you would! And even
worse, despite this high failure rate, if it became law that each of us was forced
to buy this make of car, would you be out on the streets protesting? Of course
you would!
In real life, none of this would happen of course, except in real life, this is
EXACTLY what's been happening with the Korona tests. In November 2020, the
Portuguese Court of Law ruled the c19 tests invalid. Says the report, 'What does
the mainstream media do? They ignore it.' The British Medical Journal has also
admitted the tests are inaccurate and the World Health Organisation too has
quietly admitted the current c19 PCR tests are not fit for purpose. And the
inventor of the PCR test himself Kary Mullis has stated his test should NOT be
used for diagnostic purposes - the test which is right now being held up as the
gold standard in DIAGNOSTIC testing for supposedly infectious c19. PCR is the
test upon which the entire 'infectious c19' paradigm rests! And now, in March
2022, mass testing is being abandoned in the UK. Of course it is, there's only so
many times the naked emperor can walk past naked. But still there are millions
of people insisting on friends and family testing themselves before they can
'safely meet' up together.
We'll learn later in Smoke and Mirrors the Lateral Flow test, the ELISA test and
the PCR test are all just as ineffective as each other. None of the tests carry ANY
scientific validity, and believe me when I say we're only just scratching the
surface of the King Kong kriminality in this introduction. You'll be staggered at
the deceits as we continue.
But with a mainstream media focusing ONLY on the mass testing of the
populations and NOT on the inaccuracy of the tests themselves, please stop for
a minute and think about the implications of these last few paragraphs. If it's
right what's being said here about the spurious nature of these tests, do you
know somebody who's tested positive for c19? Have you tested positive? If you
answered yes, then what do these ugly scientific truths tell us about the huge
numbers of 'c19 positive cases' on our front pages? What does 'testing positive'
mean for you, FOR ANYBODY? What does 'the pandemic' mean even?
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And yes, the fact checker sites went into overdrive doing what they could to
defend the c19 tests. And so, as well as the tests, we'll also be looking at the fact
checker sites, and BOY, do we need to tread carefully with the fact checkers!
The very last thing the fact-checkers care about are the facts.

IN MANY WAYS, SHE HAS BECOME INVISIBLE
As with so many spurious 'health diagnostic tests' on the market today, the c19
tests are making $millions for Big Pharma, and our unquestioning embrace of
her myriad tests only confirms our worship of science is at an all-time high. It's
our love of science that's the true pandemic sweeping the earth right now, and
because our love of science aka our scientism is claiming so many millions of
victims, there's a chapter devoted to this subject too.

The fact remains, no mainstream news outlet is expanding on ANY of the many,
many rational arguments out there that undo this supposed worldwide Korona
pandemic. Opposing views are conspicuous in their absence. There is only the
mainstream narrative and emotive mainstream imagery, and on the rare
occasion any contrary argument does make its way into the mainstream arena,
it is soon swallowed up in the vast sea of pro-c19 hyperbole, emotion and
uncritical uniformity. What is it about monster Kong that has us forgetting there
are ALWAYS two sides to a story?
Back to church universal, and the watchmen would say who's looking to God to
lead us out of our Korona exile? Or to be more specific, who's looking to God
ALONE to lead us? Most people I know who profess a faith in God have been
praying to God to guide us through 'the pandemic' whilst holding on tight to all
aspects of the errant c19 test and accompanying Korona 'science', holding on
tight to all the vaccine promises and to the latest government edicts, and holding
on tight to the golden rule we must not engage in ANY public debate that casts
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doubt upon ANY ASPECT of our new-found c19 religion. I repeat, and it's an
incontestable charge, the konventional Korona paradigm cannot be questioned
anywhere across church universal.
And I can tell you too, the few church voices who have been openly questioning
the official narrative have been having a real hard time of it. Us Korona
dissenters do talk to one another, you know, and everywhere across church it's
the same story. Korona dissent is a no-go area. It's March/April 2022 now, and
Korona church policy is still rooted firmly in Korona orthodoxy.
Church universal has conformed wholeheartedly to the world's way of thinking
on c19, she's conformed wholeheartedly to the world's Korona experts and their
c19 advice and she's conforming wholeheartedly to all the latest c19 lateral flow
test and vaccine advice, DESPITE the governments ditching the tests.
And further, say the watchmen, because church universal has conformed to the
world, therefore, ON THE MOST IMPORTANT ISSUE TO HAVE AFFECTED THE
WHOLE OF MANKIND IN LIVING MEMORY, church universal has become
invisible. Yes, of course people are still responding to the Gospel of Jesus, but as
far as King Kong c19 is concerned, it's like that story in Numbers when a hole
suddenly appeared in the desert and swallowed up the people. ' They went down
alive into the realm of the dead, with everything they owned. The earth closed
over them, and they perished and were gone from the community.' Num16:33
Gone from the community. Take affront if you like but this isn't a difficult one to
put to bed. Isn't church called to be set apart from the world? And to any church
leaders and church goers getting defensive at this point, be assured Smoke and
Mirrors will be looking at the good that church has been doing since April 2020.
The watchman loves and supports his church, and if he doesn't, then either there
is a sound Godly reason why not, or the watchman is not playing his part
honourably before God in the place where God has put him. If the church I know
was to call time on her care and concern for one another and her community,
this world would be a much darker place than it is right now.

OF COURSE THIS IS AN INVISIBLE SPIRITUAL BATTLE
But all of our good works aside, if we're honest about it, church universal has
yet to go anywhere near addressing the inner c19 anxieties that two years on
still exist across the congregations. For those who profess a faith in God, the
Bible consistently highlights our need for discernment and for us to be asking
searching questions of strange phenomena as and when they manifest in our
midst. But where is our search in church, our demand to get to the truth of the
King Kong Korona phenomenon? There isn't one. It is the sound of silence.
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And has not our God also given us a sound mind? 'For God hath not given us the
spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.' 2Tim1:7 But where
is the man and woman of God with a sound mind right now? And even if we
don't fully understand the King Kong deception, where are the warnings to the
congregations to be aware of spiritual deception in high places? Surely, even the
quietest most non-confrontative in the congregations will have had some sort
of Holy Spirit sense there's something darker about all of this Korona business?
Again, the rule of silence reigns supreme.
In November 2020, social media site The Critic reported that 700 UK church
leaders had written a joint letter to Boris Johnson warning they may not adhere
to the next raft of church lockdown regulations. A heartening step, but it made
no difference to the overall church response to the next round of government
Korona edicts. In fact, it was a total roll over. Big Gov brought in the no singing
rule and church universal uttered hardly a murmur as she fell silent. And so,
God's House was not a House of Praise any more. Where did that 'no singing in
church' edict come from, I wonder. What spirit was driving that ruling? Of course
this is an invisible spiritual battle!
And for those few church leaders and
congregations who have opened the
darker c19 box, these congregations have
acknowledged here's a new framework
taking shape, an invisible superstructure if
you like, a sort of new order to the world,
and one that's evil in its feel and one that
doesn't look like it's going away any time
soon. These congregations are seeing and
understanding how c19 is a deception,
and they're looking into God's Word and
seeing how such deceptions have been
prophesied but also that our God is so
much greater, AMEN! And we'll be looking
at those verses in due course, too.
These church leaderships and congregations have drawn their line in the sand.
They've chosen to come out from under the monster. They've been singing out
loud in church from the outset, no masks, no hand gels, no track and trace, and
seeking God every step of the way. Yes, they're being vilified for it but they're
also being mightily blessed and nobody's dying of any flu! And so a big WOOHOO
again! Why do I get the sense we're going to be seeing a lot more churches
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turning their backs on the wisdom of man in the coming days and looking to God
alone for our leading, and free of all the vile government restrictions!

SOME TRUE WARRIOR WOMEN
And as we continue on this journey in Smoke and Mirrors, and as the darker c19
dots are joined, we will see this invisible superstructure taking shape right
before us, another reason for you to distribute Smoke and Mirrors far and wide
as per the mini permissions statement on the front page. Lord, let Smoke and
Mirrors be a wake-up call for Your church but also a huge encouragement to ALL
who read it! And even right now, at the beginning of this journey into deceit,
are you feeling like you want to continue? Is there a dissenter spirit rising within
you? If so, then welcome aboard, my friend, I'm delighted to have you with me!

And just a bit the watchman now. He's been mentioned a couple of times now,
but what exactly is a watchman? The watchman is largely a Biblical concept,
a lookout on the walls, staying alert for any marauders and blowing the warning
trumpet when he sees danger approaching. We'll learn more about the
watchman as we continue but generally speaking, the watchman will have the
following traits inbuilt. To the best he is able, he will live heart and soul rooted
in God's Word, he will be rooted in the land God has placed him and he will never
curse this land. He will be part of a local church but he'll also spend many hours
out on the wall, and when he sees any danger approaching, he'll alert the church
and the city. He'll never magnify the power of the approaching enemy but will
always encourage the people that our God is greater. He does not flinch from
calling us to repentance before our forgiving God, and he can also be a she, and
in due course we'll be meeting some true warrior women out on the walls.
And as well as blowing the warning trumpet when the enemy approaches, the
watchman's call is also to remind the people to stay alert to the wiles of this
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enemy. Dark spiritual deception can sidle up to us in many beautiful forms.
Shimmering lucifer is not called an angel of light for nothing!
Our God is ALWAYS totally in control of what happens across the earth of course,
as He always has been and always will be. And His timing is perfect too, and He
will NOT have His church unprepared for the days ahead, and so the watchmen
don't stress about these things. But for all our sakes, it's imperative we find the
time to look at what's REALLY been going on with this Korona business, and the
sooner the better, because our continued reticence to look the monster in the
face and get the measure of him will carry deep consequences for us all in the
coming days. Shutting our eyes and hoping monster Kong will go away isn't going
to cut it, my friend. The invisible framework the monster is helping to create
above us now is not going to be dismantled, and unless there's a mighty move
of God, we'll be seeing only more oppression bolted on in the coming days. As
I say, the monster Kong deception is the warm-up.
And also, the Spirit of God is not going to allow us to forget what we've all gone
through these last two years. As much as a large percentage of us would love to
just move on and say to one another, 'Well, that was a weird two years wasn't
it!', our God is not going to allow us to forget this time, despite whatever world
events might be taking precedence now, such as in the Ukraine. Call this the King
Kong post mortem if you like, the Korona autopsy, says our God.

Time and again, history provides us with clear examples of evil leaderships
bringing down evil deceit upon the populations for evil gain, and so why have we
chosen at this critical juncture to forget what history shows us? Why such
benevolence and forebearance towards our leaders who are already showing us
just how much they've been lying to us? The UK government's secret parties
during lockdown are the least of it! Nobody will have missed the Downing Street
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memes like the one above, smh. For those who don't know, smh is internet slang
for 'shake my head', usually denoting sarcasm. It's a firm favourite of mine, and
I'll be using it a lot in Smoke and Mirrors, but only in the right places, haha!
Yet still, in the face of all of their lies and corruption, STILL church universal and
the majority of the world waits meekly for the next state directive. And even
with Korona appearing to be on its last legs in March 2022 in the UK at least
anyway, if some new oppressive government edict or fakery rears its head,
church isn't showing any signs soon of taking her stand against our Godless lawmakers. Maybe by choosing to follow the path of least enquiry, this might help
us sleep better, ignorance is bliss and all that? And is that working for you? I'm
guessing not.
Smoke and Mirrors reveals the extent of our naivety and its consequences for
us as a society and as a church if we continue to shut our eyes, if we put off the
King Kong post-mortem. I'm going as fast as I can in this intro, but is this a fair
assessment so far? I think so.

UNLESS YOU'RE THE WORLD'S MOST INSENSITIVE BEAST
A lot of us have been badly affected
by Korona, and I'm not talking just
physically. Some of our behaviours
and responses to 'the virus crisis'
have been bordering on insanity at
times. Somebody's got to say it! And
we're going to be reminded of this
in Smoke and Mirrors, and as
awkward as it's going to be for some
of us to read, a time of awkward
self-reflection will only be good for
us in the longer-term. Stepping back
from ourselves and taking a closer
look at how we've been behaving
towards one another is all part of
the Korona autopsy.
But unless we determine to have these conversations, they aren't going to
happen any time soon. Aside from many of us not actually wanting to examine
the part that we ourselves have played in the grand Korona pantomime, we're
all of us too too busy now dealing with the post-c19 urgency everywhere. EVERY
aspect of life has seen the domino effect of the c19 fallout - the King Kong
pandemonium as I call it. But we need to start talking about these things
because we need to start planning for the future because Smoke and Mirrors
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shows us we do actually have a future, WOOHOO! Thank You Lord You WILL
have Your people fully informed, and with a future to look forward to, and with
You Alone leading us!
And so, let me define some of this King Kong pandemonium. And so we continue
with 'the bad news', but only for a couple more pages.
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THE KING KONG

PANDEMONIUM
Origin of pandemonium: abode of the demons,
a place of uproar and chaos, the capital of hell in
Milton's Paradise Lost. Synonyms: confusion,
disorder, bedlam, chaos, topsy-turvy.
For all of us it seems, we've been letting the emotional rule the rational in our
discussions on monster Kong. Everybody knows somebody by now who's been
diagnosed c19 positive, who's been ill with alleged c19 and maybe even has died
of the supposed virus. But even if you're one of those people who understands
the spurious nature of the c19 test, would you dare right now to have 'that
awkward conversation' about a loved one's c19 diagnosis, and particularly if
they'd died and the death certificate read coronavirus? Unless you're the world's
most insensitive beast, questioning Grandma's death might not be the wisest
move, you'll agree!
But how does brushing over the cracks help us? What does our pursuit of the
quiet life at the expense of ignoring the truth of a matter do for anbody in the
long run? Internet satirist Ben Shapiro has a famous one-liner 'facts don't care
about feelings'. Dissenters dream of the day this line replaces those ghastly Big
Brother 'civic distancing instructions' being played on repeat over our
supermarket sound systems over the last two years.
So often and so unfairly, a person's intense feelings over whatever contentious
issue will rule the room and will trump dispassionate logic. And so, the dissenter
must always tread carefully, and particularly with c19. Any dissenting c19
conversation is a potential powder keg. Says Mr Angry very angrily, I've got three
in the family all testing positive, and so HOW DARE YOU start with your
conspiracies! And have you seen the news from India? They've been falling like
flies with this Delta variant! And you're telling me none of this is real? Why am
I even wasting my time with you!
So, that family visit didn't go too well, did it!
Dissenters aren't out to make enemies of anybody, seriously! But all dissenters
will know a Mr and Mrs Angry, a Mr and Mrs Irate, an Uncle Apoplectic and an
Aunty Furious, and we'll be talking about this phenomenon in due course too,
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because Mr and Mrs Angry are very much part of the current pandemonium. In
many ways, Mr and Mrs Angry's intense feelings about monster Kong which are
to be honoured and exalted above all else are only prolonging the whole King
Kong debacle. Mr and Mrs Angry have made it nigh on impossible to have
a rational conversation about ANY of the important issues we're all facing right
now. Emotion over rationale, ill-informed and angry feelings over facts.
But in order to stand firm in the days ahead, we need to seperate out our Korona
emotions, and if the words 'coronavirus' and 'fake' and 'deception' all in the
same breath is too confrontative for you right now, then can I suggest you save
this file and come back to it later, because you WILL need to at some point,
because none of this Korona business is going to go away. Monster Kong might
have disappeared over the hill for the time being, but the same spiritual
darkness will be visiting us again, in different deceiving form maybe, but the
darkness will soon be back.
And we'll certainly be looking at Mr Angry's Delta variant that swept India
allegedly, because that was another huge lie foisted upon us by the Korona
kartel. Just you wait! You'll be staggered at the government deceit involved to
keep the infectious Korona myth alive.

I COULD GO ON, BUT YOU GET THE PICTURE
Staying with the c19 urgency, and the general pandemonium is being further
exacerbated because many companies aren't hiring because of uncertainty.
People are losing their jobs, school closures on and off over the last two years
have made work impossible for many parents, mortgages aren't being met, and
marriages and relationships are under strain. Mental health outreach teams are
stretched like never before, and since the fake Omicron scare in December 2021,
elderly loved ones have once again been reduced to 'through the window' visits
and are still dying alone in care homes. And our 'new normal' c19 funeral rules
have only been adding to people's grief. The King Kong funerals. Ugh! And we'll
be reminding ourselves of those vile, demonically-inspired funeral rules imposed
upon us by our dark leaders.
Our new c19 testing culture is also affecting the work place as millions of us
willingly submit to the spurious lateral flow tests with all the knock-on effects
a false positive diagnosis brings with it. No symptoms but positive! Or, down
with the all the symptoms of Korona but strangely, negative. How many times
have we all heard that! Ugh again! And with detergent sales through the roof,
everywhere you look now, you'll see some kind of anxious c19 cleaning ritual
taking place, and with just as many children affected by these strange, new adult
behaviours.
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And as far as our health servies are concerned, the impact of the Korona
pandemonium upon our God-blessed NHS meant that routine as well as lifesaving operations are being postponed and even cancelled, and other illnesses
are also going undiagnosed as routine health check-ups are being put back.
And on top of all of this, we're now starting to see the health fall-out from the
vaccine roll-out with many thousands of people suffering side-effects,
thousands of people permanently injured and thousands already dead. No
wonder such a high proportion of NHS staff are refusing the Korona jab.

This has been a major reason why there's been a u-turn by the UK government
on mandatory vaccination for now. Too many staff would leave the NHS if the
Korona jab was mandated. Read up on the NHS 100K club. Above, we see NHS
staff joining a mass public anti-mandatory vaccination rally. What do these longserving NHS doctors and nurses know about the vaccine that maybe you don't?
You'll find out in Smoke and Mirrors.
I could go on but you get the picture. Does this brief summary - and with so
much left out, come anywhere near to describing your Korona pandemonium?
All in all there's a lot of 'highly infectious' pandemonium doing the rounds. And
again, all of these issues will be covered in more detail in later pages.
So, that's the bad news, and it's been several pages I know, but I've tried to be
as succinct as possible. And so for the good news, and the whole reason for
compiling Smoke and Mirrors!
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HERE'S TO PINK!
‘Marge, I can’t wear a pink shirt to work!
Everybody wears white. I’m not popular
enough to be different.’ Homer Simpson
I am not given to self-aggrandisement, truly I'm not. I've written a number of
articles and books over the years looking at how government and
pharmaceutical fraud is foisted upon the peoples in various clever ways to make
£$billions for the crafty conglomerates, and after each of those books I was
satisfied I'd given my all before God and before man. But I have to tell you the
information I've compiled here for Smoke and Mirrors far outweighs anything
I have ever written in terms of relevance, importance and timeliness. In fact,
I would go as far as to say the content you're going to read and watch here will
be THE most pertinent and life-changing non-fiction content you'll have read in
a long time, and I don't say this lightly! By the time you're even halfway through
Smoke and Mirrors, I'm believing you'll be sensing a new purpose and
invigoration about you and also that you'll be asking yourself how it was you
believed any mainstream news channel or government leader EVER in your life!
All it takes for us to begin to make proper sense of monster c19 is for us to be
given the opportunity to read and watch content free from mainstream bias
which brings the whole Korona story together. Call this a tour of the c19 city if
you like. Smoke and Mirrors is a no-holds-barred tour of our governments and
corporations and how they truly operate, and to this extent, Smoke and Mirrors
will serve as a huge reality check for those hoping and trusting and even praying
our governments will lead us out of this c19 'crisis' and any other fake crises they
have planned for us in the future.
Smoke and Mirrors identifies the powerful forces and hidden persuaders
shaping our false understanding of the c19 pandemonium, and in revealing their
trickery and true intentions, we realise our governments are most definitely not
on our side. Once the real picture emerges, our ENTIRE perspective is changed,
not just on c19 but on life, the universe and everything!
And to God's church, the watchmen would say our God does NOT want us fearful
or static or ‘sheltering’ or ‘shielding’ - OUR GOD IS OUR SHIELD! And He most
definitely does not want us thinking as the world thinks on King Kong Korona
and bowing to our governments' unGodly edicts. He wants us galvanised and on
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the front foot and being led not by government but by Him ALONE because He
really does have a way forward for ALL of us in this, He really does!
Yes, the Bible says we're to submit to our governments and to pray for them but
His Word also tells us there comes a point when our conscience requires us to
choose who we serve, and we'll examine those verses in more detail later. And
the watchmen would all say our exodus out from under the current c19 darkness
can only begin once we are prepared to open those darker boxes and
understand who and what we are truly facing here. And this doesn't just apply
to church universal, this applies TO EVERYBODY!
And once we understand our true enemy, we realise we cannot submit to our
governments any longer. We are compelled to our draw our line in the sand
because we have realised our leaders are luciferian beasts and we cannot serve
two masters.

YOU’RE THE BOSS, YOU INTERACT HOWEVER YOU WISH
But here's the heartening difference with Smoke and Mirrors, because far
outweighing the c19 fear and uncertainty which has settled on us all, Smoke and
Mirrors offers REAL ENCOURAGEMENT for the heavy-burdened and REAL HOPE
for the fearful. Hard to believe? I wouldn't say it if it wasn't true.
Rather than sitting in the middle of this city in snarled-up c19 traffic and all of
the polluting c19 fumes, and unable to see ahead or plan a route out, Smoke
and Mirrors takes us on a unique journey UPWARDS,so that we might look down
and right across the entire city. And goodness knows we need such
a perspective, because every hour of every day right now is filled only with
what’s immediately in front of us, the King Kong urgent crowding out what's
actually important.
Going upwards gives us the opportunity to look down and right across THE
WHOLE C19 CITY, allowing us to see what was previously hidden from us. We
see the dangerous pot holes, the closed roads, the hold-ups and dead ends. With
Smoke and Mirrors, we're given all the information we need to comprehend the
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WHOLE PICTURE, and to plan an alternative route out of the city and make our
life decisions accordingly. And when I say making life decisions, it's already got
to that stage hasn't it? With millions upon millions of lives directly impacted
already by monster Kong, people are facing life decisions they never thought
they'd encounter.

All content in Smoke and Mirrors is in the public domain and every source is
linked. Video links are embedded at the EXACT point at which they should be
watched, and in the few instances where sourced material is found only in print,
this is referenced in footnote format.
Smoke and Mirrors has been written that it might flow, and whilst you might
begin by clicking every link provided, I’m confident you'll soon relax and trust
the links marry with the text and that you’ll be clicking only the videos. But
you’re the boss, you interact with Smoke and Mirrors however you wish. All links
are working at the time of publication. However, due to recent moves by the
major search engines and particularly google and youtube to remove video
content exposing establishment corruption (henceforth referred to as gootube),
some links may well not stay live for much longer. But for the dedicated seeker,
almost everything can still be found online somewhere. Bitchute, newtube,
yandex and 153news are excellent alternative sites for content that's 'been
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disappeared'. I am not responsible for any unrelated pop-ups that appear on any
of the links supplied.
And boy, has this book grown! What started out as an email to
be fired off to a few friends and family on the day the monster
Kong descended has grown organically into what you have in
front of you now. I realised that same night as I sat at my laptop
that to tell the King Kong c19 story in full, we needed to look at
a far wider picture than could ever be contained in a mere
email.
I'd like to think ALL chapters are unmissable, hahaha! But there
are a few which offer my personal perspective on a particular
issue which could be skipped over without detracting from the
core message.
For instance, there's my take on the UK morning GMTV show and her incessant
Korona propaganda. Is it a vital chapter? Probably not. Does it help build a
picture? Absolutely it does! But I'll tell you these chapters in advance, so you can
skip on to the next if you wish.

WHAT A WEIRD AND ALIENATING THING TO IMPLY
At regular intervals across Smoke and Mirrors you'll be reading 'coming shortly'
or 'discussed later' etc, etc. I'm hot on this. Too many authors lose their readers
by alluding to some vital matter but not expanding on it at that point in the text.
A massive no-no in my book, literally! And so, where I judge a matter of
importance has been raised but not fully argued at that point, I'll be letting you
know a fuller explanation is following. This is such a contentious subject, and
I know for a fact that already some heads will be full of questions! But of course,
not every question can be answered immediately. So, once again, cool it amigo!
This whole subject WILL be covered, but it will be done so in a logical, unfolding
manner. We're not going to be losing ANYBODY on this journey. EVERYTHING
necessary to understand the full extent of the c19 deception is going to be
covered here, and a whole lot more besides.
If you're a proof reader, there's always stuff that
escapes the final edit. One writing rule where
I know I've failed miserably is the numbers rule.
17th century or seventeenth century, first place
or 1st place, two times winner or 2 x winner? Here
are the accepted guidelines if you're interested,
which is precisely why I gave up, haha!
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I've also broken the split infinitive rule numerous times, as well as ending
sentences in prepositions, another no-no all English language purists agree on!
Such rules however don't always make for easier reading.
Unless stated otherwise, all Bible texts are from the King James, New King James
and English Standard Version, and if you're one of those who have questions
about Bible translations, we'll be visiting that thorny place too! And to church
leaders and the congregations especially, please pray for discernment as you
read. As much as I’m looking forward to everybody reading Smoke and Mirrors,
I am particularly looking forward to this being read by church universal which is
my church too!
Smoke and Mirrors helps us to realise our current
situation is symptomatic of a much deeper malaise.
We are confronted in a new and painful way with
sinful, wayward us! We will see how all of us have
played our part in inviting and even exacerbating the
Korona krisis. Each of us have been instrumental in
bringing us to this horrible place we're at right now,
a place we've actually helped to create! WHAT? Are
you saying we’ve brought this c19 catastrophe upon
ourselves? That we're somehow responsible for this
pandemic? What on earth do you mean?
I know! What a weird and alienating thing to imply, and just as we're setting out
too! And whilst such an observation would be crass in the extreme if made in
isolation, when we're given the opportunity to look down and across the whole
Korona landscape, we begin to see a very different picture emerging, and with
us very much at the heart of it all.
And if this makes me unpopular, I'm big enough, haha! Smoke and Mirrors was
never written to win any popularity contests, and you're certainly going to be
taken to some unpopular and 'unsafe spaces' in these pages, and AMEN to that!
I love unsafe spaces! Safe spaces in the main are so incredibly boring! And it's
actually good for us in the longer-term to brace ourselves to face potentially
uncomfortable truths about the world and about ourselves. There are many
independent studies showing how patients who ask ALL the difficult questions
up-front as they await a major operation generally fare much better and recover
more speedily. And so, however you respond you respond, but at least in the
reading of Smoke and Mirrors, all the darker boxes will have been opened.
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THERE'LL ALSO BE THOSE READING THIS
There'll also be those reading this who will have been fully vaccinated and
maybe even had the booster, and you'll have been abiding by all the government
Korona edicts, and so the information you'll be reading here couldn't be less in
synch with the health decisions you've been making over the last two years. And
so it doesn't take a science rocket to work out Smoke and Mirrors is going to be
a challenge for you in places. And if you choose to take this personally, that's
your choice and your struggle, not mine. Smoke and Mirrors isn't in the business
of judging people or lauding it over another for their choices and behaviours and
vaccine decisions, and if it come across like that at any point, I'll consider I've
failed as an author. Some people will always get upset though, it's unavoidable.
But at the end of the day, I write only as I see it. And actually, Ben Shapiro is spot
on, facts really don't care about feelings.

You will see for yourself as we progess the Korona vaccine really is bad news,
and as of late March 2022, the fourth Korona jab is now being pushed by Pfizer.
I'm believing though by the time you've finished here, you'll not be lining up for
any more Korona shots, no matter the penalties they might threaten. And God's
watchmen would all say it's only in our acknowledging all of these
uncomfortable truths about our world and about ourselves that we realise there
is also an exit plan! There is a way out from under the stinking witch! All of this
becomes clear as we continue.

AND FINALLY, FINALLY
Homer told Marge he needed a white shirt for work because he wasn’t popular
enough to wear pink. What a line! And so true! Too many people are governed
by that stifling unwritten rule, ‘I couldn't do that, say that, wear that, be that!
What on earth would the neighbours think!' Ring any bells? It is exactly as Jesus
said to those who secretly wanted to find out more about Him but for whatever
reason were too afraid to ask Him direct. Paraphrased, said Jesus, ‘Forget what
anybody else thinks and says about Me. Forget he said, she said, they said. This
is just you and Me now. Who do YOU say that I am?'
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And likewise, from now on in Smoke and Mirrors, no matter how alien or how
shocking you might find the content in places, it's just you and Smoke and
Mirrors now. And if what you're reading resonates with you, don't hide from this
fact. Because it doesn't matter anymore about what others might think about
how wacky or insane it might sound. We're all of us in far too deep now with
this c19 travesty. And I'm telling you again, my friend, monster Kong is just the
start of a wicked, spiritually evil campaign against humanity, and to survive
what's coming down the pipe in the coming days, all of us need to open ALL the
darker Korona boxes. What spills out will serve as a solid mind, body, spirit
teaching template for the days ahead. We need to have ALL of this evil laid out
in front of us. This way, we can make fully informed decisions for our future.
It's been a long intro, I know, but if I'd titled these first few chapters
'INTRODUCTION', would you have read them? Most likely not. Literary polls
reveal less than 50% of us read the intros. But I trust I've laid out the principles
now for a mature conversation.
If you've accepted the official 'infectious c19' narrative as the true Korona
narrative, then Smoke and Mirrors is going to rock your world, and I can't wait
for that! Nothing like being confident in your material is there! And so, here's to
pink, and not giving two hoots should you choose to wear it!
And finally, FINALLY, whilst some authors might finish their introduction with an
offer to enjoy, that would certainly be a bonus, but given the gritty and ugly and
even brutal nature of truth at times and the effect it can have upon us, I will
finish by saying BE CONSUMED!
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ETYMOLOGY
'For thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by
thy sorceries were all nations deceived.’ Rev18:23
And now, not so much a Bible study but a word study. Etymology - meaning: the
study of the origins of words and the historical development of their meaning.
The above verse was written approximately 2,000 years ago and makes for plain
reading except perhaps for one word - sorceries. Deceived by thy sorceries.
What exactly does this word sorceries mean in this context? Let's examine the
word using Strong's Concordance.
sorceries:
concordance number: 5331
original word: φαρμακεία, ας, ἡ
transliteration: pharmakeia
pharmakeia: the use of medicine, drugs or spells, idolatory and idol worship

Since the day King Kong fell upon us, how many nations has the monster
affected? Has even one nation escaped? And in our internationally hyperinfected state, what is it that every political leader and every mainstream media
outlet has been promising us would save us? What is it that our King Kong
scientists were racing around the clock to deliver, that all nations were
expectantly waiting for and church universal was earnestly praying for?
A pharmakeia? A medicine? A vaccine? Yes, a vaccine.
It's March/April 2022 now, and since December 2020, ALL NATIONS have been
rolling up their sleeves and submitting to the vastly profitable King Kong vaccine.
And looking at the sheer scale of it, is it it possible all nations have been deceived
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by the great men's sorceries, by their vaccines? This particular pharmakeia has
certainly reached all nations. Smoke and Mirrors contends this Bible verse from
2,000 years ago is a gracious and also solemn warning from our God to be on the
look-out for the wiles of the great men and their 'medicines' in these days.
But it's also a prophetic warning that's largely been ignored, and consequently,
say the watchmen, we have been deceived by the kings and their dangerous
vaccines and by every toxic add-on that comes with them, and with huge cost to
human health too, as is now surfacing, even in the mainstream press at last. And
don't believe the low casualty rate quoted in this Daily Telegraph article either.
We'll see the true figure is at least 100 x that.

AND WITH UNDERSTANDABLE REASON
But some of us out there have evidently been joining the darker dots. Bible
Gateway is one of many theological sites reporting a rise in searches on 'sorcery',
and Greek and Latin-versed theologians are also now intensely debating the
meaning of the word. And they're getting quite heated over it too, and with
understandable reason. Understandable reason, but not necessarily excuseable
reason. What do I mean by this?
It stands to reason, if this verse really does mean that all nations have been
deceived by the rich merchants and their vaccines, then is a double-vaccinated
and even boostered theologian going to find it easy to read he has been deceived
by the kings and also that the warning to be on our guard against the Big Pharma
merchants was contained in the Bible? Hardly! And in the wider battle to defend
his pro-vaccine world view and health choices, could the word 'sorceries' now
take on any number of meanings other than pharmaceutical? Absolutely it could!
And so, if I'm talking to a double-vaccinated and boostered theologian right now,
I don't want to lose you at this early stage, but how you react to this information
is not my issue. All of us have the capacity to respond defensively when we sense
our world view on whatever matter is under threat. It's a very human trait and
again, as I say, these in-built defence mechanisms are discussed in later pages.
And to those still on the fence with this translation of the word sorceries at this
point, please do carry out your own Greek and Latin homework on φαρμακεία
before we set out proper. But I can tell you now, it does all point to the
pharmacy. I haven't found a single authoritative site yet that says otherwise,
except for one, the UK Apologetics site which we'll look at later as a case in point.
The author hasn't grasped the scale of the deception AT ALL. But to see this for
ourselves, we must first be reasonably acquainted with some of these deeper
Big Pharma deceits, so, we'll catch up with UK Apologetics later. And also, please
do not think this Bible verse is the one verse upon which Smoke and Mirrors
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rests. Far from it! Rev18:23 is one of many verses building the bigger picture of
mass pharmaceutical and spiritual deception in the shape of monster Kong.
But what if Rev18:23 doesn't actually need any highbrow back and forth? What
if it literally means what it says? So many verses in the Bible have been writ plain
by our God, yet so often these verses fall into the hands of 'the wise and learned'
who render them allegory or poetry. World-renowned Bible teachers and
preachers who should know better are stripping the Miraculous and the
Prophetic from God's Word. This becomes plain in part 2 of Smoke and Mirrors.
Yes, there are verses in the Bible we wrestle with continuously, and some we
might never fully understand this side of Eternity, but generally speaking, in my
Bible study times, I tend to follow the shout, whisper, silence rule. I shout where
the Word of God shouts, I whisper where He whispers and I do my best to stay
silent where the Bible is silent. And for me, Rev18:23 is A MASSIVE SHOUT OUT
from God to be ready for those great merchants who will be deceiving ALL
nations with their sorceries. And so, I'm shouting out about it too! Whoever said
Bible studies are boring!
Not all conventional medicine is bad by any means but in Smoke and Mirrors, we
get to see how these hugely powerful pharma-conglomorates have intentionally
been injuring and killing thousands upon thousands across the earth with their
pharmakeia and spells, and they've been doing so for millenia! And yes, you read
right, INTENTIONALLY injuring and killing thousands upon thousands. And that's
erring on the side of generosity to the witch. Did you know Big Pharma is often
referred to as the harmaceutical industry? She's been harming us for decades,
and so why should today be any different? And with the Korona jab now, these
same merchants are coming for us again, only this time the scale of their assault
upon the human race is unprecedented!
And if this all sounding a bit too far-fetched, I remind you that you'll be made
fully privy to Big Pharma's true and bloody history in Smoke and Mirrors. We
have been bewitched by her masks and hand gel sorceries, trance-fixed by her
vaccines and 'infectious c19' narrative, spell-bound by her gripping mainstream
media front page stories, enchanted by them, paralyzed even. The fourth vaccine
is on its way, and there's the new Deltacron variant for us all to worry about now
too. Spell-bound - meaning: a word or formula,a bewitched state, holding one's
complete attention as if by magic.
And who can argue the monster has not held everybody's COMPLETE
ATTENTION these last two years, and particularly across church universal.
Therefore, My people die through lack of knowledge, says our God.
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OUR TRUE ENEMY!
'The Lord is with us! So don’t be afraid of them!' Num14:9
Again, these last few pages have been
setting the scene for us, preparing us for
what lays ahead. Compare the infomation
you're taking in now to a high energy bar
before the main event. Because you WILL
need it.
Now, if you don't read the Bible, here's
a short and I hope interesting story from it.
When Joshua and Caleb went on a 40 day
tour of duty to scout the Promised Land,
they returned with a report containing the
fearful as well as the good. The fearful
included accounts of towering walled cities
plus the bloodthirsty Amorites and the giant
and much-feared sons of Anak roaming the
land - all sworn enemies of God.
The good in Caleb's report included descriptions of a land flowing with milk and
honey, evidence of the abundant fruit of the land plus an enthused Caleb saying
of these giants, ‘The Lord is with us! So don’t be afraid of them!' But the people
were afraid, and with good reason. The giants' hatred for God and His people
was renowned and on another level. There was no half-hearted hatred here.
Theirs was a spiritual hatred. You know when a person's hatred for another has
consumed them and infected them to the core of their being. That's what I mean
by spiritual hatred. And sometimes, people can even hate themselves to that
degree too. And we'll be talking about that later too and the cure for it!

THAT SHIMMERING ANGEL
Everything in this world is spiritual, EVERYTHING! It always has been, and
whatever you might think in this logical, mechanistic, scientific and largely
sceptical world, deep down we all know there's something or Someone bigger
out there. A sunrise or sunset, the night sky, the birth of a baby, a piece of music,
ten thousand voices singing in unison, a deep love for someone and even a deep
hatred of someone, these things touch us in more than just a physical way. And
the Bible tells us we won't ever escape our deep-down sense of the spiritual and
that there is a God out there somewhere because in His Goodness and Love
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towards us, God has written His Name on each of our hearts. 'For this is the
covenant that I will make with the House of Israel [us] after those days, declares
the Lord: I will put my laws into their minds, and write them on their hearts, and
I will be their God, and they shall be my people.' Heb 8:10
And so, It's like a constant call
home. God has seen to it we'll
always have this sense within us
there's Someone Bigger out
there, and we either put hands
over our ears and say, 'Not today
thank you!' or we look around
and ask, 'Who's that calling?'
and our spiritual journey Home
begins. It's that simple.
Smoke and Mirrors takes us to these spiritual places and shows us there really
is an invisible spiritual realm above us and down here all around us inhabited by
Spiritual Good and also by spiritual evil, invisible, spiritually wicked beings who
have evil intentions for the earth and all who live upon it. Again, the Bible writes
clearly about these supernatural realms and evil supernatural beings and their
deceitful, evil intent. 'For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against
principalities, against powers, and against the rulers of the darkness of this
world, against spiritual wickedness in high places' Eph6:12
Can you see and actually hold and touch
spiritual wickedness? No. But can you sense
it in a room or about a person? Absolutely
we can! And since the Garden, lucifer and
all who serve him have hated our God with
a frightening intensity, and they hate us too.
Truly, we live in extraordinarily
supernatural times! And believe it or not,
the Korona deception is just a warm-up for
the days ahead. Smoke and Mirrors shows
us there will be many more luciferian
assaults coming our way in the coming days,
and indeed, many are with us even right
now if we did but know it.
We need to acquaint ourselves with this invisible, spiritual deceitful enemy and
his deceiving tactics. And so, let Smoke and Mirrors be a sort of lesson plan if
you like, a spiritual lesson plan for the deceitful days ahead.
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Smoke and Mirrors is a detailed
account of this enemy, and
shimmering angel of light lucifer is at
the head of all of this evil. We know
him as satan, lucifer beelzebub,
apollyon, abaddon - he's one and the
same being, and he isn't going to be
capitalised anywhere in this text. In
Smoke and Mirrors we are given
a clear description of lucifer's hostile
nature, the hostile industries he rules
over on this earth and the giant
earthly rulers who live directly under
his command. In Smoke and Mirrors,
we see clearly the perverse tactics
and evil weapons these natural and
supernatural beings are using against
us, even right now!
But we don't spend all our time with our eyes fixed on lucifer, far from it! In
Smoke and Mirrors, we get to read about the Power and Might of the God Who
not only prophesied these evil attacks upon us, but Who also defeated them all!
The Bible can be summed up in two words - we won, or rather, He won, and the
final Victor in this battle isn't lucifer. And He Who won wants YOU on His Side
too! And so, we'll inevitably be talking about King Jesus, our Great Saviour and
the Great Recruiter, looking for YOU! And His is the best Army to be a part of, it
really is! We don't fight with physical weapons, our arsenal against the true
enemy upon the earth is only ever Spiritual! Standing firm in heart in the face of
the enemy because we know this enemy has already been defeated, and that all
he's got on in his arsenal is just a short amount of time to be the bully and the
tyrant before it's all over for him and for ETERNITY! You might not know this at
this early stage, but without King Jesus by our side to face these giants in the
coming days, we will only ever lose. But let Him lead the charge in our lives in
these dark days, and we realise we TRULY ARE on the side Who has already won!

WE ENCOUNTER HOSTILITY STRAIGHT AWAY
And so, just like Joshua and Caleb, we're going on a journey, a hazardous journey
to a dark walled city, a journey to the heart of darkness. Just like the hostile lands
that Caleb and Joshua entered whose giant inhabitants had everyone sore afraid
back then, Smoke and Mirrors takes us on a covert mission into the same
inhospitable territories that surround us today, with all manner of fearful giants
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that would have us deeply fearful too if we didn't know Somebody Bigger than
us was with us as we journeyed.
And it's a journey of two parts. Part 1 is an epic journey to the city walls. Part 2
is climbing the walls and taking this evil city, the heart of darkness for our God.
And if some of you are struggling with this strange-sounding journey, again,
don't worry. As we continue, the language and the journey and the city will
become clear. The city is lying lucifer's lair, and we are going to take this city for
our God and rescue many people held captive there!

Part 1 of our mission is to get our bearings in this new and jagged c19
environment, and if we're going to understand this King Kong Korona darkness
for what it truly is, which is pure evil, we must approach the city methodically
and with thought and care, because almost as soon as we set off, we encounter
hostility, with ugly Big Pharma and Big Media and Big Government giants
planting their deceitful traps everywhere trying to stop us from reaching the city.
Smoke and Mirrors reveals the evil nature of our leaders who are intentionally
engineering all of our current King Kong c19 anxieties for their own gain. This is
the first of the darker boxes we must open. We must face the fact our leaders
hate us and are against us. But here's the good news on this. These giants know
we're onto their deceits and although they're frightening beasts, they're actually
more frightened of us than we are of them!
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And so we don't avoid them, we hunt them
down, we spring their traps and we terminate
these giants! And we don't just terminate
them says our God, WE EVISCERATE THEM!
Eviscerate - meaning: to disembowel, deprive
of vital content. We eviscerate these
monsters, so that we need not worry any
more about them. There'll be no mercy shown
here, my friend. It is us who will be striking
fear into the giants on this journey, NOT the
other way around! All who pass by will see
their entrails spilled out for the birds.
And so, we look for the most direct route to the city, we eviscerate all giants we
meet on the way, and we make it to the city walls. This is part 1. And I love it
that already some of you will be thinking I'm launching off into some sort of
fantasy novel and exaggerating the danger of what lays ahead for all of us. And
so all I'll say to that is YOU JUST WAIT!

I'M GOING TO STICK MY NECK OUT HERE
Having reached the city, our next mission is to climb the walls. And as we look
up at the walls and prepare for our ascent, we'll certainly be struck by the
steepness of the climb, and by the evil, spiritual feel of the place, where the
giants have their home. But climb those walls we must if we are to take the city!
But as we climb, weirdly, it's like our feet are firm underneath us and we realise
we're not climbing alone. It's like we're being escorted, like we're under some
kind of Divine Protection! And trust me when I say that without some kind of
Heavenly Protector alongside us, we wouldn't be able to complete this climb.
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And I'm not exaggerating. And as we climb, we'll be passing little windows here
and there that allow us a clear view down into the city and its fearful inhabitants
and we'll be thanking God He's with us because our hearts would surely faint
with fear if He wasn't climbing with us.

And so we climb until we reach the top of the walls, and weirdly again, we are
blessed by God to look down on the full extent of the darkness. We get to see
us, our city, the heart of darkness in all its horrifying glory. And we remember
Caleb's words to us to not be fearful because our God is with us. And even
though what we're looking at appears so incomprehensibly evil, we're not
afraid, and we jump down into the city and we take it for our God!
We jump down in and we rout
the city, we kill ALL of its giant
inhabitants, and in doing so,
we kill ALL of our fears! And
it's a bloody affair, and we are
awestruck by the size of our
enemy at times, but under
this
Divine
Protection
surrounding us, we take our
stand, and we take this giantinfested city for our God!
And so, at this point, some of you might be saying, I'll have what he's on! The
best acid in town, haha! The guy's in la-la land. But I'm going to stick my neck
out here and guess what you're reading here is making sense at some deeper
level, that you're compelled to continue and that you're... sort of excited?
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And it's a young man called Eric we have to thank for part 2. It was something
he said to me, or rather something I believe our God said to me through Eric that
had me dividing Smoke and Mirrors into two parts. And we'll meet Eric in due
course because he's a massively important part of the journey. And again, all will
become clear in due course.
And if it seems weird to read that God actually speaks to people, you have my
sympathy! But millions of sane people will attest to hearing from God in
different way, eitheir through His Word, through a miraculous event, through
another person's guidance, through a dream, and even His audible Voice! And
it's my prayer on this journey He'll begin speaking to you too in whatever way.

IN SO MANY CRITICAL AREAS OF LIFE
Any general will tell you that in any battle situation, having an understanding of
the enemy and his tactics takes away much of the fear and especially our fear of
the unknown. Understanding our true enemy means we can take steps to guard
ourselves against his traps and deceits that might otherwise take us down.
And one of the most dangerous giants we encounter on this journey to the city
is our worldly thinking. From cradle to grave, we are taught WHAT to think about
the world around us but rarely if ever are we taught HOW to think about the
world and its workings.

Below, we see a still from the film They Live. A special pair of glasses enables
Nada to see beyond the social messaging that surrounds us, see the hidden
persuaders, and that everything is about manipulating us to consume, conform
and obey. Whilst the acting might be hammy, They Live has become a cult classic
for its on point analysis of our brainwashed lives.
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Many call it a documentary. Says this gootube comment, 'It always has been a
reality. It's just that now the illusion isn't as strong as it was back in 1988. You
no longer need to put on any glasses to see the truth, you just have to use basic
critical thinking.'

Consume, conform, obey. We will see in Smoke and Mirrors that not just with
monster Kong but in so many important areas of life, our 'critical knowledge
bank' has been rote-learned, and we have been programmed to do just that,
consume, conform and obey. We're not thinking our own thoughts. They've
been manufactured for us. Rote-learned - meaning: learning or memorization
by repetition, often without reasoning or understanding of the material.
And the dissenters would say that every King Kong 'fact' that's been delivered to
us over the last two years has been delivered from very narrow and one-sided
conventional KIng Kong sources, and all of these facts we've 'learned' by
repetition and 'without reasoning'. You don't agree? Again, my friend, just you
wait. Smoke and Mirrors allows us to take a step back and look down into our
c19 klassroom where we see how all of the King Kong 'facts' we've assimilated
over the last two years have deserved much closer scrutiny than we have given
them.
But we didn't do that. Instead, we trusted our wicked leaders and we meekly
accepted all of the Korona directives. We consumed, we conformed, we obeyed.
Of course, this Korona krisis is as much about us!
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TRAMPLING ON SNAKES AND SCORPIONS
I said at the beginning if you don't know anything about the Bible or you don't
know Jesus as your Saviour, that really doesn't matter right now. And I also
promised I'd stay well away from any religiosity. And I will do that, but if you feel
OK about this suggestion, then before we set out proper now, please take
a minute in the quiet now and if you're comfortable with it, speak these words
out loud or say them in your head, something as simple as this, 'I don’t know if
You're real or not God, but I'm about to read and watch stuff which will very likely
be new to me. Please protect me from being misled and from any dangerous
traps, and please guard me from being deceived. And if You are real, please also
speak to me about You along the way. Thank You.'
And to all of you who do know our God, let us remember His promise to us, ‘No
weapon forged against us shall prosper!’ Is54:17 And remember also the words
of His Son Jesus, ’Behold! I give unto you power to tread on serpents and
scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy: and nothing shall by any means
hurt you’ Luke10:19 So, we needn't be afraid!

WHAT USE IS SIGHT IN THE INVISIBLE, SPIRITUAL REALM?
We've all of us seen the news over the
last two years with the overrun
hospitals and the 'soaring infection
rates' and the ventilators and the neardeath bedside interviews. And you'll
also have known people yourself in
that time who have been ill, maybe
seriously ill and maybe even who have
died, and you've been told they died of
the c19 virus. You may also be a doctor
or nurse and you've been working on
the 'virus front line' so to speak, and so
you'll have your own personal c19
experiences in the forefront of your
mind as you're reading this.
So, I'm fully aware of ‘the wall of evidence’ that we've had a terrible two years
of it with this dangerous flu pandemic, and we're only just now recovering here
in the UK. We've seen the pandemic for ourselves, we can all say with
conviction! No we haven't, say the watchmen. It's been a grand deception. You
might say, I've seen it with my very eyes! But what use is sight in the invisible,
spiritual realm?
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PART ONE

THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY
AND EVEN THE BRUTAL
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THE OUTLAYING LAND
'Freedom is taken for granted by the free and longed for by those
who never had it. But for those who have had it and lost it, the loss
burns like the hottest flame.' S W Lothian, Subway Palliatopia
Now, we might not agree on all points raised at this early stage, and that's fine,
we're only just setting out on this journey, but let's at least see if we can agree
on what was unfolding all around us from March 2020 onwards. It's March 2022
now, the Omicron variant threatened us briefly and just as quickly disappeared,
and a sort of normality has returned to the UK. The people have had their
vaccines, shops are fully open again, and we're out and about. There's still a lot
of uncertainty everywhere and still plenty of people are wearing their masks.
I spoke to a cashier in Waitrose in late March 2022 who told me she'd just served
an elderly lady who hadn't been out of her house since Korona kicked off in
March 2020! But in the main, the majority have shaken off our more overt c19
anxieties and we've adapted to our new King Kong framework and surroundings,
and we're out and about.

But let's take ourselves back to that day, to March 23rd 2020, and at a deeper
level, how did we all feel about the c19 psycho-bomb that dropped on us out of
nowhere? We touched on it in the introduction, but can you remember the day
it all turned invisibly dark? I remember it like it was yesterday! One day, we were
living our lives, and the next, the UK Prime Minister made some announcement
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to the nation, telling us we were in the grip of a worldwide pandemic and we
were being locked down. Lockdown? What's that?
OMG! A deadly virus surrounds us! You
MUST stay indoors except for your
exercise hour. This coronavirus is
HIGHLY CONTAGIOUS! No proper test
kits available, no vaccine to protect us
as yet, rocketing death tolls, superstars
and world leaders testing positive every
day, neighbours, friends, family
members, work forces etc, etc,
declaring self-isolation, so many
businesses shut down, shopping precincts empty, no public gatherings, the
2 metre distance rule, fines and imprisonment for infringements plus more rules
being instituted every day. We'd all of us been hit by the c19 blizzard! Overnight,
the whole world changed. Worldwide, it felt like something had broken.
And the slew of government edicts that appeared! And always the subtext in
these edicts that as dutiful citizens, we MUST accept our sudden loss of liberties,
‘Don’t you know?’ said our leaders and medical experts to the whole earth on
repeat, ‘This lockdown is the only way to beat the deadly virus!’ And in the UK,
always there was the call, 'Save our hospitals! Work with us! Help our NHS! We
must unite! Let's beat this TOGETHER!’

ALL SUDDENLY GONE!
And so, in late March 2020, in an attempt to contain monster c19, the UK went
into lockdown, although Spain and Italy and France and most other European
countries would say we’d had it easy compared to them. And as individuals and
families, rich man, poor man, slave and free came to terms with this drastic,
overnight change to our lives, and as we all united under the government
rallying cry, and as we meekly accepted their new and quite frankly Orwellian
c19 rules and regulations, we found that for the most part, we'd justified in our
minds the government's approach was the only way we could beat this deadly
viral threat. We’re not the experts here guys, we told each other, we just need
to trust the authorities on all of this.
But as we abided by all the new orders coming at us thick and fast, it was as if
there was some weird, inverse correlation going on, because the more
obediently we followed our government’s advice, the more these new rules kept
on appearing, and the faster our freedoms were being stripped from us.
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Workwise, and apart from those essential workers required to keep a nation
running and those who couldn't work from home, most of the rest of us were
housebound by order of the state. We were allowed our statutory exercise, and
we could go to the essential shops that were still open but definitely NO
SOCIALISING! From mates and Match of the Day, a beer around a firepit,
a neighbourhood social, planning a summer wedding, popping round to Mum
and Dad or to friends and family, attending playgroups, school, going on a fishing
trip - all these everyday activities and freedoms we took for granted, were all
suddenly gone. Everywhere had shut down and everywhere was suddenly and
spookily empty. Below, we see a deserted Regent Street in London, and here are
a few other city centres across the world all deserted.

Our skies, our motorways, our cities and high streets were empty. Shops, clubs
and bars, cinemas, skate parks, children’s play parks and the seaside - everything
everywhere was closed along with millions of livelihoods and incomes.
Everywhere was closed except for the supermarkets and essential village food
shops and petrol stations. A few restaurants and grill bars were still open for
takeaways only, and bicycle repair shops and DIY shops also managed to escape
the cull.
And to the intellectually consistent and commercially astute, it was surely
apparent this overnight worldwide decision to combat c19 in this fashion was
precipitating the ruination not just of villages, towns and cities but of whole
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countries! It is beyond unbelievable what happened to all the earth, and so
swiftly back in April 2020. And the inhumanity accompanying these c19 rules!
The sick and/or elderly loved ones who were forced to isolate at home or in
hospital and maybe were dying from whatever condition and were allowed no
visitors. Everybody was having to say their final goodbyes by video-call or
through the one nominated family member allowed access. These people who
lost loved ones in this way will still be coming to come to terms with not being
able to say their final goodbyes in the normal way because the strict c19 rules
didn't allow it. And the funerals that followed! Ugh! The funerals! Only a limited
number of direct family members allowed who must ALL stand the statutory
2 metres, the government advising that ‘Mourners should avoid any direct face
to face or physical contact, for example hugging each other unless they are part
of the same household.’
And as I write this, I'm thinking about the wife and mother I was told about who
was forced to make the terrible decision to choose between visiting her dying
husband in hospital and face two weeks of isolation as a consequence or stay at
home to be with her children who would need her comfort when she got 'the
call'. And so, she chose to stay at home and send a last text to her husband to
be read out to him by his brother at his hospital bedside. And a mum I know who
couldn't travel to be with her daughter who had lost her baby at 10 weeks and
was alone in hospital.
Everybody will have a similar story, and so regardless of the apparent need for
these c19 safeguards, let's at least agree the out-workings of all these rules for
'the safe containment of infection' have certainly been anti-human.
Ahh, but what about the furlough payments paid to us by all of our
governments? That was surely an act of fiscal generosity unmatched in all of
government history! Yeah, right. And so just you wait my friend. Soon, we'll be
uncovering the long and secret history of the huge framework underpinning all
of those seemingly 'generous furlough payments'. An overnight solution? I don't
think so. Those 'generous payments' and how they were to be delivered to us
had been worked out as far back as 2010. You bet this worldwide Korona
pandemic has been ingeniously planned and faked from the start!
But park up any disbelief at this point and tell me it’s not just me. Tell me, did
you not also discern an underlying darkness in all of this when monster Kong hit
us? Like the sun was out but something had broken? A strange kind of dread on
the land you couldn't quite put your finger on?

NO MATTER HOW PSYCHOPATHIC
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I think it's good we allow ourselves a minute or two to dwell on how each of us
felt at a deeper level at the time. And even now, two years on, isn't all of this
social-distancing and being afraid of being in physical contact with one another
just so anti-human, so anti-God's plan for His people? Does it not strike you as
almost satanic even? Aren't we made to be with one another? To live alongside
one another? And if you think this reference to satan is alarmist, then maybe
revisit this statement in a few chapters' time when the true picture of the evil
our leaderships have been exacting upon us begins to emerge.
To any experienced observer of the human condition, the longer-term physical,
psychological and even spiritual ramifications of such anti-human c19 laws
brought down upon the entire world back in March 2020 don't bear thinking
about. A 500 page double-sided report in 10 point text could not do it full justice!
Here we see a funeral where Dad has died. Watch as the son moves in closer to
Mum to comfort her, and then another son, and then others, and then watch as
the funeral director also moves in to break up the family. Do we think that vile
intervention will ever be forgotten by the family? Of course not! The family will
live with that vile moment for the rest of their lives.
And the dissenters would say that all of this economic and sociological savagery
has been accepted by us for no other reason than we have accepted and
believed the overarching 'infectious c19' narrative fed to us by our leaders. We
believed the government approach to the kontainment of monster Kong was
the correct approach. We believed this approach REALLY was the only way
humanity was ever going to come out the other side alive.
For the 99%, we accepted the party line. We're up against a world-wide
pandemic, a world-wide killer, and no matter how psychopathic or anti-human
these c19 government edicts might appear to some of us, and I'll repeat that, no
matter how psychopathic or anti-human these c19 government edicts might
appear to some of us, it’s crucial we do exactly as our governments tell us. Not
since wartime we keep on being told has there been a call for such unified cooperation! This was the overarching 'infectious c19' narrative. And the rallying
cry being broadcast almost desperately to us 24/7 is that we mustn’t EVER forget
that by sticking together and trusting our leaders and trusting or health experts,
THIS IS THE ONLY WAY TO BEAT THIS VIRUS! Together, together, TOGETHER, we
can beat this c19! Yeah, right.
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OUT IN THE QUEUES IN 2020/21
'Before the Corona-pocalypse, people were so distracted by items
presenting themselves throughout life; items that really do not
matter. Noise for the mind. Ways to distract the heart, scapegoats
for getting away from conditions of the soul and heart that must
be fully faced and dealt with. Now there are no more distractions.
The noise has evaporated. Everyone must face their truth now:
their demons and their angels.' C JoyBell C

As part of the necessary Korona autopsy, this will be the first proper incision into
the Korona kadavre now, and some of you are going to feel it as we cut, I know!
But take heart, only good can come out of this post-mortem.
The enormity of what fell upon us in March 2020 and how it has impacted us
socially and psychologically is noticeably registering out there now in 2022,
especially in terms of general mental health, and we'll be talking about that as
we continue, but loosely to summarise the mood here in the UK in
March/April/May 2020, travel back with me now.
There’s the odd smile and nodding
acknowledgement in the street, all from a
safe distance of course, and we'd see the
ones and twos and families out on their
statutory walks, silent or talking quietly
amongst themselves as they pass by, the
joggers and the dog-walkers, and the
occasional rebellious pensioner defying the
12 week indoor ban for all elderly.
And then there were the cycling families pedalling silently and safely by, the
occasional barking dog, the occasional traffic noise from the bypass carrying the
trucks and the key services workers and all those who can't work from home,
but everybody else is housebound by order of the state. And it's the ghastly
quietness everywhere that's most noticeable.

IS THIS RESONATING? AM I ALONE IN THIS?
And what about our new pavement behaviour! Those individuals or family
groups who see you approaching who would stop, wait, and step back the
statutory 2 metres as you pass. Or like clockwork, they'd fall into a family line
and silently arc their way around you. Before Korona, there would have been
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a lot more smiles and hellos on the pavement. Post-Korona and unless you say
hello first, most passers-by will make no eye-contact.
And in this quiet, other-worldly world that is our new world now in April 2020,
everywhere has a civilised kind of clockwork-ness to it all, a ghastly kind of
orderliness. Ghastly - meaning: terrifyingly horrible to the senses,
objectionable, frightening, and I make no apologies in advance for the number
of times I'll be using the word ghastly in Smoke and Mirrors. But tell me it's
not just me. Cast your mind back to April/May 2020 and it's like there's no real
spontaneity anywhere, nobody's really living, we're all of us just functioning, and
how quickly we seem to be adapting to it!
And as we're with our families at home and as we tell each other there's
a positive to be had in all of this and how this lockdown is making us realise
what's important in life (and that is certainly true) - as we play with our children
with this new time on our hands, as we plant our gardens (if we're blessed with
a garden) and as we DIY and play our music and play our games and watch our
box sets, and as we zoom and whatsapp each other our funny c19 lockdown
videos (and some of them are hilarious! sound on please, the look at the end is
priceless!) - as we sink into our devices and try to immerse ourselves in our usual
favourite escapes, it's like there’s no page or link we can click that will
anaesthetise us from the c19 psycho-bomb that’s just hit us.
And I don't know about you but if I’m honest about how I was feeling in April
2020, everything considered meaningful or fun, deep down for me was all just
bouncing off the sky. Is this resonating? Am I alone in this? I don’t think so by
a long chalk!
And so, as we fought off the seeming inescapableness of it all, some of us found
temporary solace in the occasional newsfeed telling us certain restrictions might
soon be lifting, and that soon we'll be out of all of this. But the overall feeling in
April/May 2020 is that this is our new trappedness for now, and the realist in me
was telling me that no amount of human ingenuity is going to return our world
to what it was pre-King Kong.
But if the experts do ‘fix our world’ and save us all from c19, then as we return
to whatever new normal awaits us, then all glory of course will go to the
ingenuity of our political and medical leaders and their expertise in 'flattening
the c19 curve' and we'll all be able to look back on all of the sociological and
commercial wreckage left behind and we'll all be able to say to one another it's
all been worth it. We will all be able to say that to each other, won't we?
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EVERYBODY'S RIGHT TO A SAFE SPACE
And so it's May/June/July 2020 and we're adapting to all the new ghastliness of
course, we have to! We're getting on with it, but as we pass one another politely
on the pavement, we all know that we all know there's something
fundamentally wrong in the world now, and if you ask anybody how they're
doing, and if they reply they're doing OK, you know they're lying because deep
down, nobody's doing fine. Nothing anywhere is fine or OK anymore.
There are the quiet, orderly queues outside the shops in mid-2020, and in those
queues, there's a whole gamut of behaviours on display as we each find
ourselves coming to terms with what is happening all around us. Individuals and
couples in the queues, some standing in an outwardly quite relaxed manner, not
dressed for biowarfare just yet, no masks or gangsta-stylee face bandanas to
ward off the killer c19, no gloves or other overt signs of c19 preparedness, and
they'll maybe catch your eye and maybe comment, 'Who'd've thought, eh?' or
a philosophical ‘It’s not sooo bad. We’ve seen it all before.’
What? Seen it all before? Seen what all before?? I don't think so! Tell me a single
time in human history when the nations of the earth were shut down S-I-M-UL-T-A-N-E-O-U-S-L-Y! Yes, there was the world-wide flood but that ENDED all life.
What we're seeing here is international, state-imposed house arrest for the
living! And a mass compliance with all of the government edicts.
And just who are these extraordinarily powerful and seemingly invisible people
who can order such measures in such a co-ordinated fashion, and can
implement them right across the world and so swiftly and uniformly? We'll be
looking at exactly who these people are in Smoke and Mirrors and why they're
doing what they're doing to us right now. And protecting us all from the flu has
nothing to do with it AT ALL!
And then there are others in the queue, just standing there, like lonely
fenceposts, silent, forlorn, dazed by it all, lost in their own thoughts, and you
know they’re not restful thoughts. There's a kind of hunted look on many
people’s faces in Summer 2020 - people looking nervously over their shoulders
for fear of 'infectious c19'. Left, right and behind, left, right, behind, every sinew
on alert lest anybody accidentally breaches the all-hallowed 2 metre zone.
And then there are those in the queue who REALLY ARE dressed for bio-warfare.
Like slits in a gun turret, their eyes peer out at you over the top of their all new,
all singing all dancing ebay two-way breathable masks. It’s ironic isn't it that in
all the recent clamour for everybody’s rights to a safe space, how little did we
know we would be granted our wish in such a ghoulish manner!
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And so, as all of these different anxieties and nervous behaviours manifest in the
populations across the world, to the quiet observers out there in the wild and
amidst all of this, nowhere are these anxieties and behaviours more readily
observable than in the queues.

THE SIGN WRITER WAS SICK
And there's one guy who’s standing in line in the queue outside the DIY store on
the local industrial estate queuing for compost, and as he’s queuing and
standing the statutory 2 metres, he doesn't believe in any of this Korona
business at all! He's keeping all of this to himself right now though, because
everybody everywhere is far too tense and in the Korona zone, everything is far
too real-looking to be having a conspiracy conversation with anybody in any
queue about a non-existent flu virus, and we'll be there soon, my friend. There
never was any virus.
And so he's queuing quietly, but as he's queuing, he's also quietly observing. It's
what he does. It's in his nature. He’s an observer. His family have always hated
the fact they can never watch a film without him shouting out 'Continuity error!
Continuity error!' And because he’s an observer, he's also always asking
questions. He once asked the waitress in the Red Lion why the lion in the pub
sign outside was white. ‘Is it?’ she replied, ‘I hadn’t even noticed!’ And whilst it
utterly baffled him she hadn't noticed this glaring anomaly at her every-day
place of work, this was beside the point, it didn't solve the conundrum, he had
to know, and could she find out please? An hour later, the landlord appeared,
the sign writer was sick, it would be finished in 2 weeks. Thank you! Conundrum
resolved, our observer could move on.
During the widely-reported SARS epidemic in the early 2000s, our observer
telephoned BBC Asia to ask why the reporter at the supposed 'epicentre' of this
'highly contagious' outbreak wasn’t wearing a mask when most others around
him were. Madame BBC put the phone down on him. And more on the Korona
masks later, ghastly occult rags that they are!
It’s been speculated a number of times our observer might be on some sort of
spectrum with his continuous stream of 'weird' questions and observations but
he can’t help it. He can’t help noticing anomalies. He hates it when things don’t
add up. And there are just so many things he's seeing with this c19 business that
just do not add up.
And our observer is also fascinated by people's belief systems and their world
views. And as he scans the queues with the masks and hand gels and the
distancing, he wonders why do the people believe what they believe? What
makes people think the way they think? What influences and influencers might
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have shaped their thinking and world view, not just on the Korona monster but
their world view on anything?
And a lot of the reason he thinks about all of
these things is because of a book he read many
years ago on the art of subliminal advertising,
and soon after, another book exposing the secret
techniques of the advertising industry, a book
showing how certain advertisements can trigger
positive buying decisions in us without us even
realising we’re being manipulated. The reality of
hidden persuaders in our lives turned his head
and his world view upside down. He
learned there is a whole unseen and hugely
powerful realm of influence in our lives, and that
it's not so much what we believe about a given
matter that matters, it's far more important we
understand why we believe what we believe.
What hidden persuaders are there out in the world quietly shaping the way we
think without us even realising? Because rarely are our thoughts our own
thoughts, and ESPECIALLY so with King Kong Korona, as we shall soon discover.
And it's this realisation that from the cradle almost we have been taught WHAT
to think as opposed to HOW to think that begins the thinking man's total reappraisal of everything in his life he once held dear. Once we understand these
hidden persuaders are not just some imaginary force out in the world, but they
actually exist, then as rational beings we must be big enough and humble
enough to face this reality. We must be prepared to be stripped of ourselves and
our world views, and be prepared to let go of so much of our former education.
At a fundamental level in head and heart, the thinking man is forced to admit
we must start all over again. In effect, we have to be prepared to re-educate
ourselves on LIFE, THE UNIVERSE AND EVERYTHING!
And for so many people, and especially those with certificate after certificate to
their name, a 'mis-education' can be a very difficult thing to acknowledge. And
as we journey on to the city, more and more we'll be seeing these hidden
influencers in action, forces for evil teaching us so much falsity, spiritual beings
persuading us of the truth and the value of their lies, and persuading us we must
hang on to our certificates of excellence, no matter the cost!
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OUR ANXIETIES, RITUALS AND BELIEFS
And right now out in the queues, as far as the study of human thinking and
behaviour is concerned, our observer is watching all of this c19 stuff unfolding
and it's like he’s landed in observer heaven! And it's not a gratuitous thing with
this observing, but he does sometime wonder about those wildlife cameramen
out on the prairie who impassively film the goriest of gore without intervening,
and he wonders if that streak is in him too, and he thinks it might be.
And a particular aspect of our behaviour that's grabbing him right now in mid2020 is our heightened attention to hygiene, and all the little cleaning rituals
that have suddenly become integral to family life - rituals that wouldn’t have
even occurred to most of us pre-c19. But now, with all of the heightened
concerns for cleanliness and invisible germs and viruses, the dropped milk bottle
or teething dummy that pre-c19 might have been given only a cursory brush-off
now most definitely cannot be given back to baby! And the hand-held sprays
and anti-bacterial wipes in shoppers’ handbags now being used to spray and
wipe down and 'disinfect' supermarket basket handles that only seconds before
had been 'disinfected' right in front of them by the masked and gloved shop
assistants.
And he gets to thinking about the power of the word DISINFECTANT and the
huge commercial interests over the years which have shaped and purposefully
fuelled our anxieties over 'germs' and ‘bugs’ and ‘viruses’ and all the other little
critters our germ experts repeatedly tell us are dangerous to health. It's the
perfect commercial circle! 'I know!', said an astute merchant one day, 'Through
constant lurid advertising, let's create in the people's minds a swarming host of
invisible, highly infectious entities and tell 'em these critters surround us 24/7
and how harmful they are to human health. And then let's present all manner of
pills and potions and lotions as a cure and tell 'em they can have complete victory
over these invisible critters. And then let's sit back and watch the money roll in!'
And that my friend is the exact business plan! $30 billion a year we spend on
household critter warfare! $30 billion a year on toxic products we do not
actually need which ultimately only harm our health, harm the water table and
harm the earth. And a little later, we’ll be looking at the hugely powerful
pharmaceutical conglomerates who along with their fellow media gangsters are
teaching us what to think about infection and are right now driving our fear of
virus-laden King Kong Korona.
And as our observer waits in line for his compost outside the DIY store, and as
he thinks about all of these things, he thinks about the queue and how it's
moving so slowly. And it's moving at snail's pace because it's a ‘one in one out’
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policy at the moment and with a maximum of three persons in the store at any
one time. And our observer looks at the 'one in one out' sign outside the
entrance to the store and he wonders if the calculations are correct on this, and
he calculates that three shoppers at a time plus maybe five staff in a warehouse
with approximately 150 msq floor space (allowing for shelf space) gives each
shopper just under 10msq to move around in which would allow for many more
people in the shop which would also be better for business. And he knows he’s
going to have to find the manager and talk to him about this anomaly.

THE C19 ELECTRICITY
And he thinks the 'one in one out' policy is pointless anyway because everything
in the store sooner or later will have been touched by everybody at some point
anyway. What’s that saying, you’re only six handshakes from the Queen? And
there's only one person in the queue wearing latex gloves (although it wouldn't
be much longer before latex gloves were commonplace in the populations as
our governments and mainstream media ramped up our fears of 'infection'), and
so everybody's touching everything anyway. But he reckons this 'one in, one out'
policy is at least an attempt by management to be seen by everybody to be
'acting responsibly' during this time of international crisis. And what pressure
there is out there, and especially at the height of it all, 'to be seen' to be doing
the right Korona thing. Ugh!
And as our observer stands and queues, and with all of these things going around
in his head, he observes the middle-aged lady in the queue with her latex gloves
- an outward sign her inward life must now be dominated by the need for
sparkling cleanliness everywhere, and he wonders what little cleaning rituals
and behaviours she's adopted post-c19 and he wonders how many others in her
household and in the queues are scrubbing and scouring, and how this new
heightened fear of germs might be affecting household dynamics.
And he's wondering now about boyfriends and girlfriends, husbands and wives
and the wider family unit and he’s wondering how each of these people, each
with their own beliefs and sensitivities and behaviours and emotions and
attitudes - he’s wondering how these families are managing all of these different
dynamics as they live alongside one another, housebound for the majority of the
time, all under one roof and in lockdown, and in Europe, in severe lockdown.
And he wonders how this c19 business might be affecting those family members
all under the same roof who might not all be on the same page as far as these
new cleaning rituals and other c19 anxieties are concerned. How are they
managing the other’s heightened fears and phobias and beliefs? And he thinks
about the conversation he had with a marquee erecter who told him that at the
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end of his working day, his wife is making him hose down his work clothes and
then his whole body before he's allowed into his own house, and how his whole
household and particularly his children are being profoundly affected by his
wife's new and almost psychotic c19 behaviours and beliefs.
These are the sorts of conversations you find yourself having when you're not
afraid to open the darker c19 box. When you ask the right questions and you
have time for people, they start telling you their 'deeper stuff'. This marquee
erector is in bits on the inside and he willingly gave me his email address and
told me he wants a copy of Smoke and Mirrors as soon as it's finished.
And he thinks about how all of this 'c19 electricity' has been affecting the
children across 2020/2021, and our observer is reminded of the little girl he saw
aged no more than 9 or 10 holding her nose for almost the entire length of the
Tesco dairy aisle, and the little boy, approximately the same age in the same
store and on the same day, helping Mum with the shopping, both of them
wearing matching latex gloves and masks, waiting obediently the exact 2 metres
distance from the shopper in front. A mother and son staying well clear of the
'danger zone' but living every day in the height of anxiety. For many people,
2 metres isn't nearly enough distance, but you'll have noticed that if you've been
observing out in the wild.

IF I'M INFECTED, THEN YOU'RE INFECTED!
And our observer thinks about this little boy and girl and all the other children
wearing their masks in public, and all the private c19 fears those children will
have swirling around in their heads which they'll be keeping to themselves as
they lay in bed at night, because children don’t like to worry their parents
unduly. And what about the children who aren’t wearing masks who see other
children around them who are? How might some of these children’s anxieties
be manifesting right now? ‘Will I die Mum?’ How do Mum and Dad explain these
anomalies to their children? Children are observers too, you know, they can read
a room, they’re little radars!
And he thinks about the adults he's seen who visibly hold their breath as they
pass one another, and so of course the little girl in Tesco is going to copy Mum
and Dad. And he thinks about the masked and gloved trolley collector at the
supermarket in the Autumn of 2020, head down, pushing trollies and muttering
‘I’m not risking it! I’m not risking it!’ Just what was going through that young
man's mind as he passed by? What anxieties will be stopping him from sleeping
tonight?
And our observer gets to thinking about the young man in front of him in
another queue recently who was quite literally petrified and telling him, ‘They’ve
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admitted it! It’s airborne! And right now the wind’s blowing towards us, and if
I’m infected, then I’m infecting you and everybody else behind me!’
This a snapshot of just some of the conversations ACTUALLY TAKING PLACE in
our queues and around us which reveal the depths of psychological damage
already being wrought upon so many people. And as I've been editing this across
late 2021/2022, almost all the conversations I've been overhearing until the
Russia/Ukraine situation STILL had some kind of c19 theme. Tuning in to
supermarket conversations is a great way to measure the mood of the nation.
And our observer wonders if the young man in the queue who believes c19 is
airborne now, or any of the men and women so anxious right now in the queues,
he wonders if any of these people have ever wondered why it is that so many of
our world leaders didn't seem to be observing the distancing rules they were
imposing on us, and neither did they exhibit any of the same nervous
mannerisms seen in the populations. President Trump and crew certainly were
not observing any of these safe distancing rules in their serious-faced sardine
huddles to issue more Korona updates and edicts and c19 tracking forecasts.
And when the cameras stopped rolling, did you see those media hacks who
instantly removed their masks? And here's a CNN news reporter all masked up
for action until his 'deadly outbreak' piece is in the can. And here are the
politicians doing exactly the same. None of these people are concerned about
'catching' anything. They're not dominated by any fear of Korona. Why not?
And he wonders if the waitress in the Red Lion has noticed any of these glaring
anomalies in the ‘infectious virus’ narrative. And he thinks about the TikTok
dance craze that swept through hospitals faster than any virus where nurses and
doctors seem quite unconcerned about the social distancing rules. And as he
queues for his compost the statutory 2 metres, he thinks about the early 2020
facebook posts from genuinely concerned mums and dads offering a glimpse
into the fraught nature of so many family households post-King Kong.
• advice on dealing with letters through the door, and that for safety's sake,
they should be left for three days before opening
• advice on disinfecting doorknobs, tables, counters, keyboards and light
switches
• advice for people on washing their shopping when they get home, advice
on the best-value triple pack containing sanitiser, wipes and alcohol pads
• advice on self-checking every day for any signs or symptoms of c19
• advice for those concerned about cats and dogs and other pets in the
house
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And the facebook questions and King Kong safety top tips continue:
• can c19 live on my skin, on my clothes, in water? And if so, for how long?
• if you can hold your breath for ten seconds without coughing, you’re safe
• if you can bear having a scalding-hot bath, the c19 virus hates heat and
dies
• my step-sister’s cousin’s neighbour’s grandmother said...
plus 1001 more town chat/whatsapp groups/facebook pages offering similar
advice.
And our observer can’t help wondering about people’s sex lives across
2020/2021, about the kissing and the cuddling and he wonders how couples are
dealing with their own individual anxieties about close physical contact and the
exchange of body fluids, and whether in some houses now, couples must now
make doubly-sure they are absolutely, absolutely clean for one another before
making love. That is if the enormity of what has hit us all hasn’t robbed us of our
desire for one another, laying next to one another but alone, alone in our heads,
each with our own unspoken thoughts and fears about where all of this might
be headed. And our observer gets to thinking it’s as if all of the latent anxious
and obsessive and controlling tendencies in the populations pre-c19 have now
been given full permission to blossom.
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THE CAMP COMMANDANT
'The people will not revolt. They will not look up from their screens
long enough to notice what is happening.' George Orwell 1984
My goodness! George Orwell, the prophet! And as our observer is standing in
the queue any time from mid-2020 onwards and thinking about all of these
things, he observes somebody in the queue with high observer potential. It's like
our observer is out on the prairie, peering through the tall grass. He's observing
a tall middle-aged man, standing erect, clothes neatly pressed, arms folded,
looking dead ahead, and standing the statutory 2 metres from a young lady in
front of him, his whole body language exuding 'Do not enter! Do not engage!'

And as our observer is observing the tall, neat man, the young lady in front of
him suddenly coughs, and straight after, she sneezes! Yes, I know! Unbelievable
isn’t it! She coughs AND she sneezes! And in public! And right in the middle of
a King Kong Korona pandemic too! Thankfully, she manages to catch her cough
and sneeze in her tissue, but our observer notes the immediate change in
atmosphere down the length of the queue and how the tall, neat man is now
looking most intently at the young lady in front of him.

SHE'S SORRY FOR COUGHING AND SNEEZING
And because she’s acutely aware now of all the sensitivities around public
coughing and sneezing, and because this young lady has always followed the
rules and has never ever done anything knowingly unlawful in her life, and
because of the average Brit’s tendency to apologise for just about everything,
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even when it's not their fault, the young lady turns to the tall, neat man behind
her and she apologises.
But her apology isn’t just a normal apology. This is post-c19 now, and coughing
and sneezing in public requires a lot more than just a simple person-to-person
apology. Split-second decisions come into play now and our observer notes the
young lady is apologising louder than normal. And she's apologising louder than
normal because the instant she coughed her first cough, she knows that several
others in the queue, including two or three in full biowarfare attire are now
also watching her, and with the biowarfare individuals particularly, she knows in
their minds they will be weighing up her chances of being 'a King Kong karrier'.
You don't think this is happening in
our queues, my friend? Then you
haven't been observing! And did
you know there is now also
a correct way to cough? Have you
noticed since the government
edict on how to cough correctly, so
many people are now coughing
into the crook of their arm
according
to
the
latest
government guidelines?
And so with all of these ghastly
nuances now post-Korona, the
young lady knows she must
apologise loud enough so that ALL
in the queue can hear that she's
sorry for coughing and sneezing,
and so this she does, and all of
these subliminals the young lady
has surmised in a split-second.

THE ONE THING WE LEARN FROM HISTORY
And if you think this is some parody, then also while you've been sleeping, our
government has passed legislation that gives the state the power to impose the
c19 test on anybody they suspect or see fit OR WHO HAS ANNONYMOUSLY BEEN
REPORTED TO THEM and to impose a 6 month self-isolation order with no
questions asked and no right to defence, and all these laws passed with hardly
a murmur. But of course, let's remember that in late March 2022, most of these
anxieties have dissipated now because it's all sort of normal again. But also
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thank God, the great Korona lie is starting to fall apart in front of us. And also,
in returning to the queues and our behaviours as we are here, our God is NOT
going to allow us to forget the myriad madnesses we participated in at the
height of our Korona anxieties. We're not to return to the tumult in the hills,
says our God, 'Truly the hills are a delusion, the orgies on the mountains. Truly in
the Lord our God is the Salvation of Israel.' Jer3:23
And did you see the local newspaper and facebook posts from the police in 2020
and 2021 offering cash rewards for information in anybody breaking the new
c19 rules? And are you aware these same police forces have been appearing
within minutes to caution and/or arrest and/or issue on-the-spot fine to
ANYBODY who disobeys the c19 laws? And even worse, they've been issuing onthe-spot fines or arresting anybody who publicly voices a contrary opinion on
the reigning c19 narrative?
And are you aware that as of early September 2020, the government was
recruiting members of the public to become ‘covid marshals’? Their job (at this
stage) to advise on social distancing and post c19 anti-social behaviour. And
again, all of this falling by the wayside in 2022 as the Tesco wash stations
disappear along with much of the perspex everywhere as the world-wide
infectious King Kong lie unravels.
And did you see at the time how all of these grotesque 1984-esque c19 laws
were fuelling the actions of ‘local heroes' who took it upon themselves to 'police’
their neighbourhood to ensure these new c19 laws were being obeyed? There's
some right old swearing in this one but nevertheless, it's a snapshot of real life
out there and how quickly we can turn nasty and assume the role of camp
commandant.
And as this new King Kong police state emerges to 'protect us all' from the c19
hobgoblin and whatever other imaginary hobgoblins the governments and Big
Pharma see fit to warn us about and have us think about and talk about at our
breakfast tables, our observer thinks on that saying, ‘The one thing we learn
from history is that we never learn from history’, and how right now, it's like
we’re all sleep-walking into the same police state.
An imaginary hobgoblin, you say? Yes, imaginary. You bet the governments of
the world cook up imaginary hobgoblins to keep us cowering and in their thrall.
It is exactly as historian HL Mencken tells us, 'The whole aim of practical politics
is to keep the populace alarmed, and hence clamorous to be led to safety, by
menacing it with an endless series of hobgoblins, all of them imaginary.' And if
you doubt this now, you won't be by the time we're even halfway through
Smoke and Mirrors. We're still only at the outskirts of the city.
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TO DEATH EVEN?
And so yes, of course the young lady’s anxieties are real in the queue, She wants
none to think ill of her and that she may be ill with the dreaded 'infectious'
Korona. And only adding to her anxieties, the young lady has just spotted her
neighbour in the queue - a right curtain-twitcher! And he’s watching her too now
as he queues, and they’ve not seen eye to eye since he falsely accused her son
of malicious damage to his hedge. And our observer can see how easily a £150
c19 snitcher reward could be broadened to anonymously providing the name
and address of a suspected c19 carrier just out of spite. Our 'pub hero’ and the
curtain-twitcher would take that £150 quicker than blinking! As Jesus says in
Luke, ’Father will be divided against son and son against father, mother against
daughter and daughter against mother, mother-in-law against her daughter-inlaw and daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law.’ Luke12:53 And again in
Matthew, ‘Brother will betray brother to death, and a father his child; children
will rise against their parents and have them put to death.’ Matt10:21

To death even? And as our observer is observing all of these little undercurrents
and strained transactions up and down the queue, he realises he is riveted. This
is ringside gold! So much to observe! And right now, as he's observing, he can
see that some in the queue are still looking at the young lady, and stupidly, she's
not wearing a mask either! And just like one of those ‘hyenas circle gazelle’
moments, as our observer watches on, he knows he cannot intervene. Nature
must take its course and he realises he has become that detached cameraman.
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And although she’s apologised profusely, our observer senses that some in the
queue are still thinking she might be 'a King Kong karrier' and the young lady
senses this too and she knows she must say something out loud again to dispel
their anxieties. And so, in an awkward, sing-song kind of way and loud enough
again so all around can hear, she apologises again and blurts out, ‘A normal
temperature though! And no persistent cough! We're all safe, hahaha!’

OUT THERE ON THE PRAIRIE
And her unnatural jollity reminds our observer of the lady in Lidl the previous
week who accidentally entered another shopper’s 2 metre exclusion zone, and
in the same awkward, sing-song voice, she blurted out, ‘Don’t worry, I’m clean!
I’ve not been out for three weeks!’ Don’t worry? I’m clean? My friend, these
exchanges really are taking place, THEY REALLY ARE! What a dark satanic cloud
it is that has desended upon us.
And so the young woman has announced her temperature's normal and don't
worry, everybody’s safe, and for a few seconds, there’s a quietness along the
queue. Her reassurances are being considered, and our observer can tell
that although the young lady has held it together really well so far, all of this is
killing her on the inside.
The queue is still silent but a few nods and smiles tell her that her jokey
reassurances have swung it. The people have returned to their own Korona
thoughts and their devices, and the young lady senses a general relaxation in
'the room', although for her, it has been more like some macabre, stifling
theatre. And with the queue once again relaxed, she senses she has been
accepted back into the ‘queue community’ with all of its attendant new c19 rules
and ghastly King Kong etiquette. And so, she pulls all of herself back into herself
and resumes her place, eyes down, scrolling her device, thinking her new Korona
thoughts and standing the statutory 2 metres.
But as our observer is observing all of this, he can see that STILL this is not yet
over for the young lady. The tall, neat man behind her keeps on glancing towards
her, and he seems most agitated! And it's like our observer REALLY IS out there
on the prairie! So much amazing wildlife to observe! And so much underlying
tension, like everything's coiled , compressed, spring-loaded!
Yes, the young lady has coughed and sneezed safely into her tissue and
according to the correct government guidelines but in her left hand along with
her device, she's still holding her used tissue and she's holding it right out in the
open! And it's apparent the tall, neat man has clocked this huge c19 no-no and
that she's not taking any steps to ‘manage’ this potentially hazardous situation.
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Government guidelines clearly stipulate that after use, an infected tissue should
IMMEDIATELY be put safely away and destroyed as soon as possible afterwards.
Presumably, in the tenseness of the small but powerful exchanges up and down
the queue, the young lady has forgotten these guidelines but the tall, neat man
certainly hasn’t forgotten them! He doesn’t forget ANY rules or guidelines!
Without rules, says the tall, neat man, society implodes! And right now, this
potentially infected and unmanaged tissue absolutely requires rules. And the
young lady is just standing there, lost in her device and oblivious to the danger
her potentially infected tissue is posing to all around her.

ALL OF HIM WANTS TO HUG HER
And so, it’s another hushed David Attenborough moment out on the prairie. But
suddenly, the young lady looks up. By some sixth sense, she's sensed the tall,
neat man is watching her through the grass, and SHE REMEMBERS! She
remembers the correct government guidelines on used tissue disposal!

And the young ladyt sees the tall, neat man is on his phone, and could be
messaging somebody, but it looks a lot more like he's filming her! And so, taking
all of these new and ghastly Big Brother King Kong factors into account, the
young lady takes her used tissue and she makes an almost theatrical show of
putting it away safely in her bag. The same theatrics when a parent bursts
through the school hall double doors only to find the play has started, and the
standard response at this point is to assume full theatrical tiptoe mode. You
know, the exaggerated kind of tiptoeing where you do actually walk on the tips
of your toes, elbows in, arms splayed outwards slightly, hands flopped at the
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wrist, like some tiptoeing velociraptor, and mouthing 'Sorreee!' left and right all
the way down the aisle. The sole purpose of this display of course is to let
everybody know you have 'read the room' and that you're now behaving
appropriately. Ugh and double ugh again!
And in this same exaggerated way, the young lady has 'read the Korona room'
and is now safely disposing of her used tissue. And with the same split-second
decision-making, and to make doubly sure she's seen to be doing the right King
Kong thing, she takes out her lipstick and pretends it's an anti-bacterial spray
(which she knows as a responsible new Korona citizen she should have been
carrying) and she makes an equally theatrical show of spraying and then rubbing
her hands together for the government-stipulated twenty seconds, as well as
making a show of cleaning her device. And through fear of what others might
think, people everywhere are now acting out similar c19 absurdities EVERY
SINGLE DAY, they really are! I've seen it, and so have you!
And as our observer observes the queue, he senses that at last it is over for the
young lady. The grotesque Korona play has finished. The queue is relaxed and
the young lady is once again queuing safely and standing the statutory 2 metres
distance apart and scrolling thru her pretend-disinfected device. And our
observer can see that all of this has been a monumental minute or so for the
young lady and all of him wants to go over and hug her and ask her if she’s OK
after that psychological mauling (which of course he can’t do right now because
of all the new inhumane distancing rules) because underneath it all, he is very
far from that remote, dispassionate cameraman.
But even so, with all these little fake Korona
games now completed, the general easing
of tension along the length of the queue
doesn’t seem to have changed the sour
demeanour of the tall, neat man who is still
standing there, arms folded and every pore
oozing disapproval and even disgust at the
whole affair.
And our observer gets to thinking how this
young lady’s cough and sneeze has very
likely triggered all manner of latent control
and order issues in the tall, neat man’s life.
Up and down the queues everywhere, this whole Korona business is revealing
how people could so very easily turn into the cruel, archetypal, beady-eyed
camp commandant in charge of inmate behaviour, and with the power to decide
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who lives and who dies. And our observer senses King Kong c19 isn’t so much
changing people but revealing people, and he wonders how all of this is going to
play out over the next weeks and months.
But ultimately what our observer is left with is a strong sense of compliance
across the populations - a uniform compliance with all of the new rules and
regulations for 'the containment of infectious disease', and a uniform
compliance with all of the new rules for the containment of us.
And our observer thinks that to any outside observer observing all of our
compliant behaviours, they'll agree it's been a walk in the park for Pharaoh and
the kings to order us about and tell us what to do and who to be with. Well,
a walk in the park until the Spring of 2021 when the grass roots reactionary
groups really began to grow. And a year later in the Spring of 2022, there's a real
sense of change out there now, and we'll be commenting on this change as we
continue on our journey to the city.
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THE FRIDAY CLAP
'Sincerity is not part of the political vocabulary. If
it is used or implied, bells should ring.' Bangambiki
Habyarimana, The Great Pearl Of Wisdom
The Friday clap? You mean the Thursday clap, surely! No, the Friday clap, and
we'll be there in a few minutes. And as our observer is standing the statutory 2
metres and queuing for his compost, he gets to thinking about the 1.5 million
people who died from tuberculosis in 2019 which was a way, way higher death
toll than any King Kong Koronavirus death toll (until they started cooking the
Korona death stats of course), yet nobody was instructed to wear masks to
protect against TB.
And he thinks of all the homeless on the streets during the Korona crisis in their
various states of deprivation, and he's observed how they're not distancing from
one another and they're sharing their cans of drink and food, and none of them
are dropping like flies. And these are a few more of the little anomalies that add
up to form the bigger picture, and he sees how this Korona 'pandemic' fits the
Big Pharma fake health crisis template exactly.
And so you might have been feeling a rising agitation over the last few pages,
‘Because of the evidence man, because of the evidence! The hospitals are full of
the dead, sick and dying, and my Aunt Julia - passing away only last week with
covid! And I've had it too! I tested positive and I'm telling you, that coronavirus
was the worst bout of flu I've ever had, EVER!’
And if that describes you, my friend, then please just keep reading. We'll be
unpicking all of this so-called evidence as we continue on to the city.
And the summer of 2020 comes into our observer's head, the supposed height
of the 'first wave' of highly infectious Korona, and he wonders why it was that
A&E consultants were saying at the time there's never been a better time to take
yourself to hospital? And he thinks of the conversation he had with a senior A&E
consultant he's known all his life who told him there was plenty of bed space
over that summer because the people are too frightened to go to hospital, and
so many hospitals are quieter than they've ever been!
But wasn't EVERY HOSPITAL UNDER THE SUN meant to be in turmoil across the
whole of 2020? That's what Madame Mainstream was telling us anyway. And
we've a specific short section on the myth of over-crowded hospitals during the
height of the alleged pandemic, and it's an eye-opening section to say the least.
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NOTHING AT ALL ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD HAS CHANGED
But now in 20/21/22, the flu doesn't exist in people's minds anymore. It goes
without saying that everybody who coughs and sneezes and has flu-like
symptoms is a likely a King Kong Korona case now, with or without being tested.
With our only plumb line a frenzied, hyperbolic, lying media and everybody's
intense feelings about monster Kong, suddenly every common flu and all of the
UNEXTRAORDINARY illness and death rates occurring across the world since
April 2020 have been given the Madame Mainstream King Kong makeover. Now,
everything everywhere is King Kong Korona, when actually, all death statistics
everywhere have remained exactly the same. Until very recently that is, when
the vaccine was introduced worldwide, and now the hospitals in 2022 really are
getting busy with people suffering from the side-effects of the Korona vaccine,
and all this too will be covered as we continue. And so, Lord, please preserve our
God-given NHS.
The only thing that's been different since 2020 has been the degree of
mainstream reporting on the monster. Our daily King Kong news bulletins have
been off the scale! Every single day, the whole earth has been saturated,
LITERALLY SATURATED with terrifying King Kong kontent. What powerful hidden
influences and influencers there are at work in the mainstream press! And we'll
be looking at the true evil heart of Madame Mainstream in a few pages time, an
unmissable chapter and key to beginning to understand the true depths of the
Korona deception.
And in early 2020, we had Trumpy admitting, 'If closures stretch on for months,
there would be probably more death from that than anything that we’re talking
about with respect to the virus.' This admission went largely unnoticed of course,
as did the announcement around the same time from UK Chief Medical Officer
Chris Whitty who admitted the vast majority of people will not die from c19.
They’ve admitted it, and in the mainstream press too! More and more anomalies
that utterly annihilate the supposedly 'deadly infectious' c19 narrative, more
and more inconsistencies that by default reveal the anti-human nature of our
rulers, especially the unwarranted lockdown policies enforced upon us. All of
this evil will be revealed in due course, my friend, ALL OF IT! Everything will be
shaken out from the darker Korona box.
And our observer knows the cynical games the influencers play with us and the
lies they consistently tell us which have us cheering the naked emperor as he
passes. And our observer thinks it's almost admirable how easily our rich rulers
have bewitched us and moulded public opinion on King Kong Korona. He
watched for weeks on end over the first few months of the alleged 'virus crisis'
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as the hidden persuaders put out their desperate pleas over the mainstream
airwaves for urgent medical supplies because everywhere was so desperately
short of Personal Protection Equipment (PPE). Yet almost every day during that
time, our observer was receiving trade emails from China offering masks by the
tens of thousand on a 5 day turnaround from Alibaba at 10 cents a piece. And
not just masks but gowns and gloves and all the other 'vital PPE' we were being
told was in such short supply. And our observer knows if they wanted to, our
world leaders could pick up the phone and order direct. But instead, they played
the 'desperate shortages' game against us.
And sure enough, right after our government's 'urgent pleas' were aired,
millions of trusting souls taken in by the 'desperate shortages' lies set to work
making masks on their kitchen tables for all the King Kong emergency charities
and organisations the kings told us were in such short supply. The two women
in this video are walking adverts for swallowing the desperate shortages lies
hook, line and sinker. Said one woman, 'Making masks is a real mood-raiser,
we're doing something that's helping us to feel less powerless.' Bingo! Genuine
women, genuinely wanting to help, genuinely deceived by the hidden
persuaders and doing nothing but helping evil Big Pharma only further.

And our observer knows from his years of researching evil Big Pharma how the
'desperate shortages' game is all part of the greater Big Pharma game to create
an aura of international frenzy and cement the belief we're surrounded by
horror infection and in dire need of saving, all of which only boosts Big Pharma's
heaving coffers further. But you try telling those two women they're deceived.
Try tellling them that all the mask-making and mask deliveries to whatever
Korona out station is only compounding the lie and reinforcing the fake
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narrative. Try telling them that Big Pharma is only delighted with their maskmaking efforts. Because of these women and millions like them, Big Pharma
doesn't need to run ANY special campaign to 'raise awareness' of the fake
Korona plague. Having these good-hearted but utterly deceived souls uploading
their emotional video pleas for everybody to pitch in 'for the greater good' is
a far more powerful message. And it requires no funding either! Being caught
up in the fake King Kong good works pantomime is the biggest and best
advertisement by far for the kings' evil Korona campaign! The people are doin'
it for themselves! HL Mencken again, 'The whole aim of practical politics is to
keep the populace alarmed, and hence clamorous to be led to safety, by
menacing it with an endless series of hobgoblins, all of them imaginary.'
And our observer can see how the populations are a million miles away right
now from seeing and understanding and are even unwilling to believe how Big
Pharma truly operates, how she owns Madame Mainstream and has Madame
Mainstream at her beck and call, and how this evil puppeteering is second
nature to Big Pharma. She's expert at manipulating us! Of course King Kong
Korona is just as much about us! And of course our King Kong Korona thoughts
are not our own.
But back at the kind-hearted King Kong kitchen table, and with everybody deeply
'feeling' the manufactured Korona shortage krisis and the table covered
completely with coloured cloth and elastic, of course there's a pandemic! And
don't anybody DARE tell me otherwise! My kitchen table proves it! I've spent
five days on the trot making these masks, plus a 20 mile round trip today to
deliver them. YOU BET this Korona krisis is real!
All of which goes to show that Joseph Goebbels was right when he told us if you
repeat a lie often enough, it will become fact. The quote's been attributed to
Joseph Goebbels, but he'll not be the first politician to have instituted this form
of brainwashing and manipulation. Since governments began, repeating a lie
24/7 and turning it into truth to secure whatever evil end has been central to
the long war on the electorate's mind.

HOW EASILY WE'VE FALLEN FOR THEIR CYNICAL MANIPULATION
And true to form, and in order for infectious King Kong to stay alive in our minds,
as of August 2020, here in the UK our leaders began their own special brand of
highly visible mask-wearing and social distancing policies in the televised House.
They finally had to toe the line. And across the world and at around the same
time, all the politicians in all their corrupt Houses all started acting the same.
Obviously, some order had been issued by some invisible one to make the
workplace at least look infected. Here's a hot mic blooper from Pennsylvania
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law-maker Wendy Ulmann telling her colleagues her mask is purely theatre and
she only wears it 'so it's on camera.'

And our observer gets to thinking about the 'Thursday clap for the NHS' and how
this is all part of the same war for control of the mind. And he clapped too the
first Thursday because he’s not a sourpuss, and regardless of his stance on fake
King Kong, our hard-working NHS staff deserve our support. But he knows
exactly what this Thursday clap is all about, and so instead of clapping for all
Korona good works being carried out everywhere, he was clapping for God to
open the eyes of the people, that they would begin to ask themselves why?
Why all of this societal
destruction in the name of
healthcare? Why the closing of
whole continents? Why the
abhorrent
emptiness
of
everywhere for so long? Why the
mandated social imprisonment of
the citizenry and the breaking of
the commercial spine and
independence of these countries?
And all of these King Kong kontrol systems now suddenly all in place? Destroying
the world's economies, and all over..... a sort of flu? Lord, let the people start
asking if there's another side to all of this.
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And our observer knows our government here in the UK will have noted our
participation in the Thursday clap and how pleased they will have been at how
easily we've fallen for their cynical manipulation yet again, and how our clapping
and our NHS rainbow flags and our washing and scrubbing and distancing and
mask-making and self-isolating are each the little Korona rituals that collectively
bring to life the world-wide fanatical King Kong religion. Our participation in all
of these little rituals only reinforces the much bigger lie of dangerous infection
and the 'desperate need' for a Big Pharma cure. Once again, how easily it's all
falling into place for the stinking witch.
And also, in carrying out these little rituals for ourselves, this makes it all the
harder for us to recant further on down the line when the fakery of it all becomes
obvious. We can't possibly recant, we just can't! We're in too deep. I've
delivered at least 1,000 masks to a thousand needy organisations!
This phenomenon is known as Irreversibly Published Syndrome. Everything I've
ever said and done on behalf of King Kong Korona, I can't possibly recant! And
we'll be looking at this phenomenon in more detail later and at how IPS aka
intractible human pride is only adding to the overall Korona pandemonium and
keeping the Korona myth alive. Of course this autopsy is going to be bloody.
And up the road, in their golden palaces, the Big Pharma shareholders are only
laughing at us. It's like taking candy from a baby, say the Big Pharma executives,
laughing all the way to the bank. And as we progress, we'll be finding out just
how deep this deceit runs. We've not even started to uncover the depths of Big
Pharma wickedness. The city is a while away yet, my friend, we're still only on
the outskirts, but I trust you're seeing we're making good progress.

SAVING LIVES IS SO VERY, VERY IMPORTANT
And as the populations continue to clap for the
carers, he wonders if the populations know just how
much the NHS workers detest all of this clapping,
and just want to be paid a living wage. And our
observer watches our government officials at their
NHS podiums urging the nation to rally round and
‘Protect our NHS!’, and it all looks most laudable
until he thinks about the hypocrisy of it all, and he
wonders if we've all had our short-term memories
erased. And he thinks of the Boris Johnson electoral
pledge to fund 50,000 more NHS nurses which was
later exposed as a lie and then, when elected, Boris
voted no pay rise for our nurses.
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Doesn’t every canvassing party promise the earth for our amazing NHS only to
stall on its promises once elected? And in mid-2021, the nurses were finally
awarded a 1% pay rise. ONE PECENT? And over these last two years since
March/April 2020, these same leaders have been telling us how much they care
about the NHS, and and we've been watching our leaders standing at their
politically savvy 'Save Our NHS' pulpits, beseeching us to rally together, and still
we're going along with all of their sickening Korona NHS jingoism. Ugh!
And at the time of editing Boris Johnson is at the precipice for all of his lies over
the Christmas parties and he'll likely have gone by the time you're reading this.
And if he hasn't gone, this will only show how easily we forget all of their evil,
and how for the quieter life, we'll simply move on. But move on where, now?
And as he's clapping, he thinks about all the governments everywhere all
suddenly talking about how life is so precious and how saving lives is so very,
very important, and as they're mouthing these words at us about saving
precious lives, these same governments are aggressively promoting abortion
clinics across the world which are taking millions of unborn children from their
mothers' wombs, and do we even consider the irony of their Godless hypocrisy?
And to those mums and dads reading this who've experienced abortion in your
lives, there's a special blessing for you in part 2. You are loved by our God no
less, and you WILL be reunited with your little one!

THE FRIDAY CLAP
And as he's clapping the thursday clap, he's observing everybody else clapping
and standing the korrect distance apart and he sees how all of these anti-social
distancing rules are taking away the very essence of our humanity, and yet how
quickly we've become accustomed to it all. And he thinks about the actual term
'social distancing' and how it's anything but social and how we should at least
get our terminology right, and he sees how this anti-social distancing is yet
another form of trauma-based mind control direct from the pit and how the
luciferian order to wear the mask and gel our hands and scrub our surfaces only
adds to the aura of 'deadly infection' everywhere. What a destroyer you are
lucifer, what a killer of life and hope! But how easily you are undone by the
application of common sense and the Truth of God's Word.
And our observer thinks how evil this all is, and yet how distinctly angry so many
people are towards ANYBODY who could be thinking these dangerous and 'quite
frankly repugnant conspiratorial thoughts' about this terrible, terrible virus. Are
you out of your mind? As if ANYBODY would plan such a wicked thing to fake
a worldwide flu pandemic! It's unity we need right now, NOT DIVISION! We must
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support our leaders and scientists at this critical time. And I don't need to see
any of your so-called evidence for your wild assertions, either. You're insane!
And our observer thinks on the Bible verses that tell us there would come a time
when the whole earth would be deceived by satan's lying signs and wonders and
by the rich mens' pharmacies, and he wonders how many people who also
believe the Bible is God's Word to us will reply, ‘Yes, and I believe the Bible too,
but open your eyes man! Of course this pandemic is real! Can’t you see? It’s
affecting THE WHOLE EARTH!’
And our observer hates the fact his clapping this firts thursday is disingenuous
and that he's out of synch with the common clap, and that he's going along with
it, but God knows his heart in all of this, and he wonders if there will ever come
a time when there's a Friday clap, an international Friday at 8, 'we don't trust
the King Kong narrative one little bit' clap - a clap he could put his heart and soul
into and one with millions participating! What an awesome clap that would be!
And in late March 2022, we now have the Ukraine clap. Says Rod Liddel of the
Spectator, 'I assume Vladimir Putin will now rapidly withdraw his forces from
Ukraine given the recent interventions of Holly Willoughby, Peter Andre and
perhaps most tellingly of all - Kerry Katona. Still more pressure has been brought
to bear on the beleaguered President as Sean Penn has arrived in Ukraine to film
a no-doubt searing documentary. Meanwhile in the UK thousands of ordinary
people have made it absolutely clear, by adopting the Ukrainian flag on their
social media sites and also putting out tea lights, that Putin must mend his ways.
What would you do if you were Putin? Resign right now? Or simply sue for peace,
apologising as you did so. After all it’s what Harry and Meghan want.
This is all we really have to
give to the Ukrainians.
Not troops, aeroplanes
and missiles. Just self
serving titrags from our
cherished sleb culture
which last week was
demanding we all wear
face masks and two
weeks before was still
taking the knee for BLM.'
Ouch! how easily we are press-ganged into ganging up against Vlad the Bad. Yes,
all war is brutal and thank God our generations have known peace for so long.
But the evil and inhumane aspects of war aside, does anybody care there's
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a whole other side to the UKraine Russia story that's not being told us? Not least
the Ukraine government is an entirely US-funded and managed affair, and the
fact the Ukranian government has been possibly one of the most corrupt
governments in the Soviet bloc over the last few years.
But hey ho, we have a new monster now in Putin and in all the war imagery
painting sides, and anybody who points out any awkward facts that might cause
us to question more deeply what's going 'over there' will surely be cast as the
out and out commie supporter. They'll be another of those 'terriibly-minded'
Putin wackos who hasn't draped a Ukraine flag outside his house, a heartless
weirdo destined only to be named and shamed in the emotion of it all. And all
because he wasn't behaving properly in the Ukraine Russia queue. And towards
the end of part 1, we'll be hearing a bit more from Holly Willoughby. If you didn't
know it already, sobbing Holly and co-host Philip Schofield have been keeping
our King Kong Korona anxieties almost at boiling point over the last two years
with their fake GMTV Korona heartache stories. Sobbing Holly and earnest
Prince Philip are not the 'sweetness and light' sofa dream team we all think, not
by a long chalk.
And our observer thanks our God again that He is Sovereign over all of the
darkness in this world and that His Peace is there for ALL who seek Him and put
their trust in Him in these days. And Lord, please bless and provide for all in the
Ukraine right now, and may peace reign again soon.

OUR DEFERENCE TO A UNIFORMED PRESENCE
And back in the queue for his compost, our observer gets to thinking on a few
more King Kong inconsistencies he's been seeing in the mainstream King Kong
narrative and how these inconsistencies are all around us if we'd only open our
eyes. He thinks about the reams of medical information plastered on all walls
everywhere, how c19 can stay alive on surfaces for 48 hours or more, how it’s
spread through touch and how we must wash safely, dispose safely, stand safely
etc, etc, etc.
And he can’t get away from the fact if transmission through touch really is the
correct scientific understanding of how infectious c19 proliferates through the
populations, then from what he’s been observing, there is no logic or
consistency in the current approach, NONE AT ALL! And can't we all see this too?
IT'S RIGHT IN FRONT OF US!
Aside from government officials world-wide telling us early on in 2020 to keep
our distance from each other whilst ignoring the distancing rules themselves,
and aside from all the dancing Tik-Tok doctors and nurses, he’s also noticed nil
consistency in any of the 'pandemic containment' policies in any of the local
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supermarkets and petrol stations and other public services spaces. It’s the same
six handshakes algorithm. Sooner or later, everybody will have
touched everything, anyway. Below, we see the standard Korona 'safety poster'
being displayed in a thousand and one shops across 2020/2021.

In the supermarket for instance and, 'Sorry Trixie, but I need the larger size OXO
cubes,' and so Trixie with no gloves on (and maybe patient zero) returns the
small-size oxo cubes to the shelf. And the store supervisors are not monitoring
any of this dangerous behaviour? WHAT ARE THEY THINKING, allowing us to
shop in such potentially hazardous conditions! Trixie's got no glovers on!
And the card machines and keypads and all the prodding with bare fingers, and
all the people licking their fingers to separate the plastic bags in the fruit and
veg aisles and at the checkouts - everywhere must be teeming with the deadly
King Kong virus! And excuse me for just a second while I count the number of
people falling like flies.Hmmm. I'm counting and I'm counting and it's still a big
fat ZERO! And just you wait my friend when you see the videos showing how
Madame Mainstream has manipulated us with her fake videos of people falling
in the streets in China and India struck down with whatever supposed variant.
It's all been lies They've all been actors! And so thank You again Lord, You are
The Supreme Giant Slayer!
And our observer thinks about the mini-survey he carried out at the local
supermarket in mid-2021, watching the shoppers as they entered the store, and
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how all the time a uniformed member of staff was present at the entrance, the
uptake on the hand gelling and trolley disinfecting routine was almost 100%, and
how the uptake dropped to around 60% when no staff member was there, which
only confirms our innate deference to a uniformed presence, which only
exposes the lie even further. Because if we truly were surrounded by dread
infection, the uptake on the hand gel would be 100% regardless of ANY
uniformed presence. So often, it's the official uniform of whatever fakery that
has bowing to the monster, and any logic we might possess immediately goes
out the window.
And our observer thinks about all the delivery drivers and postal workers over
2020/2021 delivering parcels and letters every day around his town and to his
house, and he thinks about the postman who knocked on his door mid-summer
2020, standing the statutory 2 metres and how he'd nodded towards the parcel
he’d left on the mat. He had no gloves on mind. And our observer wonders if he
should pick up this c19 ticking timebomb? What a ridiculous state of affairs!

CRIPPLED WITH KORONA ANXIETY!
And he thinks about the take-away services delivering in his area across
2020/2021 and the people who aren't ordering takeaways anymore because of
fear of contagion, especially Chinese food. And he thinks about the people at
the height of the King Kong scare stories who were washing their Tesco shopping
when they got home. And our observer thinks how wickedly evil it is that people
are taken to such a fearful place by our governments.
And I get it the people are fearful, but what about the call to vigilance? 'Be sober,
be vigilant. Your your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about,
seeking whom he may devour.' 1Pet5:8 And our observer knows if the c19
worriers took time out to actually think about the illogical nature of their
worries, and if they retraced their steps over the day, they'd realise they'd have
been in a hundred and one 'infectious situations' already that day without it
even occurring to them. And if this killer virus had been as deadly as the media
was making out, they'd be on some ventilator by now, or maybe even laying out
on the street dead as a doornail.
And our observer tries to imagine the farmers and food produce workers across
the world and all the cooks and take-away cooks all wearing the necessary
protective c19 workwear and taking all the c19 precautions in their steaming hot
kitchens and he laughs out loud because he knows that won't be happening. And
he thinks about the unavoidable bare hand contact right across the food
industry and how he's so glad he did his research on local take-aways, and the
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only door-to-door food service he's using right now has Siri on cooking, Alexa on
wrapping and delivery by hover mat. No human contact!
And he knows all the c19 rules and regulations are just as ridiculous, and that
our fears are just as groundless too. Nobody was getting ill or 'catching' anything
or dying from ANY of the massive numbers of take-away meals being delivered
during lockdown. Says this BBC report, 'During lockdown there was surge in
demand for take-aways and home deliveries as people discovered that, as well
as the traditional pizza or curry, it was easy to have other favourite dishes
delivered, from brunches to late night snacks. Food outlets pivoted on the spot
to keep up with these sudden new demands.'
And our observer observes how people have been opening public doors and
pushing zebra crossing buttons and lift buttons with their shirt sleeves pulled
over their hands, and how some of us are still doing this in early 2022. And he
thinks about some of the situations he observed in 2020/2021 where friends
were denying friends entry into each other's houses and instead were
'socialising' thru closed patio doors, 'enjoying' cups of tea thru closed windows.
Yet, after this ghastly socialising, each of these people will head off to the same
'contagious' situations in the same shops and workplaces. But they're not that
frightened of the monster, they tell themeslves and their friends and family,
they’ve got a balanced approach to the pandemic. Really? If a first-time visitor
to earth was to spend just 5 minutes down amongst us, he'd see untold numbers
of lives crippled with Korona anxiety, and carrying the most insane Korona
precautions whilst at the same time denying they're frit of it!
And he thinks how all of these c19 'precautionary measures' are an utter joke.
And yes, there'll be people genuinely frightened by the monster, but also there'll
be many people out there not so frit as their neighbour but who'll be adopting
all the Korona rules and regulations because of their neighbour. Ugh! Acting all
Korona korrectly just so they can appear to be doing the right thing in the eyes
of others, like the young woman who coughed and sneezed in the queue and
spent the rest of her time acting out whatever lies for everybody's all round
good. Whatever would the neighbours think if I'm not acting Korona korrectly!
And our observer adds up all the people he knows in his family at the height of
all our Korona fears in 2020 who have been struck down with monster Kong, and
again it's a big fat ZERO. And our observer sees that neither him or any of the
four other adults plus baby in the house are ill, and none of his wider family of
18 who live nearby are falling down with any unusually infectious disease. But
certainly, he sees how so many people's health in general has gone downhill
since the vaccine roll-out, and we'll be covering that aspect in due course too.
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And he thinks about all the other people who will have their own circle of the
well, the ill, the dying and the dead across 2020 and he knows if they were to
divorce themselves from the mainstream King Kong c19 headlines, divorce
themselves from their devices and ACTUALLY add up all the people they
ACTUALLY KNOW who were stricken with deadly c19 during the height of this
supposed 'worldwide pandemic', there'll be no extraordinary illnesses and
deaths in their circles either.
And our observer thinks about the few people he does know who have died or
were dying across 2020, and they were all dying at a remarkably unextraordinary
elderly age, and he wonders if it's just him who dares to think the almost
blasphemous thought. Hasn't life ALWAYS been about people being well, people
being ill and people who die, and mostly in old age?
WHAT!!! HOW DARE YOU REMIND US OF THE FACTS!
And our observer thinks that for a world supposedly in the grip of some
infectious pandemic, there's NOTHING AT ALL EXTRAORDINARY about ANY of
the flu illnesses we're seeing right now, and neither is there anything
extraordinary about the death rates in any country, until the vaccine roll-out.

FLATTENED FOR THREE WEEKS!
There is however something extraordinary about the King Kong media machine
in every country, and our observer sees again how easily we're influenced by
powerful vested interests. If we'd been insistent from the start on being given
the proper evidence for a true pandemic as opposed to our headlines, we would
have seen through this Korona pantomime long ago. Yet, despite the obvious
lack of infection everywhere, still the populations are refusing to do the simple
maths and come out from under the King Kong spell. We're surrounded by
infection, we say to one another with our eyes shut. It says so on the news!
And now, in March/April 2022, and with the world supposedly in recovery from
a deadly pandemic but still possibly teetering on the prospect of some 3rd or
4th wave (even though the fake Omicron variant has died a death), please,
please stop for just a few seconds, and APART FROM THE MEDIA REPORTS,
please add up all the extraordinary illnesses and deaths you know of personally
in your circle over the last two years. Not the deaths your TV is telling you are
happening all around us, but you personally. Please add up ALL the dying and
the dead in your circle of friends and family. I dare you.
And also, with so many supposedly infected people touching everything
everywhere, why aren’t we all dropping like flies? If c19 truly was the pestilence
that matched the headlines, we'd be seeing the infected and the dying
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everywhere, and with the dead piled up on every street corner. The countries of
the whole world would be decimated! According to Madame Mainstream,
everybody everywhere was only a ventilator away from a wheezing, terrifying
death across 2020/2021. And just you wait my friend, when we discover the
truth behind the supposed worldwide Spanish flu 'epidemic'. We'll see how once
again we've been lied to on a truly epic scale by 'caring' Big Pharma and Madame
Mainstream and associated vested interests, another reason why there's no way
the full story of King Kong Korona could be covered on just 6 sides of A4! The
supposed Spanish flu pandemic on everybody's lips and upon which so many of
our fears have been built is another monstrous lie. The reall killer was vaccine
damage. And I can begin to say this things now, can't I, and it's becoming
increasingly difficult to poo-poo those wacky dissenters, isn't it, PRAISE GOD!

THE WORST I'VE EVER FELT!
Do a gootube search on 'the worst flu season ever', or 'the worst I've ever felt'
and just add in the year, and gootube will tell you that EVERY year is the worst
year ever for flu! 2020, 2019, 2018, 2017, 15, 14,13, on and on, every year, you'll
find the same stories of people at death's door with the worst flu ever, and
telling everybody IT'S THE WORST I'VE EVER FELT! Here's a typical flu report from
2013 beginning with a typical title, 'Deaths Increase, Misery Mounts As Flu
Sweeps Nation'. And followed by typical flu panic content, 'This is the worst flu
season I've seen in all my practicing years,' said Meadors who graduated from
medical school 35 years ago. Piedmont's physicians are seeing a particularly
virulent strain of the virus. Patients are becoming sicker for longer periods of
time, up to three weeks in most cases. Meadors knows. Even though she had a
flu shot, she was flattened for three weeks with influenza in October. 'It's the
worst I've ever felt in my life,' she said.'
Flattened for three weeks! The worst I've
ever felt IN MY LIFE! And then, a year later,
the same media telling us the 2014/15 flu
'outbreak' is expected to be even worse!
And that year too we heard the exact same
'worst ever' stories. And it was the same for
all the other years. But suddenly, in
2020/2021 the year of the Kong, all of the
previous panicking and flu vaccine
promotion lies in the mainstream media
over all previous years is forgotten.
It's only what we're all feeling RIGHT NOW in 2020/21/22 that counts. Forget
the inarguable history of alarmist, self-serving flu reporting over the decades,
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forget looking back in time for any crooked Big Pharma vaccine sales patterns.
This year across 2020/2021/2022 is definitely THE WORST I'VE EVER FELT!

AND SO YOU, YOU IRKSOME LITTLE TROUBLE-MAKER
And everybody's got their own King
Kong stories now of their own
personal experience or people they
know or bumped into or they've
heard on the news who have
'suffered terribly' with Korona/. And
absolutely, these last two years
have DEFINITELY been the worst
years EVER! There's got to be
something in it! Just ask my Daisy!
And turn on your news!
And so, we seriously have to ask
ourselves at this point, have our
rational thinking processes shut
down completely?
Dissenters one and all will tell you
how difficult it is in our new, hyperemotional post-Korona climate to
have a rational conversation with
ALMOST ANYBODY now about
'what they've got' or what they've
'gone down with' or what they've
been 'laid up with'. To even begin to
discuss any of the mitigating factors
that would contextualise their
COMMON FLU - no thanks, I'd
rather rob a bear of her cubs!
People are far too emotionally
invested in monster Kong now. The
people have made up their minds,
and they'll not be for turning! It's
Irreversibly Published Syndrome
and feelings over facts that's ripping
through communities right now,
not any King Kong kontagion.
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The people will feel whatever they feel,
and woe betide anybody who questions
their personal King Kong feelings. From
now on, any kind of flu plus a positive
test can only be the dreaded c19! And
who the hell are you to question my
experience, anyway! Are you medically
qualified? THE TEST CONFIRMS IT! And
so YOU, you irksome little t**t, you can
F*** RIGHT OFF with your conspiracy
chit chat! All of this and more has been
levelled at the dissenter, and all of this
and more is the minefield all King Kong
dissenters must navigate .
And our observer thinks about Jeremiah’s complaint, ‘If I keep it in, it burns me
up. If I let it out, they curse me!’ Jer20:7-18 And he knows of so many dissenters
who tell us on our chat groups how they're weighing up very carefully the pros
and cons of 'coming out' to friends and family as dissenters. People are getting
so angry out there at the dissenters. By implicaton alone, if the dissenter is
known for his anti-Korona stance, this already an aggravating thorn in the room,
even before a dissenting word has been spoken.
Some great news though in early 2022, the NHS has just forced the UK
government to back down over the mandated Korona vaccine for health
workers! So, more and more people are waking up to the dangers of the jab,
AMEN! And fancy that! It's our national health care staff who are point-blank
refusing the jab! No wonder though, they've been seeing the hospital
admissions in late 2021 and 2022 because of so many severe adverse reactions.
And we'll be there in due course.

DRAGGING US ALL RIGHT BACK INTO THE KING KONG WILDERNESS
And our observer gets to thinking how it can get lonely out here in the wild
sometimes, and it's not that he's elitist or anything, but there are just so few
people he can really talk about all of the things that he thinks about deep down,
because c19 isn’t really about facts or thinking anymore, it's all just one
enormous, fraught, emotive, tangled mess of intense Korona feelings and
'personal Korona experiences' and all driven by kataclysmic Korona headlines,
deceitful Big Pharma lies and propaganda, and with the obvious knock-on effect
at ground level of fearul, panicking populations.
And our observer thinks about the different clinical reports he’s read over the
years which look at the history and psychology of hysteria in populations in
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times of national and international crisis, and how the authors of those reports
would see nothing untoward or new in the levels of anxiety out there in the
populations amidst this current c19 pandemonium. And he thinks about the
article he read recently called A Sociological Study of Moral Panic and a key
phrase in the article, 'Typically, a moral panic is perpetuated by the news media,
fuelled by politicians, and often results in the passage of new laws or policies that
target the source of the panic. In this way, moral panic can foster
increased social control.'
Please let this sink in. Societal hysteria is a documented fact. The populations
are not immune to its effects. You an I are not immune to communicable panic.
And as we read in the above, in almost ALL instances, the media and politicians
are DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR INSTIGATING THIS HYSTERIA. And just look at
all the social control laws that have been passed recently as a result of all our
panicking over c19. And how easily those laws were passed too!
And again what strikes him particularly about the Korona plandemic is the sense
of utter disbelief and even anger shown towards anybody who dares to question
the conventional 'highly infectious c19' paradigm. And even if it's a well-hidden
anger, dissenters can spot polite anger a mile off. And if you've been feeling
antagonistic over the last few pages because not all of your questions have been
answered yet, be assured, EVERY SINGLE piece of evidence you have stored in
your head that 'substantiates' the current infectious c19 paradigm is going to be
laid out here and dismantled.
The Bible clearly warns us that strong deceptions will be heading our way in the
last days, yet already, King Kong has robbed so many people of rational analysis.
And our observer wonders if there's anywhere the people can go now to just sit
in peace for a few minutes and think about monster Kong without Madame
Mainstream banging on the door or pinging their devices with the latest
exaggerated updates and dragging us all right back into the King Kong
wilderness. Can the people hold their thinking faculties together and hold their
nerve and stay mentally and spiritually fit in our new, post-c19 world?
And our observer thinks about the people's polite anger and sometimes frothing
anger towards those who oppose the mainstream c19 narrative, and he knows
there'll be people who'll be angry right now at what he’s been saying and maybe
they'll be thinking he's implying that everybody who's fallen for the lie and
following the Korona religion is stupid, but he isn't saying that AT ALL! Readers
are free to feel what they feel on this journey. We never stop learning in life,
and our observer thinks there would have been a time when he too could have
come to exactly the same conclusion as Mr and Mrs Angry who believe we've
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been in the middle of a worldwide flu pandemic. The only difference between
us right now, my friend is perspective. And if our observer didn't know all that
he knows about the deceiving kings of the earth and their evil scheming, then
he too might well be fully on-board with the mainstream c19 narrative and
believing how infectious it all is everywhere. Except that it isn't. It's all a lie.

HIS STICK-IN-THE-MUDNESS MADNESS
And the reason he stands diametrically opposed to the mainstream c19
narrative is because of his walk with God over the last 30 years. And our observer
thanks God again for His leading in his life to investigate the pharmaceutical
industry from top to bottom and for showing him so early on in his adult life the
principle of hidden persuaders, and how these Big Pharma hidden influencers
are so easily able to construct 'a frightening pandemic' in a given population in
order to create the perfectly fearful environment to sell us her toxic antidotes.
She's been doing it for centuries, and now she's using the exact same tricks and
sorceries to sell us the monster Kong vaccine.
And it’s only because the people haven't been given the opportunity to study
any of this evidence properly that has the people believing the falsities we're
believing right now about this supposed 'pandemic', and He thanks God for the
privilege and the calling to lay out all of this evidence in Smoke and Mirrors, and
how it's not him who's been driving Smoke and Mirrors these last two years
solid, but our God, because He WILL NOT have His people deceived!
THE WATCHMAN IS NOT SPECIAL! He is just as much a sin-prone creature as the
next man, he has his own failings too, but if noses are feeling out of joint at this
point, that's not my issue. This is all part of God's painful autopsy.
And our observer thanks God for the unpopular single-mindedness He's given
him over the years, for his black-and-whiteness, for his stick-in-the-mudness
madness and especially for his black and whiteness on the mainstream media
and how he detests Madame Mainstream and all she stands for. Everything she's
'teaching us' and everything we've been 'learning' from her about c19 is a lie.
And so it would be good at this point for the people to see just how much
Madame Mainstream lies to us every single day, and how she's lying to us now
about King Kong Korona on such a grand scale. This next chapter takes us to the
heart of the mainstream media. It will certainly give us a different perspective
on our 'news' and will also help to calm any anxieties that Abe Lessing is out to
lunch on all of his wacky theories. Although, I'm thinking as we press on to the
city, there'll be less and less readers thinking this. Is the King Kong darkness
starting to take a bit more shape for you now? And so to Madame Mainstream,
and by the end of this chapter, there'll be no arguing she's a lying tart.
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THOMAS JEFFERSON SAID
'The man who never looks into
a newspaper is better informed than
he who reads them, inasmuch as he
who knows nothing is nearer to the
truth than he whose mind is
filled with falsehoods and error.'

Yesssss, Thomas! And it was lead singer of the Doors Jim Morrison who said,
'Whoever controls the media controls the mind.'
Before we look at the fabricated King Kong headlines and emotive imagery
we've been bombarded with over the last two years, the first thing that needs
to be settled in our minds is whether or not we can trust the mainstream media.
It's no good being told she's a lying tart if you don't actually believe this is the
case, and so this is a principle that must be established before we move on. And
this next section is included to show you why I trust the media as far as I can
throw an elephant. If I open a newspaper, I trust the date, the crossword and
the full time scores. As far as actual usefulness goes, a newspaper is fit for
papier-mâché, lighting a fire or draught excluder. It's not actually for reading.
This is the dissenter's position, anyway. And I'm thinking there'll be a few more
on the dissenting side by the time we're through here.
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WE ARE INTELLECTUAL PROSTITUTES
So let me start by asking you, and hand on hearts now my friend, have you ever
given any serious time to researching exactly how our TV and newspapers
operate? Or how the whole media industry is constructed? Or how the media
has a pyramid of power? And who's at the top of that pyramid? Hand on heart,
have you put in the hours to find this out? Have you have walked the
investigative walk on the mainstream media?
And I’m guessing not many, and please do not count a college media studies
course as a true study of the media. The standard media studies course stays
very safely away from what you’re going to be watching and reading over the
next several minutes.
In my experience, most people will
candidly tell you they don't trust the
media an inch but they'll still buy their
daily paper and they'll still watch the
nightly news. To those who know the
score on Madame Mainstream though,
this is no different to promising your wife
you won't see that woman again, and then
secretly seeing her again, and again and
again. I can tell you now, my friend,
anybody who has seriously put in the time
to study how the mainstream media
operates, that person wouldn't be seen
dead with ANY newspaper under their arm
or with ANY news station on in the
background, EVER! And the dissenter will
also tell you those who protest loudest
that no such media conspiracy exists are
those who have spent the least time
researching the matter. But from their
armchair , they'll be quick to let everybody
know what they think they know.
And so, whilst you might not have studied the construct of the mainstream
media to any degree, this avenue of research has been the bread and butter for
many independent investigators who haven't been afraid to go way up-river to
research the powerful and corrupt hidden persuaders behind our mainstream
news. These self-financed investigators don't fear what their fellow man might
think when they openly debunk whatever myth is being enshrined night after
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night on 'the news' as the truth. And so, thank You Lord for people like Thomas
Deichmann, Gary Webb, Sharyl Attkisson, Udo Ulfkotte and John Swinton all of
whom we'll be meeting shortly. In fact, let's meet John Swinton right now. John
was the former editor of The New York Times. He was invited to address
a meeting of journalists on the freedom of the press, or rather the perceived
freedom of the press. To a packed room, John delivered the following glorious
and timeless summary of our mainstream news:
‘There is no such thing, at this stage of the world’s history in America, as an
independent press. You know it and I know it. There is not one of you who dare
write your honest opinions, and if you did, you know beforehand that it would
never appear in print. I am paid weekly for keeping my honest opinions out of
the paper I am connected with. Others of you are paid similar salaries for similar
things, and any of you who would be so foolish as to write honest opinions would
be out on the streets looking for another job. If I allowed my honest opinions to
appear in one issue of my papers, before twenty-four hours my occupation would
be gone. The business of the journalist is to destroy the truth, to lie outright, to
pervert, to vilify, to fawn at the feet of mammon, and to sell his country and his
race for his daily bread. You know it and I know it, and what folly is this toasting
an independent press? We are the jumping jacks, they pull the strings and we
dance. Our talents, our possibilities and our lives are all the property of other
men. We are intellectual prostitutes.’

AND DON'T THINK IT FINISHES WITH THE PETUNIAS!
An astounding summary John! We are forever in your debt! And to the
intellectually consistent, it is a speech which surely renders our mainstream
radio, tv and newpapers void of all worth and with immediate effect! And thank
You too Lord for the internet! Thank You for all the great information still
accessible if we know how and where to look.
To which you might well reply, 'Pfff! The internet? You can’t trust anything on
the net these days!’ And a big part of me would sorely want to cry out, 'Bang on,
mate! HALLELUJAH! And so, why are YOU so trusting of the mainstream internet
c19 narrative being pinged constantly to your device?’ But instead I would reply,
‘I understand your cynicism, but a deceit-filled internet doesn’t mean the truth
of a matter isn't out there. Maybe the answer to whatever question is just
waiting to be adduced/pieced together/stumbled upon/revealed to those who
aren't afraid to open the darker boxes.'
And so to begin this study of the mainstream media proper, here's a question
for you, how alert do you think you are? If something was happening right under
your nose, do you think you'd spot it? If something was hidden in plain sight, are
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you confident you'd notice it? You are? Please now take this 1 minute awareness
test and remember to count the number of passes made by the team in white.
OK, so how did you fare? and if you haven’t seen this particular test before, then
I’m going to hazard a guess you didn’t see what was right under your nose, so
busy were you concentrating elsewhere. Here’s a text I received from a church
friend who'd just watched the video, ‘Well, I got 13 passes and no, I didn’t see
the moonwalking bear. With all the balls flying around everywhere, it took all my
concentration. Should I be driving do you think?’
And this was my reply, ‘And so D, this serves as a brilliant illustration because
THERE ARE GIANT C19 MOONWALKING BEARS in our midst right now. And
church ESPECIALLY has not seen ANY OF THEM. It’s as simple as that. All it takes
is a replay and people being told what to look out for, and suddenly we see them.’
But if you are the proverbial clever clogs and you did spot the bear or you've
seen the video before, then try this next 2 minute test, and my favourite! And
don’t think it finishes with the petunias!
Nobody watching these videos for the first time can object to me stating we CAN
be misdirected and we CAN be deceived. If you still deny you can be deceived,
then maybe ask yourself what's going on for you. In the same vein, denying we
can be deceived is as good as admitting we know everrsthing there is to know,
But we don't, do we! Here's a brilliant 2 minute video illustrating this point. The
young man discusses a principle foundational to ANY journey into the unknown.
Once again, Smoke and
Mirrors isn't about belittling
anyone. Deceiving and being
deceived is part of our
everyday lives. We must
have our wits about us at all
times. As our God says, we
must test the spirits because
many false teachers have
gone out into the world.
1Jn4:1 And I could be
deceiving you right now, with
everything I'm bringing you.
And so, all I can do is tell you I am aware of the solemnity of this commission
and my responsibilities towards you the reader. Says our God in James, 'My
brethren, let not many of you become teachers, knowing that we shall receive
a stricter judgment.' James3:1
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Smoke and Mirrors has been written knowing I will be standing before our God
to account for what I have brought you here. And so, let this story unfold as it
does, and you be the judge of its trustworthiness as we continue. But even my
recourse to a faith in God as some kind of validation for what you're reading
here shouldn't cut it. Whenever we read or or watch ANY 'life instruction'
content, we are to have our wits about us, and if we follow the God of the Bible,
we are to ask our God for Holy Spirit discernment as we read and watch. All of
us are prone to being deceived. This is a fact of life in this wicked world.
And so if you agree we can be deceived, then please now ask yourself from what
sources have you been receiving all of your c19 news and information? And we
all would have to agree that ALL of the public information on c19 all originates
from the major media channels. ABC, CBS, CNN, BBC, ITV, ch4, ch5, BSKYB,
Murdoch’s NewsCorp, Buzzfeed, gootube, on and on and on, agreed? And it’s
been all the same grim content, agreed?
From late March 2020 we were awash with reports of overrun hospitals, no
gowns or ventilators, no proper c19 testing kits yet, no vaccine ready yet, the ill
the dying and the dead, the temporary hospitals and temporary morgues, on
and on, etc, etc, etc. It was a veritable onslaught if you can remember, and
uniform in its content. And as I edit this in March 2022, the constancy of the King
Kong infection rates and hospital admissions headlines and 'latest covid deaths'
hasn't let up. The Ukraine aside, our King Kong Korona headlines continue to be
the proverbial juggernaut,.
And so, if you missed the moon-walking bear just now and the scene changes,
then you must also accept you could have been missing the same moonwalking
bears across our King Kong mainstream news. And the watchmen would say that
if you have believed the mainstream c19 narrative, then ABSOLUTELY you've
been missing the moonwalking bears. So, let's go on our first bear hunt, and for
all you conservationists baulking at a bear shoot, imagine these bears as giant
wicked bears worthy of extinction and eviceration! Giant bear entrails hanging
out for the birds!

THE PYRAMID OF POWER
And so here’s a train of thought for you. The world's major media outlets and
affiliated stations have been filling our heads for the last two years now with
endless King Kong nightmare scenarios. But what if these stations were all
owned by a few large conglomerates? And if they were, what if those few
conglomerates who owned all these media stations also all shared the same
wider goals, vision and values? And if they did, then how might that affect the
content and delivery of our so-called independent world news? Would you be
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surprised if there wasn’t just a little synchronicity between stations? Is there
a chance all the news would sound.... sort of all the same?
Or do you think we actually have an independent media? Before clicking on this
next one minute video link which YOU MUST DO, please ask yourself if you
believe there is freedom of opinion in the mainstream press? Is there room for
independent thought and critique on any of the major news stories we're
delivered? Or are the news stations all following the same script?
How’s that for synchronicity? And there are countless more examples online
where the mainstream media news channels are all reading from the exact same
script. Please watch it again. It’s a sobering watch, isn't it, and if you ask yourself
honestly why there is this synchronicity, you would have to admit the above
video only confirms the reality of a 'top down' editorial and news distribution
team. Unless of course, in a million, million, million-to-one chance, the news
editors at all of these 'independent' stations chose the exact same words? It
could happen, smh. Here's another example of synchronised scripts across the
networks. As you watch it, consider the rigid structure in place delivering our
word-perfect world news. The annoying canned laughter over the top only tells
we don't realise just how deep this synchronicity goes or what this tells us about
our supposedly 'democratic' society.
And so, we cannot argue against there being a pyramid of power. Of course
there is! And how refreshing to at last be talking about how our news stations
really work. Or would you prefer a link to a cupcake vending machine to take
your mind off it all? No offence, they do exist!
There can be no arguing the existence of invisibles on high who order the
dissemination of these exact same script across the networks. OF COURSE
there's a higher authority delivering our world news downwards and outwards
thru the media channels to us underlings. And it may be that as you’re reading
this, you’ve been reminded of the many times you scoffed at the idea of there
being any kind of media conspiracy, and I can think of so many conversations
I've had with people I know and love and particularly across church universal
who have said of the press, what conspiracy? Alternatively, they will agree the
media can't be trusted an inch but they won't have a word said against their own
favourite daily or weekly paper. And if you're struggling with all of this media
conspiracy talk, whilst it’s your right to deny the truth of what you've just
watched here, if we are to survive victorious in the coming days of ever greater
deceits, the time for compromised thinking is over.
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DON'T WE ALL JUST LOVE THE BBC!
OK, so, if we agree there’s a pyramid of power, the next question we must ask
is who's up there near the top of this pyramid and issuing the orders
downwards? Here is a link to what's known as 'the big six'. Almost without
exception, every national newspaper we read, every item of news we watch
and every film and mini-series and cartoon - all these media outlets are owned
either by Disney, Sony, Rupert Murdoch's Sky & NewsCorp, National
Amusements, Time Warner and Comcast.
This next video examines the ties between broadcasters and big business and
big politics which by all means you can watch now or park it up for later. It's
around 12 minutes long and is one of many credible sources online that leave
viewers in no doubt how big business and big politics own and use every avenue
of the mainstream media to broadcast their various infotorial policies in order
to propagandise us. The video looks at Donald Trump and son-in-law Jared
Kushner who have multiple ties to Sinclair News - the largest ‘independent’
broadcasting corporation in the US and probably the world.
And here in the UK, don't we all
just love the BBC! Good old Aunty
Beeb! Admired around the world!
A publicly owned flagship of
independent news! I don't think
so. We shall see some shocking
examples of how the BBC and ITN
and ch4 and ch5 and all the other
major media platforms and
stations ALL operate under the
same pyramid of power. Here's
a link to the close-knit ownership
structure of UK 'news' - much of it
owned by 'the big six'.
Likewise, at any of the major news conferences, when we see these powerful
leaders at their podiums, these leaders and their invisible controllers much
higher up don't just invite their favoured news corporations to attend, they
ORDER them to attend. And that's because they own them and pay their wages.
And the kings of the earth also dictate which journalists are barred entry. And
they also dictate the script. And if as a journalist you speak out against that script
in the morning, you'll be looking for work in the afternoon, and worse, if you
speak out against the script too loudly, you'll have concerned friends and family
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out looking for you! The truth of John Swinton's words earlier is incontestable.
Here is just one list of missing and 'suicided' whistelblowers.
And a massive shout out and thank you to Gary Webb deceased who exposed
the CIA links to the cocaine trade. You can find out about Gary by clicking on the
link below. Lord, please raise up more Gary Webbs and I trust he's safe with You
now. Found shot twice in the head. Twice. Verdict, suicide. Nothing unusual
about that. 'It's entirely possible,' said coroner Robert Lyons, no doubt afraid if
he reached any other verdict, he too might be found dead in some ditch,
shooting himself twice, maybe three times in the head. It's entirely possible!

CHOMSKY'S SAFE CIRCLE
Be under no illusion, if the corruption being exposed by any journalist carries
with it huge financial loss for the kings or if it exposes their evil plans for the
populations or especially if their investigations expose their perverted sexual
proclivities, these journalists will either run into their own knife three times
backwards, die in some freak gardening accident or will simply disappear. There
isn't the time to pretend otherwise. And neither can we turn our heads away
any longer to these matters. I'd like to think there are no wasted paragraphs in
Smoke and Mirrors and that everything you're reading here is only for our
collective good for the days ahead.
Author John le Carré has written a book called ‘The Constant Gardener’ exposing
the many tricks of the pharmaceutical industry - an industry which features later
in Smoke and Mirrors, because it is the Big Pharma boys and girls if you didn't
know it already who have been driving the ENTIRE fake King Kong c19 narrative.
In an interview about his book, John stated: ‘The mainstream media has failed
us completely, here in the UK and in the USA. Any news on the pharmaceutical
industries is just too damned uncomfortable to handle; too complicated, often
deliberately, too scientific for the layman. Many hacks who should know better
have been lunched, holidayed and bamboozled into silence.’ 1
Definite limits are set on contentious public debate. We are only allowed to
pursue a debate so far before the invisible censors step in. For me, it’s Noam
Chomsky who best defines how our leaders set the limits on debate. 'The smart
way to keep people passive and obedient is strictly to limit the spectrum of
acceptable opinion but allow very lively debate within that spectrum - even
encourage the more critical and dissident views. This gives people the sense
there’s free-thinking going on, while all the time the presuppositions of the
system are being reinforced by the limits put on the range of the debate.'

1

The Biggest Pushers of All, Interview with John le Carré, The Spectator, 16th December 2000
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Well stated Mr C! Let the powers that be draw a safe circle around a particularly
dangerous debate, let us discuss anything and everything within that safe circle,
and by all means let our debate within that safe circle be as far-reaching and
rumpustuous as you like. Let it get as passionate and as heated and as violent as
you like in the House or on Question Time. In fact, the more heated and farreaching it gets within that safe circle, the more we can all feel like we’ve all had
a jolly good say in it all!
But woe betide ANYBODY in the House who poses any question that leads
anyone to step outside of that safe circle! That's freak gardening accident
territory, for certain. All our world leaders and politicians know EVERY SINGLE
ONE of the unspoken rules governing Chomsky's safe circle. And to maintain
uniformity across the networks, these safe circle rules are imposed upon ALL of
our Question Time hosts, upon ALL of our news anchors and upon ALL of our
media outlets. And by rigidly imposing the safe circle rules, our news puppeteers
can sit back and watch us rumpustuously debating whatever debate safe in the
knowledge our debating is NEVER going to threaten the status quo. And
a further cunning twist, if they're skilful enough with their puppeteering, the
hidden persuaders can have us reinforcing the false narrative at the same time!

MORE BLOOD FROM A NOSEBLEED
A good example of safe circle debate which also reinforces the false narrative
was the 'rumpustuousness' surrounding the 'apparent suicide' of government
weapons inspector David Kelly in 2003. George Bush and Tony Blair wanted to
go to war with Iraq and were repeatedly telling the electorate that Iraq was
hiding weapons of mass destruction that could be deployed IN UNDER 45
MINUTES!!! These weapons said our leaders, posed a clear and present danger
to 'the free world'. OMG, we all cried! Release the hounds!
David Kelly was appointed to go out and find these weapons which would give
legitimate reason to invade Iraq but David Kelly couldn't find any WMD
anywhere and accused Blair and Bush of sexing up the whole Iraqi WMD affair
for nefarious political purposes. Soon after uttering those words, David Kelly
became depressed, wandered into a field, slit his left wrist and bled to death.
There was violent and rumpustuous debate in Westminster about whether or
not David Kelly was suffering suicidal thoughts, and if he was, then had the
pressure of the job got to him? Or had any shady terrorists got to him? And did
Blair's government actually care about their depressed employee? It certainly
didn't appear to care, and if it didn't care then this called for an urgent inquiry,
AND NOW! And to all onlookers watching all of the jeering and booing and
hurrahs and paper-waving across the House, everybody thought we were
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witnessing a thorough savaging of our dastardly and uncaring government! But
how safe it was for Tony Blair and his evil cronies every step of the way.
Because what was NOT discussed AT ANY POINT and which would have been
RIGHT OUTSIDE of Chomsky's safe circle and would have been MOST UNSAFE to
debate in the House (which remember had been televised since 1989) was the
one minute thirty second interview with the paramedics who attended the
'suicide scene' who noted that for somebody who had slit their wrist, there was
remarkably little blood at the scene, one of the paramedics even saying they'd
seen more blood from a nosebleed than at that wood clearing.
No blood at a scene of a slit wrist? Here is what a real life slit wrist suicide scene
looks like. Warning, not for the faint-hearted but we're only interested in truth,
right? And neither was it discussed in the televised House that on the day of his
death, David Kelly had booked a flight to Baghdad for the following Friday and
was looking forward to getting back to work. And neither was it discussed how
the half-drunk 500ml bottle of water found next to him would have been NOT
NEARLY ENOUGH water to down the 29 large tablets missing from the 30 tablet
blister pack 'found' on him. And neither was it discussed how a post-mortem
showed only a very small quantity of the alleged drug in his system, compared
to the 29 'missing' tablets. And neither was it discussed that even though David
Kelly's body hadn't yet been touched by anybody at the scene, it had somehow
been photographed by attending forensics experts in two different positions.

HOW LIBERATING IT IS TO KNOW!
Introducing ANY of the above anomalies in the House would most definitely
have flouted the unspoken safe circle rules, and this was never going to happen.
The dissenter can easily imagine the party whip insider conversations prior to
the public debate. 'This lack of blood at the scene chaps, I don't need to tell you
this could all get very difficult. You've had your eye on the Foreign Office for
a while now, Corky. Manage it for us, old boy. Don't let your heart rule your head
on this one.'
Discussing the lack of blood at the scene, the low toxicity in the blood versus the
empty blister pack, the different body positions and the booked flight to
Baghdad - to have any such trains of thought enter the public arena would have
been far too unsafe. Any such debate would have taken the potential cause of
David Kelly's death RIGHT OUTSIDE Chomsky's safe circle. I mean, to where and
to whom might all of this darkness lead? Following ANY of these anomalies
through to their logical conclusions would give the general public any manner of
unsafe scenarios to consider, not least having David Kelly bundled into a car,
force-fed a couple of pills, killed, his left wrist slashed, propped up against a tree
and with a 30 tablet blister pack planted on him with 29 tablets removed by his
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killers. Unless of course David Kelly did swallow 29 tablets, then slit his own
wrist, and then decided to walk a few miles to his final resting place, and once
dead, move position a couple of times.
Thank You Lord that You hold the scales of Eternal Justice and You WILL put all
these things right in the end as Your Word says in Psalm9:7-8 'But the Lord
abides forever. He has established His Throne for Judgment and He will judge the
world in Righteousness. He will execute Judgment for the peoples with Equity.'
And I can't tell you how liberating it is for dissenters to know in their hearts that
on ANY subject of national or international importance that is EVER discussed
publicly by our governments, never, ever EVER is there any truthful debate in
the mainstream media or in the televised House of Commons. All we are offered
is toothless, safe, tightly-managed, circle-bound Chomsky lies and chit chat.

CHARLES JACO REPORTING LIVE! BUT FROM WHERE?
We've all been hearing a lot about fake news recently (and discussed in a later
chapter) and how Madame Mainstream has been warning us incessantly to be
on our guard against fake news. But what about Madame Mainstream herself
faking our mainstream news? Does she do this? Absolutely she does, and all the
time! And so to start us off, here is a humorous and relatively mild example of
how our media puppets act out various scenarios, even down to faking local
weather reports! The following link shows a weatherman faking deadly
hurricane conditions. Watch the two lads in the background walk past quite
normally while our weatherman 'tries desperately' to stay on his feet! A priceless
minute of fakery from Madame Mainstream!
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And here's a weatherman from CNN reporting from 'the eye of the storm', haha!
Watch him at the beginning of his report having 'real trouble' standing up and
then skip to the end of the video and watch him very clearly walking quite
normally off set!
Here's CNN news anchor Ashleigh Banfield in Seattle linking 'live by satellite' to
Nancy Grace reporting 2,400 miles away from Cleveland Ohio allegedly, bringing
us the latest on the Cleveland kidnappings. The only trouble is the two women
are in the same Seattle carpark! You can see the same vehicles driving past both
of them, and laughably, Nancy Grace can be seen holding her earpiece as if
'struggling to hear' Ashleigh when in actual fact they're no more than six car
spaces apart from one another! Yes, that distance has been carefully calculated
by another watchman and probably on the spectrum, haha!
These few clips although relatively light-hearted, (and there many more I could
show) should IMMEDIATELY tell us our news stations cannot be trusted ON ANY
LEVEL! And so if these clips mean you are now actively on the lookout for moonwalking bears even in our weather reports, then great!
Progressing to more
serious
examples
of
mainstream fakery, right
we see ABC News caught
using a 2017 youtube
video of a Kentucky night
firing range and inserting
it into a 'live action' report
from the Syrian front line.
This 'live footage' was shown across the networks before it was called out by
eagle-eyed observers and ABC pulled the video. It was an accident, said ABC.
Yeah, sure it was an accident. The video had been digitally stabilized, an
exposure had been applied to make it look darker, the spectators were cropped
out and a grain effect was applied to make it look lower quality. That's a lot of
work to go into a video for it to be an accident, smh.
In the next link, we see CNN senior war reporter Charles Jaco reporting 'live'
from Saudi Arabia on the Gulf War in 1990, except he's filming from a CNNconstructed set. The whole show is laughable except for the fact we're now
descending into darker fake TV news territory. Let's break down the Charlie Jaco
show bit by bit to save you time hunting through the whole video. All we need
is a minute on each link to get the flavour.
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Firstly, we see Charles standing in front
of a palm tree (right). What else? The
palm tree is used to cement in viewers'
minds the idea Charlie is somewhere
Middle-Eastern. Charlie also tells us
repeatedly how the air raid sirens are
going off, so that MUST mean he's in
the war zone! Here's Charlie
attempting to bring his 'live' report
over the sirens. GO Charlie!
Except Charlie's air raid sirens are NOT Kuwaiti air raid sirens, these are the
different 1990 air raid sirens WE SHOULD HAVE HEARD IN THE BACKGROUND!
Here is an actual reporter preparing to report from Kuwait in 1990 during an air
raid warning. Charlie's air raid sirens from the same Kuwaiti war zone allegedly
are nothing more than standard CNN sound effect library house intruder
alarms. Charlie 'the scud stud' Jaco as he became known, then ramps up the
tension for viewers, telling us, 'Things around us are shaking' and he can see
missile trails above and people making their way to the air raid shelters, but he
can't actuslly pan the cameras to film any of this action because of military
restrictions on what can be shown on TV.
In reality, brave Charlie can't pan the camera
because his cosy Kuwaiti set would be exposed
for all to see - the fourth wall as it's known in TV
and theatre circles (right).
Charlie is then joined by fellow reporter Carl
Rochelle who says he's just seen 'a cloud of
something' which causes Charlie to panic
precipitating a comedic scramble for gas masks
and helmets.
I could not stop laughing at the way Carl 'rises
up' complete with helmet! Another priceless
piece of TV fakery! After 'recovering' from the
initial shock of the fake gas attack, we see Carl
(right) struggling not to laugh and asking
Charlie what it was that he saw that made him
scramble for his mask. Charlie tells Carl he feels
dizzy. Strangely, the cameraman and crew
don't rush for their own gas masks, hahaha!
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And finally, in the same way
today's c19 reporters remove
their masks once their 'deadly King
Kong report' is in the can, as soon
as Charlie and crew call 'Cut!' and
are off air, everybody starts
horsing around in this most
'dangerous war zone'. Right, we
see a different camera angle
showing Charlie's 'treacherous
CNN front line' set, hahaha!

FROM THE GARDEN SHED!
So, that was back in the early 1990s, and for millions of us, whilst the 'scud stud'
Kuwait air raid reports may have seemed quite real at the time, the naivety of
their fake productions makes it easy to spot the fakery now. Digital technology
has improved beyond all measure since then and TV and film studios now have
the capability of projecting real life-looking fake backgrounds so reporters can
appear as if they're live at any scene anywhere across the world. The technology
is called green or blue screening. Here is an excellent short summary of this
technology in action.

Above, we see senior CNN war correspondent Ivan Watson reporting 'live from
the deck of a rolling warship' as his camera crew appears to film another warship
up ahead setting off for the Ukraine. Except the warship up ahead is projected
green screen footage. In the clip, we see Ivan showing off his remarkable sea
legs! He is able to stand firm and unruffled as the boat sways from side to side.
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His voice also sounds like he's reporting from inside a garden shed, and listen to
how the anchor man ends the report. It's a watershed moment, hahahaha!
And so, we can laugh at these
antics but Biblically speaking,
we are called always to be on
our guard for the enemy. In
Judges7:5-7 God tells Gideon to
observe the soldiers drinking
from the river and to choose
ONLY those men who knelt
down by the water with their
heads held up, lifting the water
to their mouths with one cupped hand whilst keeping a vigilant eye out for the
enemy, as opposed to those men who knelt and drank from the river face down,
off-guard and defenceless, lapping the water like dogs. Do NOT choose those
men, said God.
And when we drink from
Madame Mainstream, we need
to be on the look-out like
Gideon's men because right now,
we're not just on all fours and
lapping like dogs, we've dived in
naked and left all our weapons
on the bank! It was 19th century
Irish judge John Philpott Curran
who stated, 'The condition upon which God hath given liberty to man is eternal
vigilance.' Hear, hear, John! And just look at how our lack of vigilance is
stripping us of our liberties right now!
Keeping our media studies course on course, we now descend a further few
levels of darkness, in fact into utter darkness as we look at a masterful act of
fakery arising out of the Bosnia crisis in 1992. And do not think I needed to go as
far back as 1992 to make the case for evil media fakery. There are so many fake
events on top of the world news RIGHT NOW, and we'll be looking more closely
at some of these later. The brief examples here are included merely to establish
in readers' minds the whole earth REALLY CAN be comprehensively deceived by
the kings of the earth and Madame Mainstream. This next 'item of news' proves
this beyond doubt.
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THE PICTURE
THAT FOOLED THE WORLD
'It was through my role as an expert witness to the War Crimes
Tribunal that I first realised that something was wrong with the
famous pictures from Trnopolje.' Thomas Deichmann
Below, we see a picture which, if you are of a certain age, you will recognise
instantly, and this picture WAS ENTIRELY FAKED! It is known as the picture that
fooled the world and was faked purely for evil political purposes, and it was this
fake picture that led to the intensifying of an already unjust war, killing
thousands more people as a result.
The picture was crafted by
a UK ITN crew who
deliberately
positioned
themselves behind a short
run of barbed wire to take
photographs of what was
actually a peaceful refugee
camp which had been set
up to help distribute food
and clothing to all those
displaced by the war.
The refugees were free to come and go but the calculated use of the barbed
wire in the foreground would go on to deceive and radicalise ‘the free world’
into believing these refugees were being held captive in some kind of
concentration camp when in actual fact the barbed wire we see in the picture
was a short run of barbed wire surrounding a small storage area on the
perimeter of the camp. All Penny Marshal and Ed Vulliamy plus cameraman did
was to climb over the barbed wire and film the refugees from behind the wire.
But what Penny Marshall and crew DID NOT take into account was that while
they were filming their fake concentration camp victims, the ITN crew was itself
being filmed by a Bosnian TV crew who captured all of the ITN fakery in glorious
detail plus audio!
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CUI BONO? CUI BONO? WHO BENEFITS?
In the Bosnian TV footage (link following shortly), you can quite clearly hear
Penny Marshall asking the refugees if they were being treated well and being
told 'Very kind, very kind.' But because this did not suit the fake narrative the
ITN crew were being paid to manufacture, this clip wasn't shown on our ITN
concentration camp news bulletin. You then see Penny Marshall scanning the
mostly healthy-looking crowd and spotting skinny Fikret Alic (skinny from
a childhood illness) and calling him over. The picture of Fikret was cropped,
converted to black and white, and the rest as they say, is 'history', and with the
inevitable result. 'What animals!' we cried. 'These atrocities must cease! Chocks
away, you mighty airborne crusaders! Take out those cruel sadists and make
a better, safer world for us all!' Ugh!
This whole sordid story came to light
after eagle-eyed observer Thomas
Deichmann spotted the barbed wire had
been nailed INSIDE the posts which surely
would not be the case if this was a true
concentration camp.
And it was this despicable fake image
concocted by ITN and her paymasters
that would go on to provide the 'free
world' the moral green light' to begin
bombing the heart out of the six nation
state of Yugoslavia. Their cruelty
deserves our bombs we cried! And why
did the kings of the earth want to bomb
Yugoslavia? Simply to destroy the
successful and prosperous, trading and
peaceable AND INDEPENDENT six nations
state it was becoming.
Cui bono? Cui bono? Who benefits? Always ask who benefits. The picture that
shames the world, says the Daily Mirror. And absolutely it does, but for all the
wrong reasons. For the full text of the story, visit here later maybe. And here is
a youtube video remarkably still online which contains the Bosnian footage that
shows us exactly how ITN faked it all.
Living Marxism magazine picked up on the fake ITN concentration camp story
and took ITN and Penny Marshall to court on the basis ITN was lying. LM lost the
case on a technicality, the judge arguing that LM hadn't fully established
whether the fence was dilapidated or new or whether it was an actual enclosure
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etc, etc. From start to finish, the entire case was a travesty of justice. LM was
forced to pay the £350,000 costs which bankrupted the publication, but
everybody on the inside knew the judicial system had been 'got at' and that the
judge's acquittal of ITN had only compounded the lies.
Nick Higham was the BBC media correspondent at the time and reported the
trial outcome for the BBC six o’clock news. Higham noted that although ‘the
judge, Mr Justice Morland had told the jury LM’s facts might have been right, he
followed this with 'but does this matter?’ LM's facts might have been right, but
does this matter??? Higham's summary was subsequently deemed by the
Broadcasting Standards Commission to be misleading and thus unfair to ITN and
its journalists. (page 7) This, my friend, is British 'truth and justice' in action, smh.

MS TEN-A-PENNY MARSHALL
In early 2001, after stumbling upon this story myself, I constructed my own web
page on the treacherous Penny Marshall ITN scandal. Within a week, I received
a letter from Freeserve (remember Freeserve?) who had been contacted by ITN
solicitors instructing the page be removed IMMEDIATELY or I would face the
consequences. And as a husband and father of three young children at the time,
I had no choice but to delete the page.
Treacherous lowly pole dancer for the
kings Penny Marshall (right) went on to
win various coveted media awards for
'uncovering the Bosnian concentration
camps', one report making even the
most hardened dissenter gag. 'Her
reports on Serb-run detention camps
and ethnic cleansing in Bosnia, in 1992,
remain among the most important
television exclusives of the era. The
work won her an Emmy, a Bafta and
a Royal Television Society award.'
In all my years researching mainstream media fakery, watching lying, conniving,
pole-dancing Penny Marshall receive her RTS award is probably the closest I've
come to actually being physically sick. We are allowed to be sickened by media
treachery, it's still not an offence. And once again, everything you're reading
here is in the public domain and can be verified independently by anybody with
a heart to do so.
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And so, as you watch your King Kong
or Russia/Ukraine news today, NEVER
EVER forget this evil ITN Bosnia
fairytale. To recap one last time,
there never was any 'concentration
camp. Trnopolje was a peaceful
transit camp where people were free
to come and go. Penny Marshall and
her ITN team created a fake
concentration camp picture for her
invisible superiors, giving the green
light for US forces to bomb the heart
out of what was quickly becoming a
successful six nation INDEPENDENT
trading state. This was the true remit
of the evil kings of the earth.
And even if the ITN crew hadn't faked those images, the kings of the earth would
have concocted some other deceitful ruse to achieve the evil they had already
purposed in their hearts. Like all our pole-dancing presstitutes, Ms ten-a-Penny
Marshall will stand before God to answer for her treachery, and unless she has
repented, she will certainly receive her Just Eternal Reward. The blood of
thousands is just as much on her hands as on the hands of her invisible superiors.

AND BRITISH JOURNALISTS ARE THE WORST!
Here, a highly awarded Der Spiegel and CNN journalist admits he gets paid to
make up detailed stories for the news. Here is an excellent 10 minute Ted talk
by ex-CNN anchor Sharyl Attkisson, and because of her previous post at CNN,
Sharyl knows far more than she’s sharing here because she knows full well the
dangers of speaking out too much, as one comment on the youtube page said,
‘Did she get home alive?’ But even what she shares here is sobering enough.
In her presentation, Sharyl explains how government and news agencies and Big
Pharma ESPECIALLY pay out millions and millions of pounds and euros and
dollars annually to small special interest groups to grow innocent-looking,
independent-looking, truthful-sounding web sites right across the internet facebook, instagram, twitter, wikipedia, webmd but particularly facebook and
twitter. And they do this for the express purpose of seeding a wide range of
'unique' platforms which will then be used to promote whatever topic of
conversation or drug our hidden persuaders and big business kings of the earth
want to promote.
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A facebook page could look just like a normal mum's page with pictures of her
kids, nights out, recipes, holidays etc, etc. But quietly, mum will also be being
paid to regularly update her page and gently and unremarkably comment on
a certain pill or cream or vaccine that changed her life, allegedly. And no-one
would know her commentary wasn't anything other than everyday mumsy chitchat. 'Harpo's job interview went well. Toby's off to Finland for the week. And
little Frankie's eczema is so much better since he's been using that Exmaway. The
skin on his arms is almost back to normal! I know your Dave suffers the same.
Shall I pop some over during the week? And are we still zooming this Saturday?'
In effect, says Sharyl, as we carry out our online research digging out those five
or six supposedly 'independent' sites discussing whatever excema medication,
we have no idea AT ALL these sites have been built and by one and the same
organisation and are all seeded by the same Big pharma money and singing from
the same Big Pharma hymn sheet. Truly, we are surrounded by deceit!
And if there is one short video confession you MUST watch it is this one where
a senior journalist of 25 years' experience Dr Udo Ulfkotte tells us how all the
top journalists are highly paid to lie! The whole 13 minute interview is
fascinating but the first minute or so says it all! And if you want to hear what he
thinks of mainstream British journalists then just go here, and again, about
a minute’s worth. Priceless! When it comes to the major media stories, us Brits
are the biggest liars of the lot, according to Udo, hahaha!
And here's CNN rumbled AGAIN. This time a CNN cameraman is pretending he's
a protestor. Watch the end as the anchor man strangely identifies him. Why he
admitted this live on air I just do not know! Well, actually, I do. It's all part of
the luciferian game of hidden in plain sight. The luciferians cannot resist telling
us the games they're playing against us which means we can never say we never
knew about their evil. It's a sort of gloating, and we'll be looking at hidden in
plain sight in more detail a little later in Smoke and Mirrors.

FAKING THE C19 PANDEMONIUM
During the riots in Seattle in the US following the alleged death of George Floyd,
locals set up an autonomous zone in downtown Seattle where they could meet
in safety. And I can say alleged death now, can't I, and you're less and less able
to outright refute such statements, and PRAISE GOD FOR THAT! I'll explain more
about George's fake death in a second, but Fox News wasn’t having any of this
safety in Seattle, they wanted sleepless. Her remit was to broadcast constant
simmering anger. So, foxy Fox News 'reimagined' the Seattle peace zone into
a place teeming with thuggery by photoshopping the same armed soldier in
various locations across the zone. It was more Kentucky firing range
skullduggery.
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And so to the faked death of George Floyd, and
even before you've seen any evidence to
support this 'outrageous claim', it's becoming
harder and harder with each page to write me
off as some conspiracy nutter, isn't it! In part 2
of ‘Smoke and Mirrors’, we'll look at the
original 'powerful images' of George's 'death'
which triggered all of the Black Lives Matter
unrest across the world, and we'll see that once
again, there is far more to the story than meets
the eye. George's 'terrible death' was pure
theatre instigated and managed by the kings of
the earth and broadcast worldwide to achieve
their own evil ends. Penny Marshall and crew
couldn't have done a better job! Did you know
BLM is funded by rich internationalist George
Soros? Woohoo! Thank You Lord that scales
will be falling from so many eyes!
Here's CBS News at the beginning of the c19 'crisis' directing hospital workers to
join the queues for people lining up to be tested for c19 because basically there
weren't any queues. In the video, nurses admit they were being coerced into
lining up in order to make the queues look busy.
And here’s another example of the treacherous games our King Kong media
puppeteers have been playing with us with another picture that fooled the
world. CBS again, this time caught using a picture of a hospital in Italy and telling
millions of viewers this was an over-run New York City hospital and that NYC
health authorities are at breaking point right now with deadly King Kong! And
so, with CBS rumbled, here is a damage-limitation piece from senior pole dancer
to the kings the Washington Times blaming the mix-up on a simple editing
mistake. Yeak, sure, another editing mistake.
I could devote many such pages to such mainstream 'mistakes' and fakery over
the last few decades but we don't have the time. However, here is a site detailing
a few more of the countless faked/staged news stories that could be included.
Considering cancelling your paper just yet? Thank You Lord for the privelege of
thrusting the killer sword into this particular giant! The paperboys will have to
find another job, hahaha!
The examples of fakery over the last few pages are included so that readers are
robbed of any argument that our mainstream news corporations can be trusted.
And if they can lie once, THEY CAN LIE ALL THE TIME! And they do lie all the time,
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sometimes blatantly so, but as with Fikret Alic, most-times their lies go
undetected by the majority. And as we continue our journey to the city, we'll
see with King Kong Korona, they're lying to us again and on an epic scale, as
you'll already be sensing anyway. As it says at the beginning of ‘Smoke and
Mirrors’, whatever you think, think opposite!
The picture right paints a thousand
words, and it's another t-shirt I own!
Yes, the Bible says we're to keep our
eyes fixed on Jesus and not on politics
but my goodness, is this chapter on
the media not a wake-up call to us all
to look twice at what's put before us!
And so, in your own conversations you
have now with friends and family on
the
trustworthiness
of
the
mainstream media, please remember
Fikret, Udo and Sharyl and John
Swinton. And the next time you hear
any of your friends tut-tutting over all
of that radicalisation going on ‘over
there', please remind them that we
'over here' are being radicalised
EVERY SINGLE TIME we turn on our
own 'respectable' mainstream news.
Your first dissenting conversation! How will you fare? And also, the next time
you're in a group discussion on some controversial matter, if somebody says,
'Ah, but hang on. There's a whole other side to that story!’, you can champion
their cause, and say to the group, let's hear it and without interruption! NO
MATTER THE CONTENT, NO MATTER THE DIRECTION, no matter the eyes that
might be rolling, you must invite that person to give an account of his contrary
view. And what a great step forward that will be for rational discourse
everywhere, especially across church universal. What a stifling debating
chamber church universal is at times!
And God's dissenters will certainly be praying for you as you lend your support
to the airing of whatever contrary view. We know EXACTLY what will be coming
at you down the pipe! 'Goodness! You've changed all of a sudden!' you'll be told.
'Everything's always so conspiratorial with you these days! 'I'm so glad I don't
live in your world!' Except you do live in my world. We ALL live in the same world.
This IS our world!
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And never forget us dissenters have all shared the exact same mainstream
education as everybody else, we've all watched and read the same 'news' as
everybody else over the years. The only difference between us right now is that
as dissenters, we opened the darker box on Madame Mainstream not caring
what spills out, and not caring that our world views at the time might be
upended. In fact, we’re grateful for the darker boxes! We’ve had our eyes
opened to the lies and deceitful practices of the world, and we’ve come out from
under the lies, we've taken that step, we’ve crossed the line, we've passed the
point of no return. And what a liberating place to be! We don't believe anything
of major importance that Madame Mainstream tells us anymore - ANYTHING!

THEY'LL BE THINKING THAT JUST MAYBE SHE'S NOT ALL BAD
Now, if we hear that former UK PM Theresa May has opened a bridge in
Maidenhead, then of course we don't say that never happened or the bridge
never existed. These are however just some of the ridiculous insinuations
levelled at us 'conspiratorial wackos' and levelled largely by those who are
actually too frightened to open ANY box that would see their own tightly-held
world views come crashing down around them, and we'll be looking at this
particular human trait in more detail in the next chapter. And as we travel
further on towards the city, we'll see how the CBS ‘hospital editing mistake’
pales into insignificance compared to the trickery and evil the kings of the earth
have been foisting upon us to sell us their vaccines. We’ve barely scratched the
surface of their lies and inherent evil.
////////////----------------------------//////////
Ping! Hello? It's a text from our observer. He's still queuing for his compost but
he’s been listening in on our conversation on the media and he wants to add
a little something.Take it away, my observer friend!
And as our observer is standing in the queue, he's thinking about Fikret and Udo
and Sharyl and John Swinton, and he's thinking how there'll be those who'll be
genuinely appalled by what they've just seen and read about Madame
Mainstream and they'll MOST DEFINITELY be looking out for those moonwalking
bears from now on and they'll be cancelling their papers. But he also knows that
even after Madame Mainstream's rightful public shaming, there'll still be those
wanting to try to rescue the mainstream media in their minds, and they'll be
thinking that maybe, she's not ALL bad, and what about the good there's been
in mainstream journalism over the years?
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What about the images and stories that challenged Goliath and really did expose
evil and attempted to change things for the better? Standing defiantly in front
of that tank in Tiananmen Square, when the East West wall fell, the burned out
Iraqi convoy that brought home the ugliness of war, uncovering the landmines,
the elephant poachers, the John Pilgers and the Kate Adies, the Martin Bells and
the John Simpsons of this world.

And they'll be thinking how these icons of our news and their iconic moments
tells us that surely there's at least a grain of respectability and moral fibre in our
mainstream world news, and that maybe Penny Marshall's 'picture that fooled
the world' and the CBS hospital picture mix-up, and Udo and Sharyl’s admissions
are just sort of.... one-offs?

SHE CAN HAVE US BELIEVING ANYTHING ABOUT ANYTHING!
And our observer wonders why some people find it so hard to decide where they
stand on Madame Mainstream. You discover an ugly fundamental truth about
her that logically should reverse for ever any of the good you might have
reserved for her in your mind, yet STILL you're sat in front of her at 6 o’clock
listening to the latest c19 King Kong statistics and now all of the Russia Ukraine
propaganda. Why, why, WHY?
It is just as Barbara Kruger tells us right at the beginning of Smoke and Mirrors,
'I've always thought that it's good to watch the news to find out what everybody
else is looking at and believing, if only because that's how consensus is
constructed.' And it's in our TV studios where 'history' is constructed too. Senior
influencer Geoffrey C Ward writes the scripts for American history channels.
Says Geoffrey, 'Journalism is merely history's first draft.' A classic observation,
another t-shirt and a great conversation starter!
And our observer hopes that when those beautiful ladies in waiting begin with
their synchronised scripts at six, and when the next round of breathless, heart112

tugging, tragic c19 reports are beamed direct into our front rooms at ten, our
observer hopes readers will hold on to what they have learned about Madame
Mainstream in Smoke and Mirrors and they'll stand firm in heart and mind, and
he hopes it won't be the case that we'll turn on our news and suddenly,
everything the beautiful ladies are telling us about King Kong Korona is true all
over again. He hopes we won't be saying to ourselves that in the grand scheme
of things, and on balance, and all things being equal, and at the end of the day
and by and large.... that maybe the news ....... 'isn't quite so corrupt after all?'
Such prevarication tells the
dissenter only one thing, you
haven't yet crossed the line. If a TV
camera crew can take a group of
friendly, chatty people, a few short
lengths of barbed wire and a thin
guy called Fikret and fashion a fake,
hell-hole concentration camp out
of those props and have the whole
earth believing this concentration
camp exists, then thirty years on,
and with far more advanced digital
technology available to 'the history
makers', you can be certain
Madame Mainstream can have the
whole earth believing anything
about ANYTHING! And even have
us believing anything about
monster King Kong.
Madame Mainstream is either a liar or she isn't. If she tells the truth, then watch
and read the news, and if she doesn't, then don't. Not any of it. It's that simple.
And our observer thinks about what God says in James about doublemindedness - how a double-minded man is unstable in all he does James1:8, and
he thanks God again for his single-minded black and white 'madness' and for
showing him just how treacherously Madame Mainstream operates. And he's so
thankful to God for opening his eyes and how he can say with nil regret how
much he hates Madame Mainstream and how he's so glad he's made that leap
out from under her stinking skirts and all her beautiful ladies in waiting.
Hmmm. You seem to be using the hate word quite a lot. You sound angry at life!
Not at all. Hating evil is a good thing. It's how we manage the hate that matters.
And all of God's dissenters would say that when it comes to Madame
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Mainstream, our God understands our hatred for her. It is exactly as His Word
tells us, 'Hate evil, you who love the Lord, Who preserves the souls of His godly
ones; He delivers them from the hand of the wicked.' Psalm 97:10
And after peeling away the first layer of mainstream deceit, and this really has
been only the first layer, can anybody say now that Madame Mainstream is
anything less than evil? Our next chapter looks at some of the reasons why some
people struggle with the decision to come out from under the mainstream
media flag. Effectively, such a decision means turning our backs on everything
that has given us our sense of place in our world, everything that's given us
meaning and identity. And that's no small thing to give up!
No more tuning in to the news? No more keeping up with what's going on in the
world? Or as the dissenter would say, keeping up with lies? What is it about us
and our nature that will keep so many of us still tuning in to News At Ten, despite
what we now know about our 'world news services'? The heart of the issue, says
the dissenter, is the great difficulty in letting go of the old and embracing the
unknown and the new. That's a very hard thing for man to do. There are actually
hugely powerful psychological forces at work in a man that keep him from letting
go of the old and and making the momentous cross over.
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HOMER'S HEAD MONKEY!
'I'm too mature to get angry.' Jesse Jackson
That was a merciless section on
Madame Mainstream, wasn't it!
But I trust this information on
media corruption means you
CANNOT EVER AGAIN say that you
know for certain the news you're
reading and watching is true. And
Homer's head monkey will soon
make sense too!
This short chapter looks at the psychological forces in a man that keep him from
letting go of his comforting world view and taking that great leap into the
unknown and embracing the new. And after that, we'll take our first proper look
at the evidence to show there is no worldwide contagious c19 flu epidemic and
how the current King Kong c19 krisis has been entirely manufactured by an evil
triad of Big Government, Big Pharma and a conspiring mainstream media. We
get to see and understand how these hugely powerful institutions have been
conspiring for years to bring down this current evil upon the earth.
Before we do that though, it's important we spend a few minutes looking at the
feelings and reactions that can rise up in a man when he hears such enormous
accusations being levelled against the governments of the earth and associated
institutions. These are no small accusations! They sound quite mad, don't they,
psychotic even! And also, very frightening if true. I'll let you decide on who the
psychos are when we get to that chapter.
But if any of those accusations above are true, then that's one ginormous
mothership of a worldview that's about to crash and burn for many readers. Can
that ever be allowed to happen? Can I admit to myself that right from the start,
this whole Korona krisis has been a fake krisis? No, I most definitely CANNOT!
I can't possibly recant! I'm known across the family for my world view on Korona!
In the workplace, in the pub, across town, across church universal, EVERYBODY
knows my views on this terrible, terrible virus!
And so we continue to the heart of darkness.

AND I PROMISE I'LL BE GENTLE, HAHAHA!
In the previous chapter, we learned how Madaem Mainstream can lie to us
without her batting an eyelid. And allowing this new landscape to sink in can be
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quite disorienting at first and also quite challenging, because if we accept we
can no longer trust our mainstream news sources, then by default this now
requires us to admit our current world view on life, the universe and everything
is up for full re-appraisal! What other fake 'facts' about the world and its
workings that you hold dear and true have been filmed and photographed and
reported from behind the fake barbed wire fence? How much of what you hold
dear in our worldly education could actually be teetering on a great big pile of
nothingness? It's a thought, isn't it! And the truth is, we ARE INDEED being lied
to about life, the universe and everything. Like I said at the beginning, Smoke
and Mirrors is going to rock your world, and I meant every word of it!
Our politics, our history, medicine and
human health, the physical sciences, the
earth sciences, astronomy, life, the
universe and everything - so much of
our education and the 'facts' that
fundamentally shape our world view
have been provided to us by the same
consummate liars, by the same agencies
now laying in tatters in front of us.
And it doesn’t really matter how that statement makes you feel about your own
prized education, if indeed you have one, because what all dissenters will tell
you is that once we turn our backs on Madame Mainstream, once we cross the
line and we revisit our former education, we realise that so much of what we
were taught and we assumed was true about our world is nothing but rotelearned lies and illusion! And this comprehensive 'mis-education' starts the
minute we enter junior school. And the lies don't let up.

BACHMANN TURNER OVERDRIVE
And so, as we journey on together in Smoke and Mirrors, I'm warning you in
advance to mentally prepare yourself to be letting go of more and more of what
you once held dear, and I promise I'll be gentle, hahaha! And I'm also genuinely
excited for you! Because we've all been there, my friend. All of us dissenters
have been at that place where we realise we can no longer trust our former
'knowledge bank'. But also, what an exhilarating place to be! Reading something
different! Drawing back the curtains, letting in some light and a much-needed
blast of fresh air! I hope so anyway.
And again, I'm reminded of my responsibilities towards you on this journey but
also what a privilege it is to bring you such challenging information. And I don't
apologise for that, I'm loving airing all of this, it's been a long time coming! And
you'd better hold on to your hats guys because we've not even started yet, we’re
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only just warming up! In the words of Bachman Turner Overdrive, 'You ain't seen
nutthin' yet!' And there’s going to be no let-up either! But such is the nature of
contrary and potentially shocking information when it's presented to us, that
just as a number of barriers in the mind are removed, suddenly several more
appear almost out of nowhere that can play havoc with our listening and
processing skills. And most definitely there'll be some readers at this point who
will be starting to feel uncomfortable at where this might all be headed, and
maybe starting to wonder if there really could be a whole other darker side to
this King Kong c19 pandemonium?
With a working capital of around $46B, BMGF is THE LARGEST private financial
contributor to WHO. Since 2000, BMGF has been giving WHO approximately
$300M a year (page 250). Now under normal circumstances, you'd think that
giving money to an aid agency that resonates with you would mean you'd call
up that agency and tell them the following: 'We admire your ethos. You do
a great job. Here's a sum of money. You're the experts. You decide how best to
spend the money.' Have you ever given any money to a particular agency or
charity and stipulated how you want your money to be spent? Very likely not.
But when BMGF gives to her chosen 'agency', it's a very different story.

A WELL-DOCUMENTED PHENOMENON
And it's at this precise point in the journey that we uncover a most deceitful trap
that would stop us from opening any darker boxes from this point on, and our
God wants this trap sprung too! He wants ALL of these different deceits clear in
heart and mind before we arrive at those city walls and start climbing. And this
next trap isn't buried somewhere out there, it's buried deep within us, and this
is the trap.
A man hears a new line of reasoning on a matter of importance, and it's apparent
his views on this matter differ fundamentally to the views being presented to
him. Now, sometimes a world view can be up for discussion and can even bring
about an on-the-spot change in a man! Hearing the Gospel of Jesus for the first
time and being turned upside down by it is a good example, and you'll be tested
on that in due course too a bit later in Smoke and Mirrors, woohoo!
But when it comes to those nuts and bolts matters of the world that make up
a man's world view, his world view is most times immoveable, intransigent and
ever so tightly-held. All dissenters will tell you that in any conversations of
importance where world views are exchanged, we must prepare for those times
when the person sat opposite isn't really interested in the debating the actual
subject at hand but is interested only in preserving his own tightly-held world
view. Whilst he might appear to be listening to your line of reasoning, if he
senses your ideas could threaten and even topple his world view on that matter,
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the mental gymnastics that follow in order to preserve his world view know no
bounds! This strong psychological reaction is a well-documented phenomenon
and is known as cognitive dissonance which is summarised in Encyclopaedia
Britannica as:
'The mental conflict that occurs when beliefs or assumptions are contradicted by
new information. The unease or tension this conflict arouses is relieved by one of
several defensive manoeuvres:
They reject, explain away, or avoid the new information.
They persuade themselves that no conflict really exists.
They reconcile the differences.
They resort to any other defensive means of preserving stability or order in their
conceptions of the world and of themselves.'
Our responses in these situations are about preserving our own world-view
rather than actually listening and learning something new. And such is the
prevalence of cognitive dissonance in a man, American stand-up comic Lewis
Black said, ‘It’s a shame that cars don’t run on cognitive dissonance!’ And so, the
next time you get angry in an exchange of world views, please stop and examine
the root source of your anger.
A picture paints a thousand words, and Homer's head monkey below, says it all,
hahaha! A contrary world view has the capacity to trigger a 'noise' in the
listener's head just like those crashing cymbals! And when those cymbals visit,
they fill the whole head! And such a response is by no means unique.

The messenger will be discussing whatever contrary view but all the while in the
listener's head, those cymbals will be crashing away, and the accompanying
chant will be telling him, ‘His lips are moving but I'm not listening! His lips are
moving but I'm not listening!' And the constancy of this chant drowns
EVERYTHING the person opposite is saying.
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There will be no rationale behind this response and neither will there be any
point in pursuing the discussion. Cognitive dissonance is now operating at warp
factor 11! The messenger bringing the contrary world view will be rounded
upon, more often than not with anger and emotion, and in his desire to preserve
his world view, Mr Angry will now also be firing off all manner of superficial
bullets that demonstrate only a mastery in deflection. Quite literally, Mr Angry
will be shooting the messenger!

A DISTRACTING GREMLIN IN THE MIX
This anger is what I call the resident evil, and we all suffer the resident evil from
time to time, and resident evil describes this phenomenon so well! And whilst
some people are able to manage the resident evil during a contentious
conversation, many are not. And when the resident evil does make its
appearance, it can be a right monster! There'll be no logic to it, and it can fill
a room in an instant, and it will also very often be right out of character. 'Ohhh,
Dave and Brenda? Smiley Dave and bubbly Brenda? If Dave was any more laid
back, he'd fall over! And Brenda? You'll not meet a gentler soul!'
That may be true on one level, but you say something in a conversation which
runs contrary to Dave and Brenda's world view and suddenly the resident evil
has filled the room! And the dissenter would say this anger is mis-appropriated,
immature, irrational and emotive and is ALWAYS disproportionate to the topic
at hand. In the quest for truth, the resident evil is a distracting gremlin in the
mix. Mr Angry discerns an assault is being launched upon his world view, he
takes it personally, all rationale flies out the window, the pivotal points of the
discussion are lost in the heat of it all, the conversation is exited, often with high
drama, and any onlooker unless he is directly present will likely perceive the
messenger as the trouble-maker. Mr Angry remains the veritable saint and his
tightly-held world view lives to fight another day!
In ANY conversation where
there is the potential for 'a world
view collision', you would not
believe the almost predatorylike sub-texts cruising just below
the surface. It's the way us
fallible humans are wired!
Because nobody's too mature to
get angry now and again, Jesse!
No offence to anybody, this
purely the numbers game.
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I CANNOT POSSIBLY RECANT! I AM IRREVERSIBLY PUBLISHED!
Akin to cognitive dissonance, there's another resident evil in the mix and it's
a tedious one at that. IPS or Irreversibly Published Syndrome is a classic form of
entrenchment which really does bring out the pride and the perverse in a man.
A man is known for his world view on a matter and has openly stated his beliefs
from the front. And so when his world view on that matter comes under scrutiny
at some later point, and if it looks likely his world view is in error, then as he
foresees his world view and reputation about to unravel before him, absolutely
IPS will be running on all cylinders! And no matter the logic or sense of the
emerging contrary view, it will be nigh on impossible for that man to listen to
the arguments against his world view because foremost in his mind the following
tape will be playing on loop, 'Everything I've ever said in public or openly
ridiculed, everything I've ever written, everything I've ever taught from the front,
everything I am known for, and every disparaging conversation I’ve ever had
with my friends about those nutty dissenters and their views..... and it's looking
now like I was wrong? I cannot possibly recant! I am irreversibly published!'
Here’s a quote pinged to me from a dissenter group chat recently. ‘When
children are scared they shut their eyes. When adults are scared they shut their
minds!’ This quote instantly became another t-shirt for me. And if you're
interested, StreetShirts is a great place to have whatever t-shirt designed.
A blank t-shirt is a waste of advertising space!
Cognitive dissonance and IPS are just two of the dangerous traps in the mind of
a man our God wants sprung. There's nothing wrong in being wrong. it's how we
handle being wrong that so often can go wrong, haha! For somebody intent on
hanging on to their world view, here are a few more traps that need disarming.
You'll have been reading a contrary report on a matter but with two heads on,
and even Smoke and Mirrors I'm sure of it! You'll have one head to read the
content and another, and by far the more active, looking for any discrepancy in
the text, any mistake, ANY MISTAKE AT ALL or any 'strangeness' you can latch
onto in order to dismiss what you're reading.
Maybe the content of some of the links provided? Any kookiness about them?
Any of them out of context? Maybe my punctuation or grammar or alliteration?
Any spelling mistakes that slipped through the net? And as far as Smoke and
Mirrors is concerned and writing as a Bible-believing follower of Jesus,
ABSOLUTELY my theology will be under the microscope! The slightest ambiguity
in the Scriptures I cite and, 'There we are! I knew he was out there with the
fairies! Him and his weird take on things!' And to those who know me personally
and reading this, ’And have you heard his weird ideas on space and cosmology?'
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ANYTHING AT ALL which could give a person grounds to dismiss and exit this
content at this stage will be latched onto quick as a flash.
Another potential antagonism in Smoke and Mirrors might be impatience. It was
stated right at the beginning that c19 is a deception and here we are now on
page 120 and still with not a lot of direct evidence for the prosecution! 'You’ve
got a lot of preamble going on, but where’s the actual evidence? What about the
ill and the dying? And what about Boris? He tested positive and was in intensive
care with c19! You’ve not answered any of those questions yet. Show me what
you've got and show me NOW, PLEASE!’
And I am aware of this challenging juxtaposition which is why I added the rider
at the beginning that I am not stupid. Of course these thoughts will be in many
readers’ minds and we will certainly be clarifying ALL of these issues. But I would
hope that everything we’ve discussed so far has been building a clearer picture
of the outlaying land with its many deceits. Rest assured, everything is going to
be covered in Smoke and Mirrors - EVERYTHING! Including Boris in hospital, and
what a faker we have for a Prime Minister, and maybe ex-PM by the time this
goes live. But if you cannot wait any longer for that evidence, you can go straight
to Wheels Within Wheels. I would suggest though to let Smoke and Mirrors
unfold as it unfolds. There are other important aspects we need to consider
before we get to that chapter. This is a logically-unfolding journey to the city. As
much as I hate it, the only quote I can think of right now is 'trust the process!'

WHAT COULD BE MORE IMPORTANT TO A MAN
Maybe your antagonism at what's being said about fake King Kong is the
Italy/New York hospital picture mix-up. Maybe it REALLY WAS a simple editing
mistake? It could have been, and the Washington Times explanation will
certainly have satisfied some minds out there because genuine mistakes do
occur in the editing department every now and then. But coming on top of what
we've already learned about Madame Mainstream, dissenters would say such
generous thoughts are the excuses that are quite literally willed into the mind
of a man when he senses his world view might just be starting to wobble.
And such is our wilful desire to preserve our world view, we can latch on to the
99% unlikeliness of the hospital picture mix-up being a mistake and turn it into
a 1% chance that IT STILL COULD'VE HAPPENED! And might a man grab at even
a 0.00001% chance of an event being true if that event helped preserve his world
view? Absolutely he could! Dissenters encounter these responses all the time.
But at what point do we allow our reasoning to kick in?
The King Kong pandemonium dominating the whole earth for the last two years
has been central to EVERYBODY'S lives, and so what could be more important to
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a man than an assured, non-wobbling world view on c19? We've made up our
minds, and any contrary King Kong view that might introduce any sense of King
Kong wobbliness will be resisted by all means necessary. And again, no offence,
but if this describes you, remember you are merely a dispassionate statistic.
And finally, maybe you're thinking about the divisive nature of this report? 'From
where I’m standing, all I've heard so far is a lot of uber-conspiratorial stuff which
I don’t need in my head right now! It's divisive, and coming at a time when what
we need most right now is unity!’
Divisive? And don't dissenters know all about that accusation! And particularly
with King Kong c19 being such an emotionally fraught arena right now. But
divisive to whom exactly? Divisive to you personally? And for church leaders and
church goers reading this, divisive to your church? But can you show anything in
Smoke and Mirrors to be demonstrably false so far? Bible teacher and preacher
John MacArthur says, ’The truth divides people. The more fundamental the truth,
the deeper and wider the division. The goal of Christian preaching - the goal of
presenting the Gospel, the goal of the church - is not just to open the door so
wide that we can suck everybody in and make them feel comfortable. The goal
is to preach the truth to as many people as possible, so that we can sort out the
true from the false.’
And Jesus also tells us that truth
has the capacity to divide. Says
our God, 'Do not think that
I have come to bring peace to the
earth. I have not come to bring
peace, but a sword.' Jesus isn't
advocating violence here, He's
telling us His followers can
expect to be persecuted for
adopting the Narrow Way.
A Quora study of the verse tells us, 'Jesus is talking specifically here about
familial relationships, especially the interpersonal dynamics of a christian’s
closest family members. He is talking about a situation in which there are both
believers and unbelievers within the same household, or within the immediate
family unit. This creates conflict which is the 'sword' Jesus speaks of.' Truth has
the capacity to divide and upheave. And coming up against the narrow Korona
religion can be a bloody affair too. Any King Kong dissenter will tell you that.
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THOSE CRASHING CYMBALS AGAIN
Until cognitive dissonance and Irreversibly Published Syndrome and all the other
underlying psychological drivers in the room are acknowledged, there's little
point in talking about anything of any deeper note with Mr Angry. And gauging
the violence of some people's reactions in the King Kong debate, we cannot rule
out the possibility the resident evil is sometimes spiritual in nature.
Dissenters immediately recognise Homer's head cymbals and the resident evil
when they appear, and so, on this contentious journey to the city, we'll be
making short stops along the way to check for head noise. These are difficult and
often shocking concepts to accept in places, and and it's going to get a lot
rougher yet. And so I'll be using my gut instinct with thirty years behind me. We
stop at certain points along the way, difficult concepts are reiterated, and we do
not move on until we've evicted the head monkey. Nobody is getting left behind!
I guess what I'm trying to say is this calls for patience. And so maybe it will help
to reduce the head noise all round if I begin to tell you now what this c19
business is REALLY all about. Let's start slaying some giants proper now.
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THEY'VE BEEN PLANNING THIS

FOR YEARS
'Facts are threatening to those
invested in fraud.' DaShanne Stokes
Smoke and Mirrors shows us how c19 is NOT the devastating virus we've all been
led to believe. Rather, under the pretence of a 'deadly viral pandemic', the
governments of the world have been using a fake c19 virus pandemonium as
one of many deceitful vehicles by which to destroy the economies of the world
(which is happening), to institute sweeping new anti-human laws and societal
control measures (which is happening), to have the people believe deadly
viruses can live on all manner of surfaces including physical money (which is
happening), to have us apprehensive of handling physical money (which is
happening), and to foment chaos to such a degree across the earth that we
become psychologically ready to accept a one world leader, a saviour of a man
who will promise to lead us out of the chaos in to a golden new era. But he turns
nasty, and soon after our vote, he enforces a new one world cashless, digital,
beast money system. Says our God in Revelation, 'And he causeth all, both small
and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or
in their foreheads: and that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark,
or the name of the beast, or the number of his name.' Rev13:16-17
And in Revelation 14, God warns us clearly we are not to take this mark in
whatever form it might take. To do so will be a sign of our allegiance. Says our
God, 'The same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is poured out
without mixture into the cup of His indignation; and he shall be tormented with
fire and brimstone in the presence of the Holy Angels, and in the Presence of the
Lamb: and the smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever and ever: and they
have no rest day nor night, who worship the beast and his image, and
whosoever receiveth the mark of his name.’ Rev14:10-11

WE CHOOSE IT OR WE REFUSE IT
God graciously warns us this leader and the enforced mark is coming and He also
warns us not to serve this leader or take his mark. Whosoever receiveth the
mark of his name shall drink the wine of God's wrath. WHOSOEVER! Whosoever
- meaning: ALL those who... There is NO ambiguity here. Our God is NOT an
ambiguous God! Whosoever receiveth the mark of his name shall have no rest
day nor night.
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Again, just like the back and forth over 'sorceries', there are all manner of
theological positions on the mark. Is it a tattoo that represents his name? Is it
a micro-chip? Is it an invisible seal of ownership? Revelation does tell us the
forehead is an important place on a man, 'They were told not to harm the grass
of the earth or any green plant or any tree, but only those people who do not
have the Seal of God on their foreheads.' Rev9:14 As children of God who have
given their lives to Jesus, THIS FOREHEAD IS TAKEN! RESERVED FOR OUR GOD!
And further in Revelation, 'I looked, and behold, on Mount Zion, stood the Lamb,
and with Him 144,000 who had His Name and His Father’s Name written on their
foreheads.' Rev14:1 Behind the forehead is where our decision-making
processes take place. And our God sees our foreheads and in the invisible,
spiritual realm, He recognises that we have decided on Him, amen!

Having said all that, I side towards the mark of the beast being an actual physical
implant of some kind. But whatever shape the mark takes, our God will make it
plain when it arrives. And I believe His warning verse to us reads plain too. DO
NOT TAKE THE MARK. We choose it or we refuse it. And if we refuse it, then
according to God's Will for our lives, we must be prepared to suffer whatever
harsh consequences for refusing the mark.
And so, the kings of the earth are sowing foment, and latest on the list, they're
hyping the vaccinated versus the unvaccinated, and it's all part of the greater
game, the bit by bit manufacturing of division, and later we'll be looking at the
calls for a one world government to deal with the 'Korona krisis'. And already in
March/April 2022, as an increasingly anxious world looks out over the Ukraine,
Madame Mainstream is calling out again for a one world leadership to oversee
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the 'crisis'. Is it the case we're lurching from one manufactured crisis to the next?
I'll let you decide on that we continue. Dissenters decided long ago.
And bit by bit, as the kings of the earth expertly foster these deep schisms across
the world, it's not difficult to see how one day we will find ourselves amid so
much chaos, and we'll be in such desperate need for a solution to it all, we'll
readily accept ANYBODY who might present us with a coherent plan to return
us all to peace and dafety and 'normality'. And such a world leader is already in
the wings, my friend. And he's going to appear one day soon, and he'll appear
to us out of nowhere, and he'll appear as an angel of light who can lead us all to
safety. The antichrist, the son of perdition, the lawless one. So often we hear the
lawless one will be ushered in. Usher in - meaning: to go with, to make someone
go where you want them to go, to bring into being. Yes, to bring into being.

lUCIFER'S ABILITY TO DECEIVE AND CONTROL
And once in power, not only will this world leader enforce the mark of the beast,
he'll then make his way over to the Temple of God in Jerusalem and quite
literally, he'll enthrone himself there as king of the whole earth. And just as
blasphemous, we'll believe in the deceiving power of the man too. The Bible tells
us the earth will worship the beast and his system. Says our God, 'And all that
dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose names are not written in the book
of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world. If any man have an
ear, let him hear.' Rev13:8-9
And on this man of perdition occupying God's Temple, we read, 'Therefore when
you see the ‘abomination of desolation,’ [the man of sin] spoken of by Daniel the
prophet, standing in the holy place (whoever reads, let him understand), then let
those who are in Judea flee to the mountains. Let him who is on the housetop
not go down to take anything out of his house. And let him who is in the field not
go back to get his clothes. But woe to those who are pregnant and to those who
are nursing babies in those days! And pray that your flight may not be in winter
or on the Sabbath. For then there will be great tribulation, such as has not been
since the beginning of the world until this time, no, nor ever shall be. And unless
those days were shortened, no flesh would be saved; but for the elect’s sake
those days will be shortened.' Matt24:15-22
Think of ALL the terrible wars over the centuries - the world wars these last few
generations have been so blessed to evade, these wars will be as nothing
compared to the coming worldwide tribulation says our God.
And so, you could say at this point and rightly so, that Bible-believers in previous
generations who lived through terrible events truly believed they were living in
the last days too. So, will today come and go just the same? And that's a fair
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question, but for me, what's different today are the key markers now in place
that weren't even envisaged in previous generations, particularly the powerful
technology we each have at our fingertips now.
Our devices have greatly enhanced lucifer's ability to deceive and control the
inhabitants of the whole earth. Firstly, he can now deliver us a constant flow of
Godless mis-information amd lies posing as news and current affairs and
entertainment. And secondly, this same technology has also given him the
ability to track and trace our every move, as well as giving us the ability to pay
for goods and services with no physical cash changing hands. Such markers bring
us all a whole lot closer to the time when man can neither buy nor sell lest he
receive that mark.
And whilst God's Word tells us terrible times are coming, we can also read of His
wonderful promises to us that if we turn to Him, we can know His peace and
strength for the days ahead. And mercifully, we also read how the days of
tribulation that are coming will be cut short because of God's Mercy towards
those who will have turned to Him and will be on the earth during this time. 'And
unless those days had been cut short, no life would have been saved; but for the
sake of the elect those days shall be cut short.' Matt24:22

THE WHOLE THING HAS BEEN A TOTAL FRAUD
And so, let's start getting down to the nitty gritty of this pre-planned King Kong
c19 deception. Let's look at a few more important facts around the build-up to
the fake Korona 'outbreak' that have been kept out of the mainstream press but
nevertheless are still in the public domain. For those who care to look, it soon
becomes obvious the kings of the earth have been planning this 'pandemic' for
years. Here beginneth our first steep and uncomfortable descent into darkness
and our first glimpse of the evil city that awaits us ahead.

Did you know that in 2017, top virologist Anthony Fauci and head of the US
National Institute of Allergies and Infectious Diseases just so happened to
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'predict' a worldwide pandemic that would threaten and SURPRISE the next
administration? He predicted his 'surprise pandemic' back in 2017. Bear with me
now while we look up the definition of the word 'surprise'. Dictionary describes
a surprise as ‘a completely unexpected occurrence, appearance or statement.’
And so here is Fauci in 2017 telling us an unprecedented pandemic would
surprise us. Will somebody please explain how Fauci knew ahead of time of
a pandemic that would surprise us? How can anybody EVER know when
something unexpected is coming? This is impossible, unless whatever was
unexpected wasn't unexpected.
And did you know the managing editor for publicity at Anthony Fauci's NIAID
created a right stink for that organisation back in 2020? William Crews was
outed in September 2020 by the Daily Beast as the man who had been writing
articles for months under the pseudonym Streiff for Red State magazine and
calling the C19 pandemic a massive fraud. Says Streiff:
'This whole thing has been a total fraud, insofar as the policy response to the
Wuhan virus, from day one. There has never been a need for a lockdown. There
has never been a need for wearing masks. There has never been a need to shutter
churches and forbid public funerals and weddings and baptisms and
graduations. There has never been a need for elderly people to die alone because
their children are forbidden to visit. There has never been a need for any of the
pain and hardship these frauds and charlatans have inflicted upon the nation.
The very least we can do is ignore them going forward. If there were justice we’d
send and few dozen of these fascists to the gallows and gibbet their tarred bodies
in chains until they fall apart.'
Wow! Thank you, William! So we can end Smoke and Mirrors right here! And did
you know that in October 2019, just a few months before the first reports were
being brought to us of a 'coronavirus outbreak' in Wuhan, a think tank
symposium was held called 'Event 201'? Event 201 was funded by the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) and was hosted by Tom Inglesby from John
Hopkins University, its purpose to discuss how world leaderships should manage
the populations should the world suffer an actual worldwide CORONAVIRUS
pandemic. Event 201 was filmed in 5 parts and is available online. The whole
series is a sobering display of how to coordinate a Big Pharma 'plandemic'.
Video 4 is particularly interesting. The panel discusses how social media
platforms MUST TAKE RESPONSIBILITY for curbing disinformation on 'the corona
virus' and how the media must take her lead from the scientists. Here are a few
of the key points discussed:
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• world leaders should press for the World Health Organisation and the
United Nations to be the centralised information source on the pandemic.
This is happening
• governments should 'reach out' to trusted faith-based organisations to
help promote 'true information' at a grass roots level. This is happening
and we will look in more detail later at the key role that naive church
universal has played in promoting the fake King Kong 'virus crisis'
• there should be a clampdown on any treatments being offered that fall
outside of the pharmaceutical paradigm. This is happening
• 'fake news' on the pandemic must be managed forcefully and any
dissenting voices must be shut down. This is happening
All of the above IS HAPPENING RIGHT NOW! Bill Gates has since denied the
nature of this preparedness and practice event, 'We didn't simulate this,' Gates
told the BBC on 12th April 2020, 'We didn't practice.' Of course you did! And you
'practiced' with a coronavirus too! And we'll hear more from Event 201 later in
Smoke and Mirrors.

CITIZENS WILLINGLY GAVE UP THEIR SOVEREIGNTY
And did you know in 2010, the Rockefeller Foundation published a document
called 'Scenarios of the Future of Technology and International Development' in
which a future worldwide 'pandemic' was imagined and how different countries
would respond? Again though, thankfully, on page 17, the Rockefellers assure
us 'The scenarios in this report are stories, not forecasts, and the plausibility of
a scenario does not hinge on the occurrence of any particular detail.'
OH good. so, it's just stories. We can relax. Funnily enough though, on page 18,
one of the stories envisaged this imagined pandemic could usher in 'a world of
tighter top-down government control and more authoritarian leadership, with
limited innovation and growing citizen pushback.'
And funnily enough again, on page 19, another 'story' envisaged that 'during the
pandemic, national leaders around the world flexed their authority and imposed
airtight rules and restrictions, from the mandatory wearing of face masks to
body-temperature checks at the entries to communal spaces like train stations
and supermarkets. Even after the pandemic faded, this more authoritarian
control and oversight of citizens and their activities stuck and even intensified. In
order to protect themselves from the spread of increasingly global problems from pandemics and trans-national terrorism to environmental crises and rising
poverty - leaders around the world took a firmer grip on power.'
And so, right now, in 2022, and with the 'virus crisis' fading, do the authoritarian
control systems put in place look like they're fading too? And all of these 'stories'
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imagined back in 2010. And funnily enough again, on the same page, we read
about a world imagined by the Rockefellers where, 'citizens willingly gave up
some of their sovereignty - and their privacy - to more paternalistic states in
exchange for greater safety and stability. Citizens were more tolerant, and even
eager, for top-down direction and oversight, and national leaders had more
latitude to impose order in the ways they saw fit. In developed countries, this
heightened oversight took many forms: biometric id for all citizens, for example,
and tighter regulation of key industries whose stability was deemed vital to
national interests. In many developed countries, enforced cooperation with a
suite of new regulations and agreements slowly but steadily restored both order
and, importantly, economic growth.'
Thankfully the Rockefellers told us this was only an imaginary scenario, and
that's good isn't it because none of the above is happening right now, is it,
providing we're sleep-walking and lobotomised. In the real world, all of the
above is happening RIGHT NOW! Wake up church, wake up people! May our
God begin to speak to us all about the true nature of the invisible spiritual forces
marshalling against us in these days. And we'll be getting to know the
Rockefellers in more detail a bit later in Smoke and Mirrors. And to say they have
overtly satanic aspirations for the earth and its inhabitants would be putting it
mildly, it is the understatement of the century.

AND HAS ANYBODY NOTICED THE COMPLEXITY
And doesn't it strike you as strange how the economies of the world are being
brought to their knees by these rushed-in King Kong Korona policies? Economies
which under normal circumstances bring vast revenues into the governments'
coffers? Why choose to tackle c19 in such a commercially destructive manner?
Why threaten their own revenues so massively, when already they've admitted
c19 is not the worldwide killer we've all been led to believe? Why literally chop
off the hand that feeds you? Please stop and think about this. Why such
commercial destruction over an illness which is not actually wreaking any havoc
anywhere if we did but open our eyes?
And then, on top of chopping off the hands that feed them, why have the
governments of the world been giving away so much money to businesses with
all of these unprecedented furlough payments? Please tell me of ANY time in
recorded human history, when ANY government has given away so much money
and on such a huge scale and in so generous a manner? Is it so all of us can say
how our leaders fought on our behalf when the chips came down? 'Well, they
don't always get everything right but nobody can say our governments didn't
step up to the plate when it mattered.'
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Yeah, sure. The furlough payments ended in September 2021, and across so
many industries since that time, the phones are so much quieter. Millions of jobs
worldwide have been lost, and millions more are under threat.
And has anybody noticed the complexity of the furlough payment scheme
structure? And also the sheer size of the documentation? And the swiftness with
which this documentation and legislation appeared online, plus supporting web
sites and phonelines and the staff required for each country across the world to
help distribute all of this money to the citizenry?
And has anybody questioned the unprecedented 'help' and 'no questions asked
loans' so many businesses received from our governments? And the swiftness
of all the pay-outs? And we are supposed to believe this vast, vast delivery
mechanism was devised and instituted across the governments of the world just
four months after monster c19 was first reported? My friend, the governments
of the world have been working on these furlough payment schemes for years!
And here now is exactly how they managed this whole vast process and brought
it to the table, and we'll use the United States as an example.

THE CADILLAC TAX
Firstly, please just look at the size of the US CARES act aka the Coronavirus Aid,
Relief and Economic Securities act, signed by Donald Trump on 27th March 2020.
Please scroll right down through the pages and note all of the different subdivisions to those pages, and each separate page with its own huge swathe of
documentation and off-shoot pages. Comprehend the vastness of it. So that's
the US equivalent of the UK furlough payment scheme. And now let's carry out
some simple maths.
It was late November 2019 that Madame Mainstream first told the world of
a coronavirus 'outbreak' in Wuhan. Four months later, the weighty and
incredibly detailed CARES act content was all in place. Four months to fashion
ALL OF THIS? It would be impossible for this framework to be drafted and put
into place so soon. It's been years in the preparation and planning, and here's
how the kings of the earth have deceived us.
The framework for the CARES act actually first surfaced in 2009 under the guise
of a complicated and hugely unpopular health care tax reform bill known as the
Cadillac Tax bill. The bill was part of what was known at the time as ‘Obamacare’
and because of its instant unpopularity, the Cadillac bill was batted back and
forth and publicly debated bla bla bla, and changes were made which only added
to the public furore, back and forth and more bla bla, and everybody was getting
all very rumpustuous inside Chomsky’s safe circle of Cadillac Tax bill debate.
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And over the years from 2009 onwards, reports would consistently appear
saying that because the bill was so unpopular should it be scrapped? And then
after ten years of very safe back and forth rumpustuousness, in July 2019, to
great cheers across the American workforce, US Congress unanimously agreed
to scrap the Cadillac Tax bill. As one site wrote, 'After years of delays and
indecision, Congress has finally acted to stand up for hard-working Americans,
to do what is right and repeal the employer-provided health insurance tax, more
commonly referred to as the Cadillac Tax.' And its cancellation was officially
declared and signed off in January 2020.
Yay and yay again, and triple YAYYYY! And how everybody cheered in the House
and how we all cheered at home all sat comfortably within Chomsky's uber safe
Cadillac Tax circle of debate! What a hugely popular move for hard-working
Americans! The Cadillac bill has been scrapped! Hurrah! And for a short while,
everybody in America loved her politicians!
BUT OH NO! The flipside, you slippery serpent, lucifer! All those years and years
of work on the Cadillac Tax bill! The mountain of paperwork and legislative
procedure left on the shelf! We've been working on this since at least 2009!
WHAT A TERRIBLE WASTE OF EVERYBODY'S TIME AND MONEY ON CAPITOL HILL!
But then, amazingly, when King Kong Korona struck, AMAZINGLY, the politicians
managed to find a use for the scrapped Cadillac Tax bill! Hurrah! Hurrah! And
even more amazingly, the framework for the Cadillac Tax bill was the exact
framework required to implement the huge furlough payment scheme for the
King Kong coronavirus relief bill! What an incredible stroke of luck! The years
and years of Cadillac paperwork weren't going to be wasted after all! Hurrah!
Hurrah! Again and again!

IT FORCES US TO ACCEPT
And even more of a stroke of luck, it seemed that all our ingenious leaders
needed to do to convert the Cadillac into a King Kong Koronamobile was to
change the wording slightly. That's what they told us, anyway. And for all the
cynics out there, the fact checker sites confirmed this is exactly how it all
happened and that it hasn't all been some dastardly conspiracy. 'Politifact' told
us it's all very simple! 'As luck would have it', the lightning transformation from
Cadillac to worldwide Koronamobile was down to a legislative quirk.
Of course! I'm sorry! I should never have doubted you! Do you mean a similar
sort of quirk to the ABC Syria/Kentucky firing range quirk? Or the CBS New
York/Italy hospital mix-up quirk? Or the ITN barbed wire fence concentration
camp quirk? That sort of quirk? Is it just me who feels like gagging right now at
all of these 'quirks'? And we'll be with those lying fact checker sites soon. They
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wouldn't know the truth if it smacked them in the eye! Well, they would, but
their job is purely to exchange truth for lies.
And so obvious is it the Korona pantomime has been planned for years and is
a wholly manufactured crisis, this is why on so many dissenter sites, you will see
the pandemic being described as a plandemic because it has been years in the
planning! The Cadillac Tax bill was NEVER going to be instituted as the Cadillac
Tax bill. It was purposefully designed to be hugely unpopular from the start. The
Cadillac Tax bill was always the Trojan horse for creating the vast infrastructure
required for the massive coronavirus furlough payments schemes worldwide.
And if you're not a member of the We The People whatsapp group or you don't
log on to the Bitchute and Rumble channels or use the Yandex search engine,
you'll unlikely know that in March 2015, a patent was registered by Richard
Rothschild for testing for covid-19, and also that between 2017 and 2019,
millions upon millions of covid-19 test kits worth £billions were being ordered
by countries across the world?
Yes, you read right. Covid-19 tests were being manufactured and ordered as far
back as 2017! But nobody had heard of covid-19 until 2020! And so what does
this undeniable fact force us to contemplate? It forces us to accept that
governments across the world have been preparing three years in advance
MINIMUM for the c19 pantomime. World Bank subsidiary World Integrated
Trade Solution aka WITS keeps records of international imports and exports,
tabulating what amount of goods go where across the world, and WITS has
records showing c19 test kit exports beginning in 2017.
The story came to light after c19 dissenter Angela Leeds did some homework on
worldwide medical procurement prior to 2020. Angela pooled the stats from
across 6 WITS sites dating from 2017 to 2019 to reveal the delivery of Covid 19
ELISA and PCR test kits to 121 countries with an overall spend in excess of $470B
over those 2 years. FOUR HUNDRED AND SEVENTY BILLION DOLLARS! The
original trade documents even describe the tests as covid-19 tests! And these
covid transactions taking place at least 3 years before before ANYBODY IN THE
WORLD knew or had even heard of covid-19!

ANGELA'S BLOG HAS SINCE BEEN 'DISAPPEARED'
In September 2020, the World Bank got wind she'd been busted and updated all
her pages to say Medical Test Kits but the original pages have been archived on
multiple sites now, this one found on the Wayback Machine website clearly
stating Covid-19 test kits. Says Angela, 'The implication is clear: this massive
global trade in COVID-19 Test Kits in 2017 and 2018 completely invalidates the
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premise of the Coronavirus Pandemic as caused by a 'novel' virus that emerged
from a Chinese 'wet market' in late 2019.
The creation, approval, and distribution of COVID-19 test kits would have been
impossible during 2017 and 2018, as there had yet been no infection of COVID19 at that time. In 2017 and 2018, there were not yet any infected cases to
provide viral sampling, and no research yet conducted to identify the genomic
sequences used in the RT-PCR tests for SARS-COV-2, the virus alleged to cause
COVID-19. The data sets provide factual evidence that a global community has
been planning for years for a COVID-19 pandemic. The figures in the spreadsheet
can be used by media, researchers, and the legal community to investigate:
• who are the accountable parties for directing this massive global trade?
• where is the spending of this money accounted for?
• the global supply chain has MANY points of review and acceptance of
product movement: whoever at each juncture was involved in this trade
had foreknowledge...and thus have known for months the premise of this
'pandemic' is false

Go Angela! Angela's blog has since been 'disappeared' by gootube but here is
a request to the UK government to answer the serious questions Angela's
disappeared blog has raised. We're supposed to believe a test has been
designed to detect a virus a minimum of three years prior to the world even
hearing about said virus? This merely adds to the evidence our governments
have been preparing for years in advance for the King Kong pantomime.
And has anybody in Madame Mainstream or the legal community taken up
Angela's offer to investigate this shocking fact? Of course not! And so the vast
majority of the world won't know about this evidence. Thank You Lord for the
We The People app! Above, we see a screenshot from the original WITS site
showing Covid-19 test kits from 2018.
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Below, we see a report on Pakistan's import and export history from 2018 noting
significant purchases of covid-19 test kits, disinfectant and sterilisation products,
needles, catheters and cannulas and patient monitoring devices.
The report also contains a graph
showing the same medical supplies
being sold to Italy, China and the US
as well as the above graph detailing
the import percentages by products
and actually naming the test kits
covid-19. And look at the amount of
disinfectant
and
sterilisation
products imported into Pakistan.

THE SUDDEN APPEARANCE
Do you think these countries' leaders knew we would be sterilising every surface
continuously from April 2020 onwards and washing our hands every 10-15
minutes with petro-chemicals? Of course they did! This is another reason why
ALL dissenters recoil at the sight of the masks and detergents and all other c19
anti-bacterial trappings we've been plastering over ourselves on a daily basis for
the last two years. Dissenters will do WHATEVER THEY CAN to not let a drop of
this luciferian poison taint their well. And once we realise all of this pre-ordering
of c19 test kits and disinfectants and syringes has been taking place, then so
many more 'bulk c19 purchases' start falling into place.
The sudden appearance of thousands upon thousands of brand new hospital
beds and bedside monitors across the world in March 2020, and all the
electronics and materials involved for that. The sudden appearance of
thousands of ventilators, the sudden appearance of the prefab hospitals across
the world, and all the biowarfare suits and associated PPE, and all appearing
right at the beginning of the 'crisis', and all adding to the frenzied c19 drama of
it all.
And the glass manufacturers for the billions of vaccine phials, the syringe
materials manufacturers and the billions of test kits of course, the list will be
almost endless, and all of these products suddenly appearing at a time when the
largest mass production country in the world China was effectively closed for
business? Is the enormity of what we're facing here beginning to dawn on you?
Thousands upon thousands of complicit people have known FOR YEARS about
the coming c19 pandemonium and of course there were NEVER any gown or
mask or latex glove shortages in April 2020. All the colluding factories will have
had the necessary materials on the shelf and made and shipped well in advance.
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And so of course us dissenters cannot bear to use the term 'pandemic'. The use
of the word in earnest only ever legitimises this grotesque King Kong evil that
surrounds us. Pantomime, pandemonium and plandemic are the nearest terms
the Korona dissenter can use to stay true to himself without throwing up. There
is NO PANDEMIC and there never has been. It's been a plandemic from the start.
And at last, Mr Angry is having the rug pulled out from under him, and PRAISE
GOD FOR THAT TOO! What giants are beginning to fall!

A RASH OF EXECUTIVE EXITS
And did you see the number of signs up in shops at the height of the fake crisis
telling shoppers that for safety's sake cash is no longer being accepted and how
the contactless payments have been increased to £45 so more people can buy
more by card? And now, contactless payments have been raised to £100 in the
UK. And do you know why business owners have been displaying these signs?
Because the World Health Organisation and other agencies had been
calculatedly hinting since the start of the plandemic that cash could be 'infected'
with c19 and therefore contactless will reduce the risk of spreading the c19
'infection', and that maybe we should follow China's footsteps and disinfect and
even burn our paper cash for safety's sake. And there'll be more on this later.
Are you feeling it, my friend? The infrastructure? The pure devilry of it?
And did you know in 2019, a record number of CEOs left their posts and cashed
in their chips? The article linked here says, 'While it's not unusual to see CEOs
fleeing in the middle of a recession, it is noteworthy to see such a rash of
executive exits amid robust corporate earnings and record stock market highs.'
This mass departure 'from the top' is no different to the insider trading in United
Airlines and American Airlines shares occurring just days before 9/11. The
markets saw record levels of 'put betting' on those two airlines in particular. Put
betting is betting on shares devaluing and profiting from that devaluation.
Insider traders knew 'a significant event' was about to occur that would devalue
those particular airlines.
At the same time, the market saw record levels of share-buying in the
armaments industry who all in due course richly gained from the surprise
'attack', smh. Just as Anthony Fauci 'had no idea' a surprise pandemic’ was
around the corner, those 9/11 insider traders 'had no idea' those towers would
soon topple, and Mayor New York Ed Koch had no idea he was calling his friend
to warn him not to go into work that day.
Can we even begin to conceive of the evil in the minds of those who knew in
advance 9/11 was going to happen and with such huge loss of life and on top of
that, making billion$ betting on the outcome? The money trail doesn't lie. And
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the 9/11 depravity too will be touched on in more detail in part 2 of Smoke and
Mirrors when we look at the art of predictive programming, another evil practice
of the kings of the earth which our God wants us thoroughly understanding.
At least we can rest knowing that ultimately, all of these 9/11 conspirators will
stand before God for the part they played in this state-inspired premeditated
mass murder. And isn't it great dissenters can talk in such candid terms about
these matters now and that any resistance you might previously have had
towards such conspiratorial ideas has likely all but evaporated given the unsafe
territory we're navigating now. AND PRAISE GOD AGAIN FOR THAT! This has
been sooo long coming, but Your Timing as always Lord is Perfect!
As far as the King Kong Korona deception is concerned, the recent worldwide
bailout of CEOs just prior to the 'pandemic' tells us these industry giants were
fully aware that some ‘world event’ would 'surprise us' and would be coming
out of nowhere, and would negatively affect the value of their businesses, hence
the early retirements and golden handshakes.

YOU CAN'T KEEP SOMETHING LIKE THAT A SECRET
And thank You again Lord for the privilege of being able to bring this information
out into Your Light for Your people to read and digest! And thank You also Lord
that You are far above ALL of this darkness, and that in this battle of Good over
evil - this is a battle You have already won on the cross of Jesus! AMEN! And
even though it's getting darker and darker as we journey on to the city, those
Who put their trust in You in the coming days can know Your Perfect Peace!
We are just beginning now to uncover the wiles and deceits of the kings of the
earth here, my friend. And we’ll be looking at the role of the fact checker sites
very soon also, looking at who funds them and the lies they tell us every day in
order to cover up all manner of nefarious activities carried out by the kings which
our God is choosing now to bring out into the open as He promised He would.
Once again, whatever you think about monster Kong, think opposite!
But surely, say some readers, to pull off a conspiracy the size of King Kong
Korona would require the cooperation of thousands and thousands of people
across the world. They would all have to be in on it. You can't keep something
that big under wraps, somebody would spill the beans.
If the dissenters had a pound for every time they'd heard that! And they haven't
been able to keep it under wraps, have they! TRUTH BOMBS ARE GOING OFF
EVERYWHERE! And later, when we look at Big Pharma in more detail, we will see
how a thousand workers can very easily be making conspiracy widgets for years
in advance and still genuinely not have a clue what they're manufacturing or
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where those widgets are headed. Only a tiny percentage of the workforce needs
to know the finer details of whatever clandestine shipment.
And those few insiders who know the
King Kong score will most definitely
NOT be blabbing down at the local.
They'll know full well the mortal
consequences of speaking out of turn.
And we're still only on the outskirts of
the city, my friend, there's a lot more
evidence yet to come that shows us
this evil has been planned for years.
And did you know that whilst still in post, UK Health Secretary at the time Matt
Hancock awarded a £30M Korona supply contract to one of his mates down at
his local? With no experience in the medical supplies business, Alex Bourne was
awarded a contract to supply millions of plastic test tubes for c19 test samples.
According to the story, Matt's mate 'won' the £30M contract in March 2020, and
immediately instructed his Far East factory to begin production. But for anybody
who knows anything about the manufacturing process, and especially the
China/Taiwan manufacturing process, you will know that production NEVER
begins immediately. I've been dealing with Chinese factories for 15 years now,
and 'immediate production' is most definitely NOT a Chinese speciality, it's not
even on the menu!
Before ANY Chinese production can begin 'immediately', there's materials
sourcing to consider, materials testing, tooling, samples to be made, samples
being made wrong first time round, retooling, samples often wrong the second
and even third time around, resulting in even more retooling, and then
eventually, production. Total time from initial enquiry to full production 6-8
months MINIMUM.

DOWN AT THE COCK AND BULL
But Alex Bourne's test tubes could already have been an existing product and on
the shelf, say the King Kong defence team, which means only a bare minimum
lead time. Ok, so we'll take that into account but let's now look at the far bigger
problem in Alex Bourne's 'immediate production' story - CNY!
The Chinese New Year celebrations begin in the 2nd week in February and last
three and a half weeks. And if you haven't worked with China before, then you
won't know this, but after EVERY Chinese New Year, the factories always need
to train new staff because so many workers just do not return. They go back to
their hometown for CNY and decide to stay or look for work elsewhere. The
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factories ALWAYS need 4 - 5 weeks to get back up to speed after CNY. And all
those familiar with Chinese trading will tell you the same.
Matt Hancock and Alex Bourne will have known that in order to fulfil whatever
bent Korona contract they both agreed upon at The Cock Inn in Little Thurlow,
they will have needed to get their ducks in a row months in advance! Immediate
production in March 2020? I don't think so, Alex, down at the Cock and Bull.
And so, a message now to all those people who have been knowingly involved
in 'the secret King Kong sector' ordering and supplying King Kong-related goods
and/or involved in the planning of this evil venture, God loves YOU very much,
and He WILL forgive you if you turn to Him, and there'll be opportunity to do just
that later in Smoke and Mirrors. But if you don't repent, you will certainly receive
your Eternal Just Judgment.
And you CAN withdraw fromyour dark world if you really want to, you really can,
and God WILL certainly bless you for your change of heart and direction. And
you can also do what you can to alert the people around you to this deception.
Of course, you cannot go public with your name etc, etc, your life would certainly
be in danger. But you CAN find a way to let the people know about the Korona
deceit, and God will help you find a way if you ask Him. But as Jesus says, you
cannot serve two masters. And thank You Lord Your searching gaze across the
earth means there is never any hiding place for ANYONE!

WHAT? SPIRITUAL WICKEDNESS IN HIGH PLACES? THE FLU?
Already if we apply intellectual consistency to the above in this chapter, we can
say with certainty the worldwide King Kong Korona deception is the most evil
government and pharmaceutical conspiracy ever to have been brought down
upon the common man. And this is the invisible, spiritual heaviness my friend,
this is the King Kong soul darkness we can all feel.
And to my church friends particularly, it's interesting how across the world in
zoom prayer group meetings, people have found themselves praying out loud
according to Ephesians 6 but not knowing exactly why. 'Finally, my brethren, be
strong in the Lord, and in the power of His Might. Put on the whole Armour of
God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we wrestle
not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against
the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high
places. Wherefore take unto you the whole Armour of God, that ye may be able
to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.' Eph6:10-13
People are spontaneously praying out loud about spiritual wickedness in high
places - over a 'flu virus'? But not knowing quite why? You bet the Holy Spirit
within us is wrestling against something much darker than the flu. You bet our
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God is wanting to talk to His Church about another agenda! You bet He wants us
to be opening these darker Korona boxes!
And a point to note about the watchman. I always remember a dear pastor
friend of mine once telling me, 'Everybody in church will have times when they
think their 'calling' is the most important calling in the church which requires
promoting from time to time. And then there are those who believe their calling
is SO important, it requires promoting ALL of the time!'
And church leaders will empathise with that I'm sure! But you need to know my
friend, this constant call from the watchmen to wake up and begin opening the
darker c19 boxes is not some forlorn cry or bleat that nobody ever listens to us,
waaah, waaah, waaah! Far from it! Those who believe they've been called to
stand at the walls and blow the trumpet when they see danger approaching
don't EVER take it personally if the people don't listen. And again, if they do
listen and it rings true in their hearts but they take no action, that's their
responsibility before God not the watchman's. It is as God said to His watchman
Ezekiel, 'The Word of the Lord came to me: 'Son of man, speak to your people
and say to them: ‘When I bring the sword against a land, and the people of the
land choose one of their men and make him their watchman, and he sees the
sword coming against the land and blows the trumpet to warn the people, then
if anyone hears the trumpet but does not heed the warning and the sword comes
and takes their life, their blood will be on their own head.
Since they heard the sound of the trumpet but did not heed the warning, their
blood will be on their own head. If they had heeded the warning, they would have
saved themselves.
But if the watchman sees the sword coming and does not blow the trumpet to
warn the people and the sword comes and takes someone’s life, that person’s
life will be taken because of their sin, but I will hold the watchman accountable
for their blood. Son of man, I have made you a watchman for the people of Israel;
so hear the Word I speak and give them warning from me.' Ezek33:1-7
Paraphrased, said God to Ezekiel, 'Listen to what I have to say on these things,
Ezekiel, and then blow that trumpet and warn the people. And if the people
respond, fantastic! But if they don't, at least you'll have been obedient to Me and
discharged your duty before Me and before the people.' This Ezekiel calling was
impressed upon me by God soon after I became a christian in 1989, and I'll be
speaking about that a bit later too.

FROM ONE PART OF THE BODY TO ANOTHER
All that's required for the people to have an articulate understanding of the evil
King Kong framework building up around us is for a clear account of the
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deception to be put together by somebody who understands the forces at work,
somebody who has walked the walk on Big Pharma deceit and can demonstrate
they know what they're talking about.
Hello! This is exactly why I believe our God has called me to spend the last two
years putting all of this together. I know my calling on this one! Up at dawn most
days, sat at my laptop, everywhere quiet, a fox in the garden most mornings,
and a few hours to think and write in peace, PRAISE GOD! And being as we are
all one body, I hope as we continue this journey, you would see Smoke and
Mirrors as a contribution from one part of the body to another, and to be used
as a means of helping us all to identify the full extent of this deceit. May Smoke
and Mirrors be used by God to help galvanise His church into praying in Spirit
and in Truth and to rise up in God's Strength and Victory over all of this darkness
and to seek God ALONE and not man for vision and direction!

And since all of this darkness first fell upon us, some church leaders have indeed
been lifting the lid on the darker c19 box. A dear friend of mine who is a church
leader and well-known in evangelical circles sent me this 5 minute video, and it's
A BRILLIANT SHORT CLIP! And if the video disappears, search Dr Zia c19.
And so God is certainly speaking to individual church leaders who privately are
opening the darker Korona box and discerning the evil in our midst, and I know
they'll be seeking God on how they manage this awkward terrain, surrounded
as they are by so many in the congregations who remain fully on board with the
mainstream 'infectious King Kong' narrative. What an uncomfortable place!
But that was old church. This is new church now! And to all church leaders
reading Smoke and Mirrors up to this point, whether you embrace the
'infectious c19' narrative or not, if by the end of Smoke and Mirrors you
recognise the Korona deception, none of us need fear our future decisions as
leaders. Let Smoke and Mirrors roll on as it does and let Your Holy Spirit
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discernment roll on too Lord, and let Your Sovereign Will be done! Lord, speak
to Your leaders about a clear way forward as we travel on to the city.
And if you're not in any church leadership role but you attend church and God
is opening your eyes to the deceit here, then please pass on the link to Smoke
and Mirrors to your leadership teams and to all others you know, and trust our
God will do the rest! And later in Smoke and Mirrors, we'll look at what new
church might mean for all of us in the coming days.
And to ALL who are beginning to discern a darker side to c19, may we all know
the Peace of God as we continue on this journey. Our God will ALWAYS have
Ultimate Sovereignty over all of the dark forces being revealed here, but there's
coming a time soon when our God is going to want His leaders standing openly
and praying openly AND TEACHING AND PREACHING OPENLY AGAINST THIS
DARKNESS and at the same time teaching God’s Sovereignty over it all, and
teaching on all of these things with Holy Spirit confidence in these matters.
This darkness is NOT going to go away, my friend, and as we draw closer to those
towering city walls, the darkness is only going to become darker and more
evident. But as it does so, God's Sovereignty is going to be shining even brighter!
There is coming an unmistakable delineation between Light and dark, and from
the sheer brilliance of the Light, there’s only ever going to be One Winner!

We haven't yet looked at the central role of the pharmaceutical industries in all
of the c19 pandemonium. But we will be. Few are aware there is a much darker,
anti-human and even satanic side to the pharmaceutical industry, so dark in fact
that God saw fit to warn us about these greedy giants and their worldwide
deceptions. Again, let's remind ourselves of the verse cited at the beginning of
Smoke and Mirrors, 'For thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by
thy sorceries were all nations deceived.' Rev18:23 And again, to repeat the
translation of the word 'sorceries' because it bears repeating, by thy
PHARMACIES was the whole earth deceived.
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If ever there was an industry that has deceived all the nations of the earth with
its hugely profitable toxic pharmaceuticals and has the blood of literally millions
of people on its hands, that industry is Big Pharma. Ask yourself, do you really,
really believe the governments of the world are so united right now because of
their collective desire to protect human health? Suddenly they care for the
wellbeing of the elctorate? Since when has ANY government truly cared about
our health and wellbeing? And we'll be with Big Pharma soon. And what a lot of
giants we'll be leaving strewn across the land on the way to the city! More giant
entrails hanging out for the birds, AMEN!

YOU'LL HAVE NOTICED THE WATCHMAN
And can you now appreciate why Smoke and Mirrors is the length that it is? As
I said at the beginning, I would challenge anybody to collate all that we need to
know on the King Kong Korona deception on just six sides of A4! And so patience
is required as we progress. But I'm going as fast and as methodically as I can.
And I trust you're still with me?
We touched on the watchman at the beginning of Smoke and Mirrors, and
I thought it would be a good time now to give the watchmen a few pages to tell
us about their world - those observers who are part of God’s family wherever
they are who spend their time looking out from the walls. And as a result of their
calling from God, they always seem somehow to find themselves out on the
edge in church. They don’t mean to be out on the edge, but gaining insight into
their world and the different places they visit will help us to better understand
this curious breed. It will also help to bring down a few more barriers and spring
a few more dangerous traps on our journey to the heart of darkness. And are
you starting to sense now how we too have played our part in the grand Korona
pantomime?
Some of the places the watchmen visit can be quite dark at times but always we
visit these places with God's authority. As Jesus promises us, 'Behold, I give unto
you power to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the
enemy: and nothing shall by any means hurt you.' Luke 10:19
And God leads us to these places to raid them because so often His children are
held prisoner there. And so we walk into these places, we trample on the snakes
and scorpions and we lead God’s children out. So, call it writer's privilege, but
Dissenter World is where we're headed next. But fair warning my friend, it is
going to get dark, and you'll want to pinch yourself at times at some of the sights
you'll be seeing. But God is with us! And as we look around these places together
now, maybe you’ll begin to see how those 'wacky non-conformists' with their
weird ideas who you’ve known years maybe aren't quite so wacky and weird
after all?
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And when we've 'done' Dissenter World,
we'll come right back to King Kong
Korona, and we'll look more closely at the
fatal flaws in the supposed 'concrete
evidence for a pandemic', such as c19
testing procedures, at the overcrowded
hospitals, at the supposed thousands
upon thousands of stricken and dying
everywhere
and
at
Madame
Mainstream's pivotal role in telling us the
King Kong story. And we see the King
Kong deception becoming plainer still.
And so, to Dissenter World! And once
again, the dissenter's mantra, whatever
you think, think opposite! But you’ll be
getting used to that by now.
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DISSENTER WORLD
A MOST UNMAGICAL KINGDOM
'A single whisper can be quite a disturbance when the rest of the
audience is silent' Anthony Marra, The Tsar of Love and Techno
I love the term dissenter! The definition of
dissenter again: one who differs in
opinion on an established belief or policy
and publicly declares his disagreement. In
the majority of minds though, dissenters
are seen as the odd ones out, and
anyway, they say, if what he was telling us
was true, then millions of us would be
thinking the same! It would be obvious!
Would it? So many times, history tells us otherwise. It was 19th century German
philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer who famously stated, 'All truth passes
through three stages. First, it is ridiculed, second, it is violently opposed, third, it
is accepted as being self-evident.' Understanding what Schopenhauer is saying
here, the majority would do well to curb their ridicule towards the contrary c19
viewpoint and at the very least allow the minority voice to be heard.
And so, as we head out into Dissenter Land now, we're going to be visiting some
ugly places and I make no apologies for this. Once again, everywhere we go in
Smoke and Mirrors is necessary to the overall journey and has direct relevance
to the King Kong c19 pantomime engulfing us all right now.
Let's cast our minds back to the height of the Korona furore and recap in simple
terms the conventional King Kong narrative. Beware the deadly virus and all its
mutant strains! Originating in Wuhan and now spreading across the world, stay
indoors, work from home where possible, scrub hands and work surfaces
frequently, stand 2 metres apart, respect social distancing, wear the mask, buy
lots of hand gels, tests and vaccines coming soon, together we can beat this c19!
This in simple terms is the conventional c19 narrative, and it’s the narrative we
all know inside-out now because it's the narrative Madame Mainstream has
been broadcasting 24/7 across the world since the c19 pantomime began. And
the dissenter would say this is an entirely false narrative and one which is
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deceiving the whole earth, and as already stated, there are literally millions of
dissenters across the world and from ALL walks of life who believe the same.

THE FACT CHECKERS DO THEIR UTMOST TO WHACK IT DOWN
And there are also many dissenters creating excellent content but their voices
aren’t being heard on the major platforms for obvious reasons - obvious to the
dissenter anyway, and becoming more and more obvious to you now, I hope.
Coherent and legible contrary c19 content appearing on gootube iz VERBOTEN!
And so, before we look in more detail at this contrary content, we first need to
look at the mechanisms and algorithms in place across the major search engines
that would keep such information from being found by us underlings.
And the principle reason you're not seeing or hearing another side to c19 is
because as fast as these posts are being uploaded, gootube is culling that
content or burying it right at the furthest far back of her vast digital libraries.
Most definitely, those contrary posts will NOT appear in your recommended
feeds. And where it has become impossible to contain the content that exposes
the lies and corruption of the kings of the earth and particularly their heinous
sexual activities, the kings have introduced 'fact checker' sites which
conveniently pop up to ‘help’ the common man realise just how stupid we've all
been for believing for one second all these horrible things being said about our
world leaders. Here in arcade game format is the principle role of the luciferian
fact checker site. As one ugly truth after another pops up, the fact checkers do
their utmost to whack them down! Again, it is just as Jesus tells us, 'For nothing
is secret that will not be revealed, nor anything hidden that will not be known
and come to light.' Luke 8:17
Dissenters have lost count of the times they've been told triumphantly, 'Hush
now, little man, your wacky ideas have been thoroughly debunked by the fact
checkers.' Dear oh dear! The fact that people actually point us to the fact
checkers believing they hold any kind of worth reveals only their naivety when
it comes to the battle for ownership of the mind. They have NIL understanding
of the true role of the fact checkers.
Politifact is one of many fact checker sites which have 'popped up' recently
which is funded by the kings of the earth. Politifact who told us the early
publication of the CARES act was merely 'a legislative quirk' is funded by the
Poynter Institute whose founders Nelson and Henrietta Poynter (both deceased)
left a large amount of money to fund honourable causes in journalism.
Politifact and honourable appearing in the same sentence must be the world's
largest, living oxymoron ever! Oxymoron - meaning: a figure of speech with two
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contradictory words appearing side by side. Love and hate, light and dark, left
and right, up and down, honourable and Politifact.
All you need to know to get the measure of
Politifact is that in 1940, Nelson Poynter
(already an established media figure) was
'appointed' by Nelson Rockefeller to go out
to Latin America to establish a news and
media regime which would 'shape' Latino
minds to be sympathetic towards selfserving US foreign policy for the region.

Nelson Poynter (above) also worked on the 1940
Roosevelt re-election campaign where he met
Henrietta Malkiel who would become his second
wife. Henrietta (right) was working at the Office
of War Information aka OWI at the time and
would later become assistant program chief at
America's most famous political radio station
Voice of America. By this time, Henry was also
working at OWI and would later establish the US
Information Agency, both agencies expert in
propagandising and subterfuge.

THE SHEER MAGNITUDE OF THE BATTLE FOR THE MIND
Today, VOA is funded by US Congress and boasts 300M listeners worldwide. Says
VOA, 'Since 1942, VOA has built a global reputation as a consistently reliable
source of news and information. Accuracy, balance, comprehensiveness, and
objectivity are the qualities audiences around the world expect of VOA. These
standards are legally mandated in the VOA Charter. Because of them, VOA is a
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vital information lifeline to nations and peoples around the world.' Good to
know you've got your standards, smh.
In 1941, and working out of OWI, Poynter was given the job of
government/Hollywood go-between. His role in OWI's Bureau Of Motion
Pictures was to supervise and advise on film scripts, ensuring the content was in
keeping with how the invisible influencers wanted the great unwashed to be
thinking about the US war effort. The general feeling in government circles was
that Hollywood was 'tacking on' the war in its feature films, and instead, they
should be making the war the central theme. Nelson would order producers to
include various plots, props and dialogue to engender in the viewer the feeling
of a united and glorious America.
Right, we see the poster for the 1943
epic So Proudly We Hail featuring nurses
caught up in the Japanese conflict. One
nurse sacrifices herself as a suicide
bomber, allowing the others to escape.
Various love interests also feature plus
heroic speeches and smooching in the
fox holes. Enjoy this 1 minute clip!
Roosevelt liked Stalin. Subsequently, in
this clip from Mission To Moscow, we
see the US Ambassador meeting with
Stalin and painting the man as
a veritable saint.
Nelson also advised on propaganda
mini-films knowns as 'victory shorts' and
again designed to promote US ideals
and the war effort. He was also tasked
with shutting down any films deemed
antagonistic towards these ideals.
OWI recognised very early on the power of Hollywood in the battle for the mind.
What To Show The World is an extraordinary account of OWI's influence over
Hollywood over the war years, and is a must read for those who wish to
compehend the sheer magnitude of the battle to own YOUR headspace through
the medium of film. We are reminded yet again it's not WHAT we think that
matters, rather it's WHY we think the way we think. Says WTSTW, 'The uneasy
relationship between propaganda and democracy proved especially
troublesome during WW2. Attempting to promote the Franklin D Roosevelt
administration's liberal war goals, the Office of War Information won
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unprecedented control over the content of motion pictures. The interaction
between OWI and Hollywood is indispensable for understanding both the
objectives and methods of the United States' propaganda campaign and the
content of wartime entertainment films.
OWI director Elmer Davis insisted that OWI's policy was to tell the truth. But
information could not be separated from interpretation, and OWI told the truth
by degrees and with particular slants. In all important respects, OWI met the
criterion of a propaganda agency - an organization designed not merely to
disseminate objective information or to clarify issues, but to arouse support for
particular symbols and ideas. 'The easiest way to inject a propaganda idea into
most people's minds', said Davis, 'is to let it go in through the medium of an
entertainment picture when they do not realize they are being propagandized.
The motion picture, said Elmer Davis, could be 'the most powerful instrument of
propaganda in the world, whether it tries to be or not.'
Roosevelt believed movies were one of the most effective means of reaching the
American public. The motion picture industry experienced far fewer wartime
restrictions on output than most industries. Hollywood turned out nearly 500
pictures annually during the war, almost as many as in pre-war years, and it drew
80 million paid admissions per week, well above the pre-1941 peak. Hollywood's
international influence far exceeded that of American radio and the press. From
mid-1943 until the end of the war OWI exerted an influence over an American
mass medium never equaled before or since by a government agency. The
content of WW2 motion pictures is inexplicable without reference to the bureau.'

PASS ME THE SICK BUCKET!
What a lot of government meddling there was in feature films back then! Back
then? I don't think so. In part 2 of Smoke and Mirrors, we re-visit Hollywood
where we see how there's just as much government meddling today and how
our minds have been massaged for decades by the same invisible influencers to
expect a worldwide killer flu pandemic including masks and social distancing and
tighter societal control. Did you know the CIA has its own Hollywood office? All
of this is to come, my friend. Thank You Lord, You're leaving no box unopened!
After the war, the Poynters established a large media empire, the proceeds of
which currently fund the Poynter School of Journalism. Says the site mission
statement: 'Poynter is an instructor, innovator, convener and resource for
anyone who aspires to engage and inform citizens. We serve not only 21st century
democracies but those in corners of the globe where people who honor freedom
and self-government struggle against tyrants and autocrats. We prepare
journalists worldwide to hold powerful people accountable and promote honest
information in the marketplace of ideas.'
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Struggle against tyrants? Dear oh dear! And if that wasn't a powerful enough
emetic, the gagging sound-byte of the century must surely go to Poynter hack
Roy Clarke who tells us journalists, 'perform an unpopular job crucial to
democratic life, providing the oxygen of information so that citizens can breathe
and choose.' Pass me the sick bucket, NOW! Rest assured, elite-controlled
Politifact delivers nil factual content to its readers and nil oxygen.
Factcheck is another popular 'fact checker' site which is overseen by the
Annenberg family - one of the richest and most powerful 'philanthropy'
foundations in the world. The true luciferian nature of these organisations is
discussed shortly but for now, all you need to see is the 'family gathering' below.

In this snuggly gathering, we see a mix of senior pole dancers and powerful dark
angels and kings and queens all chumming it up at the annual philanthropy
awards gala - one of so many glittering events where millionaires and billionaires
meet to congratulate one another for all the 'good works' they've carried out
over the previous year using the common man's money, and to award
themselves whatever gilded bauble, all of which our God detests. I'm going to
be spending a minute or two on this group photo now so we might understand
how easy it is for a few immensely powerful people to get together in a room
and quietly decide on national and international policy and decide what 'facts'
gets aired on our world news and what is left on the cutting room floor.

AND ESPECIALLY SO IN THESE CIRCLES
Sat centre in black, we see true king of the earth Leonore Annenberg (deceased
2009 aged 91 and awaiting God's Just Judgment) along with pole-dancer
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Anthony Fauci in the polka-dot tie. Behind Fauci, we see high-ranking kings Ted
Turner and Bill Gates Senior - both Turner and Gate Senior ardent eugenicists
and with Gates Senior serving for many years as head of Planned Parenthood the world's leading abortion provider. His anti-life influence upon his son Bill
Gates who wishes to inject the whole earth right now with his multi-billion dollar
c19 'cure' is an important part in this whole c19 story and will become much
clearer as we continue. We'll be seeing a lot more of 'philanthropy Bill' over the
course of Smoke and Mirrors.
In the same 'family gathering', we see senior pole dancer Richard D Parsons president of Time Warner Pictures at the time and currently in post as chairman
of the board at the Rockefeller Foundation, fellow senior pole-dancer Bill
Moyers - senior news analyst for many years with CBS News until starting his
own independent Public Affairs Television, lap-dancing senior presstitute Tom
Brockaw - NBC news editor and nightly news anchor for 22 years, beautiful ladyin-waiting Barbara Walters - star of NBC and ABC News for many years and the
go-to interviewer for all recent US presidents and other world leaders, fellow
lady-in-wating Judy Woodruff - former Whitehouse correspondent and leading
light at CNN and PBS News for many years, junior king David McCullough Pullitzer prize winner, favourable biography writer and instantly a 'person of
interest' by way of his membership of the infamous Skull and Bones Society
(a Yale secret society dedicated to the worship of Tammuz). McCullough's
membership of the Skull and Bones Society will have opened many dark doors
for him. Once again my friend, everything is spiritual, EVERYTHING! And
especially so in these circles, as we shall discover, particularly in part 2.
Others from the same event are more clearly identified here including another
true king of the earth David Rockefeller, fellow king of the earth George Soros
and another fellow King Brooke Astor - head of one of the richest families in the
world at the time. The Astors were known as 'the landlords of New York'.
And so, do you think there'll be any conflict of interests in the room? Hardly!
They're all on the same luciferian page. Likewise, do you think there are any
shared interests in the room? Of course! Do sparks fly upwards?
And so we see how easy it is for these people to shape the content of our 'news
and current affairs' programmes and introduce THEIR OWN ideas and policies
and philosophies into the public domain and have us thinking the way they want
us thinking about life, the universe and everything. We're not brainwashed we
say indignantly but with no idea of the powerful mechanisms in place set way
above us and having us think the way we think. And how easily they manipulate
us in this manner! And how easily they do so without us even realising! And also,
how easy it is for these people to upload a highly visible 'fact checker' site to
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counter the evil that inevitably leaks out from their evil meeting rooms from
time to time. The Annenberg room is filled with kings and queens and hidden
persuaders and moonwalking bears!

ARGUABLY THE BIGGEST LIAR OF ALL
The Annenberg's palatial retreat 'Sunnylands' has a photo guest list of every
world leader who has ever visited the place and the dissenters among you will
immediately understand the luciferian circles in which the Annenbergs move.
I've used the word luciferian a few times now too, and a little later, we'll be
looking in more detail what is meant by this term. For now though, we'll keep it
simple and say that luciferians are not interested in truth of any kind, and they
also reserve a special hatred for God and His creation. That's us, my friend.
The Annenberg riches came from Walter Annenberg's media empire which he
sold to Rupert Murdoch in 1988 for $3b. The Annenbergs also contributed an
undisclosed sum to the Reagan presidential campaign which upon Ronald's
election saw Leonore given the job of 'advisor to the presidential team on
diplomatic protocol'.
Every single staff member at Factcheck has had a career in Madame
Mainstream and the head of the Factcheck team Brooks Jackson spent the
majority of his career at CNN - arguably the biggest liar of all the news channels
as previous links demonstrate. And finally, as a sign to us that Leonore was
always in touch with the common man, she bought herself a diamond ring to
celebrate her 90th birthday. The ring was delivered to her house by armed guard
and was later sold for $7.7m. Said the auctioneer, 'With the impeccable
provenance of the Annenberg name, you have one of the finest gems to appear
on the market for many years.'
As an example of how Factcheck is being used by the kings of the earth to protect
their own interests right now, the kings are well aware of the number of
dissenters who are pointing to the complexity and size of the CARES act furlough
payments scheme and saying this obviously shows how the 'c19 pandemic' has
been years in the planning. To counter this, Factcheck brings us a laughable
piece to sow confusion and also to reassure us no such conspiracy exists. The
date for the first signing of the CARES act says Factcheck was a typo! ‘At one
point, the Wikipedia entry showed an even earlier date, saying that the bill had
been introduced on Jan. 24, 1917.’ [para 11]
NINETEEN SEVENTEEN? Pff! That wikipedia, eh? Thank goodnesss for sites like
Factcheck who can clear up these anomalies so quickly! Another editorial glitch.
In fact, I think I'll send this fact over to my conspiracy nutter friend. He's
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convinced there's far more to the CARES act than meets the eye. This'll shut him
up, at last, thank God!
Yeah, right. And so we see how important it
is we don't go by face value and that we
actually fact check the fact checker sites. All
that's missing from the Fact Check front
page is a couple of warm and friendly faces
to represent the foundation. I know! How
about CNN's very own Charlie 'scud stud'
Jaco and Carl 'the helmet' Rochelle?

ANOTHER CREWS MISSILE
Perhaps the best illustration of the luciferian spirit controlling these fact checker
sites is the FACT that Bill Gates has played such a large part in creating them,
investing in them and then buying them out. If you're not convinced already, this
21st CenturyWire article reveals all. 'Politfact and USA Today (run by the Poynter
Institute and Gannett, respectively - both of which have received funds from the
Gates Foundation) have even used their fact-checking platforms to defend Gates
from 'false conspiracy theories' and 'misinformation', like the idea the
foundation has financial investments in companies developing covid vaccines
and therapies. In fact, the foundation’s website and most recent tax forms
clearly show investments in such companies, including Gilead and CureVax.'
I'll leave you to decide on the luciferian spirit when we meet Bill and Melinda up
close and personal in just a minute. The fact remains that whenever any
evidence comes to light that is just too damning against the kings, and where
refutation is impossible, the fact checkers don't give it a mention. NOT A SINGLE
fact checker site so far has dared to debunk the William Crews NIAID admissions,
the man who held a senior position at NIAID since 2007. Yes, they've been
desperately lobbing their handgrenades into his personal space, but none can
debunk what he's been saying.
Here’s another Crews missile uploaded to Red State under the Treiff
pseudonym, 'I think we’re at the point where it is safe to say the entire Wuhan
virus scare was nothing more or less than a massive fraud perpetrated upon the
American people by 'experts' who were determined to fundamentally change the
way the country lives and is organized and governed.' Again, let's wrap up
Smoke and Mirrors right here shall we? These fatal admissions are coming from
a man right at the very heart of the c19 regime!
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AND HE WAS DOING THIS IN COMPANY TIME?
Aside from calling Crews a dangerous
troll, the best trashing Madame
Mainstream has assembled so far against
the man is this piece from Savannah
Behrmann. Right, we see Savannah as
a former CNN intern before moving to
her current post as senior congressional
reporter at USA Today. Says Savannah,
'Posts [by Crews] on RedState this year
have often been published during the
work week and during normal business
hours, raising possible questions about
the ethical use of taxpayer resources.'
Hahahaha! Wait a minute, let me get my head around this, Savannah. Are you
suggesting that instead of being at his console uploading the latest fake King
Kong infection rates for his scheming boss Anthony Fauci, Willliam Crews was
actually uploading the truth about the Korona fraud to whistle-blower site Red
State? Are you telling us that somebody in a trusted government position was
actually telling the whole world the truth, that we're being lied to about the fake
c19 pandemic? And he was doing this in company time?
Thank you so much Savannah for
highlighting this man's crookedness!
Whatever next! But tell me
Savannah, the organisation you work
for, USA Today - that wouldn't be the
same USA Today with a long history
of lying to its readers, would it? And
you'll know Daniel Funke of course on
the USA Today fact checker team. He
didn't fare to well defending your
President recently, did he!
A lot of people had been upset to see US President Joe Biden checking his watch
repeatedly whilst attending a ceremony commemorating the deaths of 13
soldiers killed in Kabul. Loyal fact checker Daniel had been given the task of
making this all go away. Loyal Daniel investigated the situation thoroughly, he
went through all the pictures, checked all the facts and was able to tell the
nation this was only partly true. Yes, the President had been checking his watch
repeatedly, but only AFTER the ceremony had ended. The next day, loyal Daniel
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was forced to apologise to the nation as it was obvious from all the pictures he'd
fact-checked the President had indeed been checking his watch all the way
through the ceremony. Fact-checker Daniel knew all this of course but it didn't
stop him from bare-faced lying about it in true fact checker stylee. Said loyal
Daniel, 'I regret the error. Journalists and fact-checkers are human, yes, even me!
We make mistakes. When we do, we correct them and try to make it right.'
Dear oh dear! Why on earth would anybody ever want to visit ANY fact checker
site EVER AGAIN? Ben Swan has a brilliant undoing of the fact checkers here.
Let's meet Bill Gates. I'm not going to bother with a study of his formative years.
If you're interested, here's a cosy summary from the Biography site which
unsurprisingly tells us nothing we might actually need to know. A sanitised,
butter wouldn't melt biography if ever there was one.
To many people, Bill Gates is a rich man who just wants to help people. We will
discover though that Bill Gates is far from that. Bill Gates is interested only in
destroying people. Many of you will be shocked at what you're about to read
and you'll be struggling to believe how a man could inflict such pharmaceutical
evil on his fellow man and be allowed to continue. But like I said earlier,
everything included in Smoke and Mirrors BEARS DIRECT RELEVANCE to the
current Korona darkness. We're at the stage on our journey now where more
and more of the darker pieces of the Korona puzzle will be falling into place. And
because this man is playing such a huge role in the worldwide King Kong vaccine
drive right now, and because we have no time to waste, I'm going straight to the
Bill Gates darkness. His true luciferian nature becomes immediately apparent.

DISGRUNTLED INDIVIDUALS WITH AN AXE TO GRIND
In 2009, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation sent a team of vaccinators to
India where they chose poor illiterate communities, forged 1,000s of consent
forms and vaccinated thousands of children with different vaccines including the
Bill Gates Gardasil vaccine. This vaccine was being injected into girls and young
women to help prevent HPV, allegedly, the virus said to cause cervical cancer,
allegedly. As a result of this 'health initiative', many children died, hundreds
were irreparably damaged and thousands were made seriously ill. The Indian
government finally halted the Gardasil vaccine trial in March 2010 after seven girls
died in quick succession. Another Bill and Melinda Gates-funded oral polio
vaccine campaign in India caused 490,000 cases of paralysis in its recipients.
FOUR HUNDRED AND NINETY THOUSAND!
In 2017, two Danish doctors, Soren Mogensen and Peter Aaby, both vaccine
supporters, were commissioned to carry out a study on the Bill Gates DTP
vaccine campaign in Guinea Bissau. The doctors were shocked to find ‘that girls
vaccinated with the DTP vaccine died at 10 times the rate of unvaccinated kids.’
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Gates also carried out this campaign KNOWING FULL WELL the DTP vaccine had
been banned for use in the so-called 'first world’ in the 1990s following reports
of thousands of death and brain damage.
As a result of this information coming to light, and because Bill Gates is a leading
light in the c19 pantomime, the fact checker sites have been going into overdrive
to try and tidy up this devastating mess. The Reuters fact checker site for
instance told us a government enquiry found no link between the BMGF vaccine
and the seven girls who died. ’One girl drowned in a quarry; another died from
a snake bite; two committed suicide by ingesting pesticides; and one died from
complications of malaria. The causes of death for the other two girls were less
certain: one possibly from pyrexia, or high fever, and a second from a suspected
cerebral hemorrhage.’
Many fact checkers were also saying the sources of these lies about Bill and
Melinda Gates were random facebook posts from disgruntled individuals with
an axe to grind and no facts to hand. Except as you have already seen, the BMGF
vaccine injuries and deaths were cited in credible Indian news and medical
sources. The Indian authorities wished only for the murderous BMGF vaccine
campaign to cease immediately, and who can blame them!

Here's Bill Gates Jnr delivering a Ted talk in 2011, perpetuating the myth of overpopulation. His father's anti-human, anti-life influence is evident. Gates actually
admits his vaccines and 'reproductive health services' will REDUCE the
populations! And see how he comes to us so intelligently, and so disarmingly
and so smoothly. Could the Bill Gates worldwide mission to reduce the
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populations be made plainer? We'll learn later that hidden in plain sight is
a central theme in luciferian activity. They delight in telling us plainly what they
are doing and then sitting back and watching as the world doesn't listen. The Bill
Gates Gardasil drive fully exposes his evil, luciferian heart, as we'll now read.
Safely operating under the angelic WHO flag, BMGF recommends the Gardasil
vaccine and its equivalents in order to prevent cervical cancer in girls and young
women. WHO and BMGF have identified the primary target for Gardasil as girls
aged between 9-13. Below, we see a power point page from a WHO training
manual on 'delivering' the Gardasil vaccine.

However, many doctors are saying the Gardasil vaccine, if it carries any efficacy
at all, is actually unnecessary for young girls because the disease when it appears
affects mainly much older women. And the treatments are also far more harmful
than good, as this report of many confirms. ‘Cervical cancer is very rare in young
women. Widespread implementation of pap testing over the past four decades
has detected very few cases of cervical cancer in women younger than 25 while
potentially causing harm with unnecessary follow-up interventions.’
But what is only now just coming to light is that Gardasil directly affects the
ovaries which can render the recipient sterile. Dr Deidre Little is one of a growing
number of doctors presenting conclusive evidence Gardasil can cause
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premature ovarian failure in the recipient. One of her patients injected with
Gardasil no longer has any living egg cells. The young girl has been rendered
sterile by Gardasil. Prior to her vaccination, Dr Little confirmed the girl had been
thoroughly examined and tested and found to be healthy, she had a normal
menstrual cycle and did not have any family or personal medical history that
would explain her premature menopause. In response to this horror, various'
insider studies' carried out on behalf of Merck acknowledged that damage had
indeed been done but ‘found’ that Merck had 'neglected to examine the drug's
effect on the reproductive systems of women'.
And so now we descend into literal hell as dissenters know full well that Merck
and GlaxoSmithKline and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation plus ALL other
pharmaceutical industries involved in covert population control for decades did
NOT neglect AT ALL to study the potential for ovary damage. Whatever you
think, think opposite! These dark angels KNEW EXACTLY what was in those
vaccines and how they would damage the ovaries and render the recipients
sterile. Between them, and to suit their abhorrent population control objectives,
these organisations have been covertly vaccinating thousands upon thousands,
f not millions of girls with Gardasil and its equivalents, not only in the US and the
UK and Europe but across all the major continents of the world.
And they've been doing this for decades! And they’ve been doing so with ALL of
the world's governments and leading medical institutions KNOWING FULL WELL
the true nature of these angelic 'health campaigns'. Could the luciferian, antihuman, anti-Christ spirit at the heart of these organisations be writ more large?

THIS LADY'S ENJOYMENT OF HER WINE AND SALAD
Japan halted the Gardasil drive when it became clear the vaccine affected
fertility. And here's former Merck 'physician' Dr Dalbergue warning us about
Gardasil in 2014, 'I predict Gardasil will become the greatest medical scandal of
all times because at some point in time, the evidence will add up to prove this
vaccine, technical and scientific feat that it may be, has absolutely no effect on
cervical cancer and that all the very many adverse effects which destroy lives and
even kill, serve no other purpose than to generate profit for the manufacturers.
There is far too much financial interest for these medicines to be withdrawn.'
Thousands of girls in the US have also suffered as a result of the Bill Gates
Gardasil vaccine and many have died. Here's a site called Murdering Our
Daughters put together by heart-broken father David Hodges who lost his
daughter to the Bill Gates vaccine. David supplies many credible links to the
dangers of Gardasil and other HPV vaccines. The Gates Gardasil vaccine has also
adversely affected thousands of girls in the UK.
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Mia Blesky aged 12 right has been
left paralysed from the neck down
after being given the Bill Gates
Gardasil
'treatment'.
One
comment on the video says we
need to stop calling these vaccine
reaction alleged reactions. Mia lost
the use of her legs the next day and
wosened from that point on.
In all my time as a health researcher, I have seen and heard and read many things
but as I watch these children and the mothers caring for their vaccine-damaged
daughters, I cannot describe the anger and heartache I feel. Please pray for Mia
and Mum and for in the enxt video for Briar and Mum. This is what Bill and
Melinda Gates and their demonic vaccinator cronies are doing RIGHT NOW to
thousands upon thousands of God's children and their families.
And it's all being covered over and denied by Big Pharma, Madame Mainstream
and the lying fact checkers. But despite buying up and funding the fact checkers,
Bill Gates has not been able to stop the truth from coming out about these
heinous vaccination campaigns. And once again, these are the same people who
are right now delivering the satanic c19 vaccine across the earth. Satanic
vaccine, you say? Yes, my friend. When we get to the history of Big Pharma, we
see a very different picture to the glorious vaccine portrait painted for us from
junior school upwards.

WHO FOR ONE MINUTE EVER QUESTIONS WHO?
In April 2020, BMGF 'donated' $250M to WHO to 'help vaccinate' Africa and
Southern Asia. Should we be worried? So let's open that box. And so here is
where we now glimpse the truly demonic nature of Bill Gates and BMGF and
WHO. Bear with me as we now spend a few minutes in utter darkness. This short
time spent here will also help us begin to understand the influence Bill Gates
Senior on his son in the whole area of eugenics, abortion, sterilisation and
population control. And we also go to this place because once again, we must
remind ourselves it is WHO and BMGF and associates who are right now
vaccinating the entire earth with their poisonous c19 antidote. If you've been
vaccinated with the King Kong vaccine and you've suffered no ill-effects to date,
count yourself a blessed individual. And after we've finished this BMGF detour,
I'll let you decide whether we should be worried for Africa and Southern Asia.
With a working capital of around $46B, BMGF is THE LARGEST private financial
contributor to WHO. Since 2000, BMGF has been giving WHO approximately
$300M a year (page 250). Now under normal circumstances, you'd think that
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giving money to an aid agency that resonates with you would mean you'd call
up that agency and tell them the following: 'We admire your ethos. You do
a great job. Here's a sum of money. You're the experts. You decide how best to
spend the money.' Have you ever given any money to a particular agency or
charity and stipulated how you want your money to be spent? Very likely not.
But when BMGF gives to her chosen 'agency', normal protocol doesn't apply.

When BMGF gives money to WHO, in effect
BMGF is giving money to BMGF. It's BMGF
who sets the agenda, it's BMGF who decides
what she wants WHO to do with her
pharmaceuticals across whatever continent.
BMGF fronts the money, WHO fronts the
campaign and becomes the smiling shop
front (right and above) but in reality, it's
BMGF delivering whatever toxic mayhem
across whatever continent with whatever
poisonous pills and needles. And because all
of this BMGF activity is being carried out
under the respectable WHO flag, who bats an
eyelid? Who for one minute EVER questions
WHO? Ahhh! What a wholesome shop
window! She's even got a flower in her hair!
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IT’S ALWAYS VACCINES
Above, we see the relentless, smiley WHO campaign to vaccinate the youg girls
with BMGF poison. Says the November 2021 WHO HPV advice page, 'Get
vaccinated: Two HPV vaccine doses are recommended for adolescent girls aged
9-14. Advocate for accessible and affordable screening and treatment services
that are integrated into primary care. Educate women and girls on the benefits
of vaccination, screening, and treatment. Use community-based approaches to
reach vulnerable people, such as adolescent girls who are not in school. Secure
sufficient and affordable HPV vaccines, and collaborate with the public and
private sectors to increase vaccine coverage. Develop national cervical cancer
management guidelines and monitoring systems, including population-based
cancer registries, to track progress.'
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Is there no end to their evil? Looking at these HPV promos, it seems almost
impossible doesn't it tto believe hese agencies could be anything other than
a total force for good. Yet God warns us repeatedly to exercise caution. Be sober,
says our God, be vigilant, for our adversary the devil walketh about as a roaring
lion, seeking whom he may devour.1Pet5:8 And how effortlessly the prince of
darkness masquerades as an angel of light. 2Cor11:14 Wake up o church! Wake
up o people! Everything is spiritual, EVERYTHING! We are at war!
A number of articles have been written on the unhealthy BMGF/WHO
relationship but WHO also receives donations from many other pharmaceutical
companies who like BMGF, see WHO as the ideal shop front. The company
supplies WHO with its latest drugs and vaccines to test on a given population,
and who's going to worry or even know about a few thousand people becoming
sick and/or dying 'over there'? All we get told by Madame Mainstream is what
a sterling job Big Pharma is doing across Africa and Asia.
Here are a couple of quotes from an article discussing the billionaires who set
the WHO health agenda. 'Another problem with the philanthropic donations is
that they are generally earmarked for specific purposes. This is true of 80% of
the WHO’s total budget. In other words, the global health agenda has been taken
out of the hands of the WHO General Assembly and is being set by private
donors. These donors have the power to make decisions on what the multilateral
organisation does and what it prioritises. They can refuse funding for projects
that do not fit their agenda.'
And further: 'It is bewildering the BMGF agenda focuses disproportionately on
technical medical services rather than on systemic change and improving socioeconomic conditions. It would make sense to invest in expanding and improving
a country’s ability to promote the health and welfare of its citizens, but funds
flow primarily into the private sector and onto the balance sheets of American
and European pharma multi-nationals. This is in part due to the broad
application of the PPP (public private partnerships) model. A few rich business
people are setting the global policy agenda, even though people on the ground
might have different priorities altogether.’
It's never about clean water, mosquito nets and encouraging self-sustainability
in whatever population. It's never about supplying fishing rods, it's always,
always, ALWAYS about supplying vaccines. This is what we must ALWAYS
consider whenever we read about the 'philanthropic' exploits of the elite in
whatever country. These organisations are only ever in these countries to
vaccinate and/or to provide their own special brand of 'family planning' to meet
their evil population control goals, and they'll use whatever angelic-looking
trojan horse to achieve these ends.
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DON'T YOU WORRY YOUR LITTLE BLACK WOOLLY HEADS
Here is an extract from a WHO population control document from the early
1970s. All you need to read is the following sentence, 'Through its network of
representatives and field advisors, WHO has a voice in decisions relating to
national family planning programmes, and has a voice in the involvement of
health systems in such programmes throughout Asia, Africa and Latin America.'
Ahhh! How right and proper! This is how these dark angels always sell us their
campaigns. Let's translate their honeyed words and strip them of angel speak:
• Through its network of representatives and field advisors' - uninvited, we
have the power to fly out to any country in the world and set up camp and
dominate the entire area with our vast army of white-coated officials plus
toxic values and medicines
• WHO has a voice in decisions relating to national family planning
programmes - our presence alone here gives us the immediate right to
meddle in your affairs and dictate to your centuries-old traditions and
culture. And also, let's please remember, we don’t EVER call our health
systems and interventions abortion, sterilisation and anti-fertility
vaccines. This is all about helping you plan your family!
• WHO has a voice in the involvement of health systems in such programmes
throughout Asia, Africa and Latin America - don't you worry your little
black woolly heads over the exact nature of our health care systems or
what's in our vaccines or why it would be best you didn't have any more
children. Our 'first world civilisation' is far superior to your 'third world
existence' plus the fact our worldwide network of media outlets has seen
to it that you are perceived as promiscuous, irresponsibly over-populated
and in dire need of white, first world ‘family planning guidance’
• And oh yes, we've also noted you have huge and untapped natural
resources. We can 'help you' extract those assets too while we're here.
Our heart has always only ever been about helping YOU! And we're
genuinely hurt you could think otherwise! 2
2

The Akosombo dam project in Nigeria is one of countless supremacist-driven disasters. Funded by
the World Bank, USAID and the Nigerian and Dutch governments and built principally by western civil
engineers, Akosombo provided power to a nearby US-owned aluminium processing plant. The
indigenous population was counted as nothing. Village elders and leaders were lied to, coerced,
threatened, wooed and ingratiated into submission which soon after led to the utter destruction of
the local environment. As this report states, 'As in many other similar cases, development led to some
highly undesirable social and environmental outcomes. In particular, the creation of Lake Volta, the
dispossession of around 80 000 people and their forced resettlement, the increase in levels of poverty
and disease, the loss of fertile soils and a range of other environmental impacts all resulted from the
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Ugh and ugh again! The driving force behind ALL of this covert satanic activity is
summarised in the US government document NSSM 200 from 1974. Also known
as the Kissinger Report, NSSM 200 outlines the clear population control
objectives of the kings of the earth. Under the sub-heading Creating Conditions
Conducive to Fertility Decline (how evil is that!) the report states: 'In view of the
importance of socio-economic factors in determining desired family size, overall
assistance strategy should increasingly concentrate on selective policies which
will contribute to population decline as well as other goals.'
Policies which will contribute to population decline? Once again, here is
luciferian man doing his utmost to reverse God's mandate to fill the earth. God
says fill the earth, lucifer says kill the earth. My friend, this heinous activity has
been going on for decades! God's children are being routinely extinguished
while the rest of the world looks on and sees only angels of light at work. Like
I said earlier, who would EVER question WHO?
And if we don't fully grasp the formative years of these bloodthirsty
government-sanctioned population control initiatives, we'll be hard-pushed to
believe this could be happening across the earth right now with the Korona
vaccine. And so I ask you to please continue to read, and if you're getting upset
or frightened by what you're reading, then look upon this as a renewing of your
mind which ultimately will bring about only good on this journey. Heavenly
Father, please be with us as we uncover these evils now, and by the Power of
Your Holy Spirit, give us a sense of Your Sovereignty over ALL of this darkness,
and that You WILL be putting ALL THINGS right on That Great Day, AMEN!

DOCTRINALLY ENSHRINED
The following investigative report into the activity of these half-humans gives
insight into the dark tombs our world leaders inhabit. Entitled The Population
Control Holocaust, the report cites our leaders describing 'third world' children
as having 'negative economic value', we read of millions of dollars being granted
by the Rockefeller, Ford and Millbank Foundations to sterilise the nations as well
as various deranged government officials ordering their teams to perform the
most terrible of atrocities under the name of healthcare. One US government
official is described as 'contracepting, sterilizing, and aborting the women of the
world with an aggressiveness that caused his younger colleagues to shrink back

construction of the Akosombo Dam. In the language of sustainable development, the scheme failed to
promote intra-generational equity, since it actually increased the poverty of the people who were
displaced.' At the same time, WHO and partners were 'just up the road' and going about their business
setting all manner of 'family planning' 'health systems' all under the guise of 'helping'. May God open
our eyes to these demonic forces dressed as light
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in disgust.' The same official was also described walking the floor at an elite
dinner evening simulating an abortion vacuum pump with his fists.
Here's a key paragraph from the report on the preparedness and eagerness of
the US Ford administration to sterilise the world from 1977 onwards, 'Without
a shred of justification, but with impeccable organization, generous funding,
aggressive leadership, and backing by a phalanx of established respectable
opinion, the population control movement was now doctrinally enshrined as
representing the core strategic interest of the world’s leading superpower. It was
now positioned to wreak havoc on a global scale.'
The report also focuses on the early days in India. 'Thus during the 1950s and
early 1960s, the Indian government allowed organizations like the Population
Council, the Ford Foundation, and the International Planned Parenthood
Federation to set up shop within the country’s borders, where they could set
about curbing the reproduction of the nation’s Dalits, or 'untouchables'...
Gandhi put her son Sanjay personally in charge of the new population offensive.
He took to his job with gusto. Overt coercion became the rule: sterilization was
a condition for land allotments, water, electricity, ration cards, medical care, pay
raises, and rickshaw licenses. Policemen were given quotas to nab individuals for
sterilization. Demolition squads were sent into slums to bulldoze houses sometimes whole neighbourhoods - so that armed police platoons could drag off
their flushed-out occupants to forced-sterilization camps. In Delhi alone, 700,000
people were driven from their homes. Many of those who escaped the immediate
roundup were denied new housing until they accepted sterilization.
These attacks provoked resistance, with thousands being killed in battles with
the police, who used live ammunition to deal with protesters. When it became
clear that Muslim villages were also being selectively targeted, the level of
violence increased still further. The village of Pipli was only brought into
submission when government officials threatened locals with aerial
bombardment. As the director of family planning in Maharashtra explained, 'You
must consider it something like a war. Whether you like it or not, there will be a
few dead people.'
The measures served their purpose. During 1976, eight million Indians were
sterilized. Far from being dismayed by the massive violation of human rights
committed by the campaign, its foreign sponsors expressed full support. Sweden
increased its funding for Indian population control by $17 million. Reimert
Ravenholt ordered 64 advanced laparoscope machines - altogether sufficient to
sterilize 12,800 people per day - rushed to India to help the effort. World Bank
president McNamara was absolutely delighted. In November 1976, he travelled
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to India to congratulate Indira Gandhi’s government for its excellent work. 'At
long last,' he said, 'India is moving effectively to address its population problem.'

COULD THEY STOOP THAT LOW?
And also, to this day, and despite what the vaccine manufacturers and
regulatory bodies might tell us, the common man has literally no idea what's
actually in the kings' vaccines. They could be injecting us with anything and we
wouldn't know it. And because the dark angels' rabid desire is population
control, is it beyond them to tell us they're vaccinating a population to protect
against a particular 'disease' when what they're actually doing is covertly
injecting us with chemicals that render us sterile? Could they stoop that low?
Absolutely they could, and they've been doing exactly this for decades! What
a long time this has been coming, Lord, and thank You for the double-edged
privelege of bringing this horror to Your people in digestible format, that we
might wake up to the real world and its satanic workings. Here's a report on how
WHO used a tetanus vaccine as covert a means to sterilise thousands of young
women. Here is a report on how samples of another WHO vaccine campaign
were sent to an independent laboratory and were found to contain ingredients
which rendered the recipients sterile.
Here is a report describing evil US-government funded activity across Latin
America. Between 1995-1997 in Peru for instance, more than 250,000
sterilisations were carried out and with 1,000 reports on file from women
claiming they were sterilised without consent. Thirty four yr old Magna Morales
was literally kidnapped from the local market square, taken to the local white,
western 'first world' clinic and forcibly sterilised. Magna never recovered from
'the operation' and died 10 days later leaving five children. When this all came
out, USAID (United States Aid for International Development) was summoned
to give account but denied responsibility or any knowledge of these campaigns.
Yet a month later, the following US government advert appeared in a WHO
internal magazine, 'Grant to Provide Voluntary Sterilisation and Related Services
in Developing Countries'. The New York-based group that was awarded the
money, AVSC International, will concentrate its promotional activities in several
emerging nations, including five in Latin America - Bolivia, Colombia, the
Dominican Republic, Mexico and Peru. Under its five-year agreement with
USAID, AVSC will get no less than $125M.'
And have you read of the thousands upon thousands of women with
reproductive and period and bleeding issues since receiving the King Kong c19
vaccine? You will do when we get to the Korona jab a little later. Again, count
yourself blessed if you've not suffered to any degree from the King Kong vaccine.
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As stated earlier, Bill Gates' father was an ardent eugenicist and was head of
Planned Parenthood for many years. The founder of Planned Parenthood was
Margaret Sanger. Here is Sanger in her own words, 'I believe that now,
immediately there should be national sterilisation for certain dysgenic types of
our population who are being encouraged to breed and would die out were the
government not feeding them.' And another heart-warming Sangerism: 'Birth
control means the release and cultivation of the better racial elements in our
society, and the gradual suppression, elimination and eventual extirpation of
defective stocks - those human weeds which threaten the blooming of the finest
flowers of American civilization.'
Here, an undercover journalist films a senior Planned Parenthood agent
describing how she sells baby body parts and how she herself extracts hearts
and lungs and liver while crushing the rest of the aborted baby. This lady's
enjoyment of her wine and salad as she describes her 'work' is something else.

GO FORTH AND DEPLETE
The world-respected Wellcome Trust is partnered with Sanger under the
Welcome Sanger Institute, and later in Smoke and Mirrors we’ll be taking
a closer look at Wellcome - the organisation playing such a pivotal role in the
c19 vaccine drive right now. And it isn’t pretty. But isn't Wellcome Trust such
a pretty name, and doesn't she sound so angelic too!

And if you didn't know it already, over-population is another myth ENTIRELY
manufactured by the kings of the earth whose express intent is to thwart God's
command to us in Genesis to fill the earth and have us scared witless there's not
the room for us all. Once again, we're being taught WHAT to think about over167

population by the hidden persuaders. We'll be looking at this in more detail in
part 2, but if our God tells us to go forth and fill the earth, He's not ever going to
run out of ideas or resources on how to meet the needs of His children! Did you
know for instance, the world's entire population could fit into an area the size
of Texas? Check out the maths here.
And whether we believe the six billion-plus population figure is accurate in the
first place is beside the point. Once you begin researching who exactly it is who's
been informing us of our 'terrible over-population problem', you soon see the
same occult fingerprints all over the 'scary reports'. It's the same rule. Whatever
these luciferians tell us, think opposite. Smoke and Mirrors will be outing all of
these angelic liars as we continue, and thank You Lord for that!
For God's watchmen, it couldn't be writ plainer! God's command to us is to go
forth and multiply, therefore lucifer's command to his luciferian WHO, USAID,
UN servants will always be to go forth and deplete. Everything God has created,
satan will always seeks to destroy. And as we continue, we'll see how Bill Gates
and his fellow luciferians are mounting a full-on assault upon God's earth in
many other ingenious ways in these days, not least with their fake 'climate
change' agenda the sustainable development goals, the mastermind of Bill Gates
and the United Nations, if you didn't already know it. Here are men and women
with true serpent guile, and so thank You again Lord for Smoke and Mirrors
where no darker box will be left unopened!
I could bring you page after page on the evil vaccine activities of these angels
but for the sake of time, I will finish with this latest report from September 2020
in which the UN has been forced to admit its latest polio vaccine drive in Chad is
DIRECTLY LINKED to the rise in polio in the region. But how many other healthdestroying, death-inducing UN/WHO/BMGF vaccine campaigns have been kept
under wraps? You can be certain hundreds and hundreds. The following report
tells us the known WHO sterilisation programmes that make it into the medical
news are just the tip of the iceberg. Nobody knows how many of these satanic
campaigns have been carried out unreported.
UNFPA aka the United Nations Fund for Population Affairs in particular is
possessed with a frightening zeal for keeping God's numbers down whilst
appearing to the world as an angel of light. In January 2021, incoming US
President Joe Biden made the angelic decision to refund UNFPA to the tune of
$32.5M after funding was stopped by Donald Trump because of UNFPA’S clear
track record of coercive sterilisation and abortion programmes. Says the UK
Guardian, ‘The decision by US president Joe Biden to refund the UN population
fund, UNFPA, offers ‘a ray of hope for millions of people around the world’, said
the agency’s executive director. Dr Natalia Kanem said the announcement on
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Thursday would have an enormous impact on the agency’s work, particularly as
the world continues to grapple with the coronavirus pandemic. US support will
be instrumental in helping us build back better and fairer.’ Said US Secretary of
State Anthony Blinken, ‘UNFPA’s work is essential to the health and wellbeing of
women around the world and directly supports the safety and prosperity of
communities around the globe, especially in the context of the global Covid-19
pandemic.' More angel speak from abaddon, the destroyer, and more evidence
the dividing line between Good and evil is becoming more apparent.
And so, as these organisations work ‘tirelessly' and 'around the clock' to produce
the next round of King Kong Korona vaccines that will 'save us', and as the
nations hope and the churches pray for God to guide the vaccine manufacturers,
ask yourself now if you still want to hope and pray along those lines?
IS THE WHOLE EARTH NOT UTTERLY DECEIVED? Again says our God, 'For by their
pharmacies were the nations OF THE WHOLE EARTH deceived.' The nations and
church universal right now are a million miles away from understanding the true
motives of the kings of the earth. But with Smoke and Mirrors Lord, may many
more people be plucked from the fire, amen!
And so, to return to the question, should we be worried that BMGF 'donated'
$250M in April 2020 to work with WHO to 'help vaccinate' Africa and Southern
Asia? Says the BMGF bulletin in such angelic, disarming terms, 'BMGF will
support research into the differential health, economic, and social impacts of the
pandemic on women and girls in lower, middle income countries. This will help
to inform the foundation’s short-medium-and long-term policy response to the
pandemic and global policy responses.' Ahhh, how perfectly lovely of them! And
again, BMGF seems concerned particularly about 'reaching the young girls' in
this 'pandemic'. And so how might BMGF be 'helping' those young girls when
no-one’s looking, I wonder? What do YOU think now?

THE QUICKER WE GET OVER OUR RETICENCE TO 'GO THERE'
Are you disturbed as you're reading this? Maybe you're feeling like you don't
want to read any more? My friend, knowledge is power. Smoke and Mirrors has
been written that chains might be broken. Our God is and always will be in
control, we just need to undergo a painful and succinct but ultimately beneficial
re-education programme.
Across November and December 2021, the angels were ramping up the
warnings on the King Kong Omicron variant, and as God'sc19 dissenters watched
our c19 leaders' lips moving, we knew they were lying to us again. It's all part of
the tried and trusted Big Pharma business plan to keep us in their thrall, keep
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the vaccine roadshow rolling and keep their oppressive luciferian hold over us,
injecting us with more and more of their poisons.
And you'd better believe these monsters will continue to come at us full tilt with
their needles in the coming days, and that they have only our worst interests at
heart. Bill Gates has recently been in the news 'predicting a smallpox attack' very
soon, and he's got the vaccine lined up for that too, strangely enough. Wake up
o church! Wake up o people!
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IS THAT THE FIRST

PINK SHIRT
I SEE?
'It's not rebels that make the trouble, it's
trouble that makes the rebels. Ruth Messinger
Go Ruth! To remind you, my friend, the half-humans who have been poisoning
and murdering the innocents for decades with their toxic pills and vaccines are
the same half-humans deceiving the whole earth right into believing the c19
vaccine is the only 'medicine' that's going to s'ave us. And murdering the
innocent isn't too strong a word either. Murder - meaning: the unlawful killing
of another human without justification or valid excuse, especially the
unlawful killing of another human with malice aforethought. And so here are Bill
and Melinda Gate$ back in 2017 $miling with malice aforethought about the
next pandemic. A virus will surprise us, said Anthony Fauci. Yeah, right
Of course Bill and Melinda Gates and Anthony Fauci knew King Kong Korona was
coming! And so the quicker we get over our reticence to 'go there' and the
quicker we accept the true hatred the kings of the earth have for humanity, the
healthier it will be for all of us! The monsters leading the current King Kong
Korona krusade have NEVER cared for our health and they NEVER will. They wish
us only harm. Yet our God still loves these people! Isn't that amazing!

IS A DIFFERENT PICTURE BEGINNING TO EMERGE NOW?
It's too late for Margaret Sanger. She's long gone and awaiting the Great Book
to be opened. Maybe she repented before she died, and if she did, then her
Eternal Peace and Joy is guaranteed! And that's what's so wonderful about God's
Love and Mercy! There’s hope for ALL of us! None are too far from Him, NONE!
And thank God I'm not God, because if I had my wishes granted for these
international 'health monsters', I couldn't possibly share them with you here.
You'd see a very dark side of me!
As I said just now, we'll be looking later at the hidden dangers of the rushed
Korona vaccine and also at why we struggle, and in particular, why church
universal struggles to believe such evil could exist in the heart of man that he
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could knowingly distribute these poisons across the earth. Also coming up, there
are three excellent chapters on the true history of the pharmaceutical industry.
And I say excellent because as I was writing it, I couldn't put it down, hahaha!
Seriously though, it is a must read.
Once again, whatever you think about conventional medicine and doctoring
today, think opposite! And the further in we travel to the city, to the heart of
darkness, it's becoming harder and harder to dismiss such claims, isn't it, praise
God! And I trust you're still with me, and you're still consumed?
Everything in this world is spiritual, my friend, everything ultimately is a battle
between Good and evil. And again, there is only ever One Winner. Each one of
us is fearfully and wonderfully made, says our God, and we can take comfort
that all those involved in seeking to eliminate God's so-called 'defective stock'
will be brought to Ultimate Account. As God says in Deuteronomy, 'Vengeance
is Mine, and recompense. Their foot shall slip in due time. For the day of their
calamity is at hand, and the things to come hasten upon them.' Deut32:35
And wonderfully my friend, throughout these dark times, our God offers us His
Great Peace. And so, thank You Lord You’ll be there for ALL who turn to You in
these days! And thank you Lord in Smoke and Mirrors, we'll also read that with
You leading us and not man, we will be able to stand firm.
Is a different picture beginning to emerge now on the nature of these angeliclooking organisations? And for those with Spirit of God within you, do not the
activities of these venerated ‘philanthropists’ clearly reveal the antichrist spirit
at work at the heart of these world-leading health agencies? These are the
places us dissenters visit, and we go to these places to rescue those held captive
there. And may Smoke and Mirrors lead many more to become rescuers in these
days. We are now in true Dissenter Land.

IMMEASURABLY MORE LIBERATING
We've only just scratched the surface of the inhumane behaviour of these
luciferian healthcare providers, and it's a frightening prospect isn’t it when we
realise these same monsters are also directing the current c19 pantomime. But
having an understanding of how much our God is going to be there for us in the
coming days is also an integral part of Smoke and Mirrors, and we’ll be reading
more of His promises to us in due course. In part 2 of Smoke and Mirrors, we'll
see how the United Nation and all who sit under her - USAID, UNAIDS, UNFPA,
UNHCR, UNESCO and their sub-divisions have a proven track record of carrying
out a wealth of luciferian wickedness, not just population control.
And of course, the fact checker sites are there to reassure us that none of these
worldwide poisoning campaigns ever really happened. But they did, and they
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still are! And everything you're reading about these anti-human activities is in
the public domain, and at scholarly levels too.
And so once again thank You Lord so much for the calling of the dissenter! Thank
You Lord that knowing the truth about our world, no matter how dark it might
be is immeasurably more liberating than believing the lie. Thank You Lord, we
see through the fact checkers, we see through the delusion and the false signs
and wonders. And my friend, our God wants that freedom for you too.
And is that the first pink shirt I see? Woohoo!
A big hug from me to you! And isn't it so good
out here, well beyond Chomsky's safe circle!
And again, what a privilege to be bringing you
information that lifts the veil. And whilst it can
be shocking out here at times, we don't actually
need to dwell on every darkness, we don't need
to visit every dark room in lucifer's dark
mansions to see and understand his spiritual
principles at work in the world. Once we
understand lucifer's angelic modus operandi,
suddenly we see EVERYTHING with new eyes!
And as the dust settles over the coming weeks and months as you assimilate this
information, I confidently predict you'll not be needing ANYBODY other than our
God and His Holy Spirit discernment to help you navigate your new world. With
new eyes now, you’ll be seeing the evil kings' influence in every walk of life. And
it isn't about going around intentionally looking for a devil under every bush.
When our eyes and hearts are opened to lucifer's influence in the world, we see
his fingerprints everywhere, and we realise that so much of what we’ve been
told and taught and believed about our world is a lie. But for God's dissenters,
our God will ALWAYS remain so much BIGGER, AMEN!
I said at the beginning that Smoke and Mirrors was a journey of two stages,
clearing the outlaying lands of fearful giants to reach the city, and then climbing
the steep walls to take the city - the heart of darkness. And in attempting to
describe this journey we're on, the following analogy might help. As we venture
deeper and deeper into these dark places, I am reminded of the river boat
journey in the Vietnam war film Apocalypse Now, on board with Captain Willard,
gliding silently up-river, our mission to seek out and eliminate the evil and insane
Colonel Kurtz. It's a magnificent film based on the book Heart of Darkness by
Joseph Conrad. And that's where we're headed to now, my friend, the heart of
darkness. And the deeper we venture and the darker it gets, it's like we can reach
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out from the boat almost and touch the evil. As Willard says, 'He was close. He
was real close. I couldn't see him yet but I could feel him.'
But like I said at the beginning, the difference with Smoke and Mirrors is that as
we journey into this darkness, it’s like we’re also being supernaturally lifted
above it, lifted out of the jungle, out of the stifling undergrowth, and we can look
down on ourselves, watching ourselves as we navigate the river. In the middle
of the darkness but never under it, always above it, always looking down on it!

And down there in the c19 jungle and stuck there with only Madame
Mainstream and our lying leaders for company is EXACTLY where the luciferians
would want us. The evil kings and Madame Mainstream will be hating it we're
up here, hating it we're getting such a clearer view now, hating it that so many
giants are falling and with their guts spilled out for all to see! Were you alarmed
the first time you read about spilling the guts of giants, thinking perhaps I was
some secret psycho? But are you starting to see the true battle now?
There's still a fair way to go tom reach the city mind, but we ARE getting there,
and I trust you also have a sense of peace about you and you've sensed a Greater
Presence with us on this journey so far, and even if you don't know Him, that
you feel you're in God's hands as we travel. And thank You Lord that You rule
over ALL of the darkness we're uncovering here. It's Your Sovereignty over all of
this darkness that keeps us sane and strong!
But if you are troubled by any of this content, here’s a promise from God in
Philippians, 'Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything by prayer and
supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made known to God. And the
peace of God, which surpasses all understanding, will guard your hearts and your
minds in Christ Jesus.' Php4:6-7
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THE PERILS OF FAKE NEWS
I said just now that with your new-found insight, you'll be discerning this
luciferian activity for yourself over the next weeks and months, but most
definitely while we're here in Dissenter Land, we do need to visit another place
together. We need to understand the FAKE NEWS! phenomenon. We need to
understand why it was one morning in late 2016 we all woke up to see every
newspaper headline and every news program everywhere warning us of the
dangers of FAKE NEWS! And it was literally a next day thing. Do you remember
that day? You might not but the dissenters do.
And so, this next chapter on FAKE NEWS! whilst not directly relevant to the King
Kong Korona deception gives us insight into a few more of the dark places our
world leaders inhabit. And as far as church is concerned, whilst our mandate
from God is to pray for our leaders, visiting FAKE NEWS! gives us deeper insight
into our leaders' lives which means we can at long last begin praying for our
leaders in Spirit and in TRUTH! And what a huge step forward that will be for
church universal in this current Korona darkness!

I've also used the term luciferian a fair few times so far to describe our world
leaders. And so, what is a luciferian? And is my use of this term appropriate in
this context? And so, after the fake news chapter, I've included a two page study
on the definition of a luciferian. And then we'll be straight into Wheels Within
Wheels where we look at more evidence to show there is no new and dangerous
c19 illness ANYWHERE and how the Korona krisis has been ENTIRELY
manufactured by the kings of the earth to suit their own evil ends.
But to prep us right now for FAKE NEWS! I'm going to say two words to you now
- 'pizza' and 'gate'. PIZZAGATE! You'll almost certainly have heard Pizzagate
being discussed in the news over the last few years. But what was your instant
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gut reaction when you read pizzagate just now? Did your eyes roll? Did FAKE
NEWS! come to mind? More fantasy on the way?
If that was your reaction (and it will have been many people's), we need to
understand why. To most people, Pizzagate is associated with the insane idea of
some sort of elite child abuse ring operating below a pizza parlour somewhere
in America. The Comet Ping Pong pizza parlour in Washington DC is owned by
well-connected John Podesta and we'll be looking at John Podesta and fellow
Ping Pong players in more detail in the next chapter.
And in our journey now towards those city walls now, we really do need to know
our God is with us as we enter another dark and alien landscape. We get to see
another facet of the evil behaviour and character of the kings of the earth who
rule and reign right now in our new c19 world. We get to see and understand
how FAKE NEWS! was yet another ruse manufactured by the kings of the earth
to try to keep their evil behaviour from becoming more widely known. But Jesus
has promised us that everything hidden in the dark will be shouted from the
rooftops in the last days. Says our God, 'Therefore whatever you have said in the
dark shall be heard in the light, and what you have whispered in private rooms
shall be proclaimed on the housetops.' Luke 12:3
Paraphrased, Jesus is saying there will come a time when the truth about ALL of
these things taking place in the dark will be exposed. And so the kings can duck
and weave all they like but they won't be able to keep a lid on their vile activities.
Be with us now Lord, as we spring more traps, as we eviscerate more giants. Let
nothing stop us from reaching the city!
Anyone for pizza?
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ANYONE FOR PIZZA?
'Clinton’s emails on Weiner’s laptop were thoroughly
reviewed by the Department of Justice and the
department’s Inspector General, and those reviews
resulted in no criminal charges.' Fact Check

Well, of course there were no charges, smh! And
was this the first time smh entered the public
domain, I wonder? I said just now that right from
the beginning, the FAKE NEWS! crisis was an
entirely manufactured crisis, and so what was the
actual purpose of it? Do you remember all the
emotive headlines? What actually instigated these
simultaneous FAKE NEWS! headlines right across
the world in late 2016?
For the dissenter, that’s an easy one to piece
together. Just as one of the most damning horrors
in recent elite history was set to break out into the
open, namely the Podesta pedophile ring, the
FAKE NEWS! phenomenon was upon us.
Busting this ring wide open could be disastrous for some very big names, not
least John Podesta and all those in his little black book. John Podesta knows the
White House inside out. He began as White House Staff Secretary from 19931995 under the Clinton administration, then served as advisor to the Clintons,
then rose to White House Chief of Staff for 3 years, was Counsellor to President
Barak Obama between 2014-2015 and was chairman of Hillary Clinton's 2016
presidential campaign. John Podesta is a man in the know and with considerable
contacts and influence.
The Podesta pedophile rumours had been bubbling under the surface for
a number of years, and such was the horror of it when those rumours broke out
into the open in 2016, the name Pizzagate was purposely chosen by the kings
and Madame Mainstream in an attempt to trivialise the whole debacle.
The pizzagate story began proper in January 2010 with the arrest of US aid
worker Laura Silsby who was caught attempting to smuggle 33 children out of
Haiti, all orphaned after the earthquake according to Silsby's statements at the
time. It later emerged that most of the children had parents who had allowed
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Laura to take their children on her word that she was setting up a children's
home over the border and the children would receive food and care and a good
education and could receive visits. The parents said yes because such was the
plight after the earthquake, their children might starve otherwise. And Laura
Silsby and her organisation appeared so angeli, so glowing, so reputable.

BILL CLINTON INTERVENED AND EVERYTHING ‘WENT AWAY’
Laura was leading a team of nine other men and
women, all claiming to be part of a US Baptist
church ministry team called New Life Children's
Refuge. The coach carrying Laura and colleagues
plus children was stopped at the border by the
Haitian authorities and Laura wasn't able to
provide any identification papers or permissions
to be transporting the children. Neither could
Laura provide any paperwork or evidence for
any children's home being managed by NLCR.
Laura Silsby was charged with child trafficking whilst the nine others (none of
whom were ever named) were hurriedly (and most unusually) flown out of Haiti
by a hurriedly-arranged government transport plane. Facing a long prison term
for child trafficking, Bill Clinton intervened in Laura's case and overnight,
everything just sort of ‘went away’. The charges were reduced to 'organising
illegal travel' and Laura served just six months.
During the investigation, it emerged that three days prior to her arrest, Laura
had tried to smuggle a different group of 40 children over the border into the
Dominican Republic but was turned away because of lack of paperwork.
A month later, Laura's legal advisor American-Dominican Jorge Torres Puello
was arrested and charged with child trafficking. Puello was wanted in the US,
El Salvador and Costa Rica in connection with trafficking Haitian and Central
American children. His wife was already in prison awaiting charges of sexual
exploitation of minors and women.
Because the trafficking charges were dropped against Laura, one is only legally
allowed to say 'it was suspected' the children were set to be distributed across
elite US pedophile networks. However, the Clinton/Silsby trafficking/pedophile
connections become much clearer in this thread posted by Charles Hazard. Once
released, Laura Silsby changed her name to Laura Gayler, and quite
unbelievably, was offered a position at AlertSense, a company providing
software to raise alerts on missing children. You couldn't make it up!
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At around the same time, anti-trafficking campaigner Monica Peterson had
travelled to Haiti convinced the Clintons and Laura Silsby were central to the
whole trafficking complex in Haiti and also in other countries. Monica started
out as a research intern at the Laboratory to Combat Human Trafficking, she was
a Research Fellow and Assistant Director at the Human Trafficking Centre and
she also worked for the Colorado Human Trafficking Council on the Data &
Research Task Force team. Monica began to piece together information on the
Clintons and flew out to Haiti. Naively or bravely maybe, Monica began posting
to friends on facebook about her suspicions about the Clinton connection to
child trafficking. Soon after, Monica was found hanging in her apartment. Her
body has never been returned to her parents. Monica's parents and friends all
believe Monica was murdered. Read about it here in The Cost of Courage. And
another source here. Alternatively, don’t bother researching any of this for
yourself. Simply trust The Washington Post fact checker site. WP fact checker
Glen Kessler rates 'suspicious' stories between one and four Pinocchios, four
being utter lies. Kessler has done all of our research for us on the Monica
Peterson story and found it all a stupid conspiracy and awarded the story the
full four Pinocchios!

ANOTHER SOLD OUT, SOULED OUT POLE DANCER
And just a reminder of the importance of due diligence when wearing pink, who
is Glen Kessler? Glen 'fact checker' Kessler has worked for many years as
a reporter in high political circles and is also a member of the Council on Foreign
Relations. His membership of this 'club' immediately invalidates any standing he
might have as a fact-checker on ANY world leader. Andrew Gavin Marshall has
researched CFR extensively and includes this paragraph in his book on the
organisation. ‘CFR is the ultimate networking and socializing institution among
the American elite. The influence of CFR is unparalleled among other think tanks.
One study revealed that between 1945 and 1972, roughly 45% of the top foreign
policy officials who served in the United States government were also members
of the Council, leading one prominent member to once state that membership in
the Council is essentially a ‘rite of passage’ for being a member of the foreign
policy establishment. One Council member, Theodore White, explained that the
Council’s roster of members has for a generation, under Republican and
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Democratic administrations alike, been the chief recruiting ground for Cabinetlevel officials in Washington.’
Glen Kessler is another sold out, souled out pole dancer for the kings. And while
we’re on the subject of CFR, this organisation has just announced a flagship online health magazine called Think Global Health. Its ethos follows the same
luciferian agenda as all other elite philanthropic institutes, its pages filled with
vaccine and ‘family planning’ initiatives plus the same overt interest in the
health of girls and young women. Its Contraceptive Security Indicator tells us all
we need to know. Says one of its linked pages, ‘Most countries have
a contraceptive security committee that includes representatives from the
Ministry of Health, the public and private sector, and major donors (like USAID
and UNFPA). These play an important technical and political role by coordinating stake-holders and demonstrating a country’s commitment toward
sustained national contraceptive security.’
Go fill the earth says God. Go deplete the earth says lucifer, and as we deplete
God's stock, we'll also do our best to ‘look after our own’ as we go about our
business, says luciferian CFR.

THE FAKE NEWS! FURORE SUDDENLY ERUPTED
Monica Peterson joins a long list of people who have either been involved
directly with the Clintons or have been investigating them and who have met an
untimely end. The list makes for chilling reading. I include just two from that list
here, and with none of this information to be found anywhere in any
mainstream rag.
In 2013, and as a result of his charity work with children, Fast and Furious star
Paul Walker was set to reveal details of the Podesta ring. Before he could give
testimony, his car exploded killing him and his passenger.
In 2018, journalist Jenny Moore was about to go public with the testimony of a
27yr old man ‘X’ who was prepared to go to court to give evidence that Bill
Clinton had raped him aged 8 and had also ‘pimped him out’ to elite sex parties.
According to ‘X’, he was raped by Clinton on a yacht in a satanic ceremony. He
has also told the authorities he knows the identities of other child victims
subjected to identical abuse. ‘X’ also confirmed he witnessed other children and
adults being sexually and physically abused and worse on numerous ‘boat
parties’. These parties were attended by the elite political class, according to
Moore and ‘X’.
And these other children, now adults, were also waiting to tell their stories and
Jenny had filed these other claims with the Department of Homeland Security
and also with the FBI. A short while later, Jenny was found dead in a hotel room
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in Washington DC having
‘suffered a seizure’. Preliminary
police reports confirmed her
death was not suicide.
Unsurprisingly, 'X' initially
backed off from pursuing his
allegations, but has plucked up
the courage once more, and his
story is here for those
interested. And once again, if
these stories were one-offs,
there might be more room to
put these allegations down to
vendetta and vivid imagination.
But they're not. Children
everywhere are repeating the
same stories of grooming and
sexual abuse and including the
same horrific details as well as
the same names.
Back to the Clinton child trafficking connections, and just as the Laura Silsby
horrors were resurfacing and could no longer be ‘managed’ within the
Podesta/Clinton safe circle of debate, and with the links to many other high
profile names emerging, FAKE NEWS! erupted everywhere and all at once!

A REAL AND PRESENT DANGER TO DEMOCRACY
Just at a time when more and more people were watching the videos online and
reading the articles showing the satanic practices of the people involved in the
Comet Ping Pong pedophile ring, suddenly FAKE NEWS! was being shouted out
across the whole earth! Just as millions of people were looking at the bona-fide
links to some of the superstar satanic art collections and their occult sex parties,
suddenly we were being told about the horrors of FAKE NEWS! Below is a link to
just a few of the 2,000 plus images in the Podesta art collection, and if you do
click, please pray first that God would guard your mind as perhaps for the first
time, you glimpse the true satanic nature of our world leaders and the fetid
tombs they inhabit. Please explain why ANYBODY would want ANY of these
'works of art' hanging in their house of featuring on their instagram page, unless
that person was depraved beyond imagining.
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John Podesta's 'good friend' is
Marina Abramovitch who is
famed
for
her
politician/Hollywood
'spiritcooking' parties. Right, we see
Marina on the front cover of
Dust Magazine posing with
a child. Here she is on the front
cover of Vogue with a young
girl. And check out this spirit
cooking link if you have the
stomach for it. Take it from me,
it's from the pit. And so, just as
ALL OF THIS heinous activity
was about to spill out all over
the place, suddenly the kings of
the earth, harlot gootube and
harlot Madame Mainstream
introduced the whole earth to
the idea of FAKE NEWS!
What a genius intervention! The plan was simple. Overnight and across the
world, introduce and cement into the public psyche the idea of FAKE NEWS! and
lead with the idea of it being a real and present danger to democracy. We need
trusted sources of news, said the kings, not these FAKE NEWS! outlets leading
with all of this pizza nonsense.
Of course, there are the wackadoodle sites out there whose trash stories and
conspiracy uploads are laughable and often quite frankly insane and ripe for
posting under FAKE NEWS! But if we could just spend a minute here on freedom
of speech, because the last I heard, I don't need protecting from anything that
ANYBODY says! Freedom of speech means just that - FREEDOM OF SPEECH! And
in a free society where people own their own minds, we shouldn't need
ANYBODY to protect us from ANY information we might read or watch, EVER!
That most succinct defence of freedom of speech comes to mind at this point,
‘I disagree with what you say but I’ll defend to death your right to say it.’ Anon.

CANCEL CULTURE REIGNS SUPREME
So, let the people post. Let the sane and the insane post whatever they want,
and maybe people think I'm insane. SO WHAT! Post and be damned! Let each
person be responsible for their content and let the people decide for
themselves. This is after all what freedom of speech and democracy actually
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means, isn't it? The rider of course is that all of us will be accountable before
God for what we’ve posted, but all the while there's breath in his body, the
dissenter will defend ANYBODY'S right to post their opinions on a matter, no
matter how wacky or weird the post might appear.
And when I say post any opinion, my rules for my posts are that I aim always to
post content that would not clash with the Holy Spirit or which strays into the
exploitative. I've slipped in some of my 'less than loving' gootube comments
sometimes, and there's also such a thing as age appropriate content to consider
when you're a content poster (not that gootube cares one iota about age
appropriate material these days).
But you won't ever
find me complaining
to any individual or
body they shouldn't
post this or that! Far
better to have a
public conversation
about it with the
original poster and let
the chips fall where
they may.
Again, each of us is responsible for our own minds, and we are all adults, and
watching a fully grown man or woman demanding their safe space is
cringeworthy to the point of blood-curdling sometimes, haha!
All dissenters will have experienced for themselves the sharp rise in cancel
culture in one form or another - the clamping down on the public airing of any
views deemed unsafe by whatever decision-makers, either because the
dissenter's views rock too many 'respected' boats or through fear of what fellow
man might think. Nick Cave from The Bad Seeds said this of cancel culture,
‘Cancel culture's refusal to engage with uncomfortable ideas has an asphyxiating
effect on the creative soul of a society. Creativity is an act of love that can knock
up against our most foundational beliefs, and in doing so brings forth fresh ways
of seeing the world. A force that finds its meaning in the cancellation of these
difficult ideas hampers the creative spirit of a society and strikes at the complex
and diverse nature of its culture.’
Thanks, Nick, there's certainly a sermon in that! Just as we're seeing university
deans wet their pants over the political views of visiting speakers and cancelling
their platform at short notice, the same cancel culture is rife across church
universal too. Nothing contentious must be heard coming from the Church Of
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Good Standing. COGS cannot be seen to be raising her head above the parapet.
Yet it was Gamaliel in Acts who told the council to leave God's people to speak
and to be cautious in suppressing their voices, 'In the present case I advise you:
Leave these men alone! Let them go! For if their purpose or activity is of human
origin, it will fail. But if it is from God, you will not be able to stop these men; you
will only find yourselves fighting against God.' Acts5:34
Yes, church leaders have to lead responsibly, and they can't allow any old voice
to just stand up and start spouting off! But God's dissenters would say that so
many times in church, asphyxiating cancel culture only fights what the Spirit of
God wants to do and say. And because what God wants to do or say might
threaten church status quo, we forget about Gamaliel's wise benchmark, and
God's Holy Spirit is cancelled at the door. But as God's dissenters are shut down
in their churches, so God’s Grace must abound in even greater measure because
unity in the Body of Christ is paramount!
And so, as cancel culture cancels and as gootube continues to remove and
'copyright strike' so many links and videos exposing government corruption (for
the good of the people and our protection, of course, says gootube), and as old
church hushes and shushes contray opinions for fear of what man might think,
dissenters say that just as we might catch the last orange flicker of the setting
sun, so too we are waving goodbye to beautiful freedom of speech.
Back to the FAKE NEWS! furore, and all the kings needed to do to set the FAKE
NEWS! ball rolling and have everybody believe FAKE NEWS! was a terrible
scourge across the earth was to provide a few obvious examples of wackadoodle
FAKE NEWS! to Madame Mainstream, have her broadcast those examples
incessantly, wait a short while, and with the idea of pernicious FAKE NEWS! now
rooted firmly in the public mind, gradually introduce interviews with the key
suspects involved in the Podesta pedophile ring, and in those interviews, simply
shelter these evil men and women and all their evil crimes under the umbrella
of FAKE NEWS! And heartbreakingly, this is EXACTLY what happened.

HOW UNIMAGINABLY AWFUL IT MUST HAVE BEEN FOR THEM
And so, with everybody seeing for themselves how these 'brave' people willingly
came forward to face their TV audiences, the monsters simply laughed as all of
their perverted activities were written off by Madame Mainstream and by us as
FAKE NEWS! Most people simply roll their eyes now at the mention of Pizzagate,
believing that ANYBODY who utters the words elite and pedophilia and pizza and
gate in the same sentence has been brainwashed by FAKE NEWS! when in fact
the opposite is true. The mockers are the brainwashed ones. Whatever you
think, think opposite!
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And what a good job the kings of the earth have done in this regard, it's been
admirable to watch, almost, if it wasn't all so inherently evil. UK Channel 4 News
did a week special on FAKE NEWS! The comments section on this 40 second intro
by Jon Snow say it all. Here's just one: '99% of the mainstream media is fake
news and always has been. Owned and controlled by the global corporate elite
to keep the masses in ignorance of their economic and spiritual slavery.' So, it's
not just me then, woohoo!
UK Ch4 News presenters Krishnan Guramurthi and Jon Snow did a sterling job of
looking ashen-faced as they discussed with their high profile pedophile and
pedo-protector guests over several nights how unimaginably awful it must have
been for them to be accused of such terrible crimes against children.
What a shame though that NOT ONCE in their interviews did those fawning ch4
presenters or any subsequent 'investigative' mainstream interviewer on ANY
mainstream media news channel ask ANY questions of their guests about the
well-documented sex parties or the recognised pedophilia symbolism or
obscene art collections on the walls around their houses or the naked and/or
half-dressed children on their social media accounts. There's nothing to see
here, said Madame Mainstream. Pole-dancing Rolling Stone Magazine hack
Andy Kroll supplies us with the typical editorial at the time, 'Podesta is easily
forgiven for having little time for his tormentors. Since 2016, he has been the
victim of a deranged and viral conspiracy theory known as Pizzagate. The theory
- which has its roots in the emails stolen from his personal account by Russian
hackers and dumped online by WikiLeaks - claimed that Podesta was a pedophile
and that he, Hillary Clinton and a Washington, DC restaurateur named James
Alefantis ran a child sex-trafficking ring from the basement of Alefantis’ pizzeria,
Comet Ping Pong.
On its face, Pizzagate was insane, with zero basis in reality. Yet in the frenzied
days after Donald Trump’s election, it caught fire on social media platforms
including Twitter, YouTube, Reddit and 4Chan, metastasizing into a story so
twisted and bizarre that it radicalized online trolls and traumatized others who,
through no fault of their own, had gotten sucked into the conspiracy.'
Plus acres more of almost identical column-inches across Madame Mainstream.
And look! We've got metastasizing and radicalized in the same sentence! And in
a few minutes, we'll look at a few of the more favoured buzzwords and phrases
used by the presstitutes to paint a picture of just how mad we would have to be
to believe for a second any of this elite pedo nonsense. James Alefantis is on the
GQ list of the 50 most powerful people in Washington. A good friend of the
Clintons and John Podesta, James Alefantis is another key player in the Pizzagate
horror. This link takes us to his archived instagram images.
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Above, we see another image from James Alefantis' instagram page showing
a young man wearing a t-shirt spelling out a 'playful' French translation of his
name, I love children. My friend, this is occult mockery in plain sight.

IT’S ALL A FANTASY, OUR CHILDREN ARE SAFE, IT'S ALL FAKE NEWS!
And so, with ALL of this perverted imagery in the public domain, here is ABC
darling and beautiful lady-in-waiting Megyn Kelly interviewing James Alefantis
on how horrible it must have been for him over the last few weeks having to
deal with all of these 'bizarre allegations'. Megyn Kelly will know full well her
guest is involved in pedophilia to the hilt which makes her equally culpable.
Megyn and James Alefantis assure us we're not to
worry about the picture Alefantis posted on his
instagram page of a four year old girl with her hands
taped down to the table. That little girl is his godchild FOR GOODNESS' SAKE! That was all just a silly
little game! And anyway, what's weird about a fullygrown man uploading a picture to his instagram
account of a little girl with her hands taped down
onto a table! Lots of well-adjusted men take similar
pictures and upload them. It’s fun! And it’s art!
You're the weird one for thinking it's weird!
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Below, we see one of many memes circulating at the time calling out the
networks for their pedo-protectionism. No awkward questions from beautiful
lady-in-waiting Megyn Kelly, just sympathy all round. Elite paedophilia does not
exist, it's all a fantasy, it's all FAKE NEWS! Thank you Megyn, thank you Jon Snow
and Rolling Stone and 1001 other pole-dancing fact checkers for putting our
minds at rest over these horrible, horrible fairytales, smh.

Here's PizzaBrain based in Philadelphia adopting the same 'playful' approach as
James Alefantis to marketing pizza. And sharing the same building as PizzaBrain,
here's the Little Baby's ice cream range. What are you getting so worked up
about? It's only a bit of fun, it's only an advert! And here's 'a fun video' put
together by the Little Baby's team in 2012, four years before the Pizzagate
scandal came to the fore. Note the pizza imagery on the walls, the pizza flags
they're wearing and the Pizza Butt t-shirt. More occult mockery in plain sight.
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Above, we see an email from Hillary Clinton to Barack Obama suggesting he
quieten down his child sex parties pizza arrangement in the White House. It was
emails such as this that would spark the whole Hillary Clinton 'email hacking'
scandal and subsequently the worldwide overnight FAKE NEWS! fake crisis.
According to the kings and the fact checkers and the beautiful ladies-in-waiting,
evil Russian power-bases had hacked poor Hillary's email account and were
forging these malicious communications. Here's another email letting John
Podesta know that when he arrives there will be children in the pool for further
entertainment.
It was emails such as this which Andy Kroll from Rolling Stone was desperately
telling us had no basis in fact. He did not deny their existence though or that
they'd been sent from from these people's email addresses. There are many
sites detailing these emails and what goes on at these elite parties. OrionLines
is one such site, another is TruthSeeker. Some of the content is so disturbing,
I'm not going to include the links here. Research this area further if you choose.
I name OrionLines and TruthSeeker for research integrity purposes only.
The hacked emails contained many references to fast foods and sauces which
are all code words for their various sexual preferences. Pizza, pasta and hot dogs
are used to describe young boys and girls, prostitutes and male prostitutes, and
with various pizza toppings indicating colour, race, size and age etc, etc. Inviting
each other over for pizza, and asking if you'll be bringing your own pizza tonight
etc, etc, means their satanic communications don't arouse suspicion, until it all
spills out of course, which it is doing, just as God promises us in His Word that it
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will do in the last days. Once the fast food 'coding' had been worked out, these
'fast food' emails were popping up everywhere across elite email chains.
Personally, I don't think it benefits anybody to be drawn down into the Podesta
pedophile rabbit hole too deep. My aim in this section is to give readers the
barest of information for the Spirit of God to speak to you about the depravity
of our world leaders. The information provided so far proves beyond all doubt
such evil men and women exist and that they rule over us.
Keeping the White House pedophile culture alive, here's a younger Joe Biden at
a group photo session. His sexual interest in the children is overtly on show.
Equally sickening in the video though is the response from the parents who smile
and even laugh as Biden's hands wander all over their children. They'll all know
his sexual preferences of course, but they also know if they protest, their
progress down the sick ladder of power will come to a swift end. Already, they're
sacrificing their children on the road to the White House.
With the Podesta case though, and despite the kings' expert ability to 'manage'
these fall-outs, the Comet Ping Pong noise still hasn't gone away, and keeping
it all dampened down has required a constant and concerted effort from
Madame Mainstream. And so let's now take a quick look at a couple of the more
recent attempts by the madame to counter the elite pedo fallout.

A WIDE-EYED, DISTRESSED DONKEY AT THE WINDOW
Here's the New York Times in February
2020 attempting to discredit not just
elite paedophilia but conspiracy tittletattle of any kind. To read the article
requires NYT membership, so read this
excerpt here at Biz Journal. 'Last
month, a German man uploaded
a video to youtube saying ‘invisible
secret societies’ use mind control to
abuse children in underground bunkers.
He later shot and killed nine people in
a suburb of Frankfurt.' Crazed
conspiracy killer Tobias Rathjen (right)
then went back to his apartment, shot
his mother and then himself, allegedly.
The commissioners of such pieces are of course hoping to elicit in readers’ minds
the following response, ‘Just look at this guy chatting his bs about elite
pedophilia. He only went insane and shot nine people! And then he only went
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and shot his mother! And then he only went and shot himself! Well of course he
would! Entirely predictable! He’d have to be unhinged to believe in all that elite
pedo nonsense! An obvious nutter!'
And I kid you not, the UK Daily Mail had the same 'lone gunman' linked to a far
right terrorist cell (always a good one), to the Nazi party (another golden
'factoid'), obsessed with conspiracy theories (a sure-fire insert), obsessed with
aliens (ditto), the moderator of an extremist website (double ditto) plus a 24
page dossier found in his flat containing details on halving the world's
population and a plan to rid the world of all muslims and jews! Thanks Daily
Mail. All this hype in an effort to stop us from dwelling on elite pedophilia for
any length of time.
Of course, no evidence is EVER put
forward in ANY of these reports for the
existence of such 'memberships' or terror
web sites or documents. They could tell us
they'd found anything in Tobias Rathjen's
apartment and who's ever going to
question any of it? And how easy it would
be to construct any of this 'extra
evidence' if so required. The only
'damning clues' I'd have added in to the
fatuous Daily Mail story is a subscription
to Assault Weapons Weekly, a bedside
Jeffrey Dahmer biography with several
blood-curdling paragraphs underlined in
red, and a neighbour reporting a wideeyed, distressed donkey at the window.

PICK A TERROR EVENT AND THINK OPPOSITE
Such 'evidence' is 'found' on average three times a week by our 'counterterrorism' services as they keep us constantly fearful and clamouring to be
protected from 'all the terror' that surrounds us, allegedly. And I say allegedly
because the kings of the earth are adepts at the fake terrorism game. So many
of the terror incidents we've seen on TV in recent years have been ingeniously
faked. That's for a later chapter but to set the scene for now, in the following
link, we see how easy it is for the kings of the earth to contact a crisis cast agency
and hire a lone Pizzagate gunman or lone terrorist plus terrified crowd and act
out some horror on the streets.
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The crisis cast company can also upscale your terror requirements. Looking for
a crazed jihadi van driver? A crazed jihadi truck driver? A convoy of them?
A school shooter plus multiple casualties? Multiple school shooters? You choose
your crazed characters and how you want them to kill and die, and the crisis
company will arrange the lot!
CrisisCast is one of many
companies now who will act out
whatever 'atrocity' wherever in the
world. They supply ALL the actors,
they direct the whole event and
arrange for a convenient 'passerby' to capture particular choice
scenes on their mobile phones.
They then forward the 'terror
footage' to the network of your
choice to have it broadcast across
the earth, in turn deceiving the
whole earth into believing this fake
terror event actually took place.
Fake funerals along with fake
grieving relatives can also be
arranged. It's basically an ITN fake
concentration camp production
only on a much larger scale.
Top, we see a school reception area littered with bodies acting out a school
shooting. Above, we see one of the crisis actor 'casualties' being crisis actor
'comforted'. Yes, real terrorism exists but would you know the difference if these
pictures were beamed into your front room and reported as a real live terror
event? No we would NOT! We've been duped loads of times already!
And because Smoke and Mirrors is all about revealing the deeper deceptions in
our midst, we'll be looking at a few of the more famous ‘terror incidents’ brought
down upon us in recent years, and boy, is that going to turn your world view on
terror upside down! We can play 'pick the terror event' if you like. The rules are
simple. Pick a terror event and think opposite.
We'll also look at why the kings go to the lengths they do to fake all of this terror.
As always, it's about implementing further Big Brother control. And just like fake
King Kong, they'll do anything to keep their fake terror narratives as real as they
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can and to the forefront of our minds. The world truly is a stage, my friend. We
are SURROUNDED by deceit!

THE TERRIFYING POWER OF CONSPIRACY THEORIES
So here's a simple test to see how acclimatised you are now to mainstream fake
terror content. Included below is another mainstream piece doing its best to
minimise the ever-leaking Podesta/Clinton Pizzagate news. The report accents
on the same predictable concerns, namely that for all our sakes, this pernicious
FAKE NEWS! must be stopped at all costs! How many damage-limitation words,
sentences and concepts can you spot in the following two paragraphs?
‘It did not go away. The ludicrous theory, known as Pizzagate was picked up and
propagated by infamous conspiracy monger Alex Jones and disseminated on
facebook and twitter. Prank callers issued death threats. And then, on 4th
December 2016, Edgar Welch, a 28-year-old man from North Carolina convinced
from online forums he had to find the children himself, entered the pizzeria with
an AR-15.
No one was hurt and Welch was arrested but the episode underscored the
terrifying power of conspiracy theories and fake news articles cultivated in
forums such as reddit and 4chan and propagated by facebook and twitter, to
metastasize offline with dire consequences. Brian Stelter, host of CNN's ‘Reliable
Sources’ and an executive producer of ‘After Truth’, told the Guardian, ‘It shows
how average Americans can be radicalized by insane content on the internet and
can be motivated to get in a car with a gun and go confront people at a pizzeria.’
And whilst we're all picking ourselves up from off the floor after reading 'CNN'
and 'Reliable Sources' and 'After Truth' all in the same sentence, here's my list
of the pet key words and phrases I could find in this article:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ludicrous theory known as Pizzagate
infamous conspiracy monger
disseminated
entered with an AR-15
the terrifying power of conspiracy theories and fake news
cultivated
propagated
metastasize offline (cancerous spread)
dire consequences
radicalised by insane content - the key phrase the kings needed inserting
motivated to get in a car with a gun
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And so, the dissenter will read this piece and will immediately surmise the
following: in order to arrange this whole contrived event (if indeed, it happened
at all), some pole-dancing secretary to some king of the earth makes an
untraceable call to some paid arranger. ‘We have another situation. It's gotten
a bit noisy down at the pizza parlour, they've been at the little boys again, and
it needs to go away. You know the drill. We need a a no-hope crack head, offer
him $1,000. He needs to walk into Comet Ping Pong waving a gun and shouting.
No casualties, just let off a few rounds. Have a 'passer-by' capture it all on film.
Gun, money and address in the usual locker. Leave the rest to us. Don't let us
down, dearie.'

OF COURSE THIS ELITE PIZZAPHILIA IS NONSENSE!
Such plots are ten a penny on Netflix and Amazon Prime but somehow we don't
quite believe these staged events actually happen in real life. Of course such evil
people exist who arrange such 'incidents' for cash. And if the situation requires
it, of course they will 'terminate with extreme prejudice' for a little bit more
cash. The whistle-blower list tells us all we need to know about 'the arrangers'.
And again, all of this information included here is not some directionless
meander from the core c19 message. Far from it! Those who meander are not
always lost. These deviations are included so we might become acclimatised to
the kings' evil deceits as opposed to being anaesthetised by them.
Recognising these deceits at work helps us to understand how easily Madame
Mainstream has been shaping our response to the whole King Kong Korona
pantomime. Once again, a big shout-out to Jim Morrison of the Doors who told
us, 'Those who control the media control the mind.' And to Barbera Kruger right
at the beginning of Smoke and Mirrors who tells us she reads and watches the
news, ‘to find out what everybody else is looking at and believing, if only because
that's how consensus is constructed.' What a line, and so true!
Once we cross the dissenter line and accept in our hearts how the kings of the
earth truly operate, suddenly we see these damage-limitation news items
everywhere, and we are forced again to admire how artfully the kings of the
earth and Madame Mainstream can have us believe fairytale fakery as fact. Of
course elite pizzaphilia is nonsense! Of course our leaders aren't secretly abusing
children! Of course c19 is infectious! Please take a lateral flow test before
coming round. Wake up o church, wake up o people!

PLEASE TRY TO IMAGINE THE MINDSET
To combat the initial allegations against the Clintons of child trafficking and
satanic ritual abuse, it was important the world heard from Hillary Clinton - the
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woman at the centre of it all. And so, here's Hillary warning us of the dangers
that FAKE NEWS! poses to democracy.
Unfortunately, at the same time as Hillary was calling out for truth to prevail
(smh), dissenters were listening to a radio interview from the early 1980s in
which Hillary Clinton (then Hillary Rodham) recounts how as a young attorney in
the mid-1970s she defended a 41 year old man who'd been accused of raping
a 12yr old girl. The girl was pulled into the back of the man's car and suffered so
badly, she would never be able to have children. Her horror story is here.
Hillary (right) knew the accused was
guilty, yet on tape she can be heard
laughing repeatedly and saying how
his passing the lie detector test had
destroyed her faith in lie detectors.
Knowing the defendant was guilty,
Hillary accused the girl in court of
making up the story, fantasising
about being raped and wanting the
company of older men.
Hillary Rodham did such a good job, the rapist served just two months. Please
try to imagine the mindset that could defend such a man, knowing he was guilty
and even laughing about it. Is there even a shred of humanity in Hillary Rodham
Clinton? And Hillary Clinton herself is the subject of rape allegations.
Cathy Obrien has written a book called Trance Formation of America detailing
how government mind control experts inculcate children from a young age into
becoming sex slaves to the rich and famous. The book also details how Cathy
was raped by Hillary Clinton. Here's a 1 minute video featuring Hillary Clinton
speaking out passionately for the victims of sexual assault, followed by Cathy
Obrien hinting at the real Hilary Clinton. I can't in good conscience quote from
Cathy's written testimony, it is too revolting, but anybody can soon find more
details online if you've the stomach for it. And if Cathy's story was a one-off, I'd
be exercising a lot more caution in including her experiences here. But Cathy is
one of hundreds of adults all telling a similar story of mind control subjugation,
elite pedophile rings and satanic child sexual abuse, and so many times the same
perpetrator names cropping up.
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The Hillary Clinton rape allegations
haven't made it into Madame
Mainstream proper of course, but
Jesus' prophecy cannot be undone.
ALL of this secret filth WILL be
shouted from the rooftops before
His Glorious Return. Actually, it's
being shouted now.
The same allegations of rape hover over husband Bill Clinton. Particularly
disturbing is the rape of an 8yr old boy during a satanic sex party held on a yacht.
It has also since come to light that Bill Clinton enjoyed stays on Jeffrey Epstein's
now infamous 'child sex island' where the elite fly in on the Lolita Express to
enjoy their illuminati parties and to have sex with underage boys and girls. Bill
Gates too has flown the Lolita. Here's a 2 minute Paul Joseph Watson video
breaking down the PBS interview with a nervous Bill Gates as he tries to justify
his many 'meetings' with Jeffrey Epstein. Paul also discusses the verified
information on the Bill Gates/Jeffrey Epstein connections that PBS did not dare
ask Bill Gates, not least his seat reservation on the Lolita, and a $2M donation
from Bill Gates to one of Epstein's causes. This video has long gone from gootube
of course and is parked up on 153News.
And the 400 page-plus Ghislaine Maxwell 'confessional' is going to be interesting
if ever it makes the light of day. The daughter of British publishing tycoon Robert
Maxwell (who 'fell' off his boat owing £50M-plus, funnily enough), Ghislaine was
Jeffrey Epstein's personal assistant. As of February 2022, she's still alive and in
prison awaiting sentence for procuring young girls for Jeffrey Epstein and
friends. Ghislaine of course knows all the 'friends' who've flown the Lolita and
joined the mile high club. Will she start singing? Will she even be allowed to start
singing? Of course not. Ghislaine will be frightened for her life every second she's
alive. Already, her former personal assistant Emmy Tayler and a key witness in
the case has 'gone missing'.

89.8% TO THE CLINTONS AND CHUMS
Back to the Clintons, and Bill and Hillary's shared history of perversity makes it
far easier to understand the wider concerns over their many 'visits to Haiti' and
their close association with Laura Silsby 'monitoring' the dazed children as they
picked their way through the earthquake rubble.
Aside from the Clinton child trafficking links, there is also the story of the missing
$billions set aside for the 2010 Haiti earthquake relief fund. $6B of foreign
investment had been raised to 'help get Haiti back on its feet'. The spending of
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this money was overseen by Bill Clinton who was appointed co-chair of the
Interim Haiti Recovery Program. Out of that $6B, $580M went to the Haitian
government, $32.6M went to Haitian organisations on the ground leaving
approximately $5.4B which disappeared into the pockets of the Clintons, their
private contractor friends and the UN. Percentage-wise, that's 0.53% to the
locals, 9.67% to the Haitian government and 89.8% to the Clintons and chums.
The only thing to show for the $6b is a new power station and the 600 acre
Caracol Industrial Park. Both projects are steeped in Clinton evil. Beginning with
the power station, this was trumpeted at the time as a grand, humanitarian
USAID venture, the original plan being to supply thousands of Haitian homes
with electricity. Instead, the power plant was used to supply electricity to the
VCS gold mine - a US consortium granted the first licence in 50 years to mine.
Hilary Clinton's brother Tony Rodham with no background in mining was a senior
VCS board member. His only qualification to sit on the VCS board was as brother
to Hillary and brother-in-law to Bill. The full story of the inhumane Clinton gold
mine can be found here.
Tony who in his time had been a prison guard, a private detective,
a 'repossession officer' an insurance salesman and a failed businessman has
since ‘died'. His 'business dealings' imorting hazel nuts from Georgia Russia had
put 'considerable strain' on family relationships as well as his insider dealings
with the White House which unfortunately spilled outside. He'd successfully
lobbied his brother-in-law (and President at the time) to pardon a couple for
bank fraud but it later came out Tony Rodham had been paid $250,000 by the
couple to 'make it happen'. Reading between the lines, the Tennessean says it
all, 'Hillary Clinton's youngest brother Tony Rodham, who drew headlines
for taking advantage of his Clinton connections in dubious business ventures
ranging from mining to electric cars to importing hazelnuts, has died. Rodham
had numerous financial difficulties, including failed businesses, a string of
shaky investment projects as well as nagging child support payments. Said
Hillary, 'It’s hard to find words. My mind is flooded with memories of him today.
When he walked into a room he’d light it up with laughter. He was kind,
generous, and a wonderful husband to Megan & father to Zach, Simon, & Fiona.
We’ll miss him very much.'
The Terminator couldn't have written a warmer eulogy! All of me wants to
believe I'm reading the words of a bereft sister grieving her brother but I'm
struggling. Cause of death has never been made public. Adding to the suspicious
circumstances, Tony Rodham who knew everything there was to know about
the Clinton child trafficking connections (having accompanied them to Haiti on
numerous occasions) died one week after two more US politicians were found
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murdered in their homes. The two had been closing in on an Arkansas elite child
trafficking network, the home state of the Clintons.
Says this Washington Standard Report on the link, 'Former Arkansas State
Senator Linda Collins-Smith was found shot to death in her home, and the
condition of the body prevented an immediate positive identification, according
to the sheriff. However, it was wrapped in a blanket, indicating she had been
murdered and we know that she had been working against human trafficking in
Arkansas, the former home to Bill and Hillary Clinton, and there’s more to the
story. Linda Collins-Smith believed she was closing in on a child-trafficking ring
working from within the Arkansas state government. A verified source close to
Collins-Smith told CD Media that she was about to go public with incriminating
information on sitting judges in Arkansas who were involved in taking children
from poor women via the Department of Human Services (child protective
services) in Arkansas and selling them to wealthy individuals. The source also
disclosed that Collins-Smith believed the perpetrators were using illegal aliens to
facilitate the crimes which included murdering the mothers of the stolen
children.'
And says the Project Speak site, 'Linda Collins-Smith discovered her husband, an
Arkansas judge, had child pornography on his government laptop. According to
Linda’s research, which she was about to expose, AR Judges could just make
a phone call to receive 'pre-requested' children to be brought to their chambers
to be sexually assaulted. He had the cameras removed from his office at the
courthouse, and would video tape the events on his government laptop. In
addition, Linda had evidence against Hillary Clinton, and was set to testify
against her later that week.' When anybody with connections to the Clintons
dies mysteriously or is murdered in Arkansas, the term is 'arkancided'. The Kill
and Killary kill list is another rabbit hole that takes you across the world and is
probably best avoided. God will bring the pair to Justice.
Onwards to the Caracol Industrial Park, the project cost $300m to build and the
US-led land grab to make way for the park saw the forcible removal of hundreds
of farmers from prime agricultural land that locals had relied upon for decades
to feed themselves. The land was producing 1,400 metric tons of food a year,
and then one day, the farmers woke to find the entire area fenced off. Said one
farmer, 'I’ve farmed my land for 21 years and was then forced to leave for the
construction of this park. I grew black beans, cassava, corn, peanuts and
bananas on my land and raised all of my children because of that land. I would
hire 100 seasonal workers during our planting seasons…Now that I’ve lost my
land, I don’t have a penny.' Another elderly farmer near Caracol, Robert
Ettienne, told Haiti Grassroots Watch ‘The first week of January, tractors moved
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across all this area and broke down everyone’s
fences. Thieves and animals followed, and our crops
were gone.’ And the farmers who were promised
compensation still haven't been paid a penny. Right,
we see Marie Rocksaint protesting her forcible
removal from the land she had been farming for 22
years. Says the ActionAid site, 'The US State
Department’s own projections said that 65,000
jobs would be provided at the park, but 5 years
after the earthquake, the park is only employing
4,500 people - most earning the minimum wage
of US$5 a day. Far less than what’s needed to
feed a family and meet their other daily needs.'

THIS IS WHY THE CLINTONS ARE HATED IN HAITI
Today, Caracol stands 3/4 empty. The main employer on site is Korean textile
company Sae-A Trading Co which makes clothes for the so-called 'first world'
including Target, Walmart and Gap Inc. Sae-A donated between $50-$100,000
to the Clinton Foundation in order to get a foot into the park. Its US exports are
valued at approx $900m per annum whilst using Haitian labour at around $5-6
a day. Violence and intimidation against the workers plus sex in exchange for
work is commonplace. Sae-A Trading had already built a terrible reputation in
Guatemala but were allowed to ‘set up shop’ in Haiti anyway.
Alaine (in the doorway right) is a
36 year old worker at Caracol.
She wakes at 4am every day in
order to be at the factory sewing
t-shirts by 7am but usually
cannot afford to eat before
starting her shift. Alaine supports
five family members including
her two sons, ages nine and
three, and hunger is a daily
occurrence in her household.
‘My family usually can eat twice
a day but sometimes just once.’
In the same report, Phillipe working in a garment factory in Port au Prince tells
us, ’With this money we can only pay for our transport and our food. This salary
doesn’t allow us to meet our other needs which are many. The suffering inside
the factories is great and the situation is extremely difficult.’ Watch just two
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minutes here and listen to what the locals think of Caracol and the Clinton ‘help'
they’ve been offered. For stealing their money and stealing their children, this
is why the Clintons are hated in Haiti.
As yet, there are no receipts for the missing
$5.4B and Haiti remains in abject poverty.
Everybody in Haiti and everybody in Congress
knows the Clintons have stolen that money. A
US Government Accountability Office report
discovered no wrongdoing on behalf of the
Clintons but concluded the IHRC's decisions
were 'not necessarily aligned with Haitian
priorities'.
That's a lot of gold you've stored away, Bill and
Hillary! But here's something for you to note.
Here's Ezekiel prophesying what the rich will
be doing with their ill-gotten gains on that
Great Day of The Lord. 'They cast their silver
into the streets, and their gold is like an
unclean thing. Their silver and gold are not
able to deliver them in the day of the wrath of
the Lord. They cannot satisfy their hunger or
fill their stomachs with it. For it was the
stumbling block of their iniquity.' Ez7:19
Right, we see a picture taken from a website
protesting Hillary Clinton's decision in 2009 to
cut the Haitian minimum wage from 61 cents
a day back down to 31 cents after garment
manufacturers Levi Strauss and Hanes
International lobbied the US government
saying how unfair it was. The increase would
have cost Hanes $1.6m and Levi similar. Hanes
profits were more than 100 x that in 2015. It is
as God says, 'Behold, the wages of the
labourers who mowed your fields, which you
kept back by fraud, are crying out against you,
and the cries of the harvesters have reached
the ears of the Lord of Hosts.' James5:4
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WE NEED TO PAY A QUICK VISIT TO WESTMINSTER
We can leave the Clintons now, but please believe me when I say I could have
chosen any number of world leaders to showcase this elite evil and fill as many
pages with the exact same connections, and same criminality and perversions.
And it is these same world leaders who are all in up to their necks on the King
Kong Korona deception, as well as many other deeply deceiving lies which we
shall be exposing in Smoke and Mirrors.
We're nearly out of the pedophile darkness but just in case any of us Brits are
comforting ourselves this evil only seems to be happening across the pond, we
need to pay a quick visit to Westminster. And so here now is some more horrible
FAKE NEWS! about former UK Prime Minister Theresa May and in fact the entire
evil Westminster hierarchy. Westminster is another place dissenters visit from
time to time to do what they can to highlight the plight of the children held
captive by the monsters who reside there - our King Kong c19 leaders as it
happens. Everything you're about to read is verifiable and in the public domain
but once again, it's all been kept very quiet. Madame Mainstream isn't ever
going to go anywhere near this one. Melanie Shaw is NEVER going to make the
mainstream news. Melanie who?
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FREE MELANIE SHAW
'So, Melanie’s evidence is therefore crucial for this Inquiry, yet
she has not been allowed to submit her evidence for Theresa
May’s inquiry? Rather odd don’t you think? Melanie’s
evidence started OPERATION DAYBREAK, so why would her
evidence not be crucial for our current Inquiry? Is it because
she has the ability to name members of parliament?'

In early 2016, then-UK Home Secretary Theresa May approved a secret court
hearing to be conducted via video-link to a prison cell (unprecedented in UK law)
where a woman called Melanie Shaw was being held with no lawful charge
against her. With no press or members of the public allowed inside and with
Melanie denied any legal representation, the judge ruled Melanie be detained
indefinitely. The actual 'crime' Melanie committed which put her behind bars
was to go to Nottingham Social Services in late 2011 to report she had been
raped by one of the members of staff in the basement of Beechwood - the
children's home where she had been placed in the mid-1980s. The man would
put on a Freddie Kruger mask. She had also witnessed boys being raped in the
same manner, and also murdered and buried in the garden.
But even more important to the authorities than that, in her report to Social
Services, Melanie said staff members would arrange for children in the home
(mainly boys) to be driven by minibus to London to be abused at various elite
sex parties and she had a list of Westminster VIPs who had been involved. Please
only click on this link to Melanie being interviewed if you pray first that God
would help you to listen to what you hear.
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After four years of going to Social Services and the police and with NIL progress
being made on any of her claims, Melanie realised that all she was experiencing
was increasing levels of intimidation, all of which has been documented by
Melanie and her supporters. Melanie finally snapped and told the police this
was a huge cover-up. She accused them of protecting these powerful politicians
and if nothing was done about it RIGHT AWAY, she was going to blow the lid on
the whole sordid affair.

LET NOBODY MINIMISE HOW TERRIFYING
And so, in their attempts to silence Melanie, Nottinghamshire police first tried
to frame Melanie for various offences but were so incompetent that one
‘witness’ they put forward to one of her 'offences' was a social worker called
Norma Norton who had actually died two years prior to 'witnessing' Melanie's
alleged offence. This all came to light after Melanie found Norma Norton's
gravestone and posted pictures of it on her facebook page to prove it.
Now faced with the possibility of being exposed for lying about a false, dead
witness in order to help protect a ring of high-profile Westminster pedophiles,
Nottinghamshire Police and the elite decided the only way to 'solve' this
problem was to put Melanie behind bars. It was this run of circumstances which
led to the first of its kind jail cell secret court case. Knowing full well the injustice
of it all and knowing the exact reasons why Melanie Shaw was being detained
indefinitely, Home Secretary Theresa May signed off all the paperwork. She did
this purely to protect her pervert chums. And she has a long history of protecting
the perverted.
Here's Theresa May's 'top civil servant' Mark Sedwill reporting to some toothless
commission in 2014 on how 114 files on the Westminster pedophiles 'went
missing' and unfortunately were likely destroyed. And Mark Sedwill tells us he
didn't even know the any of the names in the files because he didn't look in any
of the files! As if anybody believes that!
And did you notice how the suggestion he didn't know any names in the files
was helpfully put forward by the commission chairman? Theresa May did
however promise the House she would be working with the 'utmost vigour and
transparency' to get to the truth of Westminster pedophilia.
As it stands right now though, none of this Melanie Shaw stuff happened. And
Westminster pedophilia? What sort of fantasy is that! A ridiculous notion! It’s
all just FAKE NEWS! And all dreamt up by a crazy single mother with a proven
history of drug problems. Except Nottinghamshire police have received 300 +
testimonies from people who underwent horrific sexual abuse in children's
homes across Nottinghamshire. Here's actress Samantha Moreton who was at
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Beechwood at the same time as Melanie. And here's Richard Kerr who suffered
as a child at the hands of the British establishment.
And yes, Melanie has had a drug problem,
and a defendant's 'drug problem' is always
the loophole for these vile perpetrators. But
who could blame these children trapped in
adult bodies for trying ANY drug if it helps,
even momentarily, to blank out the horrors
inflicted upon them by these monsters? How
would you deal with the vivid memory of
being raped by a man in a Freddie Kruger
mask? Here's a short facebook post from
Melanie
responding
to
somebody
questioning her whole testimony because of
her former drug use.
Melanie's post tells us she'd been in care
from birth and that she'd been sexually
abused throughout her time in care. Her very
earliest memories were only abuse. And for
her whistle-blowing she'd now lost her son,
her home and her freedom.
And the scores of negative comments she receives you can tell are mostly from
professional trollers. Troll - meaning: deliberately trying to upset them or start
an argument, especially by posting offensive or unkind comments. Trolling the
whistle-blowers is a paid pastime. The accused will hire trollers who will do all
they can to discredit their accusers online. Says this ScreenShot article,
'Professional trolling can be summed up as the coordinated efforts to spread
online ‘disinformation’ - a subset of misinformation that is deliberately
deceptive and misleading. The practice essentially offers governments,
political parties and tech firms a fast and cheap way to weaken their rivals.
This is done by exclusively employing people to carry out such trolling
activities.'
And the watchmen would all cry out, wake up oh church, wake up oh people!
The monsters inflicting this cruelty on our children are the same people-hating
government leaders we're praying for right now to guide us through the c19
crisis. And we trust our future to them?
Of course we are to pray for our political leaders, but we need to be praying in
Spirit and in Truth, and for the TRUE strongholds to be broken. First and
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foremost we need to be praying battle prayers against the satanic evil set in
place over Westminster, and set in place over EVERY country's government.
And it isn't as if we can fix all of this evil. Of course we can't. Only a huge turning
away from sin and repentance will begin to reverse this darkness, that or
a Miraculous Move of God. The purpose of this chapter is simply about us
realising we must let go of our benevolent thinking towards our world leaders
and stepping into the real world. Our leaders are evil to the core.

NO EVIDENCE OF A COORDINATED PAEDOPHILE RING
And right on cue, the £118m enquiry launched by Theresa May into Westminster
pedophilia concluded in Feb 2020. Said the UK Daily Mail, 'The report found no
evidence of a coordinated 'paedophile ring' in Westminster, following claims by
fantasist Carl Beech of its existence, and also stated there was no proof such a
network was covered up by security services or police.'
Here's senior Tory government aide Kate Perrior admitting recently that
government whips keep tabs on MPs' varied and distasteful sexual preferences
which is then used against them. 'The information is held by the whips to make
sure that MPs know that other people within the party know exactly what
they’ve been up to, and that behaviour either is not acceptable, or it will be used
against them - you will vote in a certain way or we'll tell your wife exactly what
you’ve been up to.'
Whips, chains, paddles, boys and girls, it's all on video somewhere. It's just
another evil day in the evil Westminster control room. Cambridge Analytica is
one such company who has admitted they secretly film politicians carrying out
whatever sexual acts for blackmail purposes. And here's Theresa May again who
can't quite recall the THREE SPECIFIC OCCASIONS she was questioned by Labour
MP Lisa Nandy over this depraved form of MP blackmail and that it should cease
immediately.
At the time of writing, Melanie is still in Rampton where she is often kept in
isolation and where she fears for her life because of what she knows. And please
let's not kid ourselves that when Melanie tells us she fears for her life that this
is some fleeting fantasy. Absolutely, Melanie is in danger of 'slipping in the
shower' or 'over-exerting' in the prison gym. Can we please stop with the
naivety. There isn't the time.
And likewise, please let's not kid ourselves with the idea we hear so often that
the few morally upright politicians across Westminster will be able to effect
some good in their immediate circle of influence. They need to get out while
they can. ALL MPs right across the House know about the pedophilia within their
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ranks, and if he or she says or does nothing as the children suffer, those MPs, no
matter how nice or hard-working or 'for the people' etc, etc, have innocent
blood on their hands and are guilty by default.
EVERYWHERE across Westminster is dark and tight and airless. At ALL levels, her
inhabitants lead a dark and/or compromised life. All MPs who wish to progress
downwards towards the higher echelons of our satanic governments know they
have no choice but to turn a blind eye to all the perversions they witness on the
way down. And so, all the while our 'Westminster christians' attend their inhouse prayer meetings but say and do nothing about the gross King Kong
deception, say and do nothing about Westminster pedophilia as well as all the
other stinking evils in the House, then is our God going to listen to their prayers?
Isn't the same stink also reaching Heaven?
Says our God in Isaiah, 'Behold, the LORD's hand is not shortened, that it cannot
save, or his ear dull, that it cannot hear. But your iniquities have made
a separation between you and your God, and your sins have hidden His face from
you so that He does not hear. For your hands are defiled with blood and your
fingers with iniquity. Your lips have spoken lies, your tongue mutters wickedness.
No one enters suit justly, no one goes to law honestly, they rely on empty pleas,
they speak lies, they conceive mischief and give birth to iniquity. They hatch
adders' eggs, they weave the spider's web. He who eats their eggs dies and from
one that is crushed a viper is hatched. Their webs will not serve as clothing, men
will not cover themselves with what they make. Their works are works of iniquity,
and deeds of violence are in their hands. Their feet run to evil, and they are swift
to shed innocent blood. Their thoughts are thoughts of iniquity, desolation and
destruction are in their highways. The way of peace they do not know, and there
is no justice in their paths. They have made their roads crooked, no one who
treads on them knows peace. Therefore justice is far from us, nor does
righteousness overtake us; We look for light, but there is darkness! For
brightness, but we walk in blackness! We grope for the wall like the blind, and
we grope as if we had no eyes. We stumble at noonday as at twilight, we are as
dead men in desolate places.' Is59:1-10
Yes Lord! Dead men in desolate places and separated from You by their perverse
evil. And if you're reading this and you've been involved in the Korona darkness
or in the child sexual abuse darkness or whatever darkness, and if your role
particularly has been to help cover up any of these evils, then may you cease
your evil and seek God's Forgiveness while His Hand is still extended. Yes, the
dangers of speaking out will be real for you and maybe you can't, you don't want
to be another politician dying in some freak gardening accident. But if you
repent, our God will certainly show you how you can do your bit for Him in
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whatever darkness. Seriously though, I'd get out while you still can. Get a job at
the local garden centre, you'll certainly sleep better.
Now isn't the time to go into all the people who have 'disappeared' or 'died' as
a result of wanting to blow the whistle on establishment corruption, and
particularly elite pedophilia, but Lord, may the truth come out soon about
popular BBC presenter Jill Dando. Mysteriously shot on her doorstep by some
'deranged' nutter said all the papers, yet no mainstream news outlet ever
mentioned at the time she had compiled a sizeable dossier on BBC and highranking society pedophilia and that she'd shown this dossier to her BBC bosses
who had all shown no interest, and so Jill was now looking to take it further. And
suddenly, she was shot by some deranged nutter. Sound familiar? Says the
Coleman Report, 'If you thought for one minute the BBC is in anyway as it
appears to be, you’re very sadly mistaken. Behind the comforting British TV
façade, lies a paedophile network ,so vast and sordid it literally beggars belief.
Don’t be fooled into thinking Jimmy Savile was a lone pervert stalking the
broadcast centre. He wasn’t. Savile was in fact working as a VIP pimp, procuring
children to be abused and often murdered by Royalty, Government and showbiz
entertainers.'
Please sign up to the Free Melanie Shaw campaign, and please ask our God to
protect her while she's in Rampton. Please pray she is released soon and that
the evil Westminster monsters lording it over us right now are brought to justice.

/////-----------------------/////

IT'S CERTAINLY A HEAVY CHARGE TO LAY ON SOMEBODY
We're out of FAKE NEWS! now, and I'm aware this will have been a sobering few
pages. But once again, praise God for unsafe spaces! And I hope you're sensing
that visiting these places has ultimately been beneficial for you. Our God wants
us FULLY comprehending the depths of our leaders' depravities. Not that we
wallow in it but it is EVERY dissenter’s heart is that in visiting these places, we
are given a TRUE picture of our luciferian leaderships as opposed to the
candyfloss illusion they deceitfully craft for us. Let nobody EVER AGAIN say how
hard it must be for our poor, beleaguered politicians right now. Ugh!
And there's that word luciferian again! I've used it a number of times now to
describe the character and mentality of our leaders. But is this a reasonable term
to use? A tad emotive, perhaps? It's certainly a heavy charge to lay on somebody
before the sight of God. So, let's spend just a minute now defining luciferianism.
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WHAT IS A lUCIFERIAN?
'The devil will get you talking about Heaven until you're
out of breath, but what he really doesn't want you talking
about is The Kingdom of God and its power here and now
on the earth.' Sebastien Richard, Kingdom Fundamentals

Spot on, Sebastien! Have no fear of him with no capital h! And so who is this
lucifer and what is luciferianism? Here is my single sentence summary of the
term distilled from a number of sites on the subject. luciferian - meaning:
someone who reveres lucifer not as the devil or the enemy or dark but as a light
bringer, a guiding spirit, a guardian, a liberator, the personification of wisdom,
the holder of secret wisdom, a destroyer, and even the true god as opposed to
the God of the Bible. Below is a summary of the luciferian's core beliefs as laid
out by The Order of The luciferian Sword. The luciferian:
• admires and venerates the characteristics and personality traits exhibited
by lucifer as represented in the literature and the various Books of the
Hebrew Bible
• models himself on his understanding of the original lucifer - a character
of enlightenment, independence, and progressiveness
• considers himself a member of an elite group of self-determined people
• believes that taboos and social expectations should not hamper him from
achieving his goals
• accepts and delights in the pleasures of the flesh
• believes that wealth is not something to be ashamed of
• has the right to be cruel and wrathful to those who have proven
themselves worthy of being treated in such a way
• lives for the present day and make the most of what is here and now
• celebrate knowledge of all types as the key to enlightenment and
happiness
• believes that knowledge is fluid and subject to revision and change
• is responsible for his own fate
• disagrees with what he sees as subservience to a demanding and
arbitrary God
In summary, the luciferian answers to no-one. Morals and social taboos do not
hinder his decision-making processes. he believes has the right to be cruel
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towards whoever he chooses. he lives for today and he is God in his own eyes.
World-renowned satanist Aleister Crowley described satanism in a similar
manner: 'Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law.' And although the
luciferian would likely recoil at his beliefs and lifestyle being likened to the
satanist's, their values are identical.

lUCIFERIAN IS THE PERFECT TERM
Doing as I please, no matter the human cost is THE WHOLE of my law, says the
luciferian, and the behaviour and decision-making processes of our leaders
described so far in Smoke and Mirrors would seem only to confirm their
luciferian nature. But some might ask at this point, and with good reason, does
evil always need to be spiritually motivated? Couldn't all of the evil we're looking
at here simply be evil on a basic human level? And also, there's no leaders that
I know of who out and out revere lucifer. There's no leader actually bowing
down to him. None that I know of, anyway.
Hmmm. Is that so? And so, what a journey of
surprises this is going to be for you! I won't
get drawn into all right now but in part 2 of
Smoke and Mirrors, we get to see the little
meditation room built into the heart of
United Nations headquarters in New York
and dedicated to lucifer. Did you know that?
The meditation room (right) is managed
principally by the lucis Trust, formerly known
as the lucifer Publishing Company, whose
mission is to have lucifer ruling the earth. Bill
Gates is one of many world leaders who
'resonate' with the core aims of the lucis
Trust as their donations to lucis show.
I'll stop there because we've got all of this to come, and so yes, I'd say luciferian
is the perfect term to describe the UN/Big Pharma/Big Gov vaccine angels
driving the King Kong roadshow. Across all the key industries, we'll see how
there's been a coalescing of luciferian spirit and ideas - a thousand points of
light as George Bush Senior described it in his patriotic speech, covertly referring
to the conspiring groups across the world seeking to come together to build
a one world government. And they've been building their kingdom quietly and
gradually and right under our noses for decades now, and the watchmen would
all say this building work is picking up speed now and the Korona plandemic is
all part of this luciferian building process.
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The luciferians believe they've made a huge step forward in their one world
plans with monster Kong but thank You Lord, we see in Your Word and also here
in Smoke and Mirrors how their luciferian dreams are going to come to nothing
in the end, PRAISE GOD!

HIS TRUTH, NO MATTER HOW BLUNT, ALWAYS HEALS
But it’s not just our sinful leaders our God want to talk to us about, He also wants
to talk to us about sinful you and me, and where we stand before Him. One of
the countless things I love about our God is that He never stops telling us in His
Word how much He loves us, but also the depths of our fallenness before Him
and our need of His Forgiveness. And on this journey to the city, we see as we
continue that we cannot avoid being confronted with just how far we have
fallen. The closer we get to the city, to the heart of darkness, the more it dawns
on us the sin and evil rising up from it is our sin and evil, even those who follow
our God! We realise that ALL OF US have helped to build this sinful, wicked city.
As well as the giants in the city, our fingerprints are all over it too! Looking down
into this city, we realise we're looking down on us! Come out of her, My people,
cries our God! Come out of Her, My people, cry the watchmen too!
Another thing I love about our God is that His
Truth, no matter how blunt, always heals,
whilst lucifer's candyfloss fake truths only ever
keep our wounds festering. And whilst lucifer
would whisper we're not in need of any
forgiveness, we realise on this journey the
reality is very different. Life can deal us
exceptionally heavy blows at times, but always
in life we have the God-given gift of free will.
And so often, the paths we choose separate us
from our God. Our sinful choices creates a God
barrier if you like.
And there's always the annoying preacher and prophet and watchman telling us
this is so before our God. But do we want to hear this? Most times, no, we've
got our fingers in our ears. And so, it is just as God tells us in Genesis 15 where
we read of the sins of the Amorites which had not yet reached their full measure
under God's gaze. The Amorites were warned again and again that Judgment
would be coming for their hard-heartedness and sinful behaviour. And all the
while He was warning them, His Hand of Forgiveness was still outstretched to
them, but still they paid no heed and continued on and on with their wicked
ways until the day their sin had reached its fullness. And then suddenly God's
Righteous Judgment fell upon the Amorites, and all in God's Perfect Timing.
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And likewise today, our God is telling us how much He loves us but His Judgment
IS coming one final time to ALL who inhabit the earth. None shall escape it,
NONE! Just as it was with the Amorites, when our sins have reached their
fullness before Him, and only our God knows when that time will have arrived,
suddenly the skies will roll back and the people of the whole earth will fall on
their faces as we witness our Lord return in Power and Might and Glory. Says
our God in Revelation, 'The Heavens receded like a scroll being rolled up, and
every mountain and island was removed from its place. Then the kings of the
earth, the princes, the generals, the rich, the mighty, and everyone else, both
slave and free, hid in caves and among the rocks of the mountains. They called
to the mountains and the rocks, 'Fall on us and hide us from the face of Him Who
sits on The Throne and from the wrath of the Lamb! For the great day of their
wrath has come, and who can withstand it?' Rev 6:14-17

ON THAT VERY DAY, HIS PLANS PERISH
Who can withstand it? That's a good question. Those who can withstand it will
be those who have confessed their sins before Jesus and proclaimed Him as
Lord. They will be the ones standing without fear on that Great Day! But to all
those who continue to rebel against God, to those who refuse to repent of their
sins and continue to reject Jesus as Saviour, it will be the modern-day Amorites,
who will be the ones hiding helplessly when Ultimate Judgment falls. And
wherever you have hopelessly hidden yourself, you will be called out to face
your Eternal Just Judgment.
And as we have just read, not even the kings of the earth will be able to buy their
way out of this one! And you too, my friend, if you were to breathe your last
tonight or if our God were to return tomorrow, do you know in your heart you'll
be with our God in Heaven? If you don't, then Smoke and Mirrors is going to
bless your socks off as you read on, AMEN! Our God wants us trusting in Him
alone, as His Word tells us, 'Put not your trust in princes, in a son of man, in
whom there is no salvation. When his breath departs, he returns to the earth; on
that, very day his plans perish.' Ps146:3-4
The above Scripture is God telling us that George Bush Senior's plan for
a thousand coalescing points of light to be established across the earth is all
going to come to nothing. All of us are sinners, there is NOT ONE PERSON who
can say I've led a perfect life, and God wants us to repent of our sinfulness and
hard-heartedness towards Him and turn to His Son Jesus for Salvation. As it says
in in John, ’For God so loved the world, that he gave his only Son, that whoever
believes in him should not perish but have eternal life.’ John3:16 And if we're
honest with ourselves, we all know deep down we've messed up, anyway. But
there is a way to put right our guilt and sin!
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If we are prepared to believe that innocent Jesus died painfully on the cross in
exchange for our sins, and if we genuinely confess our own personal sins before
Him, and no matter how ugly they might be - if we do this in earnest, WE ARE
IMMEDIATELY FORGIVEN BY GOD! And you will know it too! It is as wonderfully
simple as that! By the Power of The Holy Spirit, we are forgiven and we come
into the Presence of God! We are forever changed by that Magnificent
Encounter and we are accepted into His family!
And even better, we also receive His Supreme Peace in our hearts and minds,
and what a wonderful gift to us that is in these frightening times! And even
better than that, we're also guaranteed eternal life with Him in Heaven! My
friend, what's not to like! And I'll be telling you about my own experience of
meeting with this God later in Smoke and Mirrors, and you'll be invited to meet
with Him too if you’d like to!
Mini-preach over guys! Author’s privilege again! But right now, there could be
some head cymbals crashing to the point of drowning out everything else we're
discussing here. Right from the start, we had Caleb telling us this whole King
Kong Korona show is one massive deception. Yet, every day on the news, we
were seeing the overflowing hospitals and waiting rooms, the ill and the dying
and the dead, and in our own circles even, you may know people personally who
have been ill, who are ill and have even died, and all the King Kong health
authorities were telling us with one voice their deaths were due to 'infectious
c19'. And in late 2021, our news feeds were telling us c19 infection rates were
soaring again and that a deadly new variant Omicron was with us. So, how can
we say it is all just smoke and mirrors and ultimately a hoax?
We've covered a lot of the lies and fakery so far in Smoke and Mirrors, and
maybe for many readers, the above questions will have already been answered.
But no stone must be left unturned on this journey, no darker c19 box can be
left unopened, and there are still a number of c19 traps out there set by these
wicked giants that would keep us believing the great Korona lie. And so we must
continue to spring them on the way to the city. And what a lot of giants have
already been slain, PRAISE GOD!
And so it's back to our observer, still queueing for his compost, and he's got
a few things to say on these matters. What you're about to read now, my friend,
will certainly highlight the value of due diligence and intellectual consistency.
And it will also highlight so many more good reasons why we should be looking
to God ALONE for our lead in these days and not to our governments who most
certainly DO NOT have our best interests at heart. They're the ones leading us
right into this current darkness!
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But maybe a break first? Do you feel like your head's just been shredded? I don't
say this in any patronising way but it's been a lot of information to take in,
especially if this world is all new to you. I did say though there'd be no let up,
didn't I! But actually, this next section isn't so bad. And take a look at those giants
again. They don't stand a chance, do they!
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WHEELS WITHIN WHEELS
'There are very few monsters who warrant
the fear we have of them.' Andre Gide

True that Andre, and c19 certainly isn't
one of them! Investigating the
mitigating factors which explain
otherwise 'incredible phenomenon' has
been my life for over thirty years now
and for the Bible-believers amongst us
particularly, our God reminds us He has
also given us the ability to think, telling
us, ’For God hath not given us the spirit
of fear; but of power, and of love, and of
a sound mind.’ 2Tim1:7
A sound mind! To begin this chapter, we look at two short examples of why
investigating strange phenomena must always be carried out with a sound mind.
Do not take ANYTHING in this world at face value. So often, there are wheels
within wheels.

CAUSE OF DEATH WAS POISONOUS GAS
Firstly, on the need for intellectual rigour when seeking to establish cause and
effect, Geoff Watts, the former presenter of Medicine Now, tells us, ’Another
trap for the unwary lies in the failure to distinguish between association and
causation. The fact that two things repeatedly happen at the same time doesn’t
mean that one is necessarily the consequence of the other. Both may be the
result of some third event of which the observer is unaware.’ 4 Go, Geoff Watts!
And this next short but fascinating story only confirms the need to maintain our
vigilance and to be on the lookout for that hidden third event that simply and
rationally explains what everybody believed was a miraculous phenomenon.
In a particular area of Italy, north of Naples, there had been considerable fear
among the locals for many centuries. During a violent storm, a farmer and his
pigs had taken shelter in a cave, and overnight all his pigs died, but not the
farmer. Naturally curious, the townsfolk began taking various animals to the
cave to try to solve the mystery.
4

Watts, Geoff, Pleasing The Patient, Faber and Faber, 1992
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Horses and cattle remained untouched and most-times sheep and goats, but
again the pigs died. So too did mice, rats and dogs. In no time at all, myriad
theories were being bandied about, principally that the cave was inhabited by
an evil and capricious mountain spirit who favoured some animals and not
others. This ‘mountain spirit’ soon attracted much wider attention and the
Grotto del Cane (Cave of Dogs) as it is now known was visited in fear and wonder
by thousands.
The mystery of the dying animals was finally solved in the 17th century, when
Belgian physician JB van Helmont (who first coined the term ‘gas’) discovered
carbonic acid in the cave - a poisonous volcanic gas heavier than air. The gas was
seeping through fissures in the cave and settling as a deadly, invisible carpet. As
one guide book to the grotto noted, 'It remained suspended a little more than
two palms from the ground; then to it was introduced a beast, which in three
minutes died, obliged by its short stature to breathe in this toxic substance.'
The following description is found in Atlas Obscura: 'The earliest reference to the
cave of dogs is found in Pliny the Elder’s 'Naturalis Historia', a monumental text
dating back to 77 AD. But the cave’s popularity surged far later with the rise of
the grand tour, during which time notable luminaries such as Goethe, Alexandre
Dumas and Mark Twain entered the toxic cavern. These humans, being taller
than dogs, could enter the cave unaffected, while the unfortunate dogs would
soon suffocate in the ground-hugging gases.'
Suffice to say, cause of death was poisonous gas and NOT some capricious
mountain spirit, but people were free to carry on believing this magical
explanation if they so wished, and many indeed did do so. They still had the Cave
of Dogs gift shop to run, and likewise, you are free to believe King Kong c19 is an
'infectious killer virus', but in reality, all those 'terrible, terrible deaths'
attributed to c19 have a simple non-pandemic explanation. They were and still
are those normal elderly illnesses and deaths for March and April what with
March and April being the tail-end of the flu season. Lying, exaggerating
Madame Mainstream and Helmont's invisible carpet has seen to the rest. As
we'll soon learn here, there has been no out-of-the-ordinary rise in death rates
in ANY country in the world.
And as our observer is standing and queuing for his compost, he gets to thinking
about when this c19 business first all blew up in April 2020, and he thinks about
all the news coverage of the hospitals and surgeries and health centres
overflowing with people, literally worried sick they'd contracted the dreaded
c19. And he thinks about how incessantly all of this c19 imagery has been
broadcast to the populations thru our TVs and devices over the 20 months, and
how much easier it is today for quite literally the whole earth to be led into
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a complete state of panic by the power of the image, and how the people's fear
of monster Kong will certainly have been heightened by all the live interviews
with people genuinely scared of 19 and live interviews with people exhibiting
flu-like symptoms (what with March/April being the tail-end of the flu season)
and how all of this powerful imagery is being pumped direct into our front rooms
24/7. It's been an unprecedented media onslaught!
And our observer thinks about the report he read recently called ‘The Worried
Well’ detailing the US bio-warfare scares in the early 2000s that saw doctors
overwhelmed with up to TWENTY TIMES AS MANY PATIENTS who had
IMAGINED they'd been affected by biowarfare agents and how the authors
noted the social and psychological effects that can grip a nation in such times.
Please let this sink in too. Up to twenty times as many patients rushing to the
clinics worried they were suffering various symptoms of biowarfare terror. And
our observer knows the exact same social, physiological and psychological
anthrax fears back have gripped the whole world over c19 right now and
especially over the first eight weeks or so. Millions of panicked people in every
country (with TVs) who were not actually dangerously unwell AT ALL were all
suddenly attending hospitals and waiting rooms with non-emergency flu-like
symptoms and sniffles and coughs and fevers and chest infections (what with
March/April being the tail-end of the flu season) and believing only the worst
and that they'd 'caught' killer King Kong.
And of course, Madame Mainstream was right there to film and interview and
capture all of this panic in all of its glorious, gory front page detail.

THIS LATEST KING KONG MERRY GO ROUND
And our observer thinks about the many more millions of people who were
dialling in and all highly anxious about their ill loved ones at home with nonemergency flu-like symptoms (what with March/April being the tail-end of the
flu season) who prior to c19 would not have been deemed gravely ill AT ALL by
their loved ones, but with all the lurid headlines and imagery everywhere, the
whole family was now thinking only in terms of killer King Kong, and how all of
this panic was only adding to c19 furore. No wonder God wants us to remind He
has given us a sound mind!
And our observer can see how the worried well across the populations could
now absolutely be reclassified as the ‘frighteningly’ or 'sickeningly’ and even the
‘petrifyingly worried well’, as this doctor's report from the 'c19 front line'
confirms: ‘Most physicians have never seen this level of angst and anxiety in their
careers. I am dipping myself into the swamp every day.’ said Dr Stephen
Anderson, a 35-year veteran of emergency rooms in a suburb south of Seattle.'
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And our observer thinks how Madame Mainstream and her paymasters know
full well the power of the image and its ability to influence, and how she'll be
loving this perfect panic circle right now. Panic the populations, capture the
panic in all formats, broadcast the panic into our front rooms 24/7 from the little
god in the corner, increase the panic, watch as the panicked populations panic
their way to the nearest hospital, repeat. And our observer wonders if this latest
King Kong merry go round has at last solved perpetual motion.
And in the midst of the c19 pandemonium, our observer notes how Madame
Mainstream is refusing to tell us of the many, many thousands of mainly elderly
people who die each year across the world from breathing difficulties, chest
infections and flu-related complications (what with March/April being the tailend of the flu season) and how these deaths are never usually reported because
it's just not news, it's merely NORMAL mundane elderly seasonal death
statistics. BUT NOW!!!! Now in March/April 2020 and again in March/April 2021
(what with March/April being the tail-end of the flu season) - now, with c19, all
of these mundane deaths have become EXTRAORDINARY C19 DEATHS! Except
morticians and undertakers are reporting NO unusual spike in deaths
ANYWHERE! At least they weren't, until the vaccine drive began, because now,
according to the Office of National Statistics, there's been a noticeable increase
in deaths across all age ranges, particularly children and teens. And we'll be
looking at this in more depth when we look at the Korona vaccine.
And our observer gets to thinking about the many gaping holes in the official c19
narrative that can't be argued that support the fact that c19 is not at all the
INDISCRIMINATE KILLER the governments of the world were telling us it was
back in February/March 2020. He thinks back to mid-May 2020, and never mind
the destroyed economies, and how the UK Chief Medical Officer Chris Whitty
went from warning that anybody can get c19 and anybody can spread it to
stutteringly admitting c19 affects mainly the elderly.

IS THIS ALL A HOAX?
And our observer thinks about the two doctors on bitchute (because gootube
has terminated ALL accounts featuring this interview) telling us we should NOT
be social distancing and we should ALL be back at work and that there is
NOTHING dangerous or unique to this supposed c19 virus. They also said the
media-hyped terrible c19 illnesses and terrible c19 death statistics being
reported in New York State and California which were being broadcast across
the world ARE NOT UNUSUAL AT ALL FOR THIS TIME OF YEAR (what with
March/April being the tail-end of the flu season). Watch from 5:00 onwards for
one minute only to comprehend the truth of what these doctors are saying. And
here is the Madame Mainstream statement explaining why she had to remove
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this video which at the time of removal had over 5 million views all of which
only shows how Madame Mainstream is doing what she can to keep the truth
from us at all times.
And our observer thinks about the video from the White House c19 briefing
room (again deleted from gootube and available only on bitchute) which
captures the presstitutes discussing the actual illness and death rates versus the
mainstream media reported illness and death rates and how these rates are
EXACTLY THE SAME for normal flu for this time of year.
And he thinks it's curious how the same video captures a presstitute saying he's
not worried about c19 because he's been vaccinated against it which of course
is a lie because there wasn't a c19 vaccine ready as of mid-2020, and so what
was the real purpose behind this 'leak'? But even so, whilst whole countries are
being shut down and economies and lives are being ruined, still the presstitutes
are laughing and asking one another is this all a hoax? But they don't really need
to ask, they KNOW it's all a hoax.
Since time immemorial, flu and flu-like symptoms occur across all age groups at
this time of year (what with March/April being the tail-end of the flu season) and
the over-85s especially experience the highest level of deaths. And on the very
few younger people being reporting ill right now with flu-like symptoms - the
mildly ill, the moderately ill, the seriously ill and even the tiny percentage of
younger people who have died post-c19 - NONE OF THIS IS UNUSUAL!

TYPE IN 'WORST FLU SEASON EVER' AND ADD THE YEAR
Just as there is a micro-miniscule percentage of supposed c19 deaths being
reported in the young, there is a micro-miniscule percentage of young people
who get ill and who sometimes die of flu complications. A tiny percentage of
young people die of ANY illness EVERY SINGLE YEAR! Him with ears, LET HIM
HEAR! That's just the way it goes with boring health statistics.
But now, statistics don't matter, staying rational doesn't matter, thinking
logically doesn't matter. Now, any young person who dies, and who dies in
2020/21 in the flu season with flu-like symptoms and complications, their death
is hyped beyond all measure by Madame Mainstream and sold to us as YET
MORE PROOF of virulent c19. WHAT MORE PROOF DO WE NEED! And this young
lad who allegedly died of King Long c19, how was he even tested? And we'll get
onto the c19 testing fallacy in a minute.
In truth, NOTHING AT ALL we are seeing here with these c19 illnesses and deaths
in 20/21 is unusual! NOTHING falls outside of the same, year in, year out,
unremarkable statistics.
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Everybody knows somebody now in 2020/21 who was in bed for days, weeks
and even months with the dreaded Kong. And everybody also knows somebody
somewhere now who's suffered or is suffering with c19-like symptoms and
having the worst time of it. Yet, type in 'worst flu season ever' and add the year
and
you'll
find
myriad
reports telling you that
2010/11/12/13/14/15/16/17/18/19 was the worst year EVER! And you'll also
find people's testimonies telling you they were in bed for days, weeks and even
months and how that year was the worst flu they'd ever experienced! And go to
the next year and you'll find the same number of people who’d suffered the
worst symptoms ever, and even worse the year after that! And they lost their
sense of smell and taste, and the flu made their mouth taste of metal and their
toothpaste tasted weird, and they experienced increased skin sensitivity and
joint aches.
But this year, in 2020/21 and into 2022, people are experiencing the worst
symptoms EVER! This year is DEFINITELY THE WORST I'VE EVER FELT! And look
how the medical establishment is trying to make all these common flu
symptoms novel to the supposed coronavirus. Here's medical paper telling us
skin sensitivity is a convincing Kornoa symptom. It's all lies. There is nothing
novel about skin sensitivity and the flu. There is nothing novel about metallic
taste in the mouth either, this can be brought about by a heavy cold or upper
respiratory tract condition. Here's an article from Cleveland Health doing its very
best to tell us about '10 Unusual Symptoms of Covid 19' yet in the article itself,
there is nothing novel about ANY of the symptoms Cleveland Health describes.
This article joins a million other Korona articles we can file under waste of space.
But certainly, an eye-catching headline. Truly, we get the press we deserve.
And so, nobody cares about any of those boring flu facts from previous years,
nobody's applying boring rationale. Post-King Kong, post-rationale, and if
a family member or friend or colleague has the flu now, there'll be no
conversation allowed on the subject. I know what I felt, and I felt terrible, in fact
the worst EVER! So don't you DARE tell me I didn't have coronavirus! Don't you
DARE tell me my illness was just another boring health statistic!

OF COURSE MY HEAD BRUSHED THE CEILING!
And our observer thinks about the 1976 April fool's prank played by astronomer
Patrick Moore who told millions of viewers that due to a rare planetary
alignment, the gravitational pull upon the earth will cause a feeling of
weightlessness over the next several hours and how on April 1st, callers flooded
the line to report a floating sensation.
But you try telling somebody the floating sensation they swore they experienced
wasn't real. You try telling the people the c19 symptoms and illnesses they say
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they’re experiencing right now might not actually be any virus called c19, and
that with c19 particularly, there are wheels within wheels. Would anybody dare
try to have this conversation right now? And especially now, in this current
climate of heightened emotion and out and out irrational fear? And especially
now with everybody under the spell of such a powerful 'worldwide killer c19
pandemic' narrative? And with all rationale gone thataway?
Absolutely NOT! These conversations most definitely are not happening. The
dissenters have tried but everybody’s far too highly-charged now to sit down
and talk about these things rationally. Everybody absolutely feels what they feel,
and how a person feels is the only barometer they need. 'Of course I felt lighter!
Of course my head brushed the ceiling! How dare you tell me I didn’t have c19!'
And so, no thanks. Again, I'd rather rob a bear of her cubs.
And so we can all choose at this point to take ourselves off to the Land of King
Kong if we so wish, and there'll be plenty of people waiting there to greet us and
tell us how terrible it all is right now. Alternatively, we can stick to boring facts
and statistics and cut a clear path through the King Kong emotion of it all. And
so, plodding on with the dispassionate facts, here's a report from the American
Association for the Advancement of Science - a leading conventional scientific
institution revealing the powerful influences driving every single DEADLY FLU!
headline over the decades, and showing how in every instance, that influence
can be traced right back to the pharmaceutical industry. Begins the AAAS report,
'The chief flu scientist at WHO today defended his agency against criticism that
the H1N1 swine flu pandemic was 'fake', that its threat to human health was
hyped and that WHO policies were influenced by vaccine manufacturers who
benefited from the pandemic virus.'
A fake pandemic? Surely not! And admitted in a leading science journal! And
a little further on we read, 'In order to promote their patented drugs and
vaccines against flu, pharmaceutical companies have influenced scientists and
official agencies responsible for public health standards, to alarm governments
worldwide. They have made them squander tight health care resources for
inefficient vaccine strategies and needlessly exposed millions of healthy people
to the risk of unknown side-effects of insufficiently tested vaccines.'
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Could Big Pharma really stoop so low
in order to sell us her wares? Of
course she could, and she does every
single day. And we’ll see the extent of
Big Pharma corruption in a later
chapter dedicated to the fascinating
true history of today's medicine men.
And let’s also get another thing
straight. Big Pharma doesn’t EVER
alarm any government with any
impending health crisis. Big Pharma
and ALL governments work hand in
hand to alarm US! Big Pharma owns
our governments and owns Madame
Mainstream and dictates EXACTLY
what is said and when about ALL
aspects disease and healthcare.
Above right, we see some Daily Star flu scare nonsense from 2018. And so, of
course every flu season is going to be deadlier than the last. And we must, must,
MUST protect ourselves from this latest killer strain, and to do that, we must,
must, MUST get down to our local surgery and GET THAT VACCINE, say the kings,
says madame mainstream! And we MUST HURRY because already they’re
telling us stocks might not last! Once again, the kings are playing their game of
evil tennis against us, and we'll look at the mechanics of evil tennis shortly, too.

NOTHING LIKE WE’VE EVER SEEN BEFORE!
And what now is a normal cough or cold or shivery flu? Pre-c19, and all of these
symptoms were natural, everyday symptoms for the time of year (what with
March/April being the tail-end of the flu season). And how about a normal, tickly
throat clearance? Pre-c19, no problem, you could clear your throat in any queue,
and you could even cough! Post-c19 though, and just like the young lady who
accidentally coughed in the queue, are you finding yourself having to suppress
your tickly cough or sneeze as you wait in whatever queue or confined public
space? Heaven forbid I’m in some queue and a bit of biscuit goes down the
wrong way!
And am I saying 'what with March/April being the tail-end of the flu season' too
many times? I am? GOOD! I'm repeating it because it bears 1,000 X REPETITION!
It seems Madame Mainstream has forgotten the many times she's told us over
the years that thousands of flu deaths are common in any one flu season. But
this is post-c19, post-King Kong now, and madame mainstream won't ever
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broadcast a rational deconstruction of this latest pandemonium. She could do
of course if we had an honourable mainstream media. But we don't.
And so, as a direct result of this vital context not EVER being discussed in the
public arena, perfectly normal death rates in any given country are now all
EXTRAORDINARY! Pre-King Kong and a loved one's intense breathing difficulties
plus hospital admission would have been stressful for sure but wouldn't have
made even the local news. Post-King Kong and this is ALL THE EVIDENCE WE
NEED! And so, another elderly relative dies with breathing difficulties, and
another 'unshakeable c19 proof' is posted on 1001 facebook and whatsapp
groups reminding us that King Kong Korona is taking no prisoners and that all
this horror c19 contagion is real! 5

APOLOGIES IN ADVANCE TO THE LABORATORY PURISTS
And so at this point, somebody might legitimately say, 'Ahh yes, but our Celia
died last week, and granted, she was 82 and she had complications... but she
had the corona test and she tested POSITIVE! And so there MUST be a virus!' So
let's go there, let's get to the bottom of the millions upon millions of 'c19
positives' out there right now, and then after that, we’ll do ‘the c19 virus’ which
is just as fake. Did you know the King Kong Korona virus has never even been
isolated? And this has been admitted by our health authorities. Absolutely,
they're lying to us about monster Kong. But first, the c19 Korona test.
There are three types of c19 test, the ELISA test, the Lateral Flow test and the
PCR test, but really there are only two because the ELISA test and the Lateral
Flow test are virtually identical in principle bar a few nuts and bolts, and so let's
begin with the ELISA test.
Now, at the risk of sounding patronising which I do not intend at all, we can
either decide on this approach for the next few minutes, 'Playing a critical role
in the metabolic homeostasis of living systems, the circulating concentrations of
peptides/proteins are influenced by a variety of patho-physiological events.
These peptide/protein concentrations in biological fluids are measured using
various methods, the most common of which is enzymatic immunoassay
EIA/ELISA and which guide the clinicians in diagnosing and monitoring diseases
that inflict biological systems.' or we can choose the less sciency route, 'ELISA is
a test that detects and measures antibodies in your blood. This test can be used
5

For those on the c19 'front line' who believe in the virus and the power of it and who would say it's
only a small number of medical professionals who are disputing this - this recourse to 'the medical
majority' only reveals a lack of understanding of the bullying nature of the pharmaceutical hierarchy
who are expert in encouraging uniformity of magical thinking. The onus is on the c19 believer to
provide the standard clinical evidence for its existence. Please forward your c19-believing friends a
copy of Smoke and Mirrors.
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to determine if you have antibodies related to certain infectious conditions.' And
so apologies in advance to the laboratory purist but I'm opting for the latter with
all its potential pitfalls.

Simplified, say our ELISA test experts, the standard ELISA test (Enzyme-Linked
Immuno-sorbant Assay test) tests a sample of your blood to look for the
presence of antibodies to whatever 'infection' you are presumed to have
whereas the Lateral Flow test uses a throat or nasal swab to dab onto your magic
testing stick inlaid with a specific reagent that will react to your swab with either
a YES or NO to the presence of said antibodies in your blood.
And according to the current theory of disease, these antibodies are produced
after the first infection and will stay in your system and help to defeat said virus
the next time it attempts to drag you down. And I reiterate, I am talking in the
most simplistic terms here. Whatever viral condition you have, say the experts,
we don't need to isolate that actual virus to confirm you have whatever viral
condition. The fact our tests can determine you have the antibodies to that virus
is proof positive you're infected with said virus or that it was recently present.
Thus sayeth the ELISA test experts.

ENTIRELY AND FANTASTICALLY UNTRUE
And further, say the experts, with any ‘new strains of said virus that might come
along (another favourite ploy of our devious Big Pharma kings, as we'll discover
too), whilst we may not be immune to this new strain, and whilst we might still
'catch' this new 'strain', we're not to worry because these latest tests are so
accurate now that when they detect even the slightest change to these
antibodies, they are able to tell exactly what strain of virus you have, simply by
studying the antibodies. All of which means the right vaccine, potion or lotion
can then be supplied or hurriedly formulated to combat said new strain. Here's
pole dancer to the kings broadsheet rag the UK Daily Telegraph telling us of the
'wonders' of the latest c19 test. 'The hunt for a game-changing anti-body
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test may be over after a version backed by the UK Government passed its first
major trials on July 17th with flying colours. The Telegraph has revealed
that ministers are drawing up plans to distribute millions of free pregnancy-style
tests after they were shown to be 98.6 per cent accurate in secret human trials
held last month.'
Secret human trials, eh? And passed with flying colours? So, that's the glossy
ELISA brochure, and whilst it certainly feeds into our love of science, everything
the broadsheet rags and our King Kong scientists are telling us about the
accuracy and supposed validity of these 'predictive c19 tests' is ENTIRELY AND
FANTASTICALY UNTRUE! But what else would you expect from Big Pharma?
She's been taking $millions from us annually for decades with her ELISA tests
and they're fraudulent to the hilt, and it only takes a minute of rational thinking
to demonstrate this is the case. So, let's now begin to unravel this sordid mess.
Everybody - the well as well as the unwell - has varying levels of antibody activity
in the blood 24/7. This activity is all part of a normal, healthy blood stream. And
so, there's no denying the ELISA test detects activity in the blood, even
a microscope can do that! But where the kings are lying through their teeth is
when they tell us their highly specific ELISA test can determine exactly what
‘nasty virus’ is in the system simply by interpreting whatever antibody activity
they 'see' in our bloodstream.

FALSE POSITIVE TO SEVENTY DIFFERENT CONDITIONS!
Of course, there are recognised blood disorders with their attendant cell
darkening and lightening and dividing behaviours, none of that is in dispute. But
any phlebotomist worth his salt will tell you that antibody activity in the blood
is just that, antibody activity! There is NO specific antibody activity that can be
assigned to any specific disease, none at all! And there never has been. The ELISA
test is yet another scientifically mesmerising means of having some Big Pharma
expert pronouncing we have a particular 'condition' and then selling us a range
of pill, potions and vaccines the expert assures us will combat and defeat the
condition the test has supposedly predicted. And because these tests hone in on
antibody activity, and because there is activity going on in our blood all the time,
this means there is a high rate of false positive diagnoses with these tests and
that they can react positive left, right and centre. AND THEY DO!
The US Centre for Disease Control aka CDC sent out thousands of c19 ELISA test
kits for use in the populations and had to issue a recall after it was discovered
the test was eliciting false positive results just by being dipped in water! Here’s
a young man who had three c19 home-testing kits sent to him. On film, he tests
his dog, his keyboard and the pavement outside his house. He posts off the kits
to be analysed, and three days later, he is told the pavement and his dog have
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tested positive for c19. It’s beyond laughable. He also recounts how a friend of
his sent off for a c19 test but didn’t use it and was contacted three days later to
tell her she'd tested positive. And that process is also easily explained. Here is a
leading Korona testing lab in the UK caught taking the money at £79.00 a test,
and dumping the tests in their 1000s and issuing whatever result comes into
their head. Madame Mainstream has spun this of course to tell us this firm has
potentially raised deadly infection levels by telling people they're fit to fly when
they're actually King Kong positive.
The c19 ELISA test is based on the exact same principles as the HIV ELISA test.
The following link tells us the HIV ELISA test can trigger a false positive response
to some SEVENTY DIFFERENT CONDITIONS! Did you know that? SEVENTY
DIFFERENT CONDITIONS!
The ELISA method of 'disease diagnosis' was invented in the early 1980s by
a particularly crafty leading light in the HIV industry called Dr Robert Gallo who
we shall meet later. His deceitful test was then seized upon by his Big Pharma
colleagues as a ‘predictor’ for all manner of deadly diseases supposedly set
against us according to Big Pharma wisdom. The more deadly diseases we can
be convinced are out there to pounce on us, the more of her toxic wares she can
sell us and the more her shareholders rejoice. It's as simple as that down at Big
Pharma HQ, as we shall soon discover.
And so, maybe there'll be less resistance now to Foreign Secretary Dominic
Raab's admissions cited at the beginning of Smoke and Mirrors regarding the
fallibility of these tests. Raab admitted on Sky News the c19 test has a 93% false
positive rate, or put another way, a 7% accuracy rate which is actually just as
meaningless, as NONE of the c19 predictive tests have ANY basis in sound
science. And in response to this catastrophic admission from Dominic Raab,
beautiful lady-in-waiting Kay Burley said ABSOLUTELY NOTHING. But that was
always only ever going to be the case. Kay Burley learned long ago her job is not
to ask any awkward questions of our government, her job is simply to pose
questions that stay ONLY within Chomsky's safe circle of debate.
But how many readers baulked at Dominic Raab's statement in the
introduction? And how many baulked at it because it was just too incredible to
believe? Or that it might force you to that place where your world view on King
Kong Korona must surely shatter into a million pieces? And so, what are your
thoughts towards the King Kong Korona test now, my friend?
The kings of the earth have been particularly keen to keep us from finding out
the terrible history of the ELISA test, simply because the test detected perfectly
normal blood cell activity in the blood. Exactly as the King Kong Korona ELISA
test is doing right now. Him with an ear to hear, let him hear!
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The President of Tanzania John Magufuli suspended all c19 testing in his country
after he arranged for a pawpaw fruit, a goat and a sheep to be tested for c19
and both the goat and the pawpaw came back c19 positive. He was also
outspoken against the vaccine manufacturers and WHO. A fit and healthy John
Magalufi then went missing for 2 weeks and was next reported as laying dead in
a hospital bed in Tanzania having 'died suddenly' from an 'illness shrouded in
mystery'. Don't use google, use yandex and search John Magufuli death. I'll let
you join the dots.
Whilst the vast majority will have no idea of the true history of the ELISA test or
of the battles behind closed doors to keep all of this quiet, the truth is that
thousands upon thousands upon thousands of fit and healthy people across the
world over the decades have submitted to the ELISA test and have been falsely
diagnosed with serious conditions THEY NEVER HAD IN THE FIRST PLACE.
Thousands of these people have then been further harmed and many dying,
NOT from any disease, but purely as a result of the toxic 'treatments' given to
them as a result of being misdiagnosed.
This gruesome fact has been known and suppressed within the industry for years
and the lid has been kept firmly shut on it all because Big Pharma knows full
well the lawsuits that would follow if this all came out. And in part 2 of Smoke
and Mirrors, we get to see to see how church universal has been spending
decades working closely alongside Big Pharma, as a naive accomplice almost,
innocently aiding and abetting in thousands and thousands of injuries and death
across the world as she helps deliver whatever pills and potions, and all because
she trusts the angels and has never dared to open the darker box. Says church
whenever she is confronted on such matters, 'The World Health Organisation
a conduit for evil? And the UN the same? I'm genuinely worried for you. Please
keep far away from us. l'll be staying in the real world, thank you very much.'
And that's how it's always been between church and our elite health agencies
despite God warning us clearly in His Word there will be angels of light in the
last days who would have the ability to lead many astray and have us believe
only the best. As if these world-respected agencies would EVER entertain such
darkness! And so another lid stays firmly shut.

THE GIZMOTRON CONNECTS VIA BLUETOOTH
If you listen to the ELISA experts long enough, they'll have you convinced they
can determine the causation for almost every condition under the sun. Here's
a simple analogy to illustrate the fatuous 'science' underpinning ELISA theory
and the powerful psychological hold these tests exert over those who submit to
them. Imagine a young man waking up after a heavy night out to find he has a 5
inch-long wound in his upper right leg. He wants to know what caused the
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wound and so he goes to the doctor who reassures the young man he has an
extra special diagnostic tool called the Gizmotron™ which can determine exactly
what sharp object was responsible for the gash in his leg. Simply run the gizmo
up and down the length of the wound, twiddle a few knobs, study a few digital
panels and the Gizmotron will narrow down the possibilities - a sardine can lid,
a rusty nail, some barbed wire, a shard of glass, a bowie knife, a Swiss army knife,
and even a cut from a piece of coral! You name it, the Gizmotron will identify it!
And even better, twiddling a few more knobs, the Gizmotron will also tell us if
our young reveller has had these accidents in the past and whether he's prone
to them in the future. And if he is prone to them, the Gizmotron will point the
doctor towards a range of medicines that will protect the young man from
suffering the same injury again.
The doctor runs his Gizmotron up and down the length of the wound, a green
led blinks rapidly, then a red one, a little buzzer buzzes, the Gizmotron connects
via bluetooth to the printer, and the readout confirms the culprit.
'I can confirm your wound was inflicted by a motorway central reservation
barrier, ;likely the stretch between junction 6 and 7 on the M20. You've had a
very lucky escape, young man!'
'My goodness, doctor! How incredibly dangerous! I had no idea!'
'Indeed. But do you see this reading here?'
Yes, Doctor, I do. But I don't understand it. What does it mean?'
'This reading is telling us this incident will almost certainly occur again, and
sooner than we think. Here is course of 'not going out' tablets which I strongly
suggest you take for the rest of your life if you wish to see ripe old age.'
'Thank you doctor! I will abide by your medical advice religiously!' And thank God
for your Gizmotron too! I have to say I'm blown away by the science of it all!'
We line up for the test, we are mesmerised by the little blinking lights, we ask
NO questions as to its validity or the science supporting it, we follow all the
diktats and we collect our medicines accordingly. Yet our route to the pharmacy
is based on utter deceit and delusion.
These Big Pharma sharks know how trusting we are of their endless Gizmotrons,
they know we won't ever question any of their 'science', and especially now we
can carry out the King Kong Korona test for ourselves! We must read the package
insert carefully and follow all the little rules, we must dab the swab deep into
whatever orifice, then dab it into a little phial of liquid, then dab it into the little
designated dimple, then we must wait a few minutes, and with our eyes glued
to a little window on the Magic Predictor Stick, we must watch to see if the little
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bar in the little window goes up or down in value. And if it goes up, well, that's
PROOF POSITIVE WE'RE POSITIVE! What other proof do we need? I conducted
the test myself, I followed the instructions to the letter. And it's SCIENCE! What's
not to like!

Our direct involvement in the Korona testing ritual only strengthens our belief
in the power and might of King Kong. Like the little statues that adorn the
temples of the false gods, the Delta variant and now Omicron join all the other
variants and mini-gods adorning the King Kong temple, all vying for our
veneration. And if you thing this worshipful language is too strong, please wait
until we get to the chapter on modern science and scientism, or as Timothy calls
it, science so-called. Our worship of false science is now off the scale!

EVEN ITS INVENTOR SAYS NO!
Another King Kong Korona diagnostic test being foisted upon us by the kings of
the earth and which is just as useless as the ELISA and Lateral Flow test is what
is known as the Polymerase Chain Reaction test aka PCR. Firstly, the PCR package
insert states unambiguously, For Research Only, Not For Diagnostic Purposes.
PCR should not be used to diagnose anything. On the strength of just this one line
in the package insert, the PCR test is another dead parrot. But we never read the
package inserts do we. But it gets worse. Using the PCR test to test for the presence
ANY supposed virus in the blood stream, let alone c19 is to do so AGAINST THE
ADVICE OF ITS INVENTOR Kary Mullis who stated 'Quantitative PCR is an
oxymoron.' Quantitative - meaning: measurable in nature. And further on his own
test, 'The tests are based on things that are invisible and the results are inferred
in a sense. It allows you to take a miniscule amount of anything and make it
measurable and then talk about it.'
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Translated, as a diagnostic tool, the PCR test is meaningless. Anybody in the
industry prepared to tell the truth about PCR testing will tell you the PCR test is
NOT a virus detector AT ALL! Even its inventor says no! Working in an equally
unscientific manner as the ELISA and Lateral Flow test, the PCR test is designed
to detect phantom, esoteric particles in the blood which the virus hunters assure
us are an indicator the virus is also present in the bloodstream. Esoteric meaning: a philosophical doctrine or the like, limited to a small circle, intended
to be revealed only to the initiates of a group, difficult to understand.
And in fact, one of the main PCR
testing centres in the US is called the
Centre for Esoteric Testing in
Burlington, North Carolina. And the
CET small print tells us, 'The COVID19 RT-PCR test is intended for use by
trained clinical laboratory personnel
specifically instructed and trained in
the techniques of real-time PCR and
in vitro diagnostic procedures.'
In other words, only the secretive world of PCR testing fully understands the
secretive world of PCR testing. Ergo, these PCR experts can tell us anything they
like about PCR and about their methodologies and about what they 'find' in our
bloodstreams, and again, we won't question any of it because we've always
been told that a questioning attitude towards the medical hierarchy is far
beyond our station! Where is YOUR science degree? Who are YOU to have the
temerity to even BEGIN to question us! No, our job is to watch their lips move
and nod in all the right places, and afterwards thank them profusely for their
time, and even though we understood hardly a word of what they were telling
us about genetic sequencing or about their polymerase chain reactions, none of
that matters because we’re not the experts.
We submit to the PCR test a) because the medical hierarchy tells us to, and b)
because we believe these esoteric technicians are working 24/7 on our behalf at
this critical time. On that basis, PCR and everything associated with it is
immediately granted immunity from further investigation. These PCR experts
didn't get to where they are by accident, we say, there was a university involved!
And the test must have merit, because... because... BECAUSE IT'S SCIENCE! But
if we can move beyond this place, we will read on page 3 of the package insert,
'Positive results do not rule out bacterial infection or co-infection and negative
results do not preclude c19 infection.'
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Translated, you can test positive but you might not be positive, and you can test
negative but you might not be negative. Another single sentence that only
confirms the utterly specious nature of the PCR test. And here's the inventor of
PCR again, 'PCR is just a process that allows you to make a whole lot of something
out of something. It doesn’t tell you that you're sick or that the thing that you
ended up with was going to hurt you or anything like that.' And what we must
also take into account with the PCR test and which the kings will NEVER tell us:
• the PCR set-up and parameters can differ from test to test. PCR tests are NOT
standardised across the board
• interpretation of the PCR graphs and readings may differ from operator to
operator. One operator might twiddle some PCR dials and infer the presence
of a particular disease-causing agent whilst another operator might twiddle
the same dials to the same degree and infer nothing at all

PEOPLE, JOIN THE DOTS! CHURCH, JOIN THE DOTS!
And just like the ELISA test, the PCR test triggers false positive to all manner of
naturally-occurring proteins and debris in a healthy blood stream. But this
doesn't stop any of this PCR criminality from continuing. Knowing full well the
highly unspecific nature of his test, the PCR technician will deliver the 'positive
diagnosis' to the doctor who will then tell the patient he has 'deadly variant 2'
coursing through his veins. And it is criminal, isn't it!
Big Pharma knows that PCR testing doesn't actually identify or isolate anything of
any quantifiable nature, and so bypass this awkward fact, she tells us that PCR only
'aids in the diagnosis of disease'. It only 'helps' alongside the other tests like the
ELISA and Lateral Flow test. And so we have the quite unbelievable situation now
where meaningless test A is being used to confirm the result of meaningless test
B - a farce that has at least been noted at professional levels, but with no
mainstream media coverage of the situation. A leading Australian government
health organisation The Therapeutic Goods Administration whose stated aim is
to regulate the quality, supply and advertising of medicines and pathology
devices has admitted the PCR test is worthless. A September 2020 article from
Off Guardian tells us, 'Imagine going to a doctor suspecting you may have a
serious illness and being told there are two tests available. With the first test,
should you record a positive result, they do not know, whether or not you have
the disease. With the second test, a blood test, they know for certain that the
test is of no value in detecting the disease. Would a patient find that situation
satisfactory? Obviously not. Yet that is exactly what the Australian government
is admitting is the situation with its coronavirus testing. It is on the Therapeutic
Goods Administration website for 'health professionals. 'The extent to which a
positive PCR result correlates with the infectious state of an individual is still
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being determined.' and 'There is limited evidence available to assess the
accuracy and clinical utility of available COVID-19 tests.'
I'll repeat that. The extent to which
a positive PCR result correlates with
the infectious state of an individual
is still being determined, and there's
limited evidence on the accuracy of
the tests. People, join the dots!
Church, join the dots! On all counts,
the PCR test scores a big fat ZERO!
An excellent summary of the flaws
of PCR testing is found here.

WHAT DO ANY OF HER HEADLINES MEAN?
It doesn't matter that Dominic Raab didn't specify in his interview whether it
was the ELISA test or the Lateral Flow test or PCR that triggered those 93% false
positive results, all three tests are as criminally inaccurate as each other. Two
comments below the Sky News interview say it all. 'Strange times are these in
which we live when old and young are taught falsehoods in school and the person
that DARES to tell the truth is called at once a lunatic and a fool.' Hear! Hear!
And further, 'Please, please don’t call what has been happening in Britain these
past six months ‘incompetence’. What we have witnessed is corruption, fraud
and criminality on a massive scale. We don’t just need people to be sacked. We
need people to be put on trial.'
And here is another area where Madame Mainstream and the kings are being
so calculated and where we must maintain our vigilance. Sun reporter Imogen
Braddick tells us about SOARING covid 'cases'. But a covid 'case' is merely a King
Kong positive test result. Nobody needs to be ill. Test positive and you're a case.
And with so many more people now being tested false positive, everybody's
becoming a 'case', never mind tomorrow we could test negative, and the day
after test positive again. And never mind we feel fine despite being diagnosed
positive. Millions of people are testing false c19 positive and physically are
perfectly fine. And what about the psychological effects upon the healthy
individual who is told he's 'got it' but has no idea the Korona test has nil value?
'INFECTION RATES SOAR' screams out Madame Mainstream daily and since day
one. But so what? What do any of her headlines mean once we understand the
true nature of these tests? This 'pandemic' relies 100% on us maintaining our
trust in the test. Without the test, there is no pandemic, and there is no test,
therefore, there is no pandemic. And just look at how deceitfully Madame
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Mainstream spins these inaccuracies. The UK Guardian tells us of a UK-based
PCR lab awarded £120M by the UK government which had its operation
suspended after it was revealed as many as 43,000 people may have tested false
negative shortly after testing positive on a Lateral Flow test, and these people
could be going around the place 'infecting' everybody. Says the article, 'Dr Kit
Yates, a mathematical biologist at the University of Bath and a member of the
Independent Sage group of scientists suggested the error could be behind
a recent rise in coronavirus cases. Many of these people will have been forced
into school or work, potentially infecting others. This could be part of the reason
behind some of the recent rises we’ve seen.' But strangely, no mention in the
pole-dancing Guardian article of the false positive rates. And not a pip on the
fact that all Korona test are equally as useless as each other.

HERE'S AN INTERESTING STATISTIC
Here's an interesting statistic. In the book Cancer and Vitamin C, oncologist
Ewan Cameron and Linus Pauling (aka the God-father of vitamin C) include
a chapter on spontaneous regression of many types of cancer. They tell of the
meticulous autopsies that were carried out on people who had died in old age
and of natural causes which revealed a high incidence of cancers in the body
that were never suspected in life. Their findings revealed that thyroid and
pancreatic cancer was 30-40 times more prevalent in autopsy than in real life
and that every second male autopsied over aged 75 had died with prostate
cancer but not of it. Say Pauling and Cameron, 'Cancer is therefore far more
prevalent than we realise and not such a vicious disease as we commonly
thought. except when it gets out of control. The great majority of cancers are
held in check by the body, they grow for a while, then regress and disappear, and
it is only an occasional one that escapes control and forms a progressive cancer.
Spontaneous regression teaches us that doctors and their treatments are not allpowerful and that there exists in every one of us a mechanism with the potential
to cure cancer, working alongside whatever treatment is adopted'. 6
And also in so many instances, our wondrous internal self-healing mechanisms
will overcome our cancers without us ever knowing, as millions of 'nutritionfocussed' people will testify. Of course, prostate cancer exists and of course
people suffer and also die from it, nobody's denying this, but Big Pharma also
knows that myriad benign forms of the same cancers exist too which can appear
quickly and disappear just as quickly. But instead of telling you this, Big Pharma
would far rather bombard you with her testing propaganda, have you eventually
succumbing to whatever test, have you frightened beyond measure by whatever
positive diagnosis and submitting to myriad toxic chemotherapies and invasive
6

Ewan Cameron, Linus Pauling Cancer and Vitamin C, pp 93-94, Norton & Co, 1979
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surgeries. And if these treatments go on to kill you, your death certificate will
only ever say prostate cancer. It will never say 'death by toxic treatment'. Once
again, so many will have fallen victim to Big Pharma's daily deceiving influences,
albeit presented as a smiling brochure below.

PLEASE DELETE FOREVER THE TERM 'ASYMPTOMATIC CARRIER'
Adding more weight to the c19 testing fraud, Sky News again tells us that 8085% of people who test positive for c19 don't even exhibit any symptoms. But
telling us we could all be invisible carriers of whatever infectious disease even
though we're feeling perfectly well is yet another deceitful practice that's been
generating massive revenues for the kings since doctoring began. Welcome to
the world of the asymptomatic carrier! No symptoms but infected anyway. It's
basically just another play on 'Doctor, I feel fantastic!' and the doctor replying,
'Nonsense young man, you simply haven't had the right test yet!'
The truth is we don't exhibit any symptoms because
there's nothing wrong with us! But instead of the
Sky interviewer daring to go down that dangerous
route, she warns us more testing will be required in
order to identify those 'dangerous people' walking
around silently 'infecting' everybody around them.
We're all ticking timebombs, say the kings of the
earth, say the c19 experts, says Sky, and these
hidden infection rates could be as high as 80%
exclaim the King Kong elite! And so probably best
we don't meet up for a while, says trusting Dave to
Hilda and Rachel and all his other friends and family.
We feel OK but there's a good chance we're not.
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Where does one even BEGIN to drag Dave out
from under such an oppressive Korona spell?
Right here and right now as it happens, PRAISE
GOD! Please delete forever the term
'asymptomatic carrier' from the 'c19 fake fact
folder' rote-learned and lodged in our heads by
Big Pharma. It is yet another heinous lie foisted
upon us by the greedy merchants who wish only
to keep us in a state of constant high anxiety and
believing we're 'infected' and have us constantly
looking to them for our medical salvation.
Again, as HL Mencken tells us, 'The whole aim of practical politics is to keep the
populace alarmed, and hence clamorous to be led to safety, by menacing it with
an endless series of hobgoblins, all of them imaginary.' And I ask you of even the
soundest mind and constitution, in the first few days and weeks when King Kong
first hit, tell me you didn't experience a momentary wave of nausea washing
over you as your mind did daily battle with the sheer pounding we've all been
receiving from madam mainstream telling us how unwell and how infected we
all are right now?
And it's such a grandiose-sounding term, isn't it. In fact, I'd go as far as to say
'asymptomatic carrier' is one of the most convincing fake sound-bytes in the
history of modern medicine! Other diseases we could be silently harbouring
according to 'Big Pharma wisdom' include cholera, hepatitis, Zika, SARS, malaria,
tuberculosis, typhus, HIV, rubella, smallpox, chickenpox, cowpox,
hypothyroidism, whooping cough, osteoporosis and 1001 supposed flu viruses.
If we're to protect one another from c19, says our government, we must act like
we've got it! We're all of us potentially the walking infected, smh. Thank You
Lord for the freedom that comes with knowing the evil heart of these luciferian
liars leading the nations right now.
And just look at the vile UK government poster campaign opposite. 'Act Like
You've Got It!' What an oppressive message! We're quite literally being
brainwashed into believing we're all carriers of some dread invisible infection!
Our evil governments are surrounding us with gloom and death! More luciferian
lies wrecking our social lives as people needlessly cancel seeing one another.
And they weren't relenting with their deceitful headlines. For those who believe
the mainstream c19 narrative, the Korona news over tge course of 2021 becqme
only more doom-laden and terrifying But can't we see how this is straight from
the pit? It's the work of the destroyer and the VERY OPPOSITE of how our God
wants us to live! We feel perfectly well because WE ARE PERFECTLY WELL!
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Please listen to our God when He tells us that holding on to our old ways of
thinking and our old King Kong c19 belief systems is comparable to a dog
returning to its vomit. The convention c19 belief system is vomit and so too is
our reliance upon our state-sponsored c19 updates. Updating us with what?
Only more vomit. And likewise, every time we use ANY of the fake Korona
terminology in our conversations, and especially the term 'asymptomatic carrier'
and covid and pandemic and so many more gag-inducing 'covid words', all we're
doing is adding another layer of deceit and gloom.

And while you're deleting all those useless asymptomatic carrier files, why not
also cancel your newspapers, and turn off your TV news! Do not pollute your
minds and households with such content, says our God! And you'll feel so much
healthier for it too, I promise you! It is only our God who can lead us now.
And looking down from this higher vantage point now, surely we are beginning
to see now how this pandemic is a pandemic of lies, and that there's never been
anything wrong with us? And the dissenters and the watchmen would all say
that when we dare to add up all of these anomalies, this means we can say with
100% certainty the current ‘infectious c19’ pantomime is THE SINGLE MOST evil
worldwide conspiracy ever brought down upon the common man. What we are
witnessing here with the fake Korona crisis is a level of criminality and treason
that is off the scale! Treason - meaning: the crime of showing no loyalty to your
country, especially by helping its enemies. Here's Jacob Rees Mogg of the UK
Conservative party laughing and joking at the 2020 Downing street Christmas
party while the UK population is told extended family Christmas is cancelled.
Says JRM, 'This party's not going to be investigated by the police!' And here's
Boris Johnson's former aide Allegra Stratton laughing and joking the same.
These people care not a wit about their treachery.
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DICTATORSHIP WITHOUT TEARS
Of course there's good medicine being practiced but there is also the bad and
ugly which is why our God calls us to continued vigilance, but because of our
deference to the overarching system and innate trust in those above us, we are
now utterly surrounded by the bad and the ugly dressed as light. Our Big Pharma
deceivers over the decades have woven such an aura of 'medical expertise'
around us which has rendered us almost incapable of argument or escape! Like
a stick of rock, medical science and the medicine industry has 'fakery' running
right through it, deceiving us with their fear-mongering fake tests and fake
'viruses' and germ-laden advertorials, all of which we'll be looking at when we
uncover the true history of the pharmaceutical industry later.
And so, in the coming days when YOU are told that YOU must submit to the c19
ELISA or PCR test, what will YOU do? On point of principle alone, dissenters are
refusing to engage at any level with immoral King Kong. We're taking our stand
early against the overarching regime, and we're resisting this authoritarianism
NOW because we can see the template is already in place for a far more
controlling regime to come, and we know in our hearts this oppression isn't
going to go away. What's being imposed upon us right now and to which we're
acceding so willingly will be as NOTHING compared to the brutality to come. And
we're walking right into it, as if in some kind of stupor. Here's an eerily accurate
prophecy from Aldous Huxley from the late 19th century. 'There will be, in the
next generation or so, a pharmacological method of making people love their
servitude, and producing dictatorship without tears, so to speak, producing
a kind of painless concentration camp for entire societies, so that people will in
fact have their liberties taken away from them, but will rather enjoy it, because
they will be distracted from any desire to rebel by propaganda or brainwashing,
or brainwashing enhanced by pharmacological methods. And this seems to be
the final revolution.'
So true! If I believed in the power of crystal balls, I'd say Aldous Huxley owned
one, and a 50 inch one in 4K at that! And our observer knows in his heart that if
everybody did actually stop for a few minutes and dared to think rationally
about the c19 pantomime, all of us deep down would sense the darkness around
us now. But most of us don't dare, we shut our eyes and conform to the
madness. We find our different ways to acclimatise to it and even deny its
existence, as author AN Wilson stated, 'It is remarkable how easily children and
grown-ups adapt to living in a dictatorship organised by lunatics.'

THERE'S NOT EVEN A SPECIFIC C19 VIRUS TO IDENTIFY
Our God wants us out from under ALL of these establishment lies, and may He
use Smoke and Mirrors to open many eyes so we might stand strong amidst all
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of this deceit. And thank You Lord there is a God before Whom ALL of these evil
criminals will stand to face their Eternal Just Judgment. Again, we are reminded
of that Bible verse 'My people die through lack of knowledge.' Hos4:6
I hope the above information on the ELISA and PCR test
and on asymptomatic carriers etc, etc, has helped to reorganise and re-appropriate some of the more deceitful
King Kong Korona propaganda. And if you test positive
in the near future, whilst a c19 positive diagnosis might
well elicit a fearful response, PLEASE DO NOT FEAR! The
only virus the c19 test detects is the ‘lack of knowledge’
virus which is the real pandemic in our midst. Him who
hath ears to hear, let him hear! And anyway, there's not
even a specific c19 virus to identify.
WHAT? I know, it sounds hard to believe doesn't it! Or maybe not quite so hard
now? I repeat, there's not even a specific c19 virus to identify. The following
report from the president of the Bulgarian Pathology Association Dr Stoian
Alexov drops so many coherent bombshells on the c19 fraud it's hard to know
where to begin, but to summarise: the c19 'pandemic' is a hoax being
perpetrated by the World Health Organisation which Dr Alexov and colleagues
describe as 'a criminal medical organization for creating worldwide fear and
chaos without providing objectively verifiable proof of a pandemic.'
Alexov and colleagues also say that pushing for a worldwide c19 vaccine as the
authorities are doing is in itself an impossible medical intervention because
there is NO identifiable c19 'virus' against which any vaccine might work. Here
are hundreds of freedom of information documents showing that NO AGENCY
holds ANY evidence for the existence of the King Kong Korona virus. Read what
qualified doctors are saying here in the article 'COVID-19 does not exist: The
global elite’s campaign of terror against humanity.'
As far as visible proof for any virus
is concerned, do a search on ANY
virus in gootube images, and you
quickly realise that after floating
mines and glowing golf balls with
little pylons sticking out of them,
virus artists across the board run
right out of ideas on what a virus
looks like. No actual real live
photographs exist of ANY real live
viruses, ANYWHERE!
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Virus imagery is yet another beautiful cgi fraud foisted upon us by the kings of
the earth to maximise their hugely profitable 'virus business model'. The
imagery is concocted on-screen using various art programmes, and these
conjectured glowing balls are based SOLELY upon what the kings of the earth
would have us believe is the root cause of whatever viral dis-ease. THESE ARE
NOT REAL IMAGES.

WAY BEYOND CARING
Here is one of literally hundreds of artists who creates viruses using cinema 4D,
and for our purposes here, you only need to click through the video to get the
idea. The true depths of fakery in the virus industry and the complete hold it has
over the populations is covered in more detail when we look later at the true
story of the modern pharmaceutical industry. You'll be shocked all over again at
the levels of deceit. And if you're baulking at idea the virus industry in general
could be fraudulent, then no offense, but where this is all headed with this c19
pandemonium, dissenters are way beyond caring what information some
people might find aggrieving.
Maybe you have the evidence the c19 virus exists? If you do, then you MUST
contact Madame Mainstream IMMEDIATELY, for the sake of ALL HUMANITY! If
this thing is really is real, I don't want to die a horrible, breathless ventilator
death! And you can also delete Smoke and Mirrors from your hard drive and
we'll all be healthier for it!
The truth is there is NO EVIDENCE ANYWHERE for a rampaging c19 virus but
plenty of evidence for rampaging fear driven by the fake rampaging c19
narrative and all of this fake Korona effluent being poured into our front rooms
24/7 by the wizardry of the kings. Do call in at the fact checkers though if you're
unsure. They've gone stratospheric on this one. But of course they have. Here
is another huge lie they've now got to try and hide.
And here's another awkward Korona fact we must let sink in. Hospitals and other
medical establishments worldwide are being pressured to comply with a WHO
directive which states they are to record deaths as c19 deaths even if they die
of illness UNRELATED to said virus. Please let this sink in. WHO officialdom
knows full well the virus hasn't even been isolated and compounding the lies,
she is instructing ALL hospitals to report deaths as c19 deaths even when they
are clearly UNRELATED to any flu-like symptoms.

HICCUPS CAN BE A SIGN OF BEING INFECTED
The following short video is one of many showing how people who have died of
cancer, heart failure, falling over, head injuries, and even a car crash are quite
falsely having c19 recorded on the death certificate. One comment on the video
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says that when they told the doctor the death clearly was NOT c19-related, the
doctor told them the certificate would NOT be changed as the hospital was
required to submit a minimum number of c19 deaths a day.
Here is an account of a man who died in in a motorbike accident where the death
was recorded as c19. Again, when pressed on this, the hospital spokesman said,
'You could actually argue it could have been Covid-19 that caused him to crash.'
And if that's not enough, here are government officials finally ADMITTING that
almost ANY death can now be classed as a c19 death. This video is mirrored here
in case the first one gets taken down. The enormity of the c19 lies we're being
told is simply staggering!
Here's c19 nurse Erin Olzewski who secretly filmed a hospital computer screen
showing how illnesses and deaths unrelated to c19 are being recorded as c19.
She also tells us how patients are coming into hospital with high anxiety and
heightened breathlessness as a result of all of these evil c19 scare tactics, and
how they're immediately being put on ventilators and marked down as c19
patients. Erin says that ALL the nurses in her hospital know this is going on but
are too scared to speak out.
Erin also describes how people with treatable conditions are dying unnecessarily
because of perverse decisions being made by 'the higher ups' as she describes
them. The treatment policy is to assume people have c19 and treat them
accordingly which is resulting in people dying because they're not being given
the treatment they actually need. Another nurse tells us on video she believes
she's been complicit in many unnecessary deaths and she's heartbroken by it.
Doctors are now also warning us that loss of smell and hiccups can be a sign of
being infected with the c19 virus. The facebook page containing the 'hiccup
report' is posted by UK state-registered nurse Miri-Anne who calls upon us to
wake up to what's really going on with all of these fake c19 statistics. Miri-Anne
also reveals what's going on with our virtually empty hospitals. As of Mid-July
2020, and in the middle of a 'pandemic' allegedly sweeping the earth, there were
NO queues of the c19 ill and dying in UK hospitals, virtually no take-up in bed
space, and with gagging orders being put on all staff wishing to openly discuss
such matters. And all the while, patients with serious conditions could not get
an appointment to be seen. Go Miri-Anne! An A&E consultant I know personally
told me back in mid-July 2020 the lack of patients meant there was never
a better time to go to hospital!

THE UNDERCOVER FILMING OF EMPTY HOSPITALS
As I write, and with the 2020 flu season been and gone, and the 2021 season
upon us again, we're witnessing the same unremarkable illness and death rates
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which lying Madame Mainstream is again turning into EXTRAORDINARY c19
death statistics. And again, how easily she warps the mind of the uncritical
thinker. And speaking of hospitals, we're now going to look at a phenomenon
which is causing a lot of anger in some quarters, and for all the wrong reasons.
I'm talking about the undercover filming of hospitals in the summer of 2020.
These videos were shot in order to show how Madame Mainstream had been
lying to us when she told us hospitals across the world were 'buckling under the
strain of it all'. Since the c19 pantomime began, undercover films of empty
hospitals have been appearing online from countries across the world.
These videos which were being posted at the height of the alleged worldwide
pandemonium have prompted all manner of angry outbursts, and so as we look
at a few of these videos now, we'll also look at what Mr Angry is getting so upset
about because regardless of what ethics may or may not have been breached,
and regardless of reporting style, and regardless of whether you yourself would
carry out such an 'undercover mission' - when we actually watch these videos,
it's obvious Mr Angry is simply shooting the messenger. So many hospitals have
been ghost towns. And to add to the suspicion, as quickly as these ‘empty
hospital’ videos were being uploaded, gootube was just as quickly removing
them. Why? What has gootube been trying to hide?
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EHS IN THE NHS
EMPTY HOSPITAL SYNDROME
And it wasn't just Joe Public making these videos either, nurses were bringing us
the same footage and confessing on camera how hospitals have been hugely
inflating the c19 death statistics, as per the WHO directive to all hospitals. Unless
proven otherwise says WHO, all deaths must be assumed to be c19-related. To
start us off, here's a nurse from Cornwall who resigned from her job because her
conscience couldn't take it anymore. Here she is on open mic telling us 'We've
closed all of Cornwall down for 3 people in hospital. I've had no work to do for 3
weeks at the height of the pandemic. Overrun hospitals is all lies.' Here's
another nurse telling us how her hospital has seen NONE of the pandemonium
being reported by the mainstream press. She has called the c19 frontline
certificate she was awarded The Cerificate of Bollocks.’ And here she is on a
different site before gootube removes it. Thankfully, more and more nurses are
beginning to speak out but they're losing their jobs as a result.

COMPLICIT IN MANY UNNECESSARY DEATHS
Here's a guy walking round an empty hospital in the US. His language gets
colourful in places his video reveals another hospital almost deserted at a time
when the whole of America is supposed to be falling down under the deadly c19
'second wave'. Here's another guy who's posted a video called Packed Hospitals?
Gimme A Break! He begins with an up-to-date c19 bulletin from his local
mainstream news team telling us how the c19 devastation is as bad as it's ever
been and then takes us to the local hospital to film another ghost town. And
I apologise beforehand for the swearing and racism at one point in this next link
but to allow this man's lack of propriety to deny what his video reveals would be
disingenuous. Too often we look for the tiniest anomaly in a man so we might
dismiss the bigger picture. Get over it! Our racist records the calls he makes to
hospitals which we are told are overflowing, only to discover the Dutch media
was lying and the hospitals were virtually empty. Here, an undercover
journalist reveals how Madame Mainstream is lying about overrun c19 testing
centres. These videos would be everywhere across gootube but for her rigorous
censorship.
Back in the UK, and here's a guy taking us around Hartlepool hospital in October
2020, showing us empty waiting rooms, deserted corridors and nil activity and
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all of this emptiness whilst the UK is supposedly in the middle of a 'c19 second
wave' plus growing reports of new and deadly c19 variants emerging.
Concerned member of the
public Hannah Dean has
taken undercover videos of
hospitals in Kent, Sussex,
Hampshire and Surrey, to
reveal the same story, all
the hospitals she filmed
showing no signs of the c19
mayhem being portrayed
by Madame Mainstream.
Above, we see Hannah plus a still image she took from inside an allegedly 'heaving
hospital'. Every corridor was the same. Hannah was tracked down via her
facebook page and fined £200 under the Health Protection Coronavirus
Restriction Order 2020, whatever that means. In the mainstream report, the
police said Ms Dean had been arrested for 'causing angst in the community'.
Of course her videos were causing angst! Here's a snippet of Hannah's facebook
post, 'Hospital is the quietest I've ever seen it! I walked all over the hospital,
including A&E! I know this is hard to get our heads around, but the government
are lying to us! And the reason why they're lying to us is very disturbing.' And it
IS disturbing, and dissenters would say the angst the public feels, and the
manner in which they turn on the dissenter, is merely the outworking of a far
deeper anxiety that Hannah is uncomfortably reminding them this c19
'pandemic' really could be a conspiracy against the common man. Hannah and
other dissenters don't film these videos for no reason! They have seen the
treachery taking place and they're doing what they can to wake us up to it.
Portsmouth Council Leader Gerald Vernon-Jackson provides us with a typical
angry and emotional, hand-wringing response to Hannah's videos, 'It's an
irrefutable fact there's huge pressure on the hospital. To say covid doesn't exist,
it's a hoax, is so demeaning to the work those people are putting in, the risks
they're putting themselves under and the loss so many families have felt in this
city. It's a disgrace and how anybody could do that to other people and show so
little for their suffering and their hard work, I don't know.'
To the untrained eye, Gerald's hand-wringing summary of the c19 denialist seems
inarguable. Those c19 denialists are the scum of the earth. They don't give two
monkeys about our doctors and nurses or the dead and the dying, and especially
those c19 dissenters! We don't care a jot about the grieving families or their
suffering. In fact, we rejoice in their pain, we laugh as we trample on babies and
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steal the hospital charity boxes, smh. Thanks Gerald for yet another barrage of
bulk-standard, emotive, kindergarten King Kong klaptrap.

HOW DARE THIS LADY EMPLOY SUCH UNDERHAND TACTICS
Of course we care about our hospital staff, of course we care about human
suffering, and nobody ANYWHERE is saying it's a breeze working in the NHS.
Anybody with a shred of common sense and humanity understands what an
amazing job the NHS does EVERY SINGLE DAY! But what we do as dissenters is
separate out the emotion of it all and keep our eyes on the facts. All of us are
grateful for the patience and resilience our hospital staff show as they deal with
all the added pressures brought about by the treacherous c19 pandemonium
and now all the added vacine damage presenting in A&E units across the world.
Because other serious illnesses and diseases do exist that need treating, if you
can believe that amidst all the vainglorious c19 hype. And on top of all the
physical ills, health services everywhere are now also having to deal with the
mental health fallout from monster Kong.
And so, may God bless and keep our amazing NHS staff! And also, here in the
UK, we're not stupid, it doesn't take much brain power to see how the UK
government is also using this fake c19 pantomime to try to implode the NHS the secret desire of successive governments for decades. And in February 2021,
the UK government granted nurses A ONE PERCENT PAY RISE! Please let that be
the final marker for you, Mr Angry. Protect the NHS? Hardly. Another vile
strapline from the monsters who don't care in the slightest for human health.
Here’s a mid-December 2020 report from Gloucester Live online newspaper
telling us Gloucester Royal Hospital is under considerable pressure and barely
able to cope with patient influx, yet a few days later, an undercover video filmed
by member of the public Debbie Hicks shows the same hospital virtually empty!
And Boy! Did this video get some flak! What a betrayal of trust, snorts Mr Angry!
Sneaking round hospitals like that! How dare she employ such underhand tactics
when we're all in such turmoil right now, bla, bla, bla.
I beg your pardon, Mr Angry? Do you mean how dare she carry out the work of
a journalist unfettered by luciferian influence? Sorry the video was a bit rough
round the edges, sorry it wasn't some shiny ITN production headed up by multiaward-winning Penny Marshall, sorry there was no barbed wire. But you're right
about the betrayal, Mr Angry. These empty hospital videos are just another
piece of the puzzle showing how our governments are betraying us. Even
Madame Mainstream is having to admit that for a worldwide pandemic, our
hospitals are strangely quiet. Here's Sky News Australia interviewing former US
naval intelligence officer John Jordan at the 'height' of the alleged 'first wave' of
allegedly 'infectious c19' who tells viewers, 'Hospitals aren't being overrun. The
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projected numbers of sick people just aren't materialising. A lot of these hospital
expansions and field hospitals are empty. The longer this goes on, the more
damaging to the economy - the more structural damage there is.'
Does a US naval intelligence officer finally do it for you, Mr Angry? Dismissing
these whistle-blower videos because of how you might 'feel' about the person
making them is like denying Usain Bolt won the 100 metres because you didn't
like the cameraman. Such responses reveal a level of cognitive dissonance
almost off the scale! Stick to the content, Mr Angry, not how you 'feel'. The facts
don't care about your feelings. But it's as if the faster Mr Angry types out his
disgust, the faster he's looking to build some kind of protective wall around
himself, something to shield him from the possibility c19 really could be a
worldwide conspiracy against the common man. A remarkable skill set, Mr
Angry! A hand over each eye, a finger in each ear and still typing furiously.

We mustn't ever ride roughshod over a person's feelings of course, our God tells
us our gentleness must be evident to all, but even Jesus turned over tables. At
what point does Mr Angry deserve to be told to his face he's being perverse?
And readers may not like my bluntness in places either but Smoke and Mirrors
has never been about making friends, there isn't the time to walk people gently
through their misappropriated anger to make them 'feel' better. Feelings are
very low on the priority list. We need to answer the actual question, what's
actually going on here? Why are ALL hospitals being reported as heaving in midlate 2020 at the supposed height of the supposed 'pandemic', when so many of
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them were virtually empty? And God's c19 dissenters would say that deep down,
all of us know the answer to that one. What we are facing here is pure evil.
If our hospitals really were full of the sick and the dying, these videos wouldn't
even exist and we'd all of us be far too busy dealing with the fallout from
a genuine, worldwide infectious crisis, which clearly we are NOT. So please, Mr
Angry, do us all a favour, all of us are 'going through it' in different ways with the
pandemonium, and so if you are going to burst out all over the place at these
hospital videos, please control the resident evil and stick to the facts.

At the risk of of repetition, here are are just a few more links showing how our
elite and Madame Mainstream have blatantly been lying to us in her reports
from the supposed infectious c19 horror. Firstly, above and on the next page,
we see our leaders all meeting together in June 2021 at the G7 summit meeting,
having a barbeque on the beach and watching a Red Arrows fly-by, hugging one
another. No masks and no social distancing while they enforce these luciferian
measures upon us. The people instrumental in writing the infectious King Kong
rules and regulations are obviously not worried themselves about dying of covid,
smh. Wake up o church, wake up o people!
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And I agree with you 100% Pieter! These
luciferians are indeed mocking us, but will we
stand up to this evil? Will we listen to what our
hearts deep down are telling us and insist upon
our freedoms being returned to us? Might we
even remove our masks in protest? You will be
when you've read the chapter on the mask. As
christians, we cannot ever condone civil
disobedience but we can pray for change and
absolutely we can clear God's House of all the
detestable King Kong idols we have brought into
His House. That would be a great start.

NO EXPENSE SPARED IN THE C19 PROPS DEPARTMENT
And our observer gets to thinking about the 'ventilator theatre' we witnessed in
early 2020 and how everybody was talking about the lack of ventilators and how
the word 'ventilator' is such a powerful word, and how it instantly conjures up
wide-eyed patients fighting for breath and bellows going up and down and how
this all added to the terrifying aura of it all! And he thinks how for years, doctors
and nurses have been asking successive UK governments for funding for all
manner of necessary equipment but with nil response, and now suddenly, with
c19, suddenly the government cares about saving people's lives? And especially
the elderly? And they make a big show of rushing in all these ventilators? And of
course, Madame Mainstream made sure all the desperate ventilator footage
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went out on primetime. And yes of course, some elderly people have needed
ventilators, what with March/April being the tail-end of the flu season but
ventilator theatre has died a death now in 2021, it served its purpose in 2020,
nobody is talking about ventilators anymore, just as nobody knows any
geographical area around them where c19 is ravaging its inhabitants - nowhere
at all! And listen to this funeral director telling us how it really is with all these
supposed deaths.
And so we all had our fill of
ventilator theatre, but do you
also
remember
'makeshift
hospital' theatre around the
same time? The temporary
hospitals erected to 'cater for the
expected c19 holocaust', and the
'frantic' front page warehouse
conversions so we could all
mutter to one another how
terrible it all is.

Above right, we see the Excel Nightingale Hospital in London, opened in April
2020 and built to hold 4,000 beds. Said the BBC on April 1st 2020, ‘Five hundred
beds are already in place and there is space for another 3,500.’ And above, we
see the same Excel hospital empty one month later. ONE MONTH LATER!
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And on the 28th December 2020, here's the UK Sun newspaper telling us that
while c19 cases SOAR, and while our hospitals 'heave with c19 patients' and how
we're all 'on the brink', what a tragedy the temporary emergency hospitals are
now all laying empty. The same Sun article includes the picture below of former
UK Health Secretary Matt Hancock addressing workers in April 2020 at the
opening of the now deserted Nightingale emergency hospital in Birmingham.
Look at us, my friend, just look at us! How much more like 1984 does this all
have to get before we realise what we've already become!
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And look how desperately Madame Mainstream has been trying to spin the
emptiness! Here's Harry de Quetterville for the UK Daily Telegraph, asking if UK
hospitals are 'relatively empty' because we Brits are made of sterner stuff, that
we Brits don't go to hospital in a crisis, we opt instead to die at home, smh. And
the hospitals are NOT relatively empty, for 'relatively', read undeniably,
inarguably, conspicuously, inescapably. But let's not forget that minimising
awkward truths is a prerequisite in lap dancer Harry's journo 'profession'.
But hey ho, the 'makeshift hospital' roadshow has been and gone, the power of
the image has worked its magic, with our own eyes we saw the hospitals, we
saw the beds and the monitors. And the government wouldn't spend £500M for
no reason we say to one another, and so this c19 pandemic MUST BE REAL!
Except that none of it's real. Just like 'ventilator theatre', 'makeshift hospital
theatre' shows us how our luciferian leaders have spared no expense in the c19
props department. Expensive ventilators gathering dust, expensive makeshift
Korona hospitals all deserted, and to even the most seasoned dissenters, the
extent of this King Kong Korona deceit is unparalleled!
If there really was a real pandemic sweeping the world, there would be no
hospital ghost towns ANYWHERE. We'd see illness and death and chaos all
around us! EVERY available bed would be taken in EVERY hospital! There would
be serious overspill from all intensive care units into all corridors and all other
wards! We'd be seeing doctors and nurses rushing to and fro, paramedics with
stretchers carrying the dead and the dying, a constant stream of ambulances
with flashing blue lights and sirens, and all of the wards would be teeming and
the bodies would literally be piling up in the streets! But none of this is
happening.... ANYWHERE!
And so it follows the evil kings of the earth need to have us thinking we're
surrounded by pestilence, and with an admitted 93% false positive rate for these
tests, enforcing such a test upon the populations will soon have us thinking
God's earth is 'buckling under deadly infection'. Forget any fake virus, it's the
vile atmosphere of gloom and illness and death the kings are deceitfully creating
all around us which is causing the greatest ill. Physically, mentally and spiritually,
My people are dying through lack of knowledge, says our God.
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THE INTELLECTUAL INCONSISTENCIES

THAT ABOUND
'Consistency is contrary to nature, contrary to
life. The only completely consistent people
are the dead.' Aldous Huxley
And our observer thinks about the intellectual inconsistencies that have been
compromising the integrity of our relationships with one another over the last
two years now, how the government's luciferian c19 rules and regulations are
changing the way we think and behave towards one another. He thinks of all
those people with their fixed ideas on quarantining and self-isolation, who
queue the statutory 2 meters, who wipe down their trolley handles religiously
and wear their masks and gel their hands and don't hug friends and neighbours
for fear of infection and scowl at those who infringe their 'safe space' in the
aisles, but whenever any extended family visits from different parts of the world,
suddenly all the rules change.
Suddenly, daughter Sophie from 'highly infectious' tier 4 Manchester is OK to
stay over at Mum and Dad's in tier 2. Son Frankie and daughter-in-law Bex and
kids fly in from Nairobi, and they're OK to graft into the 'family bubble' for
however long. Never mind that on their way to Mum and Dad's, Sophie and
Frankie and Bex and kids all sat alongside 'potentially deadly'' strangers on the
coach and underground or mixed at the 'infected' motorway services, sat
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squashed up on the airport bus, jostled alongside countless 'asymptomatic
carriers' through customs, and sat even more squashed up on the plane for six
hours where everybody removed their masks to eat and drink, and were very
likely breathing out an even deadlier c19 strain! And OMG! Is that Tracey in the
white hoodie in the aisle? TIER 4 TRACY FROM TAUNTON???? And she's not
even wearing a mask!
Second son Jimmy is also visiting Mum and Dad for the weekend from tier 4
Deptford, and so as far as Mum and Dad are concerned, it's a sort of secret family
get-together, and hopefully none of the neighbours will see anything untoward.
Jimmy's been away from the family for a while and he's been researching c19
for himself, and he doesn't share the family c19 mindset. He can see there's
something fundamentally wrong with all of this c19 business, and although he's
not pieced the whole story together yet, he can see there are wheels within
wheels, and Jimmy's really struggling inside with all the c19 compromising he's
seeing in his family.
And during their stay, nobody in the
wider family from all these different
places and all under one roof are
becoming ill or suffering any flu-like
symptoms, and so Jimmy's struggling
with all of this, as anybody would
who actually stops and genuinely
thinks about it all. Mum and Dad have
been acting every day as if every
passer-by is 'infected' with death but
extended family can arrive from
wherever around the world, can all
hug in arrivals, can all cram in the car
for the journey home and
immediately all live together? And all
of
these
inconsistencies
are
overlooked
because?
Because
WHAT? There is no because. This
hypocrisy has been evident amongst
us EVERYWHERE!

EVERY FAMILY HAS ITS FAMILY MYTHS AND SLEEPING GIANTS
And our observer wonders if any families ever actually talk to one another about
any of their intellectually inconsistent behaviour and the gaping holes their
behaviour reveals in the fake 'infectious c19' narrative, and he thinks very likely
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not, because of how awkward it would all be to have all the family fakery
brought out into the open. And he imagines 'oddball' Jimmy sat at the family
table suddenly blurting out the great family lie, 'None of this makes sense, Mum,
Dad. Your neighbour's just been at the door, Dad, and you don't let him in
because you think he might be infected, yet 24 hours ago, I was in tier 4 Deptford,
Sophie was in tier 4 Manchester and Frankie and Bex and the kids were all
squashed up on a plane for 6 hours from Nairobi, and here you are hugging us
all and having us all living under one roof? No isolation, no quarantine for any of
us? And Mum, what about your secret visits to your best friend Sally over the last
year? What's that about? I don't get your logic in ANY of this. Hello? Dad? Mum?
Anyone receiving me? Come in Mum and Dad. Over. '
But Jimmy's not stupid, he knows that asking the family anything that challenges
their new-found c19 religion would lead everybody into very awkward territory.
Firstly, Mum and Dad would deny that c19 is their new-found religion, even
though their Korona cleaning rituals and other obsessive c19 behaviours scream
out otherwise. Religious - meaning: manifesting faithful devotion to an
acknowledged ultimate reality or deity, treated or regarded with devotion.
And secondly, Mum and Dad have
disinfected and scrubbed too many
surfaces and hurled too much abuse at
the King Kong dissenters now to ever
admit they could be wrong. Any such
confrontation would upset the family
dynamic, would disturb accepted
family myths, disturb sleeping giants,
disturb what lies beneath.
Every family has its family myths and sleeping giants, like when 7yr old Jasmine
says loudly at Christmas, 'Mummy, why isn't Uncle Rick allowed to visit us
anymore?' And ever since Jimmy can remember, Dad's always been the family
'scientist', he's always had the last word on science. Dad studied molecular
biology at university, and so if Dad says the virus exists, then the virus exists!
Nobody's ever seen Dad's university certificates mind, and he's always been
quite sketchy about his early twenties, but nobody 'goes there' either, that's
another sleeping giant.
And Mum's convinced the pandemic is real too! And she's got cast-iron proof!
Apart from listening to her government issue Korona facts morning, noon and
night on her King Kong Korona FM, Mum also knows somebody who knows
somebody who works at the local surgery who's being relaying some 'horrifying'
stories about all these people testing c19 positive, and that's from the local
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surgery, SO IT MUST ALL BE TRUE! And so any talk of c19 being some kind of
conspiracy is sheer lunacy in Mum's eyes.
And so the rule of silence is maintained and all giants are left sleeping...for now
at least, anyway. But Jimmy stop thinking about Mum's c19 lockdown secret!
Although Mum appears to behave Korona korrectly (and all who know Mum
would vouch for her as a model c19 citizen), Mum meets up in secret with her
best friend Sally. Sometimes Sally comes round to Mum's and sometimes Mum
goes round to Sally's. It's all hush hush of course, a quick look up and down the
street and then darting in when it look like it's all clear and all that
ridiculousness. Plus they'll give each other a ginormous hug when they're both
safely indoors and away from prying eyes.

HE'S TUNED OUT OF THE FAMILY KING KONG WORSHIP EVENING
Sally and Mum both know deep down that all this Korona ducking and diving is
ridiculous but they miss each other! And when we were imprisoned by styate
mandate over 2020, we were all missing each other, we were all missing meeting
up and being real with each other, missing being normal. And so the c19 facade
has to slip sometime, something's got to give, even amongst the most religious
of c19 believers. But even when Sally and Mum do meet up, their time together
provides only momentary escape from the c19 heaviness. None of us can fully
escape the invisible c19 infestation that's invaded every area of our lives now.
And so later that evening, as Mum and Dad and family gather round their c19
TV to receive their nightly fill of King Kong propaganda, they're worried all over
again about the rising 'cases' and they shake their heads all over again,
incredulous at those selfish Trafalgar Square anti-lockdown protestors. And
Jimmy's sat there too, but he's tuned out of the family King Kong worship time.
Instead, Jimmy's on his device with his earbuds, watching an independent news
channel (because there are still independent news channels out there) reporting
on a group of some 500 European doctors all telling us POINT BLANK that c19 is
a fake story ALL OVER THE WORLD! Says the article, ‘Is the title misleading or
inaccurate? No. it’s a direct quote and represents the opinion of multiple health
professionals.’ And as Jimmy's reading and watching, he knows he's going to
have to have a proper King Kong conversation with his family at some point
soon, if only to remain true to himself.
And Jimmy's come close to exploding a couple of times too. It took all his selfcontrol watching the Hungary v Portugal game in Euro 2020, seeing a capacity
61,000 crowd at the Puskas Arena, while Dad and brother Frankie made no
comment AT ALL on this amazing inconsistency.
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And it was the same for the Hungary v France game a few days later (below),
and not a single mask was in sight. And Jimmy toyed with idea to suggest to Dad
and Frankie that maybe this highly contagious virus behaves differently in
different countries, and that maybe when King Kong Korona reaches the
Hungarian border, the air somehow robs the virus of all infectious power, smh.

And he wonders if Dad ever bothered to check online a few days after the game
to see if there'd been any rise in hospital admissions in Hungary with people at
death's door with King Kong Korona? But of course, he hadn't checked, Dad
never does, he just believes the news and believes in monster Kong.
And of course there was no rise in hospital admissions because it's all lies. And
as Jimmy watches Dad and Frankie watching another crowded game and making
no remark, he wonders if their decision to follow the new Korona religion has
become so perverse now, that people are literally willing themselves to ignore
the gaping holes everywhere in the 'infectious Korona' narrative, willing
themselves to imagine the 60,00-plus sweaty crowd they're looking is
a crowd of just a few hundred socially-distanced spectators, because to accept
the truth of what's in front of them utterly destroys their King Kong religion.
And as Jimmy thinks about how such a conversation about the Hungary crowd
might pan out, his phone pings again, it's a link from his dissenter chat group to
a video (quickly deleted from gootube) showing the Australian health minister
admitting that nobody in Australia who has 'caught' c19 had died. Another script
glitch inthe Korona matrix. How would that bit of news go down with Mum and
Dad, wonders Jimmy? Their government issue Korona app won't ever be sending
Mum and Dad that sort of content.
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And as Jimmy thinks about all of these awkward family nuances, he begins to
get an inkling of just how deep and divisive all of this c19 stuff is, and he wonders
who he can talk to about these new conspiratorial c19 thoughts he's having
without anybody raring up at him, and he realises there's nobody. But Jimmy
also knows the darker thoughts he's having now aren't conspiratorial by any
means, they're the common sense thoughts that EVERYBODY would start having
once they start opening the darker Korona box. And he also knows he's alone in
it right now because there are still too few of us daring to 'go there'.
But don't you worry, Jimmy, our time is coming! And God always rewards the
diligent seeker. He'll lead you to like-minded dissenters if you ask Him, He'll have
you clear-minded and out from under the spell of this evil Korona witch before
too long! And maybe there'll come a tipping point, and with God's Holy Spirit
Help, the people will suddenly realise our governments were never going to be
rescuing us, that they've always been lying to us. And maybe even the people of
God would take to the streets peacefully of course, as is our right, to voice our
protest at all of this Korona evil and injustice.

Above, we see the crowds gathered in London on the 26th June 2021. You
weren't shown any of this magnitude on your King Kong TV though, were you!
Of course not. The most the ole-dancing presstitutes told you was that maybe
a few hundred anti-vaxxer hoodlums had gathered and smashed up the place,
smh. Thousands upon thousands of peaceful protestors. Look, look, LOOK!
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And the Canadian truckers convoy in In January 2022, above. Please watch the
first 5 minutes if you can it's AMAZING! 58,000 truckers from Canada and 62,000
from the US. On hearing of the approaching convoy, gutless Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau began with the usual luciferian call for unity and vaccines, he then
asked the military to get involved who refused. And so, faced with no other
option, he declared he needed to self-isolate and disappeared. And now
already, BECAUSE THE PEOPLE FINALLY, FINALLY STOOD UP TO THE TYRANNY,
Canada is looking to repeal its vile vaccine mandate, PRAISE GOD!
And so, thank You Lord that despite their best efforts, the kings of the earth and
Madame Mainstream have been unable to keep these crowds hidden, but still
the slant in the mainstream press is on these crowds being filled with violent
and uncouth anti-vaxxers. And so, to set the record straight, we'll be hearing
from these protesters a little later, because unsurprisingly, what Madame
Mainstream is telling us all about these 'hideous creatures' is far from true.

C19 IS CHANGING THE WAY WE'RE BEHAVING
And our observer has been observing how deeply c19 has been affecting so
many households over the last two years and how it has affected the congruency
of our relationships with one another. Congruency - meaning: consistency,
harmony, agreement, a state of compatibility. He sees how c19 has been
changing the way we've been behaving and being with one another and how so
many of our relationships post-c19 have been anything but congruent.
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And our observer thinks about the 'Korona
doorstep conversations' we've been having
with our friends and families since King Kong
first landed, you know the conversations I
mean. Do you remember when everything
was at its fearful highest out there and when
you accidentally passed a friend in the street
and the inner anxiety that welled up inside
as you 'stopped to chat'? What ghastly
interactions they were! Our appropriatelydistanced back and forth 'Korona chat' was
filled with so many ghastly c19
undercurrents. I say 'our conversations', but
this didn't apply to to the dissenters who
behaved with one another as normal. And
we'll talk about that later too
And then, in July 2021, UK households were given permission to meet up again,
and so that's what we've been doing, and so we'd probably like to forget just
how weirdly we were all behaving towards one another over that time. But
we're going to go back to that place now, we need to revisit the full horror of it,
if only to remind ourselves that for sanity's sake, WE DON'T EVER GO BACK TO
THAT PLACE EVER AGAIN! And so, it's another hushed David Attenborough
moment out on the c19 prairie, sneaking up on ourselves, watching ourselves
through the tall grass paying a c19 visit to a friend we've known just about all
our lives. But now, it's all gone very awkward.
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ON THE DOORSTEP
WITH LOLLY AND MIMS
'We hugged each other like two people who had
no practical experience of embracing, and had
only taught themselves the theory from a poorly
worded manual.' Meg Mason, Sorrow and Bliss

Take ourselves back to late June/July 2021, the government had very kindly
given us permission to hug again but only if we felt safe to do so. Lots of us had
been vaccinated by then and so, slowly, slowly, we were easing back into contact
with one another. And in this new spirit of 'new normal up-beatness' like were
were all turning the King Kong Korner together', our observer wonders if the
people will forget the tortuous nature of so many of our relationships over the
previous two years - the millions of people who were (and some still are)
grappling with their own inner King Kong fears and demons and at the same time
were having to navigate their friends' and families' separate anxieties over
hugging and distancing when they each met, and the washing and scrubbing and
all the other ghastly King Kong rules and subliminals we had to be seen to be
acting out, even the few who privately had misgivings about it all.
As I said at the beginning, Smoke and Mirrors will be leaving no awkward or
darker box unopened, so nothing personal here, but if this next section reminds
you of the awkward relationships you've 'maintained' over the last two years,
and the games you've reluctantly been playing with friends and family because
you believed the infectious c19 narrative, I don't apologise AT ALL. Truth be told,
our c19 relationships have been tortuous to participate in and also to observe.
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And our observer takes himself
back to mid-2020 because in
Spring of 2022 now, it's easy to
forget how weirdly we were all
acting. And our observer
imagines two best friends,
Laura and Miriam navigating
their friendship post-King Kong.
Pre-King Kong, and Lolly and
Mims were in and out of each
other's houses all the time, but
ever since the government said
we might all be infected with
a killer virus, Lolly and Mims
have hardly seen each other.
They talk on the phone all the
time of course but you could
count on one hand the number
of times they've actually met in
person over the last year
because of the alienating
legislation. But unlike Sally and
Mum and so many others who
would meet up in secret every
so often, Lolly and Mims
wouldn't dream of breaking the
law! Neither of them have so
much as stolen gobstopper! It
wouldn't occur to Lolly and
Mims to go against ANY of the
government c19 guidelines! In
all regards, Lolly and Mims are
model c19 citizens.
And our observer imagines
Mims has just lost her lovely
dad to cancer and it's been
a ghastly few weeks for her, and
we'll all know about that
ghastliness too. A family death,
the socially-distanced funeral,
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10-15 people max, 100 or more barred from attending by order of the state, no
wake, no mixing, all masked up and all anti-socially distanced, and so all in all,
Dad's funeral was a right ghoulish affair, and so of course Mims is devastated,
not least by the inhumanity of it all.
And our observer wonders how Lolly will support Mims over the next few weeks.
How will she manage to comfort her best friend of 25 years, surrounded as we
are by all of these ghastly c19 distancing regulations across 2022/2021? How
were any of us managing to comfort one another with any real meaning in
a world where kontakt iz verboten? And the King Kong dissenters would say not
very well at all, as we'll now see. This was us, my fiend, this was us.

EACH OF THEM FEELS THE SAME ANGSTY FLUTTER
It's anytime over mid-2020 to mid-2021, and Lolly and Mims have talked on the
phone but Lolly still wants to buy Mims some flowers and a card, and she does
this because we still have God's heart for one another despite the despicable
oppression down-pressing upon us all. So Lolly buys Mims her favourite flowers
and a bag of goodies and she writes a thoughtful card, but here is where it all
starts to go horribly downhill for Lolly and Mims, and for everyone, in fact.
As Lolly's driving over to Mims' to deliver the flowers and card, our observer can
see that Lolly would rather she didn't actually see Mims face to face today, which
is weird for best friends, don't you think? As usual though with c19, there are
wheels within wheels, and Lolly has her reasons. Pre-c19 and Lolly would have
phoned ahead and been straight over. Post-c19 and that's all changed now.
Phoning ahead in 2020/2021 means explaining why we're visiting, and don't
worry, I'll only stay a minute and I won't come in and I've not been near anybody
and I've not been mixing and I feel OK and I've not got a temperature and Ive
been vaccinated and I've taken my lateral flow test, and all the other ghastly c19
reassurances that fouled our everyday conversations back then and foul us just
as much today in early 2022, because we're still not free of serpent c19.
And also, by not phoning ahead, Lolly might also avoid another c19 monster the shiny, new King Kong doorstep konversation! Everybody knows how
awkward and incongruent and shiny and stuttery and distanced our c19
doorstep conversations were across 2020/2021. And to avoid all that, far better
just to nip round to your friend's house unannounced, hope we’re not seen, drop
off whatever we're dropping off and hurry back up the path and home
again. Remember?
So Lolly's driving over to Mims' place and Lolly recognises all of this incongruent
thinking and behaviour in herself and she hates it that she's thinking and acting
like she is, she hates what's happening to us and what we're all becoming. But
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what if it's true? What if we could all be infected? Best friends for 25 years, and
now I'd really rather avoid Mims?
What a vile oppression hanging over us all! Do we really not discern the evil
forces that have been causing us to think and act entirely contrary to how God
made us? Of course this is a dark, invisible spiritual attack! Everything is spiritual,
EVERYTHING! Everywhere is becoming darker, more anti-human, more satanic,
just as the Bible tells us! Rise up o church! Rise up o people!
And so Lolly's parked the car and she's halfway down the path and nearly at
Mims' door, and it looks like Lolly's going to make it without actually meeting
Mims, but oh no! Mims catches Lolly through the kitchen window! They both
smile and wave but each of them instantly feels the same angsty flutter. On the
inside, they both know the next few minutes is going to be excruciatingly
awkward for the both of them.

Before Mims can open the door, Lolly manages to get to the step and leave the
flowers and goodie bag and card right by the door and step back the
government-recommended distance. In fact, Lolly is taking no chances and she's
hovering at around the 3 metre mark, such is her anxiety over this infectious
virus the governments of the world have been warning us about 24/7 for the
last 18 months or so.
Hello Lolly! Hello Mims! Holly and Mims do the 3 metre mwah mwah and Lolly
immediately sets out the conditions of the visit. I'm just passing Mims, I won't
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stay, I won't come in, I’ve not been mixing (nervous laugh), these are for you!
And so sorry about your dad, Mims, he was so lovely. Thanks Lolly, he was. The
flowers are beautiful, Lolly! Mim's eyes fill up, and so do Lolly's. Oh Mims, I'd
hug you if I could, you know that, but all this distancing stuff, argh, it's all so
horrible, I hate it but ...... elbows?
Elbows, ugh! Another vile prop from the
ghastly King Kong pantomime - a ghastly new
means of human contact we've devised to
bridge the luciferian divide. For the full
elbows experience, it should be acted out
with an exaggerated jauntiness - a weird,
over-compensating, 'chirpy cockney' sort of
jauntiness which we adopt because we all
know deep down our elbows behaviour is so
very far from normal.
And the elbows ritual doesn't actually mean
anything, we don't make eye contact with
one another when we do it, there's no
warmth to elbows, it's another meaningless,
mechanical c19 plug-in, another soulless
King Kong ritual we perform only because it
feels awkward if we don't make some kind of
physical contact when we meet.
Imagine elbowing for the same length of time
as a genuine warm handshake or hug. Act it
out, and then step back and see how weird it
looks. And the 'fists' greeting, what's that all
about? A virus that can crawl all over the
palm of your hand but strangely avoids the
knuckle area? Our logic is RIDICULOUS!
Elbows, fists, and now ankles, it's all fake, it's
all intellectually inconsistent and awkward
and weird and satanic, so why bother?

ON AND ON AND BACK AND FORTH
So, Lolly and Mims have performed the ghastly elbows ritual, and Lolly's straight
back to the 3 metre mark, and everybody's assumed their correct government
positions and we're all safe on the doorstep (ugh!) and so we begin talking about
whatever it is we're talking about. But we're not relaxed as we're talking, not
like we used to be. There's no such thing as a relaxed conversation on the c19
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doorstep. A post-c19 doorstep conversation or in the street across 2020/2021
requires a whole new level of multi-tasking now, each of us silently gauging the
other as we're conversing, gauging and assessing one another, scanning for the
slightest twitch or nuance in the other, the slightest change in body language,
assessing each other's anxiety levels as we're talking. Is she for or against
hugging? She's looking quite nervous, so likely not. How far away do I stand
whilst appearing to be near? How close is close enough to be friendly but far
enough to be safe? And do I look relaxed? I don't feel it. Relax, man, RELAX!
Ugh! What a vile thing it is to be on the c19 doorstep. And let's not pretend this
wasn't happening. This is the autopsy. Vile - meaning: abhorrent, repulsive, foul,
obnoxious, contemptible. This is what our God thinks of the c19 doorstep
converstaions and every vile behaviour associated with it.
And so, as Lolly is talking to Mims, and as she scans and assesses and worries
about whatever c19 thing she's worrying about, Mims is is also scanning and
assessing and worrying as she talks to Lolly. Mims is worrying for Lolly because
Lolly looks particularly washed out today, and she's also worrying because
already it's tortuous on the doorstep, tortuous to watch Lolly - her best friend
for 25 years - stood there sort of flailing, doing all she can to comfort Mims from
the government-recommended distance. Three metres? It might just as well be
10,000 miles. How pretend and fake and vile is that! God deliver us from ever
again engaing in such fakery!
So, a minute in on the doorstep and already it’s horrible all round. On and on
and back and forth go all of these vile c19 undercurrents, all of us 100% aware
of the stuttery awkwardness of it all, all of us 100% aware we're pretending at
a deep level, all of us 100% aware we're not being true to ourselves, and all of
us doing our level best to hide this from one another and look and act as chirpy
as possible, ugh, ugh, UGH! Underneath it all, everybody knows that everybody
knows that all of our interactions are fake. Everybody's worried underneath that
the other might be infected or worried how worried the other might be. It's been
beyond vile for us on the doorstep!
It's all from the pit of hell. And it's the pretence of it all that's so stifling, and the
fact that everybody knows underneath we're all pretending. And church
universal too, singing victory songs, providing the masks and gel and perspex
and distancing rules are all in place. And we'll be talking about church universal's
contribution to the King Kong fakery in due course too. We have to. It's all part
of the bloody Korona autopsy, says our God.
So Holly and Mims 'sort of chat' to one another and scan and assess one another
for a couple more minutes but you know the visit will be coming to an end soon
because three minutes is about as much as most people can manage before the
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c19 doorstep visit becomes unmanageable mentally. You must be freezing
Mims, I'll let you go, and Lolly says it again, oh Mims, this no hugging thing, you
know I hate it! I'll call you and we'll have a proper catch-up. Love you Mims, bye.
Love you too Lolly.Mwah mwah. Bye Holly, bye Mims.
Lolly heads back up the path and she doesn't
look back and smile or walk backwards and talk
like she used to, Lolly just wants to get home
now, and as Lolly disappears up the path, Mims
is stood there holding her flowers and she still
can't quite believe what's become of us, and
what we're all turning into. And as Lolly drives
off, Lolly's thinking exactly the same. And it's
ghastly isn't it when we spell it out like this but
this is EXACTLY how we've been thinking and
behaving on our doorsteps and out on the street
across 2020/2022. And we're living a lie because
we have chosen to believe the King Kong lie.
Fakery breeds fakery. Deceit breeds deceit in
the least deceitful of us.
And now, in March 2022, none of us are talking about any of this recent insanity,
firstly because the government have given us permission to mingle again
because the virus has magically disappeared (smh), and secondly, the UK
government in particular can no longer push ahead with any of its vile King Kong
imprisoning plans because of their illegal Christmas parties over 2020. Ther UK
government doesn't have a leg to stand on. And so now, so that we can avoid
joining the dots on all of the King Kong korruption and kriminality, the UK
government along with almost all other European governments are giving us
other things to worry about like the Ukraine. It's all Ukraine, Uktraine, Ukraine.
And so, we can avoid thinking about the general insanity of the monster Kong
years, which also, very handily means we can avoid concentrating on the part
we played in it all. Of course the c19 pantomime is just as much about us!

LOLLY KNOWS IT, MIMS KNOWS IT, EVERYBODY KNOWS IT
So Mims shuts the door, she arranges the flowers and reads the card, thinking
of you Mims, if there's anything I can do, love you, xxx. And as much as she loves
Lolly, Mims knows there was nothing right about the last 3 minutes. Everything's
manageable if you don't think too deeply about any of this King Kong stuff, but
if you're a thinker, an analyser, an observer, then nothing feels right about
anything anymore. And Mims is certainly an analyser, and it's like everybody's
too edgy, too gawkish, too pretend, everything everywhere is too distanced
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now, in every sense of the word, and every doorstep visit in 2020/21 served only
to remind us all of the new King Kong ghastliness.
And the worst of it, both Lolly and Mims and everybody else on the c19 doorstep
knows deep down they've just spent the last three minutes behaving in the most
incongruent manner imaginable. Incongruent c19 is creating incongruent
people. We are incongruent because c19 is incongruent. Fake, lying, incongruent
King Kong Korona is forcing us to adopt behaviours that go against who we are
as people, and the wearing nature of it all has slowly been turning us into shells
of our former selves. As of June/July/August 2020 it had become like one great
big awkward marionette show, all of us slowly sliding into some sort of fractured
King Kong madness.
Whatever doorstep, whatever
street encounter, at the height of
the lockdowns, the greater
government infection was always
with us, making normal, relaxed
interaction impossible. Our lips
were moving but nobody was
really communicating. In most
instances, our scanning and
assessing of one another and our
c19 worrying made whatever
conversations secondary. This is
what I observed across 2020 and
for a good part of 2021. Tell me if
I'm wrong. We need to be
reminded of how we were all
behaving, so we don't ever go
back there EVER AGAIN!
And so of course nobody really wanted to meet up, of course we didn't phone
ahead, the c19 2020/21 doorstep was a ghastly meeting place! And today in
Spring 2022, we might all be hugging each other once again but still, everything
everywhere stinks, stinks of government, stinks of c19, stinks of statism, stinks
of invisible imprisonment, everybody knows it, and still nobody's talking about
it because it's all returned to a sort of normal.
And the dissenters would say again, the whole reason why nobody's talking
honestly about any of these things is because we’re not daring to open the
darker c19 box. Instead, we're all hanging on to the new normal, waiting for the
next glimmer of hope from our Godless governments and not our God. And
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because we have chosen to believe the lie, everybody under the sun is now living
in a world of utter luciferian bullshit.
What? Sharp intake of breath! What a vile term for a man of God to use! Yes,
but not nearly as vile as our c19 bullshit behaviours have been over the last two
years. And anyway, bullshit is merely the up-to-date term used by Paul to
describe the empty religious practices of the day. Skubalon is Greek for dung or
excrement. Evidence Unseen has a study on the word. 'In secular Greek this
depressing word skubalon means rubbish and muck of many kinds: excrement,
rotten food, bits left at a meal as not worth eating, a rotting corpse. Nastiness
and decay are the constant elements of its meaning; it is a coarse, ugly, violent
word implying worthlessness, uselessness, and repulsiveness.'

AS FOR US DISSENTERS, WE LOVE MEETING UP!
As much as our luciferian governments are to blame for bringing this darkness
down upon us, we're just as much to blame for rolling over and taking it all so
easily. We might not be the architects of our c19 imprisonment but living every
day with our intellectual compromises as we have done and refusing to join the
darker c19 dots absolutely makes us the willing bricklayers and labourers
building our walled city for ourselves. Every c19 compromise we make, every
false c19 belief we enshrine and every awkward c19 fact and weird behaviour
we choose to ignore despite feeling it deep down is us adding another c19 brick
in the c19 wall.
God's dissenters see these inconsistencies being acted out every day, and we're
not perfect by any means. Again, as Paul says, 'The good I wish I did, I don't do,
and the bad I wish I didn't, I do all the time!' But in all this time amidst this c19
deceit, the dissenter’s banner has ALWAYS been clear. His behaviour and
attitude towards his fellow man and his understanding of the c19 deception has
been congruent from the start. The c19 pantomime is 100% signs and wonders
deception just as the Bible warns us, and many are the souls who have been
deceived and carried away by it.
As for us dissenters, we've LOVED meeting up! Since DAY ONE of the first
lockdown, c19 dissenters have been meeting up with one another just as Lolly
and Mims and a million, million others were longing to do but had chosen
instead to believe the lie. Dissenters have been living as if c19 doesn’t exist
because c19 DOESN'T EXIST! We’ve been actively phoning ahead to meet with
one another, and with no awkwardness or strained conversations about
distancing when we get there, no masks, no hand gels, no scrubbing, no antisocial distancing, no-one believing we could be asymptomatic carriers of
whatever Big Pharma hobgoblin, all of us continuing to communicate and
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interact with one another and all of us exercising the sound mind our God has
given us.
We bring food and drink to share with one another and with no fear about us,
no utensil mania, no 'that's my cup, that's yours'. People hugging and laughing
and crying together, hugging because we're human, laughing because a sense of
humour is always important, and crying sometimes as we hear one another's
c19 battles and personal situations, and crying as well because of what we see
is becoming of us all.
And likewise, God's c19 dissenters have been meeting and hugging and praying
and reading God's Word together and sharing communion together without fear
of 'infection', worshiping God and not prostrating ourselves before the wisdom
of man. We sing praises to God with no masks on, praising Him and praying He
would open the eyes of His people and rescue them out from under this evil c19
spell. No sheltering or shielding mindset, no trying to find something Godly
about this present satanic darkness, just a mutual recognition we're being
governed now by out and out luciferian evil, goverened by leaders who have no
interest in us and want only to destroy us. lucifer - αβαδδών - abaddon - the
destroyer. And the populations call us dissenters the mad ones.
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STOP WITH THIS WEIRD DOORSTEP BRINKSMANSHIP
God's dissenters meet up because we're compelled to by God's Holy Spirit. We
recognise we're in the middle of invisible, spiritual warfare right now. Yes, we're
fearful at times of where this all could be heading, but we draw comfort from
our God and from one another and we praise Him because we've stared right
into the evil c19 box, we've comprehended the depths of it and God has spoken
to us that He is so much greater!
And our God wants this for you too, for ALL of us! Again, who do we serve, God
or man? We just need to accept the darker c19 box exists, open it and
understand the contents for what it so evidently is and look to our God for His
leading. Wake up o people, says our God! Arise that Christ may shine upon you!
This is the prayer of ALL of God's c19 dissenters, trusting our God will open the
eyes of His people, and believing He WILL do this, AMEN! Again, come out of
her, My people! Come out of ALL of her, says our God!
And thank You Lord in 2022, so
many more people are
beginning to think these things
for themselves on the inside.
But such is the fear of being
perceived as a 'conspiracy nut'
and what others might think,
it's going to be a real battle to
see who's going to be first on
the doorstep, and the first in
church to break the rule of
silence. Who's going to be first
to say this all stinks and not care
what the other might think?
COME ON LOLLY! COME ON
MIMS! Stop with this doorstep
brinksmanship! One of you
please say out loud, THIS
STINKS! One of you say
something with power and
authority! Lolly, blurt out
something in faith! Mims, shout
out something that might break
the ghastly Korona spell!
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And our observer hopes that Lolly and Mims will read Smoke and Mirrors and
they'll recognise these incongruences in themselves and they'll not take offence
because none of us is perfect, and facts don't care about feelings. And if our c19
monsters do reinstate the lockdowns, our observer hopes Lolly and Mims will
phone each other and they'll say, forget what the luciferians are ordering us to
do Lolly, forget those Godless monsters Mims, I'm coming over! And they'll ring
the doorbell and they'll fling their arms around each other and they'll agree
we've all been scared of the mythical King Kong for no other reason than
because we chose to believe lucifer's lies and worship the wisdom of man.
Do we serve God or man, Lolly? We need to start living again, Mims! We trust
our God for our future! And if anyone kicks off about us meeting up, we'll say
we're taking our lead from the Queen and the G7 leaders and Boris Johnson's
Christmas parties. That scheming lot all know what's going down with fake King
Kong, more than any of us, and if they can meet up a hundred to a room all
crammed together and no fear of infection, then we can meet up too! Go Lolly!
Go Mims! The naughtiest they've ever been! And PRAISE GOD for that!
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HOW LIBERATING
TO BE A REALIST
'Reality is a crutch for people who can't
cope with drugs.' Lily Tomlin
And our observer thinks about the millions of people who won't have thought
that any of this Korona danger has been fake at all, and they'll be thankful the
government's Korona strategy appears to be 'on track', and they'll be glad the
deadly virus is being managed as best as possible, and how it was the
government's lockdown measures and speedy vaccine roll-out that's been
helping us all to return to normal. The vaccine roll-out we'll cover later but our
observer knows if the people had dared to think clearly about the
inconsistencies that betray the 'infectious c19' narrative, we'd have been
protesting our freedoms back very early on and demanding our freedoms back,
and maybe the Korona farce would have ended much quicker. But there's an
evil, invisible framework in place now, and our only future now is in God's Hands.
But what a future that will be! As God says, 'No eye hath seen, no ear hath heard
nor mind conceived what God hath prepared for those who love Him.' 1Cor2:9
Some commentators on this passage say this is talking about the wondrous
things of Heaven that await us, but this verse can be applied to our time here on
earth too. As Got Questions tells us, 'Those who see from an earthly perspective
with human eyes have not seen all the blessings God has prepared for His
children. More beauty and worth are in the Message of the Gospel than anyone
can comprehend apart from the Holy Spirit. The unsaved truly do not know what
they’re missing. But there are still unseen wonders that even mature believers
are yet to apprehend, such is the richness and depth of God’s plan of Salvation.
Even though God has revealed some of His glory to us, the human mind cannot
fully grasp the marvellous blessings God has in store for His children. Since the
Bible does not tell us a lot about Heaven, limited details dim our view. Whatever
wonder we’ve seen before, Heaven’s guaranteed to be better. Whatever joyous
news we’ve heard already, Heaven’s News reaches far beyond. Even the most
incredible wonders we can dream up fade before the realities God has planned
for those who love and follow Him. We know it will be the most incredible
experience of our lives to be with the Lord in Heaven, but for now, we can only
imagine how outstanding it will be.'
And you'll be given opportunity to meet with this God in due course too!
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Back to Gloucester Royal Hospital and
to BBC Points West who brings us
another fatuous report called Inside
The Covid Wards. And our observer
hopes the people will watch as
dissenters now, and they'll see for
themselves how expertly Madame
Mainstream is able to paint a picture
of hopelessness and death without
actually
capturing
any
death
ANYWHERE! And yes, I've included it
again.What a great illustration of how
easily we're deceived by Madame
Mainstream and the kings.
Just like Penny Marshall and her fake Bosnian concentration camp, our observer
hopes the people will clock the dramatic BBC Look West bio-warfare suits and
the dramatic bedside interview with another Fitrek relaying her dramatic c19
story, none of which is dramatic in the slightest. It's all farce.
And because of our trusting attitude, look how willingly we've all voted for
AstraZeneca, Merck and Pfizer and Bill and Melinda Gates to 'protect us' against
this mythical monster. Do you even know what's in these vaccines, my friend?
Have you read the package insert? And do you know that ALREADY, thousands
of people have been seriously injured and have died as a result of the c19
vaccine? All of this will be covered in due course but I trust the weight of what
we’re discussing here now is beginning to speak to you, and that you're
beginning to comprehend the dark forces marshalling against us.
We're definitely on our way on this journey, and there can be no turning back
now, and it is frightening when we open these darker c19 boxes for the first time
but we can have God’s Peace in all of this because He's promised us He’ll be with
us, and against Him who can stand! Answer NOBODY! Meanwhile back in the
queue, and with still two more people to go before he's in the store to buy his
compost, our observer is struck by the sheer enormity of the Korona deception
and all the dynamics needed to be understood in order to come out from under
its deceiving clutches, and he has moments of really feeling it for the people.
And it's like he wants to grab everybody and quite literally drag everybody out
from under the stinking witch, but he knows this isn’t his responsibility. It's our
God Who is the Ultimate Rescuer, amen! All he can do is blow the warning
trumpet, and it's the people who must take that step towards our God when
they hear it.
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THE BACK AND FORTH IN HIS HEAD
And our observer thinks about the under 15s football match he watched in late
September 2020, and how the kids were all sliding around and crashing into each
other and making all manner of bodily contact with each other. And he
remembers how the ball went out of play and how a spectator dad threw the
ball back on the pitch and how the ref came over to the dad and asked if he
would mind not touching the ball with his bare hands and how the dad meekly
apologised saying, ‘Sorry ref, I honestly didn’t think about that!’
Dad didn’t think about that? Dad didn't think about that as he watched his son
sliding and crashing around amongst 19 other outfielders all potentially teeming
with the deadly ‘infectious c19’? And our observer wonders what it will take for
people to begin to think and WAKE UP! It's like all the pieces of the puzzle are
there, and all it needs is for Dad to have a lightbulb moment for all those pieces
to fall into place, and for him to say out loud the ref's logic is a shambles.
And all the mums and dads on the
touchline would hear his reasoning
and agree and they'd throw their vile
masks to the floor and let their kids'
studs do the rest. Imagine a million,
million masks thrown to the floor
overnight! What joy! I'd pay for the
clean-up! I can still dream, can't I?
And our observer thinks about the text he received from a friend he's known for
years who had just been hospitalised because of a colostomy bag failure leading
to all sorts of complications including a high temperature, and he thinks about
all the activity in her bloodstream as her immune system worked overtime to
protect her poisoned body as her colostomy bag leaked into her body and how
she unsurprisingly tested positive on the fake Korona test and how she was
immediately put into isolation. Lord, please bless her and be with her right now
and heal her of what is actually wrong with her! And wonderfully, as of midAugust 2020, she's back at home and looking and doing amazingly well! And
despite being tested positive for c19, she's suspicious of all the conflicting
statistics and news stories she hears all around her and she wants a copy of
Smoke and Mirrors when it's finished. So thank You Lord for that and bless her
as she reads!
And as he's waiting in the queue, his mind flits this way and that to all of these
different places, and the back and forth in his head reminds him of the back and
forth we see on the news and in our papers and how all of this back and forth
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political debate is all carefully manufactured in order to give the appearance
that a weighty matter is being properly discussed in the House which of course
it isn't. No politician will EVER dare stray outside of Chomsky's safe circle. And
he thinks about those politicians the people will have in their minds as
somebody who actually cares and who really does speak for the people and
always seems to be batting for our good, and they're the goodies in our minds.
And then there'll be those politicians who only need to open their mouths or
you only need to look at for your skin to crawl, and they're the instant baddies
in our minds. And our observer wonders how hard it would be for the people to
make that leap to accept that NONE of our politicians have our ultimate interests
at heart and that ALL of them ultimately are baddies. There is only one narrative
in the corridors of power. 'The c19 virus is highly contagious, science offers us
the best hope, we must continue to test and vaccinate and be guided by the
experts who are doing what they can to halt the spread of the virus. Let's put
aside our differences and all work together in these perilous times to end this
deadly scourge.'

YOU'LL NEVER SEE THIS EDICT IN WRITING OF COURSE
At all levels across all political parties, this is the narrative, and you're in serious
trouble if you stray from it. You'll never see this edict in writing of course, but
let's not pretend we're dealing with upright people here. We're far too far upriver now to pretend otherwise. ANYBODY in any political office who speaks out
against the Korona deception is liable to be 'car crashed' or 'suicided'.
Has your favourite politician spoken out against the Korona deception? No?
Then he or she is part of the same luciferian cabal. It's a simple measuring stick.
Any public servant who stays silent on monster Kong and is still in receipt of his
silver is complicit in the Korona evil and is betraying the common man. No
tortuous decision-making is required to make our minds up about ANY of our
Westyminster 'public servants'. As Jesus says, we cannot serve two masters.
Their silence condemns them.
So, Lord, please bless nurse Louise Hampton for going public with her 'Certificate
of Bollocks' and then resigning on the grounds of conscience. Says Louise, 'I knew
before they contacted me that I'd be sacked for making the video, but I didn't care.
I didn't want to work for an institution that was lying to the public. I was sad to
have lost my job but I couldn't continue living a lie. So many NHS workers are
keeping quiet about what's really going on and that makes them part of the
problem. I know it's not easy but more of them need to speak out. This situation is
never going to end otherwise. People's freedoms are being eroded, businesses,
jobs and livelihoods are being destroyed, cancer patients are not receiving
treatment and are dying because of that, the elderly are alone, not allowed visitors
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and not allowed out from the care homes which have become their prisons, and
all for a virus that has over a 99 per cent survival rate. The public need answers
and I'm determined to find them.' And if Louise does her homework, it won't take
her long to realise there isn't even a virus. Lord, please lead many more public
servants and people in the know to take their stand.

HOW LIBERATING TO BE A REALIST
But as well as being evil, our leaders are also cunning. If they weren't, the c19
pantomime would have collapsed long ago. To be a good liar and to lie all the
time and to make sure the lie doesn't fall apart in front of us requires meticulous
planning. Every aspect of the false c19 narrative must be tightly controlled, and
our observer sometimes has to stop himself from actually admiring the guile of
the kings and the incredible attention to detail required to roll out their fakery
so convincingly.
But because they're only human (most of them anyway, and we'll talk later
about the angelic incursion), the invisible ones pulling all the strings know
there'll be human slip-ups across whatever evil campaign. During ANY sustained
period of government deceit, there are ALWAYS slip-ups but our leaders have
a measuring stick for that. The acceptable slip-up and the unacceptable slip-up.
Acceptable and actionable slip-ups include c19 ministers caught infringing the
c19 rules they themselves set, c19 ministers caught with their fingers in the c19
pie, c19 ministers caught cheating on their partners, c19 ministers with clear Big
Pharma interests and share-holdings coming to light, c19 ministers such as UK
Health Secretary Matt Hancock and others now, all caught awarding lucrative
c19 contracts to friends and family and party donors - all of these slip ups are
acceptable and are always taken into account.
And if it's a big enough acceptable slip up, heads will very publicly roll, and the
cheating minister will be replaced by another minister who will have his/her own
secret titillations and secret share-holdings and university and industry chums
in high places, and so we all just wait for him or her to 'slip up'. ALL TV and radio
interviews and the 'off-the-cuff' remarks made on air all fall within the
acceptable c19 narrative, ALL OF THEM!
Even the Dominic Raab admission on Sky TV that the c19 tests are 93% false
positive was a calculated move. They've told us openly, and on the mainstream
news that their tests have no basis in sound science, no basis in truth, and still
we queue up to be tested! It's a favourite game for the occultist. All of their evil
is ALWAYS hidden in plain sight. Look at what we're doing to you, they say to us
and to one another. Our tests aren't just useless, they're worse than useless, and
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STILL you come to us clamouring to be saved, hahaha! And so the evil gravy train
continues.
As far as unacceptable c19 slip-ups, there is only one - compromising the
narrative. Under no circumstances will ANY party representative AT ANY LEVEL
in government or public service say ANYTHING AT ALL that compromises the
conventional c19 narrative. Just as evil Westminster stays silent over Melanie
Shaw and a thousand and one other evils under its roof, the same oppressive lid
is kept on the c19 deceit. And woe betide ANYBODY who's thinking about
breaking the rule of silence. Just ask fit and healthy former President of Tanzania
John Magufuli who exposed the Korona testing deceit. Except you can't, can you,
because John Magufuli is now mysteriously dead. Thank You Lord dissenters are
out from under any political affiliations or sway. Man is corrupt, therefore all
governments are corrupt. How liberating to be a realist!

ALL OF OUR RUMPUSTUOUS C19 DEBATES AND CONVERSATIONS
And our observer thinks about Chomsky's safe circle again and how all of our
'c19 debates' we're all having right now are all perfectly safe. He sees how one
side of any given population is fiercely criticising their governments' handling of
the Korona crisis and how our leaders are SO incompetent and SO unprepared
etc, etc. And we'll shout out the names of individual ministers and scientists who
have failed us all miserably, and we'll cite the holdups in the mass testing
programme and the reports of vaccine shortages as more terrible
mismanagement and heads must roll, and if the vaccine companies had acted
faster we'd all be up and running again as a country by now, and we must end
this lockdown RIGHT NOW or the economy will tank and WE DON'T PAY OUR
TAXES FOR THIS! bla, bla, bla, bla, bla, on and on and on and on ad-infinitum.
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And then, on the other side of the populations, there'll be those of us telling us
how our experts are doing all they can to defeat the virus and how all of us were
surprised by the speed and spread of c19, and that these are unprecedented
times and our leaders are only human bla, bla, bla, on and on, ad-infinitum. On
and on and back and forth go our c19 debates, filling our radio, tv, newspapers
and devices and our heads. And all the while, every criticism we hurl at our
leaders and every defence of them ONLY EVER reinforces the false c19 narrative.
All our rumpustuous c19 debates and breakfast table 'conversations' only ever
play out just as the angels have planned it.
Their evil knows no end, but just like the Dominic Raab admission, they NEVER
keep their evil from us. None of the evil we've uncovered so far in Smoke and
Mirrors has been hidden from us. All of it has always been in plain sight for those
with a heart to face it. But for the majority of us, we don't want to face it. For
our own comfort and to stave off the darkness and to preserve our comforting
world view, we avert our gaze. And so, we line up to be tested and vaccinated,
and this is how we lay another brick in the wall. But let nobody say we didn't tell
you, say the luciferians. And in part 2 of Smoke and Mirrors, we'll look in more
detail at the occult practice of hidden in plain sight. No box will be left unopened.

THERE IS NO PLAGUE, NO SWEEPING VIRUS
And our observer thinks about what it must be like to be able to hide in one of
the kings' secret c19 meeting rooms to observe these angels at work who know
ALL of these c19 deceits in their hearts. They know there is no plague, no
sweeping virus, no deaths in the populations other than what’s normal in any
normal population, and so they'll certainly be having their secret strategy
meetings to discuss how to keep the fake horror alive in our hearts and minds.
And he thinks about the tangible evil that must be in the room as they swap
ideas and strategize on how to perpetuate the fear and fake morbidity in their
evil lust for total control of the populations which seems to be taking on
an almost frenzied-like state in some countries now, not least in Australia which
has been in and out of martial law for months now. The evil our Korona kings
are exhibiting is thick upon us now as they enforce more and more of their
diktats upon us. It's like you can reach out and almost touch the evil.
And our observer knows it's for this very reason that so many people refuse to
'go there' in their heads because how could one even begin to comprehend the
evil state of the heart that could knowingly plan and participate in such
a deception and roll it out across the populations! But God's dissenters would
also say it's not so bad opening these darker boxes when we know our God is
Large and in charge! And I trust you've had God's Peace with you on our journey
so far and that you sense you're in His Hands and not mine! And as we continue
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up-river to the walled city, be assured He’ll be watching over us and guarding us
all the way.
But the lust for total control has gripped the luciferians now and only our God
knows where all of this is headed in the short-term. Long-term, praise God, there
is only One Winner, and His Name is King Jesus, before Whom EVERY knee must
bow! ALL OF US will stand before Him to receive our Just Judgment, none shall
avoid our Divine Appointment, and I wouldn't want to be in any of the kings'
gold-buckled shoes on that Great Day!
So, how do these evil angels create and shape our national and international c19
conversations for us? How exactly do they get us to think and talk about the
things they want us to think and talk about? Because it's certainly a skill to have
us reinforcing the false narrative in our conversations morning, noon and night.
In late September 2020 for instance, we were all asking each other, did the
government get it wrong from the start? Could we have been better prepared
for the pandemic? And so everybody up and down the country was getting all
very rumpustuous and strident, and we were all having our say, but all the while
our back and forth debates were ONLY EVER REINFORCING THE FALSE
NARRATIVE! At no point did our conversations ever include the fact there is no
infectious virus out there to fear and therefore this is a deceit of epic
proportions. At no point did ANYBODY ask, what epidemic? Far from it! Our
conversations were virus top-heavy from the off! Take another look at the
'conversations' in the above link, and step back and consider to what degree
these 'earnest c19 conversations' have been influencing our own conversations.
Absolutely we're having the conversations
the kings want us to be having! And the best
way I can describe this luciferian algorithm
is that it's like a game of evil tennis. And our
observer thinks it would be good to sneak
into one of their stinking c19 planning
rooms and observe the kings and Madame
Mainstream at work so we might
understand how they play this game against
us. Their deceit is genius and extraordinary
and evil all at the same time. But once we’re
acquainted with their evil game, you’ll not
fall foul of it again.
Anyone for evil tennis?
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EVIL TENNIS
‘When one with honeyed words but
evil mind persuades the mob, great
woes befall the state.' Euripides
You'll certainly have noticed a number of Korona-associated words and phrases
doing the rounds since the King Kong pustule burst out all over us in March 2020.
Social distancing, sheltering and shielding and self-isolation, act like you've got
it and asymptomatic carrier, stay home and save lives, variants and new variants,
family bubble, the rule of six, flatten the curve, the circuit breaker lockdown,
and my worst TV presenter sign off, stay safe everyone, ugh! And a hundred
more vile c19 words and phrases.
These natty little Korona sound-bytes have been broadcast almost continuously
across Madame Mainstream since day one, and so of course they are soon
assimilated into our own language and conversations. Introducing these buzz
words and key straplines into the public domain is all part of the King Kong
propaganda game. Our leaders know that our constant repetition of these words
and phrases and acting on them all helps validate the overarching fake c19
narrative. I'm a potential asymptomatic carrier and I need to go into isolation!
I've said it out loud for myself now, so it must all be true! The power of words.
Such tactics also lessen our resistance to whatever evil policy the kings wish to
institute across whatever population. They want us thinking their thoughts
towards whatever policy, but all the time we'll hve had a fair and rumpustuous
debate over it all, and the thoughts we're thinking are definitely our own.
Take offence if you like but so many of our thoughts YOUR THOUGHTS are the
thoughts the kings have engineered for you to think. It really is as calculated as
that, and the kings are masters at this game! And one of the key ways they
achieve this trance-like state in us is through what I describe as evil tennis.
The game can be played as a singles match or doubles and can even be three or
four or more individual opponents all playing against each other on the same
court. And for evil tennis to work, the game must be played right out in the open.
Evil tennis is a very public game. Allow me to explain the rules of evil tennis and
then we'll look at how the kings are using evil tennis this time around to shape
our thoughts on the 'frightening nature' of the c19 virus and how we are best
protected from it.
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Similar to Chomsky's safe circle of debate, the idea of evil King Kong Korona
tennis is that Madame Mainstream and Big Government and Big Pharma all hit
'arguments' and 'counter-arguments' back and forth at one another, and the
furious pace of the game eliciting lots of oohs and ahhs from the crowd. But
here's the secret of evil tennis. Whilst the game might appear to everybody
watching as fiercely competitive, at no point in the game does any player
actually attempt to play a winning shot.

AN ENDLESS SERIES OF HOBGOBLINS
The whole idea of evil tennis is to make sure your opponent can easily return
your shot, and the true skill of evil tennis is to play this easy shot whilst making
it look like you're hitting the ball as fiercely as you can. There is no individual
winner in evil tennis. In evil tennis, all participants win. The match is thrown from
the start. All outcomes are precisely determined before any ball is struck.
Let's now watch a typical game of King Kong Korona evil tennis, a three way
thriller of a match! Madame Mainstream versus Big Pharma versus Big Gov.
Madame Mainstream to serve first, and serving a nice, easy first serve to Big
Pharma:
• through various headlines over previous days and sometimes weeks,
Madame Mainstream drip-feeds into the public psyche the URGENT NEED
for the c19 test and a vaccine but particularly the test because testing the
populations will show us the true scale of c19 infection
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• Poised and ready, shimmering Big Pharma gets down to the ball and
returns a glorious return across ALL the major news networks telling us
how she's been warning governments for years over pandemic
preparedness and is 'bitterly disappointed' the test and vaccine
programme has stalled because nobody took her warnings seriously. This
virus came out of nowhere and is a particularly virulent strain, says Big
Pharma, and whilst our mouse trials look promising, we urgently need
more funding if we are to flatten the curve. If we move fast enough, 90
million vaccine doses for the UK is not unachievable
• Madame mainstream has seen shimmering Big Pharma's gentle return
coming for a good few days now and treats us to a glorious front page
forearm smash aimed directly at Big Gov! SHOCKING DUTY OF CARE! THIS
VIRUS KNOWS NO BORDERS! NOW ISN'T THE TIME FOR SCRIMPING!
APPALLING GOVERNMENT MIS-MANAGEMENT! CRISIS AT THE TOP!
BORIS IS INCOMPETENT! 130,000 die NEEDLESSLY! Frogmorton must go!
Farquharson must lead us! MORE TESTING REQUIRED. MORE VACCINE
FUNDING REQUIRED. And sign this petition! says Madame Mainstream
• various government angels are poised and ready to return Madame
Mainstream's shot and answer all those questions with a searing volley,
'leaking' to Madame Mainstream that Boris is about to announce an
emergency COBRA meeting (Cabinet Office Briefing Room A) to discuss
all of these troubling headlines and particularly the lack of testing and the
vaccine funding crisis ENGULFING US ALL!
• Right, we see recently-promoted
Deputy Prime Minister Dominic Raab
and fellow cobras emerging from the
latest Korona COBRA meeting. And in
this dank, airless room where no truth
is ever spoken, these dark angels push
around a few bits of paper for a few
hours and have the world believe
something of actual importance is being discussed down there, and none
of them exhibit a flicker of remorse as they play this treacherous game
against us.
• With the COBRA meeting concluded and with all cobras thoroughly
briefed on exactly what to say and when, they emerge from their stinking
hole together, and with well-rehearsed gravitas, low-ranking luciferian
Boris Johnson approaches his styled and sloganed NHS Korona podium
and delivers a big YES to the nation for more c19 tests and more vaccines
and more Big Pharma funding. An amazing cross-court lob from the
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cobras! Such a gentle return yet somehow hit with such power and speed!
The government has listened to the people and has come to its senses!
• Madame Mainstream has seen the COBRA return coming for a while now
and has already prepared the next day's front page headlines. CORONA
CHIEFS IRON OUT DIFFERENCES and THE BATTLE CAN NOW BEGIN IN
EARNEST and AN INJECTION OF COMMON SENSE! and BOZZA RALLIES
THE TROOPS! And in her calculated editorials, Madame Mainstream will
includes lots of entirely made-up quotes from the common man all
endorsing the COBRA decision and telling us 'how vital it is' and 'how
precarious it is' but also 'how heartening it is' that Boris has at last shown
some mettle releasing those vital vaccine funds! Whoever said the
common man doesn't ever get his say, smh
And our observer thinks again about historian HL Mencken who said 'The whole
aim of practical politics is to keep the populace alarmed, and hence clamorous
to be led to safety, by menacing it with an endless series of hobgoblins, all of
them imaginary.' And he thinks this is one of his favourite quotes of all time!
Problem, reaction, solution. Create the monster problem, promote its fake
terrifying dangers, engineer 'a public debate' for a solution, offer the solution,
sit back and watch as the populations fight one another to be first to receive said
(pharmaceutical) solution. This in simple terms is evil tennis, and this game is
central to the overall Big Pharma business plan to sell us her toxic wares.

A SIZZLER OF A SHOT, BILL!
And our observer thinks about another game of evil tennis played quite early on
in the Korona Krisis tournament with Donald Trump’s calculated criticism of
WHO and his threat to cancel WHO funding. OH NO! we all cried! If Trumpy pulls
the plug on US funding for WHO, this will be disastrous for us all! All of us need
WHO right now, and NOW MORE THAN EVER! And so, with Trumpy's gentle first
serve, look at how magnificently our leading c19 voices returned the ball. Some
INCREDIBLE incredibly evil tennis! Using HealthWatch Policy as one of their
many pole-dancing mouthpieces, the kings of the earth let every square inch of
the earth know how ‘aghast’ we all are at Trumpy's threat to stop funding WHO:
'UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres decried the US move. Said Guterres in
a press release, 'It is my belief that the World Health Organization must be
supported, as it is absolutely critical to the world’s efforts to win the war against
COVID-19.' I hear you, Antonio! An incredible return!
Tweeted an 'outraged' Richard Horton, editor of the prestigious biomedical
journal The Lancet, 'Every scientist, every health worker, every citizen must resist
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and rebel against this appalling betrayal of global solidarity.' Absolutely Richard,
and a magnificent cross-court smash!
Tweeted Vice-President of the European Commission Joseph Borrell Fontelles,
'There is no reason for justifying this move at a moment when WHO’s efforts are
needed more than ever to help contain and mitigate the coronavirus pandemic.'
Superb return! How you got down to that one Joe, I'll never know!
Tweeted Bill Gates, 'Halting funding for WHO during a world health crisis is as
dangerous as it sounds. The world needs WHO now more than ever. Their work
is slowing the spread of COVID-19 and if that work is stopped no other
organization can replace them.' A sizzler of a shot, Bill! You set the bar!
Added Jeremy Farrar, the Director of Wellcome Trust, 'We are facing the
greatest challenge of our lifetime. No other organisation can do what WHO does.
Viruses know no borders, as COVID-19 has proven. The only way out of this
pandemic is by working together and ensuring all countries, especially lower and
middle income countries, have the tools and resources to tackle this.' Yes Jeremy!
Your 'no borders' return was a return we'll be talking about for years! You just
can't teach that type of tennis!
Tweeted Jose Luis Castro, President and CEO of Vital Strategies, a trusted
partner of governments apparently, 'There is only one adversary here: the virus.
It is in all our best interests to work with and strengthen WHO.' If our
governments trust you Jose, then I trust you too! That cross-court back-hand
was something else!
Said US Senator Patrick Leahy, 'Withholding funds for WHO in the midst of the
worst pandemic in a century makes as much sense as cutting off ammunition to
an ally as the enemy closes in.' A chilling analogy, Patrick. Incredible forearm
smash! And what a lot we've got to talk about and be aghast about over our
breakfast tables up and down the land!
On and on and on goes the evil game, and Jeremy Farrar's 'knows no borders' is
a particularly gag-inducing phrase and one which is used for every fake
pandemic. And the watchmen see yet again how this evil tennis algorithm is
having its desired effect as the populations shake their heads in disbelief at
Trumpy's decision to pull WHO funding at this critical time, and how we're all
arguing to varying degree on the atrocious mis-management of it all and how
OF COURSE the whole world needs WHO right now!
No the world does NOT need WHO right now. WHO is luciferian to the core.
WHO offers nothing wholesome at ANY level - a fact which becomes abundantly
clear in part 2 when we look at true luciferian nature of WHO and the UN.
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Every breath we expend over breakfast on WHO's contribution to world health,
on Omicron, on the latest infection rates, on government incompetence, on
who's just tested positive or 'who's just gone down with covid' - all these
conversations do nothing but reinforce the false Korona narrative, do nothing
but add more bricks into the c19 wall. Of course the reign of monster Kong is as
much about us!
And in early 2021, and because we don't understand the rules of evil tennis,
Madame Mainstream was promoting all manner of discussion on vaccine
shortages. We cannot have ANY shortages in these perilous times, says Big
Pharma across all our front pages and networks. We must not allow the UK to
find herself in the same position as other nations who are shamelessly hoarding
vital vaccine supplies, said all our mainstream editorials. Will there be enough
vaccines to go round asked The Economist in a gentle first serve in February
2021. Various Madame Mainstream articles returned with some incredibly
gentle returns, telling us yes there will be enough vaccines to go around but the
vaccine quota promised to the UK might now need to be shared with the EU!
WHAT?? we all cried! Europe will be getting those life-saving vaccines BEFORE
US? What incompetence! Is this what we pay our taxes for? NO WAY EUROPE
COMES BEFORE US! THE BRITS MUST HAVE IT FIRST! The Brits must have it first!
No, say the French!
NON! NOUS DEVONS ETRE LE PREMIERS!

NEIN!

NEI!

NEJ!
HET!
NAO!
OCHI!
In every country, Madame Mainstream had us crying out and believing we must
be first for the life-saving vaccine. How easily Big Pharma and Madame
Mainstream and our governments have us clamouring to be saved, cooking up
all this fake urgency without us ever realising she's been pulling the strings all
the time. She's a genius at it!
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The Conversation site brings us a typical paragraph in the Big Pharma ‘US FIRST!’
evil tennis tornament, barf points inserted in the relevant places: ‘At the
moment, demand for Covid-19 vaccines is much higher than supply [barf 1].
Competition to secure doses is fierce [barf 2] with many disappointed parties
[barf 3] demanding answers [barf 4] - when the vaccines will arrive [barf 5] and
in what quantity [barf 6]. Uncertainty may lead to vaccine protectionism [barf
7], with stock produced in key locations withheld and hoarded [barf 8] to serve
only local populations [barf 9].

AND THEY'RE SO GRATEFUL TO GOD THEY'VE BEEN SET FREE
This is bulk-standard Big Pharma 'vaccine panic' editorial. And just who are the
people supposedly ringing in and all panicky? Nobody, basically. It's all made up.
And we don't actually need any of Big Pharma's poisonous injections anyway,
and we never have done, as we'll discover shortly. But we have believed the lie.
And as we line up to receive our King Kong vaccine sacrament, the angels are
only laughing at us. And bringing us right up-to-date with their evil games, here's
the US Centre for Disease Control in December 2021 telling us the latest on
'what we know' (or rather, what they want us to know) about the 'deadly'
Omicron variant,
• How easily does Omicron spread? The Omicron variant likely will spread
more easily than the original SARS-CoV-2 virus and how easily Omicron
spreads compared to Delta remains unknown. CDC expects that anyone
with Omicron infection can spread the virus to others, even if they are
vaccinated or don’t have symptoms
• Self-tests can be used at home or anywhere and are easy to use and
produce rapid results. If your self-test has a positive result, stay home or
isolate for 10 days, wear a mask if you have contact with others, and call
your healthcare provider. If you have any questions about your self-test
result, call your healthcare provider or public health department. Until we
know more about the risk of Omicron, it is important to use all tools
available to protect yourself and others.
And so, as all these poisonous luciferian meetings conclude and as all the vipers
and cobras slither out of their stinking bunkers to stand at their King Kong TV
podiums, we all cheer as our governments ‘generously’ hand over the next
£20M, £50M, £100M, £500M of public money to their own kith and kin in the
vaccine laboratories and to their old school chums and to their greedy angelic
superiors, and to themselves of course, in all manner of insider kickbacks. At the
time of writing, the current UK government Chief Scientific Officer Sir Patrick
Vallance has £600,000 of shares in GlaxoSmithKline - the largest and richest
pharmaceutical company in the world. GSK stands to benefit ENORMOUSLY in
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King Kong vaccine sales. And we'll learn more about king of the earth GSK in the
chapter on the history of Big Pharma.
But do you see now how expertly the kings are playing this evil game? Can you
see now how we're all being lied to every step of the way? And all the while,
there’s nothing wrong with any of us! And the Calebs and the Joshuas and all
the c19 dissenters and the watchmen on the walls watch all of this evil tennis
every day and they’re so grateful to God they’ve been set free from participating
in our ‘national Korona konversations’.
And our observer is so grateful to God for all of the amazing places He has taken
him over the years, and that looking back he can see how God has been with
him all the way as he's walked the walk through all of this pharmaceutical and
government deceit, and how it seems that everything God has been showing
him over the last thirty years is all directly relevant for today!

Everything he's been investigating goes to the heart of the fake Korona
pandemonium engulfing the earth right now! The King Kong dissenters are
delivered out from under ALL of this imaginary fear, we are plagued by NONE of
the government's fake hob goblins. And our observer trusts with Smoke and
Mirrors that you too will be given the tools to discern these deceits and will be
set free from needless Korona anxiety. But right now across 2021/2022, with the
governments of the world weaponising c19 and turning it into a menacing
world-wide hobgoblin, the angels don't even have to try to sell us the Korona
kure, we're falling over ourselves to join the King Kong vaccine queue. And our
observer notes how much money the kings of the earth are conservatively set
to make this time around with c19.
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NOT EVEN THE KING KONG KORONA MONSTERS!
And our observer hopes now that once the people recognise this evil tennis Big
Pharma sales algorithm, and when they hear these dark angels saying how much
they 'worry for the nation's health' and how much they care and how they're
'racing around the clock' and 'against the clock' to find the cure, he hopes it
dawns on the people how these angels never do ANY of these things. Big Pharma
and the kings of the earth have never cared or worried about any of us and have
never raced around the clock to do anything. Pharmaceutical sales is an evil and
calculating and forward-planning luciferian BUSINESS with expert luciferian
minds steering the whole show, as we shall soon discover.
I hate them all, Lord! Yet Your Word Lord says we're to love our enemies! But
love these people, Lord? And are these people even people? Please let there be
somewhere in Your Word that gives me permission to hate these c19 monsters!
Look at what they're doing to us, Lord! Surely, I can hate them Lord, surely!
'Oh, that You would slay the wicked, O God! Depart from me, therefore,
you bloodthirsty men. For they speak against You wickedly, Your enemies
take Your Name in vain. Do I not hate them, O Lord, who hate You? And do I not
loathe those who rise up against You? I hate them with perfect hate. I count them
my enemies. Search me, O God, and know my heart. Try me, and know my
anxieties, and see if there is any wicked way in me, and lead me in the way
everlasting.' Ps139:19-24
Thank You Lord, you know my heart but please preserve me from expending
unnecessary energy on hate. Please help me to pray for these monsters, Lord,
because amazingly, You still love them! This is the heart of the Gospel of Jesus!
No-one is beyond Your Love! Not even the King Kong Korona monsters! How
amazing is that!
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BACK TO WHEELS WITHIN WHEELS
'One of the greatest responsibilities for the people of our time
is to accept everything that he hears in the pro-government
media as a lie and to investigate the truth from independent
sources personally.' Mehmet Murat ildan, Turkish playwright
So all your politicians are liars too,
Mehmet! Surprise, surprise. And I think
what you're also saying Mehmet is that
instead of us blindly accepting what
our governments are telling us about
what's going on in the world, we should
start thinking for ourselves? And the
Korona dissenters would all say a great
place to start that whole process would
be to re-visit all of those 'terrible
reports' coming through of thousands
upon thousands of Korona deaths in
other parts of the world.
Because once again, they were all lies. There was a calculated reason behind
these fake 'Korona horrorcaust' reports from far-flung places. The severe lack of
actual Korona deaths at ground level in our own countries had created a sort of
nervous lull in Madame Mainstream's Korona death and destruction news
rooms. What could she do to fill the void?
I know, let's inundate the
sheeple with thousands upon
thousands of terrible c19 deaths
in faraway countries! We can
make up any number of
numbers we can make it look as
grim as hell, and it won't matter,
said the kings. There are
precious few pink t-shirts out
there to worry about. They'll
never do the homework. It's on
the news, so it must be true!
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And so with luciferian gay abandon, from May 2021 onwards, Madame
Mainstream and the kings began filling our screens 24/7 with fake Korona
foreignorror. Just as everybody in the UK was beginning to sense monster Kong
isn't the killer we were all being told it is, the kings revived all of our Korona
anxieties with Indian Korona terror, and Phillipines Korona terror, and African
Korona terror, plus a new killer Delta variant heading our way! And all of this
'foreignorror' relying on the same deceiving theatre that swept the earth when
monster Kong first landed in late March 2020.

A NEW WORLD RECORD
And so it was in late May 2021, in order to maintain the fake terror of it all, UK
Prime Minister Boris Johnson told the UK the originally agreed June 17th date to
ease lockdown restrictions could be set back because the dreaded Indian Variant
ripping across Asia had now reached UK shores! Said a breathless France24,
'India's coronavirus death toll passed 200,000 on Wednesday, with more than
3,000 fatalities reported in just 24 hours, as the World Health Organization
warned that a variant of Covid-19 feared to be contributing to a surge in
coronavirus cases in India has been found in over a dozen countries. A total of
201,187 people have now died, 3,293 of them in the past day, according to health
ministry data, although many experts suspect that the true toll is higher.'

Higher??? OMG! Our promised freedoms will have to be suspended! Will we
ever get our freedoms back?? But whatever happens, we must, must, MUST stay
glued to Madame Mainstream to keep abreast of all of this latest Korona terror.
Even the World Health Organisation is concerned! And look at all of these
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pictures of Indian-looking people on my TV, all wearing masks and all looking
really, really worried. This Delta variant has to be true, it's on the news!
Alternatively, did anybody bother checking any of those far away horror Korona
stats? No? Or even our own UK horror stats? Here's a Mumbai resident telling
us everything is normal in Mumbai, the supposed variant epicentre, smh. And
just look at this crisis actor 'Korona kollapser' waiting for the camera to point
towards her before she 'falls to the floor' 'swallowed' up, by the dreaded Delta
variant. Dear oh dear, how fake is that!

And staying with France24 for a minute, the above image is from a fake Korona
terror video embedded on the France 24 page. The video is evidently a source
of inspiration for the France24 presstitute telling us all of these lies. Sensing he
can tell us anything now, little Judas thinks of a number, trebles it, trebles it
again, adds the number of times he's lied that day - 412, adds 118 to his total
just because he can, and constructs his death stats paragraph. 'A total of 201,187
people have now died, 3,293 of them in the past day, according to health ministry
data, although many experts suspect that the true toll is higher.India has now
reported 18 million infections, an increase of 360,000 in 24 hours, which is a new
world record. This month alone the country has added almost six million new
cases.The explosion in cases, blamed in part on a new virus variant as well as
mass political and religious events, has overwhelmed hospitals with dire
shortages of beds, drugs and oxygen. '
And in part 2 of Smoke and Mirrors, we'll be revisiting this particular France24
video because if you did but know it, the whole earth was watching an almost
identical Hollywood video back in 2011. The Hollywood blockbuster Contagion
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was preparing us for the days ahead. Don't believe me? Just you wait for the
section on Hollywood and her real role in the world. Predictive programming is
another giant we'll be slaying on our way to the heart of darkness.
And back here in the UK in May 2021, we now had
another fake variant that knows no borders, and
now it was over here! London Evening Standard
presstitute Sean Morrison (right) picks up on the
France24 Korona bullshit, rearranges a few
paragraphs, adds a few favourite presstitute buzz
words like hurtle, plunge and rocket, and tells us,
'Second coronavirus vaccine doses could be brought
forward as Indian variant cases soar. Although the
Indian variant is thought to be highly transmissible,
vaccines are expected to be effective against it.
OMG! Sean! Please, please, PLEASE let that be true about the vaccines! We're
all goners without it, surelyu! And hurry, hurry, hurry with that booster booster
booster! Close all our borders, Boris! Isolate us from the outside world until our
health experts say it's safe!
And sensing the same freedom to print whatever he likes with no comeback,
Sean 'made it all up' Morrison counts the number of days he's been with the
Evening Standard - 918, adds the number of times he's gone to bed knowing he's
been lying all day - 918, adds the number of times he's secretly wanted out of
his 'profession' - 18,008, trebles it, trebles it again, adds 14 just because he can,
and constructs yet another fake Korona stats paragraph. 'Up to May 12 some
35,906,671 have received a first vaccine dose - a rise of 184,210 on the previous
day - including some 18,890,969 who have received both doses, an increase of
452,437. A further 11 people had died within 28 days of testing positive for Covid19 as of Thursday, bringing the UK total by that measure to 127,651.'
An avalanche of numbers! Amazing stats, Sean! Alternatively, here's some more
'dramatic footage' of people 'Korona kollapsing' in the streets of Wuhan as the
King Kong pantomime began its world tour back in 2020. Listen to the eerie Daily
Mail soundtrack as we see actors laying around all over the place. Go to 38
seconds for the Oscar-winning performance, it's beyond laughable. As the
'stricken man' falls unconscious to the floor, watch as he 'unconsciously' puts his
arms out to break his fall. It's priceless, atrocious and ridiculous all at the same
time. Only a fool would believe this is real. Apocalyptic, says the Daily Fail, smh.
Truly, we get the press we deserve.
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Below, we see a picture taken after a gas leak in the Visakhapatnam district of
India in May 2020, which caused multiple deaths. Note the mother with the
white piped trousers sat on the pavement with the child in her arms.

Right, we see the same pictures
being used by the New York Post
in April 2021 to scare us with the
fake Delta variant. Look at the
NYP headline. Covid 'surge',
people dead in the streets. In the
fake NYP picture, we see the
same mother in the piped white
trousers tending to the same
woman in the purple top, all
magically turned into fake Korona
deaths now by NYP. More blatant
lies being fed to populations who
don't ever question the King Kong
effluent being poured into our
front rooms 24/7 from the 'god in
the korner'. Instead, we sit back
and soak it all up and believe and
comply. Have you cancelled your
TV news and papers yet? If not,
why not? Seriously!
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Right, we see an American doctor
warning viewers to take the Delta
variant seriously but she's unable
to continue because she's laughing
so much. Of course, she's laughing!
And here she is on Brighteon in
case the first video disappears.
Do we really need to know any
more on the King Kong Kerala
virus? Of course fake King Kong is
as much about us!
Back to China and here's some 'eerie footage' of thousands of Wuhan residents
in high rise apartments all crying out for help allegedly, all panicking about 'the
spread' of King Kong Korona. But just like the fake ABC Kentucky Syria firing
range footage and the fake NYP gas leak photos, the wailing sounds were sound
effects laid over some night time footage of Chinese residents singing patriotic
songs. And in possibly my favourite piece of fake King Kong Hong Kong crisis
actor Korona TV, here's a Chinese nurse suddenly 'overcome' by all of the
terrible King Kong infection she's seeing all around her. The only trouble is she
chose lunchtime to get all King Kong hysterical, and nobody looks up from their
devices or noodles, haha!
The Indian variant has been just as fake as every other King Kong variant, yet so
many people I know were telling me I was mad for thinking the c19 pandemic
was fake because the Indian variant on the news proves it! And how angry some
of them were with it! How easily the people are bedazzled by lucifer's lies! It's
on the news, so it must be true. And I'll labour and labour that point until you've
cancelled your papers and TV news.
What is it about c19 illness and death statistics in particular that has us leaving
our discernment at the door? And there’s no denying the hypnotic effect the
kings' Korona stats and headlines are having upon us, because if that wasn't the
case, why is everybody behaving so obediently in the queue? The kings' number
one priority in the Korona propaganda war has always been to fill our screens
with as much Koronaganda horror as they can create, and if they can't create it
locally, they'll create it elsewhere.
And right since the start of the c19 pantomime, God's c19 dissenters have been
doing all they can to distribute information that would open the eyes of God's
people. And we've been doing this primarily because God's Word tells us we are
mandated to do so by our God. Here is what He expects from us if we sense
danger ahead for a brother, sister, neighbour and even a stranger. 'Deliver those
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who are drawn toward death and hold back those stumbling to the slaughter. If
you say, 'But we knew nothing about this,' does not He who weighs the heart
perceive it? Does not He who guards your life know it? Will He not repay each
person according to what he has done? Prov24:11-12
And to further maintain the 24/7 aura of death and disease, this is why the kings
of the earth brought in mandatory face masks in mid-summer 2020 to
perpetuate the fear of contagion in the populations. And this is exactly what
happened again in November/December 2021 with the fake Omicron variant,
giving Boris Johnson 'no option' but to reintroduce facemasks in shops etc, etc.
And we'll talk about the occult nature of the face mask a bit later too. The mask
you've been putting over your beautiful God-given face is straight from the pit.

And after the cameras stop
rolling and the c19 presstitutes
take off their masks and their
'c19 death and destruction
pieces' are in the can, and as they
head off home, our observer
wonders if any of them can hold
their own gaze in the mirror at
the pretence of it all because of
what they're all doing to us all.
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The presstitutes are only complying with orders, our observer knows that, but
that doesn't make them any less culpable. As for the decision-makers - the kings
of the earth - their consciences were seared long ago.
As of mid-May 2020 here in the UK, there had been no mass street
demonstrations yet against the falsity of c19. Those were to come in 2021, and
we'll meet some of the 'nasty, unwashed degenerates' who attended those
marches in due course. But the sun was out, there was no death anywhere, all
of which led to a definite change of mood in a percentage of the populace. And
the evidence for this change in mood was the number of people flocking to
Southend and Brighton and other popular beaches during the mid-May and June
2020 hot spell. It was like, 'I'm seeing all of this c19 catastrophe on my TV 24/7
but I don't see it ANYWHERE in real life. Come on kids, we're off to the beach!'
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And whilst the populations may not have made the full connection yet that we're
being lied to on such a massive scale, many of us were beginning to realise we
are NOT going to die if we mingle. But even this basic human activity of going to
the beach on a hot day was leapt on by lying Madame Mainstream. If we don't
all obey the social distancing rules said the harlot, the virus is sure to come back
WITH A VENGEANCE! Second wave, second wave, SECOND WAVE! Former UK
Health Secretary Matt Hancock advocated reporting neighbours to the police if
they look like they were flouting the social distancing rules. Crime Minister Kit
Malthouse urged the same. Crime Minister, smh.
This soon led to formerly sane people to begin secretly filming friends and family
and neighbours who were breaking 'the rule of six' etc, etc, and uploading the
films onto social media shaming sites. And if they didn't actually confront their
'covidiot' friends and family directly, they'd spend their time behind their
curtains silently seething and thinking their 'infectious' Korona thoughts. And we
all thought the tall, neat man in the queue was just some farcical skit? Look at
what's become of us! This game of cricket was filmed during the first lockdown
and uploaded to a shaming site which caused a right old stink.
And of course, there was no summer spike in hospital admissions at Southend
or Brighton or Poole, no people were in hospital fighting for breath with c19
because they'd all mixed on the beach, and the fact the end of the flu season
had well and truly passed by then and that nobody was falling ill across 2020
only confirmed 'infectious c19' is just lie upon lie.
And the kings of the earth
will certainly have thought
about
the
crowded
beaches/no
illnesses/no
deaths anomaly too but
they let that one ride,
knowing how so few will
even bother to do the maths
or hold any of our lying
politicians and Big Pharma
leaders to account because
the people will be thinking
only how good it is to be
back to some kind of ‘new
normal' normality. The kings
know there'll be hardly
a murmur of dissent.
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And even before reading Smoke and Mirrors, if you’re one of those people who
privately have been feeling uneasy about this whole c19 business from the start,
you'll have had few people you can talk to about your doubts, such is the power
of the ‘infectious c19’ narrative, the rule of silence and the perceived madness
of anybody who questions the mainstream c19 narrative. Few if any down on
the beach will have actually asked the family next to them, 'Do you also think
the governments of the world might be lying to us? Here is an excellent 7 minute
summary of the criminality of our world governments which surfaced in October
2020 which had thousands of hits on gootube, was immediately banned across
those sites and has been reposted on bitchute. Go Gemma!
Once again, there is NO EVIDENCE ANYWHERE for a rampaging c19 virus. There
is however plenty of evidence for rampaging fear driven by the rampaging c19
false narrative and the false c19 effluent being poured into our front rooms 24/7
by the wizardry of the kings. And sadly, for those who are suspicious of the
mainstream Korona narrative, there is still in 2022 a genuine fear of speaking
out loud about their concerns, such is the power and might of the Korona lie.
And so thank You Lord, You're going to put an end to that debilitating cancer in
our midst. Afraid to speak out? Ugh! And church universal has been one of the
biggest culprits! And the Korona silence that has reigned supreme over church
universal since the start of all of this evil is a particularly dark box, and we'll be
looking at her silence in due course. NO stone will be left unturned, NO darker
box will remain unopened. Thank You Lord, the luciferian hold upon us is being
broken by the Power of Your Word and Your Holy Spirit!

PITCHFORKS AND TORCHES
And so my friend, if you were getting angry at those thousands on the beaches
in 2020 and 2021 who just wanted to go out with their families and enjoy
a God-given beautiful day, please reappopriate your anger and even repent of
it. These people were out simply because they were feeling well, they were fed
up of being housebound by order of the state, there was none of the Korona
death and destruction to be seen ANYWHERE! They just wanted a day out to
have some fun and to get away from the c19 darkness, even for a few hours.
And so the next time, why don’t you go for a swim too! And don’t worry if
anybody steps into your 2 metre exclusion zone, you’re not going to ‘catch’
anything, THERE’S NOTHING WRONG WITH ANY OF US! And for the majority of
the angry people, it will only be the resident evil and the strong c19 cognitive
dissonance and their strong desire to hold on to their false Korona world view
which will have stopped them from going to the beach too.
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And again, we must understand this
division amongst us is all being
calculatedly fostered by the kings of the
earth. Our leaders are arranging it that
we fight one another. It's all about
pitchforks and torches, the beginning of
divide and conquer. In countries across
the world right now, governments are
slowly, slowly, catchee monkey, playing
the
long
game,
intentionally
manufacturing ALL MANNER of division
amongst us and allowing the fabric of
society to slowly unravel all around us.
Everything is spiritual, my friend, EVERYTHING! And we haven't seen a tenth,
even a hundredth of the chaos yet. Today is a good day compared to the tumult
the kings have planned for us. And with that tumult almost at its height, the
luciferians will put forward their man who will assure us he can save us all.

TEN MONKEY SYNDROME
And that tumult is coming. The kings of the earth will have observed the
crowded beaches in the UK and across the world in 2020/21, and now in
March/April 2022, and despite the kings introducing the fake Omicron variant
which fell flat on its face, they can see the 'infectious killer c19' narrative is
wearing thin. And although the people haven't awakened to the full horror of all
of the lies the kings have been telling us, the kings know a lot more of us now
are not far from tipping point on this, and especially since all the Downing Street
parties taking place across 2020 while us underlings had been ordered into
lockdown. You can't lie to all of the people all of the time.
And so for now, and to keep a lid on it all in February/March 2022, we're back
at work right everything's sort of back to 'the new normal' in our high streets
and in our social lives. And for the vast majority of us, because we're grateful
we've got a 'sort of normality' back, we haven't actually taken the time out to
stand back and look at ourselves to see just how bent out of shape we've
become since the start of it all. And we have the Ukraine 'crisis' to thank for that.
I'm not here to fly any flag, and believe it or not, not even a Ukranian flag! But if
anybody this far into Smoke and Mirrors still believes there's only one side to
the Russia/Ukraine 'crisis' (which is how it's coming across right now across all
our social media sites), then how much here has actually sunk in? Of course
there's another side, and so wearing pink, maybe go online some time starting
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at 153News or Yandex and start asking some non-conventional questions. But
only once you've finished Smoke and Mirrors, of course!
And so, we might think we're alright psot-King Kong, but so many of us haven't
actually noticed how the monster has slowly been twisting us and turning so
many of us almost insane over the last two years. otherwise rational people have
been manifesting the most extraordinary behaviours! To all intent sane, but so
many of us not acting in a sane way AT ALL!
It's like we've been living our new
normal lives and we've become
perfectly adapted to the insanity
of it. Right, we see Nicky Clough in
full bio-warfare suit visiting her
mother Pam Harrison in her home
in London in March 2021. We've
accepted all of the new rules that
come with monster Kong and we
can dress up in full bio-warfare
now or sit behind our plastic
screens and believe this is normal.
And the dissenters would say that
what we're seeing is Ten Monkey
Syndrome.
Have you heard of TMS? Take ten monkeys and put them in a cage. Place a step
ladder in the middle of the cage and balance a banana on top of it. As soon as
any monkey approaches the ladder to get to the banana, hose down the entire
group with a powerful jet of water. Do this every time any monkey approaches
the ladder. The monkeys soon realise that going near the ladder leads to
a violent hosing and they impose a 2 metre exclusion zone around the ladder.
Now, remove the power hose.
With the monkeys now policing themselves, replace one of the ten monkeys
with a newcomer. When the newcomer sees the banana and approaches the
ladder, he is immediately set upon by the other nine and he soon adjusts to the
2 metre exclusion rule. Remove another of the original monkeys with another
newcomer who likewise receives the same beating when he approaches the
ladder. No hose, just the group beating. Replace another monkey, and another,
and repeat until all original monkeys have been replaced.
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IF YOU WATCH ANY VIDEO
A new generation of monkeys is now imposing the ladder exclusion zone upon
the group but with no monkey really understanding this rule or how it came into
being. It's an unwritten rule, everybody knows it and we don't break it. Any fool
knows YOU DON'T GO NEAR LADDERS! Likewise, we must wear a mask and wash
and scrub and keep our distance and obey our governments and scientists! Any
fool knows that! These are the new societal rules.
And so we can all see the ladder
exclusion zone is a powerful family
myth, one that's grown up with the
generations, and all that's needed to
expose the myth is for one dissenting
monkey to step out of the zone, tell the
others to please just wait and watch.
Our dissenting monkey takes off his
mask, stops gelling his hands, refuses
the next vaccine, he doesn't fall down ill
or fdead, he climbs the ladder, reaches
the top, tells the monkeys below we
have beeen deceived and eats the
banana.
Even better, he starts bending the bars in the roof, he escapes the cage and leads
many others out too! And all it takes is a few clear-headed Korona dissenters
dotted around here and there to climb the same ladder and begin the mass
Korona exodus!
If you watch ANY video in Smoke and Mirrors, please, please, PLEASE watch this
one. In my mind, it tells us more about human nature than ANY OTHER VIDEO
ON GOOTUBE! There are so many human traits, learned behaviours and
responses and social constraints on show in this gem. Through the medium of
dance, a 'lone dissenter' defies the other monkeys in the cage and he begins to
climb the ladder. Watch him as he reaches the top and eats the banana and then
starts prizing open the bars above him to freedom. How will the other occupants
in the cage respond?
The comments section is fascinating too. Here's one. 'This video is actually
featured in a Ted Talk called 'How to Start a Movement'. It's not about the first
guy starting it, but rather the second guy joining in.' AMEN to that! The
psychology and decision-making processes surrounding 'second guy' is what is
known as first follower theory. Says the theory. 'The best way to make
a movement, if you really care, is to courageously follow and show others how
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to follow. When you find a lone nut doing something great, have the guts to be
the first person to stand up and join in.
The first follower risks ridicule in the same way the initiator does. Once a single
person follows the initiative, however, it becomes less risky for others to join.
Eventually, as enough people join, it becomes riskier to stay on the side-lines than
to become part of the movement.'
And My goodness, HOW TRUE IS THAT! It is just as Arthur Schopenhauer stated,
'All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed, second, it is violently
opposed, third, it is accepted as being self-evident.'

KNOWING THE TRUTH ABOUT THIS C19 FAKERY IS SO LIBERATING!
'First guy' is dancing alone but doesn't fear ridicule. He's unconstrained by the
myriad societal taboos and 'standards'. He has no care what others might think
as he 'does his thing'. In essence, 'first guy' is free and not at all ashamed of his
pink shirt. The pressure is all on 'second guy' who must weigh up leaving behind
his neatly pressed white shirts and all other safety nets he knows in order to join
this 'new movement'. His decision to break with convention and identify with
'first guy' and don a pink shirt proves to be the turning point. The dance floor is
soon filled. Here are a few more comments on the video:
'Always be the second guy. Second guys are winners.'
'This just shows you how much people WANT to be themselves but need
validation first. As soon as another person joins in, it's now socially acceptable.'
'It just shows how many people see things they want to do, but they don't do it
unless more people are doing it.'
'Every person in their life should have 'that second guy'.
'I love how it all started with just one person and suddenly it's a big crowd. Shows
me that sometimes one person is enough to make a big change.'
'The first guy to join him is my favourite kind of people.'
'I’ve seen this video dozens of times over the years. The lesson I learned is that
you can go from crazy man to visionary in a matter of minutes. All you need is
commitment.'
'Well, that escalated quickly.'
'I would travel miles to shake hands with second guy. '
'And suddenly it’s the ones still sitting down who are the weirdos.'
'First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they dance their asses off.'
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In another 'lone dancer' gootube upload, it took FORTY MINUTES before there
was a first follower! As the camera pans the onlookers, the decision-making
processes on their faces makes for fascinating viewing. I want to join in, I really
do ... but I just can't! Of course you can! You just need to get over yourself, or
rather, get over your old self, hahaha!
And this is where knowing the truth about this King Kong fakery is so liberating!
Those who have seen through the deception got up and started dancing THE
SECOND they recognised the deception. And with this wicked c19 deception,
REAL LIVES ARE BEING REALLY AFFECTED BY REAL EVIL ALL AROUND US!
Everybody's future is at stake here, quite literally, and we need each other on
the dance floor under our God MORE THAN EVER BEFORE! And not as copycats,
but all of us knowing exactly why we got up to dance. Dance, then, wherever
you may be, I am the Lord of the Dance, said He, and I'll lead you all, wherever
you may be, and I'll lead you all in the Dance, said He. Lord, let it be so!

THE GOVERNMENTS MUST BE VERY CAREFUL NOW
But this is our c19 cage for now, and as of March/April 2022, our 'normality' is
being managed by the luciferians, and in such a way that it appears to everybody
that all of us have just battled through a killer virus, that the killer virus is being
contained for the time being and that our governments have expertly led us all
to safety. And this will all be OK for the majority because work's picked up again,
we can have our barbeques again and football proper is back on the telly.
And so our 'return to our new c19 normality' has unfolded at an unsuspicious
pace but still with the masks and perspex shop counter dividers and anti-social
distancing and washing and scrubbing etc, etc, all in place. We've adjusted to
our cage and to the no ladder-climbing rule. But thank You Lord You’re so much
bigger than all of this evil, and those who put their trust in You in the coming
days and NOT in the man of lawlessness will be led in Perfect Peace!
And thank You too Lord the dissenters ARE growing in number! And whilst there
have been only very few street protests over this c19 deception so far, the
governments must be very careful now. Too many people have had their lives
and livelihoods damaged beyond repair by our evil rulers, and too much is now
on a knife edge. So right now, with the vaccine drive well under way and
everybody lining up for their booster shots too, there's a reprieve from the
darker lockdown pigswill, there’s a kind of luciferian light at the end of the
luciferian tunnel.
But it will only be short-lived, their fakery will not be able to remain hidden for
much longer, and neither will the fall-out from the poisonous vaccines, and we'll
be there in due course. And when that wake up is ignited in the people, that's
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when there really will be mass civil unrest, and that's when the army and the
tanks will move in and the boot will really come down, and again, all of this will
be part of the wider luciferian plan. We must expect mass civil unrest as the
kings intentionally undo the fabric of society and allow bit-by-bit total collapse
and anarchy.
In late September 2020, Boris Johnson was hinting at martial law, but only to
help contain the virus of course. But we know now that whenever the
luciferians hint at something unsavoury such as martial law, and whenever
there's a rumpustuous rebuttal across the House to that unsavoury suggestion,
we know the monster is on its way. It's just more of the same evil tennis.
A darkness has been released that isn't going back in the bottle my friend, and
the evil plans the kings have for the people of the earth must be fulfilled
according to God's Word. But once again, we can know that all of this evil is held
firmly under the Sovereignty of God Who has told us of all of these things in
advance. And so we must be prepared for the kings to stage their next
worldwide signs and wonders bedazzlement which they will do soon, which is
exactly why Smoke and Mirrors goes to the depths that it does to cover the many
deceptive offshoots of monster Kong.

HEY-UP! A DELIVERY HAS ARRIVED!
This is all about equipping us so we might discern those future deceiving signs
and wonders when they arrive. The fake 'killing' of 'I can't breathe!' George Floyd
and Elon Musk's fake signs and wonders 'satellite train' trailing the Heavens is
the least of lucifer's occult bedazzlements leading the whole earth astray right
now. No clues but you'll be amazed again at the depths of luciferian deceit that
surrounds us! Or maybe you won't by the time we get to part 2, amen!
And I'm glad you're here with me now, my friend, and I trust you can sense we
ARE moving forward with all of this, and that the pieces are falling into place,
and please don't forget that ultimately, Smoke and Mirrors is about GOOD
NEWS! I wouldn't be writing any of this if it wasn't. When Caleb and Joshua
returned from the giant-infested Promised Land, they came back not just with
reports on its fearful inhabitants but also with evidence of the fruit of the land!
And likewise, Smoke and Mirrors contains the Good News that no king of the
earth can ever rob off us! And thank You again Lord that You WILL be holding all
of these evil people to account. And once again, I hope you can see how it would
be impossible to address the c19 pandemonium in just a few pages! Maybe you
would have preferred just six sides of A4, lol! All I can say in my defence, I believe
it is our God Who has grown Smoke and Mirrors to what it is now! And I trust
you're still consumed?
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Hey-up! A delivery has arrived! Only one queuing customer to go now before
our observer is in the store for his compost! The queue has been informed the
delivery men take precedence and there will be a short delay, and so, as he's
waiting in the queue for his compost, he strikes up a conversation with the lady
in front of him and he asks if she would like to hear another side to this c19
business. And barely 20 seconds in, it's become obvious the lady can hardly
contain her anger as she tells him her dad's just been taken into hospital with
sepsis, emphysema and breathing difficulties and he's just been diagnosed King
Kong positive and so OF COURSE this virus is real! And just so you know, my
friend, ALL conversations recorded in Smoke and Mirrors by our observer have
all taken place.
And when he asks her father-in-law’s age, and she says eighty, his heart sinks
again as he could tell there was a less than nil understanding that independent
of any supposedly 'highly infectious' c19 pandemic, ANY hospital doctor pre-King
Kong would have told this lady her father's breathing difficulties are not at all
uncommon in an eighty year old with pre-exisiting emphysema.

LET THIS BE A ONE-TIME READ-THROUGH
And our observer can see this particular c19 conversation has hit the King Kong
wall and it's not worth pursuing, it's all too fraught and emotional, and he thinks
about that quote from Bertrand Russell, 'The degree of one's emotions varies
inversely with one's knowledge of the facts', and he thinks what a gem! And he
knows that to tell her right now that facts don't care about feelings would only
be cruel point-scoring, and anyway, having any type of Korona discussion with
a Korona believer should never be about winning the argument.
So he says nothing but instead he asks God silently to please open this lady's
eyes, and let her read Smoke and Mirrors some time. And if she does read it,
and if she recognises herself anywhere in it, then please let her not take any of
this personally. It's a hard place to find yourself, realising you need to empty
yourself of so much that you once held dear.
And keep me grounded too, Lord, I'm
not perfect by any means! Thank You
Lord You love us all equally. In Your
Kingdom, there are no Mourhinos, no
special ones. And our observer also
knows he's not responsible for people's
decisions for the days ahead, but still he
really feels it for the people.
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But he also knows our God is so much bigger than all of this evil and that none
of the rescuing rests on his shoulders but on His Mighty Shoulders, capital H, and
that by God's Holy Spirit Power, and in His Perfect Timing, our God WILL gift His
children with the necessary discernment and the soundness of mind to think
through these things and He WILL rescue His children out from under this wicked
Korona deception. And thank You Lord that with Your Holy Spirit prompting,
we'll be able to discern the bigger signs and wonders deceptions that will be
coming our way soon.
It’s deep, all of this stuff, isn’t it! Are you starting to see the depth of deception
in front of us? And are you seeing now the wisdom in God's Word to us and how
what He's been saying to us is becoming a whole lot more real? 'Where there is
no vision, the people perish', says our God. ‘My people die through lack of
knowledge, ’ says our God. 'Come out of her, My people', says our God. Come
out of her, come out of ALL OF HER!
And God's watchmen across the walls pray that His people would heed what the
Spirit of God is saying to His Church and this would not be a long extrication
process to come out from under the witch, we haven't the time! Let this be
a one-time read-through plus a time of seeking You Lord to ask You for Your
peace to descend to confirm the truth of what's being revealed here. The good
in us, the bad and the ugly, and even the brutal.

And as we approach those city walls, Lord, please let there be a rising excitement
in the hearts of Your people that You REALLY WILL lead us out from under the
witch, and that You REALLY ARE going to be doing a new thing among us! And
the watchmen and all of God's dissenters would all say monster Kong has
delivered us from old church, amen! Church has left the building! It's the time
for new church now, as the book of Acts tells us, and we'll be talking about that
in more detail later too.
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But we need to pull over now and de-noise. I know for a fact Homer's head
monkey will have been crashing away for a while now for some readers. And
particularly, if you're a doctor or nurse, you'll have been 'feeling it' for a while
now over some of the things being said here about your profession.
Firstly, conventional medicine has been having a hard time of it almost from the
start in Smoke and Mirrors, and so, have I been fair in my reporting so far?
Secondly, I've been saying what I've been saying but with no medical
qualifications to my name, and so just who is this unqualified upstart! And
thirdly, I've also been saying from the start this whole c19 pantomime is rooted
in luciferian evil. Therefore, readers could conclude I'm tarnishing all doctors and
nurses working in the c19 field with the same luciferian brush.

LUNCHED, HOLIDAYED AND BAMBOOZLED INTO SILENCE
So, just to be clear, no, I am NOT
saying all doctors and nurses are in
league with the devil! If you're
a doctor or nurse working in any
hospital setting right now, may our
God be with you and help to
maintain your morale and strength
in all that you do in so many
amazing areas of medicine!
Millions of people across the world
today have every reason to be
thankful for some of the medicines
and incredible procedures that
have saved and transformed so
many lives over the decades.
And here in the UK particularly, thank You Lord for our amazing NHS and ALL
who work in her! Lord, please protect the NHS from the malicious influences
doing their best to dismantle and/or privatise her!
But that being said, there is also so much that's wrong with 21st century medicine
which is NOT discussed in the mainstream press to any degree, and for good
reason. Let's remind ourselves of that John le Carré quote. ‘The mainstream
media has failed us completely, here in the UK and in the USA. Any news on the
pharmaceutical industries is just too damned uncomfortable to handle; too
complicated, often deliberately, too scientific for the layman. Many hacks who
should know better have been lunched, holidayed and bamboozled into silence.’
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And just those brief snippets earlier on the fake ELISA, LFT and PCR tests, on the
murderous vaccination programmes and the serious lies our senior medical
officials have been telling us about monster Kong - all of this evil comes under
the umbrella of conventional medicine. And so, no two ways about it, Doctor,
you cannot escape this is YOUR industry we're talking about here. And despite
all we've uncovered so far, this still only scratches the surface of Big Pharma evil.
Few of us have ANY idea of the scale of malfeasance across Big Medicine, and
even less are we aware of its oppressive and bullying history. But you'll see all
this for yourself by the time we're through here.
And so, keeping to the remit of leaving no
darker box unopened, we have no choice
now but to have a frank conversation on
the foundations and history of
conventional medicine, on YOUR medical
training as doctors and nurses and on
conventional medicine in general.
Once again, this is true dissenter country
we're entering now, and these next few
chapters are going to get bumpy and
challenging and also quite dark. And it
doesn't require any of us to have a science
degree for us to have this conversation
either! All it requires is intellectual
consistency and keeping a check on the
resident evil. Once again, whatever you
think, THINK OPPOSITE! And none of what
follows now is meant as a personal attack
on doctors and nurses, and if you take that
way, that's your issue, not mine.
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NO I AM NOT SAYING
'To be misunderstood can be the writer's punishment
for having disturbed the reader's peace. The greater
the disturbance, the greater the possibility of
misunderstanding.' Anatole Broyard
Why do we repeat with such monotony 'there's a bug doing the rounds' or
'everybody's gone down with it' or 'there's a lot of it about'? And what does the
doctor mean when he tells us it must be a virus? We've all sat there and been
told our dis-ease is viral. The doctor issues our prescription, we head off to the
pharmacy to collect our anti-virals, we take them exactly as doctor ordered, and
Big Pharma says thank you very much for the your purchase. But how much of
our visit to the doctor and his prescribed medications are grounded in sound
medical science? And how many of our everyday prescribed medicines are even
good for us? You'll be astounded at the amount of poisonous and wholly
unecessary pills and potions we're taking 3 x daily.

AND SO, I'M DELIGHTED TO ANNOUNCE
Hugely powerful influences and influencers have been at work over the course
of our lives shaping our understanding not only of medicine but also the nature
of illness and health and dis-ease causation and its cure. Given the chance to
look back over our general meducation, we see that each of us has been learning
virus and germ-speak since the cradle almost. Mum and Dad instruct us on
what's 'yukky' and 'covered in germs', the family doctor prescribes us our
antibiotics and antivirals, and Madame Mainstream and Hollywood teach us
everything we need to know about worldwide contagious pandemics. We are
literally soaked in contagion theory from the get-go!
And it's been this life-long 'education' on germs and viruses and contagion
theory that's kept us so fearful of germs and viruses and dirty surfaces and
'spreading stuff' over the years. And over the last two years particularly, our
virus 'education' has kept us sore afraid of monster Kong. And this is EXACTLY
the place the kings of the earth want us, my friend! These greedy merchants
want us 'sheltering' and isolating and distancing and clamouring to be saved
from 'infection', like they always have done.
And so, I'm delighted to announce that germ theory and virus theory and the
notion of 'transmissable infection' is all UTTER BUNKUM! I repeat, UTTER
BUNKUM! Collectively known as contagion theory, the idea of contagious illness
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and disease is yet another fear-mongering business plan from the pit! And it's
our rote-learned belief in contagion and our fear of it that's had us wearing our
masks and gelling our hands and surfaces to such excess these last two years!
And if you're baulking at the idea contagion theory is bunkum, and it will
certainly be a massive shock to the system for many to hear this, maybe for the
first time, please remember the golden rule in Smoke and Mirrors. No matter
how outlandish it might sound, we are to give room for the contrary view to be
heard. And if Smoke and Mirrors has instilled in the reader just this one principle,
then PRAISE GOD for that! Room for a contrary view, and for it to be aired
openly. My goodness! What a breath of fresh air! Are you listening, church?
We'll learn in these next few chapters that our fear of contagion and our
subsequent 'protective behaviours' are not rooted in the rational. Instead we've
been taught WHAT to think about 'contagion' by conniving Big Pharma, and with
the inevitable result she's kashing in big time again. And our propensity towards
magical thinking is helping too. Magical thinking - meaning: the superstitious
belief that unrelated events are causally connected despite the absence of any
plausible causal link, the belief that events or the behaviour of others can be
influenced by one’s thoughts, wishes or rituals.
We'll see in the coming pages there
is actually NO causal link between
the mythical virus and man's myriad
dis-eases, and that our masks and
gels and anti-social distancing and
contagious beliefs are all nothing
but superstition and ritual. ALL OF
IT! Once again, 'For thy merchants
were the great men of the earth; for
by thy sorceries (pharmakopia) were
all nations deceived.' Rev18:23 By
her PHARMACIES were all nations
deceived! And by all her
accompanying rituals and teachings
too! A sword through the Big
Pharma witch! Woohoo! More giant
entrails hanging out for the birds!
And yes, if you're thinking it right now, the fake Spanish flu 'pandemic' will be
covered here too, as will the infamous Edward Jenner smallpox years, as will the
fake HIV/AID 'pandemic', and plenty more supposedly deadly infectious diseases
besides. All of these supposed viral pandemics have been nothing of the sort. All
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of them have sound environmental reasons for those deaths reportedly brought
about by some vicious virus. And I wouldn't be saying this if I wasn't able to bring
you the evidence. But I hope you'll have realised this by now. Whatever you
think, think opposite! The contagion deception runs deep.
To set the scene for what's to come, let's touch
on virus theory for a minute. Right, we see one
of a series of viruses created by virology
student Apoorv Sharma. And below that, we
see a similar image created by fellow student
Ayomidi Fakulujo. Both sets of images are
found at the following site. Yet, nothing you
are looking at here is real.
This strange-looking spider is a cgi creation
called a phage - the term used by virus experts
to describe a virus that replicates inside
bacteria, allegedly. The computer graphic is
transferred from the virologist's head to his
art program to his hard drive and onto our
screens. We gaze upon this virus imagery and
it is planted deep into our psyches. This is the
progression. Yet, it is all fantasy. The
virologist's ENTIRE 'virus library' is digital
science fiction only, glorious techni-colour cgi,
glowing cgi golf balls with little cgi pylons
sticking out of them.
Right, we see the allhallowed King Kong Korona
virus, yet as we have already
read, this virus doesn't exist
in real life either. Mosttimes, our virus creators
don't set out to deceive,
although we'll be meeting
some later who do. The
virologist generally believes
wholeheartedly in his craft.
And the dissenters would say that aside from Big Pharma conniving and
Photoshop, the dominance of virus theory in the collective mindset today is also
the result of our post-modernist thinking. Post-modernism - meaning: late 20th
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century movement characterized by broad scepticism, subjectivism or
relativism, a general suspicion of reason. None of the normal rules for logical
argument apply today. We can make up our own reasoning rules as we go along.
Subjectivism meaning: influenced by or based on personal beliefs or feelings,
rather than facts. Basically, if we think our own ideas and beliefs are right, then
no matter the weight of reasoned evidence set against them, we have the right
to be right! Balck is white. This is my incontestable truth. Says the History site,
'Post-modernism is a dismissal of the rigidity of modernism in favor of an
'anything goes' approach to subject matter, processes and material.'
And such is the hold of postmodernist thinking today, it's like the
more the virologist creates and
publishes his cgi viruses, the more we
believe we're surrounded by them in
real life! And all it takes for us to be
drawn into this make-believe world is
for these cgi renditions to be flashed
up on our screens. All it takes is
a single glimpse and we're infected.
And bringing us right up date on virus fakery, a UK Guardian report from 20th
March, 2022 brings us news on the asymptomatic Epstein-Barr virus which is the
cause of many of our diseases, apparently. Plus a call to give some money to
support the Guardian's fearless journalism, smh.
'Can We Vaccinate Against Epstein-Barr, The Virus You Didn’t Know You Had?
After years of little progress, there are now three EBV vaccines in the pipeline.
Moderna has turned its attention towards the virus, and is conducting phase
1 clinical trials of an mRNA vaccine for EBV at 15 centres across the US, while
research teams at the US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases and Balfour’s own lab are working on their own jabs. Moderna’s clinical
trial is targeting people in the 18-30 age range, but given that so many people
contract EBV as children, the ultimate aim is to administer the vaccine to infants
However, there remain many challenges and questions ahead, bla, bla, bla.
We have a small favour to ask. Tens of millions have placed their trust in the
Guardian’s fearless journalism since we started publishing 200 years ago,
turning to us in moments of crisis, uncertainty, solidarity and hope. More than
1.5 million supporters from 180 countries now power us financially, keeping us
open to all and fiercely independent. Unlike many others, the Guardian has no
shareholders and no billionaire owner. Just the determination and passion to
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deliver high-impact global reporting, always free from commercial or political
influence. Reporting like this is vital for democracy, for fairness and to demand
better from the powerful. And we provide all this for free, for everyone. We do
this because we believe in information equality.
If there were ever a time to join us, it is now. Every contribution, however big
or small, powers our journalism and sustains our future. Support the Guardian
from as little as £1 - it only takes a minute. If you can, please consider supporting
us with a regular amount each month. Thank you.'
Fiercely independent? I don't think so. And
vital for democracy? Even less so. And turning
to you in moments of crisis? Even less so than
that! And the icing on the luciferian cake,
support the Guardian financially? With even
1p every decade? Not a cat's chance in hell!
Oooh, and look here too! The Epstein-Barr
virus is only a little glowing golf ball with little
pylons sticking out of it. More virus bullshit
from the virus bullshit masters.
I would contest the idea our post-modernist thinking is a late 20th century
movement. There is nothing new under the sun, and the idea of some kind of
all-encompassing universal truth and that everybody is 'right in their own mind'
has existed since time began, and is especially prevalent in new age circles today.
And in part 2, we'll meet new age guru Sir George Trevelyan who unwittingly
undoes post-modern thinking in an instant, and all it took was one terrifying
plane ride! Nothing like a healthy dose of reality to bring immediate clarity to
the mind, and an immediate end to ridiculous post-modernist thinking.
We'll also see how our love of science and associated imagery is a form of
idolatry. Idolatry - meaning: immoderate attachment, extreme admiration, love
or reverence for someone or something, the worship of a physical object as
a god. And whilst this might push buttons in some readers, our idolising of the
gods of science becomes unavoidably apparent as we continue.
This section is also included because it will be key to understanding how each of
us has also played our part in the continuation of the great King Kong deception.
Says our God, 'But all things become visible when they are exposed by the light,
for everything that becomes visible is light. For this reason it says, 'Awake,
sleeper, and arise from the dead, and Christ will shine on you.' Eph5:13-14
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A light is going to be shone into
many unlit areas of conventional
medicine here, and many more
pieces of the c19 deception will fall
into place as a result. So, get ready!
It's going to be another
rollercoaster of a ride! And it's been
a privilege to be with you this far! All
strapped in? Here's a 1min 45sec
ride to get you in the mood! It's one
of my favourite videos! The young
lady takes OMG to another level!
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NO DOCTOR, YOU ARE NOT EVIL
BUT HAVE YOU READ REVELATION 18?
If you love science, then hello, I love
science too! I'm a huge fan of peerreviewed, testable, ethical science in
action, and this next section is included
to demonstrate that contrary to the
above guiding principles, so much of the
medical wisdom we embrace in our
everyday lives adheres to NONE of these
principles and is nothing more than
magical, fantastical pseudo-science.
When it comes to science and particularly medical science, who are we to
question the experts? We're not the qualified ones here! Rarely do we question
those who sit above us in the consulting room instructing us on our health. We
accept what the doctor tells us, and even though we might not understand all
the medical terminology or reasoning, by and large we trust what our doctors
tell us, and we trust the institutions they represent. And actually, we don't just
trust in medicine, we worship the system!
In his essay Modern Medicine: The New World Religion, Oliver Clerc suggests
our faith as such - the ‘religious side’ to our humanity - isn’t really dying away;
our worship is merely being given over to another god - the doctor. 'The facts
show clearly - for anyone taking the time to study them - that medicine today
enjoys an astonishing degree of undeserved credit that is out of all proportion to
its actual results or promises. Real health keeps regressing, while the great
medical ‘miracles’, such as vaccines and antibiotics, are now clearly showing
their limitations, which some had foreseen and warned of right from the start.
This undeserved credit comes mostly from the fact that medicine and science
have replaced religion as the only certain belief in an uncertain world, and the
doctors and scientists are seen as the priests of the new religion, delivering
through the 'certainties of science' what the old discredited gods were not able
to deliver. If we can no longer believe in the miracles, cures and curses of the old
religions, we can certainly believe in the miracles, the cures and the destructive
powers of the new science.'
Succinctly stated Oliver! And so true! And our worship of medical science and
science in general - this worship is called scientism. Scientism is described in the
Merriam Webster Dictionary as, ‘The exaggerated trust in the efficacy of the
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methods of natural science applied to all areas of investigation, as in
philosophy, the social sciences, and the humanities.’
Another definition of scientism is our excessive belief in the power of scientific
knowledge and techniques. And the entire realm of science has so many magical
colourful theories emerging right now, yet rarely are any of these sciences
questioned by us. We love our science! It's above us, below us and all around
us. Scientism is the intellectual and cultural air we breathe. We are besotted by
it, lost in it, and in fact so lost, we do not even discern our lostness!

NEVER MIND THE BIRTH DEFECTS
Did you know that a great many of the 'illnesses' pronounced upon us by
conventional medical wisdom have no basis in fact WHATSOEVER and have been
invented by the pharmaceutical industry specifically so she can sell us her toxic
wares? And further, did you also know that a great number of the medicines we
take for our real illnesses only harm us and even kill us? The harm these drugs
and unnecessary procedures cause us we’ll get onto in a minute. First, let’s look
at the manufacturing of fake disease for profit.
This practice which is known as disease-mongering or pathologising everyday
experiences is rife in the industry, i.e., taking an everyday physiological or
psychological human experience, heavily promoting this experience as a new
disorder, assigning it a drug and then bribing doctors to promote said new drug
to those experiencing said natural everyday dis-eases. One BMJ report states,
‘Alliances of pharmaceutical manufacturers, doctors, and patients groups use
the media to frame conditions as being widespread and severe.'
The US enjoys/endures particularly heavy pharmaceutical TV advertising. Here
is a classic advert from 1976 warning people about a swine flu 'epidemic' which
could surprise us. Quite incredibly, the epidemic appeared one year later!
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The GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) drug for shyness Paxil is a classic example of fake
disease. And here's an advert for Zoloft which will help if you're scared of being
criticized apparently, or you imagine others are judging you. Never mind the
birth defects, serious injury and suicides and lawsuits filed against Pfizer for
Zoloft. The quote below is taken from an article which summarises the
marketing strategies and reasoning behind this devious Big Pharma business
model. The article discusses the hidden persuaders in the advertising Big Pharma
pumps out to the masses 24/7 in her bid to scare us into buying her wares: 'If
you increase an individual's feeling that they're susceptible to a threat, and
increase the perceived severity of that threat, people are more likely to take
action,' said Adrienne Faerber, a lecturer at the Dartmouth Institute. 'What are
these advertisements but trying to get people to take action on things they
probably aren't thinking about?' To maintain her profit margins, Big Pharma
must always be looking for new illnesses in need of cure. These last few
paragraphs don't begin to address the levels of fake, fear-mongering non-diseases that fill doctor's waiting rooms every day.

DOCTORS AND NURSES WILL BE WELL AWARE
On top of the myriad drugs invented to treat myriad invented non-diseases,
a great number of procedures and pharmaceutical interventions that medical
wisdom dictates are necessary to 'cure' the genuine dis-eases of man have the
proven capacity to maim, life-impair and even kill the recipient, and at the very
least, keep the patient in a continued state of dis-ease through side-effects and
'knock-on' complications, and MILLIONS UPON MILLIONS of people are directly
impacted by these killer drugs and interventions every day of every year.
Known as iatrogenic illness (doctor-induced), doctors and nurses will be well
aware of this phenomenon, but for readers who aren't, the following articles
reveal the extent of the problem. And, as always, the information supplied in
Smoke and Mirrors is minimal but enough for the reader to understand these
are not exaggerated claims.
To start us off, here's an interesting statistic. A strike by medical doctors in Israel
in May 2000 put a severe economic strain on the funeral business in that
country. The dramatic decline in the death rate prompted the Israeli Burial
Association to ask the government to approve an increase in doctors’ pay.
According to The Jerusalem Sun, industrial action by doctors in Israel seemed to
be good for their patients’ health. According to a survey of burial societies, death
rates dropped considerably across Israel when physicians in public hospitals
implemented a program of sanctions. ‘The number of funerals we have
performed has fallen drastically,’ said Hananya Shahor, the veteran director of
Jerusalem’s Kehilat Yerushalayim Burial Society. ‘This month, there were only 93
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funerals compared with 153 in May 1999, 133 in the same month in 1998, and
139 in May 1997. The society handles 55% of all deaths in the Jerusalem
metropolitan area. In April 1999, there were only 130 deaths compared with 150
or more in previous Aprils. I can’t explain why.’ said Mr Shahor.
Meir Adler, manager of the Shamgar funeral parlour which buries most other
residents of Jerusalem, declared with much more certainty: ‘There definitely is
a connection between the doctors’ sanctions and fewer deaths. We saw the
same thing in 1983 when the Israel Medical Association applied sanctions for
four and a half months.' 8

WHETHER YOU LIKE IT OR NOT
Iatrogenic illness, injury and death caused by medical treatment and not the
illness itself. Dr John McDougall has written several books on diet and health.
Here, he hints at a serious problem within the conventional camp and some
practical solutions: 'I went into medicine with the idea I was going to save all
these lives with all the tricks and tools that medical doctors learn, and what
I found was that very few of my patients got well, that I often did harm to them.
This was quite disturbing to me as a young doctor but what was even more
disturbing to me was to find out these failures had been fairly well documented
in scientific literature. Now, that literature sits on the library shelf, because it
doesn’t fit into anybody’s advertising campaign.' 9
New cancer treatments kills hundreds of patients (actually thousands). Here is
a rare and also illuminating article from the UK Guardian - why modern medicine
is a threat to public health. And here's an article from PubMed with the plain
title Our Prescription Drugs Kill Us In Large Numbers. And there are countless
more articles and testimonies to this effect online.
And so, to all doctors and nurses, for reasons that will become obvious, it is
necessary now that we look at your medical training. Understanding the
influencers at the top of the 'meducation business' is vital if we are to fully
understanding the full extent of the King Kong Korona deception. And I reiterate,
at no time is any offence intended.
Whether you like it or not, the evil and intellectually deceitful spirit that governs
the pharmaceutical industry has hovered high above you throughout your
training and career and has permeated down and influenced your curriculum
and knowledge base accordingly. And we can say for certain your medical
8

Doctors’ Strike In Israel May Be Good For Health, British Medical Journal, 10th June 2000 at
http://www.vitamincfoundation.org/docstrike.htm and at
http://www.wcanews.com/archives/2000/Jul/jul1000c.htm
9
Interview with John McDougall,MD at www.shareguide.com/mcdougall.html
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education has been heavily influenced by the spirit of the kings of the earth,
firstly because without exception, ALL the major medical teaching
establishments across the so called 'developed world' (and we'll talk later about
the ghastly term 'developed world') are all owned and/or funded by the kings of
the earth.
If you doubt the kings rule and reign over the medical school you attended,
please go to your teaching hospital website and look for its funders and principle
founders, and invariably you will find the major pharmaceutical companies
and/or their close affiliates have been pouring money into your college coffers
for decades. And as further evidence for your Big Pharma-influenced medical
knowledge base, the reason the pharmaceutical companies build and own and
fund their own universities and institutions is simple.

BIG PHARMA NEEDS SICK PEOPLE
They do so, so that they might dictate the curriculum. In building and owning
and funding and thus wholly controlling these 'hallowed seats of learning', the
kings of the earth have masterfully created for themselves their very own closed
off, impenetrable meducation 'centres of excellence' that teach trainee doctors
ONLY those systems and practices the kings of the earth want taught and which
benefit ONLY themselves and their already inestimably vast treasure chests.
The sad fact is that because medicine
is ultimately a BUSINESS, and a
ruthless business at that, the
pharmaceutical industry sees ALL
DOCTORS AND NURSES not as people
with a heart to help heal but merely as
conduits
for
prescribing
and
administering those drugs which offer
only the best financial return for the
kings of the earth and their
shareholders. NOT ONCE DOES
HUMAN HEALTH EVEN ENTER THE
EQUATION! Your curriculum my
friend, was fashioned for the sole
purpose of you turning a profit for the
kings. You mean nothing else to them.
Here's the CEO of Valeant Pharmaceutical J Michael Pearson telling us his first
responsibility is to his shareholders. And because of this deceitful and even
satanic ruthlessness at the heart of Big Pharma, and because the money ALWAYS
comes first, this means we can also say with absolute certainty, the
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pharmaceutical companies and shareholders ABSOLUTELY DO NOT want the
populations well or fit or healthy. The huge amounts of money that pour into
the coffers of the kings of the earth EVERY SINGLE DAY from their toxic wares
depends on the populations of the world being sick, as James Morcan says in his
book 'The Orphan Conspiracies':
‘Big Pharma needs sick people in order to prosper. Patients, not healthy people,
are their customers. If everybody was cured of a particular illness or disease,
pharmaceutical companies would lose 100% of their profits on the products they
sell for that ailment, and what this all means is that because modern medicine is
so heavily intertwined with the financial profits culture, it’s a sickness industry
more than it is a health industry.’
Hear, hear James! And says Quora contributor Kevin McLaughlan bluntly on this
question, 'It goes actively against every fiscal incentive to search for/develop
actual cures. They don’t want rapidly fatal diseases to wipe everybody out, as
that would eliminate their markets, but short of that, any disease is potential
money for them if they can treat symptoms and keep people coming back with
their wallets (or their insurance) open wide. As for doctors, nurses, nursepractitioners, orderlies, etc., etc., you can generally be confident that they want
you to get well. There's no advantage to them, because in most places, and for
most specialties, the system can barely handle the numbers of patients. There's
no shortage of people with sickness and medical complaints.'
Like I say, this is nothing personal against the doctors and nurses who mosttimes only want the best for the patient. Your paymasters on the other hand
absolutely do NOT share your values. Here's a thought experiment: imagine
attending the DinghiesЯus annual shareholders meeting - a huge corporation
selling all manner of dinghies and lilos and associated inflatable products, all of
which require water for their use. Now imagine at that meeting the shareholders
are asked to vote on draining the oceans of the world. How many shareholders
would vote yes? Answer none, and for obvious reasons! That vote wouldn't float
their boat, quite literally! Likewise, Big Pharma does NOT want us fit and healthy.
If we were, then who would buy her toxic wares?

ANSWER ON ALL COUNTS, NEXT TO NIL
Here is another insider report called 'It's official! Curing patients is bad for
business.' in which one analyst wrote. 'Diseases such as common cancers where
the 'incident pool remains stable' are less risky for business.' Please let this
register in your head and heart. In the eyes of the kings, if you have cancer, you
are a money-making incident pool. Cancer is also less risky for business because
ongoing cancer treatment is where the profit is.
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This is the anti-human, antichrist spirit that hovers over the entire medicine
industry. To deny this is to deny how the real world of commercial medicine
works. Becoming unwell, remaining unwell, being told we're unwell when we're
not unwell, or being told we could become unwell unless we throw a lot of
‘preventative money’ at the kings to save us - this is Big Pharma's primary focus
and primary business model and until we realise this at a fundamental level, until
we get educated on her deceits and choose to come out from under her
corrosive influence, we will forever be at her mercy, hence the scarily high
worldwide compliance levels with all of our governments' Korona diktats.
And not only do the kings of the earth tightly control their own chemical-heavy
curriculum and want us to remain unwell and buying their toxic wares, they also
want their toxic curriculum taught in EVERY medical establishment. Ergo, if they
do not own a particular medical institute outright, then wherever possible, the
kings will install a fellow king into the top seat of that institute so as to safeguard
the curriculum and make sure no stray non-pharmaceutical teachings dare enter
through the doors.
A classic example of this cronyism
is seen in the appointment of
former CEO of GSK, Richard Sykes
(right) to the Chair of Imperial
College London where he served
for six years. ICL is glowingly
described as 'A world-class
university with a mission to benefit
society through excellence in
science, engineering, medicine and
business.' GSK is the richest and
most powerful pharmaceutical
company in the world, and whilst
the ICL history page might not
show that GSK owns ICL, in every
sense, with Richard Sykes at the
helm, of course GSK owns ICL.
And so, with Sir Glaxo of Kline installed as head of world-renowned, coveted,
worshiped ICL, what chance is there of any ICL medical student being trained up
in the myriad successful non-conventional, non-toxic, non-profitable, nonpharmaceutical treatments for the dis-eases known to man? What chance is
there of Sir Sykes of Wellcomeville arranging a teaching session on the vital role
nutrition plays in health and wellbeing? And when you take yourself to the
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consulting room with your condition, what chance is there your doctor will
prescribe a non-toxic, non-pharmaceutical treatment? Answer on all counts, nil.
At no time in these pharmaceutical establishments are trainees taught with ANY
seriousness the vital role of nutrition in maintaining good health. Profitable toxic
chemicals always come first, there is no second treatment plan. It's our way or
the highway say the toxic pharmaceutical bosses to all employees, says toxic Sir
Glaxo Smith Richard to all students under his 'care', and knighted in 1994 for his
toxic services to mankind.

NO, IT ISN'T STRANGE OR ODD OR WEIRD AT ALL!
Less than 5% of the conventional medical curriculum is devoted to learning
about nutrition and other vital environmental factors that play such a huge role
in dis-ease onset, dis-ease recovery and prevention and continuing wellness.
Michael Klaper was the director of the Institute of Nutritional Education and
Research at Pompano Beach, Florida. He stated: ‘What’s really tragic about this
is that we were so busy learning how to fix broken arms, deliver babies and do
all of those ‘doctor’ things in medical school that we considered nutrition to be
boring. But after we get into practice, we spend most of the day treating people
with diseases that have huge nutritional concerns that have long been essentially
ignored. I frequently get calls from doctors across the country saying their
patients are asking questions about nutrition and its role in their conditions and
they don’t know what to tell them.’
The following report puts the total amount of nutritional teaching at US medical
school at less than 1% of the whole curriculum! Says the report, ‘Culturally and
politically, we’re increasingly acknowledging that what we eat plays a major
role in our health which is why it’s especially strange that healthcare providers
know so little about it.’
No, it’s not especially strange AT ALL! And it is here we encounter one of my alltime pet irks. Dissenters will point out a glaring anomaly in whatever accepted
narrative and in reply they'll hear, 'Now that IS strange! Very odd! How weird!'
etc, etc. NO IT ISN'T STRANGE OR ODD OR WEIRD AT ALL! Why are you so fearful
of going to that darker place this anomaly takes you in your head? The dissenter
will deliver whatever awkward fact exposing whatever false narative, and he'll
see the cogs whirring opposite him and he'll easily in the listener that he's
realised his world view on the matter has just been dealt a fatal blow, and after
a short pause and a few dead give-away micro-expressions, the listener replies,
'Now that is strange!', and quickly returns to his device. In his mind matbe ge
thinks his fatally wounded world view has lived to fight another day. Yes, it has,
but only if you want to remain intellectually dishonest.
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Why the mental gymnastics and pretence? It wastes so much precious time!
Truth only ever liberates. Instead of sinking back into your device or getting
angry, why not just ask a few more meaningful questions? Have an interesting
conversation!
You'll be involved in a conversation on 9/11 let's say, and you'll tell them about
Senator Al Franken with an office in the World Trade Centre who admitted in his
memoirs he'd received a call from former Mayor of New York Ed Koch warning
him not to go to work on September 11th 2001. Now, that is strange! No, it isn't!
It isn't strange at all! Could it be any more obvious? This was just one of so many
'weird' and 'strange' and 'odd coincidences' that show how the whole evil 9/11
debacle was an inside job and planned meticulously in advance by the kings of
the earth. You'll see that for yourself in part 2.

Likewise, as the evidence was mounting that all you need to do to prove NASA
faked the moon landings is to study the original 1969 tapes because they contain
so many glaring anomalies, how 'strange' that NASA has admitted she's 'lost'
and/or 'accidentally taped over' THE ENTIRE original Apollo 11 archive! Yes, lost
and/or taped over the ENTIRE record of the most momentous scientific
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achievement in all of human history! Oh, I say! That is odd! The canisters labeled
'ATTENTION! ORIGINAL MOON LANDINGS! have all been lost or erased? And the
original tapes labeled IRREPLACEABLE! DO NOT LOSE! DO NOT ERASE! cannot be
found anywhere? That is weird!
OF COURSE it isn't odd or strange or weird, it's the next logical step for serpent
queen NASA in her battle to stave off the inevitable. So, make the most of your
conventional beliefs while you still can on 9/11 and the NASA moonlandings if
you hold them. NASA's bewitching sorcery particularly and the hold she has over
the entire earth is the last topic in Smoke and Mirrors.
And to my church-going, Bible-believing friends reading this, did you know that
even right now, serpent queen NASA is orchestrating all manner of digital lying
signs and wonders across the earth and God's Heavens? Did you know that
NASA's true remit has nothing AT ALL to do with space exploration, and
EVERYTHING to do with hiding the Glory of God and His creation from His people
who are largely desensitized now to her grotesque cgi deception. Everything is
spiritual, my friend, EVERYTHING! Grotesque - meaning: comically or repulsively
ugly or distorted.
ABSOLUTELY we need to understand the evil nature of the space queen, says
our God. And so, we'll be running an especially unforgiving sword through the
space floozy in part 2. I can't wait to get there. It will be a most satisfying slaying.

FOR THY MERCHANTS
Back to medical school, and after six years' tenure at the head of ICL, Sir Glaxo
of Sykes moved on to head up Imperial College NHS Healthcare Trust for 6 years.
He is also the current chairman of the Royal Institution, and just for good
measure, he is also the chancellor of Brunel University.
Richard Glaxo-To-The-Core Sykes' CV tells you everything you need to know
about the interview and selection process for the Brunel post. Basically, there
wasn’t one. Once again, we have a king of the earth moving freely from post to
post and seeing to it that all key decisions whilst in post at whatever 'glittering
institute' benefit ONLY his fellow kings.
The smiley-faced student on the
Brunel home page (right) has no idea
of the vast, spiritually dark powers
seated high above her who will be
moulding and directing her every
medical thought from now on.
Richard Sykes' successor at ICL was
professor Roy Anderson who has sat
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on numerous government and international agency committees advising on
public health and disease control including WHO and BMGF (WHO wholly owned
by BMGF of course), he was a governor on the GSK/Wellcome Trust for many
years, was chief scientist to the Ministry of Defence and only by chance of
course, he is a non-executive director at GSK.
And I say GSK/Wellcome as opposed to just Wellcome because the
GSK/Wellcome Trust is merely a ruse. In December 2000, Glaxo Wellcome
became GSK when she merged with SmithKline Beecham, and Wellcome was
formed as a 'separate charity’. The prime function of Wellcome is to distribute
‘monetary gifts’ across the meducation system to influence the curriculum to
favour Big Pharma. Using the Wellcome 'charity' to do this lessens the
smothering of Big Pharma fingerprints all over said 'financial gift', in the eyes of
the less discerning anyway. In ALL respects, GSK and Wellcome are one and the
same beast and share one and the same objective - owning the system.
And until we understand the Big Pharma appointments process and the whole
way she operates and the utterly inhumane business model espoused by the
rich merchants of the earth, we will forever be under her spell. Once again says
our God, 'For thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries
(pharmakopia) were all nations deceived.' Rev18:23 NKJV And whilst trainee
doctors and nurses certainly receive sound training in many areas of ethical
medical science, these teachings are dwarfed by those teachings based on the
Big Pharma science fiction account of the cause of disease and its treatment.
Science fiction, you say? Absolutely! Moreover, the true extent of the science
fiction element to your curriculum was purposefully kept hidden from you and
very likely remains unknown to you today as you practice what you practice in
good faith. Please expand on this, you say. Of course, and so we continue our
walk-through.

PLEASE JUST OPEN THE DARKER BOX
How many times have we heard those immortal words, it must be a virus? Virus
and viral, germs and contagious, infectious and transmissible and 'a bug doing
the rounds' are all words and phrases we use in our everyday language today to
describe so many of our ills, and it is this 'infectious' model of disease and its
transmission which Big Pharma has indoctrinated the whole earth into believing,
almost as we exit the womb!
Speaking at 7pm on 26th September 2017, chairman of the Royal Institute,
Richard Sykes (who else?) opened proceedings on how the latest technology and
medicines will help ward off the many 'viral threats' to mankind. And by viral
threats, Lord Glaxo of Richard is of course referring to the millions of invisible
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entities that swirl and swarm around us 24/7 which can enter our bodies in a
variety of ingenious ways allegedly, causing severe illness and death unless we
stay vigilant. Viruses and germs are all around us, saysBig Pharma, and we all
need protecting from them, and Big Pharma has the cure! That's a good business
model, isn't it!
Here's a summary of the Royal Institute evening, 'The first session, chaired by
Professor Alison Holmes started with a focus on Global Infection threats...
Closing the first session, we were delighted to have a presentation by Dr
Emmanuel Hanon, Global Head of GSK Vaccine Research and Development on
the emerging complex needs regarding vaccines and most recent advances in
vaccine technology platforms....
The audience enjoyed a showcase of technologies that included ProMED, an
internet-based reporting system dedicated to rapid global dissemination of
information on outbreaks of infectious diseases....
A joint initiative between Imperial College London and the Wellcome Genome
Campus that aims to understand the emergence and spread of drug resistance
pathogens...
New opportunities to develop next generation vaccines to deal with emerging
threats and affordable systems for current and future mass vaccination
campaigns...
Deliver new approaches such as disease modifying vaccines but also speed up
availability of vaccines targeting emerging infectious threats....
With the unprecedented growth in emerging infectious diseases etc, etc.
Plus a host more 'family members'
at this exceptionally narrow
evening, and all speakers seeking
only to please godfather Sir
Richard with their doom-laden
forecasts, and pointing us helpless
ones towards GSK and her toxic
wares. Like they're all paying
homage to the Don.
And how odd! Emmanuel Hanon was present, the head of vaccine research at
GSK! And that's weird! Wellcome and ICL and GSK are all on the same stage
together! And how strange! Collectively, they're putting forward some new virus
and vaccine venture, and all talking about our impending doom unless they find
us a cure in time. That IS weird! Remind me to look into that some time.
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No. None of it's weird or odd or strange, it's all perfectly logical. Please put down
your device, stop deflecting, and please just open the darker box. If ever you do
read the transcripts for evenings such as these, you lose count of the number of
times you read the words contagion, infection, transmission, vaccination, global
transmission, global threat, virus and germ.
But actually, what sensible, scientific value do any of these words or phrases
hold? Answer, none at all. Yes, you read right, NONE AT ALL! Contagion theory,
contagious illnesses and the 'medicines' and 'injections' used to combat said
dis-eases are all bunkum. Contagion and all that is attached to it has been a germ
warfare brainwashing exercise of the highest order! Bunkum - meaning:
claptrap, humbug, nonsense, empty talk. And I wouldn't be saying any of this if
I couldn't back it up my friend. But you'll know that by now, I trust.
We briefly touched on contagion theory earlier and in the next chapter we'll look
at this whole area more closely and at exactly how these virus images are
constructed using simple art programmes.
The kings' vast riches depend on us believing in viruses and germs and
contagion. The ONLY reason we consume the amount of medicines and sprays
and gels and anti-virals/anti-bacterials that we do is because we've been
deceived into believing we are surrounded by infection. Our sprays and tablets
and injections will keep us safe, say the kings of the earth, say the populations,
and the kings have been kashing in mightily ever since! We have been utterly
bamboozled. Bamboozle - meaning: to dupe, cheat, fool, hoodwink, to deceive
by underhand methods. I love the word bamboozle, and I'll be using it a lot in
the coming pages.

WE NEEDN'T HAVE BEEN AFRIT OF ANY OF IT!
And haven't we all all heard so much about Louis Paster! The genius, hero and
founder of modern germ theory! I don't think so. Despite everything we've been
told over the years about this saintly man, we will discover he wasn't any of
these things at all. A far more fitting description would be plagiarist, archpoisoner and crooked con man!
And the major 'infectious' diseases we've all been told about such as Spanish flu,
SARS, AIDS measles, chicken pox and all the other poxes, we will learn how there
was NO infectious Spanish flu pandemic, NO infectious AIDS epidemic, people
were dying for very different reasons. Yes, you read right, NO Spanish flu and no
infectious AIDS. And no invisible, infectious 'bug doing the rounds' either!
Everything we've been told about germs and viruses is a lie. Once again, 'tis more
Big Pharma brainwashing and bamboozlement, more clever smoke and mirrors,
more magical thinking. Again, magical thinking - meaning: the superstitious
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belief that unrelated events are causally connected despite the absence of any
plausible causal link. The belief that events or the behavior of others can be
influenced by one’s thoughts, wishes or rituals.
Understanding the scale of the contagion theory hoax helps us to understand
how 'infectious King Kong' has been exerting such fearful influence over the
earth over the last two years, when we needn't have been afrit of any of it!
And thank You again Lord for the privilege of bringing ALL of this fear-mongering
darkness into Your Light and thank You too You're going to deliver so many
people from so much unfounded germ anxiety! Woohoo! Let's smash down this
most deceiving hall of mirrors!
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THE MADNESS OF MODERN MEDICINE
'The trouble about always trying to preserve the health
of the body is that it is so difficult to do without
destroying the health of the mind.' GK Chesterton
Yes, GK! Now, it would be foolish to say that ALL modern medicine is madness
but a goodly proportion of it certainly is, and you, my friend, can be the judge of
that as we continue. In the previous chapter, we noted Big Pharma's continual
use of phrases such as 'viral threat' and 'global infection' and 'emerging
infectious diseases' all of which has made it easy for the layman to believe we
are under attack 24/7 from invisible infectious entities, that we can 'pick up an
infectious bug' at any time, that we can be 'carriers' who can now 'infect' any
surface we touch and/or 'infect' friends and family just by breathing out!

And so, given this is the prevailing mindset, and given the enormous impact of
'infectious Korona' upon the world psyche over the last 18 months, it would only
be the brave man and a fool right, who would put forward the notion contagion
theory is bunkum? So, let's begin by reminding ourselves of a few facts on Big
Pharma. It is an undisputed fact the kings of the earth:
• care not a whit for humanity
• create false diseases and profit
• sell a great many dangerous medicines with nil regard for the death and
destruction they cause across the earth
• own all the medical schools and guard their toxic curriculum zealously
• see to it our doctors and nurses are taught ONLY WHAT THE KINGS WISH
THEM TO BE TAUGHT
• see to it this same curriculum forms the foundation for all that is taught
in all junior and high schools and colleges
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IT'S LIKE BEING CONTROLLED BY A PUPPETEER
And so now before looking at the many fallacies propping up contagion theory,
we must first establish how and why we've all come to believe in the power of
contagion and germs and viruses in the first place, or as the dissenter would say,
how and why all of us have been subsumed, sucked and suckered into this
massively infectious delusion - mass hypnosis, mass hysteria if you like. Harsh
observation? I don't think so. Disinfectant is a hugely powerful word when we
stop to think about it, and it's a word that has ruled over our lives for decades!
And so, these first first few pages uncover the hidden persuaders in the 'germ'
industry which will help to explain why c19 dissenters baulk at all the c19
disinfectant rituals that surround us now and why they most definitely do NOT
carry a personal hand gel dispenser wherever they go.
Danny Dinello runs the Shockzone website. In examining our innate fear of the
germ and virus and what drives it, Danny states: ‘It’s the fear of something
invisible - something insidious - getting into our bodies, our bloodstream and
controlling us, changing us, transforming us, or eating us from within. The virus
not only provokes primeval fears of disease, dehumanisation, vampirism and
Biblical vengeance, but it also raises futuristic fears of human extinction. In many
ways, the virus is the ultimate horror.’13
Similarly, here's OCD sufferer Toni Neville explaining how her habits control her
every waking moment. 'Obsessive compulsive disorder: it’s like being controlled
by a puppeteer. Every time you try and just walk away, he pulls you back. Are
you sure the stove is off and everything is unplugged? Back up we go. Are you
sure your hands are as clean as they can get? Back we go. Are you sure the doors
are securely locked? Back down we go. How many people have touched this
object? Wash your hands again.'
Yes, Toni! And just look at what's
happening all around us now! In the
last 18 months or so, your OCD family
has grown exponentially! Who of us
amidst this latest c19 'killer crisis' is
taking a healthy view on hygiene?
Anybody who hasn't witnessed the
pitiful show of anxiety (right) has been
walking around with their eyes closed!

13

Dinello, Danny, Virus Fear, The Shockzone at
http://www.shockproductions.com/SHOCKZINE/virusculture/
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Millions of germaphobes are now in a constant state of high anxiety EVERY
SINGLE DAY! As GK Chesterton would ask, what proportion of this lady's mental
health is being destroyed in her drive to preserve her physical health? Even
before King Kong, our fear of anything unclean was a huge, huge, HUGE source
of revenue for the kings of the earth who as stated earlier, have been extracting
$30 billion a year from us on toxic disinfectant products, almost all of which we
do not need and most of which ultimately only harm our health, harm our water
systems and harm the earth. And God alone knows how much these slippery
merchants are taking from us in the current King Kong pandemonium!

DON'T TOUCH THAT DOORKNOB!
This targeting of the consumer - germ warfare if you like, has been going on for
decades. Mental Floss has a short history of early adverts aimed at women
especially, and accenting on hygiene. I love the advert above telling the young
lady her face blemish is the result of an unfriendly germ she must have caught
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off a door handle and the germ had now set up a stubborn infection! Will it
disappear in time for the next party? And today, one does not have to look too
far to find any number of frightening accounts of our germ-infested
environment. Here is a condensed text from the promotional blurb put out to
support the classic Warner book, Don’t Touch That Doorknob!
GERMS ARE EVERYWHERE! Those seconds on the elevator; those minutes on the
checkout line; that evening at the cocktail party; they all bring you up close and
personal with your fellow human beings... and with germs! Whatever you call
them - bacteria, viruses, fungi, algae, or protozoa - these potent micro-organisms
are on you, in you, and all around you by the trillions. And while many are vital
to our very lives, others are dangerous, even deadly! NOW, FIND OUT HOW TO
FIGHT THESE INVISIBLE FOES.
In this comprehensive, down-to-earth manual, a renowned microbiologist and
authority on germs shows you how micro-organisms affect you in daily life and
how you and your immune system can fight back. how to avoid catching
infections in the hospital: how to kill the thousands of germs that live in your
kitchen sponge: which foods contain the most dangerous germs: when
antibacterial soap should be used: how to stay healthy while travelling: what
part of your body hides the most germs: who should get flu shots and why. THIS
IS A BOOK YOU CAN’T DO WITHOUT... DON’T TOUCH THAT DOORKNOB!' 14
And just look at this recent Sky News headline, it doesn't let up, does it! 'Flushing
the toilet can create an aerosol cloud of coronavirus droplets more than a metre
high which can be inhaled by others, spreading the infection, new research
warns. Physicists specialising in fluid dynamics are warning about the
transmission method following studies which found coronavirus particles
surviving in the faeces of the infected.'
The infected? What a ghastly 'new world' our satanic leaderships are creating
for us that we now describe all of God's children in such terms! This is 28 Days
Later coming alive in our time! Maybe we should all post samples of our faeces
to 10 Downing Street, only to test for the virus, of course. And it's like Madame
Mainstream doesn't even care now, she can print anything she likes and we'll
believe it. Here's the latest Forbes headline telling us that speaking English
spreads c19 faster than other languages.
And what effect are our cleaning obsessions having on the physical and mental
health of our children? The British Skin Foundation sent out a questionnaire to
250 parents and found over 50% of children are now suffering skin problems as
14

Brown, Jack, Don’t Touch That Door Knob! Warner Books, 2001 at
http://www.twbookmark.com/books/22/0446676349/index.html
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a result of frequent hand-washing, some children's
hands even bleeding. Included in the report was
this comment from dermatologist Dr Paula Beattie
at the Royal Hospital for Children in Glasgow.
Paula's 'helpul advice' sadly only re-enforces the
virus narrative and compounds the child's
anxieties. 'Keeping hands clean is a key part in the
fight against Covid-19. Although it’s concerning to
hear of children suffering with skin problems due
to frequent handwashing, thankfully this can be
alleviated with the regular use of an un-fragranced
moisturiser. Encourage your child to get into the
routine of moisturising after every hand wash.'
Wash hands 10 times a day with
toxic detergents and then
moisturise each time afterwards
with another toxic lotion? No thank
you, Paula. Human skin is porous,
and so where does your toxic hand
gel disappear to every time we use
it? What damage is being done to
us internally? Standard hand gel
ingredients include benzalkonium
chloride, ammonium, ethanol and
isopropyl alcohol.
Here's a review of the toxicity of standard hand gels. Nice. King Kong dissenters
haven't used ANY hand gels since the plandemic began, and nor will we. Aside
from such behaviours only reinforcing the fake infectious virus narrative, why
slowly poison yourself? Teachers are mandated to implement the new c19
sanitisation rules of course, but the 20 point infection control guide from Snaith
Primary School is a clear indication the world had now gone stark raving mad.
What was once a normal school setting for children and staff has since turned
into King Kong ritual abuse which must be acted out EVERY SCHOOL DAY! The
footnote below lists just a few of the rules in place to ensure an infection-free
day at Snaith Primary.15 No wonder our kids' anxiety levels are through the roof!
15

Here's a glimpse into the new school day at Snaith Primary School: • Handwashing must be
completed thoroughly and more frequently than usual. Where possible, use water and hand soap. If
this is not practical, hand sanitiser should be used instead. • Staff and children are expected to
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And no wonder too that so many mums and dads are pulling their children out
of the school system. And we'll be look at this state school exodus in more detail
in part 2.

Above, we see a standard issue post-Korona
school poster, with the children waiting
obediently behind their social distancing
lines. What a ghastly queue! Right, we see an
actual poster devoted to teaching children
how to wash their hands! And here's a page
of ideas on hand-washing activities for
children. 20 Ways To Make Washing Your
Hands Fun! Handwashing fun? Ugh again!
More ghastly safe space Korona ritual being
imposed upon kids who should be outside
tearing around, getting muddy and scraping
their knees, playing tag and British Bulldog, a
great game, full of running and expending
energy but banned in many schools now
because it's too violent apparently.

wash/sanitise their hands upon arrival at school, before and after eating and after coughing or
sneezing, and frequently throughout the day • Face coverings are not required in schools. Face
coverings should be removed safely by those who use them at arrival at school (not touch their face
when removing, dispose of temporary face coverings, seal re-usable face covering in a plastic bag, then
wash hands.) • Tissues should be used to cover mouths and noses when coughing or sneezing. If no
tissue is available, sleeves should be used to capture droplets. Tissues must be immediately disposed
of and in any case, hands must be washed or hand sanitiser used after coughing or sneezing. Staff and
children are regularly reminded of this. • Clean and disinfect regularly touched objects and surfaces
throughout the day using regular cleaning products. Use disposable cloths or paper roll. Wash hands
with warm water and soap as soon as the activity is completed. That's just 5 of the 20 points on page
4. Anybody want to find themselves an island and just hide away?
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Instead, we must all play 'the soap sud game' where we scrub our hands until
they're red raw, smother them in harmful chemicals and then spend the next
half and hour guessing the number of germs in Millie's sandwich box! Ugh and
triple ugh! What are we all becoming?

Give me the playground above any day of the week! I remember those swinging
horses! And no parents hovering annoyingly in the background either! As far
back as 2016, the chair of the UK Health and Safety executive was saying we've
gone too far. 'Children are suffering under an excessively risk-averse culture in
schools which is stifling their readiness for the real world.' She criticised the
growing health and safety culture in schools, which she described as nonsensical,
adding that children should be encouraged to climb trees and play games where
there might be a risk of injury. 'Overprotective parents and risk-averse teachers
who do not enable children to learn to handle risk will lead to young adults who
are poorly equipped to deal with the realities of the world around them, unable
to discern real risk from trivia, not knowing who they can trust or believe. They
will be a liability in any workplace if they do not have those basic skills to exercise
judgment and take responsibility for themselves.'
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If we want our children out from under
all of this Korona oppression, we could
start in the home by getting rid of ALL
the hand gels and detergents and
moisturisers in the house, and by
consistent example, lead our children
out of their anxiety hell-holes. And that
has to start with Mum and Dad. We
cannot blame Snaith Primary School
alone for whipping up a disinfectant
frenzy. School policy on masks and
scrubbing and distancing will only be
adding an extra layer to the anxieties
already deeply instilled in the child by
fretful parents.
This far in to Smoke and Mirrors now, can you understand why dissenters baulk
at even the slightest Korona 'health and safety' measure? It’s just a mask, it’s
just some hand-washing, it's just track and trace, it's just for your safety - even
just a little bit of Korona kompromise for the sake of the greater family peace or
to protect another's feelings is all part of the slow poisoning of the Well of
Freedom that God offers us page after page in His Word! Can we not see that all
our Korona behaviours are merely bowing to lies and luciferian false gods?

A SCARE-MONGERING BUSINESS
And so, as we look around us today and watch as we spray and wipe and scrub,
scrub, scrub with our myriad petro-chemicals for fear of c19, here's the latest
list of 'approved cleaning agents' which Big Pharma assures us will help fight of
King Kong c19 and containing all the usual Big Pharma phrases designed to have
her toxins flying off the shelves.
'Get your household ready!' (Ready and waiting, young man, and my 3 digit
number on the back is....) 'Should be cleaned prior to disinfection.' (PRIOR to
disinfection? Arrrgghh! But cleaned with what? I hope you have that pre-cleaner
cleaner in stock too!) 'Always follow manufacturer's instructions.' (Absolutely!
I'm not dying early!) 'Emerging viral pathogens.' (OMG! Is anywhere safe?)
'Biocide' (Biocide? Double OMG! No sleep for me tonight!) 'Quick defence
disinfectant tabs' (Ahhhhh! Peace of mind at last! There IS protection! Perhaps
I'll snatch a few hours.) 'All-purpose virex' 'clorox total 360' 'micro-kill bleach
germicidal bleach solutions' on and on and on and on ad-infinitum. And all the
while we stock up on these MUST HAVE cleaning solutions, the shareholders are
only laughing as they ‘total 360’ surround us with their disinfectant fakery. And
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here are the kings of the earth talking about the money they're going to be
making this time around with King Kong Korona. The anti-bacterial, anti-viral
market is a scare-mongering business, guys, a scare-mongering B-U-S-I-N-E-S-S!
Of course, basic hygiene is important. Ignaz Semmelweis proved this in the mid19th century when his advice to obstetricians on hand washing between cutting
up cadavers and delivering babies saw a dramatic fall in puerperal maternity
deaths. Interestingly, there are many science historians who have stated the
modern world has overlooked the sensible guidelines and health instructions
contained in the Bible, and we'll look at what the Good Book has to say on health
and hygiene a little later.

Above, we see an NHS poster warning us to stay home and save lives. It's more
like a plague horror movie poster, isn't it! And we'll be looking at the power of
Hollywood in part 2 when we deal with what is known as predictive
programming. You'll not want to skip over that one, I can tell you!
This is the germ-infested back drop to our germ-infested lives. The constant lurid
advertising though is only a part explanation of why our fear of germs is so
deeply rooted in us. We also have the doctor and Mum and Dad to thank for
that. And we'll look at their influence in a few minutes too. Actually, we can deal
with Mum and Dad right now. 'Ugh, Johnny! Put that down! No, Rachel, you
don't know where it's been!' No Sasha, it's been on the floor! Wash those hands,
NOW Suzi, they're covered in germs!' I think that covers Mum and Dad, and their
mum and dad, and their mum and dad, and on and on. But how and when and
where did all of this germaphobia start? This time around, the germ warfare
waged against us was pioneered by one man in particular. A clue for you, his
surname begins with an R and ends in eller.
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THE POOR AND PROMISCUOUS
In a nutshell, it was multi-billionaire oil
magnate JD Rockefeller (1839 1937) in the early 20th century who
shaped the conventional medical
landscape we see all around us today
and who set the trend for today's
profiteering virus medicine. Rockefeller
has universally been described in his
biographies (except those written by
family members of course) as possibly
the cruellest and most ruthless and
most despised businessman ever to
have walked the earth, and was the
head of a 'similarly endowed’ family
dynasty. At the time, it was JD's disdain
for those he viewed as the imbeciles
and the unfit in society and his 'solution
to this problem' that invoked the most
disgust in his detractors.
JD was a staunch eugenicist. Eugenicist
- meaning: the belief in the possibility
of improving the human species,
especially
by
discouraging
reproduction by persons having
genetic defects or presumed to have
inheritable undesirable traits. What is it
with our world leaders? Once again, we
find the influences and influencers
heavily into population control. In
1907, the US became the first country
to pass compulsory sterilisation laws.
The later 1924 Act of Virginia was
instituted 'to protect the purity of the
American race'. Above and below, we
see a typical poster and editorial from
the time. Said Physical Culture
magazine from 1934, 'Shall we breed or
sterilise defectives?'
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Thousands upon thousands of men and women (and often teenagers) were
quite literally kidnapped from areas perceived to be 'underclass' and inhabited
by 'the feeble-minded, the poor and promiscuous'. They were taken to
makeshift operating rooms and with Rockefeller money and support were
'rendered sterile'. And it was the ruling elite who decided what was mental
illness, what was feeble-mindedness and physical deformity. Similar 'eugenics
laws' were passed in 27 US states. The following article on these horrors tells us,
'These men believed they were acting in the best interest of society by violently
removing these women from their homes, even from their beds, transporting
them across state lines, imprisoning them, intimidating them with cruel and
unusual punishment, drugging them without consent, and then removing or
physically altering their internal organs.'
And this from another source, 'Tragically, it is estimated that between 7,200 and
8,300 people were sterilized in Virginia from 1927-1979 because they were
deemed by society at the time to be unworthy or unfit to procreate. In most
cases, the individuals were 'patients' at state mental institutions who were sent
there because of alleged mental illness, physical deformity, feeble-mindedness
or simply because they were homeless.'
This was happening right across the US, and it was legal. And forget about any
line drawn in 1979, the spirit of JD lives on, doesn't it Bill and Melinda, doesn't
it WHO and UNFPA and USAID, and all you other covert sterilisation cronies!
You're out and about with your evil right now, aren't you, but our God is
watching you, and you WILL have your day in His Court. And we haven't seen
the half of the secret evil these monsters are carrying out across the earth, but
we're going to, my friend. Our God has shown his watchmen their evil antics,
and He wants ALL of His children up to speed on the wiles of the enemy. And
their evil doesn't always mean bloodshed either. As we'll see, their darkness
takes on many angelic forms.
But it's all going to be shaken out of the box, ALL
OF IT! It's only by tipping the box fully upsidedown and shaking it ALL out and stamping on the
contents in the Name of Jesus that we're freed of
its suffocating evil.
The founder of the eugenics movement (this
time around, for there is nothing new under the
sun) was cousin of Charles Darwin Francis Galton
(1822-1911, right) who proposed man could
control his own evolution though selective
breeding.
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Pair the most fit and intelligent, and we can boost the stock of the human race!
Said Francis, 'Except by sterilization, I cannot yet see any way of checking the
produce of the unfit who are allowed their liberty and are below the reach of
moral control.' Here was man playing God again, and a cruel one at that.
The Rockefeller zeal for enforced
sterilisation and abortion programs for
the 'simpletons' marked JD out as the
truly evil man he was. In 1952, JD's
grandson JD Rockefeller III founded the
infamous Population Council. with its
own bloody history. For a concise
summary
of
'philanthropist'
JD
Rockefeller's life, go here later perhaps,
but this background on the early
eugenics movement helps us to
understand the spirit of the man who
founded modern medicine. Right, we see
one of the more flattering portraits of JD.
JD's callous disregard for human health certainly helps us to understand the
spirit driving Big Pharma. Perverse cruelty is EXACTLY what is required of the
man or woman who wishes to descend to the top of the Big Pharma ladder, and
anybody who contests this isn't living in the real world. You can still swap
presents at the works Christmas party and be as cold as ice.

CHARISMA AND A HORSE
It was now the turn of the 20th century, and having conquered the oil industry
(owning 90% of all US oil fields), and with the world quite literally at his feet, JD
now wanted dominion over medicine, and his strategy to achieve that end was
ruthlessly simple. In the late 19th and early 20th century, there was no recognised
authority in place in America to oversee medical practice which meant anybody
could set up shop, advertise whatever system of healthcare they liked, call
themselves doctors and prescribe any old potion as 'medicine'.
Brutal treatments such as blood-letting and whole body purging (the
consumption of toxic heavy metals such as mercury, lead and zinc) and strong
opiate use was the accepted medical wisdom of the day. There were also those
who practiced natural, non-toxic treatments and even those who simply taught
exercise, right diet, clean water and to let nature take its course for man’s
illnesses. As Hippocrates stated, 'For it is a good remedy sometimes to apply
nothing at all.' And of course, there was the ever-present quack!
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I love the description of these early quack years from web-based health critic Dr
Bob. His site includes the following description: 'Anyone with charisma and a
horse could travel from town to town hawking his wares. Medicine shows would
be interrupted by the pitchman who would extol the virtues of a certain nostrum;
a stooge in the audience would buy a bottle, sample it and proclaim himself
cured, demanding another bottle. The quacks working the audience would carry
only one or two bottles so they could frequently cry out, 'All sold out!' thus
stimulating frenzied buying, then rush to the stage for more provisions.'
Wonderful! Dr Bob’s text shows how easy it is to bamboozle a crowd. And I have
to be careful now because I could go off on a glorious quack tangent and fill page
after page with delightful quack remedies and their vendors. So, I will show
considerable restraint here and limit my quack history here to just one page!

EXCEPT NOW OF COURSE, IT'S ALL GONE CORPORATE
Quack remedies included crab-claw, grease from a hanged man’s scalp, live
toads, earthworms, goose dung, powdered bones, boiled fox; in fact anything
that could be boiled, crunched up, powdered and swallowed was available as
a medicine from someone, somewhere. These extravagant remedies were
matched only by the extravagant claims that supported them.
One ingenious gentleman travelled extensively, promoting a cure for diseases
‘as yet unknown to mankind but lethal’ including Moonfall, Hockogrockle, the
Wambling Trots, Marthambles and the Strong Fives. Remarkably, those who
took his preventatives never contracted any of these diseases, the old fraudster
making a tidy sum in the process. A Dr Robert Brodum was also renowned for
his Social Happiness Cordial and other dubious cures for ‘inactive’ married
couples, hahaha! Other popular dis-eases included the quavering kidneys, the
glim'ring of the gizzard and the bonny scrubbs. Here is a standard hand bill
distributed in busy streets advertising on miracle cures of the day, ‘At the Sign of
the Blew-Ball, at the upper end of Labour in vain-Street, next Shadwell-NewMarket, Liveth a Seventh Daughter, who learn’d her Skill by one of the ablest
Physicians in England (her uncle was one of King Charles’s and King James’s twelve
Doctors), who resolves all manner of Questions, and interprets Dreams to
admiration, and hath never fail’d (with God’s Blessing) what she took in hand.'
Gustavus Katterfelto was another wandering physick who toured Europe with
many quite useless remedies including several that claimed victory over the flu
plus a microscope that could detect impending epidemics. Little change today,
except our 'flu tracking systems' are now all corporate.
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Before his arrival in town, Katterfelto (right)
would arrange for a prominent advertisement in
the local paper with the simple heading
'Wonders! Wonders! Wonders!' and because he
also understood the value of the sound byte, his
editorial claimed ‘expertise in the Philosophical,
Mathematical, Optical, Magnetical, Electrical,
Physical, Chemical, Pneumatic, Hydraulic,
Hydrostatic, Proetic and Stenographic. He also
made up the words styangraphy, palenchics and
the 'Caprimatic Arts’.
Gustavus was also the master of spin! He would state in his promotionals doors
would shut at 8pm prompt and nobody would be allowed in after that time,
leaving many clamouring outside! I'd love to have a pint with GK some time, he
sounds a right character! Above, we see GK with his famed 'evil' black cat which
travelled with him everywhere. And the little squiggles behind GK are the
gremlins responsible for the flu according to GK, for which also he had an
infallible cure, of course!
Respected white-coats or raggedy street vendor, the quack has always been
with us dreaming up imaginative ways to extract money from the undiscerning.
Generally speaking, as long as you have that certain spark about you and your
‘miracle cures’ don't cause anyone to keel over during your performance, you
can be flogging any old powder and you’ll be guaranteed a pile of cash wherever
you pitch your tent! There are two possible explanations for the use of the word
quack. One is 'forever quacking their wares', the other that because mercury or
quick silver was a common medicine, these men became known as quack salves.
That's it on the quacks for now, but later we'll be meeting another delightful
rogue the Count de Saint Germaine, one of my favourite 'doctors' of all time! He
discovered the secret of eternal youth and he sold bucket-loads of the stuff!
As far as rogue medicine was concerned, the early Rockefeller era was no
different. A visit to the doctor from the mid-19th century onwards would mosttimes entail being prescribed some revolting pill or potion that either did
nothing at all or would lead only to further complications and more often than
not, an early and excruciating toxic death.
And so it was in 1910 amidst this glorious and ghastly quack free-for-all that
astute monopolist JD Rockefeller set his stamp on the medicine business.
Through his staggering wealth and political power, and with the help of steel
magnate Andrew Carnegie, JD drafted, funded and published what became
known as the Flexner Report. JD's influence in high places meant his Flexner
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Report had the full backing of the US government. The report laid out the
framework for what Rockefeller believed constituted good medicine and
a systematised way forward for the industry as a whole. Exerting his
considerable influence, Rockefeller saw to it the Flexner Report became the
benchmark by which ALL forms of medical practice and medical colleges were
measured, thus altering beyond all recognition the existing medical landscape.
One could argue such reform was necessary and long overdue even, it was only
right the Gustavus Katterfeltos of this world had to go! And Rockefeller's efforts
to rid medicine of the quacks would have been all well and good except the
inhumanity and greed of the man now running the show took no time to come
to the fore, making the treacherous medicine of the day even more treacherous
than it already was.
But even before the Flexner Report, JD was already exerting reform in other
areas of early 20th century American life to suit his own ends. Eight years earlier,
in 1902, with a $1M splash of cash (a drop in the ocean for JD) Rockefeller had
set up the General Education Board specifically to systematise and establish
a child's education that would suit the corporations. Said JD famously, 'I don't
want a nation of thinkers, I want a nation of workers.' The picture below from
the short blog on JD Rockefeller's General Education Board says it all.
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In his 1951 book The Impact of Science on Society, Bertrand Russell admiringly
quotes 18th century philosopher Johann Gotlieb Fitche who stated, 'Education
should aim at destroying free will so that after pupils are thus schooled they will
be incapable throughout the rest of their lives of thinking or acting otherwise
would have wished. Diet, injections, and injunctions will combine, from a very
early age, to produce the sort of character and the sort of beliefs that the
authorities consider desirable, and any serious criticism of the powers that be
will become psychologically impossible.' 16
And it's almost like Bertrand had a crystal ball, and one that actually works! Says
our Bertie again, 'All real power will come to be concentrated in the hands of
those who understand the art of scientific manipulation. Science will be diligently
studied, it will be rigidly confined to the governing class. The populace will not
be allowed to know how its convictions were generated. In other words, the
public will not be allowed to know how its beliefs and opinions were scientifically
manipulated by the government to think a certain way. Ordinary men and
women will be expected to be docile, industrious, punctual, thoughtless, and
contented. Of these qualities probably contentment will be considered the most
important. In order to produce it, all the researches of psycho-analysis,
behaviourism, and biochemistry will be brought into play.'
Docile, industrious, punctual, thoughtless and contented. Cheers, Bertie. At least
though you've laid out the conditions that have allowed King Kong Korona to
blossom, particularly our docility. And in part 2 of Smoke and Mirrors, we will
see when we look at today's occult-based schools education system how Bill
Gates and UNESCO are dutifully carrying forward the Rockefeller/Russell torch.
Occult-based schools education system, you say? Absolutely! Like I said, this
darker box is going to be shaken until it's empty. Our God wants EVERYTHING
brought out into the light! Our children are being systematised and robotised
and conditioned into a new way of United Nations thinking, and once again,
lucifer's approach is so subtil, we're not even noticing it.

INGIDEOUS - INGENIOUS AND HIDEOUS ALL AT THE SAME TIME
Back to Doctor Rockefeller and JD's General Education Board went on to found
the first Rockefeller 'medical college', teaching the Rockefeller way of medical
practice and going on to found Johns Hopkins and Yale medical school plus
16

In his book Scientific Outlook Bertie warmly tells us, 'The scientific rulers will provide one kind of
education for ordinary men and women, and another for those who are to become holders of scientific
power. Ordinary men and women will be expected to be docile, industrious, punctual, thoughtless, and
contented. Of these qualities probably contentment will be considered the most important. In order to
produce it, all the researches of psycho-analysis, behaviourism, and biochemistry will be brought into
play.' Page 251 in the original but p258 here
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almost all of the other 'prestigious' colleges that would follow. Here's a report
on the GEB early years detailing exactly the founding years. Look for the chapter
heading DEVELOPMENT OF MEDICAL EDUCATION IN AMERICA. What becomes
clear is that JD wasn't entering the medicine business by halves.
With a national (and soon international) medical teaching framework now in
place, those medical colleges and institutions willing to conform to the
Flexner/Rockefeller 'way of doctoring' could apply for Rockefeller funding and
adopt his new medical teachings, which we'll examine in a minute (a stiff drink
will be in order though), and those who refused to conform received nothing,
and were either hounded and harassed into submission or were vilified into
extinction or shut down through all channels available to rich and powerful JD.
The Flexner Report was indiscriminate. ALL competition had to go, ‘Competition
is a sin.’ said JD. It's my way or the highway, said ruthless Dr Rockefeller.
JD also introduced fines and even jailed those physicians who continued to
practice outside of the Flexner remit. Thus Rockefeller outlawed ALL FORMS OF
MEDICINE not conforming to his own brutal but highly lucrative quack toxins.
And I say his own brutal quack toxins because for years prior to the Flexner
report, JD had already been tinkering with his own brand of medicine, if it could
ever be called medicine. Because the treatment which oil magnate Rockefeller
had been 'tinkering with' was entirely petro-chemical in nature.
JD’s 'medicines' were ingideous - ingenious and hideous all at the same time. His
oil refineries were producing literally hundreds of tons of coal tar waste, and
JD’s shrewd plan was to convert this dangerous waste product into liquid form
and bottle it as a healing elixir! His medicines were basically pure poison, as the
Biostarus site tells us: 'In the late 1800s, Rockefeller came up with an idea to use
coal tar, a petroleum derivative, to make substances that affect the body and
nervous system. This was not a new idea. His father Old Bill Rockefeller sold
bottles of raw petroleum mixed with a little opium as a cure for cancer. Young
Rockefeller just needed a vehicle to extend and capitalize on petroleum
derivatives as medicines.'
And it was this early petrochemical regime that through trial and much
tribulation and death eventually progressed into what we recognise today as
conventional western medicine with the same hotchpotch of the good, the bad,
the ugly, the exceptionally ugly and the satanic even, as demonstrated in the
current WHO/UN/BMGF covert sterilisation/vaccination programmes.

WHAT WE'RE NEVER TAUGHT ABOUT ST LOUIS
Far more importantly however, and as we shall now discover, with Rockefeller's
poisonous medical regime came the widespread acceptance of terms such as
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germ and the microbe, virus and viral, pathogen and parasitic and bacterial, as
well as a belief in contagion - clouds of dangerous invisible entities surrounding
us 24/7 and looking to invade us at any moment and cause us harm! Aghh! These
invisible critters are everywhere! Who can I turn to? What must I do to be saved!
Turn to shrewd JD, that's what!
The ideas on invisible, infectious
causes
of
disease
were
reintroduced to us in the mid19th century by revered French
chemist Louis Pasteur and were
pounced on by Rockefeller and
incorporated into his poisonous
curriculum, and more on that in
a few minutes. Let's just first deal
with Louis Pasteur.
Louis Pasteur who somewhere along the line was dubbed 'the father of modern
germ theory' has enjoyed AN EXCEPTIONALLY GENEROUS PRESS by medical
historians. As we'll now see though, it has only ever been the establishmentapproved history of Louis Pasteur that has been presented to us in class a twisted, heavily edited, heavily pasteurised history, teaching us exclusively
about 'germs' and 'viruses' and 'catching stuff' but not ever about whether this
theory of disease has any basis in sound science.
And so, let's now look at what we're NEVER taught about Saint Louis and the
germ and the virus, and again, all of this information is in the public domain.
Once again, whatever you think about infectious disease, think opposite!

IN SWAMPY PLACES, MINUTE CREATURES LIVE!
I said just now that Pasteur 'reintroduced' these ideas of disease causation, and
reintroduced is exactly the right word, for there is nothing new under the sun.
Despite all our modern history and medical books telling us it was Pasteur who
founded modern microbiology, he was not the first person BY ANY MEANS to
propose the idea that human and animal dis-ease is caused by tiny and even
invisible entities swirling in the ether. Saint Louis was only repackaging ideas
that had been around for millennia:
• in 50 BC, Roman writer Marcus Terentius Varro stated, ‘In swampy places,
minute creatures live, that cannot be discerned with the eye. They enter
the body through the mouth and nostrils and cause serious diseases.’ 17

17

Roncalli Amici, R, Journal of Parasitic Disease, 98:3–30, 2001
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• in the 1st century BC, Lucretius wrote: ‘Now what is the law of plagues,
and what cause of sudden disease can arise and gather deadly destruction
for the race of men and the herds of cattle, I will unfold. First, I have shown
before that there are seeds of many things that are helpful to our life, and
on the other hand, it must needs be that many fly about which cause
disease and death. And when, by chance, they have happened to gather
and distemper the sky, then the air becomes full of disease.’ 18
• around 160 AD, Claudius Galenus proposed disease was the result of
invisible, toxic airs.
• in 1546, Hieronymus Fracastorius wrote ‘On Contagion’, a treatise on the
phenomenon of contagious infection in which he stated disease was
caused by invisible seminaria (seeds), which, in the right medium, were
capable of reproducing and becoming pathogenic through the action of
animal heat.
• in 1646, Athanasius Kircher theorised disease was caused by invisible,
living bodies that spread through human exhalations.
• in 1660, Augustus Hauptman held that death results from invisible
particles in the body.
• in 1665, Diemerbroeck suggested the plague was caused by a venom,
propagated like yeast, but in the air.
• in 1701, Augustus Quirinus Rivinus, the ever-curious astronomer who
blinded himself by looking at sunspots, wrote that most diseases were
caused by mites and minute worms (pathologia animata). He also
developed his own ‘antitoxic’ therapy.
• in 1720, physician Benjamin Marten concluded that creatures may even
exist below the limits of microscopic resolution and that their eggs must
be even smaller and capable of drifting in air and being taken in by breath
or food. Furthermore, according to Marten, one species of these submicroscopic creatures may affect certain organs or tissues while another
may affect others, resulting in specific creatures being responsible for
specific diseases. Marten also believed some people were so healthy, that
the infective ‘ovae’ in a man could be expelled or destroyed before they
were activated into life inside of him.
• in 1762, Plenciz proposed living contagion upon the air with a specific
vermin-like seed for each disease.
And with many bullet points skipped for brevity's sake. And I hope btw you’re
finding this interesting still and you can see how this study is giving us a better
understanding of supposedly 'infectious' King Kong. And for any head cymbals
18

Lucretius, On the Nature of Things, Book VI, section 8, Plague and Disease, exact date unknown
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crashing away at this point, I can only go at the speed I'm going but ALL key
questions on contagion theory will be answered as we continue.

THE MICROBE IS NOTHING, SAID BERNARD
Onwards to the middle of the 19th century, and for me and for many millions of
Big Pharma dissenters, came a breakthrough (in recently recorded medical
history anyway) because it's here we meet Antoine Bechamp and Claude
Bernard. Much simplified, these two Frenchmen who worked separately but
sometimes met to share ideas, proposed two theories on health and disease.
Firstly, the body is a self-regulating system WE MUST CHERISH and that looking
after our bodies and eating healthily and drinking plenty of water is our own
personal responsibility. And secondly, whilst antagonistic toxins have always
surrounded us in our fallen world (as they do today with contaminated air and
water supplies and our chemical-heavy fast food diets and medicines etc, etc),
when we become ill, said Bechamp, we should NOT be so quick to call on the
services of the doctor. We must give the body a chance to to do the healing work
it has been awesomely designed to do!

According to Bechamp's theory of health and dis-ease, the human body houses
tiny intelligent organisms (which Bechamp named microzymas - gr. tiny
fermentations), and each of these microzymas, said Bechamp, is a soldier in an
internal army of microzymas fighting 24/7 on our behalf to overcome any
toxicity that enters our bodies by whatever avenue and means.
And it has been Beauchamp's understanding of so-called human dis-ease that
has influenced later generations of Beauchamp adherents to describe our ills as
dis-eases rather than diseases. I'm far more comfortable with the term dis-ease
than disease. It sounds a lot less diseased for a start!
The microbe (the germ, and later the virus) is nothing, said Bernard, the terrain
(our bodies) IS EVERYTHING! And our general dis-eases in almost all cases are
the result of our bodies becoming polluted, and not by any intangible, 'infectious
entity' that has invisibly invaded us. Rather, our system has been adversely
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affected by external toxicity, and it is encumbent upon us to apply rationale as
best we can to our dis-ease, and by a process of elimination, examine our
surroundings and identify the source of the toxicity and do what we can to
remove it from our lives. This is our responsibility. Hear! Hear! Antoine!
And another important point from Antoine Bechamp, do NOT suppress those
symptoms of illness when they arise. The various discharges from the body that
occur during times of dis-ease such as a runny nose, ear discharge, sickness,
diarrhoea, rash, temperature, headaches or other visible symptoms - these are
the visible signs our internal army is expelling the body's toxicity and winning
the internal war. These responses and discharges SHOULD NOT BE SUPPRESSED!
Our internal army of microzyma is simply doing its job of expelling toxicity.
But Rockefeller and Big Pharma today have only ever taught it is foolish to wait
patiently. Whenever ANY ailment strikes or ANY symptoms manifests, we have
been taught to rush out IMMEDIATELY for any one of a thousand toxic Big
Pharma salves to attack and suppress these symptoms.
The
worldwide
market
for
pharmaceutical 'suppressant remedies'
is worth over $23b annually to the kings.
Here, we read a standard flu remedy
advertorial from The Healthy site which
tells us, 'When the cold and flu strikes, the
last thing you want to do is schlep to the
store in search of relief. These are the best
medications to keep at the ready the next
time a cold or flu knocks you down.'
Right, we see a standard Big Pharma sales
pitch to 'stop' a common cold.
These 'attacking' treatments are a complete waste of money of course, but this
good versus evil approach to defeating man's myriad dis-eases is the
foundational philosophy for conventional medicine which is why we have the
term heroic medicine. Watch this 15 second Vicks First Defence ad, one of
so many STOP THAT COLD! remedies with 'a special formula' that traps the cold
virus allegedly, $mh. Once again, Big Pharma is laughing all the way to the bank.
Rather than taking all of these suppressing-type medicines, say Bechamp and
Bernard, we should instead feed ourselves healthily, hydrate ourselves and wait
patiently, and if we do this, then in almost all instances our internal army will
have the victory. And if our symptoms persist, this will be our bodies telling us
we need to examine our external terrain further. Big Pharma on the other hand
would have us submitting to stronger and even more heroic toxic drugs to
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combat our persistent dis-ease. Of course, your condition or pain could be a lot
more serious, and so it is left to common sense to decide if your dis-ease
warrants a visit to the conventionally-trained doctor. My misaligned jaw would
sometimes click when eating and the pain was excruciating. An x-ray determined
the misalignment and a visit to a dentist cured the problem. Thank You Lord for
such skills and treatment! It's not all bad in the house, if anybody's starting to
get any ideas I'm writing off the entire conventional medical profession.
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A PICTURE PAINTS

A THOUSAND WORDS
'There is no medicine you can take that will replace
what you can do for your own health.' Aarti Patel
The continuous detoxing of our internal terrain by feeding ourselves non-toxic
foodstuffs, drinking plenty of water, taking exercise and cutting out the bad and
the excess only strengthens our inner army, and if we eat right and exercise, we
have every chance of living to a ripe old age and without the need for any of
these supposedly preventative or suppressant medicines, and we need not live
in fear of 'catching' or 'spreading' ANYTHING! Said Bechamp, 'the primary cause
of disease is in us, always in us.' Concentrating on the external threat of invisible
germs and viruses is like the tail wagging the dog, it is massively inefficient. Look
after the body first, and the rest will follow.
Once again, the terrain is everything. Says the following terrain theory blog,
'Terrain theory takes into account not just whether or not you are exercising and
how you’re eating, but also how you are sleeping and what your stress level is
like. It takes into account a whole host of factors. Most importantly, terrain
theory sees your body as having the potential to be not a victim of illness, but
the owner of a body that is made up of terrain not conducive to disease; One that
fights pathogens efficiently and beautifully.'
A picture paints a thousand words,
and I love this picture, right. It's so
simple! Like the goldfish in polluted
water, we swim around in our poor
diets and sedentary lifestyles which
cause so many of our dis-eases, and
when we inevitably do become ill, we
don't change the water, we turn to
toxic conventional 'solutions' to try to
suppress or 'cure' the myriad illnesses
our dirty water is creating.
And by not ever changing our dirty water and and relying instead on Big
Pharma's toxic medicines to 'cure' us, this whole approach results in another
perfect commercial circle for the kings of the earth! And whilst the actual
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existence of Bechamp's particular 'microzymas' are in dispute in some quarters,
what is not in dispute is that his theory lines up with how our God has designed
our bodies. In this video, we actually see the microscopic organisms in the blood
attacking and destroying cell debris that could otherwise lead to dis-ease in the
body. And the key point here is that these minute organisms are OBSERVABLE,
unlike the invisible Big Pharma virus. As we shall discover, it's all cgi.
Of course, Bechamp and Bernard's approach to healthcare is NOT a fail-safe
against serious disease or early death (because NOBODY is ever guaranteed
continuous rude health) but I wholeheartedly concur with Bernard's declaration
the terrain is everything and the microbe is nothing, and that if we look after the
body our God has given us, then generally, the body will look after itself because
that is how He has wonderfully designed us.
We are an incredible, self-regulating system, and in general, if we do not abuse
our bodies, we will maintain good health to three score years and ten and
beyond, and millions of people who shun fast foods and fast medicines are
testament to this. If we consider our toxic high fat, high sugar, low-nutrient,
processed, pasteurised, irradiated, genetically engineered, long life, chemicallyladen diets today (did you see the queues for McDonald's when they re-opened
in June 2020?), we are forced to admit we are far removed from the way of living
put forward by Bechamp and Bernard. Is it any wonder so many of us are
repeatedly ill?
But imagine if we suddenly all turned our backs on this toxic way of life, imagine
the death knell this would sound to deceitful Big Pharma! Whilst this cannot be
a detailed subject for Smoke and Mirrors, many sound thinkers have put forward
the idea our fast food conglomerates are intentionally being allowed to prosper,
in turn causing us to become ill, in turn profiting Big Pharma. In this article Is The
Fast Food Industry Conspiring To Make You Fat?, the author puts forward the
idea of criminal entrapment by the sugar and fast food industry. 'It is now widely
accepted we are living in a food environment that does not value health. This
'obesogenic environment' does not provide a set of rules to ensure easy and
equitable access to healthy, affordable food. And evidence is mounting that
some foods, particularly those high in fat, salt and sugar, are not easy to resist.
Food addiction actually shares common brain activity with alcohol addiction.
And these high-fat, high-sugar foods also tend to be cheap and readily available,
and strongly linked with chronic disease. Can reframing the issue around
environmental entrapment help to mobilize public support for healthier food
environments? If nothing else, it may start a conversation about the quality of
our food supply, and the tactics the food industry uses to undermine our abilities
to eat in ways that lessen the burden of chronic diseases.'
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To reiterate, whilst the Bechamp and Bernard approach is NOT a 100%
guarantee against all illness, the personal responsibility approach to health
makes very good sense but it also made Bechamp and Bernard sore enemies of
the medical capitalism of the day which is what separated these two men from
contemporary scientist Louis Pasteur.
And so to Saint Louis of
Pasteurville. Pasteur (right) knew
of the work of both these men
and despite the myriad glowing
accounts we read of Pasteur and
his 'incredible life work', he
actually
stole
Bechamp’s
microzymas theory and merely
inverted their function.
We'll look at a few detailed quotes shortly but here is a concise summary of
a book written by Ethel Hume in 1923 called Bechamp or Pasteur? 'This book is
a compelling and thorough account of Pasteur's plagiarism and scientific fraud.
It contains the evidence of the false grounds on which the germ theory of disease
was elevated to its current status as a dogma, and beyond question. In this
forgotten chapter of the history of biology and medicine, we are shown how
powerful interests and agendas have prevailed over genuine science. Here are
strong reminders of the powers which control the pharmaceutical and regulatory
industries to this day. This is a foundational text of the new biology, and should
be required reading for anyone seeking to understand how the body actually
functions and heals. This book should be read by every doctor, health
professional, nutritionist and biologist.'
Ethel's book (right) details episodes of plagiarism
particularly the works of Antoine Bechamp who worked
alongside Saint Louis Pasteur for a while. This
plagiarism was later admitted by The Pasteur Institute
itself. And Ethel's book on this matter is found where in
your school or university library? Nowhere, of course.

Pasteur reasoned that rather than the body being
alive with microscopic 'good guys', the body is sterile
and without defence, and ill health arises as a result
of our sterile, defenceless bodies succumbing to
hordes of malevolent microscopic microbes which
Pasteur theorised were swirling all around us 24/7
and looking for any opportunity to invade us.
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Bullet-pointed, Pasteur reasoned that:

• disease is caused by germs - a term he popularised in his many talks he
delivered to the public on his 'findings'
• health is the absence of any of the germs or micro-organisms that cause
disease
• similar to Benjamin Marten, each disease has its own root microscopic or
sub-microscopic antagonist which can cause a particular set of symptoms
- a later goldmine for the pharmaceutical industry because
• specific drugs can now be developed to 'attack' the specific invisible
antagonist causing the specific dis-ease. A medicine for EVERY DISEASE!
Now, that IS a goldmine!

A GIDEOUS BUSINESS MODEL!
With Pasteur's new and invisible ‘enemies to health’ swirling all around us,
waiting to be breathed in and out by us (and to date still unproven), personal
responsibility for health went straight out the window! What was the point of
trying to look after ourselves? With Pasteur's germs, we were permanently at
risk of 'becoming infected' and 'infecting' others and we could do nothing about
it! And when we did succumb to whatever dis-ease, our ONLY RECOURSE now
was a visit to the 'germ expert' - the new Rockefeller doctor who could 'diagnose'
our condition and for the usual fee, prescribe any number of toxic remedies from
his toxic slag heap of a medicine cabinet to attack our 'infectious invader'.
Pasteur's conjectured invisible, external 'death microbes' instantly raised cries
of reverse plagiarism from the Bechamp/Bernard camp which continue to this
day but which are drowned out, just as they were back then, by the applause
and crafty manoeuvrings of the reigning rich and powerful Big Pharma cartels
who could instantly see the commercial gain to be had in Pasteur's theory of
disease. Myriad 'heroic compounds' for myriad dastardly 'germs'! What wasn't
to like if you're a greedy, people-hating capitalist! From the minute Pasteur put
forward his own particular 'germ theory' of dis-ease, there was only ever going
to be one winner, and it wasn't going to be Bechamp or Bernard, and for obvious
commercial reasons. As I say, a gideous business model!
Says the Wellness Clinic on this time in medical history, 'Pasteur’s germ theory
won mainstream attention in part because of his political and financial
connections, and also because his views were in-line with the science and politics
of the time. Additionally, germ theory has paved the way for incredible
pharmaceutical industry profit: chemotherapy, synthetic drugs, surgical removal
of body parts, and vaccines have become society’s medicines of choice due to the
groundwork laid by Pasteur - all very profitable. The reason I want to revisit this
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moment is history is because although Pasteur’s germ theory has defined
modern medicine - his theory has benefited scientific bias and insane industry
profits - NOT public health.'
Hear! Hear! In his 1995 book 'Germ Theory: a Deliberate Aberration', author
Howard Hencke stated it was necessary for pharmaceutical companies, 'to
indoctrinate the public in the western world with the belief that salvation from
all, especially physical ailments, lay outside the individual’s system and
responsibility, because it was caused by external factors, and that chemical
remedies will keep him free from disease, independent of his own vigilant
responsibility.' 19
My friend, these are key paragraphs from the Wellness Clinic and Howard
Hencke and key paragraphs in Smoke and Mirrors! We have to understand just
how deeply each of us has been indoctrinated into believing in the dangers of
germs and viruses when no such dangers exist. But can we drag ourselves out
from under the witch and subsequently out from under my Korona?

NEURO-TOXIC SHOCK
With the Flexner report paving the way for JD to assume full control of Big
Medicine Inc, JD's heroic toxins were soon exacting their toll. The threat to
health which JD chose to 'battle' first was hookworm. The hookworm is an
observable wriggling entity which lives in human faeces and the intestine, and is
found most often in areas of deprivation and poor sanitation where the worm is
picked up through bare feet and other skin contact with human faeces and/or
accidental ingestion via contaminated foodstuffs and water. Symptoms include
abdominal pain, diarrhoea, loss of appetite, weight loss, fatigue and anaemia
and sufferers can also experience a hacking cough if the hookworm reaches the
lungs. And so Rockefeller set to work to 'cure' the world of hookworm and true
to form, here is one first-hand account of the death of a young child after taking
the Rockefeller hookworm 'antidote':
‘On 13th July 1926, after hookworm ova were found in the stool of José Vicente
Quintero, the child streetsweeper was given a first dose of oil of chenopodium
mixed with carbon tetrachloride and a purge with no undue effects. Eight days
later, as was the norm in the Colombian campaigns, he was subjected to a
second round of treatment, receiving ten drops of oil of chenopodium in two
batches, at 6.30 and 8.00 a.m., and a purge of sulphate of magnesia an hour
later. Death from an overdose of oil of chenopodium followed a typical course,
and the death of José Vicente Quintero was terribly typical. The second dose of
19

Hencke, Howard, Germ Theory: a Deliberate Aberration, as quoted in The Post-Antibiotic Age at
http://www.thedoctorwithin.com/articles/post_antibiotic_age.html
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vermifuge soon sent him into neuro-toxic shock, and he began to vomit and
exhibit signs of mental confusion and weakness. His pulse accelerated and he
became progressively weaker until he fell unconscious. By 4.30 in the afternoon
the boy was in convulsions and his vomit had become foamy. He died a few
minutes later.’

GOD WILL REWARD YOU
And whenever these deaths were reported, the Rockefeller doctors invariably
blamed the deaths on non-compliance with the regime or stated the patient was
fatally ill anyway or in the case of Jose Vicente, the boy had dared to eat fruit on
the day of his treatment! One Rockefeller doctor treating the populations at the
time wrote in a memorandum: ’The confidence of the people is such that we can
kill a member of the family with chenopodium and the other members will
demand that they continue to receive their treatment.'
In the same link, you can read how Jose’s father contacted the Rockefeller
Foundation after the death of his son, claiming negligence and compensation.
Years later, he received his compensation. Here is the letter written by Jose’s
father upon receiving his 'compensation' from the Rockefellers:
‘The object of these lines is to give sincere and loyal expression to my deep
gratitude for the manner in which you received my humble petition concerning
the death of my never-to-be-forgotten son. I bought a cow with the hundred
pesos received. It provides us with milk, and every day we think or give utterance
to the worthless but eloquent phrase of the beggar, ‘God will reward you.’ Please
accept my respectful salutations and best wishes for your health and happiness,
very truly yours, Juan de la Quintero Parra.'
One hundred pesos for your loss, Juan. Yes Juan, you can be sure our God will
reward the Rockefellers accordingly. The natural treatments for hookworm in
countries where it exists are successful and require no toxic poisons. Here is one
such page on the AsiaNews website which prescribes garlic among other natural
substances which has been used for millennia as a natural antibiotic with proven
healing properties for parasitic gut and intestinal infestation. And every so often
now, as we touch on some of the major diseases of man in these next couple of
chapters, we'll also look at the different natural treatments for these conditions
that barely get a mention because of vested interests. Smallpox was a real curse
until Edward Jenner's life-saving vaccine came along, don't you know!
Yes, I am aware of that vaccine 'fact'. I 'learned' this and a hundred more glowing
vaccine facts at school too. I also 'learned' the same 'public health stats' as you
and I was given the same homework projects as you. We're no different in that
repect, my friend, I probably even sat next to you! But I no longer believe A
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SINGLE WORD of what I was taught about the history of medicine and especially
vaccination. It's impossible to believe any of it once you're acquainted with the
other side of the vaccine story. And we'll be meeting up with the 'heroic' Edward
Jenner in the next chapter where we'll learn the humugous lie that is
conventional smallpox history - another Big Pharma fairytale being rammed
down our throats and into our psyches on a daily basis.

THIS ONE'S A KNITTED CLAY PIGEON WARMER
At the same time as closing all competitor health academies, JD's immense
wealth allowed him to begin building and funding his own 'teaching' schools to
take their place - the world-famous John Hopkins University being his first. Full
ownership of these institutions meant JD could now also dictate his own toxic
curriculum, and by indoctrinating his disciples in Pasteur's now reigning theory
of 'invisible germs' and 'transmittable viruses' and that salvation could be found
ONLY in Rockefeller’s toxic solutions, JD had yet again created the perfect
commercial circle. Rockefeller historian Morris Bealle writes: ‘The Rockefeller
Foundation 1948 annual report itemizes the gifts it has made to colleges and
public agencies in the past 44 years, [since 1908 ed.] and they total somewhat
over half a billion dollars. These colleges, of course, teach their students all the
drug lore the Rockefeller pharmaceutical houses want to be taught, otherwise
there would be no more gifts, just as there are no gifts to any of the 30-odd
drugless colleges in the United States.’ 20
The Rockefeller 'academy roll-out' would soon lead to JD's utter domination of
medicine across the whole of Europe and the US. Once again, 'Doctor'
Rockefeller owned it all. That JD Rockefeller was instrumental in the establishing
the ‘virus’ as a threat to human health and his weaponizing of the word 'VIRUS!'

20

Bealle, Morris, The House of Rockefeller 1959
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is evidenced in the following report detailing yet another non-peer-reviewed
'scientific research paper' carried out by JD on 'the tobacco plant virus'.
Here was another invisible 'infectious' entity
(invisible to everybody except Rockefeller's
'virus experts' of course) which was 'successfully
identified' in 1935 by fully paid-up Rockefeller
employee Wendell Meredith Stanley who
worked at RIMR aka the Rockefeller Institute for
Medical Research, Princeton, New Jersey.
Stanley’s sterling but unreviewed ‘virus
research’ went on to win him the Nobel prize (of
course!), and with his career and cv following
the exact same path as GSK Richard Sykes.
And it will come as now surprise to readers now to discover the tobacco plant
virus is yet another neon-glowing cgi artifact that has never been proven to exist
in real life. It's not the usual neon-glowing golf ball virus with little pylons sticking
out of it, this one's a knitted clay pigeon warmer!
And so, with Pasteur's unproven germ theory plus Stanley's equally unproven
virus theory now in JD's arsenal and with bucket-loads of cash to be made from
promoting the virus and the germ, Rockefeller and disciples worldwide set to
work! 'You can't see it,' said the Rockefeller physician, 'but the invisible
gremlin/germ/virus is inside of you! It’s upon you! It’s being breathed in by you
and breathed out by you! I was taught all about this at John Hopkins, don't you
know! And our scary advertisements only prove the dangers! Your only hope
now sir/madam lays in this bottle/pill/vaccine!' Bingo! Massive revenues for JD,
and massive revenues for Big Pharma today who continue to promote the threat
of the mythical virus in the exact same manner.

PROFANE AND VAIN BABBLINGS!
As Rockefeller's medicine empire grew and grew, and as the people continued
to die in their thousands through his toxic treatments, and as Rockefeller
continued to count his profits and caring not one iota for the injury and deaths
his toxic remedies were causing, likewise Big Pharma today with her iatrogenic
illnesses and deaths and perverse cruelty to man operates in the exact same
manner. The JD spirit lives on in 21st century conventional medicine.
The virus hobgoblin particularly, suits the pharma cartels down to the ground
and their expert promotion of this fraudulent critter is relentless. Here's yet
more BRAIN hand-washing advice from the World Bank, including setting up
handwashing stations plus detergents worldwide. Says the World Bank: 'The
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World Bank along with its partners - UNICEF, WHO, and others - is committed to
galvanizing government-led programs and working across sectors to prioritize
the delivery of hand hygiene for all. These programs will succeed with proven
transformative models, requiring political leadership and commitment at the
highest level to create the political, societal, and behavioural changes to deliver
hand hygiene services to more people, more efficiently.'
Plus loads more bullet points and advice on how to wash hands properly, only
confirming a) the world really has gone stark-raving mad and b) the World Bank's
involvement in the worldwide delivery of hand gels and detergents is only
adding to Big Pharma profits. Who makes all the detergents? And the final nail
in our insanity coffin, let's not forget October 4th is Global Handwashing Day!
Truly, the whole earth is under the spell of world-wide pharmaceutical deceit.
Again, as Timothy writes, we're transfixed by those 'profane and vain babblings,
and oppositions of science falsely so called.' Yes, wash your hands if they're
grubby, although the germ dissenter would say his hand-washing will be far
more about societal pressure and 'being seen' to do the right thing than being
worried about any actual germ threat. But that's for another day.

Rockefeller's first ever Big Pharma palace Johns Hopkins University is proving to
be a 'vital' source of information on c19 right now. Above, we see one of the
beautiful ladies at CBS News serving her scripted, evil tennis questions to JHU
'director of health security' Dr Tom Inglesby. Says beautiful CBS evil tennis pro
Norah O'Donnell, ‘Dr Fauci has said it could be 12-18 months before there is a
vaccine. Can we wait that long?’ What a remarkably gentle first serve from
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Norah! Tom effortlessly positions himself behind Norah's serve coming at him
at a ferocious 3mph, and replies 'I don't think anybody wants to wait that long
at all.' Incredible return! Norah somehow gets down to Tom's cross-court shot
and replies with a wonderful high backhand, 'Doctor, what are the benefits of
wearing a mask?' Back and forth, back and forth, the entire match is an
electrifying display of evil tennis! And we'll be with the ghastly masks and c19
vaccine in due course.
Before he died, Pasteur instructed his family that upon his death, they were NOT
to release his 10,000 pages of lab notes.21 It was only after his grandson died in
1975 that Saint Louis' notes were finally made public. Professor Gerald Geison
made a thorough study of Pasteur's private lab notes and compared them to his
public works and wrote a book on the stark differences he found between the
two. Geison was forced to conclude Pasteur had committed scientific
misconduct, had violated various medical, ethical and scientific rules and had
published abundant fraudulent data.22 The publication of Geison’s book
prompted the following review in the New England Journal of Medicine:
‘Geison’s controversial but stunning biography raises many important questions
about the nature of science, past and present. It requires us to re-evaluate our
heroes and consider the complexities of science as it is actually created instead
of merely clinging to comforting and heroic myths.’ 23

QUITE LITERALLY STREWN WITH DEAD ANIMALS
RB Pearson is a medical historian who studied the life and work of Pasteur and
he refutes Pasteur’s glowing reputation and states in his book The Dream and
Lie of Louis Pasteur, ‘It is a rather serious matter to attack the reputation of a
famous man who has posed and been accepted as one of the world’s greatest
scientists. For many years, Pasteur has been looked upon as a founder and leader
in serology [study of the blood]: but it is always pertinent to look into the
beginnings of any subject where there is a difference of opinion, with the hope
of finding the truth in the matter.’ 24

21

And it was on his deathbed that Pasteur is said to have recanted his germ theory. Said Pasteur to
his companion Professor A. Rénon who was looking after him after his stroke, 'Bernard avait raison.
Le germe n'est rien, c'est le terrain qui est tout.' Bernard was right. The microbe is nothing, the soil is
everything. This qrecantation is in dispute but it would seem to fit with the evidence against the man
and his theories.
22
ibid
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Review for The Private Science of Louis Pasteur on the Princetown University page at
http://pup.princeton.edu/titles/5670.html
24
Pearson, R B, Pasteur, Plagiarist, Imposter: The Germ Theory Exploded at
http://www.sumeria.net/dream.html#contents
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I salute you, sir! Another upholder of that vital principle of looking at WHY we
believe what we believe as opposed to just being told WHAT to believe. Maybe
do a search on Pasteur's fraudulence yourself. There's no doubt that germs and
viruses are intuitively compelling, they make sense, but they are still heroic
myths. Intuitively compelling - meaning: an attractive idea based on feelings rather
than facts or proof. And if Spanish flu and all the other supposedly 'infectious'
diseases are running around your head right now and triggering all sorts of
crashing cymbals, we'll be there in just a few minutes.

THE SECRET TO THE VIROLOGIST'S LONGEVITY
Back to the virus laboratory and
our appointment with the
virologist, here we observe the
effects upon the mind of the
average man as the virologist
explains the ‘science' of his craft.
‘We observed a tendency of
decrement
of
parameters
indicative
of
inflammation
and/or liver dysfunction as
compared to the status before CP
therapy. These included Creactive protein, (median: 55.98
mg/L vs. 18.13 mg/L), alanine
aminotransferase (median: 42.00
U/L vs. 34.30 U/L), and aspartate
aminotransferase (median: 38.10
U/L vs. 30.30 U/L).The total
bilirubin (median: 12.40 μmol/L
vs. 13.98 umal/L) remained
unchanged, except for an obvious
increment in patient 1.’
And the average man thinks to himself, I didn't follow any of that, but he’s
a virologist, and so he MUST know what he’s talking about! And who am I to
question him, anyway? If I had just a quarter of his brain, I'd be happy!
But despite the perceived genius of the virologist, I repeat, no actual
photographs exist of ANY real live viruses, ANYWHERE! And herein lays the
secret to the virologist’s longevity. His exalted position in our minds relies
SOLELY upon our false pre-conceptions of his unassailable brilliance!
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We know the virologist owns an
electron microscope and that he has
all sorts of test tubes stored in shiny
metal cylinders that let out clouds of
ice when the lid's lifted, like in Jurassic
Park. We enter the hushed, velvety
arena of his consulting room, we see
the UCL certification all around, we sit
in our assigned velvety chair and await
the virologist's grand entrance.
He shimmers into the room and before he's even opened his mouth, already
we’re in a trance-like state of willing subjugation. This is the dynamic of the
doctor-patient relationship and where the term shrink originates, such is his
loftiness as we shrink down in front of him. If only we knew the finer details of
the education of the shimmering tower sat opposite us! Here it is in four short
paragraphs.
Leading virologist Lord Tower of
Shimmerville began his virology journey at
school, rote-learning his 'science facts and
figures' off by heart, thus qualifying him for
whatever medical university. At UCL, ICL,
Brunel, Oxford, Cambridge, he learns insideout the theoretical workings of the virus,
including the macrophage, neuraminidase,
RNA, capsid, hemagglutinin and spike
protein and a thousand other non-existent
theoretical digital entities.
He is given a large flat screen and an art programme and a set of diseases for
which Big Pharma absolutely requires he find a viral culprit for said disease in
order that Big Pharma can sell us her anti-viral kures.
He creates an array of cgi viruses based on his university's strict teachings on
disease causation, and after creating whatever cgi entity to match whatever
disease, he submits his neon-glowing artwork to some senior Big Pharmafunded professor who with no corrobative evidence AT ALL for this new virus,
signs off said virus as the causative agent for the latest SARS COVID BAT FUNGUS
SHINGLES LOLLY MIMS epidemic.
This breakthrough 'digital discovery' completes Lord Shimmering's university
education and our trainee virologist is now fully qualified, and he takes up his
first post at Virology Inc where he spends the rest of his well-paid days moving
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up the virology ladder creating more of the same fantasy virus artwork for the
same fantasy diseases. Big Pharma pays her virologist handsomely for his
fantastical cgi wizardry and awards him all manner of fantastical, shimmering
certification and titles along the way. The school monitor becomes a prefect
becomes a Sir becomes a Knight becomes a Lord. And so the virus gravy train
rolls on.
And who out there amongst the
great unwashed is ever going to
know Lord Shimmering's towering
profession has nil merit in real life?
Who is ever going to question any
of it, EVER? Answer, nobody. And
safe in the knowledge that nobody
will ever be asking any awkward
questions of his craft, our virologist
continues churning out his digital
art for Big Pharma and for the
entire world to worship.
And so, sat in front of him now, when Lord Virus of Shimmering does actually
start speaking, if at any point we don’t understand him, IT DOESN'T MATTER!
The shimmering brilliance in the room and all the virus brainwashing moulding
the common man since birth more than compensates for our brain fog. In truth,
the whole of the virology industry relies 100% on the common man not ever
pulling back the virology curtain. And the King Kong Korona pantomime is no
different. Asking no questions of our exalted virus experts sat way above us
ensures we stay in our comatose state of willing subjugation.

THEY EXIST ONLY IN OUR MIND'S EYE
Our belief in the existence of the Big Pharma virus and its alleged infectious
nature has been strengthened no end by the existence of the computer virus.
We've all heard of malware, spyware, trojan, dot exe and the like, and some of
the more famous computer viruses such as Melissa, Slammer, Anna Kournikova
and the I Love You virus. And because these viruses spread invisibly from pc to
pc, therefore, says the man in the street, it's easy to see how human and animal
viruses can spread in the same invsible way. Once again, it's an intuitively
compelling picture of disease proliferation. It's easy to imagine and it feels right.
Except that it isn't. There are NO similarities AT ALL between the two
phenomena. Malicious computer code is real and identifiable and can be written
and uploaded to cause real damage. Logical testable and repeatable algorithms
explain the existence and spread of the computer virus which can also be
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explained to the layman if either party has the will to sit with the other for more
than fifteen minutes to discuss its mode of action, hahaha!
Conversely, no Big Pharma medical virus has ever been proven to exist. They
exist only in our mind’s eye, deceitfull cgi imprinted glowing upon our psyches
by artful self-serving multi-multi-billion dollar Big Pharma. Absolutely, the kings
know the microbe is nothing and the terrain is everything. But they wouldn't
earn a penny if they taught this. Good health = nil income.
The image right is taken from
an article likening the Big
Pharma virus to the computer
virus. But as you read the
article, it becomes clear the
author a) implicitly trusts the
Big Pharma virus model and b)
he is also a thousand miles
away from understanding its
true phantom nature.
Yet, a million people will read this article and will be convinced that both models
are as real as the other and carrying the same modus operandi. And the
watchmen would say it is articles such as these and our constant use of the terms
computer 'virus' and 'infected' and 'spread' and antivirus and Norton amd Avast
etc, etc, that have reinforced beyond measure the false belief we can likewise
be surrounded by invisible Big Pharma germs and 'viral microbes'. Here are just
a few of the malware companies jumping in on the act and comparing the
computer virus to king Kong Korona. Says the Government Technology site,
'There has been a great deal of conversation around the similarities between the
spread of the COVID-19 virus and that of computer viruses. And indeed, as the
first global pandemic to occur during the age of connectivity, this comparison is
valid.' No, it isn't. But there's certainly been a great deal of conversation on the
link between the two models. Again, intuitively compelling - meaning: : an
attractive idea based on feelings rather than facts or proof.
Big Pharma shareholders are dancing with delight at all of these computer virus
articles and our pressing concern to stay updated with the latest antivirus
software. It means we'll be thinking about their toxic vaccines in the same way.
Big Pharma owes Norton and Macafee and Avast BIG TIME for the computer
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industry's anti-virus business model!25 More banal facts and figures for us to
rote-learn and be influenced by and discuss over breakfast.
In so many ways, the computer
virus and Big Pharma business
models are identical. It's the
world's worst kept secret the
anti-virus software companies
write most of the malicious code,
propagate it, and then sell us
a means of protection from it.
Likewise, Big Pharma plays on
this same fear of infection,
creating phantom diseases and
warning us we need to stay
updated with her myriad toxic
vaccines, pills and potions.

IT'S ONLY EVER 'THE MAN OF GALILEE' VERSION
With his germ theory of disease now comfortably established, Pasteur spent the
rest of his life seeking out the individual germs he believed were the cause of
various diseases, including septicaemia, cholera, fowl cholera, diphtheria,
tuberculosis, smallpox, rabies, and anthrax, and his primary focus was on their
prevention by means of vaccination.
Pasteur's 'heroic' anthrax vaccine years for instance are covered in every school
biology and chemistry curriculum but we never hear that his anthrax vaccine
killed so many of the sheep he injected that he was obliged to pay large amounts
of compensation to French farmers who would wake up after any one of his
many livestock 'inoculation campaigns' to discover their fields quite literally
strewn with dead animals.
In 1881, the Hungarian government’s Sanitary Commission banned the use of
Pasteur's anthrax vaccine stating, 'The worst diseases, pneumonia, catarrhal
fever etc, have exclusively struck down animals subjected to injection. It follows
from this that the Pasteur inoculation tends to accelerate the action of certain
latent diseases and to hasten the mortal issue of other grave affections.' In other
words, Pasteur's injections were killing the recipients.
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In another campaign in Russia, Pasteur's vaccine was injected into 4,564 sheep
in Odessa and overnight 3,696 sheep died giving Pasteur's lauded vaccine an
81% kill rate. Pasteur publicly lied about these appalling statistics and his 'work'
continued to be praised by the conventional medical establishment with one
'professional observer' noting Pasteur was doing works 'as amazing as any of
the marvels wrought by The Man of Galilee!'
And whilst there is not the time to explore Pasteur's death toll fully in this brief
study of the man, the following link takes you to one of several books available
which reveal the depths to which we have been deceived by the overarching
medical establishment with their glowing biographies of Saint Louis and his
wondrous vaccination campaigns.
And his vaccines have continued to kill and injure thousands of humans since.
Again, you won't hear about ANY of this in class or in the mainstream press of
course, but you'll know that by now. It is only ever 'the Man of Galilee' version
of Saint Louis that makes it into the classroom and onto our front pages.
Pasteur is also famous for stating that bacteria attacks bacteria which led him to
be credited as a huge influence upon Alexander Fleming and his infamous
discovery of modern-day antibiotics - this particular intervention again running
contrary to Bechamp's pleading with us to 'protect our internal terrain'.
And despite what Big pharma might tell us, conventional antibiotics are NOT
target-specific, they carpet-bomb the whole body, stripping our internal army of
all of its natural weaponry against invaders, consequently only harming and also
killing millions of people over the last decades. And for those who swear they
recovered from whatever condition because of antibiotics, the stark truth is that
not only was the patient's recovery considerably delayed because of his choice
of medication, he was fortunate enough to recover DESPITE them, not because
of them. And we'll look at some examples of this in the next chapter.

WHY BREAK THE HABIT OF A LIFETIME?
Despite the injury and death from his vaccines, and despite his purposeful
skewing of his lab data, the establishment had Pasteur's back. The Big Pharma
boys loved his unproven ideas and germ theory was going to triumph regardless
of the cost to human and animal health. It was all too good to be true for
Rockefeller. And so the theory reigns today. An invisible, deadly enemy is out
there and is only multiplying in a populace that ABSOLUTELY needs heroic
medical protection! In this anti-viral lays your salvation, good sir!
That Saint Louis was a plagiarist, a data twister and an indiscriminate poisoner
of people and animals is of course NEVER taught in class, and neither do we get
even the slightest hint of the terrible death and injuries from his vaccines which
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continue to this day. In the eyes of the world, Louis Pasteur is bathed in
unapproachable light! In reality though, about the only 'facts' Pasteur's
conventional biographers get right are his date of birth and death! The rest is
a mixture of stretch, fantasy, downright lies and magical thinking.
In exposing Pasteur and his poisonous practices, these doctors have wonderfully
broken rank to reveal the corruption at the heart of the Big Pharma virus and
germ gravy train. Here are qualified medical personnel who cannot keep quiet
any longer, and in the process, they've upended almost the entire compendium
on the cause of disease and its treatment
'Woah! Woah! Time out, TIME OUT!' I hear some people exclaiming and almost
to bursting. 'What about all those historically recorded worldwide infectious
killers? What about Spanish flu, and AIDS and smallpox and TB and even measles
and chicken pox? You're surely not going to deny those diseases are contagious
are you?
Uh-oh, You are? Are you saying it's another case of whatever you think, think
opposite?'
Why break the habit of a lifetime, hahaha!
We've looked at contagion theory versus the environment, and I hope you're
enjoyed it so far? And so, with a basic grasp of these two opposing ideas, let's
now spend some time identifying the environmental factors that will help to
explain a few more famous diseases falsely labeled 'infectious killers'.
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WHAT IS IT WITH YOU AND YOUR
BORING MITIGATING FACTORS!
'I had an interest in death from an early age. It fascinated me.
When I heard 'Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,' I thought, did he
fall or was he pushed? PD James
We'll never know, Phyllis, but at least you asked the question! And as we begin
to look now at a few of the supposed 'worldwide pandemics', we must approach
this subject reminding ourselves of the value of Geoff Watts' earlier call to
vigilance, ’Another trap for the unwary lies in the failure to distinguish between
association and causation. The fact that two things repeatedly happen at the
same time doesn’t mean that one is necessarily the consequence of the other.
Both may be the result of some third event of which the observer is unaware.’
A isn't necessarily the cause of B. The true cause C could be lurking in the
background. The animals in the Grotto del Cane were NOT dying because of
some capricious mountain spirit but because of toxic carbonic acid poisoning.
And in identifying the true cause of death, Helmont put paid to a fairy tale that
had dominated hearts and minds for centuries! And so, as we look now at some
of the worldwide pandemics with the same rigour, we'll see that even though
a virus seems the obvious cause, the illnesses and deaths from these supposed
pandemics were certainly NOT the result of any infectious agent. Look at how
easily the whole earth has been deceived by fake King Kong!

DON’T DRINK THE WATER!
The constant repetition by Madame Mainstream and the virus hunters that
different diseases down through the ages were all but eradicated by mass
vaccination leads the reader to conclude firstly that viral diseases exist and
secondly that vaccination is a proven and successful response. Nobody bats an
eyelid when they read 'In the early 20th century before the advent of massinoculation, over 10,000 people a year were dying from such and such a disease,
bla, bla, bla.’
But what Madame Mainstream and the Big Pharma virus hunters NEVER tell you
is that at the same time as these supposed viral plagues appeared to everybody
to be lessening (because of their vaccine drives), the all-important third element
in the equation - the C factor - was the revolutionary sanitation infrastructure
being put into place in towns and cities across the UK and Europe from the mid365

19th century onwards. The UK in particular saw an incredible drop in illness and
death rates once clean water was available in these cesspit towns and cities.
In London for instance, between 1800 and
1850, the population rose from 1,100,000
to 2,200,000 without any investment in the
infrastructure required to support the
growth. Said historian Philip Davies in his
book Troughs and Drinking Fountains
(someone's got to write them!), 'As the
teeming
rookeries
became
further
overcrowded, cholera, typhoid, the white
plague (TB) and typhus cast a necrophagous
shadow over the capital.’ 27 A Dr Hector
Gavin visited Bethnal Green, London in the
1840s and noticed a new terrace of houses
built within 10 feet of an enormous
stagnant lake, '...of thickened, putrefying
matter, containing dead dogs and cats in
every stage of decomposition, from which
bubbles of pestilential exhalation were
being given off.’ 28
During the Industrial Revolution, poorer families lived in squalid, airless rooms,
perhaps 30 families sharing a basic communal lavatory connected to an open
cesspool overflowing into the street. This Hogarth print (right) shows
households emptying their chamber pots out into the street below. Charles
Dickens had a long association with the London area of Southwark, both
personal and literary, and particularly with the area known as The Borough. He
first came to Southwark at the age of 12 when his parents and all the Dickens
children, except for Charles and his sister Fanny, were imprisoned at Marshalsea
Debtors Prison in Borough High Street. In his writings, Dickens describes many
places in Southwark he had known as a child.
A particularly ‘colourful’ account of London living is found in his famous work,
Oliver Twist: ‘Near to that part of the Thames on which the church at Rotherhithe
abuts, where the buildings on the banks are dirtiest and the vessels on the river
blackest with the dust of colliers and the smoke of close-built, low-roofed houses,
there exists the filthiest, the strangest, the most extraordinary of the many
localities that are hidden in London, wholly unknown, even by name, to the great
27
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mass of its inhabitants.… Rooms so small, so filthy, so confined, that the air
would seem too tainted even for the dirt and squalor which they shelter; wooden
chambers thrusting themselves out above the mud, and threatening to fall into
it - as some have done; dirt-besmeared walls and decaying foundations; every
repulsive lineament of poverty, every loathsome indication of filth, rot, and
garbage; all these ornament the banks of Folly Ditch.’ 29
People would draw their drinking water straight from the Thames, and 'the
London waters' were by no means unique. Almost all densely inhabited areas in
the UK were pestilent, and the people drank at their peril from whatever
decaying river flowed through their town or city, and those living miles
downstream suffering too. Below, we see an illustration of Thames water from
1828 called Monster Soup.

Thank You Lord for the clean water that flows out of our taps! And the fluoride
aside, what a blessed generation we are! For a concise summary of the health
dangers posed by artificially fluoridated water, read 50 Reasons To Oppose
Fluoridation.

A SENSE OF SIGHT AND SMELL
The urgent need in 1830s Bristol, for instance, to provide the city with clean
water, had become a pressing public question. John Latimer, author of The
Annals of Bristol in the 19th Century states, ‘The state of the poor in many
districts was lamentable in the extreme and the high rate of mortality which
29
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generally prevailed was held to be largely attributable to the consumption of
impure water and to the dirt and squalor that prevailed amongst the labouring
classes.’ 30 Surrounded by this general decay and stench, social reformer Edwin
Chadwick, along with Benjamin Disraeli, Lord Shaftsbury and a Dr SouthwoodSmith, created the Health of Towns Association. Visiting fifty towns, the HTA
agreed something needed to be done and urgently. Over the next 30 years, and
in the face of much opposition (all to do with expenditure of course),
improvements were gradually made to town water supplies across the UK.
The London cholera outbreaks of 1847 and 1854 killed 58,000 people. However,
the common belief that the cholera was caused by a poisonous vapour was
disproved in 1854 by Dr John Snow who traced the source of the outbreak to
the stagnant, filthy waters of The Broad Street Pump in Soho. And with the
introduction of The Metropolis Water Act of 1852, filtration systems were
enforced on all water supply companies. Water supplies were monitored
regularly by chemical and microscopic analysis and by 1859, several provincial
cities enjoyed the luxury of a constant source of clean water.
Bottom left, we see the Salmonella Typhosa bacteria which causes typhoid
fever. Bottom right, we see a microscope slide showing the cholera bacteria
magnified using the RB30 lab microscope here. No need for any imagined cgi
virus. These are real bacterial agents.

Edwin Chadwick's biographer SE Finer wrote, ‘The suddenness with which the
people of England appeared for the first time to acquire a sense of sight and
smell and realise that they were living on top of a dung heap was due to the
impact of industrial change. By the 1840s, the slow procession of piece-meal
alteration in modes of production had produced a qualitative change, visible to
all. England was rich. England lived in towns. Engineering skills and new riches
made sanitary science possible and necessary.' 31

30
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The laboratory processes involved in isolating and pigmenting bacteria for easier
viewing under a microscope are explained here. There you go! Another rumour
put to bed! Germ dissenters really do believe bacteria exists, haha!
Germ theory dissenters have NEVER denied
the existence of bacterial agents found in
cholera or tuberculosis or typhoid or other
bacterial illnesses. Where we part company is
when people start talking about bacteria and
germs and viruses as if they're all from the
same 'infectious' family which they are NOT!
And it is this loose, lazy, homogenising
language and thinking surrounding these three
quite different entities that has helped cement
the false idea that 'invisible infectious agents'
are floating all around us and laying on every
surface and are being spread from human to
human by breath and touch.

THEIR TOXIC VACCINE SLUDGE GOT ALL THE GLORY
And for our intellectual laziness in these areas, we are reaping our bitter
rewards. Our uber-anxious King Kong scrubbing and scouring behaviours right
now are OFF THE SCALE! And as we rub and scrub our hands with whatever antibacterials, the kings of the earth are only rubbing their hands in greedy delight,
and we'll be looking at the sharp practices of the highly lucrative Big Pharma
'disinfectant' mob in a few minutes. Talk about being taken to the cleaners!
And so, when we carry out our due diligence ABCs, we find it's entirely thanks
to decent sanitation and clean water today that we no longer succumb to the
common supposedly 'infectious' illnesses of previous generations. If there was
a vicious virus on the loose in towns and cities causing these illnesses, there
would be chaos and bodies everywhere! If Pasteur's germ theory was true, the
world would grind to a halt as soon as a cough or flu appeared in the
populations. The sharp decline in death rates in the UK and other nations who
could afford it was THE DIRECT RESULT of much-needed ENVIRONMENTAL
improvements to water sewerage systems. A - the cure was NOT the result of B
- any poisonous vaccine initiatives but was ENTIRELY the result of coincidental C
- the clean water treatment plants and new sewerage systems being put into
place everywhere. The poisonous vaccination campaigns were being carried out
at the same time, and as always, the kings of the earth and Madame Mainstream
twisted the facts and saw to it their toxic vaccine sludge got all the glory.
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With the introduction of proper sanitation, the impact upon the health of the
cities was revolutionary! In October 1970, Dr Edward H Kass, Professor of
Medicine at Harvard Medical School delivered the presidential address to the
Infectious Disease Society of America. In commenting on a number of other
diseases, all supposedly ‘infectious’, Edward Kass stated: ’It was not medical
research that had stamped out tuberculosis, diphtheria, pneumonia and
puerperal sepsis. The main credit went to public health programmes, sanitation
and general improvements in the standard of living brought about by
industrialisation. All the data showed that mortality rates from infectious disease
had been in steady decline since the middle of the 19th century, that is, before
medicine had become scientific and interventionist.’ Page 9
You heard it from the top, my friend, and again, this is something you'll never
hear on TV or in the classroom or at medical school. Is this helping you to draw
your medical line in the sand? For your all-round good health, I do hope so.
There are many statements from Jenner’s contemporaries (and since) who
formerly accepted vaccination as a matter of course but were led, after careful
investigation of the matter, to reject it entirely. A Dr WJ Collins, a public
vaccinator in London, who, in twenty-five years, had vaccinated many thousands
of people, eventually realised that vaccination had never diminished smallpox,
but on the contrary, had often only produced it. He expressed the conviction
that 'cowpox inoculation, whether performed with matter originating in the
greasy heels of the consumptive horse or in the running sores of human smallpox,
is a practice dangerous to the community at large.' This doctor was so convinced,
he abandoned vaccination altogether, giving up an income of at least £2,500
a year, a small fortune at the time.32

I'D RATHER FALL INTO THE HANDS OF SAINT LOUIS
Said a Dr JC Ward: 'I believed that vaccination prevented smallpox. I believed if
it did not absolutely prevent it in every case, it modified the disease in some
cases, and I believed that re-vaccination, if only frequent enough, gave absolute
immunity. Experience has driven all that out of my head; I have seen vaccinated
persons get smallpox, and persons who had been re-vaccinated get smallpox,
and I have seen those who had had smallpox get it a second time and die of it.'
A Dr William Howard Hay was addressing the Medical Freedom Society in June
1937. It is evident his thinking was right in line with Bechamp's ideas on dis-ease
and its cure: 'It is nonsense to think that you can inject pus - and it is usually from
the pustule end of the dead smallpox victim - it is unthinkable that you can inject
32
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that into a little child and in any way improve its health. The body has its own
methods of defence. These depend on the vitality of the body at the time. If it is
vital enough, it will resist all infections; [if it isn’t vital enough, it won’t. And you
can’t change the vitality of the body for the better by introducing poison of any
kind into it.'
Similar to Saint Louis' toxic anthrax vaccines, Saint Edward's toxic smallpox
vaccines were not helping his already suffering patients AT ALL, in fact the
squirting of cow pus and horse grease directly into their bloodstreams was only
hastening their demise. This was where the true death toll lay, not in any
supposed smallpox virus but Jenner's vaccine 'cure'. Again, the myriad glowing
histories of vaccination NEVER discuss these horrors. I'd rather fall into the
hands of Saint Louis than Edward Jenner.
A Dr JW Hodge, ex-public vaccinator of Lockport, New York, wrote: 'After careful
consideration of the history of vaccination gleaned from an impartial and
comprehensive study of vital statistics, and pertinent data from every reliable
source, and after an experience derived from having vaccinated 31,000 subjects,
I am firmly convinced that vaccination cannot be shown to have any logical
relation to the diminution of cases of smallpox. Vaccination does not protect; it
actually renders its subjects more susceptible by depressing vital power and
diminishing natural resistance, and millions of people have died of smallpox
which they contracted after being vaccinated.' 33
According to the official figures of the Register General of England for 1933, only
109 children under 5 in England and Wales died of smallpox in the twenty-three
years previously, but 270 children had died of smallpox vaccinations in the same
period. Between 1934 and 1961, not one smallpox death was recorded, and yet
during this same period, 115 children under 5 years of age died as a result of the
smallpox vaccination. This grisly death toll ultimately forced the government to
repeal the Vaccination Act for smallpox. And from that day to this, the
unvaccinated UK (or as our health officials would stalwartly proclaim, the
unprotected UK) has had a negligible smallpox rate. Well, of course it has, the
UK is blessed with all the public amenities that prevent such illness!
It is against this backdrop that ALL of our popularised vaccine ‘success stories’
must be weighed, and particularly Edward Jenner’s murderous smallpox vaccine
campaign. Recovery (A) had nothing to do with vaccination (B) but was the direct
result of proper sanitation measures put in place (C). Not good news for today’s
£multi-million vaccine industry who would have us ‘get vaccinated’ for all
33
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diseases known to man. A dispassionate examination of the true history of
vaccination reveals a very different picture to the glowing falsehoods presented
to us by the vaccine industry.
The following statement from Gerhard Buchwald, a long-time critic of the
vaccine industry, says it all. Giving testimony before the Quebec College of
Physicians in March 1996, Gerhard stated, 'I have lectured all over the world and
I have always had a special interest in newspapers. All of them have one thing in
common, there is always some reference made to some epidemic in some part
of the world. For instance, two years ago, one paper referred to a polio epidemic
in Holland. For the past three years, our newspapers have commented on the
diphtheria epidemic in Russia. By these means, the population is constantly
threatened with epidemics, they have been made to fear them, and the reports
always conclude: ‘Go and get vaccinated.’ Hear, hear, Gerhard! And how your
words have come alive in this new era of monster King Kong. Gerhard's full
testimony plus excerpts from his book Vaccination: Business Based On Fear can
be found here.

WHAT HAS HAPPENED IS NOT YOUR FAULT
There are now millions of vaccine refuseniks who have been saying no to the
vaccinators who wish to bypass our natural God-given immune system and
squirt yet more dangerous and unproven toxicity into ours and our children's
bodies., and especially now woith the Korona vaccine. The link below contains
much good evidence proving that vaccinated children suffer far more illness
than the unvaccinated. Says one doctor in the report, 'In my medical career I’ve
treated vaccinated and unvaccinated children and the unvaccinated children are
far healthier than the vaccinated ones.' And here is a report from the doctors
themselves warning of higher death rates in children after receiving their
recommended vaccines. This pro-vaccine doctor concluded the DPT vaccine is
killing children. Again though, you won’t see any of that information appearing
in any Madame Mainstream reports.
And if you're feeling angry at this almost blasphemous suggestion that
vaccination is detrimental to health, this is not surprising, you've had a ton of
contrary information dropped on you over the last few pages that goes against
EVERYTHING you'll have been taught about vaccination and germs and viruses
since the cradle almost, and so a certain amount of recovery time is to be
expected as you assimilate all that you're reading and watching here. Once again
though, facts don't care about feelings, and I would remind you again of
Bertrand Russell’s earlier quote, 'The degree of one's emotions varies inversely
with one's knowledge of the facts.' A treasure trove of well-researched
information on the true history of vaccination and its dangers is found here.
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A BAD FOOD VIRUS?
Back to the virus and the germ,
and in all my research into
supposed 'virus epidemics', an
environmental cause is ALWAYS
eventually discovered. A classic
example of virus fraud is found
in the 'Norwalk virus outbreak'
at Butlins resort in Minehead in
2003 - the third 'outbreak' in as
many years.
Many people were coming down with severe symptoms including diarrhoea,
projectile vomiting and intense nausea. Local health officials were called in and
various tests were carried out on the water and food supplies but with no
apparent negative findings on the premises of the largest employer in the area.
The officials eventually concluded these illnesses had been caused by the
Norwalk virus (named after an area in the US where it had first been ‘identified’)
and that the virus had been brought into the camp by a visitor to the largest
employer in the area and had quickly spread through the site of the largest
employer in the area.
Am I saying 'largest employer in the area' too many times? Good! Because in
attaching the blame to a virus, the largest employer in the area could now rest
easy. No need to close down or actually investigate the malpractices of the
largest employer in the area. But actually, there were and there still are PLENTY
OF REASONS to investigate further! To begin with, what is this supposed
Norwalk virus?
The virus hunters all tell us the Norwalk virus is found where there is bad food
or bad water and the CDC warns that individuals who ingest the virus can
develop the symptoms of gastroenteritis. Oh, OK. So before viruses were ever
on the scene, whenever a family or a holiday camp crowd or school population
ingested bad food or water and were all sick at the same time, everybody knew
this as food poisoning. But now when the same thing happens, because viruses
are all the rage, it's not food poisoning any more. Now these people have
ingested.... a bad food virus!
What sort of post-modernist nonsense is that! And look, the Norwalk virus is
another glowing golf ball with little pylons sticking out of it. Basically, the largest
employer in the area had served up bad food and/or water and had given almost
the entire camp food poisoning. No contagious virus, no sweeping mini373

pandemic. Food poisoning, pure and simple. It's also interesting to note that
because of its history of sub-standard service, Minehead camp was the subject
of a BBC Watchdog investigation. This was the third 'outbreak' in as many years.

THE COMPLAINTS HAVEN’T LET UP
The Somerset and Avon health official I spoke to at the time confirmed there
had been many complaints lodged with them about conditions at Butlins
Minehead but they had lessened over the last two years. However, various
‘unhappy camper’ posts seem to fill in the gaps. A disgruntled ex-Butlins worker
posted a brief account of her experience at the Minehead resort. Entitled What
Really Goes On, the report made references to poor management and staff
practices, poor food standards and poor accommodation.34 The posting
prompted a number of responses, firstly from Butlins itself which said that the
story was a complete fabrication which of course it would do, and it was also
a lie, and several other independent responses ran as follows:
'The weekend we stayed there was the most miserable of my life. We had broken
heaters, no hot water, rude staff who were coughing, sniffing, sneezing and
wiping their noses on their sleeves all over the place including the so-called
restaurant. [not that that we need have any worries over that infection-wise!)
We tried to leave early but our train tickets could not be changed and I was not
going to pay any more.'
'We went self-catering and I would recommend the Somerfield supermarket
which is just outside to the overpriced Everydays onsite. Restaurants on site are
also overpriced and poor quality - the Harry Ramsden’s is just awful. You have
been warned.'
'Absolutely agree with the others. I went to Minehead Butlins a few years ago,
and in all honesty I thought it was one of the most dirty, depressing places I've
ever been to. We spent most of the time outside the resort.'35
'On meeting other guests, we were beginning to hear rumours of an outbreak of
a bad tummy virus at the camp. On asking the duty manager if these rumours
were true, we were told a small number of guests had been ill but Butlins had
the situation under control. They had a quarantine area towards the back of the
camp full of young sick camp staff.…
At 10pm Saturday night, we were worried when we saw two young lads in Butlins
uniform walking round wearing masks with a machine spraying disinfectant
solution through chalet doors and windows. When we asked why they were
34
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doing this, they told us they were cleaners.… To cut a long story short (yes, I’ve
left a lot of this out!), on Sunday morning both myself and a member of my group
were sitting in a casualty department in Minehead, both violently ill with the
virus.… We were given anti-nausea jabs, and the other staff members with me
packed all our stuff, and we drove home Sunday night.'
And the complaints haven't let up. Here's another Butlins Norwalk 'outbreak'
from 2011 which changed its name to norovirus. In 2014, 215 Butlins customers
sued after falling ill from uncooked meat and swimming in slimy pools.
Norovirus struck Butlins again in 2018. Those nasty food poisoning viruses keep
on picking on the largest employer in the area, don't they, smh!
It's late 2021/22 now and here's a 68% poor rating TrustPilot review page. Says
one review, 'Worst holiday ever!!!!! Accommodation. Where do I start the
accommodation wasn't even cleaned , there was mess everywhere, it smelt
awful and fleas was jumping on us at night, this was a silver accommodation.
There was also 2 windows that were broken and couldn't close.' I got sucked
into reading them all of course, so be careful! And the first two reviews looked
so promising, they always do, haha!
Readers will also be unsurprised to
learn the fake Norwalk virus 'brought
into the Butlins camp’ in 2003 turned
out to be just another computergenerated artefact. And the Norwalk
virus (right) isn't just neon blue, it's
also green, green and blue, and also
green and red and blue all at the
same time! Wot a lotta pretty, fake
Norwalk viruses!
More medical fraud foisted upon us by the kings of the earth to support their
fear-mongering ‘dangerous virus' health model. While you're about it, you might
also want to google 'germs'. It’s the same digital landscape.

OF COURSE NOT, BECAUSE THERE AREN'T ANY!
Speaking of medical fraud, I'd now like to spend the next few minutes looking at
the conventional diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis, all of which is lauded
as sound medical science but is in fact highly dangerous to human health. And
whilst this short study on TB isn't essential reading, it is pertinent to the overall
King Kong cause. It reminds us again of our unquestioning worship of modern
medicine which can only help us out from under the stinking Korona witch. Five
minutes max. Alternatively, skip to 'billionaire John Macafee'.
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Formally known as
consumption, TB can
be a serious condition
and people do die
from it. And unlike
viruses, the TB bacillus
actually exists. Right
we the TB bacillus
collecting on the lungs
and stained blue for
observation purposes.
Whilst the dangers of 'infectious' TB are always heavily promoted by self-serving
Big Pharma, TB is actually another of those environmental dis-eases that hardly
features when clean water, adequate housing and good nutrition are available
in the populations. A UK report on social housing from 1907 includes the
following quote from German scientist Dr Robert Koch, 'It is the over-crowded
dwellings of the poor we must regard as the real breeding places of consumption.
It is out of them that the disease always crops up; and it is to the abolition of
these conditions that we must first and foremost direct our attention if we wish
to attack the evil at its root and wage war against it with effective weapons.'

Above, we see a typical 19th century back yard shared by multiple tenants. The
woman is throwing out the family 'slop bucket', its contents flowing into the
water table! As you can imagine, cholera, typhoid, tuberculosis and other
microbial illnesses were a constant backdrop in these deprived communities.
Adequate nutrition particularly plays a key role in keeping TB at bay. A Dr
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Benjamin P Sandler (deceased 1979) who specialised for many years in
preventative nutrition for polio and tuberculosis tells us, 'Intensive research over
the past 12 years on the relationship between diet and the susceptibility to
infection, not only in polio and common respiratory infections and tuberculosis
has convinced me that the human organism can protect itself virtually
completely against infection by proper nutrition.'
And the following 2013 Hansard report on 21st century poverty in the UK tells
us, 'Children living in unfit and overcrowded accommodation are almost a third
more likely to suffer respiratory problems such as chest problems, breathing
difficulties, asthma and bronchitis than other children. There is a direct link
between childhood tuberculosis and overcrowding. Fifty-eight per cent of
respondents to a Shelter survey said their health or their family’s health had
suffered as a result of living in temporary accommodation.'

The following BMJ report from 2017 confirms that poverty is still with us, yet
there are no 'soaring' or 'sky-rocketing' UK TB statistics because we're blessed
with all the amenities that ward off 'the white death' as it was also known.
The Bible makes over 2,000 references to the poor, and God's constant call to
us is to be open-handed towards our neighbour where we can. As His Word tells
us, 'For there will never cease to be poor in the land. Therefore I command you,
‘You shall open wide your hand to your brother, to the needy and to the poor, in
your land.’ Deut15:11 And again, Those who despise their neighbors are sinners,
but happy are those who are kind to the poor.' Prov14:21 And again, 'But if
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anyone has the world’s goods and sees his brother in need, yet closes his heart
against him, how does God’s love abide in him?' 1Jn3:17
And the hardest one of the lot for all of us perhaps, for me anyway, 'Fear not,
little flock, for it is your Father’s good pleasure to give you the Kingdom. Sell your
possessions, and give to the needy. Provide yourselves with moneybags that do
not grow old, with a treasure in the Heavens that does not fail, where no thief
approaches and no moth destroys. For where your treasure is, there will your
heart be also.' Luke12:32-34
Lord, please bless those on the poverty line, and lead us more fortunate ones to
be more open-handed towards the poor and the marginalised.
So, that's the proper back story on the environmental nature of TB. And for
those who do actually 'go down' with the symptoms of TB, the recovery rate is
excellent for those who opt for the natural, non-toxic, Antoine Bechamp
approach to the treatment of dis-ease.
Let's now look at the 'infectious' Big Pharma TB story and the tonnage of
contagious propaganda on this condition and at the dangers we face should we
be diagnosed with TB and persuaded down the conventional treatment route.
Firstly, here's the official NHS TB page
explaining to us underlings how tuberculosis
is diagnosed, how it's 'spread' and how it's
treated. As with most TB health pages, the
NHS TB site describes TB as 'a curable
bacterial infection spread by inhaling tiny
droplets from the coughs or sneezes of an
infected person,' which will 'spread' to
another person only after prolonged
exposure to someone already 'infected'. As
always with these 'public information' pages,
there's never any mention of TB being an
environmental dis-ease. It's all about
infection, infection, INFECTION!
And further, says NHS TB, although we might feel fine, we could still be
harbouring TB without us even knowing it, we could be TB asymptomatic
carriers! The TB Management site warns that up to 1/4 of the world's population
could be latent TB infected! OMG! OMG! Thanks again, Big Pharma for soaking
us again with yet more of your fake science and having us believe we're all
diseased TB ticking timebombs. Goodness knows the viral dread stored up inside
of me just waiting to burst out at any moment, smh.
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In keeping with the same junk
science, the NHS Wales TB page
(right) features a glowing green cgi
golf ball which is meant to be the TB
bacillus but looks nothing like it. It
does however look infectious. But
who are we to question anyway. Our
role is to listen to doctor, take our
prescription to the pharmacy and
follow its instructions to the letter.
Continuing on this downwards TB journey, the most popular way to diagnose TB
is via the PCR test which as we've already learned should not be used to diagnose
ANY medical condition. The TB authorities know this of course. Here's the
leading UK medical journal The Lancet warning practitioners of PCR TB false
positives, 'Recent articles describe the usefulness of PCR in diagnosing active
tuberculosis. As amplification of mycobacterial DNA by PCR is increasingly used
as a routine method, we would like to emphasise this test should be applied with
great caution in clinical medicine. In certain situations the uncritical
interpretation of PCR results might even be harmful to the patient.'
Harmful only in certain situations? How about harmful in every situation! The
US Journal of Clinical Microbiology reports on PCR false positive rates as high as
77% when testing for TB. But do any of these PCR fluctuations matter? So what
if it's a 77% false positive rate for TB this week and only 3% next week? If PCR
testing is built on false science to begin with, then what's the point of trying to
'improve' on any aspect of the test? You might just as well administer CPR to
a guillotine victim! The Kary Mullis PCR milking machine has been a dead duck
from the start!

WHAT'S SO UNUSUAL ABOUT ANY OF THAT?
And so, let's now talk about the standard TB treatment plan which is where it
gets really dangerous for the unsuspecting suspected TB patient. You wouldn't
wish conventional TB treatment on your worst enemy.
Let's imagine a young, fit and healthy Mike Mundy from Port Madoc. Mike
knows nothing of the TB back story but he's off to the pharmacy now to collect
his TB prescription because Mike's got TB according to his doctor. But what Mike
doesn't know is that he's actually perfectly well. He's a TB false positive, and it
was the spurious PCR test that rubber stamped his TB positive status.
Mike doesn't suspect any of this, of course. And why would he? He has no reason
to doubt his doctor, and his journey from feeling rough to being diagnosed with
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TB has all been quite logical and straightforward up to this point. He'd returned
to the UK after four months in Peru, he'd had a persistent cough and night
sweats and wasn't sleeping properly, he'd been online, he'd found out Peru was
on the TB high risk list, his symptoms indicated TB, he naturally visited his doctor
who suspected the same, and three weeks later Mike's blood test came back TB
positive. What's so unusual about any of that?
But in those three weeks waiting for his results, Mike had begun to feel a lot
better and he's not even coughing now, and he's been sleeping a whole lot
better. He's told his doctor all of this but the PCR test has spoken. And also Mike,
whilst you might say you're feeling fine, you could also be a latent carrier! So,
for everybody's sake, I'm recommending the treatment. And be sure to finish
the course! And who hasn't heard the doctor tell us to 'finish the course' another antibiotic mantra burned deep into our psyches from a very early age.
And so, under the enthralling spell of it all, fit and healthy TB false positive Mike
Mundy heads off to the pharmacy to pick up his TB antibiotics prescription. The
NHS TB site along with all other conventional TB sites advises TB infection will
likely require up to 6 months of antibiotics, and if symptoms persist, this could
indicate Mike has 'drug-resistant TB', in which case Mike will require a further
six or more medications. Says the NHS Wales TB site, 'Taking medication for six
months is the best way to ensure the TB bacteria are killed. If you stop taking
your antibiotics before you complete the course or you skip a dose, the TB
infection may become resistant to the antibiotics. This is potentially serious
because it can be difficult to treat and will require a longer course of treatment
with different, and possibly more toxic therapies.'

HE'S SUFFERING TERRIBLY FROM TB!
So, Mike's taking his antibiotics religiously, as we always do, 3 x daily before
meals etc, etc, and pretty soon, Mike's feeling more ill than he's felt in a long
while which he puts down to his TB taking hold. And being young and invincible,
Mike also never read the antibiotics package insert. If he had done, he'd have
learned the side-effects from his rifater aka rifampin, isoniazid and pyrazinamide
(the standard issue TB drug) include nausea, vomiting, upset stomach, stomach
pain, heartburn, diarrhea, muscle or joint pain, headache, rash or itching,
drowsiness, dizziness, spinning sensation, ringing in the ears, numbness or
tingling in the legs, painful or swollen joints, changes in the amount of urine,
increased thirst or urination, bloody urine, vision changes, fast heartbeat, easy
bruising or bleeding, signs of a new infection such as fever and persistent sore
throat, mental and mood changes, confusion, psychosis and seizures
TB false positive Mike is about a third of the way through his first course of
treatment now, and as his body gradually caves in from the daily carpet380

bombing his entire system is undergoing from his TB 'medicine', Mike returns to
the doctor who advises him his TB is likely the drug-resistant type, and therefore
Mike must up his drug regimen accordingly. Mike heads to the pharmacy to pick
and pay for a whole load more toxic Big Pharma 'medications' to add to his
already toxic daily regime. And so, fit and healthy TB false positive Mike isn't
quite so fit and healthy any more, and he's not up for any visitors today either.
Poor Mike is suffering terribly with this TB!
No he isn't. Mike is
suffering terribly from
his TB 'medicines'. Anti
- against, bio - life,
antibiotic - against life.
What else is there to
think about?
And
those
nutty
antiantibiotic nutters are
the nutty ones!
And if TB false positive Mike dies as a result of his treatment, his death certificate
won't ever say death by doctoring, it will simply say death from TB. Ugh! Words
fail me. So, no thank you, Big Pharma, you can keep your asymptomatic, latent
carrier TB rules and ghastly medications and fake PCR tests. TB or not TB, that is
the question, smh.
In the highly unlikely event I 'go down' with TB I'll go the natural treatment route,
thank you. And for those strong-minded enough to come out from under the
antibiotic spell, natural antibiotics have worked wonders for millennia for many
dis-eases that toxic Big Pharma would have us believe can only be cured by toxic
Big Pharma pills and potions. Again, it's the crossing the line that's the most
difficult, the final realisation the majority of prescribed conventional medicines
are NOT good for us and believing there is actually another way!
And for those who stay well away from their Big Pharma-controlled health
centres and carry out their own research on their dis-eases, these people
generally recover much quicker, as millions of Big Pharma dissenters will testify.
Yes there's good doctoring out there, but once again, iatrogenic (doctorinduced) illness and death is a real phenomenon. And so, Lord please help us
and guide us, because it's not just fake King Kong attacking us from all sides.
Please open our eyes to the mountain of toxic quackery out there injuring and
killing so many, and so much of it posing as sensible conventional medicine.
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THANK YOU AGAIN LORD FOR PINK!
Now that we're aware we must always be on the lookout for mitigating
environmental factors before blaming any virus for whatever dis-ease, we can
now look with new eyes at a few more of the supposedly 'dangerous infectious
diseases' and 'pandemics' being burned into our psyches 24/7 by Madame
Mainstream. As we have already seen, she's expert at fashioning our thinking in
every area of our lives, listen to us right now talking about monster Kong. But
that's not the half of it. Our anxieties surrounding infectious disease runs deep.
There isn't a day goes by where somebody isn't telling somebody else of the
lurgy and the bug doing the rounds and how there's a lot of it about and how it's
spreading like wildfire and how everybody's going down with it etc, etc, on and
on, ad infinitum.
How easily we trot out such phrases and immediately we're thinking INFECTION!
Yet upon closer examination, none of our fears have ANY basis in fact. . And then
of course, there's the emperor, king and queen of pandemics, the hallowed and
dread infectious SPANISH FLU! And all of it fantabulous fairy tale, as we'll see
over the next few pages. Once again, our anxieties have been created for us by
Madame Mainstream and ultimately by wicked Big Pharma who looks for every
opportunity to stoke and exploit our fears for financial gain.
There's a whole 'infectious area' in our heads that needs completely rebuilding.
And so, thank You again Lord for pink! Thank You that tipping out the contents
of these boxes vanquishes the fear! And what a privilege to be running a sword
through more of these infectious giants as we make our way to the city.
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ONE FLU OVER THE CUCKOO'S NEST
AND OTHER MAD MALADIES
'At the height of WWI, a silent force swept the globe that
would prove more formidable than any military power: the
great influenza pandemic of 1918. In total, a third of the
world’s population became infected with the virus, and
millions of lives were lost in its wake. It is regarded as one of
the worst pandemics in history.' Lloyd Minor, Stanford
University School of Medicine

Thanks Lloyd, but I'll pass on your Spanish flu lesson, thank you. And you will too
by the end of this chapter. The only 'silent force' at work has been the constancy
of the Spanish flu lie, and it's working its ghoulish magic to this day! The wily
kings and Madame Mainstream only need to whisper the words Spanish flu, and
it's like we're immediately transported in our minds to some corpse-laden
wasteland, our Spanish flu imaginings only magnifying our fear of monster Kong.
It's happened before, so it can happen again, we say to one another through our
masks and perspex dividers.
Yet it was all a monster lie. And so to the great unravelling of the Spanish flu
fairy tale. Fairy tale - meaning: an account regarded as fantastic or unbelievable,
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a fabricated story, especially one intended to deceive. Folklore would be
another good description. Folklore - meaning: a particular body of tradition or
knowledge, typically passed by word of mouth, usually acquired from parents or
other older people. And so, the first question you must ask yourself as we begin
this exercise is why do you think the way you think about Spanish flu? What
sources have shaped your world view on this alleged killer epidemic? Where did
your Spanish flu education begin? As always, if we track it right back, it began
from the cradle.
We are baptised into the Spanish flu religion by Mum and Dad of course, who
were themselves baptised into Spanish flu by their mum and dad and so on and
so on. We'll hear the words being said from time to time in our early years and
we might ask one day at the table, what is Spanish flu Mummy? And is that why
we have to wear masks now? But Mummy and Daddy don't really go into detail.
All we know at that age is that Spanish flu was something horrible from Spain.
From aged 11 onwards, our Spanish flu confirmation classes begin in earnest in
senior school with our essays and homework on the subject, and over the next
5 or 6 years we learn the finer details of our Spanish flu religion, how it started
in 1918 and ended in 1920, the approximate millions of deaths plus a few virus
facts and figures, a few lessons on the success of the vaccine, and if only the
vaccine had been made available sooner etc, etc.
And then, in our late teens and early twenties and out of the school rote-learning
environment, we start to notice all the little Spanish flu catechisms and hymnals
we learnt at school being recited on TV and in the papers, but by this time, we're
so well-versed in our Spanish flu religion, we can be reading whatever skanky
mainstream piece on Spanish flu, and we'll know almost word for word what the
next paragraph is going to say even before we get to it! And from aged 30
onwards, without exception, we are all Spanish flu experts. We can hold our own
in conventional ANY Spanish flu conversation!
Type Spanish flu into gootube and go to the first link that comes up. What does
the History site have to say? 'The Spanish flu pandemic of 1918, the deadliest in
history, infected an estimated 500 million people worldwide - about one third of
the planet’s population - and killed an estimated 20 million to 50 million victims,
including some 675,000 Americans. The 1918 flu was first observed in Europe,
the United States and parts of Asia before swiftly spreading around the world.
At the time, there were no effective drugs or vaccines to treat this killer flu strain.
Citizens were ordered to wear masks. Schools, theatres and businesses were
shuttered and bodies piled up in makeshift morgues before the virus ended its
deadly global march.'
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The History channel piece on Spanish flu epitomises 'what we all know' about
Spanish flu. It mirrors our school medical textbooks, it mirrors Encyclopedia
Britannica, mirrors our university degree courses and mirrors all of today's
search engine results. And deadly global march! Dear oh dear! A trite little
phrase right up there with 'knows no borders' and 'flatten the curve' and lifted
from Every Hack's Guide To Trite Pandemic Phrases. And so it follows, the only
question from teacher on little Johnny's Spanish flu homework will be, 'Deadly
global march, Johnny? Somehow, I don't picture you saying those words.
Otherwise, good work. 9/10.'

NONE OF OUR FAMILY HAD IT, NOT EVEN A SNIFFLE!
And so to the other side of the great Spanish lie, and already, you'll know where
this is all headed, praise God! Whatever you think, think opposite! Up until about
three years ago, before gootube began altering her algorithms, there was plenty
to read and watch on non-viral Spanish flu. Below is an extract from the book
The Poisoned Needle by Eleanor McBean. It's a book you won't find in ANY
Rockefeller-funded medical library or in any normal library for that matter, not
a chance! And neither will Eleanor's book come up in any gootube search on
Spanish flu unless you know her name or the name of her book. Eleanor's
biography and links to her works were removed from wikipedia in 2015, and for
no other reason than she told the truth about Spanish flu, told the truth about
the medical industry at the time and particularly, told the truth about
vaccination. Fortunately, her wikipedia entry was copied here and with her
personal account below taken from a fuller text here.
Eleanor's mother and father nursed the sick during the supposedly 'highly
infectious' 1918 Spanish influenza pandemic. Here is a short excerpt from what
she recorded:
'I WAS AN ON-THE-SPOT OBSERVER OF THE 1918 INFLUENZA EPIDEMIC
That pandemic dragged on for two years, kept alive with the addition of more
poison drugs administered by the doctors who tried to suppress the symptoms.
As far as I could find out, the flu hit only the vaccinated. Those who had refused
the shots escaped the flu. My family had refused all the vaccinations so we
remained well all the time. We knew from the health teachings of Graham, Trail,
Tilden and others, that people cannot contaminate the body with poisons
without causing disease. When the flu was at its peak, all the stores were closed
as well as the schools, businesses - even the hospital, as the doctors and nurses
had been vaccinated too and were down with the flu. No one was on the streets.
it was like a ghost town. We seemed to be the only family which didn’t get the
flu and so my parents went from house to house doing what they could to look
after the sick, as it was impossible to get a doctor then.
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If it were possible for germs, bacteria, virus, or bacilli to cause disease, they had
plenty of opportunity to attack my parents when they were spending many hours
a day in the sick rooms but they didn’t get the flu and they didn’t bring any germs
home to attack us children and cause anything. None of our family had the flu not even a sniffle - and it was in the winter with deep snow on the ground.
When I see people cringe when someone near them sneezes or coughs, I wonder
how long it will take them to find out that they can’t catch it - whatever it is. [Yes
Eleanor!] The only way they can get a disease is to develop it themselves by
wrong eating, drinking, smoking or doing some other things which cause internal
poisoning and lowered vitality...
It has been said that the 1918 flu epidemic killed 20,000,000 people throughout
the world but actually the doctors killed them with their crude and deadly
treatments and drugs. This is a harsh accusation but it is nevertheless true,
judging by the success of the drugless doctors in comparison with that of the
medical doctors.
While the medical men and medical hospitals were losing 33% of their flu cases,
the non-medical hospitals such as Battle Creek, Kellogg and MacFadden's Health
Restorium were getting almost 100% healings with their water cure, baths,
enemas, etc., fasting and certain other simple healing methods, followed by
carefully worked out diets of natural foods. One health doctor didn’t lose
a patient in eight years. If the medical doctors had been as advanced as the
drugless doctors, there would not have been those 20 million deaths from the
medical flu treatment.'
First to note, Eleanor's mother and father didn't 'go down' with anything
because there was nothing to 'go down with' in the first place. They didn't take
the vaccine. And Eleanor's observations that only the vaccinated were
succumbing to the flu mirrors what we're seeing today as thousands upon
thousands of the King Kong vaccinated and supposedly 'protected ones' are
succumbing to myriad chronic conditions as a result of their immune systems
being compromised by two toxic Korona jabs within 6 weeks, and then battering
their ebtire bodily system even further with a third booster jab, none of which
were needed but the whole earth was given because the whole earth believed
the lie. Antoine Bechamp would be turning in his grave.
Here also is an excellent article on the TRUE CAUSE of supposed Spanish flu all
pointing directly to the huge vaccination campaigns undertaken by the British
and US armies and public health officials to vaccinate all army personnel and all
civilians in both countries and across Europe. A Dr Carey P McCord was a medical
officer overseeing a number of US army bases during WW1. The US made
vaccination mandatory for its troops including the dreaded typhoid vaccine. His
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report The Purple Death from The Journal of Occupational Medicine from 1966,
contains the following minimalist sentence, 'It is of some importance that
immediately prior to the onset of the epidemic, some thousands of these soldiers
had just received the typhoid vaccine.'

THE PATIENTS COUGHED DIRECTLY ONTO THE VOLUNTEERS
Of some importance? I'll say! And whilst the 20,000,000 fatalities are also in
dispute with some historians, once again in Eleanor McBean we have another
dissenting voice out in the wild who will certainly have the scars to prove it.
Thank you, Eleanor! And there are also plenty more army medical documents
from WW1 admitting the link between vaccines and ill health. Here is an extract
from A Cruel Wind - an original document on vaccinating the WW1 troops, and
this passage found on page 232: 'Alas, none [of the vaccines] seemed to prevent
influenza. Some of the vaccines, unfortunately, did more harm than good. The
New York Times reported on March 31, 1919, that 1,200 policemen in the city
had reported sick after their serum injections. Police captain John Ward of the
East 35th St. station and about ten of his patrolmen were reported to be badly
disabled. Captain Ward was suffering from a swollen left arm, causing him to be
confined to his home for two weeks.'
Only some of the vaccines did more harm than good? I don't think so! The
following link takes us to a research paper written by Dr Milton J Rosenau in
1919. Most people, and even most doctors are unaware of Dr Rosenau's
research and experiments he conducted during the height of the alleged Spanish
flu epidemic. He wanted to establish the means by which influenza was spread.
He took 100 healthy volunteers and exposed them to the supposed Spanish flu
under controlled conditions. Here is a summary of his experiments:
• they isolated microbial mixtures from the throat and noses of carefully
selected influenza cases from an outbreak location. The researchers then
administered these to 10 young US navy volunteers without prior
exposure to influenza. None fell sick
• they drew blood from influenza patients and transferred it to the navy
volunteers. None fell sick
• they collected influenza patients’ mucous membranes with swabs and
filtered them to exclude larger microbes like bacteria. They then injected
the filtrate into the navy volunteers. None fell sick
• they brought the navy volunteers to meet influenza patients. They shook
hands and conversed. The patients also exhaled (as hard as possible) onto
the volunteers’ face five times. Then the patients coughed directly onto
the volunteers. None fell sick. NONE OF THEM CONTRACTED THE FLU!
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Please stop here for a few seconds and re-read the above. Once again, these are
pivotal bullet points in Smoke and Mirrors! Grasping what's being said here will
determine your exit out from under contagion theory and any anxieties you
might have about 'contaminated' people and surfaces. And most importantly,
may what's being said also lead you out from under King Kong Korona.
Here's another experiment recorded by medical journalist Gina Kolata in her
book Influenza: The Hunt For The Virus:
'In order to be able to better assess the puzzling mass disease, an attempt to a
simulated infection was undertaken with volunteers in Boston in November
1918. These were 62 healthy sailors charged with delinquency and sent to prison.
They had been promised a pardon under the condition they take part in an
experiment. 39 of them had not had influenza, so the theory was that they would
be particularly susceptible to infection and illness.
Navy doctors collected the mucus from men who were desperately ill from the
flu, gathering thick viscous secretions from their noses and throats. They sprayed
mucus from flu patients into the noses and throats of some men and dropped it
into other men’s eyes. In one attempt, they swabbed mucus from the back of the
nose of a man with the flu and then directly swabbed one patient’s nasal septum
and rubbed it directly onto the nasal septum of one of the volunteers.
Trying to simulate what happens naturally when people are exposed to flu
victims, the doctors took ten of the volunteers onto the hospital ward where men
were dying of the disease. The sick men lay huddled on their narrow beds,
burning with fever, drifting in and out of sleep in a delirium. The ten healthy men
were given their instructions: each was to walk up to the bed of a sick man and
draw near him, lean into his face, breathe in his fetid breath, and chat with him
for five minutes. To be sure that the healthy man had had a full exposure to the
sick man’s disease, the sick man was to exhale deeply while the healthy man
drew the sick man’s breath directly into his own lungs. Finally, the flu victim
coughed five times in the volunteer’s face.
Each healthy volunteer repeated these actions with ten different flu patients.
Each flu patient had been seriously ill for no more than three days-a period when
the virus or whatever it was that was causing the flu should still be around in his
mucus, in his nose, in his lungs.
But not a single healthy man got sick.'
And amazingly, here is the New Scientist saying there was a third factor C,
hidden in and amongst the gnarly Spanish flu undergrowth. Spanish flu wasn't
the result of any invisible virus but an actual bacterial pathogen. At least the
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New Scientist is differentiating between bacteria and viruses, and once again, all
of this information is in the public domain.
To conclude then, I wonder what bacterial pathogens were floating around in
the air that could have been breathed in and caused the flu pandemic? Answer,
none. I wonder how these bacterial pathogens managed to enter the bodily
systems of so many millions of people worldwide? Answer, vaccination.
The Spanish flu vaccines contained all manner of harmful toxins including
bacteria collected from the lungs and spittle of influenza sufferers, animal and
alcohol products, trace metals plus all the usual vaccine contents that never
makes the light of day. And this toxic concoction was being squirted into the
bloodstream of millions upon millions of people who subsequently fell like flies.
And is it any wonder? Go here for a more detailed story of the 'development' of
the Spanish flu vaccine and its contents.
And just a quick sentence on the Black Death which killed half of Europe
allegedly. Here's the UK Independent in mid-February 2022 telling us, 'The 14thcentury bubonic plague pandemic may not have had the same devastating
widespread effects in all parts of Europe as previously thought, according to a
new study. Historians have longheld that the Black Death wreaked havoc
across... bla bla bla bla bla bla bla bla' Ho-hum. Wait long enough, and all the
pandemic lies and fables and fairy tales come to the surface eventually

ASK YOURSELF, WHO IS WALKING IN GREATER LIBERTY?
And so, as Bill Gates and WHO and the UN and all the other vaccinator cronies
push forward with the worldwide delivery of the same Godless King Kong
pathogens, the watchmen would all say, 'Him with an ear, let him hear!’ And if
you've still not had your Korona jab, you should know there are millions and
millions of us out there who will NEVER be submitting to this unethical, satanic,
world-wide mass experiment, even when it's mandated - NOT EVEN THEN! And
just as important, if you've had your Korona vaccines and you've been adversely
affected, there is hope and healing for you. And we’ll be at that chapter on the
Korona vaccine soon and God's promises to us in this regard.
And speaking of coughing directly into people's faces in the name of scientific
research, the following story may or may not amuse you, I'm sure. Years ago,
somebody I know had a streaming cold, and in-between blowing his nose, he
was telling me to stay clear of him as he didn't want me to 'catch' anything.
I said not to worry because I don't believe in contagion theory, and I'd be fine.
He rolled his eyes at the 'conspiracy' nutter in front of him. And so, inspired by
Dr Rosenau's WW1 influenza experiment and as a way of proving my point,
I took his soggy tissue off him and ate it right in front of him. He was speechless!
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Call it a priceless dissenter moment! And of course, I never 'went down' with
anything. I was fine.
Did my 'experiment' disprove contagion theory? Maybe not on its own but my
'experiment' was no different to Dr Rosenau's field experiments. 'Then the
patients coughed directly onto the volunteers. None fell sick.' When you cross
the line, you realise so much of what people believe to be 'dangerous' or
'catching' or 'infectious' or ikky and yukky poses no threat to human health AT
ALL, and it's so, so liberating to be out from under it all! It must be so wearing
on the mind being constantly fearful of germs and dirty surfaces leading to fridge
hygiene mania, sell-by dates etc, etc, etc.
And if you consider eating somebody's snotty
tissue an extreme act, then compare my
behaviour with those who have bought into
the 'infectious c19' narrative, masking and
sometimes double-masking, washing their
hands up to 20 x daily with toxic detergents,
continuously scrubbing surfaces and keeping
the 2 metres distance from one another
believing we might all be 'the infected'. Right,
we see an air passenger in fullbiowarfare getup. And all these behaviours returning with the
advent of the fake Omicron variant. Ask
yourself who's walking in greater liberty? Who
has the healthier outlook? Who's the sane
one? I'll take a snotty tissue any day of the
week over the latest King Kong fashionalia.
Now, if you're in the 65-70yr age bracket, you'll remember the measles and
chicken pox parties that Mum took us to so we could 'catch it' from spotty Diana.
Those were the days before Madame Mainstream and Big Pharma convinced us
such gatherings were reckless and that measles and chicken pox were highly
contagious and dangerous and vaccination was the only solution. But didn't
those parties prove contagion theory? And what about the 'sweeping' school
illnesses and the parents who swear their children and all the children around
them contracted ‘the bug doing the rounds’? Don't all these common
phenomena prove that something infectious is being transmitted between us?
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MEASLES, CHICKEN POX
AND THE BUG DOING
THE ROUNDS
'If you ask 99.9 percent of parents who have children with autism
if we'd rather have the measles versus autism, we'd sign up for
the measles.' Jenny McCarthy. mum and vaccine critic
Jenny's boy is vaccine-damaged. She trusted him to the system. Jenny's 50 now,
and Jenny's mum and dad would have had no anxiety over Jenny 'catching the
measles' back in the day. But that all changed in the mid-1970s. Big Pharma
turned measles into a dread disease in Jenny's mind, along with chickenpox and
so many other dis-eases that instantly now require Big Pharma medication to
rescue us. The truth is that Big Pharma has scared millions of mums and dads
into making harmful medical decisions for their children, and all for greedy
profit. And we'll be looking at all of these issues in more detail in this chapter.
And so, to the bug doing the rounds, the sweeping school illnesses and the pox
parties, don't all of these things prove some invisible, infectious critter is being
transmitted from person to person? There's a lot of it about, don't you know!
No, there isn't. There's none of it about AT ALL! None of our 'striking personal
experience' proves contagion theory. We'll read in this chapter how there are
rational, non-infectious explanations for every manner of alleged infection we
think we're seeing in front of us. And 'the bug that everybody keeps saying is
'doing the rounds', what a menace to sound reason! Another little ism of ours
that should be shot at dawn daily for the next decade!

PLEASE ALLOW THIS LUNACY TO SINK IN
And again, I hope you can see how all of the subjects we're covering here are
helping us get to grips with the fakery of the current c19 deception. Our God
wants us free from ALL of our magical thinking, so we can stand strong in the
coming days and not waver. As much as anything, this journey in Smoke and
Mirrors is about breaking spells and strongholds. And it's also an opportunity to
exercise the sound mind our God has given us. Thank You again Lord for the
privilege of being able to expose the true ugliness of the kings. And please be
with us as we journey on, Lord. Help us all to see how much greater You are than
all of the darkness we're uncovering here, AMEN!
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So, let's start with chicken pox and measles. Conventional wisdom tells us
chicken pox is caused by the Varicella Zoster Virus. A gootube search of VZV
immediately brings up all the usual digital glowing golf balls. Below, we see
a collection of chicken pox virus images all from the same image page. A search
on the alleged measles virus reveals the same brightly-coloured collection of
weird golf balls. So, please, all you virus experts, for the purposes of truth and
accuracy, which of the images below is the actual chickenpox virus? Because
right now, I'm as mystified as the man in the Jaguar showroom.
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Please allow this lunacy to sink in. The Jaguar brochure is full of images of every
kind of car and shape and size under the sun but we're not to worry says the Jag
salesmen because these different models are all one and the same Jag. Yeah,
sure. Let's see how long that Jag showroom lasts in the real world. Likewise,
we're supposed to roll over and just believe that all of these different depictions
of the supposed chicken pox virus are all one and the same too? Please stop
messing with us and just tell us which is the real VZV.
These fictional virus image banks are laughable when we think about it, yet what
a corrosive influence they exert upon us in our daily lives without us even
realising. There's a lot of it doing the rounds, don't you know!.
Out of all the chickenpox virus images on on
the previous page, the top right looks the
most realistic doesn't it (right). Once again
though, it's not actually a real image of
anything. This is an electron microscope
image of the alleged virus, and like all other
electron microscopy images, it has been
digitally created. This digital image has been
inferred by the EM operator. The link below
tells us that although an electron micrograph
image might look real, there is nothing
anywhere that we can see or touch in real life.
Inferred - meaning: to form an opinion or guess something is true based on the
information in front of you. Your mother's house keys are on the table, the EM
operator infers your mother is at home when she's actually 3,000 miles away in
Senegal. Says a similar page on EM, 'A scanning electron microscope (SEM) scans
a focused electron beam over a surface to create an image. The electrons in the
beam interact with the sample, producing various signals that can be used to
obtain information about the surface topography and composition.'

WE ARE TO RETRAIN OUR SENSES
And there's the all-important word 'create'. To create an image, create, create,
CREATE! These images are not actually real, they are all digitally-created
VIRTUAL REALITY. Virtual reality - meaning: the effect of concrete existence
without actually having concrete existence, a version of reality that isn’t really
there but is perceived as real.
If we did but know it, so much of the world we believe to be real is actually
a deceitful form of manufactured reality, a para-world masterfully created for
us by the kings of the earth who wish to decieve us to suit their own evil
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purposes. The kings have seen in us an inability to distinguish between the real
and the virtual, and they're kashing in on this weakness of ours BIG TIME! And
by virtual reality, I do NOT mean the virtual reality we experience via our VR
headsets. Those VR digital walk-throughs are easily distinguishable from the real
world. No, what I'm talking about is the shimmering luciferian VR that utterly
transfixes and deceives the viewer. We become wholly immersed in it but
cannot see the deep deception of it.
And the watchmen would say the King Kong Korona deception is only the warmup. There's a lot more deep deception to come, and if we are to stand strong in
the coming days, it is vital we get to grips with the virtual world that already
surrounds us. We have become inured to it. Truly, we're living in those days
prophesied when evil will be praised as good and good denounced as evil. And
so we must retrain our senses to recognise and defend our senses against the
new luciferian VR lest we be swallowed up by it.

This new normal Korona existence we're all navigating is not some fantasy game,
my friend. This is real, evil, invisible spiritual warfare we're facing here. And like
I said at the beginning, this is a battle now for your very soul. Korona, Delta and
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Omicron are just a few of the invisible spiritual fantasy weapons the kings are
using in the evil arcade games they play against us.
And as I sit in a coffee shop typing in late December 2021, across the room
there's a dad berating his 10yr old daughter as they gather their things to leave.
'Where's your mask? It's not a toy!' It is a toy, Dad, it's another toy from the evil
luciferian toy box. But Dad can't see it because he's too deep into the Korona
matrix now. My friend, are you beginning to discern the bigger invisible battle?
And if you're struggling with what's just been said about nothing being real in
this world and you're thinking that maybe I've finally tipped into some kind of
conspiratorial madness, continue to trust the journey here and trust the process.
Of course the doughnuts in Acres the Bakers are real, just as the dishwasher
tablets are real stored under your real kitchen sink to wash your real dirty
dishes! But Smoke and Mirrors is taking us to much deeper levels than that. The
importance of discernment in this whole area of virtual reality comes alive to us
in part 2 when we begin our final assault on the city.
And if you think the journey has been shocking so far, then what iniquity and
deceit awaits you ahead! You will be speechless when we finally look down into
our city, the heart of darkness! We will see how King Kong Korona is just one of
many powerful virtual realities living amongst us and enthralling us, holding us
spellbound. Again, spellbound - meaning: mesmerised, bewitched, charmed,
caught up, gripped, transfixed, under a spell.
I'm telling you, my friend, once we see beyond the veil and we see our city in all
of its true ugliness, nothing will seem real to you anymore, NOTHING! This is
a journey of bitter sweet. The bitter is that we finally understand the role each
of us has played in ushering in this current reign of monster Kong, and we are
bitterly grieved by our blind hard-heartedness. The sweet of the journey which
is so much sweeter than the bitter PRAISE GOD! is that we see there is a God
Who still loves us and He's showing us there is nothing of any value in our city
anymore, nothing of any stability, nothing and no-one in the city to rescue us
from the darkness, no-one except our God! And what joy in the darkness! The
city is meaningless but our God is there for us instead! His Hand is still extended!
Snatch it off, while you still can, my friend, SNATCH IT OFF!
And when we take His Hand, He doesn't snatch us away and out from the city.
Instead, He gives us the strength and power and faith and grace to stand IN our
city and not be worn down by all of its evil. We realise we REALLY CAN STAND in
this city! And although we can see the city is filled with every kind of evil, and
we wish we were right out of it, we know in our hearts we're only here on
a temporary basis. We live here but we're not part of it anymore. We realise
now our True Home is the New City that is to come, the New Jerusalem! The
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New City our God has promised us will be with us soon! But all the time we're
still living here in this wicked city amongst the giants, our God says we are to
seek Him and draw strength from Him and Him ALONE to help us stand against
the darkness. And PRAISE OUR GOD, He does this for us! Like Caleb out in the
jagged wilderness, we realise we can take these giants. Yes, they can kill us but
they cannot ever rob us of the Blessing of Eternal Life in the City to come, and
so we are not afraid of them! And until the New Jerusalem descends, our mission
from our God is to fight the giants and help rescue the people out of the dark
city down here who haven't yet seen the bigger picture. Lord, please let the truth
of what I'm trying to express here come alive for us as we journey on.

ALL THE USUAL 'CONTAGIOUS' RHETORIC
A slight deviation there, my friend, and so back to spotty children, measles and
chicken pox, and here's Health Line giving us a most contagious explanation of
the chicken pox virus, 'Varicella-zoster virus (VZV) causes the chickenpox
infection. Most cases occur through contact with an infected person. The virus is
contagious to those around you for one to two days before your blisters appear.
VZV remains contagious until all blisters have crusted over. The virus can spread
through saliva, coughing, sneezing, contact with fluid from the blisters.' So, it's
all very infectious, according to Health Line.
How Stuff Works tells us, 'The varicella virus can move from your bloodstream to
someone else's in several ways. A simple cough or sneeze from an infected person
can expel airborne virus particles to be unknowingly inhaled, or tiny droplets of
liquid inside the blisters can be released into the air. Physical contact with the rash
before the blisters have dried can also spread the virus to someone else.' So,
a simple cough from an 'infected' child could decimate an entire class, in theory.
Right, we see a neon glowing golf
ball image of the supposed
measles virus, but now go here
to see the Ford Focus VW, Volvo
and Vauxhall Vivaro models of
the same virus, smh. And again,
click on the links and the visitor is
treated to all the usual
'contagious' rhetoric. Here's an
NHS explanation of how the
measles virus is spread.
'The measles virus is contained in the millions of tiny droplets that come out of
the nose and mouth when an infected person coughs or sneezes. You can easily
catch measles by: breathing in these droplets, touching a surface the droplets
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have settled on and then placing your hands near your nose or mouth (the virus
can survive on surfaces for a few hours). People with measles are infectious from
when the symptoms develop until about 4 days after the rash first appears.'
So, there we have the conventional 'infectious' measles and chicken pox story,
and it's direct from the NHS, so it must be true! Let's now look at the mitigating
non-infectious co-factors that rationally explain those measles and chicken pox
'outbreaks' and 'infections'. We'll also visit the pox parties and those 'sweeping
school illnesses'. There are a some important things to note.
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THERE IS NO MEASLES VIRUS
'Mindless fear is greater than
mindful fear.' Idowu Koyenikan
To start us off, here's a snippet of measles news we won't see on our mainstream
TV channels. A court ruling in Germany recently found in favour of the defendant
who attested there is no measles virus. In court, Big Pharma lawyers acting for
Merck Pharmaceuticals were unable to prove the measles virus exists. The judge
ruled the image claimed by Merck to be the measles virus was merely a series
of cgi composites laid one on top of one another. Strike one! Not only that,
Merck intentionally lied about the efficacy of its vaccines. Strike two! And lastly
(but I could go on, and on and on), the US Centre for Disease Control knew as
far back as 2003 the Measles Mumps and Rubella vaccine aka MMR was causing
injury and autism and death in thousands upon thousands of children but chose
to stay silent over the matter.36 Strike three!
The following link gives you a taste of the Merck vaccine injuries and deaths out
there as well as the lawsuits. This is the same Merck who along with Bill Gates
is responsible for the Gardasil vaccine right now being 'administered' to boys
and girls aged 9 onwards.
So, what actually is the cause of measles and chicken pox? I've spent
considerable time researching this, and for some readers, my answer may sound
almost child-like and not at all scientific, but I am content to believe measles
and chicken pox are as yet scientifically unexplained minor dis-eases our
children go through once in their life which are beneficial to us, almost as if they
are some God-ordained fleeting ill for our good, fortifying us for future immunity
in whatever toxic environment.
As unbelievable as this might sound in the current 'infectious', fear-laden Korona
climate, prior to the mid-1970s, mums and dads lost little sleep over measles
and chickenpox. Apart from the rare instances of more serious illness and even
rarer death from these conditions (as happens statistically with EVERY condition
in EVERY population), measles and chicken pox were viewed as no more than

36

In 2002, UK Prime Minister at the time Tony Blair refused to confirm whether his son Leo had
received his MMR vaccine citing family privacy for his silence. But if the MMR vaccine is a life-saver,
then surely, said his critics, you'd be trumpeting the benefits of the MMR jab from the rooftops!
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little spots plus a mild temperature, and with the child back at school maybe
2-3 week later max.
The medical library image (right) tells us that
although it was believed measles was viral,
prior to the vaccine introduced in 1968, the
treatment for measles was rest and plenty of
fluids.
And so, we shouldn't worry if our children 'go
down' with chicken pox and measles. We
should let them go through their temporary
discomfort, and not be afraid of it, and not
try to suppress any symptoms, and let our
children recover naturally, which in almost
every instance, they will!
Contrary to this simple treatment, the
greedy kings of the earth want us to believe
the wisest parental choice is to vaccinate our
children against chicken pox and measles.

We must vaccinate, vaccinate, VACCINATE against EVEN THE SLIGHTEST RISK of
our children contracting either of these 'deadly diseases'. You think I'm joking?
Here is one of thousands of identical Big Pharma-funded advertorials on the
dangers of measles. And push, push, pushing for the vaccine, here's the UK
Guardian running with the following, 'The chickenpox party is over as scientists
call for UK vaccine rollout. Deliberately sending children to catch the virus could
become a thing of the past if the jab is introduced.'
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BUT WHAT PARENTS NEVER TALKED ABOUT
And so we can see where this is all headed. Once again, we have more overhyping of what is essentially a minor condition in order to sell us more vaccines.
And the vile twist in the story, while our 'health experts' trumpet that measles
and chicken pox have all but been eliminated through vaccination, the reality is
that a mild and temporary illness in children designed for their future good is
now being suppressed by the MMR vaccine for evil pharmaceutical gain. So
many children are now suffering allergies, constant running noses and coughs
and colds. It's like their immunity to minor illness doesn't exist!
And we're not even including the high autism rates and behavioural
abnormalities, as well as severe injury and sudden infant death syndrome aka
SIDS as a result of the MMR vaccine. Carry out a search on standard vaccine
contents and ask yourself if toxic metals, bovine parts, chicken and human
embryo parts, egg albumen and formaldehyde should be squirted directly into
our bloodstream. As per the vaccine recipe below, we'd be in prison if we fed
these ingredients to our children.
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Speak to the mums and dads who have refused not just the MMR but ALL
vaccines for their children and they will tell you their children are healthy and
robust and have rarely a sniffle. Here is the link showing us that vaccinated
children are suffering far more illness than the unvaccinated. And again, speak
to millions of parents just like Jenny McCarthy with her vaccine-damaged son,
who will all instantly tell you, 'If you ask 99.9 percent of parents who have
children with autism if we'd rather have the measles versus autism, we'd sign up
for the measles.'
And to all parents who have noticed their
child has 'changed' since being vaccinated,
what has happened to your child is NOT
your fault. So many mums and dads
cannot countenance the idea that
vaccination might be the cause of their
child's new disability and will turn on
anybody who suggests this might be the
case, not so much because they
vehemently support vaccination but
because looking at this possibility brings
the guilt it was the parents who consented
to their child being vaccinated.
If you believe you have a vaccine-injured child, there are a great many support
groups out there now. Again though sadly, it is our worship of science and our
generally unquestioning attitude towards those in authority that explains our
ongoing resistance to listening to the other side to the vaccine debate, until it's
all too late of course. Lorrin's story above is found here and her mum's
testimony video here.
And whilst I'm not responsible for the information or product testimonies on
these sites nor affiliated to them, the Arnica site has a great resource page,
including groups in your area as well as many related organisations and papers.
My people die through lack of knowledge says our God. And already thousands
of people have been injured and also died from the c19 vaccine, and shortly we'll
be learning about this vaccine too.
It's as we gradually unpick the measles and chicken pox back story now that we
realise once again our anxieties are entirely unfounded and have been escalated
beyond all reason by Big Pharma wanting only to frighten millions of parents
into consenting to the MMR and other dangerous and unnecessary vaccines for
their children. And the mums and dads who have read up on ‘the other side to
the story’ and who don’t vaccinate for all the above reasons are soon marked
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down at the school gate as the unfit parents. And it is this damaging herd
mindset in particular which Smoke and Mirrors will hopefully help to reverse.

AND SO, WE HAVE A CONUNDRUM
And so, to the measles and chicken pox parties. Don't they prove contagion
theory? Again, no. The pox parties are based on the idea an 'infected' child can
'spread' the disease to another. Gather a load of children in a room, get them to
all play together with a couple of the 'infected', let them all 'catch it', and they'd
all be right as rain again in a couple of weeks. Prior to the mid-70s, attending a
measles and chicken pox party was almost a rite of passage. It was expected that
all children attend a pox party, 'catch it', suffer the illness the one time, and that
was that. Any age between six and ten was the norm for 'catching' measles and
chicken pox.
And so we held the pox parties and hold them still, and yes, some children 'go
down' with the measles after these parties, but what the parents NEVER TALK
ABOUT are those children who come away from these parties NOT having
'caught' ANYTHING! If a child doesn't 'catch' the supposedly 'highly infectious'
virus at that party, the validity of contagion theory isn't ever questioned by Mum
and Dad, it's just that little Johnny didn't 'catch it' this time around. Absolutely,
it is our unerring belief in 'contagion theory' and not the success rate of the
parties themselves that keeps the pox parties alive. School gate logic tells us
little Johnny has just attended a pox party (A), he ‘went down’ soon after with
the measles (B), therefore measles is contagious.
And so we have a conundrum. To keep contagion theory alive, what about those
children who attended these parties and never ‘went down’ with ANYTHING!
And what about the children who never attend any pox parties and an individual
will ‘go down’with measles and others all around them don’t? We are told
measles and chicken pox are highly infectious yet they seem to be breaking all
the rules. Could there be a valid NON-INFECTIOUS explanation for all of these
anomalies?
Once again, of course there is, and so we are reminded of the words of Medicine
Now presenter Geoff Watts, ’Another trap for the unwary lies in the failure to
distinguish between association and causation. The fact that two things
repeatedly happen at the same time doesn’t mean that one is necessarily the
consequence of the other. Both may be the result of some third event of which
the observer is unaware.’
But here’s a valid question at this point? Are we actually that interested in
solving the measles conundrum? And the germ theory dissenters would say if
we care for truth, then we HAVE to solve this one! And the diehard dissenters
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would say that ALL conundrums we come across in our lives, we should do our
utmost to solve. Diehard dissenters HATE any kind of conundrum, even down to
the white lion pub sign! And ALL dissenters and ALL God's watchmen would say
that because the majority of us are NOT generally interested in solving these
smaller ‘measles conundrums‘ (for want of a better description), this makes way
for other much larger monsters to break into the house. And what better
example than monster Kong!
Our God wants us to be vigilant AT ALL TIMES! He has a big heart for conundrum
solvers! As His Word tells us in Proverbs, ‘It is the Glory of God to conceal
a matter, and the glory of kings to investigate a matter.’ Prov25:2 The
Contemporary Standard translation tells us, ‘God is praised for being mysterious;
rulers are praised for explaining mysteries.’
And so, we're going to pursue this pox party mystery to the end here which
won’t take long at all. Because the solving of it can only benefit us for when
those greater deceptions come upon us that God has warned us will be coming
that would deceive even the elect if possible. Says our God, 'For false christs
and false prophets will arise and perform great signs and wonders, so as to lead
astray, if possible, even the elect.' Matt24:24 To lead astray even the elect, IF
POSSIBLE! But because of ‘measles exercises’ such as this, it's not going to be
possible, PRAISE GOD! Our God is preparing us to stand firm and with a sound
mind! He WILL have His church equipped, AMEN! And we'll look at this verse in
more detail later. And so to the measles mystery.

AND BY 3:05PM, EVERYBODY'S TELLING EVERYBODY
If you're a parent who believes there must be something in contagion theory
because your child or children all 'went down with it' together, whilst you might
have been convinced by your experience, did you carry out the necessary due
diligence to corroborate your experience? No offence, but we're all of us far
enough in to Smoke and Mirrors now to understand that carrying out our due
diligence on a matter is essential before we incorporate ANY new belief system
into our world view.
And likewise, if somebody in Tesco tells you that 'everybody's going down with
it', then before you get to the school gates and spread this 'contagion story' even
further, you need to carry out your due diligence too. Nothing spreads faster
and is more infectious than a good old-fashioned contagion story! At 3pm, one
parent will tell another that everybody's going down with it, and by 3.05pm,
everybody's telling everybody everywhere that everybody's got it! And so,
before you talk the school gate talk, you must walk the school gate walk. What
do I mean by this?
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Firstly, forget what ANY teacher says about the whole class, whole school 'going
down with it', and no offence to Miss Hopkins or Mr Tingly in Woodpeckers, but
before you start 'spreading' what they're spreading, have you personally
knocked on every door of every parent of every child to find out if every child
did actually 'go down' with the same contagious disease? If your answer is no,
this is hardly a surprise. Nobody carries out the necessary due diligence on this
one, nobody except the dissenters that is.
And the looks on people's
faces when you ask if they've
actually
done
their
homework to back up 'the
bug doing the rounds'. What
do you mean, homework???
Of course, everybody's gone
down with it! EVERBODY
knows that everybody's gone
down with it! Everybody's
saying the same everywhere!

But if you’re a believer in contagion theory and if you do decide at any point to
go knocking on those doors to validate your contagion beliefs, you'll need to
have a very good explanation for all the kids you’ll see racing around the
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neighbourhood who had all mixed with all the other kids in Mr Tingly's class over
the last week and weeks yet they’re not infected with ANYTHING!

UNREMARKABLE COINCIDENCE PLAYS A HUGE ROLE
Whole families, whole classes, whole schools and whole streets, villages, towns
and cities DO NOT EVER 'all go down together' as a result of any fabled measles
or chicken pox virus or any other alleged viral disease for that matter. And the
fact you'll be bumping into these 'uninfected' children left right and centre on
your door-knocking exercise MAKES A COMPLETE MOCKERY of the infectious
measles and chicken pox narrative spun by Madame Mainstream and Big
Pharma and propagated the same by Mum and Dad at the school gate. Such an
exercise if ever carried out makes a mockery of contagion theory full stop.
And if you do ever find a whole street has taken to their beds all at the same
time, invariably there will be mitigating environmental factors behind said
communal illness. The fake Butlins 'virus' is a case in point. Everybody believed
the 'highly contagious' Norwalk virus story cooked up by Butlins management,
when the true culprit was toxic foodstuffs cooked up by Butlins kitchen staff.
The Camelford water poisoning incident in July 1988 is another case in point.
No-one who drank the water was spared the dis-ease. Says the following UK
Guardian report, 'The impact was quick and frightening. Residents reported
black water pouring out of their taps, clinging to their skin and curdling the milk
in their tea. One man described how his hair had stuck together after he took a
bath, as if his head had been smeared with glue. Then came the illnesses, as
dozens of people who had drunk or bathed in water contaminated after 20
tonnes of aluminium sulphate was poured into the wrong tank at the local
treatment plant complained of conditions including stomach cramps, skin
rashes, diarrhoea, mouth ulcers and aching joints.' Everybody who drank the
bad water suffered. It skipped nobody, it made NO exceptions.
You cannot have it both ways. If your own children all 'went down with it' and
their playmates didn't, then your children DO NOT have an infectious
transmissible disease. End of. Same with the flu and other 'infectious winter
illness'. Think of all the times the other people in your house didn’t ‘go down'
with the alleged 'infectious’ cough or cold you were suffering. It is our own loose
thinking, fuzzy logic, blind faith, unduly latching on to coincidence and our
luciferian medical hierarchy brainwashing that are the dominant forces at the
school gate. Phrases such as 'the bug doing the rounds' and 'everybody’s gone
down with it' and 'there's a lot of it about' are an assault on sound reasoning.
And millions upon millions of us have been struck down with this particular ill.
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Contagion theory ALWAYS falls apart in the face of real life, intellectually
consistent critique, and it also falls apart in the face of what is known as Koch's
Postulates - the industry-accepted algorithm by which any supposed 'epidemic'
is measured to test its worthiness to be described as an epidemic. A certain
percentage of people per population must evidence being affected with the
same ‘condition’ and within a definite time frame. And unsurprisingly, when we
apply Koch's algorithm to our household, playground, classroom, school,
community, country, continental, worldwide epidemics and pandemics, they fail
Koch’s Postulates EVERY SINGLE TIME!
And the King Kong Korona ‘pandemic’ fails
miserably too, of course. And so, anybody
who says to another we’ll just have to get
through ‘this pandemic’ or how difficult it’s
been ‘since the pandemic’ or ‘because of the
pandemic’, your loose use of the word
pandemic is only reinforcing the lie. THERE
IS NO PANDEMIC! It is conspiring
governments instilling fear and lies into the
populations that has us falling like flies right
now - populations already mortally
wounded by magical thinking and blind trust
in our luciferian leaders. Basically, we’re
falling like flies from the head up.
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I NEED TO AIR

A PARTICULAR KORONA IRK
'If you can't annoy somebody, there is
little point in writing.' Kingsley Amis
Coincidence also plays a significant role in perpetuating contagion theory. If two
or three people 'go down' with toothache at the same time in the same house,
is toothache contagious? Of course not. You happened to get toothache, flu,
cough or cold AT THE SAME TIME! And also, if two or more family members go
down with purportedly the same 'viral illness' at the same time, are their
symptoms the same? Again, unless there's been some kind of water or food or
air poisoning, the answer in almost all instances will be no. And it is on this point
now that I need to air a particular Korona irk that got to me recently, and I don't
mind confessing it riled me no end at the time.
I had a bad case of the flu in late 2021 and wasn't fully myself again until about
five weeks later. And can I just say up front, I hate talking ailments, but I assure
you the flu ailment saga you're about to endure will be kept to the minimum
and is included only for the greater King Kong cause, haha!
So, there I was flued out, and out of the four of us under the one roof, my wife
became ill a couple of days after me and also with flu but our symptoms were
markedly different. I had an on-off, on-off temperature of around 102 for a few
days, plus shortness of breath and coughing, and was constantly shivering and
sweating. My skin was also highly sensitive to the touch and all food tasted like
papier-mâché and strangely metallic, especially toothpaste!
My tinnitus also became much louder during my illness which meant I couldn't
sleep at night which delayed my recovery even further. All I wanted for 5 weeks
was a duvet and a hot water bottle, and anybody who knows me will tell you
that is not AT ALL like me! All in all, it was a horrible time.
My wife felt equally rough but had different symptoms, no high temperature or
shortness of breath, no foodstuffs tasting metallic but lots of joint and muscleache and coughing. And our two sons under the same roof didn't 'go down' with
anything at all. So that was all very highly contagious wasn't it.... NOT!
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And so to my irk. What I found so irritating and
illogical was the immediate assumption from all
quarters I'd 'gone down with covid' and that my
wife had 'caught covid’ off me. I had people
telling me or texting me, 'I hear you've got covid'
and 'this covid's a right stinker isn't it', and 'have
you tested positive?'. And because my flu lasted
five weeks, it was even suggested to me I had
long covid, and even that I mihht have had the
Delta or Omicron variant! Ugh! I didn't let it
show on the outside because dissenters aren’t
allowed to show Korona dissent. But covid
this, covid that, long covid, short covid,
medium covid, tedium covid, covid, covid,
covvid, covvid, COVVID! AARRGGHH! Can
everybody please stop talking about ruddy,
bluddy COVID! I HAD THE FLU!
And I know we've already covered this but I’ll say it again, has
everybody forgotten that before 2020, there was such an illness as flu, and that
people can be badly affected by it? How many more ways can it be said, there
was NOTHING novel about ANY of the flu symptoms my wife and I suffered in
late 2021. SO WHAT if I felt worse than I’d felt for a long time! SO WHAT about
the metallic taste, my wife's joint and muscle pains and cough! SO WHAT about
my high temperature and shortness of breath and feeling the worst I've felt in
recent memory, NONE of this is ANY INDICATION this must be some new kind of
Korona kontagion.
The supposed ‘extarordinary symptoms’ which millions of people with almost
visible delight now are assigning to monster Kong would be thrown out of the
court of human reason ON THE VERY FIRST HEARING! All I had was the flu, and
in the flu season too. How unextraordinary and underwhelming is that! PLEASE
CAN WE STOP WITH OUR KORONA IMAGININGS! They are SOOOO ANNOYING!

OVER AND OVER UNTIL I CHOKE MYSELF IN THE STENCH OF IT ALL
But none of this matters now. It's all too emotional and too personal now. Post2020, and everything’s all about Korona now, and whilst we might not like all
the societal restrictions that come with monster Kong, we’re on our devices
quick enough to let everybody know the results of our self-imposed King Kong
Lateral Flow test, we're texting everybody our King Kong symptoms and booster
appointment times etc, etc. And all we're doing in all of this Korona kerfuffle is
adding legitimacy to the lie and feeding the monster further.
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My King Kong test confirms my King Kong status, and don't anybody DARE tell
me any different! This is MY covid, MY positive result, and I'm going to repeat
the words covid and covvid and long covvid and covvid positive and self-isolating
and sheltering and shielding and Omicron and Delta and booster over and over
and over until I choke myself in the stench of it all!

And it really doesn’t matter if you find this an ungracious observation, because
this is EXACTLY what's been happening RIGHT ACROSS our social media sites.
This is EXACTLY how we're behaving! Our facebook and instagram and whatsapp
posts don’t lie, we REALLY ARE choking ourselves with it all. We are enthralled
by the monster! Enthralled - meaning: captured someone’s interest and
attention completely. And who can possibly deny that monster Kong has
captured us completely!
King Kong Korona has become a false idol in our lives of epic proportions! People
are literally running towards the King Kong penitentiary with their positive tests
and Korona flu symptoms and vaccine appointment times and hammering on
the door demanding entry and demanding to be heard. And it is a penitentiary,
isn’t it. Of course the King Kong c19 pantomime is as much about us.
Through our self-imposed anti-social distancing and rubbing and scrubbing
rules, through our unfounded fear of one another, our fake behaviours and King
Kong double standards over the last two years, the Kiong Kong penitentiary we
inhabit IS ENTIRELY OF OUR OWN MAKING. And so now that we’re all
imprisoned, the only way forward now is to confess our erancy in all of this and
ask our God to lead us out again, if we’ll let Him. Which is the entire story of the
Bible, as it happens! Man steeps himself in doodoo, he turns to God to rescue
him and God graciously lifts him out of the doodoo.
We listened to lucifer in the Garden, we believed his lies and we became
enslaved by our idolatry, we suffered many dark times as a result, our God set
us free again, only for us to repeat our wilful mistakes and ending up in our
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doodoo again. Our God rescued us again, we slipped again, He rescued us again,
we fell again, back and forth, back and forth until our God finally sets us free
ONCE AND FOR ALL TIME through His Son Jesus, WOOHOO!
And so, thank You Lord that no matter how many times we fall or turn away
from You to worship ourselves and other gods, Your Heart is ALWAYS for us
because You love us DESPITE our weaknesses and fallibility and sinfulness, and
Your Hand is always outstretched to rescue us from ourselves! And so Lord,
please lift Your children out from this latest Korona darkness!

WE DON’T ALL HAVE TWO HEADS AND HOWL AT THE MOON
And so we can see now how the infectious germ and bug and virus conversations
we've all been having in Tesco and at the school gate ABSOLUTELY have a wider
impact on our kontagious Korona beliefs, all of which is only adding to the
infectious gloom that's settled across the lands.

This is why I say it's imperative we have ALL the pieces of the King Kong puzzle
in place, even the measles conundrum, so that every aspect to the incredible
Korona deception is clear in our minds. Because as sure as eggs are eggs, if we
don't stay fully alert, the Korona monster will pull a pincer movement and
devour us. Like that iconic scene in Jurassic Park, we do not want to fall foul of
the clever girl!
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And whilst contrary conversations on germ theory would be wonderful to hear
at the school gate, such conversations are most-times far too awkward to dwell
for too long because they only draw attention to the gaping holes in our own
world view on germs and disease. And anyway, NOTHING must threaten the
stranglehold of contagion theory, it could cause the whole King Kong kingdom
to kollapse!
And whilst you might not have any contagion theory dissenters in your
friendship circle right now, there are millions of us out there who outright reject
the virus and the germ and take the same hard stance against our loose language
and magical thinking surrounding ‘catching stuff’ and scrubbing surfaces and our
general germophobia.
And whilst no-one can ever say for certain there are no white crows, the onus
isn't on the germ theory dissenter to prove ANYTHING! As far as we’re
concerned, all sensible analysis reveals contagion theory to be nothing more
than entrenched scientific fairy tale. And funnily enough, when you get to meet
us, we don't all have two heads and howl at the moon, either!
Did you know Big Pharma 'scientists' have
discovered how the chicken pox virus can lay
dormant inside us and can reappear decades
later in the form of shingles! More unproven,
fear-inducing, ticking timebomb poxy virus
advice from the doctor! And whilst shingles is
certainly a horrible condition (right), its
horribleness pales into insignificance
compared to the treatment for it.

BE SURE TO COMPLETE THE COURSE. I WILL, DOCTOR
The following treatment for shingles as advised by the Mayo Clinic reads like
a WW3 arms checklist! 'There's no cure for shingles, but prompt treatment with
prescription antiviral drugs can speed healing and reduce the risk of
complications. Medications include: Acyclovir
Famciclovir, Valacyclovir
(Valtrex). Shingles can cause severe pain, so your doctor also may prescribe
Capsaicin topical patch (Qutenza), anti-convulsants, such as gabapentin
(Neurontin), Tricyclic anti-depressants, such as amitriptyline, numbing agents,
such as lidocaine delivered via a cream, gel, spray or skin patch, medications
containing narcotics, such as codeine, an injection including corticosteroids and
local anesthetics.'
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Admittedly, the Mayo Clinic is an American organisation where medicine
worship is at an all-time high, but we can reckon on the standard doctor's
consultation for shingles to run as follows:
I think I've got shingles, doctor. Yes, Mrs Finch,
it certainly looks that way, and it's a horribly
painful virus, isn't it! And actually Mrs Finch,
this shingles is the chicken pox virus
manifesting in your body after all these years.
I take it you've had chicken pox in your time?
You have? Aged six? Well, well, Mrs Finch, by
my calculations, this virus has lain dormant
inside you for the last 61 years! These antivirals should see it off. Be sure to complete the
course. I will, doctor, thank you.

WE MUSTN'T EVER START THINKING FOR OURSELVES
And so, heading back home with her mountain of anti-virals and all the powerful
little rules and regulations for their consumption, Mrs Finch has gained a great
deal of comfort from her doctor's confident pronouncements and clear
treatment plan. And when she gets home, Maud Finch explains in great detail to
hubby Finch and to everybody else who visits and calls for an update that her
shingles is actually the chicken pox virus and it's been living inside her
undetected FOR THE LAST SIXTY ONE YEARS, WOULD YOU BELIEVE!
All this time, Maud! We just don't
know what's round the corner, do
we! We don't Irene, we really don't!
And so it's another resounding
victory for germ and virus theory in
the Finch household, and Maud's
front room is now a full on ticking
time bomb shingles shrine, and all
who visit must pay homage to
Maud's imagined shingles virus. And
on pain of death, NOBODY must tell
Maud her diagnosis is based on nowt
but Big Pharma fraud and all round
doctor worship. Can you imagine the
kerfuffle! The blasphemy of it!
Quite unbelievably, here's Forbes Magazine imploring us to trust our scientists
and warning us NOT to do our own research. How desperate is that! Let our
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scientists do our thinking for us, smh. Allowing these 'science experts' to think
for us has been so much of the reason we've got stinking King Kong sitting on
top of us right now. Heil Korona! And heil Healer!
If Maud had carried out just a little bit of research for herself on her supposedly
'viral condition' (and it really isn't that hard to research these things if you've
a mind to do so), Maud would have discovered myriad inconsistencies in 'the
dormant chicken pox virus’ theory. Many clinicians believe shingles to be the
body's reaction to acute or sudden stress, and the painful skin lesions Maud
experienced soon after her daughter split from her violent husband can be
treated with topical cold compresses, natural soothing creams such as coconut
oil, and by consuming rich sources of natural antibiotics such as garlic and onion,
and also vitamin C which is a natural collagen (skin repairing compound).
The very last thing the shingles patient needs is a whole body chemical carpetbombing which is exactly what Maud will be getting as she submits to
conventional shingles wisdom and treatment. The side-effects of Maud's
acyclovir, valacyclovir, and famciclovir include headache, dizziness, tired feeling,
nausea, stomach pain, joint pain, vomiting and diarrhea, reduced white blood
cell count, liver abnormalities, yellowing skin and eyes, and would you believe
serious skin rashes.
But no, Maud didn't read the package insert. Dr Bennett has been her doctor for
thirty years! And Dr Bennett has told Maud she needs to begin her shingles
medicine straight away! Dr Bennett this, Dr Bennett that, Dr Bennett, Dr
Bennett! And anyway, we can't have Maud reading up on the side-effects and
saying to herself, hey, what's this I'm putting into my body? We mustn't ever
start thinking for ourselves, especially when it comes to health and wellbeing.
We must abide by Forbes Magazine's sound advice to trust the experts, and
anyway, my shingles requires treating by a proper doctor. My shingles, MY
SHINGLES! And all that guff about reviewing my toxic terrain doesn't apply here.
I'll read your Beauchamp stuff when I'm feeling better.
And so, Maud begins pouring highly
toxic pollutants into her already
stagnant goldfish bowl 3 x daily. And
one by one, Maud watches her
goldfish going belly up. What a week
for Maud! Discovering she's been
carrying a virus inside her for sixty
one years, feeling like death warmed
up and now, all her goldfish are dead!
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IMAGINE IF MAUD BECAME MILITANT MAUD!
Can we not see how utterly steeped we have become in our scientism and toxic
doctor worship and to such great detriment to our health! And imagine if Maud
really did read up on the other side to germ and virus theory and realised the
ginormous fraud propping up the ENTIRE industry. Imagine if Maud became
Militant Maud!
Imagine she met with Dr Bennett and drew out her mobile phone as a weapon and
said, I really do want to get this germ theory correct in my head, Doctor, because
all my life, germ theory has been such an easy concept to understand. We get
invaded by a germ or a virus, we get ill with it, your medicines attack the virus and
we get better! It's intuitively compelling, so my son says, Doctor. But ever since
I can remember, Doctor, Billy's disagreed with lots of different aspects of modern
medicine, and I don't know how many times he's told me germs and viruses are an
attractive idea based on feelings rather than facts or proof. And I just laughed at
him at the time Doctor, because we've all grown up with germ theory, haven't we.
But last week watching Wimbledon really got to me.
And with an android nimbleness that surprises Dr Bennett, Maud fetches up the
picture of the Wimbledon 2021 Novak Djokovic interview. How does this
photograph make ANY sense, Doctor? A two metre-distanced interview being
watched by a 10 centimetre-distanced capacity crowd? And none of them
wearing masks! And quite frankly, Doctor, I don't care what Forbes Magazine
says about trusting our scientists, I have to ask you, are we in a the middle of a
deadly pandemic or aren't we? Because from where I'm standing, it certainly
doesn't look like it!

And my goodness me! It
really does sound like
Maud has turned a
militant corner, woohoo!
Continues militant Maud,
I'm starting to see so
many
inconsistencies,
Doctor, I can't get over
the ridiculousness of
what I'm looking at!
Please tell me, as a qualified doctor, Doctor, what does this tennis picture say
about this supposed pandemic? And what does it say about us? And do you
know what my Billy said to me the other day, Doctor? He said that what with all
of us keeping quiet about all of these King Kong double standards we've been
seeing all around us every day, and which I freely confess I've been participating
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in myself, our silence on these matters is only making everything a hundred
times worse! Waiting and hoping in our government health scientists to rescue
us whilst shutting our eyes to our partying politicians lying to us every day. My
Billy describes this coronavirus as a pantomime Doctor, and I have to say, I can't
disagree at this point.
But also Doctor, it feels like I'm not allowed to talk about any of these things! It's
like I'm alone in it all, and if I try to talk to any of my friends about any of this,
they just sort of roll their eyes at me. And I've noticed since I've 'come out' on
all of this Korona business, they just don't talk to me like they used to. It's almost
like I'm being shunned for thinking differently, Doctor. What's that word, Doctor,
that bird with the long neck? Ostracised. That's what it is, Doctor, like I'm on the
edge. Billy told me it would be like that. Any thoughts, Doctor? Doctor?
Go, Maud! Go Lolly! Go Mims! You wear that pink! And until we actually stop
and think about what we're seeing all around us, until we comprehend the full
extent of our doctor and science worship and the establishment Korona lies,
then we are only bringing this morbid, faux contagious atmosphere down
thicker upon our own heads. We are instrumental in our Korona downfall. Too
harsh of me? I don't think so.
It's April 2022 now, and because we
haven’t dared to open the darker Korona
box, the slightest sniffle now from any
household, the slightest feeling of not
feeling very well, the slightest possibility
somebody may have mixed with somebody
else who may have been track and traced
or who hasn't been vaccinated or who
tested positive on whatever fake Korona
test is seeing family and friends cancelling
long-planned get-togethers at the drop of
a hat. If we're waiting for a sniffle-free day
before we can all meet up together, then
nobody's ever going to be meeting up with
anybody EVER AGAIN!
Pre-King Kong, would any of us have been behaving like this? OF COURSE NOT!
Wake up o church! Wake up o people! You can think these decisions to 'stay
away' from friends and famiy because you're sniffling a bit fall under caring for
your neighbour, but actually, all you're doing is reinforcing more of the same
luciferian Big Pharma lies and insanity. If you're genuinely ill, stay away if you
don't feel like going out, but if you're staying away because of Korona 'science
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and wisdom', you've been done out of good night out by lucifer himself. Shoot
me if I'm wrong.

A SWORD THROUGH THE DESPICABLE WITCH
Once again in December 2021, family members are are telling one another not
to get too close to other friends and family they haven't seen for a while for fear
of the fake, phantom Omicron which strangely, may well require a further
vaccine. So, the twin jab and booster still hasn't been quite enough? Here's the
British Medical Journal in November 2021 telling us the NHS is preparing to offer
us annual booster jabs to protect us against monster Kong. Annual now, smh.
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And prior to visiting nervous Aunt Sally, we're getting into our private Korona
huddles once again and secretly agreeing that to keep Aunt Sally from totally
freaking out, none of us must mention we were out mid-week at some
restaurant or pub that might have been Korona kontagious. And when we get to
Aunt Sally's door, we all hold up our 'all clear' Lateral Flow tests to satisfy Aunt
Sally we're clean, and Aunt Sally's got all her windows open and it's minus 2
outside, and all of our 'going along with Aunt Sally' is only furthering and
deepening the Korona bullshit. Just as we were getting back to some sort of
'normality', we’re descending back into the 2020 King Kong madness again. And
all because we have believed our governments, because we've refused to open
the darker Korona box because it’s been easier all round for us to go along with
all the bullshit and believe the lie. But is it any easier?
Even the fully vaxxed are now
starting to doubt the mainstream
narrative. Right, we see
the
growing number of double-vaxxed
now asking legitimate questions. You
promised us a return to 'normality'
but where is it? Whats the difference
between the vaxxed and the
unvaxxed? Answer - nothing. We'll
never be fully vaxxed!
We cannot change the evil luciferian
leadership structure above us. Our
God can, if He wants to, of course.
But even if He doesn't, we can pray
for the hearts of our leaders to be
changed. BUT what is certainly within
our power to change is our defeated
outlook and attitude towards
pathetic, toothless imaginary, lifesapping King Kong.
And shoot me for saying it, I really don’t care, someone's got to say it before we
all go under again, what we're all looking at here is a form of collective madness.
In fact, it’s more than just madness, it's satanic madness. It's beyond heartbreaking! A fake, imagined virus now controlling our every waking moment. Rise
up, o people! Rise up, o church! Of course our God wants us out from under the
stinking witch! He's warned us clear enough about the strong delusions that
would come upon the earth and we'll be looking at this in more detail in part 2.
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We CAN open the darker box and face our true enemy if we have the will to do
so. And we're going to have to at some point soon, anyway, so why not get it
over with now? A sword through the covid whore!
But looking at the world through new eyes now
and wearing your finest pink, you'll see fake
infectious virus hype eveywhere. Everyday Health
online is a classic 'infectious' site. Its 'news section'
tells us '10 facts we need to know about measles',
none of which are true or are necessary to know.
It tells us about a new monkey pox (right) which
has 'struck' 200 people in the US allegedly.
It tells us about E-coli, about a rare and deadly tropical disease which Big pharma
has dubbed melioidosis which again has struck US citizens, and tells us that
superbugs kill a US citizen every 15 minutes, but thankfully, the AstraZeneca King
Kong Korona vaccine has finally been approved for use. Yawn, yawn, on and on
and on AND ON AND ON! What an infectious and depressing read!
Hopefully though, we can now see this lying, profit-driven medical onslaught for
what it is. Come out of her, My people, come out from under ALL of her, says
our God! And again, the onus is NOT on the virus dissenter to prove how measles
or chicken pox or monkey pox or any other supposed virus is 'caught' or 'spread',
the onus is on those who believe in contagion theory to prove your theory. At
the very least, in your quest to prove viruses exist, please show us something
more than just a glowing cgi golf ball with little pylons sticking out of it.

WEARING A FACE MASK MADE NOT A JOT OF DIFFERENCE
Back to the early years of germ theory, and the best indicator that Pasteur’s
fictitious ideas on 'invisible bad guys' were taking hold was the arrival of the
gauze mask to cover the surgeon’s nose and mouth which was introduced by
Polish surgeon Johannes Freiherr von Mikulicz-Radecki in 1896. The mask was
designed to protect the patient from the supposedly 'infectious breath' of the
surgeon,37 and from that point on, all objectivity and truth was lost in the
immediate big business opportunities made possible in the battle against
Pasteur's invisible clouds of germs.

37

Mikulicz was also one of the first surgeons to use gloves during surgery. Rubber gloves were
introduced soon afterwards by William Stewart Halsted (1852-1922) to protect the hands of his head
nurse who was sensitive to the antiseptics and whom Halsted later married. The gloves were designed
by the millionaire inventor of the vulcanisation process, Charles Goodyear (1800-1860), who was a
good friend of Halsted.
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The Korona mask and its detrimental health effects
and particularly its detrimental spiritual effects
upon the populations is discussed shortly, but here
are couple of interesting statistic before we get
there. Firstly, here's a short video showing how
aerosol spray droplets (which are far larger than the
alleged c19 virus) PASS RIGHT THROUGH so many of
the standard masks out there. Therefore, the mask
offers NIL PROTECTION from 'anything' being
breathed out by you or being breathed in by the
passer-by. Right, we see more madness as people
are advised by 'experts' to double-mask for the
winter. Please watch this ridiculous 1 minute video.
And secondly, meet Dr Lisa Brosseau (right),
a respiratory expert and professor (since retired)
at University of Illinois, Chicago, and Dr Sietsema,
also an expert in respiratory protection and an
assistant professor at the same university. These
two giants for sensible science collated the
evidence on masks and their ability to protect and
prevent 'infection'. Both doctors determined
there is NIL evidence that surgical masks worn by
healthcare workers are effective at limiting the
emission of small particles or that breathing out
will contaminate wounds during surgery.
In one study spanning 115 weeks, 1,537 operations were performed with face
masks resulting in 73 (4.7%) wound infections and 1,551 operations without face
masks resulting in 55 (3.5%) infections The overseeing clinician Dr Tunivall
deemed the data from this trial as NO DIFFERENT to all other studies conducted
on efficacy of facemasks which all showed that face masks do NOT decrease
post-operative infections. Said Dr. Tunivall, 'It has never been shown that
wearing surgical face masks decreases postoperative wound infections.'
Basically, wearing a face mask made NOT A JOT OF DIFFERENCE. In fact, those
surgeons who did NOT wear a mask had a better success rate! This study serves
only to remind us of the importance of Helmont's invisible carpet, in that any
wound contamination across the study will have been the result of as yet
unidentified ENVIRONMENTAL factors. Drs Brosseau and Sietsema concluded,
'Clinical trials in the surgery theatre have found no difference in wound infection
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rates with and without surgical masks. Despite these findings, it has been
difficult for surgeons to give up a long-standing practice.'
Both the above examples provide yet more evidence that kills stone dead the
fake 'infectious virus' and the 'disease-causing' theory underpinning it. There is
NIL evidence for the hordes of invisible gremlins out to get us. And the dissenter
would say throw your mask and gloves and sanitisers and all attendant fears into
the bin, yes, even the mask! And yes, I know there's still the strong urge to do
'the right thing' by others, and you may also still be nervous about 'catching
stuff', but please reserve judgment on my suggestion to ditch the mask until you
read the chapter coming shortly detailing the occult significance of this rag
around the face of God's created ones. Can we actually take on board what these
doctors are saying and drag ourselves out from under the witch?

'OK! OK! So, you're bashing germs and viruses. But you mentioned AIDS earlier,
are you saying that AIDS wasn't caused by a virus either?' Once again, the
dissenter mantra, whatever you think, think opposite! One of the most recent
supposedly 'infectious pandemics' etched deep into the public psyche is
AIDS/HIV, and in part 2, I have dedicated a short chapter on its own to look at
the AIDS travesty brought down upon us by the kings of the earth.
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The AIDS story in particular highlights the truly evil nature of the pharmaceutical
industry and also the part we played in enabling the mass AIDS genocide, and
ESPECIALLY the role played by church universal. The 'unholy alliance' of evil Big
Pharma and a naive church ‘wanting only to help’, saw millions of spurious HIV
ELISA tests and mountains of fatally poisonous AIDS drugs being distributed
across Asia and South America and particularly Africa, which maimed and killed
thousands upon thousands of people who needed only clean water, food and
mosquito nets. Mass genocide and mass deception is NOT an exaggeration as
you will discover.

THIS IS THE VALUE OF THIS JOURNEY
All that's really been missing in this whole Korona horror story is access to
coherent contrary information by which to measure the gaping King Kong
inconsistencies we see all around us. And with that information hopefully
burned into us now, we can begin to step out from under the oppressive
infectious mainstream narrative ruling over us, and NEVER TO RETURN!
But herein lays another problem, and I never thought I’d find myself quoting the
man, but Marilyn Manson gets closest to it when he says, ’I've always believed
that a person is smart. It's people that are stupid.’ Yes, Marilyn! Individually
we’re smart but what is it about us humans as a collective that we lose our nerve
when faced with any decision that requires us to break from the mainstream
mindset, break from the hive mind and appear to think differently to others?
Dissenters learn from a very early dissenting age to not ever worry what the
majority might think of our 'different thinking'. And so, we're back to first
follower theory, unafraid to wear pink and being the first on the dance floor.
The other side to contagion theory and to Louis Pasteur and Edward Jenner and
vaccination as told in these pages certainly confronts our deeply programmed
beliefs on disease and disease causation. For all of us almost since birth, it’s only
ever been germs and more germs, and viruses, and bugs of course. And then
suddenly to learn we’ve fallen victim to a germ warfare brainwashing of
UNPARALLELED PROPORTIONS is always going to be a shuddering shock to the
system! And PRAISE GOD FOR THAT!
But this is the value of this journey in Smoke and Mirrors. It’s not just about the
initial challenge to the senses. If this information is resonating with you, then it’s
also about what YOU are going to do from this point on with what you have
learned, from today even!
The imagined dangers of Pasteur's fantasy invisible microbes filling the air and
covering every surface with every kind of infection are only fuelling our
obsessive King Kong ‘disinfecting’ routines. And so reading what you've read so
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far in these pages, how much has your belief in germs and viruses and their
alleged dangers influenced your daily King Kong thinking and behaviour? To
what degree have your beliefs in viruses and germs influenced your own
anxieties surrounding supposedly 'infectious Korona'? And most importantly,
how does this new information affect you going forwards?
Because either I am a lunatic or what you've been reading here now requires
you to re-evaluate your institutional medical heroes and your innate responses
to the mention of the words germ and virus. In fact, your entire world view on
‘infection’ is now up for reappraisal. You have arrived at your valley of decision!
Can you let it all go? Can you bring yourself to tear up the decades of 'germcentric' rote-learning embedded so deeply into your psyche? And if you’re
medically qualified, can you bring yourself to tear up your years of virus
education and contagion certificates, as prestigious as they are?
For this is your next logical step if you are to truly break free. And the dissenter
would say that alongside the daily pounding we've all been receiving from lying
Madame Mainstream on King Kong Korona, it is our rote-learned education on
'transmissible germs and viruses' that is THE ROOT CAUSE AND SUM OF ALL OUR
KORONA FEARS! And if you’ve been one of those people who have been
particularly fearful of ‘infectious Korona’, then a little later, there's a special
section dedicated just to YOU to help you to walk away from all of your fears if
you haven’t done so already. Our God does not want you fearful, He wants you
right out from under the stinking Korona witch, AMEN!
It's that simple when you're a dissenter. So much in life really is black and white,
despite what the post-modernist might tell you! Before 18th century philosopher
Hegel came along, there was a general understanding there was good and there
was bad, and the right and wrong and black and white of whatever matter could
be arrived at through coherent discussion. There was thesis and its opposite
antithesis.
Hegel changed all that by proposing we merge the best and the most popular of
the bad with the good, mixing thesis with antithesis and arriving at synthesis.
And it is Hegel's synthesis that now underpins so much of our 21st century wonky
reasoning which seeks to please everybody and have everybody right in their
own special way. Everybody's point is valid, there is no black and white any
more, just fifty shades of grey. And now that everybody thinks in grey, the black
and white thinkers stand out like sore thumbs.
And so, speaking plain black and white now, Louis Pasteur made not ONE SINGLE
valid contribution to sensible medicine. But such is the control the kings of the
earth exert over gootube and wikipedia and Madame Mainstream and our main
stream education today that when little Jimmy and Rachel search the internet
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for articles to help them in their 'breakthroughs in medicine' assignment, they’ll
certainly come across the History Heroes page with all manner of 'heroic'
paragraphs to copy and paste: 'Fleming’s discoveries led to HUGE advances in
medicine and our ability to fight disease. He certainly couldn’t have done it
without Louis Pasteur’s great discoveries and improvements to fight disease
almost 100 years before. They are our GERM history heroes and deserve their
own, shared GERM DAY on their shared date of 28th September!' Yay! Germ Day!
Another contrived celebration reinforcing false contagion theory.

WE COULD BLAME BIG PHARMA
There isn't a lot more we can add to the germ and the virus that we haven't
already covered, except to reiterate if we are prepared carry out our detective
work, a non-viral cause for man's myrid ills can almost always be identified
eventually. And so, at this point in Smoke and Mirrors, if we had the mind to, we
could look back over our education and seek to blame so many people in the
long education chain who taught us to be afraid of the germ and the virus. We
could blame Madame Mainstream for her 24/7 King Kong brainwashing, we
could blame Big Pharma and our wicked luciferian governments for lying to us
outright about the fake King kong virus and stoking our fears all over again with
their fake Omicron variant. We could go back to the cradle and blame Mum and
Dad for kicking off our great 'infection' and yukky germs indoctrination, because
home is ALWAYS where the biggest impression is made on impressionable
young minds. And we could also point the finger at Mr Rolf the biology teacher
and Professor Pewliss at UCL and our family doctor who each had a hand in
etching in the finer details of Mum and Dad's ‘yukky germs’.
But if we’re honest with one another, we must accept that so much of the
rubbing and scrubbing and masking and anxious anti-social distancing in our new
normal Korona world is the result of our own intellectual inconsistency, our own
magical thinking and our own OUTRIGHT REFUSAL to open the darker Korona
box even when it'sbeen staring us in the face. Of course King Kong Korona is as
much about us! We're all of us helping to build the virus-infested walls that now
surround us. So, comr on boys and girls, break the cycle! Thank our God for the
sound mind He has given us, and ask Him to lead us in Truth and True Freedom,
because we really needn’t be behaving as we are right now!
/////----------------------------/////
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If the information you've read in the preceding pages on the germ and the virus
and contagion theory has grabbed your interest, here is an excellent 10 minute
video called The Microbe is Nothing, The Immune System is Everything. The man
is so engaging and he explains the Bechamp theory of health and wellness so
simply and clearly. And here is a youtube discussion on the Bechamp Pasteur
years, and clicking on these links brings up many other videos which rationally
overturn the current false 'infectious virus' paradigm.
This next short chapter summarise the history of medicine and man's general
pomposity when it comes to 'knowing stuff', and then in the chapter that follows
we'll look at the mask and the occult meaning behind it, and after that we'll look
at the King Kong vaccine.
We are making headway, my friend, and whilst it might seem like we're spending
more time than necessary in some places, I trust everything we're covering here
is only helping to dismantle the monster, dismember her, even!
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THE GENIUS AND THE FOOL
IN EQUAL MEASURE
'If there really is God who created the entire universe with
all of its glories, and He decides to deliver a message to
humanity, He will not use, as His messenger, a person on
cable TV with a bad hairstyle.' Dave Barry

Haha! Most-times, the header quote ties into the chapter. In this instance, it's there
just because I love it! It has so many applications. Read into it however you want!
Talk to most people and they'll tell you we're living in the days of unparalleled
scientific endeavour, but how easily we lull ourselves into this false sense of
cutting edge 'forwardness'. Yes, there are some incredible sciences with us
today and here are just a few examples. But talk to any medical historian worth
his salt and he'll tell you everything is cyclical. There is nothing new under the
sun. The genius as well as the catastrophic with us today has certainly been
before, and will come again, save for the return of our Lord Jesus, of course!
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Left, we see electro-convulsive therapy being practiced as early as 3,000 BC
according to this website. Patient A is being lowered into a bucket of electric
eels and patient B is receiving electric fish therapy for mental confusion, haha!
This is why the history of medicine has been summarised as follows:
I have a dis-ease
2000 BC: here, eat this root
1000 AD: that root is heathen, say this prayer
1850 AD: that prayer is superstition, drink this potion and vaccinate
1940 AD: that potion is toxic, swallow this pill and vaccinate
1985 AD: that pill is snake oil, take this antibiotic and vaccinate
2000 AD: that antibiotic is dangerous, eat this root
Anon
And right now, we're simply living in the pharmaceutically-dominated
antibiotic/vaccine era, and although it’s early 2022 now, our general
understanding of disease and its causation and 'cure' is just as dark as it ever
was. It's just that we don't see the cyclical nature of it all. We see only what's
directly in front of us, and what we see right now has us wholeheartedly
believing we're at the forefront of science and technology, that we’re cutting
edge and despite being surrounded by germs 24/7, we’re the most scientifically
advanced generation in all of human history, lol x 1,000!
Every generation has believed we’re at the cutting edge. This is always how we
ALWAYS perceive ourselves, and later in Smoke and Mirrors we'll be looking at
our false perceptions of ‘advanced 21st century man’ and the idea those
'ignorant shepherds' of yester-year didn't have the understanding we have
today. The pomposity of it, hahahaha! But until we get to that section, here’s
a list of 10 examples of ancient ingenuity, each incredible in their own right and
with today's scientists stumped at how we did that! I would particularly draw
your attention to items 1, 9 and 10, nano technology from 1,600 years ago!

THE GENIUS AND THE FOOL IN EQUAL MEASURE
Seventeenth century scientist and philosopher Francis Bacon (1561-1626) had
a dream to systematise science, and in his bid to help weed out the false from
the good, he proposed a calendar of popular error. Bacon rightly reasoned there
is nothing new under the sun and the errors we're making today will certainly
have been made in a previous era, and therefore, to avoid vain repetition, when
a 'genius science' is later shown to be in error, enter that error into his calendar
so we know what scientific dead end to avoid next time around. 40
40

Francis Bacon 1561 – 1626, The Advancement of Learning in which was proposed ‘A calendar of
vulgar errors, that man’s knowledge be not weakened or embased by such dross and vanity.'
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And I'm sure our God has His Head in His Hands and laughs out loud sometimes
as He looks down and watches us making the same mistakes over and over!
'Have they forgotten already how XYZ was such a dismal failure?' Across the
ages, we've been the genius and the fool in equal measure! Says our God in as
many words, ’Like a dog that returns to its vomit is a fool who repeats his folly.
Do you see a man wise in his own eyes? There is more hope for a fool than for
him.’ Prov26:11-12 Don't you just love the Bible!
And whilst there isn't the time or space here to give the history of medicine the
full justice it deserves, the medicine dissenter would simply say our current era
of 'scientific medicine' with its triumphs and failures will certainly come again, if
our Lord Jesus hasn't returned by then, when there'll be no more need for
doctors anyway!
If we apply intellectual integrity to all we have read so far on Pasteur and germs
and viruses, then we must agree that all that 'we know' about 'infectious
disease' has been rendered worthless, along with so many of the pills and
potions we buy to 'cure' and 'protect' us from said 'infections'. In short, we must
accept OUR CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF DISEASE CAUSATION, PREVENTION
AND CURE IS ALMOST ENTIRELY WITHOUT FOUNDATION! Filling a whole side of
A4 with line after line of those fifteen words plus exclamation mark would not
be a waste of our time! I'll state them one more time:

OUR
CURRENT
UNDERSTANDING
OF DISEASE CAUSATION,

PREVENTION AND CURE IS
ALMOST ENTIRELY WITHOUT FOUNDATION!
The preceding pages force us to re-evaluate our ENTIRE medicine cabinet. Oliver
Wendell Holmes said of medicine that if the whole medicine cabinet was thrown
into the sea it would be better for mankind and worse for the fishes! Hear! Hear!
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And did you check the word count just now?
It was fourteen, not fifteen! But don't worry,
I'll not be testing you again! This was merely
a reminder that wearing pink now, you are
to adopt a whole new mindset when reading
and watching ANYTHING that claims to be
instructive or educational.
And in case there's any tut-tutting over Oliver's medicine cabinet comment, his
dismissal of conventional medicine obviously does NOT apply to those drugs and
procedures which have proven benefit. But whatever our conventional medical
triumphs, none of this undoes the fact that so many 'medicines' today are not
only unnecessary for health but are also deeply injurious to God's creation.
The kings of the earth know all of this too, of course. The boring mitigating
factors we've been looking at in these pages which time and again undo
'infectious germ and virus' theory are all known to the Rockefellers, the GSKs,
the Pfizers and Madame Mainstream etc, etc, but none of these awkward FACTS
are EVER included in their high octane 'virumentaries' or school and university
curricula or on our King Kong nightly news. Every mainstream news outlet on
disease only ever teaches us WHAT to think about health and disease and
medicine and every deadly viral plague, never HOW to think.
And if you hadn't already joined the dots, I am certain you're seeing now how
everything we're discussing here remains 100% pertinent to us gaining a better
understanding the fake King Kong c19 pantomime. Checking for white lions,
checking the cave for Helmont's carpet, checking something as banal as an
author's stated word count, this must be your new mindset now if you are to
stay ahead of our wily enemy.
As God's Word tells us in so many places, bold emphasis mine: 'But solid food is
for the mature, for those who have their powers of discernment trained by
constant practice to distinguish good from evil.' Heb5:14
and 'Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal of
your mind, that by testing you may discern what is the will of God, what is good
and acceptable and perfect.' Rom12:2
and 'See to it that no one takes you captive by philosophy and empty deceit,
according to human tradition, according to the elemental spirits of the world,
and not according to Christ.' Col2:8
and 'Do not judge by appearances, but judge with right judgment.' John7:24
And SO WHAT if the author of whatever prestigious scientific paper is a knight
of the realm! SO WHAT if he or she possesses every qualification under the sun!
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lucifer's deceit knows no bounds, and he will use the most glittering and
trustworthy conduits to deceive us, even if these knights of the realm have no
idea they are themselves deceived.
EVERYTHING we read or watch or hear of significance, we must test for its
'factualness', even in Smoke and Mirrors, we mustn't EVER go by appearances
alone. Go to all the sources I’ve supplied and test what you have been reading
and watching.
God's warnings to stay vigilant are in His Word for good reason. Whenever an
unusual phenomena or 'strangeness' confronts us, we are to keep our heads,
and if we ask our God for His Holy Spirit discernment, He will see to it that
lucifer's lies will come to the surface if they are present. Our side of this bargain
is simply to remember we must always seek God first, and not just walk in
whatever direction our luciferian leaders point us, as church universal has done
with monster Kong, and as of February/March 2022, she is still doing.

And our discernment isn’t just reserved for the invisible spiritual realm either.
We must maintain our vigilance in earthly matters too. I'm a big fan of Emma
Holister's medical cartoons, and above is one of my faves! For more of Emma's
acerbic humour, click here.
And again, I say, particularly, when it comes to the history of medicine and the
theory of disease, all of us have suffered at the hands of our educators. Mrs
Timms the biology teacher and Mr Sixsmith the physics teacher shaped our
world view on 'the science' of it all, but they suffered the same under Mr Gilmour
and Miss Reuben and so on and so on, and Wren and Newton had their teachers,
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and Copernicus and Archimedes before that. Down through the ages, all of us to
varying degree have been exposed to debilitating ten monkey syndrome.
But still, ultimately, it is us who have lined the streets to applaud Emperor Kong,
naked as he is. Better to clap his passing than face the darkness. But now at last
in early 2022, it seems more and more people are beginning to see through the
lies. You can feel it out there. The collapsing sports stars, collapsing family and
friends due to the vaccine, the 2020 Westminster Christmas parties with the
singing and dancing and laughing and the joking while the populations were in
evil lockdown. And now with the news those parties weren't just held over
Christmas, it isn't going to be long before it all turns ugly.

AND HOW IT TRIPS OFF THE TONGUE
I'm aware the last few chapters have been a savaging of the false idols in
medicine and that it will have been pushing buttons in some readers who will
perhaps be thinking I could be exercising more kindness in places. And as I was
writing this, I did sometimes wonder if any of this could have been written in
any gentler manner. But to do so would have been at the risk once again of us
not being confronted with our false understanding of the history of medicine or
the stark evils of the kings of the earth or the huge part we have played simply
by going along with their fakery for expediency.
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We’ve trusted and kept quiet when we shouldn’t have trusted or kept quiet. And
we've trusted our King Kong 'scientists' largely because we've pompously
believed our generation has attained such pinnacles of scientific wisdom, when
in actual fact, we are merely stuck in another dark cyclical phase in the long and
repetitive history of science and medicine.
And how it trips off the tongue, and especially so across church universal, when
the people refer to 'those ignorant shepherds in the Bible!' If a dissenter has
heard that once in church, he’s heard it a thousand times! Those scientifically
ignorant shepherds who didn’t have the technology or understanding we have
today, and how we nonchalantly say how darkened they were back then and
how enlightened we are right now and how the Bible writers couldn't possibly
have had all the scientific insights we have today! Ugh and thousand times ugh!
We would do well to remember the words of US philosopher and historian Allan
Bloom who tells us, 'We are like ignorant shepherds living on a site where great
civilizations once flourished.'
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In so many ways, it is us TODAY who are the ignorant ones. Our scientism and
our false, idealised understanding of history and our place in it has claimed so
many hearts and minds across the world and across church universal, and has
blunted our discernment right at a time when discernment and discerning
leadership is what's needed most!
And with the quite false and quite frankly satanic 'asymptomatic carrier'
narrative only reinforcing the false belief we could all be potentially crawling
with a highly infectious virus - this magical thinking is being perpetuated in the
populations as the large retail chains trumpet their latest fashion masks. There
are some great offers if we shop around! 'Looking for something jazzy? Asos has
this two-pack of face masks - but be fast, they sell out quick!'

Alternatively, the artistic out there have been designing their own colourful
masks for friends and family not wanting the plain white or black. And the
recipients are of course delighted! Individual masks, but corporately remaining
under the same ghoulish spell of it all. And as we progress through Smoke and
Mirrors, we shall see more and more how this Korona battle is so much more
taking place in the unseen, invisible spiritual realm.
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Hinting at the invisible spiritual battle we
face, 70 Belgian doctors have asked that
schools rescind the mandated mask because
of the psychological damage being wrought.
Says the report, 'In recent months, the
general well-being of children and young
people has come under severe pressure. We
see in our practices an increasing number of
children and young people with complaints
due to the rules of conduct that have been
imposed on them. We diagnose anxiety and
sleep problems, behavioural disorders and
fear of contamination. We are seeing an
increase in domestic violence, isolation and
deprivation.
Many lack physical and emotional contact;
attachment problems and addiction are
obvious. The mandatory mouth mask in
schools is a major threat to their
development. It ignores the essential needs
of the growing child. The well-being of
children and young people is highly
dependent on the emotional connection with
others. The aim of education is to create an
optimal context so that a maximum
development of young people is possible.
The school environment must be a safe
practice field. The mouth mask obligation, on
the other hand, makes the school a
threatening and unsafe environment, where
emotional connection becomes difficult.'
And God's c19 dissenters would all say the mandated mask has nothing AT ALL
to do with 'protecting us from infection' but is being enforced bring about the
slow and insidious luciferian destruction of the soul of man which in as many
words is what the doctors above are describing. Everything is spiritual, my
friend, EVERYTHING!
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And so, 3/4 of the way through
this survey of comnventional
medicine, we'll take a short
break now, we'll go out and
walk amongst the crowds with
their personalised masks, we'll
take it all in, and we'll ask what
the wearing of the mask
means to the dissenter.
We'll also hear from more doctors on how the mask as a means of protection
from supposed 'infection' is useless, and we'll also look at some of the different
ways in which we're being brainwashed into accepting our 'new normal' way of
life which we all seem to be adapting to so rapidly.
I'm believing though as we continue on to the city, less and less will you be
identifying with the group consensus, with the new normal, with the hive mind.
Hive mind - meaning: a collective consciousness, analogous to the behaviour of
social insects, a group mentality characterized by uncritical conformity and loss
of individuality and personal accountability.

A group mentality characterised by uncritical conformity. A group mentality
characterised by uncritical conformity. A group mentality characterised by
uncritical conformity. A group mentality characterised by uncritical conformity.
A group menta....
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THE MAN IN THE IRON MASK
'The irony of life is that those who wear masks
often tell us more truths than those with open
faces.' Marie Lu, The Rose Society.

This chapter is going to be looking at the mask, the deeper meaning behind the
mask, our conformity to the mask mandate and associated Korona trappings and
how we're gradually being bent out of shape by it all. To start us off, here's how
we were being sold the mask by the kings at the height of the fake pandemic.
Watch and have fun as Vistaprint tells us, ‘This is not a facemask, this is
confidence!’ Look great in a facemask! Let the Guardian show you how!
So that's the candyfloss, fine and
dandy slant on the mask, the madness
end of the scale if you like. Landing us
with a bump, and what is possibly the
saddest sight yet, here we see a group
of teenagers at their prom night (right),
wearing masks and dancing back to
back. Said the OP, 'We need to stop this
madness immediately. Society has
entered self-destruction mode. We are
stealing youth, their memories, their
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rights to be free & teaching them fear, germs, mistrust and control. It's scary,
sad, and pathetic!'
Here's an interesting critique of masks in the New England Journal of Medicine.
The key sentences are summarised below:
• we know that wearing a mask outside health care facilities offers little, if
any, protection from infection (this statement of course only carrying
meaning if we believe in contagion theory in the first place. ed)
• in many cases, the desire for widespread masking is a reflexive reaction
to anxiety over the pandemic
• it is also clear that masks serve as symbolic roles. Masks are not only
tools, they are also talismans that may help increase health care workers’
perceived sense of safety, well-being, and trust in their hospitals
The Cambridge dictionary describes a talisman
as an object believed to bring good luck or to
keep its owner safe from harm. And the
dissenter would say TOO RIGHT these masks are
a talisman! The mask for most is a fear
accessory and the masks don't work anyway,
and neither are they good for our health.
We've already seen the aerosol test which nullifies the validity of almost all the
masks out there and with the fact checker sites all doing their best to counter
these simple truths. And have you noticed in the cold weather how a mask
wearer's breath can be seen? Yet the supposed virus is a thousand times more
microscopic, according to their own science, smh.
Wearing a mask also reduces our ability to regulate body temperature which is
especially important in the hot weather we were experiencing over the last two
years. Here's a doctor explaining the dangers. And here's a fellow mask
refusenik outside Waitrose and speaking only common sense. Well done Saba!
Please God, a million more Sabas! This next video shows quite clearly how
unhealthy it is for us to be wearing masks for any length of time. Masks actually
rob us of the God-given oxygen we require.
A bank teller I spoke to recently said masks are mandatory for staff now and that
by the end of the day she had what she described as 'a banging headache!' Of
course she did, she spent the whole day breathing in her own expelled breath!
Of course these masks are unhealthy for us! And again, the fact checker sites
have also gone into overdrive with this one. And laughably, the UK government
has ruled that masks should only be worn from 11 yrs and upwards because of
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the dangers of suffocation. Oh, so suddenly 11 yr olds won't suffocate but 10 yr
olds will? If we have 'an infectious virus', surely ANYBODY can 'spread it'!
The wicked lie of a 'worldwide infectious pandemic' plus accompanying wicked
'social distancing' rules with all of the masks and gloves and the atmosphere of
'societal sickness' this fosters is causing a deep inner anxiety across the earth,
with many people thoroughly frightened and hiding behind their talisman mask
and believing in the protective power of their useless piece of gauze. And even
worse, we're believing this useless piece of gauze will protect us from a virus
that doesn't even exist! But the uselessness of the mask and its associated
health dangers plays only a small role in the overall luciferian evil these masks
represent in the dissenters' eyes.

REVERSING GOD'S SUPERNATURAL HIERARCHY
Firstly, say God’s c19 dissenters, and it's
important we make the distinction here
between the dissenter and God's dissenter.
There are literally millions of switched-on
dissenters who see right through our lying
governments but do not make the
Biblical/spiritual connection. And then there
are God’s c19 dissenters who likewise have
discerned the lies but who also have the allimportant Spirit of God guiding them.
Firstly say ALL dissenters, our governments ordered these masks to be worn at
the exact time when the EXTREME LACK of death all around us could not be any
more evident! By June 2020, the fear-factor had all but disappeared, and so the
mandatory mask conveniently reignited the fears that we're still all in danger
and still all potentially crawling with c19 vermin. Absolutely there was a
correlation between the introduction of mandatory facemasks and the
reigniting of our collective fear of infection. The kings' evil is beyond sickening.
And secondly, to those who say, 'Oh, it's only a mask,' yes, it might only be a bit
of cloth and elastic but what does the mask actually represent? And God’s c19
dissenters would say the forced wearing of the mask is a mocking broadcast
from the pit that the kings of the earth have dominion over us. Fellow dissenter
for God Edward Hendrie sends out regular emails and I'm a subscriber. One of
his emails tells us how the mask has deep occult meaning. Here is part of
Edward's email exchange with Pastor Ron - a church leader living under the spell
of fake 'infectious' King Kong. Take it away, Edward!
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'Have you ever wondered why, in Revelation 17:5, Babylon is called 'Mystery,
Babylon'? You already know the word 'Babylon' means 'confusion.' [Babylon babble - confusion. ed] But what does the word 'mystery' mean? Here’s what
Strong’s Concordance tells us: G3466 Musterion - from a derivative of Muo (to
shut the mouth); a secret or 'mystery' through the idea of silence imposed by
initiation into religious rites.
Don’t overlook this, Pastor Ron. The word 'mystery' in the Bible has everything
to do with shutting the mouth as one undergoes a secret religious
initiation. Again, it’s 'the idea of silence, imposed by initiation into religious
rites.'
As you know, I shared my unpublished manuscript with you years ago - titled
'Free at Last'. I have studied the symbolism of these core satanic covens including Mormonism. I cannot remain 'muo' (mute) on this. Masking has
traditionally played a very important role in occult rituals, so I think I have some
insights into exactly WHY masks are now being mandated by our devilish world
leaders in over 30 countries. Humanity's collective consciousness is being
systematically altered - and this is not accidental!
Among other things, the wearing of the mask over one’s mouth is a very real
token of submission - a gesture of your willingness to be subject to others who
are not your primary Sovereign Lord. But there’s more. According to
the Encyclopedia Britannica, mask-wearing as an occult ritual symbol is: 'a form
of disguise or concealment usually worn over or in front of the face to hide the
identity of a person and by its own features to establish another being.'
In other words, the wearing of a mask represents an occult transformation human alchemy, if you will - a changing from one role to another, from one
manner of being, to another. Indeed, in this case, from an individual
sovereign under God to a collective subject under the children of the devil.
The masking ritual is specifically designed to reverse the order of hierarchy set in
place by God Himself as outlined in His Word. In the hierarchy of your Heavenly
Father, you are a sovereign representative of His Word on this earth. And your
job is to speak His Word, on His Sovereign behalf to others. Satan will of course
lie to you and want you to believe it is 'just a mask' - and thus it is totally
meaningless spiritually. But since the masks are absolutely worthless as
protection against c19, what other possible reason could there be for being
obedient and wearing one? OBEDIENCE TO THE WORLD and not God?
I am telling you truthfully, when you obediently put the mask over your mouth,
you’re symbolically saying to the ritualist puppet-master deceivers: 'I admit my
words no longer have any purpose or relevance in this life. My sole purpose now
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is obedience to your words and commands.' In other words, it promotes 'double
mindedness' and we know what the Bible says about a 'double-minded man'.
(James 1:8, 4:8)
And in raising themselves to the position of your new sovereign, and muzzling
you literally like a dog in the process, they subconsciously and alchemically create
a new you in new role under new rulers. That’s the alchemical transformational
change involved in the ritual of mask-wearing for the masses since the satanic
priesthood was organized. They’re quite literally attempting to take the place of
God in your life, and make you their willing subject. They’re becoming your
instead-of-Christ. Your antichrist.
And by placing the mask on your face, you’re becoming their unwitting faithful
servant. You’re being ritually initiated into the new order. You may not realize
it of course. You may think this is total nonsense. Most people do think that and I get it. The WORLD will tell you it's just a simple cloth mask and nothing
more. But please understand that in occult magic, the victim doesn’t have to be
knowledgeable of the deeper meaning behind what he or she is being told to
do. The performance of the ritual itself - on demand through blind obedience is
all that matters. Please take this seriously. Ask the Lord to direct you in Truth.'
Hear! Hear! Edward! Who would ever have thought a mask would have a visible
face! To the Korona dissenter, the mask represents the full evil of everything
that is Korona. EVERYTHING YOU ARE READING AND WATCHING HERE - all of
this evil manifests in the Korona mask. I remind you, my friend, YOU are made
in the image of God. 'So God created mankind in His own image, in the image of
God, He created them. Male and female He created them.' Gen1:27
And the more we read and understand the Bible, the more we also understand
that lucifer's ultimate game plan is to destroy everything that would reflect
God's image. And in this real life invisible spiritual battle being waged right now,
the mask is one of lucifer's principle weapons against us. It is an outright spiritual
assault upon the image of God, an assault on our God-given identity, an assault
on the face our Loving Creator God gave each of us.
And despite what you might think about your face or about Him Who created it
- God LOVES to see our faces! Psalm 34:5 tells us, 'Those who look to Him are
radiant; their faces are never covered with shame.' Does this single verse not say
it all? God's Word also tells us, 'The Lord bless you and keep you. The Lord make
His face shine upon you.' Num6:24-25
Does this mean may the Lord make His face reflect back off our two-way
breathable masks? No! May His face shine upon our faces as we look UPWARDS
to Him and trusting in Him ALONE!
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And the watchmen would say it is our indifference towards the deep occultism
now amongst us that has slowly, slowly blinded us to the outright spiritual attack
of the Korona mask. That we are drowning in our occultism but not realising it is
borne out in part 2 of Smoke and Mirrors. And thank you again, dear reader for
bearing with me this far, and I hope you are still consumed? And that you do not
feel this is coming over as some kind of brow-beating lecture? I hope not.

As stated at the beginning of Smoke and Mirrors, everything is spiritual,
EVERYTHING! And so the next time you see somebody in a mask, consider what
you are actually observing. Consider the underlying effects upon the soul of
a man, the gradual dehumanising, the insidious defeatism, the slow crushing of
the human spirit. Oh, it's OK, we say, it's just a mask. And suddenly, the
emptiness of those words hit home.

I'M SORRY JESUS, BUT CAN YOU PLEASE BE A BIT NICER
And to the Bible-believing followers of Jesus who are wearing these masks and
saying the mask is the least of our problems, the watchmen on the walls would
say such arguments only highlight the overall lack of discernment across church
universal right now. The mask is an overt and highly visible pure evil pointer TO
THE ROOT CAUSE OF THE KORONA KRISIS, and another reason for compiling
Smoke and Mirrors and hoping the message goes far and wide. As the publishing
rights at the front clearly states:
NO RIGHTS RESERVED This content MUST be copied,
translated and distributed across the world,
and with NO prior permissions required
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And could those who support mask-wearing please account for this hot mic
blooper from Pennsylvania law-maker Wendy Ulmann - another 'insider' who
is heard telling her colleagues the masks are only for political theatre and she
wears them 'so that it's on camera.' Once again, for the intellectually
consistent, just as with the William Crews confessionals, the whole Korona
pantomime is exposed in this one short video.
Dissenters will express their thoughts quite vividly sometimes, and to some our
phraseology could sound almost theatrical - 'the slow crushing of the human
spirit' and 'the gradual dehumanisation process'. But as God’s c19 dissenters, we
speak as we see, and on the mask especially, with all of its occultic connotations,
I do not apologise AT ALL for my emotion or bluntness of expression as I speak
about these things.
And not that I would ever compare myself to Jesus - HE'S INCOMPERABLE!
AMEN! - but since when was Jesus EVER 'nice' towards luciferian leaderships?
He spoke directly to them and always in the most uncompromising terms. 'You
are of your father the devil, and the desires of your father you want to do. He
was a murderer from the beginning, and does not stand in the truth, because
there is no truth in him. When he speaks a lie, he speaks from his
own resources, for he is a liar and the father of it.' John8:44
But when we listen to church universal talking about the mask, it's like I'm sorry
Jesus but could You please be a bit nicer! We mustn't offend, that's not our
calling, says church universal. Even lucifer is entitled to a safe space, surely!
Of course, we show love and compassion but church universal certainly needs
to grow a pair! Spiritual discernment is a gift and a blessing from The Holy Spirit
and confronting evil and deception when we see it is of paramount importance
in our walk through this world. God warns us that false signs and wonders with
great deceiving power will be manifesting across the earth in the last days which
will require His Holy Spirit discernment. But in so many ways, as a result of our
'niceness' and not really, deep down believing in the deceiving power of the
enemy, occult moonwalking bears are roaming freely in our midst.
And God’s c19 dissenters would say it is our scientism and our worldliness which
has blinded us to this occultism. There is so much that is occult signs and
wonders amongst us right now but the inch by inch stealth by which lucifer's
deceits have crept in amongst us over the last few decades has neutered our
ability to discern his presence among us, and to the point now where even the
slightest suggestion that a particular social phenomenon could have deeper
occult meaning - this suggestion is point blank laughed at, the wearing of the
mask is a typical example. And in part 2 of Smoke and Mirrors we'll be looking
at the true extent of the occultism that God's elect are unwittingly embracing.
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And we'll be doing so because God wants us comprehending the full scale of it
and its impact on our walk with Him. You'll be staggered at the deceit once the
veil is lifted! He wants us fully equipped for the days ahead, and He wants NOT
A SINGLE DROP of our occultism and scientism to be tainting our walk with Him.
Our unwitting embrace of the fake 'infectious c19' narrative and all the trappings
that come with it is testament to our susceptibility to luciferian misdirection. But
once again Lord, thank You that ALL of this darkness is being dragged kicking and
screaming into Your illuminating Light! Praise Your Mighty Name!
Early on, I obtained an mask exemption lanyard. I wrote to my GP and explained
I get claustrophobic and can't breathe properly when I put anything over my
mouth and nose, and the anxiety isn't good for my tinnitus. And I'm by no means
alone! People's anxiety shouldn't be that difficult to deduce. God did not design
us to wear masks. My surgery issued me a standard exemption letter which
I carry tucked into my lanyard which I wear around my neck. We are still allowed
to claim exemption, and shop keepers are fine with it. Did you know that?
In July 2021, the UK government kindly gave us permission to breathe properly
again as we went about our business, and so the people removed the occult rag
because the government said we could, and our God-given faces were
beautifully on show again. Interestingly however, a great many people still
continued to wear the mask which will have been a pleasing sight to the evil
kings of the earth. And in December 2021, because of the fake Omicron variant,
the masks were all back on show. And if the exemption lanyard becomes an
issue, I'll wear a full-face motorcycle helmet before I’ll wear any mask. At least
I'll be able to breathe better.

AND IF THE DAY COMES WHEN I AM FORCED
The mask dissenters are realists of course and there will always be situations
where compromise is unavoidable. I recently had to compromise whilst visiting
my son in A&E after his bike accident. Even though I was wearing my lanyard,
the nurse came marching over holding the vile piece of gauze. What was I going
to do? Start arguing with the authorities in front of my badly-injured son laying
there with wires and drips attached everywhere? Of course not!
And actually, there is Biblical precedence for a man of God to compromise his
principles - to knowingly enter the temple of a foreign god as it were and
outwardly participate in whatever vile ritual. In the Old Testament, Naaman
who had just to come to know the God of Heaven and earth was talking with
Elisha about Naaman's master who worshiped in the temple of Rimmon.
Naaman was obliged to accompany his master into this idol-filled temple. Said
Naaman, 'But may the Lord forgive your servant for this one thing: when my
master enters the temple of Rimmon to bow down and he is leaning on my arm
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and I have to bow there also - when I bow down in the temple of Rimmon, may
the LORD forgive your servant for this.' 'Go in peace,' said Elisha.' 2Kings5:18-19
I wore the rag for a total of 30 seconds before managing to negotiate up to the
slightly less ghastly plastic visor. So, my 100% record has gone. But for all the
c19 dissenters and for God's c19 dissenters particularly, our stand against evil
Korona and all of its luciferian trappings is an affair of the heart. And if we're
perceived as awkward or judgmental or a menace to society (which is exactly
how the mainstream narrative is painting us right now), God's dissenters know
that in the eternal scheme of things, whatever 'earthly consequences' we might
face for our non-compliance right now, these are of little importance compared
to our soon-coming Heavenly dwelling place, AMEN!
God's dissenters have drawn our line in the sand now, and by standing against
the mask, we're taking our stand against all that it represents. And if the day
comes when I am forced to wear a mask, and there is no other possible way,
God will know my struggle, and I'll try to console myself that as I'm wearing it,
I'm wearing it to keep out the stench of the temple of Rimmon and the
mainstream narrative.
And again, please hear me right, in all of my protestations against the mask,
I am not suggesting we walk into places and antagonistically flaunt our faces and
anti-lockdown t-shirts looking for some kind of righteous fight, as some
dissenters are wont to do. Be peaceable in your interactions, but the very fact
we're even talking in these terms now only confirms the divisive bondage we're
under right now. And believe me my friend, the monsters have only just started
their dividing games against us.
Everything is spiritual my friend, EVERYTHING! The anti-social distancing rules,
the hand-washing, the anxiety, the masks - especially the vile, occult masks, the
whole Korona pandemonium - ultimately, everything associated with c19 is
spiritual. And whilst I would never want to alienate anybody with my strength
of feeling towards the mask, I do NOT apologise for my tone here, it's what
happens when you cross the line.
God's dissenter Jon R author of The Bible and Covid19 tells us, 'Wearing a mask
is actually harmful to the human body because you are re-breathing your own
oxygen supply and CO2 which causes damage to the lungs over time, especially
if you are sick, not to mention it lowers blood oxygen levels when worn. There is
a reason that people feel stressed, light-headed and sometimes pass out when
wearing these masks. 'Sheltering in place', excessive hand-washing, wearing
gloves and social distancing greatly damages the immune system. We are meant
to be out touching microbes and bacteria in the world. It’s how our immune
system stays strong and healthy. All of these measures actively suppress
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immunity to anything and actually can make people far sicker and more easily
susceptible to infection and disease! Not to mention the constant fearmongering and separation of peoples which psychologically impacts us, which
further damages our physical health.'
It's not been difficult to see the anxiety levels rising right back up again since
bringing in the mandatory masks. From November/December 2021, the people
are once again nervously watching one another in the queues and along the
aisles. Once again, everybody is looking like they could be infected. Once again,
everybody around us crawling with c19! And this is EXACTLY where our luciferian
leaders want us.

CANCEL YOUR PAPERS, CANCEL YOUR KORONA NEWS
Do you think I need carting away? Or are you beginning to get a sense of what
we are truly up against? And if you don't know our God yet and you're with me
still, are you beginning to get a sense there's Somebody far bigger than you Who
you might be able to trust and in Whom you might find comfort and shelter? Are
you beginning to discern a Supernatural sense of hope as you read? I hope so.
And if you do sense a certain power in what you're reading, it does NOT originate
from any flesh and blood gifting, but from Him Alone Who is Triumphant over
ALL of this darkness!
This present evil is NOT going to go away my friend, it's only going to get darker,
and we're going to need our God in the coming days more than ever before!
Come before our God in humbleness, acknowledge your sins before Him, get
right with Him. 'Come, let us reason together', says the Lord, 'though your sins
be as scarlet, yet they shall be as white as snow, though they are red like crimson,
they shall be as wool.' Is1:18 Forgiveness and new life and hope awaits ALL those
who decide they want to meet with Him!
As of September/October 2021, Australia was one of several countries
witnessing pitched battles on the streets as full lockdown measures were being
imposed upon populations now beginning to fight back. You're seeing none of
this on corporate TV, of course. Martial law is flexing its muscles, my friend. Join
Telegram to see the footage that never makes the mainstream news.
And to readers who know Him already, the watchmen cry out to you, wake up o
church! Wake up o people! Cancel your papers, cancel your 'Korona news', meet
with one another to study His Word and the signs of the times together, nothing
else is worth reading! Praise God together, pray against the darkness together,
pray for each other, pray for discernment, seek His leading ALONE. It will only
be our God Who can guide us in the days ahead.
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And when we seek Jesus as our Only Refuge and we meet with Him, suddenly
we realise we need not fear the nagging darkness and anxiety! When we give
our lives to Him Who has foretold all of these things, we are lifted above the city.
Yes, we're living in and amongst the heart of darkness but we are not of it. We
are called out of the city. Lifted up and looking down and observing all of the
evil. But we also look up and see in FAR GREATER MEASURE God's Sovereignty
over it all, and we can rest in the heart knowledge we are held safe in His Hands!

Full blown tyranny approaches, my friend, the kings of the earth are only just
warming up with the Korona deception. And soon in Smoke and Mirrors, you'll
be given opportunity to meet with this God of Peace. You can know His Love and
Forgiveness and Eternal Safety for yourself! What's not to like!
And finally on the vile mask, if you're still happy to
wear one, that's your choice, but for us dissenters,
once we learn something, we can't ever unlearn
it, and it's impossible now to see the wearing of
the mask as anything other than submission to
a dark dehumanising ritual imposed upon us by an
UTTERLY EVIL luciferian regime. As such, we will
allow NOT A SINGLE DROP of this c19 poison into
our lives and into our walk with Jesus, and
ESPECIALLY the mask! The face-eating alien right
offers a better level of comfort for the dissenter.
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If these last pages have spoken to you on
the spiritual foundations of the mask and
maybe also on the invisible spiritual nature
of the organisations driving the current
Korona pandemonium, then how each of
us negotiates this brave new world from
now on is between you and your
conscience
and
what
our
God
communicates to you.

COMPROMISED THINKING BEFORE OUR GOD
And please read me right, this is not about lauding it over another. God knows
how I fail on a daily basis! But if our God tells us we're to have no other god
before Him, then once we know the truth of fake King Kong, we see wearing the
Korona mask and complying with all accompanying diktats only as bowing the
knee to a false god. No longer can we countenance wearing it to keep the peace
or to abide by the rules or any other worldly reason. When the full weight of the
c19 deception dawns on us - once we cross the line, then wearing a mask not
only compromises the dissenter's standing in his own heart but it is also
compromised thinking before our God.
And so you can read what you're reading here my friend, and you can still choose
to comply with this current oppression, but it's only going to be coming upon us
in greater measure. Greater totalitarianism will be with us soon, and for that
reason, the dissenters are taking our stand now rather than later. With
mandatory vaccination already upon us in some countries, and the vaccine
passport, and all the talk now of digital identity cards and the electronic control
of us all etc, etc, at what point are YOU going to draw your line in the sand?
Who knows what we'll be
forced into doing in the
coming days just to get
bread? Yes, Peter denied
Christ three times but as it
stands at present, I'll trust for
God's ravens to feed me
before
submitting
to
whatever satanic Korona laws
to buy food. 1Kings17:2-6
And this is where true faith in God will be coming to the fore for us all. I can talk
the faith talk but can I walk the faith walk? I am as weak as the next man but
I hope I can stand in the coming days against the coming evil. And I'm also
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believing for supernatural miracles and lightning speed Holy Spirit learning and
discernment for ALL OF US in the coming days, so that we understand the enemy
we all face now. Again, we are ALL one body and God wants us looking to Him
ALONE to lead us, not the tainted mix of God plus luciferian government.
Nobody from ANY government institution is coming to rescue us to make the
days brighter, and you'd better get used to that. There is only King Jesus now.

IT'S JUST A MASK, IT'S JUST SIX FEET, IT'S JUST SOME HAND GEL...
God clearly tells us in the Bible that lucifer will be granted a short time to deceive
the whole earth, 'So the great dragon was cast out, that serpent of old, called
the devil and satan who deceives the whole world; he was cast to the earth, and
his angels were cast out with him.' Rev12:9 And further in the same chapter:
'Therefore rejoice, you Heavens, and you that dwell in them. Woe to the
inhabitants of the earth and of the sea! For the devil has come down unto you,
having great wrath, because he knows that he has but a short time.' Rev12:12
Woe to the inhabitants of the earth and the sea. And has not God also warned
us that satan, the devil, lucifer is also a destroyer? Revelation gives two other
names for lucifer - abaddon and apollyon both of which mean destroyer.
Destroyer satan, the devil, lucifer, abaddon, apollyon hates God 24/7, hates
God's people 24/7 and hates the church 24/7.
And there is never ANY let-up in lucifer's confrontative attacks upon God's
people. The sozzled pub crowds can sing as loud and raucously as they like as
Liverpool wins the league and yes, who can be blamed for wanting to let off a
bit of steam down at the local? But as boisterous crowds across a thousand pubs
and all packed in tight are all singing loudly in their 'church', 'You'll nehhhhhhver
walk ahha-lone', the state funnily enough lets this one ride but the Church of
Jesus Christ is ordered by law to keep MUO before our Creator? What does this
glaring juxtaposition tell us about the spirit of the law-makers? And what does
our ready acceptance of these overtly luciferian diktats tell us about nonconfrontative church universal? The destroyer is roaming the earth seeking to
devour all in his way, and church has not discerned it is this same destroyer who
has ordered 'MUO!' and the mask upon us.
In July 2021, the governments of the world kindly gave us permission to mix
again, and so we were camping and BBQing and as churches we were meeting
and singing and worshiping and praising God together again, and that's great,
but it's like our docile compliance with all the luciferian rules and regulations
over the last two years has all but been forgotten, like the last two years never
really happened. And in March 2022, STILL NOBODY in church is having any
shared debate. The silence is deafening.
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BUT THIS LAST TWO YEARS DID HAPPEN, my friend. The world was shut down,
we were shut down, and if church leaderships would acknowledge it, we still
have no forward vision as a church. Maybe old church has plans for the future
but the luciferians have already made it plain they have old church in their sights.
And the oppressive restrictions will be upon us again soon and in different form.
Below is a meme that's been adapted several times. It's just, it's just, it's just.
You'll get the general direction.
It’s just a mask, it’s just six feet, it’s just some hand-gel, it's just a few weeks to
flatten the curve, it's just non-essential businesses. it’s just non-essential
workers, it's just a bar closed down, it’s just a restaurant, it’s just track and trace,
it’s just to let people know you’re safe to be around, it’s just to let others know
who you’ve been in contact with, it's just to protect the hospitals, it’s just until
the cases go down, it’s just for a few more weeks, it’s just a blood test, it’s just
a nasal swab, it’s just until we get the vaccine, it’s just church singing that's
banned for now, you can still pray though, it's just a few places that don’t take
cash, it’s just a bracelet, it’s just an app, it’s just for a few more months, it’s just
another circuit breaker, it's another vaccine, another booster, another top-up,
and one more after that, it's just a microchip to store your vaccination
certificate, it's just like a credit card, it’s just so you can travel, it's just a few
shops that require micro-chip entry, it's just a few more shops, it's just a small
police presence, it's just a few more police on the streets, it's just the military,
it's just a checkpoint, it's just your freedoms, it's just, it's just, IT'S JUST THE WAY
THEY PLANNED IT....
Maybe they'll use the same fake virus variant mutation as their trojan horse,
maybe something different. Again, that arch-oppressor Bill Gates has been
talking about a smallpox terrorist attack plus and accompanying saviour vaccine.
But whatever the oppression, it WILL be coming my friend, again and again and
again, and in greater measure each time, just as God's Word tells us, until He
returns in Triumphant Glory to defeat it all, AMEN!

IT'S THE TURN OF THE DISSENTER NOW
Wonderfully though, as God begins to open the eyes of His people to the Korona
deception, switched-on Bible believers are already gathering together in new
ways to praise Him in the face of all this antichrist evil. And one thing is certain,
Korona has shown us how the Church of Jesus Christ cannot ever go back to how
it was before King Kong. Unlike old church which has been looking to God and
to our governments in equal measure to lead us to safety, new church will be
praying for our government leaders of course that they would change from their
evil ways but we’ll be looking to God ALONE to lead us which He will do of
course, and we'll not be hamstrung by old church compromise. And when I say
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new church, I don't mean church that's never existed before, rather a body of
people coming together unfettered by ANY luciferian restrictions.
We've looked at the deeper meaning of the mask and our general kompliance
levels around the wearing of it. In the next chapter, we're going to be looking at
church universal and the vaccine. As far as our governments and health agencies
are concerned, the vaccines are good to go, and are now set to be administered
to 5-12 yr olds. And so, we'll be talking bluntly about church universal and her
naive promotion of what is essentially a dangerous and untested vaccine, and
the promotion of ALL aspects of the false narrative surrounding it. The fact she
believes everything our governments have been telling us about monster Kong
and the vaccines and accompanying false science shows us only that she is
terrifyingly deceived. And then finally, if the vaccine isn't the way forward, what
is? And so, thank You Lord You have an answer for that too!
And to all church leaders and church members, you need to know that as much
as we love our churches, it's the turn of the dissenter now to get a few things off
his chest. And it IS going to get bloody as we cut into more of the King Kong
kadavre. And if it gets passionate or confrontative in places, remember we're
only human too. But thank You Lord for the opportunity at last to speak
uninterrupted on these matters. Him who hath an ear let him hear! And again,
nothing personal. Just the facts.
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THE KORONA VACCINE
A RETURN TO NORMALITY?
AND A SAFE RETURN TO CHURCH?
'It’s an ideal setting for transmission,' said Carlos del Rio, an
infectious-disease expert at Emory University, referring to church
gatherings. 'You have a lot of people in a closed space. And they’re
speaking loudly, they’re singing. All those things are exactly what
you don’t want.' New York Times, 8.7.2020
And God's watchmen would all say it is to our great detriment in body, mind and
spirit that church universal has been siding with Carlos del Rio and all the other
'highly qualified' infectious disease experts who have been saying we should stay
at home, shut our mouths and 'shelter'. Church universal has listened to their
scientific wisdom and has been guided by them instead of listening to our God.
And even if individually some in church haven't agreed with what the King Kong
authorities have been telling us, corporately, we've all been acting like we do.
Across church universal, there's been hardly a murmur of dissent.
And can you believe the poster on the
previous page? It's one of a series designed
to inspire. Here's another one (right).
Expand testing. And if you visit the site, the
dissenters would all say there isn't a poster
that church universal would object to. In fact
she would wholeheartedly agree with every
sentiment expressed there!
And so, in this chapter, we'll be looking at
the general Korona 'advice' being shared in
church and the detrimental effect this is
having upon the congregations. We'll also be
asking what it is about church universal that
has her so ready to believe everything our
governments tell us, and not just on c19.
But first though, we'll be turning our attention to the Korona vaccine. As the
people put their trust in these King Kong kures and as church universal prays for
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the unhindered roll-out of the vaccine, what is this roll-out is costing us? Because
already the vaccines are maiming and killing thousands upon thousands of
people, as we shall soon read. And so it's going to another rocky few pages for
church universal. I love my church, God puts us where He puts us but thank you
again Ben Shapiro that facts don't care about feelings. And thanks to all readers
for staying with this undeniably imperfect dissenter this far!

BUT FIRST, LET'S GET OURSELVES ABSOLUTELY CLEAR
Now God can turn all things to the good but He also calls us always be on our
guard and to be praying in Spirit and in Truth, and so how many people who are
praying for a safe vaccine roll-out are aware of the very real dangers associated
with the c19 vaccine? Firstly, we all believe the c19 vaccine has been approved
but it hasn't been approved AT ALL! Once again, the governments and Big
Pharma ARE LYING TO US as we’ll now discover.
We’ve already read about the special deal agreed between the vaccine
companies and the governments of the world ensuring Big Pharma will not be
liable for any injury or death ‘because the dire c19 emergency facing us all is
surely the greater priority than overall vaccine safety’. And we’ve also read of
myriad AstraZeneca c19 vaccine drives being halted in various countries because
of multiple injuries and death. And even though these international 'vaccine
cancellations' have been downplayed by Madame Mainstream, they've all been
reported across the internet to varying degree, and none of us can plead
ignorance on these dangers.
So, everybody's talking about the Pfizer c19 vaccine and the others, and all the
papers are telling us these vaccines have been approved for use by the
medicines regulators, but none of the papers are telling us is this is actually
deceitful reporting. The truth is NONE of these vaccines have actually been
approved for use, rather they've been authorised for use. And there's a world of
difference between the two words! Let me explain.
The Pfizer vaccine package insert states quite clearly on page 1, 'The US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) has issued an Emergency Use Authorization
(EUA) to permit the emergency use of the unapproved product, Pfizer-BioNTech
COVID-19 Vaccine, for active immunization to prevent COVID-19 in individuals
16 years of age and older.'
An unapproved vaccine has been AUTHORISED for use, NOT APPROVED for use.
It's a confusing message all round if you don't read the small print. But if you do
read the small print, as we ALL should do, you soon realise the difference
between authorised and approved. And right now, the authorised but
unapproved Pfizer c19 vaccine is injuring and killing indiscriminately which we'll
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look at in a minute but first let's get ourselves absolutely clear on the difference
between authorised and approved.

THESE SERPENTS HAVE GOT ALL BASES COVERED
Emergency Use Authorisation is another horribly deceitful term used by Big
Pharma and the regulators to protect both parties from criminal proceedings in
the event of pharmaceutical injury or death. In one tidy certificate, EUA exempts
all parties. Simplified for readers, says the FDA to Big Pharma, 'Because your
vaccine hasn't been fully tested, then by law, we cannot approve it. But such is
the severity of this deadly pandemic, or so you tell us, and because there are no
other medical interventions on the horizon, and because of the relentless
pressure you're putting upon us to supply this vaccine to the world for your own
financial gain, and because we are toothless and because we have always been
in the pocket of Big Pharma, we hereby authorise your vaccine for emergency
use. We authorise it but we don't approve it.'
'Woohoo!' exclaims a jubilant Big Pharma! 'We've shoe-horned the word
'authorised' into the small print! And even if the sheeple do read it, they won't
twig that 'authorised' doesn't mean safe, which means that when anybody is
injured by our vaccines, we can now say in court, 'As much as we're moved by
these heart-breaking testimonies of injury and death, Your Honour, and as much
as the plaintiff is spasming and haemorrhaging and is no longer able to enjoy
any quality of life, we did tell everybody our vaccine is unapproved and that it
has been granted 'emergency use only' by your government. And we did warn
everybody of the side-effects in the vaccine package inserts. If the plaintiff can
recall, she was given the EUA Fact Sheet for Recipients and Caregivers before her
dose which does clearly state our vaccine has been categorised as unapproved
but it can be used in an emergency.'
And so, whilst we're all of us desperately sorry for the plaintiff's injuries, and we
truly are, Your Honour, she was told of the risks in advance, and so we're not
legally obliged to honour any of these claims, Your Honour.'
This in a nutshell is Emergency Use Authorisation. And on 1st May 2020, the US
FDA granted the Pfizer vaccine EUA status, and on 2nd December 2020, the UK
MHRA granted Pfizer the same. And reading the small print further, Pfizer tells
us the vaccine MAY prevent you from getting COVID-19 and may NOT protect
everyone.
So no guarantees about anything before they squirt their toxins into us. These
serpents have got all bases covered. And to protect themselves even further,
EUA status has also been granted for the c19 tests. Says the FDA on page 3 of
the latest c19 Antigen test package insert, 'The CareStart Covid-19 Antigen is
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only for use under the FDA Emergency Use Authorization.' And on page 12, the
package insert tells us, 'Results from antigen testing should not be used as the
sole basis to diagnose or exclude SARS-CoV-2 infection or to determine infection
status.'
Again, by their own admission, the Korona test is utterly meaningless. And again,
these wicked luciferians are telling us ALL of these things in plain sight! We told
you over and over, say the wicked kings of the earth, and still, you sit at home,
obediently waiting to be tested and then vaccinated.
Here's Pfizer boss Albert Bourla lying effortlessly to millions on CNBC in late
December 2020 telling us we can trust his vaccine. 'The situation is as deadly as
it could be right now, the vaccine has been developed without cutting corners,
Pfizer has 171 years of credentials, the decision to not vaccinate will likely affect
the lives of people you love the most, trust the science, our vaccine has the
approval of the CDC and the FDA.'
Let's repeat shimmering Albert's statement with my comments added inbetween. 'The situation is as deadly as it could be right now [no it isn't, there's
nothing wrong with any of us], the vaccine has been developed without cutting
corners [no it hasn't], Pfizer has 171 years of credentials [of maiming and killing
and lying and cheating], the decision to not vaccinate will likely affect the lives
of people you love the most [yes, and for the better], trust the science [smh], our
vaccine has the approval of the CDC and the FDA.' [yes, this evil man actually
said that], etc, etc, etc.

HERE'S A NURSE PRETENDING TO TAKE THE C19 VACCINE
And if it couldn't get any more deceitful, in the same interview, Albert Bourla
admits that neither him or his fellow directors have had the vaccine themselves,
telling viewers they don't want to 'cut the line'. Ahhhh! How selfless of you,
Albert! Letting others go first. That's such a heinous lie. You'd think the boss of
the company selling these vaccines would make a public show of taking one in
the arm so we can all have confidence in his toxic wares.
And as of September 2021, Albert Bourla (right) and his
fellow Pfizer directors still had not been vaccinated. Well,
of course they haven't, they know what's in them!
Amongst other toxins, the Pfizer c19 vaccine contains
potassium chloride, monobasic potassium phosphate,
sodium chloride and dibasic sodium phosphate
dehydrate, plus the development of the Pfizer vaccine has
relied upon the use of cell lines from aborted babies.
Other leading c19 vaccines contain actual baby matter.
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And that's nice little hand signal you've got going on there, Albert, the Angela
Merckl as it's known, and we'll be covering this particular occult game you're
playing with us in part 2. And boy, is that section going to open some eyes!
To the vaccine dissenter, approved or unapproved, it makes no difference, all
vaccines only impair, severely impair and even kill the recipient. Once again, ask
yourself if toxic metals, bovine parts, chicken and human embryo parts, egg
albumen and formaldehyde should be squirted directly into our bloodstream.
For those who believe in vaccination and also the sanctity of life, I'll let you
wrestle that one.
But if Albert Broula does ever roll up his sleeve for the cameras, it's easy to fake
a shot in the arm. There are many clips online now showing political leaders,
Hollywood stars and medical personnel pretending to take the vaccine. Here's
a nurse pretending to take the c19 vaccine. The syringe is empty and the plunger
fully depressed already! And here's a clip showing us EXACTLY how all our
leaders and Hollywood icons have been fooling the electorate as they make
a big show of taking a King Kong shot in the arm which they all know is highly
toxic. As the uploader tells us back in April 2020, 'Soon, artists and some
members of government will lead by example in vaccination, and so remember
this video, OK? Remember they play a role, a bad role like in the cinema.'
Many clips have already been removed by gootube, and the fact checker sites
have gone into overdrive to counter these stories. And whenever they go into
overdrive, we KNOW they're lying to us again. And they've certainly gone into
overdrive over these fake vaccination publicity stunts.

THE AHKK VACCINE IS THE ONLY SAFE VACCINE
The only vaccine I'm prepared to take for Queen and country is the AHKK
vaccine. You haven't heard of the AHKK vaccine? It's a brilliant vaccine!
Otherwise known as the Anthony Hopkins King Kong vaccine, this is an incredibly
popular vaccine amongst the elite. With the AHKK vaccine, you pretend on
camera you've been vaccinated but you actually haven't been. You can see
exactly how the AHKK vaccine works on AH's twitter page where he kindly
posted video proof of his Korona jab. The needle is concealed from view, the
vaccinator nurse performs a theatrical press and plunge, she brings the syringe
back into view, and IN PLAIN SIGHT, she squirts the contents of the syringe into
the air and finishes by saying, 'All done. I just need to put on a band aid, and
I need to hand you over your vaccination card, OK?'
And in reply to these accusations, the vaccinating nurse might defend her
actions and tell us that only the residue of the vaccine was squirted out because
there's always residue content in the plunger.
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NO THERE ISN'T! There should be NO residue left in the Korona vaccine cylinder.
Firstly, all King Kong vaccinators have been instructed on vaccine delivery and
that the FULL dose must be administered. The June 2021 Public Health England
site tells us on page 16 how to administer the vaccine. 'Ensure the full dose is
administered as a partial dose will not evoke a full immune response. Remove
the needle and if there is any visible blood at the injection site, the patient can
apply pressure to the site with a piece of gauze or cotton wool.' Ensure the FULL
dose is administered.
Secondly, a full King Kong Korona dose is 0.03ml which is a very small amount.
The Korona vaccine is NEVER a full cylinder which you can see in this Pfizer
training video. Note, the black plunger is about 1/5th of the way up the syringe
cylinder before any content has been delivered. Now play back the AHKK video
in slow motion, and AFTER AH has been 'vaccinated', you can see the nurse's
plunger is in the EXACT SAME position as the full vaccine dose in the training
video. NO vaccine content was injected into Anthony Hopkins, the ENTIRE
contents was emptied into the air. Therefore, AH has not been vaccinated with
his life-saving 'medicine'. As I say, the AHKK vaccine is the only vaccine I'll be
submitting to, thank you.

BUT SUCH IS THE SWAY OF THE WORLD IN MY HOUSE
And because AH had his vaccine contents emptied into the air, we can hazard
a good guess AH knows the score on these Pfizer poisons. And Pfizer has also
been open from the start about the potential dangers of her vaccines (in that
special Big Pharma 'open' sort of way). On page 9 of the Pfizer vaccine
information leaflet, Pfizer tells us more serious adverse reactions can include
'death, a life-threatening adverse event, in-patient hospitalization or
prolongation of existing hospitalization, a persistent or significant incapacity or
substantial disruption of the ability to conduct normal life functions, a congenital
anomaly/birth defect, an important medical event that based on appropriate
medical judgement may jeopardize the individual and may require medical or
surgical intervention to prevent one of the outcomes listed above.'
The people are falling like flies with this virus, says Big Pharma, says Madame
Mainstream. The Pfizer c19 vaccine is safe AND approved and fit for purpose
says Albert Broula, says the UK government, says the BBC, say the populations,
says church universal. WE NEED THE VACCINE NOW, says Madame Mainstream,
say the people, says church universal, we must pray for an unhindered roll-out.
Because the people are falling like flies with this virus.
And now, the people REALLY ARE falling like flies, but not because of any virus
of course. The virus doesn't even exist. We're falling like flies because of the
vaccine roll-out. And so let's go there now. And we need to go there because if
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we don't, we're not telling the full horrific story, which everybody needs to hear
and digest and understand and own. And particularly those in God's House must
comprehend the death and mayhem as a result of the King Kong kure they have
been earnestly praying for. Our God won't have answered any of those
misguided prayers, of course, He'll have been saying there's enough dark
evidence and damage out there for My people to make an educated choice, but
such is the sway of the world in My House, they're not listening. Our God wants
His House to be a source of Light and Truth in the community in the coming days,
not an advocate for mass poisoning by injection.

THESE REPORTS ARE ONLY SCRATCHING THE SURFACE
To get us started, former senior Pfizer researcher Mike Yeadon and former chair
of the Parliamentary Assembly of The Council of Europe Health Committee
Wolfgang Wodarg called for an IMMEDIATE suspension of the Pfizer vaccine
rollout telling us the vaccine content can set up an immune response in the body
which attacks the placenta and can render a woman infertile. This single
sentence on page 4 says it all, 'This means that it could take a relatively long time
before a noticeable number of cases of post-vaccination infertility could be
observed.' Think of all the girls and young women now receiving this vaccine and
the consequences going unnoticed for now.
In so many words, Mike Yeadon is telling us the Korona vaccine is another
Gardasil, and the luciferians know it and they're injecting us with it. Once again,
this is intentional depopulation. It is the intentional sterilisation of girls and
young women, and intentional culling of the human race. Abaddon the
destroyer. And with what we've already learned about the vaccination
programmes led by Bill Gates/ WHO/UN/BMGF, we dismiss Mike Yeadon to our
shame and future misfortune. In mid-May 2021, the BBC was telling us the
Korona vaccine could cause changes to women's periods but it's all harmless.
But thousands upon thousands of women are reporting changes to their
menstrual cycles and also continuous heavy bleeding. These reports are
scratching the surface of this horrendous issue, my friend. But the vaccine isn't
going to affect fertility, they promise. Yeah, right.
So that's the world's ovaries being 'sorted out' by Big pharma as we speak. What
about the effects of the vaccines upon the body in general? James is a certified
nurse assistant in a residential home in the US. James is also a whistle-blower
and he's made a video. James reports that in 2020 very few residents in his
nursing home got sick with c19, and none of them died during the entire year of
2020. Shortly after administering the Pfizer vaccine, 14 residents died within two
weeks, and many others are near death.
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In his video, James tells viewers there's a clear pattern now. Inject the elderly
with the Pfizer vaccine and blame the illness and death on the virus. James'
superiors are blaming a c19 'super spreader' outbreak. And the only reason Big
Pharma and the media are getting away with this says James, is because few
healthcare workers are coming forward. Says James, 'These are people I knew.
Residents who used to walk on their own can no longer walk. Residents who used
to carry on an intelligent conversation with me can no longer talk.'
All the fluent liars in all senior position across all government parties know these
vaccines have the capacity to maim and kill, but they're rolling it out anyway,
and the regulators can't stop the roll-out now, there's far too much money at
stake. And anyway, the regulators are small fry, they've been in the pockets of
Big Pharma since the start. As if Big Pharma has EVER had any regulator stand
up and say no to her! To be clear, everybody on the inside knows the Pfizer
vaccine is going to be injuring and killing thousands upon thousands.
Avery Healthcare manages residential homes for the elderly across the UK and
in mid-December 2020, Avery began the much-prayed for roll-out of the Pfizer
vaccine across all its homes. Says Avery proudly, 'Avery Healthcare has begun
it’s Covid-19 Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine rollout this week, with many more expected
to be vaccinated within the coming weeks. Says Avery Care and Quality Director,
Julie Spence, 'This news is very welcome, and we sincerely hope that this is the
first step to us all returning to a normal way of living. 2020 has been a
challenging year for everyone, and we, like many others, are delighted with the
news that following trials and MHRA approval, a COVID-19 vaccine has been
made available.'
So, Julie Spence tells us she's delighted the Pfizer c19 vaccine has been approved
which she knows is a lie, and that all her residents across the Avery sites have
been vaccinated. And sure enough, since the vaccinators' visit to Averymanaged Pemberley House in Basingstoke, 22 residents have died. Madame
Mainstream of course isn't going anywhere near the obvious link but instead,
she's telling us the c19 virus is 'ripping through the care homes!'
On the 29th January, 2021, and in response to these 22 deaths since the
vaccinators' visit, the toothless Basingstoke Gazette featured an interview with
Basingstoke Tory MP Maria Miller who quite unbelievably tells readers, 'The
tragic loss of life at Pemberley House over the past few weeks shows how
important it is to get this vulnerable group vaccinated as soon as possible. I have
been having meetings with ministers and local NHS providers over the past six
weeks to ensure Basingstoke residents are vaccinated as quickly as possible.
I understand Hampshire’s vaccine rollout plan is one of the most advanced in
the country.'
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SURGING, PLUMMETING, SOARING, PLUNGING
H-E-L-L-O? The 22 who died had died AFTER they'd been vaccinated! Twenty two
residents dead in a month! And the deaths are being blamed on the virus! And
so what good was the 'life saver' vaccine anyway? And this inhumane deceit is
being perpetrated right across the residential home sector! At least the
comments section in the Basingstoke Gazette tells us something of the truth:
'Sit back and watch this horror story unfold over the coming weeks, months and
years as the NHS burns through billions of tax payers pounds sticking half-doses
into arms unproven to any meaningful extent.'
'Very sad, they all had the vaccine and it had nothing to do with the vaccine.
Wake up people this is genocide.'
'22 people dying within DAYS of a rushed, new mRNA 'vaccine' and it's not the
vaccine to blame? They think we're stupid. Make no mistake, these tragic deaths
will be blamed on covid but the real cause was the jab. Conveniently, and maybe
that's WHY, the manufacturer of it has NO LEGAL LIABILITY WHATSOEVER to
vaccine injuries and death. This is a CRIME against HUMANITY.'
A UK Daily Mail headline
from 26th January 2021
tells us 'Weekly covid
deaths in care homes
nearly TRIPLED in a
fortnight with 1,705
residents dying in England
and Wales last week as
pandemic total surges
past 30,000.'
The story ran with all the usual surging, plummeting, soaring, plunging effluent
that Madame Mainstream excels in but the picture above from the story says it
all. The death rate is rising as a direct result of the vaccine drive, but again, poledancing Daily Mail journalist Emily Webber doesn't go anywhere near this
coincidence. As the vaccine roll-out continues to focus on every elderly care
home in Britain, obedient Emily tells us, 'Liz Kendall, Labour's shadow social care
minister, warned the UK is 'in a race against time to vaccinate residents and staff'
to stop the disease from ripping through the sector.' Not once do we suspect it's
the vaccine that's ripping through the sector, and therefore, says our God, My
people die through lack of knowledge. And I'll not apologise for the repetition.
Across the pond in the US, James Mulder writing for The Syracuse tells us The
Commons residential home for the elderly in Cayuga County had NO Korona
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deaths over the whole of 2020. The vaccinators arrived at the Commons on
December 22nd 2020, and since that date to January 9th, 24 residents have died.
Separately, on December 20th 2020, the editor of Health Impact News Brian
Shilhavy tells us, 'The first week of injecting American healthcare workers with
the experimental illegal Pfizer mRNA vaccine has resulted in over 3000 of these
healthcare workers reporting they were injured to the extent they could not
continue on their jobs and perform normal activities, requiring care from
a doctor or healthcare worker.'
God's c19 dissenter Edward Hendrie again, 'You can plan on the pharmaceutical
companies and the government denying any connection between latermanifested illnesses and the COVID-19 vaccine, just as they have done with
denying the connection between childhood vaccinations and autism, ADHD, and
allergies. These initial 3,150 victims are likely only the beginning of a wave of
disabled vaccine recipients.'
It's a given that despite the lengthy approval process for whatever drug that Big
Pharma wants to bring to market, there's still the capacity for that drug to inflict
injury and death. Vaccine approval generally takes 10 years to iron out all the
glitches - and by glitches I mean iron out as many severe reactions and deaths
as possible before going on sale. But with the c19 vaccine, even this approval
process, for what it's worth, has been bypassed. And as a result, the regulators
know full well a tidal wave of injury and death is heading our way with these
unapproved vaccines.
To illustrate this fact, in early 2020, the MHRA awarded an undisclosed sum to
software specialist Genpact to design an AI system that will monitor the vaccine
carnage. Here's a key paragraph from the MHRA tender, 'For reasons of extreme
urgency under Regulation 32(2)(c) related to the release of a Covid-19 vaccine,
MHRA has accelerated the sourcing and implementation of a vaccine specific AI
tool. Strictly necessary - it is not possible to retrofit the MHRA’s legacy systems
to handle the volume of ADRs (Adverse Drug Reactions) that will be generated
by a Covid-19 vaccine. Therefore, if the MHRA does not implement the AI tool, it
will be unable to process these ADRs effectively. This will hinder its ability to
rapidly identify any potential safety issues with the Covid-19 vaccine and
represents a direct threat to patient life and public health.
FOR REASONS OF EXTREME URGENCY! Once again, we're being told in plain
sight, and all of this AI infrastructure being put into place as hurriedly as possible
before the vaccine campaign begins! In essence, Pfizer's going to be injuring and
killing us, Pfizer knows it, and the MHRA knows it and is going to be counting the
numbers. And the serious injuries and deaths are already mounting.
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THE GOVERNMENTS KNOW THE VACCINES ARE DANGEROUS
One year on, and in the UK government document Roadmap Step 2, 31st March
2021, our health leaders predicted that between 60-70% of hospital admissions,
illnesses and DEATHS over the course of 2021 will likely be those who have been
double-vaccinated. Paragraph 32, page 10 tells us, 'The resurgence in both
hospitalisations and deaths is dominated by those that have received two doses
of the vaccine, comprising around 60% and 70% of the wave respectively. This
can be attributed to the high levels of uptake in the most at-risk age groups, such
that immunisation failures account for more serious illness than unvaccinated
individuals.'
And we've already been told the same by Sir Patrick Vallance no less and
Transport Minister Grant Shapps. HIM WHO HATH EARS LET HIM HEAR! And
immunisation failures? What's that supposed to mean? Here is our government
letting us know in advance that hospitals will be dealing with plain-speaking
vaccine damage and death from the double-vaccinated. Once again,
confirmation our evil rulers know the vaccines are dangerous and they're telling
us in plain sight, and still they're administering them across the populations.
And can you believe this next glaring admission! Westminster City council has
raised the following tender to manage temporary body storage facilities. Says
the tender, 'The Authority seeks to procure a framework agreement for
temporary body storage in the event of an excess deaths situation for the 32
London boroughs and the City of London, led by Westminster City Council. The
framework agreement will appoint a single provider and will be for a period of
4 years.' So, what are our esteemed leaders expecting from the vaccine roll out?
Norway too has ordered 3.5 million body bags, and other European and
international countries are doing the same.
And the fancy AI MHRA death counting software isn't going to make any
difference anyway. The MHRA death counter will be useless, and here's why. As
with all such vaccine injury counters, we have to understand, the software is
only ever as truthful as those in charge of data entry. And because ALL of these
people at this level are cold-blooded liars, we know the Genpact AI programme
will deliver only a tiny percentage of the true vaccine injury and death toll.
And it's not as if these vaccine injuries are going unreported by the recipients.
Of course they're reported, of course the dizzy, shaking, breathless and nowuncoordinated and internally bleeding ones go to their doctor for help. It's what
happens to the doctor's notes from that visit onwards that's the issue. From that
point on, those notes always seem to 'get lost' somewhere along the way. VAERS
aka the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System serves as a classic illustration
of this criminal approach to vaccine injury reporting.
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It's been well known for years that VAERS is broken. A report drawn up for the
US Department of Health and Human Services tells us, 'Adverse events from
drugs and vaccines are common, but under-reported. Although 25% of
ambulatory patients experience an adverse drug event, less than 0.3% of all
adverse drug events and 1-13% of serious events are reported to the Food and
Drug Administration. Likewise, fewer than 1% of vaccine adverse events are
reported. Low reporting rates preclude or slow the identification of 'problem'
drugs and vaccines that endanger public health. New surveillance methods for
drug and vaccine adverse effects are needed.' (page 6)

HOSPITAL STAFF ARE ALSO BEING STRUCK DOWN BY THE VACCINE
ONE PERCENT OR LESS! The above report was commissioned in 2010, and still
nothing has been done to fix VAERS. Here is a little-publicized report from the
US CDC to the US government in early 2021 saying adverse reactions are
between 50-120 times under-reported. And here's an excerpt from letter to the
editor of the BMJ published on 2nd April 2021 from a Dr Katya Polyakova a
consultant at Kings College London, 'What I am currently struggling with is the
failure to report the reality of the morbidity caused by our current vaccination
program within the health service and staff population. The levels of sickness
after vaccination is unprecedented and staff are getting very sick and some with
neurological symptoms which is having a huge impact on the health service
function. Even the young and healthy are off for days, some for weeks, and some
requiring medical treatment. Whole teams are being taken out as they went to
get vaccinated together.' Hospital staff are also being struck down by the
vaccine. Wake up o sleeper!
Of course there are people who can receive a vaccine, and maybe feel slightly
nauseous for a day, or will experience a pain or tingling in the arm, and a few
days later will feel OK. And that may be the end of it. But for so many people,
over the weeks and maybe a couple of months, and depending on the strength
of their immune system and/or the toxicity of the vaccine, and as they go for
their boosters, those people will begin to notice continued and increasing
physical and/or mental impairment.
And if that impairment makes itself known even just a week after the vaccine,
that's still enough time for the vaccine companies to argue they're in the clear.
Edward Hendrie is the editor of Great Mountain Publishing and is another of
God's faithful King Kong dissenters. Says Edward, 'The sad reality is that adverse
vaccine reactions are often long-term. Another scary fact is that adverse vaccine
reactions sometimes do not manifest for many months after the vaccination. The
insidious thing about vaccines is that because there is often a delay between the
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vaccine and the adverse reaction, the vaccine manufacturers can claim the
disability is unrelated to the vaccine.'

GOD WILL NOT BE BLESSING OUR VACCINE PRAYER REQUESTS
And so, as time goes by and as the populations receive their second and third
vaccine, and as we go for our top-ups and boosters when there's not even
anything wrong with us, we can expect far more adverse reactions in the
populations which will continue to be vastly under-reported by our evil
overseers. We will get to hear around 1% of the bad reactions and deaths, and
the reactions and deaths which manifest weeks or months later will be blamed
on something else.
If you didn't fall down immediately after being vaccinated, says Big Pharma,
we're in the clear. And now, with this Emergency Use Only waiver status, even
if you do keel over straight away, Big Pharma has all the necessary paperwork in
place to claim indemnity.
But there is far too much evidence now to show how people who were fit and
healthy prior to the vaccine are now suffering allergies, similar mobility issues
and similar physical and mental impairment that NONE of them had EVER
experienced previously. In late February 2022, a sub-division of the NHS began
advertising for multiple posts in the Vaccine Damage Payment Scheme Team.
And so, as a DIRECT result of choosing to not go near the darker c19 box, church
universal has been praying earnestly for the unhindered roll-out of a fake testing
programme and highly toxic vaccine that is already injuring and killing thousands
of God's children - a death toll which will increase to millions as the boosters and
follow-up boosters and booster booster boosters are administered. I repeat,
God will not be blessing our vaccine prayer requests. Rather He is allowing this
evil to manifest whilst also showing us quite clearly this evil is taking place.
And whilst some people are blessed with a strong immune system and may
survive the first toxic c19 shot unimpaired, and even the second (and you can be
thankful if you have), it is the cumulative toxic effect of these vaccines upon the
body that's the real fear. We must expect people within our circle who were
otherwise fit and healthy to develop some 'rare disorder' at some point, some
'syndrome' or some horrible internal bleeding condition and have it described
as anything but vaccine damage.
And you didn't think the vaccine monsters were going to let it rest at version 1.0,
did you? Already, Big Pharm has been letting us know our King Kong immunity
is likely to wane in the near future. Here's expert liar Matt Hancock in January
2021 letting us all know the latest on that particularly evil angle of attack.
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Stat News brings us up to speed on the latest Korona mutations, 'More
urgently, experts said, the disparate results serve as a warning flag that the
world needs to step up its current vaccination campaigns and expedite efforts to
envision what Covid-19 vaccines 2.0 might look like.
And said Science Magazine back in
January 2021, 'Now, they’re
focusing on a potential new threat:
variants that could do an end run
around the human immune
response. Such 'immune escapes'
could mean more people who have
had C19 remain susceptible to
reinfection, and that proven
vaccines may, at some point, need
an update.' My friend, in the space
of a year, the luciferians want to
inject us two and even three times
with their c19 'antidote', and now
they're telling us we'll likely need
the vaccine annually plus an
Autumn 'booster' to protect us
from the deadly new 'c19 variants'
out there.
And right on queue, in the Autumn of 2021, along comes the fake Omicron
variant requiring the necessary vaccine update. Quel surprise, not. It's beyond
belief the levels of toxicity these satanists wish to inject into us under the
pretence of 'a pandemic'. The May 2021 edition of Science Magazine (above)
leads with protecting our dying coral reefs from global warming. And again,
I cannot wait for us to get to part 2 where we run a sword through the fake
global warming giant.
And have you noticed how HIV/AIDS is all the talk in early 2022? Said UN
representative Eamonn Murphy in mid-February 2022, 'We urgently need to
deploy cutting-edge medical innovations in ways that reach the communities
most in need. Whether it’s HIV treatment or COVID-19 vaccines, inequalities in
access are perpetuating pandemics in ways that harm us all.' Yawn, yawn.
And so, in a special short chapter in part 2, we'll also get to see how the whole
earth was deceived by the supposed HIV crisis too. And this far in to Smoke and
Mirrors, you can start to believe that now, can't you, that AIDS/HIV pandemic
and global warming are more of the same deceiving monsters, PRAISE GOD!
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What a schemer you are, lucifer, but with the application of rationale and God's
Word as our Plumb Line, how easily your entrails are spilled out for the birds!

AND SO, AS A DIRECT RESULT
Please watch the following 1 minute video as a dissenter. Watch as we dutifully
line up to receive our life-saving gift from Big Pharma and see if you are not
sickened by the darkness and by our compliance levels in the waiting room.
Everyone MUO, everyone sitting obediently in line. Watch the old man receiving
his shot, wearing his Union Jack mask, utterly enchanted and utterly under the
c19 spell of it all. And watch the old woman, her voice muffled by her occult
mask as she tells us, 'I didn't even feel it.' These vaccine monsters have not a
shred of goodness or decency about them.

And did you know the suppliers of these vaccines are ALL protected by law
against any injury or deaths from their vaccines? And so when the injuries and
deaths mount, there will be no recourse to justice for you. DID YOU KNOW
THAT? AstraZeneca is one of 25 leading pharmaceutical companies who have
ALL negotiated an agreement with the governments of the world indemnifying
them against ANY King Kong vaccine damage. Says senior AstraZeneca executive
Ruud Dobber, 'This is a unique situation where we as a company simply cannot
take the risk if in four years the vaccine is showing side effects. In the contracts
we have in place, we are asking for indemnification. For most countries it is
acceptable to take that risk on their shoulders because it is in their national
interest.'
And already, the vaccine roll-out is producing the expected adverse side-effects
and deaths. Wake up o people! Wake up o church!
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Have you been praying for a sign for you regarding these vaccines because
you've got your private concerns? In March and April 2021, the AstraZeneca
vaccine programme was temporarily halted in various countries because of
injury and death, and the Pfizer vaccine is killing and injuring people too. The
Moderna vaccine trial resulted in adverse reactions in 50% of vaccine recipients.
Him who hath ears to hear, let him hear! And again says our God, 'My people die
through lack of knowledge.'
Across country after country, thousands upon thousands of injuries and deaths
have already been inflicted by the Korona jab supplied by ALL the major
manufacturers. We are all lab rats being injected with another profitable and
untested toxin and with no evidence for safety other than on the say so of the
kings of the earth. The obedient queues across the world tell us once again how
so few of us are bothered to read the Big Pharma smallprint.

AND SO WHAT ABOUT ALL THOSE NUTTERS
So, when we're spasming or bleeding internally or writhing on the floor in agony
as a result, nobody now has anywhere to turn for recompense. How much more
evidence do we need to make an informed choice on this matter? Don't let us
be like the drowning man who refused help from a passing boat because he
prayed for a helicopter. I know I'll not be rolling up my sleeve for Bill and Melinda
Gates, and neither will millions like me, even though immunity passports are
being considered. I’d rather fall into the hands of Edward Jenner and Louis
Pasteur than Bill Gates and Pfizer and AstraZeneca.
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With the Covi-Pass (right) and similar systems
being put forward by the greedy Big Tech
giants, the vaccinated will be allowed to go
about their business (whatever that means in
our 'new normal' world) whilst the
unvaccinated will be hounded, denied access
to shops and will generally be framed by
Madame Mainstream as the perverse ones,
and threatening the greater good and health
of mankind. Says the Covi-Pass site, ‘A traffic
light system confirms their health status as
either red or green, red for positive and green
for negative,’ the company points out. ‘The
amber colour indicates a countdown timer to
when another test would be due and
required. The Covi-Pass can be used as an
authenticated gateway for public services,
businesses and employees to manage a safe
return to work, life, and safe travel.'
So, we can see where all of this is headed, and all of this we'll be looking at in
the Korona vaccine chapter. I would also say that if you still hear the sound of
Homer's head monkey as we're discussing the ghastly role that vaccination has
played across history, your reaction, and no offence, says less about your
knowledge of this area and far more about just how much the whole earth has
been deceived by the kings of the earth into believing what we believe about
human health and our imagined health aggressors and 'kures', and buying into
their vastly profitable business model as a result.
And so, what about all those 'nutters' who have done their homework on the
Korona vaccine and refuse it? Will they be hounded and even imprisoned into
submission? The writing is on the wall for the refuseniks, vaccination by order
of the state is already here in other parts of the world. As of mid-August 2021 in
Australia, children were being seized from distraught parents and dragged into
back rooms to be vaccinated with the untested and potentially lethal Korona
vaccine. Click on this link to witness this. It is beyond despicable.
As always though, as we trawl through all of this darkness, we must remember
our God is far bigger, and He WILL meet us in our time of need, and we'll be
looking at what the Bible has to say about God's promises to us regarding His
Peace and Protection for the days ahead.
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Can we not see where this is all headed, and what we're all becoming? Of course
we're being inducted into something evil and dark! Wake up church! Wake up
people! Everything is spiritual, EVERYTHING! Below, we see more of us lining up
obediently to receive our toxic sacrament.
And now even the little children are being
vaccinated. In late September 2021, Pfizer
announced its vaccine is safe for 5-11yr olds.
Says the CNN report, 'Calls for a Covid-19
vaccine for younger children have grown
louder in recent months as cases surged
among children.' Cases have surged, have
they? And who might those louder calls be
from? Not from Big Pharma by any chance?
In mid-February 2022, Scotland gave the goahead for 5-12yr olds to be vaccinated.
Meanwhile, here's a report from December
2021 on the steep rise in children's deaths
since the vaccine rollout.

And here is WHO boss Tedros Ghebreyesu actually admitting the Korona vaccine
is killing children. Yes, he actually said that. It is beyond despicable, and the
WHO admission is all part of the luciferian game of hidden in plain sight. Nobody
can say they didn't tell us. There are so many sources revealing the same vaccine
injuries and deaths. amongst children . The UK Office of National Statistics has
revealed teen deaths are showing a 125% increase since the Korona jab.
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In late September 2021, the FDA Vaccine Advisory Committee held an open
session on the efficacy and safety of the Pfizer booster shot and amazingly chose
not to delete comments from qualified doctors. A Doctor Joseph Fraiman stated,
'We the medical establishment cannot confidently call out anti-COVID-19
activists who publicly claim the vaccines harm more than they save, especially in
the young and healthy, the fact that we do not have the clinical evidence to say
these activists are wrong, should terrify us all.' In the same open forum, Steve
Kirsch, Executive Director of the COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund stated, 'I am
going to focus my remarks today with the elephant in the room that nobody likes
to talk about, that the vaccines kill more people than they save.' His 4 minute
gootube video gets straight to the point.
The FDA session on booster vaccines was prompted by a report in the UK Lancet
which came out against against covid booster jabs not least because the sideeffects from the boosters could put people off vaccines altogether, and PRAISE
GOD FOR THAT! Says the Lancet report, 'If unnecessary boosting causes
significant adverse reactions, there could be implications for vaccine acceptance
that go beyond COVID-19 vaccines. Thus, widespread boosting should be
undertaken only if there is clear evidence that it is appropriate.' Which it isn't of
course, no vaccine is ever THE REMOTEST BIT appropriate. And later in the same
report, and regardless of the baseless science propping up vaccination, 'the
currently available evidence does not show the need for widespread use of
booster vaccination in populations that have received an effective primary
vaccination regimen.' Doctors from around the world are also warning us not to
take the vaccine. The zoom call below tells us all we need to know.
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What we're seeing unravelling before us now in the hospitals is the adverse
reaction fall-out from the vaccine. In a concerted effort to cover this up, here's
the lying BBC on 23rd September 2021 with her story Is the Worst Cold Ever
Going Around? And now in Spring 2022, as our hospitals are filling up with all
manner of side-effects from the vaccine, all of these adverse reactions are being
blamed on the debilitating effects of King Kong c19.
Here's the UK pole dancer-in-chief Daily Mail telling us we can expect heart
attacks and strokes from people who suffered even a mild case of King Kong
Korona. Says the lying Daily Mail, 'The Washington University researchers fear
covid will lead to millions more heart problems in the coming years. They estimate
the virus has already triggered 15 million extra cardiovascular cases worldwide. During an infection, the virus attacks the body's cells, which can cause
damage to heart tissue and the immune system, which the researchers suspect
triggers heart problems.'
Seasonal flu has NEVER caused heart issues and strokes and collapses like this!
Basically, the vaccine injury chickens are coming home to roost. Here's a nurse
whistleblowing the vaccine injuries which are pouring into hospitals now which
Madame Mainstream is not covering.

Thousands of people across ALL countries are now reporting to the doctors and
hospitals because of feeling more than just 'run down'. And the dissenters would
say we must steel ourselves for any more illnesses that will be manifesting which
will have nothing at all to do with seasonal flu. Rather, these people have had
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their in-built army of toxin fighters quite literally mown down, flattened,
obliterated by the damaging effects of the Korona jab.
And these illnesses and hospitalisations are only confirming what our luciferian
politicians have mockingly been telling us we are to expect since the start of the
mass vaccination campaign, as UK Government Chief Scientist Sir Pitrack
Violence no less and UK Transport Minister Grant Shapps told us, expect 60% of
hospital admissions for Korona-related conditions to be the double vaccinated.

VACCINATION IS THE LEADING CAUSE OF COINCIDENCES
And we've never seen this many athletes collapsing all of a sudden. Here's a short
list of some of the super-fit sports stars collapsing in 2021 and many dying as a
result of the vaccine. Here's the December 2021 list of collapsing atheletes and
spectators. And here's just one of the footballing casualty for 2022. Matt le
Tissier and Trevor Sinclair are ex-professional footballers who have been
silenced on air for talking about the link between the vaccine and these
collapses. Here's Matt in an independent interview letting us know his thoughts.
Truly, vaccination is the leading cause of coincidences.
And for all the people out there who have been double and even triple-jabbed
and boostered, not only are you being told you can still 'catch' King Kong, and
still 'spread it', but also, have any of your former freedoms been returned to
you? And are you any less anxious in heart and mind about our future?
Next, we have the vaccine
poll carried out by WXYZ
TV Channel 7 in Detroit
which
went
horribly
wrong. A WXYZ reporter
asked viewers to send in
their stories of friends and
family who had not been
vaccinated
and
had
become seriously ill or had
died of Korona.
Out of the 180,000-plus comments received on the WXYZ facebook page above,
120,000-plus comments detailed the injury and death caused by the vaccine.
The Great Mountain site has taken screen shots of the WXYZ comments page
before the poll is deleted. Says one comment, 'My aunt's blood vessels are
leaking now from the C-19 gene therapy shot.'
One of the most succinct summaries of vaccination I've ever read is found in
a recent document called 'The Truth of the Times - Covid and the Bible' which
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was sent to me by another of God's watchmen warning us of the c19 deception
and how the 'infectious virus' narrative is merely a vehicle for establishing the
worldwide control of the money system and subsequently, the worldwide
control of us. In it, he states: 'Vaccines, in and of themselves are an abomination
to Almighty God. They are a mockery of the PERFECT and COMPLETE immune
system we are given at birth, and we in history have never had any need for
them, but by trickery and sorcery we have had our bodies and immune systems
slowly destroyed over the decades, and the rise of so many different diseases
have come forth because of these drugs. If you look at the health of completely
unvaccinated children and compare them to vaccinated children, there simply is
no comparison. The testimonies across the world are OVERWHELMING.'
And so, as part of this Korona post-mortem, our God wants us comprehending
the full horror of church universal's participation in the macabre King Kong
pantomime, that we might never return to this place again. And any pain we
might experience as we are reminded of the part we played will be nothing
compared to the liberation that will follow. And again, none of what you're
about to read must be taken personally. Ther can be no denying it is what it is.
And our God wants us right out from under the stinking witch!
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THERE CAN BE NO RETURN
TO THE OLD WAY OF THINKING
AND DOING
'In India, a second wave of covid is having a devastating
impact. Cases are rising at an alarming rate, with more
than 350,000 new cases in just 24 hours, according to
Reuters. More than 200,000 lives have been lost to the
pandemic in India. Across the country, hospitals are
overrun and oxygen supplies are falling short of
demand. Please stand with us and pray for our sisters and
brothers in India.' Christian Aid Prayer Points For India
And so, as church leaders advise their congregations across the world on best
Korona practice, and as church universal soaks herself in the News at Six and
conforms to the world's way of thinking, the watchmen on the walls would say
that by looking to our governments and to today's science and scientists socalled to lead us rather than to God, this decision to look horizontally and not
vertically has kept church universal thoroughly entangled in the deceit and
fakery and pandemonium which has only hindered her exit out from under the
witch and has delayed a clear way forward for the Church of Jesus Christ.
Church changed forever the day monster Kong dropped out of the sky, and how
church will take shape post-c19 I don't profess to know, but if we want to see
God move in Power and Might and with miracles, the watchmen would say there
can be NO RETURN to the old way of thinking and doing and being 'church'.

HERE'S WORLD-RENOWNED CHRISTAN TEACHER RICK WARREN
For sure, the first and second lockdown led to imaginative ways of continuing
digital church and there have been some great gootube and zoom meetings
online because our God can use any and every medium for His Glory! But with
each of us separated off in our own houses until recently, this 'wearing down of
the saints' as the Book of Daniel describes it has led to an isolating, sheltering
and even imprisoned mindset amongst God's people. A victorious life in Christ
overshadowed by the stinking constraints of the latest government c19 edicts
and an underlying luciferian fear of contact with one another.
And so, as the window of Korona freedom opened up in September 2021 and as
the congregations returned to old church, the watchmen would say the sacrifice
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we've needed to make for that return has been to adhere to all the korrect
luciferian guidelines and remaining MUO on the darkness of it all, which is
causing only deeper confusion and deeper spiritual imprisonment. Free but not
free. Still confused, still anxious about it all and still parked up. AND STILL
NOBODY TALKING ABOUT WHAT'S BEEN HAPPENING TO US OVER THE LAST
TWO YEARS! Our silence is all part of the uneasy truce. Tell me it's not just me.
And as of March 2022, church universal UK along with the rest of the UK
population has been enjoying relative freedom. But when it all changes again as
it surely will, what will be her response? Will church universal stand her ground
against the darkness this time around? Will she even perceive the darkness? It's
not looking likely at present.
Take offence if you like but it will be no surprise to see church universal once
again abiding by the next raft of luciferian diktats, still looking to all the usual
mainstream church leaders and mainstream Korona wisdom for her leadership.
And so, let's spend a few minutes now looking at what's been before. And it's
going to be painful. But once again, as horrible as it's going to be for us over the
next few pages, God is saying this is all part of the post-mortem.

WHY WOULD HE SAY THAT?
First of all, right back at the beginning when fake King Kong first landed, here's
world-renowned and revered christian teacher and author Rick Warren offering
his advice on viruses and telling us how he's studied this a lot and how 'we can't
stop this one!' And so who among the congregations is EVER going to dare to
question Rick Warren! The raggedy unqualified dissenter from the far field
won't be listened to over the spiritual advisor to the US administration and the
author of The Purpose-Driven Life! Never mind Timothy says the 'virus wisdom'
Rick Warren is imparting to church universal is the same, rote-learned, vain
babblings of science so-called.
In this next video, watch just the first two minutes of this genuinely caring pastor
telling his congregation everything that he 'knows' about viruses and
coronavirus but with absolutely no idea why he believes what he believes. And
neither does he have A SINGLE CLUE as to the deception he is earnestly
imparting to a congregation believing everything he's telling them. And you can
be sure both him and his congregation would be less than pleased to hear his
'teachings' on monster Kong are nothing more than the same vain babblings.
Here's a video called What Does the Bible say About Coronavirus? The video
begins by telling us 'Coronavirus is now sweeping across the globe', once again
demonstrating this man's King Kong world view aligns exactly with the prevailing
luciferian King Kong narrative. And throughout this man's earnest presentation,
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there is NOT ONE HINT of c19 being anything other than a real virus and a Godpermitted plague, in turn leading his viewers and listeners into only further
physical, mental and spiritual bondage and a satanic fear of contamination. Ugh!
What a vile message from a thoroughly nice, thoroughly deluded church leader.
Here's a 5 minute christian 'comedy' sketch from early 2020 on how social
distancing will affect church when we return. It's not so much the content that
makes the heart sink but the comments section. Here are just a few. 'Hadn't
laughed so much in ages!' 'Such good clean christian comedy!' 'I'm sure I heard
God laughing.' I don't think so! God is most definitely NOT laughing at the
extent to which His people are deceived right now.
A
pastor
I
met
in
a supermarket aisle in early
May 2020 leads a church in
West Sussex, and he spent
THE WHOLE 15 minutes of our
conversation agitated at my
proximity to him. His fear of
me and what Korona
infestation might hop from
my body onto his was
heartbreakingly evident. Yet
he too, I am sure if asked,
would say he was no longer
subject to a yolk of slavery.
I had a similar experience with another church leader early on in the plandemic
who told me that masks and social distancing and the use of hand gels didn't
really demonstrate an underlying fear of the virus. Why would he say that? It's
so obviously does! When God's Korona dissenters see a Bible-believing follower
of Jesus or anybody for that matter wearing a mask, scrubbing their hands
regularly and nervously keeping the korrect Korona distance, we can only
conclude that person is right under the fearful spell of evil King Kong!

SHOOT ME ON THAT ONE IF YOU LIKE
Here's a mid-2020 video presented by three pastors on 'a safe return to church'.
The video contains advice on masks and social distancing and hand gels, no
communion, no food and drink afterwards and of course no hugging. Watch it,
if only to bring home the full weight of the King Kong c19 deception, and how
deeply lucifer has embedded himself into God's House and is leading so many
into only further slavery. At the end of the video, one of the pastors tells us to
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not be scared but prepared, yet his whole message is delivered from a position
of underlying fear AND BEING SCARED.
Church, can we please stop with the word games and stop pretending we're
living victoriously when evidently we're not. Shoot the messenger if you like but
I write as I see it, and what I do NOT see in ANY of these videos is ANY kind of
freedom! The Korona advice being delived right across church universal by these
well-intentioned pastors is NOT AT ALL how our God wants us to be meeting
together!
As of July/August 2021, we were allowed to sing out loud in church provided we
wear a mask. And when we sat down after our singing, we could take our masks
off, but if we decided we want to walk around in church, we had to put them
back on again. What a ridiculous state of affairs in God's House!
Is this how our God wants His family to be gathering? Is this a triumphant troupe
before our God? Being greeted by all the luciferian rules and regulations and
gels and masks as we enter God's House?
If this is going to be church 'going forward', I cannot in all good conscience join
in. Everybody standing the statutory distance apart or in their 'bubble'?
Everybody making sure they're on their best Korona behaviour? Gelling
appropriately, wearing the mask in all the right places and at all the right times
during the service? My friend, ALL OF THIS IS NOTHING SHORT OF OCCULT
LUCIFERIAN BONDAGE!
And after church and back in our own homes with friends and family or when
we go to the football or the indoor market or Tesco after church, we were
breaking every single one of our King Kong church rules anyway. So, all we're
doing in church is behaving Korona korrectly whilst privately thinking this is
ridiculous. Shoot me on this one, but only if I'm wrong.

NO OFFENCE AGAIN, BUT WHO'S ISSUE IS THAT?
Church universal has a popular victory chorus Jesus We Celebrate Your Victory
but it seems we've sat down with King Kong and re-written it. 'It was for freedom
that Christ has set us free, except King Kong KO-RO-NA could be the death of
me!' NO! This is how we sing it, 'It was for freedom that Christ has set us free,
NO LONGER TO BE SUBJECT TO A YOLK OF SLAVERY!
And so what is the Spirit of God saying to His church? Be bold, be strong, for the
Lord our God is with us, exhorts Caleb! And please, this is not judging anybody
but how else can one say it! May our God truly open our eyes to THIS OCCULT
ATTACK UPON HIS PEOPLE! COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE. A MILLION TIMES,
COME OUT OF HER! In heart and mind, let us as one body rise up out of our
current sheltering mindset.
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We can't ever know what we previously didn't know, of course, and if you've
been living under the fear and the kurse of King Kong up until now, it's how we
choose to walk from this day onwards that counts. And if you've taken offence
in the last few pages, no offence, but who's issue is that?
And no shoulder to lean on in church across 2020/2021, and with many people
still nervous in March/April 2022 about hugging! And even though our
governments have 'kindly' given us permission to hug again. And no sharing
communion in church defying what our God calls us to do. And definitely no
singing! Just in case the virus is spread through our vigorous exhalations. Said
the LA Times in 2020, 'Experts advised choirs and performing arts groups not to
gather again to sing in person until a vaccine or treatment for covid-19 becomes
widely available, even if that takes two years or more.'
And just look at this depressing greeting being offered to the congregations in
September 2021. This pastor is certainly making sure his congregation stays safe.
His blindness to the Korona deception is also ensuring the congregation stays
safely bound and fearful and deceived and under the spell of it all. The
congregation still believing the Korona lie, and in no way being educated in any
of the Kings' deceits. This congregation, like so many others, will be a sitting duck
when the next big luciferian signs and wonders lie falls down upon us.

PRAISE THE LORD FOR STEADY MICHAEL STEAD AND SANDRA!
In late September 2021, a gootube video was uploaded to the Pastor's Heart
channel with two leaders discussing how churches should rewrite their 'safe
return to church' policy to reflect the latest government requirements. Here, we
see scientist, doctor and bishop Michael Stead (above left) in conversation with
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Pastor David Jones discussing 'ventilation policy' in church and 'the threat'
posed by the aerosol spread of the latest Delta variant. Goodness knows how
they'll be addressing the fake Omicron variant!
The two men go on to discuss essential church workers and how they should be
vaccinated. Highly qualified Michael Stead has been very steady throughout the
'virus crisis', a King Kong rock almost. And the people have been crying out for
a King Kong king to lead them, and Michael's King Kong steafastness has given
steady Michael the King Kong podium!56 And so, ever so nicely and steadfastly
from his podium, steady Michael is telling the people that although he isn't
wanting to stop unvaccinated people from being part of the church, he'll be
ensuring the unvaccinated step down from their ministries 'until it's safe for
them to continue that ministry.'
Which means what exactly? Which means that until we're all King Kong
vaccinated to steady Michael's liking, all those gifted people in churches under
steady Michael's jurisdiction who disagree with the obscene vaccination policy
will be forced to resign their calling from God. So already, lucifer is dividing the
vaccinated and unvaccinated in God's House, and he's achieving his dark
objectives through the voices of earnest, friendly, highly qualified, thoroughly
deluded, nicer than nice ministers and doctors! And all of these trusted voices
across church universal so ruddy, bluddy steady and respectable and nice! Ugh!
And church universal rises with one accord to applaud the wisdom of steady
Michael Stead because....? Because he's a bishop? Tick. Because he's so welleducated? Tick, tick. Because he's a qualified doctor? Tick, tick, tick. Because
from the start of this 'terrible pandemic', he's always been a rock and so very
assured and King Kong kalm and kollected? Tick. Because he's always so very,
very ...... nice? Tick. Ugh x 1,000!
Steady Michael Stead and a thousand steady men and women like him in
positions of leadership across church universal are UTTERLY DECEIVED! They're
deceiving themselves, deceiving their churches and dividing the body of Christ
56

In the Book of Samuel, we read how the people of Israel approached Samuel, saying they wanted
a king to lead them like all the other nations around them, instead of God. God wasn't pleased by this
but He allowed their wishes, but not before first warning them of their unwise choices. 'But when they
said, 'Give us a king to lead us', this displeased Samuel; so he prayed to the Lord. And the Lord told
him: 'Listen to all that the people are saying to you; it is not you they have rejected, but they have
rejected Me as their King. As they have done from the day I brought them up out of Egypt until this
day, forsaking Me and serving other gods, so they are doing to you. Now listen to them; but warn them
solemnly and let them know what the king who will reign over them will claim as his rights.' 1Sam8:69 And so, Samuel warned the people that the king they will choose will lead them only into harsh
servitude. The people stoppered their ears, they knew best, they appointed their king, and were duly
led into said tyrannical servitude. The story of our times! There is nothing new under the sun!
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because of our love of false science. And sadly, over the last two years, almost
all churches will have their own science-laden, steady Michael Steads who will
have become a sort of church Chris Whitty-type figurehead (minus CW's evil
intent) and will be informing their churches ever so steadily on the King Kong
Korona church debate. Ugh.
Steady Michael is the natural choice, exclaims the congregation! And biology
teacher Sandra Platelet-Bailey can join the King Kong church team too! Forget
scruffy David out in the far field who God has chosen to be king. Far better that
steady Michael and Sandra run their qualified eyes over our next Korona missive
before emailing it out to members. Praise the Lord for steady Michael Stead and
Sandra Platelet-Bailey! Praise Him for their steadying King Kong wisdom and
editorial at this critical time! I don't think so.

LIKE A RABBIT IN THE HEADLIGHTS
Further on in the video, steady Michael tells us how hard it must be right now
to be a government minister. 'I want to cut them some slack,' says steady
Michael ever so nicely and understandingly. Cut them some slack? The man has
NIL concept of the evil taking place deep in the heart of ALL governments across
the world right now, and if he does, then his own Korona heart is double, treble,
quadruple worse!
Towards the end of the interview, steady Michael tips into full King Kong
madness, discussing super-spreader churches, full vaccination programmes,
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preparing the congregations for King Kong virus mayhem in church (as opposed
to preparing us for vaccine adverse reactions in church) plus advising we
maintain the sensible no singing rule for the time being.
And all the while he's spreading his Godless super-spreading King Kong chat, he's
coming across so calm and authoritative and so King Kong kontained! And the
average viewer will be watching and listening and thinking, you couldn't meet
a nicer, steadier man than steady Michael Stead! And as steady Michael pours
his stinking King Kong effluent into God's House, Pastor David is sat across from
steady Michael like the proverbial rabbit in the headlights, utterly bedazzled and
almost on his knees in adoration as steady Michael suggests the no singing rule
is extended just a little while longer, just to be safe. Watch and marvel at the
depths of satanic deceit that has infiltrated the Church of Jesus Christ!

Steady Michael then shows us his 'covid maths chart' (above) which, to save you
the time, is as worthless and deceiving and empty as the rest of his deluded
Korona advice, but here it is if you really want to see it. It's basically an infection
rate chart which by default also serves as steady Michael's 'love of fake science'
chart. Steady Michael admits the vaccinated can still catch covid and pass it on
to others (???), but he's also careful to very nicely and steadily advise us that
vaccination reduces the risk of hospitalisation. So that's another humungous lie
from steady Michael, isn't it. He'll be privy to the darker stats on the vaccine and
but not sharing therm for whatever reason.
And in the maths of covid, there's that vile word, covid! Ugh how I hate that
word! And how easily it's entered our lexicon, like some celebratory word,
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almost. And the more times we say covid or pandemic or self-isolate or variant,
the more brainwashed we become into believing the fake power of it all. No
such illness or pandemic or variant exists! Which is why I dont use covid or
pandemic anywhere in Smoke and Mirrors unless it appears in the quoted text.
Steady Michael's final words of advice do at least offer some glimmer of hope in
the sea of dread Korona infection he's painted for us. Says steady Michael, 'Keep
on remembering that Jesus is Sovereign over all of this, and as much as we have
no idea what is going on, Jesus is the Lord of all history, and that His plan for His
Church is better than we can imagine.'
Yes, steady Michael really did finish with
those words, and because the steady
Michaels and the Sandra Platelet Baileys in
church always finish their fake Korona
science 'speeches' with such exhortations,
this means nobody can ever argue against
them without looking exceptionally
'unchristian' and divisive. This is why it's so
hard to stand up to delusional steady
Michael and why the unqualified
dissenters are most-times out on the edge.
It's like wherever steady Michael goes, you
can always hear the Calm Assurance box
set playing in the background.
Steady Michael will ALWAYS come across as so much more knowledgeable and
senior and less frightening than the rough-edged conspiracist with his absurd
and quite frankly insane ideas on 'covid'. No wonder this 'conspiracist lad' never
appears fully involved, says steady Michael ever so nicely. His problem is he's
unteachable.
But thank You Lord us dissenters are not put off IN THE SLIGHTEST by any of
these insinuations and whisperings because the dissenter knows his calling and
he also knows his God doesn't give two monkeys about the externals of a man.
And so, I've constructed my own Korona maths chart for the congregations. I've
called it the KVKK chart aka the King Versus King Kong chart. The KVKK chart is
a simple algorithm that can be applied to any King Kong instructional video
shown in church, or to any science-oriented church video for that matter.
The algorithm works out the Sovereignty of King Jesus over His Church versus
the sovereignty of science, or in this instance, the sovereignty of King Kong in
any given church video. The totals are then expressed as a percentage.
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And so to the Pastor's Heart church video on monster Kong, and with a total
running time of 31 minutes 28 seconds, steady Michael spends just 13 seconds
on the Sovereignty of Jesus. Here's steady Michael again, 'Keep on remembering
that Jesus is Sovereign over all of this, and as much as we have no idea what is
going on, Jesus is the Lord of all history, and that His plan for His Church is better
than we can imagine.'
You are right about one thing, steady Michael, when you say church has no idea
what's going on. In fact, it's the one and only accurate observation in the whole
video! And even more depressing, when we apply the KVKK algorithm to your
video, we arrive at the following alarming stats:

Rounded up, we have a 99.3% screen time devoted to luciferian deceit and
a 0.7% glimpse of King Jesus tacked on at the end. The video reveals only our
suffocating and utterly depressing love of fake Korona science and love of fake
science full stop! Look at where our worship of King Kong has put King Jesus!
And so, the King kong disciples might say, well of course 'covid' is going to be in
the ascendancy, this is the subject matter of the video! And the watchmen
would say if we'd had a correct understanding of the Korona deception in the
first place, the Pastor's Heart video wouldn't exist! The later chapter Scientism 482

The True Pandemic looks in more detail at our love of science and how deeply it
has invaded God's House and almost to the point of suffocation.
And lastly on this video, if steady Michael truly is propagating his Korona advice
in all innocence, then when he's confronted with the shocking truth about the
Korona deceit and the depths of it, I can only imagine his inner struggles as he
comes face to face with Irreversibly Published Syndrome and his own strong
cognitive dissonance. Steady Michael will not want to hear ANY of this!
All the King Kong fakery steady Michael Stead
has preached from the front over the last two
years, all the King Kong devilry he has
unwittingly Chris Whittingly 'shared from the
front' - steady Michael will have racked up an
incalculable number of man hours delivering
and enforcing the latest deceiving King Kong
safety advice across the congregations. In
steady Michael, here is another church leader
whose IPS and cognitive dissonance will be
hovering around the warp factor 11 mark!
But that's steady Michael's battle, and to all
you other leaders reading this and being
faced with your own King Kong IPS and
cognitive dissonance, please, please PLEASE
do not bunker down in your King Kong Castle,
do not pull up the King Kong drawbridge! Our
God doesn't want any c19 doublemindedness amongst us. He wants the
congregations acknowledging we have been
deceived and moving on, delivered from it all!
And the wonderful thing about being equipped with the truth about the Korona
deception, we can now begin to pray in Spirit and in Truth, and TOGETHER we
can begin to bring down the REAL strongholds that surround us and slithering
around amongst us. And again, as I say this, the dissenter is no better or more
spiritual in God's eyes. It is by My Grace we are saved, says our God, not by our
fleshly works that man should boast. Eph2:9
And if you follow the God of the Bible and you believe God is speaking to you
now, then commit your concerns to Him in prayer But if upon reading this, you
decide in your heart there's no turning for you because you're irreversibly
published on c19, please my friend, this is not about feeling foolish for being
deceived, we're all capable of being deceived, ALL OF US! We've all been wrong
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at times in our lives, ALL have fallen short, NONE of us is perfect, NOT ONE! But
God ALWAYS rewards those who confess they were deceived and set out anew
with Him at the helm! And our God will certainly honour you if you come before
Him and confess your Korona errancy and seek Him for new direction.
Here's the Gateway Church worship band on 12th September, 2021, playing in
a tiny, shut-away room (making a mockery of the current virus transmission
theories they all fear), and with the video header telling us the band is adhering
to all the latest guidelines.

NOBODY STANDING UP AND SHOUTING OUT IN THE SPIRIT
Here's a gootube live stream from EV Church, Erina, Australia, uploaded
September 19th 2021. Says the EV video header, 'Out of love for our community,
all pre-recorded and live elements of this livestream have been prepared in
accordance with social distancing guidelines and applicable government
restrictions, which may differ from those in place at time of viewing. We’re
thankful to be able to share words of hope and peace.' In the video, we see the
keyboard player and drummer both wearing the luciferian muzzle, the band is
playing to an empty room and the lead singer is singing 'The power of hell is ever
defeated, now it is well, I'm walking freedom.'

Freedom? Again, I don't think so, unless freedom now means a fearful, stricken
kind of freedom that isn't freedom at all. Freedom - meaning: the condition or
right of being able or allowed to do, say, think whatever you want, without
being controlled or limited. Are the dissenters in church being allowed to speak
their mind without being controlled or limited? Hardly. And are we shouting out
Hallelujah exclamation mark! Or Hallelujah question mark? If the repulsive
masks make a comeback, will God's House finally take her stand?
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My friend, ANY freedom chorus being broadcast from these safely-spaced,
Korona-kontrolled, heavily sanitized praise and worship stations does not IN
ANY WAY represent the freedom offered us by the God of the Bible!
Meanwhile, at the EXACT same time as church universal was 'humming' God's
praises in churches across the world because our Godless governments told us
we could not sing out loud, let's watch a jam-packed Old Trafford singing out the
glorious return of king Ronaldo to Manchester United. The return of the king!
Watch it, church! It makes you think, doesn't it?

AND AS BRILLIANT AS HE IS
And so actually, attending church for the dissenter over the last two years or
watching on zoom or livelink has been a quite oppressive affair, and actually, not
just for the dissenters either. ALL of us in the congregations have sensed the
King Kong oppression, yet because of the no King Kong dissent ruling in church,
none has dared stand up and shout out in the Spirit against the darkness and the
filthy rags around our faces. Instead, all of us have been sat alongside one
another in the same boat together, rowing silently, staring dead ahead,
'somberly rejoicing' and ignoring the King Kong elephant in the room. Tell me
I'm wrong about that. Tell me it's not just me.
And in March/April 2022, and even with mask and distancing restrictions lifted
in the UK for the time being, still so many of God's people are wearing the mask
in God's House. How easily lucifer and his trappings have taken up residence in
hearts and minds reserved for exclusive occupancy by our TRIUMPHANT God!
And again, if anybody takes this personally, once again, you're only shooting the
messenger. Facts don't care about feelings.
And likewise, if any church leader takes umbrage over these comments, you are
missing the point ENTIRELY! Of course, there have been some amazing
encounters with God over the last two years in churches up and down the
country, but to deny the Korona elephant still in the room would be perverse in
the extreme. I'm not out to make enemies of any church leader, all I can do is
blow the trumpet and tell it like it is.
And maybe God should send me on some kind of supernatural tour of a church
leader's life over the last two years that might give me a different perspective
on managing King Kong Korona in a church leadership setting. Of course it hsn't
been easy, so black and white. But until such a time as I'm shown any different,
I can only write as I see it. Tell me if a spirit of heaviness hasn't swept over you
at times as you've been watching or participating in praising God in this manner
in these videos and in your own church!
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And do I need to show any more of these videos? Because there hundreds, if
not thousands I could choose from. Everybody deep down knows the
oppression that's been hanging over us as we've been singing our Koronarestricted songs to Jesus. And if you want to depress your soul even further, do
a gootube search on the church advice on Omicron. Here's the Church Times in
December 2021 telling us, 'Past lessons do seem to have been learnt. The speed
with which covid restrictions were re-imposed in the UK this week, with little fuss
and, for once, without delay, gives this country the best possible chance to
neutralise the effect of the new Omicron variant... This week’s precautionary
approach might slow the progress of the new variant enough to leave Christmas
unmolested. That is a good reason to inch those shutters further closed for
present.' Ugh, again and again and triple again!
And here's the Director of the Fellowship of Independent Churches in the UK
keeping us up to date on the latest government King Kong policy, telling us the
masks must go back on in church from 10th December 2021, and telling us with
no hint of Holy Spirit repulsion at the government ruling. And here's how
churches in California are dealing with the fake Omicron variant.
The luciferians have since relented on the mask-wearing but where is the spirit
of Caleb and Joshua amongst us? They'd be choking on their breakfast! Heavenly
Father, please lead Your church out from under this repulsive and oppressive
Korona bondage, NEVER TO RETURN! For Your Glory and Fame Lord, deliver us
from our timidity. And brilliant as he is, Lord, You are worthy of 10,000 x 10,000
more praise than Cristiano Ronaldo!

GOD IS EMPOWERING SCIENTISTS TO DEVELOP.....
And so, continuing in this gnarly church vein, we now turn to the King Kong
vaccine advice being distributed by church universal. And again, what follows is
all part of the bloody post-mortem, all part of the King Kongversations that
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church leaderships will be needing to have in the coming days. As we have seen,
so many people already have been injured, seriously injured and have already
died as a result of rolling up their sleeves for the wicked kings of the earth. And
church universal is seeing for herself this attrition rate out in the populations,
yet still she is saying nothing. She remains MUO. But she is far from MUO when
it comes to promoting the vaccine.
Aside from praying for our world leaders in general which is what we are called
to do, other points for prayer in our local and national church magazines and
newsletters right from the start include giving thanks to God for the ingenuity of
man for producing the c19 vaccine at such short notice, praying for the UK
medical agencies to be given wisdom for the days ahead, praying for vaccine
breakthroughs and praying for the vaccine's unhindered roll-out and that it
would be successful in combating the virus.
Here's leading christian agency Christian Aid, 'As more of our family, friends, and
neighbours receive their COVID vaccinations, we rejoice and are glad that our
loved ones are protected.' And further, a prayer reading as follows, 'God of Hope,
Sustainer of all life, we give You thanks for the coronavirus vaccines, for the skill
and wisdom of scientists, NHS staff and key workers. By the power of Your Spirit,
may we overflow with hope and joy as we see our friends, families and
neighbours protected. God of Justice, Protector of the vulnerable, may we be
your well-washed hands and willing feet. Move us to give and act...........
And here's christian channel CBN interviewing different church leaders who
have each wholeheartedly embraced the false 'infectious c19' narrative. Popular
'prophet' Shawn Bolz believes he has heard from God and that God is
empowering scientists to develop several vaccines as fast as possible.57

THOUSANDS OF ADORING COMMENTS
And here is a list of countries (as of mid-February 2021) where Shawn's vaccine
drives have 'blessed' these nations to such an extent that leaders of those
countries had no option but to call a temporary halt to the vaccine programmes
because of so much injury and death. Countries include South Korea, Germany,
Israel, Iceland, Norway, Portugal, USA, Canada, Mexico, India, France and
Belgium. And even the UK Daily Mail reported that Switzerland had called a halt
to the AstraZeneca blessing from Shawn Bolz.

57

Watch the same Shawn Bolz at an outdoor event using a smartphone to gain prior information on
individuals and deliveing fortune-telling style false prophecies. Bolz has a well-documented history of
charlatanism. Type 'Shawn Bolz false prophet' into gootube and see what appears.
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Here's christian singer Dr Tim Marsh and daughters with an adaptation of
Hallelujah by Leonard Cohen. Please, please watch the full 4 minutes and listen
to the lyrics, if only that the sheer magnitude and depth of the King Kong
deception in God's House hits home. The lyrics don't bear thinking about,
especially the verse about all those dangerous vaccine conspiracy theorists out
there. 'Well maybe we all get misled, we see this post or Whatsapp thread, they
use conspiracy theories just to fool yah. It’s not needle pricks to be scared about,
it’s the ones who put this nonsense out, it’s absurd and it’s mistaken - have the
new jab! Have the new jab…' Needless to say, Hallelujah copyright owners
Sony/ATV have given full permission for the song to be circulated worldwide.
One unofficial Have The New Jab page has racked up 12M views. Here's just one
of thousands of adoring comments on gootube and facebook all saying the
same. 'What a clever and creative way to share the truths and calm the fears of
the covid vaccines! I smiled through the first part, then got serious when the girls
started singing about saving lives. It is simple, beautiful and profound all at the
same time. I have always loved the melody 'Hallelujah'. I hope it goes viral. Ironic
that we use that word for such different things isn't it? Thank you Marsh Family.'

REPENT OF YOUR WILFUL HARD-HEARTEDNESS
Beautiful and profound? Where
does one even begin? There were
plenty of contrary comments on
the video when it was first
uploaded but as fast as he's been
able, child brain-washing father Dr
Tim has been removing ALL
comments that question the
pandemic or the vaccine as well as
those highlighting his exploitation
of his two daughters to push his
own personal pro-vaccine beliefs.
Maybe Dr Tim, you can 'reach out' with your 'music ministry' to this young lady.
Ask her if you can gather around her bedside to sing your hideous vaccine song.
Like the 'humorous' christian social-distancing video, Have the New Jab made
my blood run cold. Yet how delightfully it's been received across church
universal. The genuine lack of discernment, the overspill of maudlin feelings
trumping the horrible facts, the anger towards any contrary view and stringent
policing of 'the comments section', and everybody hoping and praying for an
unhindered vaccine roll-out - the Marsh Family video captures everything that
is christian ghastly about King Kong church universal right now. Maudlin 488

meaning: mawkish, sickly, saccharine, cloying, tearfully over-sentimental. Such
asleepness is only going to allow more of the same darkness to fall upon us in
the coming days unless we all wake up. And short of a Mighty Move of God, the
darkness won't be going away, but at least we will be able to stand in Spirit and
in TRUTH in the darkness.
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ALL ELSE IS

VERBOTEN!
'If liberty means anything at all, it means
the right to tell people what they do not
want to hear.' Alexander Butcher
And as far as the vaccine roll-out is concerned, it won't EVER be our God Who is
enabling this pharma-genocide. His Word and His Holy Spirit discernment and
the little that's being reported on the news that undoes the konventional King
Kong paradigm is EVERYTHING the common man needs in order to understand
this dark attack upon us and to take our stand against it. Genocide - meaning:
the deliberate killing of a large number of people from a particular nation or
ethnic group with the aim of destroying that nation or group. As if our God would
bless and enable a poisonous product containing metal toxins and aborted foetal
matter to be squirted directly into His children's bloodstreams! As if He would
bless a vaccine of ANY kind. Look at what the much prayed for vaccine rollout is
doing to His little children.
'Behold! You are fearfully and wonderfully made!' says our God in Psalm 139.
'Behold! You are fearfully infected!', says lucifer, abaddon, apollyon, the
destroyer, the liar.
'God's Divine Power has given us everything we need for life and for Godliness.'
says our God in 2Peter1:3
'Not quite everything you need for life', says lucifer, the destroyer, 'Let me
protect you from this dread fake Korona by injecting a mixture of foetal matter,
heavy metals, formaldehyde, sterilisation agents and other toxins directly into
the perfect frame your God hath made.'
Therefore, My people die through lack of knowledge, says our God. Wake up,
church! Wake up, people! Everything is spiritual, EVERYTHING! We are at war!
Repent of your worship of science so-called, repent of your wilful hardheartedness, repent, repent, REPENT, says our God!

THESE WILL BE THE STARK CHOICES
And so God's dissenters in their churches across the world are faced with the
following choices in the coming days. He must either
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• attend his church and keep quiet and try not to get too down-hearted as
he witnesses his church family rigidly adhering to all the latest Korona
kommandments
• he must talk with his leadership team about the Korona deception and
hopes that God will anoint that difficult time which so many dissenters
have tried to do already and to no avail
• he stands up in church one morning and trusts God will anoint his words
as he speaks out against the darkness that has entered through the front
door of God's House, and God would have His way
• he attends his church not masking or gelling and he trusts in his God that
information such as Smoke and Mirrors and God's Holy Spirit leading will
open the eyes of God's people
• he quietly leaves his church because he does not want the confrontation
or to cause division
• he stays in his church amidst the myriad deceptions and leaves his church
ONLY if God calls him to pastures new or if he is compelled by his
leadership to bow the knee to any of the many luciferian King Kong diktats
now swamping church universal, albeit the Korona deceits fading into the
background somewhat in March/April 2022
These will be the choices facing God's King Kong dissenters in the days ahead.
And because God's Way must always be the peaceable way, the dissenter stays
with the church and continues to distribute the contrary King Kong information
as wisely as he can and trusts his God for the outcome. He has God's peace
where he is right now and he stays because it's right that he does, and because
he loves his church and the people in it!
Thank You Lord for your servants out in the wild and on the walls who have been
blowing the vaccine warning trumpet for our safeguarding. You are speaking
clearly to us on these matters and through so many avenues now. By Your Holy
Spirit Power, may many eyes be opened, and may we come together as a body
against this darkness in prayer and praise.
Only compounding the King Kong vaccine deception, the massive uptake on the
c19 test has been leading to a ghastly daisy chain reaction in the populations,
not just in the UK but the world over. An individual tests positive on the fake test
for the fake, unproven virus, in turn leading to family and friends being on
immediate heightened alert, leading to workplaces on heightened alert, to
villages, towns and cities on heightened alert, and hospitals of course.
And all the while, every front page has Madame Mainstream and the peoplehating politicians playing more evil tennis knocking the whole fake King Kong
frenzy back and forth, and the nations are sent into a blind tailspin and are once
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again comprehensively deceived by agencies adept in bringing all of this
pandemonium down upon us and maintaining the fake King Kong furore.
My friend, this current evil, once comprehended, has taken us way beyond
abiding by the Biblical mandate to honour and obey our governments and
honour and obey or neighbour for the sake of keeping the Korona peace. Occult
anti-social distancing in church, no singing, mandatory masks, no shared
communion and every other dark and separating 'c19 safeguard' comes straight
from the pit. And when this luciferian darkness comes down upon us again in
any different form, may the Holy Spirit of God empower us to immediately
discern the darkness this time around and embolden us to defy the luciferians
and if necessary, to find new ways to meet. And to meet under God, and not
under luciferian diktat.

ALL ELSE IS VERBOTEN!
Do you go to church? Can you remember in ANY of your zoom meetings since
April 2020 where any time AT ALL was given to discussing any of the many c19
anomalies? Or how people deep down inside actually feel inside about King Kong
Korona? And even now in March/April 2022, and with so many reports
everywhere of the AstraZeneca and Pfizer jab maiming and killing so many
otherwise healthy people - are any of these critical issues being voiced in your
church groups? Answer: two letters: first letter, N.
And is anybody suggesting we corporately seek God on these dangers just as the
Israelites did when they found themselves surrounded and in danger in the
wilderness? Any suggestions we do a Bible study on deception or on the
wickedness of our rulers, examples of which are found in abundance in God's
Word? Again, across church universal, the silence is deafening.
There is no discussion on ANYTHING that even remotely questions the
conventional c19 narrative. Silence still reigns on the biggest and most lifechanging event ever to have hit ALL of the world ALL at once (apart from Noah's
flood of course), yet ABSOLUTELY there will be people in EVERY congregation
privately concerned about the vaccines, privately concerned about the
increasing totalitarianism and privately concerned because they're feeling
there's nobody they can to talk to about any of their fears because of the
overarching unspoken rule there is to be no Korona dissent in church.
And so, in March/April 2022, and despite all the promises from our lying
government leaders of the freedoms that will follow once we're all vaccinated,
we find ourselves two years on still contemplating the opening sentence in
Smoke and Mirrors, 'It's the universal theme right now and since April 2020, it’s
been the elephant in the room. Everybody’s thinking similar thoughts, they're
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not nice thoughts, they burden us and they're with us wherever we go, and
nobody seems to be finding the right place to express these thoughts, and so we
don't. I'm talking about our deeper anxieties concerning the worldwide
coronavirus pandemic henceforth referred to as c19.'
And for so many people still, our deeper c19 anxieties ARE STILL the elephant in
the room! And again, when any King Kong c19 topic does make it into the church
chat and prayer groups, the conversations that are allowed are ONLY those
which reinforce the fake virus narrative, reinforce the pandemic and reinforce
the need for the vaccine and the boosters. All else is verboten! And all of God's
dissenters will tell you this is the case.
One respected UK church leader I know does not trust the governments AT ALL!
He absolutely understands their capacity to deceive, and that's such a difficult
place to be as a leader. But in wisdom and grace, slowly, slowly, catchee monkey,
he's been uploading some of the more glaring King Kong anomalies to his
facebook page, and they've been excellent posts.
I won't 'out' him here with any links to his page but ALREADY he's being labelled
a conspiracy wacko by some of his fellow church leaders, and to their great
shame before God!
There's been no adult discussion
on the content he's been
uploading, no joining the dots,
just more of the same childish
mocking and chiding - a pitiful
hive mind reaction from masked,
gelled, fully propagandised, antisocially distanced church leaders
who should know better.
What is it about church universal that she just does not want to 'go there'? We
tell one another we're seeking God to speak to us, but the watchmen would all
say, do you not think He's made a way already for so many issues of critical
importance to be writ large across the sky? He's been shouting out to us about
the dangers since deceiving King Kong first fell on us! With the brains and
common sense He's given us, what excuse do we have? And so many of these
anomalies have been published across the mainstream press too, albeit fleeting!
But the evidence is out there. When it comes to any danger for His chilfren, God
will ALWAYS see to there are enough dots out there to join.
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WE MUSTN'T GO ROUND TO DAISY'S
But no, we haven't wanted to look or listen. And so, when somebody posts on
the church facebook page that Daisy's tested c19 positive and can we all please
pray she's quickly healed from the virus and pray she tests negative again soon,
everybody will support that prayer request because that's an acceptable prayer
request, that's a Korona prayer request that fits church universal's universal King
Kong c19 belief system. Our prayers for Daisy to be healed (of the virus that
doesn't actually exist) creates no tension or ripples across church universal.
And we mustn't go round to Daisy's while she's King Kong positive of course
(whatever that means), because she'll be infected (whatever that means), and
even when she tests c19 negative again (whatever that means), we still mustn't
visit because of the government's 10 day isolation laws (whatever they mean).
This is the acceptable church Korona whatsapp chat, and it's all very safe and
kontained. Therefore, say the watchmen, church universal is all very safe and
kontained. We are to be wary of our potentialy infected church family members
and we are to obey our governments as the Bible instructs us, and we're to
continue to obey them until the government gives us the all clear. And the
dissenter would add, or until such times the Korona deceit peters out to almost
non-existence, and we conveniently forget about the last two years and move
on. And in the UK in February 2022, it seems it was the revelations around the
Downing Street parties that finally sunk the stinking Korona witch in the UK,
praise God!
But woe betide the person who posts anything that runs contrary to the
konventional Korona konstrukt. Any number of long-serving Mr and Mrs Angrys
across church universal will need placating. The dissenter's posts are divisive and
dangerous and they cut right across Korona FM and could even lead some in the
congregations to start thinking their own dangerously 'conspiratorial' thoughts!
It’s all too Korona kontentious, too unlawful and too Korona rebellious for the
Church Of Good Standing. There'll be not a whiff of King Kong dissent on my
watch, say 99% of church leaderships across church universal.
At all times in church, says church universal, we must wear our nice t-shirts, our
polite t-shirts, our King Kong Korona non-konfrontational t-shirts and most
definitely, our t-shirts must not kontain a trace of pink! We're to stay safely at
home and trust our governments and venture out only when we're told, sing
when we're told to sing and mask and gel appropriately. And we are to wait
obediently for the next coronavirus directive and act on it implicitly. They are
our leaders, and they know best. Ugh x 16 million!
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AND I MEAN THIS IN THE RIGHT WAY, MY FRIEND
To which many Mr Angrys might reply, 'What do you mean 'trust the
government'! Yes, I'll admit I might have been a bit over the top with all the
gelling etc, etc, and I can see that now, and thank you for that. But trust the
government? I don't trust the government AT ALL!', exclaim so many indignant
Mr Angrys and Aunty Apoplectics.
Really? You don't trust the
government? But what do any of
your protestations actually
mean? Admiring Grand-dad's
favourite Union Jack mask is
trusting the government and
adding a brick in the wall. Singing
along with and going along with
Dr Tim's Have The New Jab and
commenting on how uplifting
and amazing it was is trusting the
government and adding a brick.
Making masks for friends, making your own masks is trusting the government
and adding a brick. Volunteering at the vaccine station, agreeing for the sake of
the wider family peace to abide by all the stifling Korona lies - on and on and on
- ALL of our incongruent Korona behaviours and c19 good works demonstrate
only our unquestioning deference to the luciferians, and is only adding more
bricks to the King Kong walls rising up all around us.
Always, it's been all eyes on the latest Korona edicts, rowing with eyes dead
ahead and praying for wisdom for our scientists and leaders to guide us out of
this kurrent Korona krisis. And yes, I really am writing mercilessly about church
universal and I don't apologise for it AT ALL! And there's no doubt it will be
a painful and difficult conversation when church leaderships get together to
discuss the depths of luciferian deceit in God's House, and there'll be untold
numbers of church leaders and steady Michael Steads and Sandra PlateletBaileys battling furiously with Irreversibly Published Syndrome and cognitive
dissonance, and people will leave in a huff and tithes will be cancelled and
earthly crowns will fall and there'll likely be all sorts of rancour. But none of that
is the messenger's battle.
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And I mean this in the right way my friend, but WHO CARES anymore about what
ripples might run through church as a result? Ripples through what church?
Ripples through old church? What aspect of that dim and distant establishment
are we all trying to preserve and protect? Surely, when the man and woman of
faith and sound mind surveys this new King Kong landscape with all of its
konstraining luciferian tentacles, they can only conclude that church as we knew
it cannot ever be the same again. The Korona devilry itself maybe fading fast in
the UK but the watchmen would say unless there's a Might Move of God, it won't
take 10 seconds for church universal to fall back into line when the next
luciferian deceit rears its ugly head.

And so, we learn our lessons. And it's THIS post mortem we're carrying out on
the Korona korpse RIGHT NOW that must impact and inform and change the
forward planning of the Church of Jesus Christ.

EVERYTHING YOU'VE BEEN WATCHING AND READING
Of course church leaders must shepherd the flock responsibly before God and
teach God's Word responsibly and do what they can to ensure the congregations
are not unduly alarmed and/or misled. And if you're a church leader reading this
and you sense God is speaking to you about the darkness, then you must come
before Him and ask Him for wisdom and guidance on how to brooch the subject
with your fellow elders and talk to your churches about a wider conspiracy
possibly afoot. You must at least ask Him. And maybe even distribute Smoke and
Mirrors across the congregation.
And ALL of God’s watchmen are saying GOD really IS wanting to talk to His House
about these things but in our desire to keep church 'safe' from supposed
'conspiracy tittle tattle' and to keep hearts and minds fixed on a safe and lawabiding return to old church, the Holy Spirit is not being heard, and is being
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squashed even, and consequently old church remains old church, she remains
muted, masked and MUO and sits at home obediently, except when our
governments give us permission to leave the house.
OF COURSE the Holy Spirit is still moving and present in our church meetings and
powerfully so at times, but none of this removes the over-arching King Kong
farmework still set hard in place over us and in so many people's hearts and still
dampening us overall. And to deny this is the case would again be perverse. I've
had the conversations with enough individuals now and even in Spring of 2022
to know the overall Korona heaviness is still in place. None of us is stupid. We all
know it's there. And it needs exorcising, says our God.
Once again, everything you're reading in Smoke and Mirrors is verifiable and in
the public domain. And the King Kong deception is the least of the deceptions,
my friend, and I CANNOT WAIT to get to part 2 where we see the full extent of
the wicked kings' magical signs and wonders. So much of what we believe to be
true about the world and world events have been staged using fake sets and
scenes and fake crisis actors, enabling the kings of the earth to have us think and
believe what they want us to think and believe. The extent of their deceptions
is truly awesome! Just you wait! But no going there beforehand! Promise me?
Hahaha!
And so, the watchmen distribute this information on c19 and the vaccines
because God's Word tells us we are mandated to do so by our God. Here is what
He expects from us if we sense danger ahead for a brother, sister, neighbour and
even the stranger. 'Deliver those who are drawn toward death and hold back
those stumbling to the slaughter. If you say, 'But we knew nothing about this,'
does not He who weighs the heart perceive it? Does not He who guards your life
know it? Will He not repay each person according to what he has
done? Prov24:11-12
The context of these verses is plain. If you believe that slaughter lays ahead, then
you do what you can to help those stumbling towards it. And God's use of the
word 'stumbling' hints at a sort of lostness. One Bible commentary on the above
verses tells us, 'The danger here may be from unjust treatment or violence.
Deliverance can either be by giving a true testimony on their behalf, by providing
what they need to survive, or by rescuing them from a fatal course. We see here,
someone who is in grave danger, and it is in your power to save them. You cannot
say, 'I don't know about it.'

MAN IS MORE THAN CAPABLE OF SUCH CRUELTY
If you believe a man's path is leading him to danger, YOU ARE MANDATED BY
GOD TO SPEAK TO HIM ABOUT IT! You do what you can to communicate the
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danger to your neighbour. If he doesn't listen, that isn't your responsibility, but
at least you will have discharged your duty before God and before your
neighbour.
And so, should the congregations be given this information? Should these topics
be up for discussion and prayer and Bible study? Of course they should! But
again, church universal shuts her eyes and hopes that if she obeys every King
Kong diktat to the letter and has the King Kong double jab and booster, then
everything will all just go away. Except it won't.
Here's the Australian health Secretary telling us things are NEVER going to return
to normal, followed by Pfizer boss Albert Broula again telling us ongoing
vaccination is here to stay as our luciferian 'medical heroes' battle against the
threat of King Kong plus its alleged dangerous variants, all for our own good of
course. And we we won't worry that Pfizer has just announced in late February
2022 that her income doubled to $81B thanks to the Korona jab.
And finally, on 27th February 2022, the UK Daily Telegraph tells us 1,000 people
are seeking compensation for severe Korona vaccine damage. But we know
because of the crooked VAERS reporting system that it's at least 100 x that
amount. Says one of the comments, 'This is only the beginning. More and more
evidence of the carnage these jabs are causing is coming out. So many specialists
have been warning us all but the authorities have muzzled their cries.This vaccine
madness must be stopped and those responsible for it.'
And facing up to the reality of all of this
pharmaceutical evil raises another huge
psychological barrier in us, and particularly
across church universal - the idea that man
could be so evil towards his fellow man. We
can watch our past evils on the History
channel maybe, Genghis Khan, Pol Pot,
Stalin, the Torquemada, Katyn, but today, in
2020? Evil powers conspiring to rule the
earth and reduce the numbers via some
mass vaccination programme? I don't think
so! That's far too far-fetched, far too evil!
And anyway, says church universal, this is church! We're called to exercise grace,
and to always look for the best in others, and to not get involved in such
controversies. And if it does get dark out there, our God will look after us.
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CAN GOD'S ELECT BE DECEIVED?
And so, for those reading this who are trusting in God for their safe-keeping,
we do need a couple of minutes to discuss this point further. Here, we have the
watchmen saying that short of a Mighty Move of God to open the eyes of His
Church to the kings' deceits, THERE IS NO CHANCE His Church will discern the
false signs and wonders that are coming. And the watchmen would all point to
the King Kong Korona deception as the precedent for this. But maybe, it's not
quite as clear cut as that.
Firstly, let's look in more detail at that verse quoted earlier reminding us of God's
warning to His Church about deception but also the promise in the same verse,
'For false christs and false prophets will arise and perform great signs and
wonders, so as to lead astray, if possible, even the elect.' Matt24:24
If possible? What does this mean, to be led astray if possible? Will it be possible
to deceive God's elect? Or will He protect us from these coming deceptions? Yes,
the whole earth is already being deceived, including church universal, and there
can be no denying this is the case. So, what does this verse mean? Can God's
elect be deceived? It seems opinion is divided.
Respected Bible resource site Got Questions has this to say on this verse, 'Will
the false miracles performed by the false messiahs and prophets in the end times
be so convincing that even born-again believers will be led astray? There are two
reasons why the answer to this question is no. First, nearly all Bible
commentators agree the grammatical construction of the verse and its
parenthetical statement 'if possible' strongly point to such a thing being out of
the question. The deception will be strong, the miracles will seem real, and the
intent will be to mislead everyone, including the elect. But God’s grace will
prevail. His chosen ones will not be drawn away into deception.
Second, the Bible firmly speaks to the fact that the elect are protected by God
from deceptions that would result in eternal separation from Christ. Paul tells us
that God 'chose us in Him before the foundation of the world, that we would be
holy and blameless before Him' (Eph1:4). Peter says the chosen 'are protected by
the power of God through faith for a salvation ready to be revealed in the last
time.' (1Pet1:5) and Jude says the chosen are 'beloved in God the Father, and
kept for Jesus Christ.' (Jude1:1) The elect will perseverein God’s strength.'
So, it seems this commentary is telling us christians can relax on the matter of
deception. We've put our faith in God, says Got Questions, we're under God's
Sovereign Protection, we'll not be drawn away, He will look after us to the end.
And in the grand scheme if things, God will indeed have His Bride spotless on His
Return, but if it really is the case His Church can relax on the matter of deception,
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then why does the Bible warn us in so many places to be on our guard against
being deceived? Here are just a few of those verses:
'I appeal to you, brothers, to watch out for those who cause divisions and create
obstacles contrary to the doctrine that you have been taught; avoid them. For such
persons do not serve our Lord Christ, but their own appetites, and by smooth talk
and flattery they deceive the hearts of the naive.' Rom16:17-18

'See to it that no one takes you captive through philosophy and empty deception,
according to the tradition of men, according to the elementary principles of the
world, rather than according to Christ.' Coll2:8
'Little children, make sure no one deceives you. The one who practices
righteousness is righteous, just as He is Righteous.' 1Jn3:7
'Let no one deceive you with empty words, for because of these things the wrath
of God comes upon the sons of disobedience.' Eph5:6
'For thus says the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel, ‘Do not let your prophets who
are in your midst and your diviners deceive you, and do not listen to the dreams
which they dream.' Jer29:8
'While evil people and impostors will go on from bad to worse, deceiving and
being deceived.' 2Tim3:13
'And the great dragon was thrown down, that ancient serpent, who is called the
devil and Satan, the deceiver of the whole world - he was thrown down to the
earth, and his angels were thrown down with him.'

IF I WAS TO CHOOSE SIDES
Plus many other warnings in His Word to stay vigilant. The stand out alerts I see
in these verses are that smooth talk and flattery will deceive the naive, as will
evil imposters, and that satan is the deceiver of ALL nations. Therefore, watch
and take heed says our God. And says this commentary on deception and church
universal from the pastor of The Great God church in Charlotte, Carolina, Richard
Ritenbaugh, 'God's way requires constant vigilance. 'Watch and pray always,'
says Jesus. Our guard has to be up against deception all the time. We have to
have our antennas out, making sure that what we hear is true. Thus, if we
become deceived, whose fault is it? Is it God's or ours? God says, 'Take heed to
yourself.' He has shown us the way to live. He has revealed it to us. He has left
nothing hidden that we need to know. So whose fault is it, if we get tripped up?
We are not going to be able to accuse God of it. So who is left? We are.'
If I was to choose sides, I'd side with Richard Ritenbaugh every time, but with
the proviso that our God is Sovereign, and according to His Grace, He can
intervene in a person's life at any point if they're in danger. But thousands of
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God-fearing people will have already been damaged by the Korona vaccine and
many will have died. This is just the numbers game. I know many people who
know people who have trusted in God and have been injured by the vaccine
and/or have died. So, it's not quite so straightforward, is it, sadly.
And I would also say that once we've been made aware of the deep deceptions
upon the earth, then as followers of Jesus, the onus must ALWAYS be on us to
adopt a guarded mindset and to remember that before following the leading of
ANY man and his worldly wisdom, we are to come before Almighty God to ask
Him for His Wisdom and His Holy Spirit discernment to understand whatever
unique phenomenon faces us. Again, the King Kong Korona deception is proof
positive the Church of Jesus Christ did NOT carry out this simple safeguard.
But if we do adopt the 'God first' policy, we can take heart our God will certainly
speak to us, BUT WE HAVE TO ASK HIM FIRST! As of right now though, in April
2022, church universal is still showing precious little sign of doing this. But there
are encouraging signs the tide is turning out in the populations in general.
Back in April 2020, the world was scoffing at those who said we're facing
a spiritually dark opponent in c19, but today, many more now are not so sure.
The rule of silence and conformity still holds sway of course, both inside and
outside of church, but the people are feeling it, and the dissenters can feel
thepeople are feeling ot too. It's like the banks are set to burst, it just needs
a few first followers! And thank You too Lord Your timing is perfect! May Smoke
and Mirrors arrive at just the right time for the days ahead! You have promised
us that You will NOT have Your church deceived!
And so, to repeat that verse, 'For false christs and false prophets will arise
and perform great signs and wonders, so as to lead astray, if possible, even the
elect.' Matt24:24 Yes, our God looks out for us, but there'll certainly be
casualties as a result of our docile naivety and not staying vigilant. And at the
very end of Smoke and Mirrors, there will be an advice page for those who
believe they have been adversely affected by the vaccine and what steps you
can take to reverse the damage.
And I would certainly file the King Kong c19 phenomenon under signs and
wonders, as overnight and across the world, millions upon millions of people
formed orderly queues, each person standing 2 meters apart, many of these
people deeply agitated, many dressed for biowarfare and genuinely believing
the person ahead and behind them is potentially 'infected' with some deadly
disease! How much more signsy and wondery does it have to get!
And further on the Korona deceit and its many dangers, says our God, 'Defend
the weak and the fatherless; uphold the cause of the poor and oppressed.' Ps82:3
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Another mandate from God. Uphold - meaning: sustain, maintain, protect,
preserve. And so we must ask across church universal, can defending the rights
of the oppressed be maintained without some kind of fight against the
oppressors? The Book of Esther tells us how Esther was willing to risk everything
to save her people, even breaking the law of the land. 'I will go to the king, even
though it is against the law. And if I perish, I perish.' Est4:16
But, we can't be seen to be standing against the laws of the land, exclaims the
Church Of Good Standing! Whatever would the town think! And so, look around
our bleak Korona landscape right now in 2022 and ask ourselves where our lawabiding christian benevolence has got us so far? Man is more than capable of
such cruelty to his fellow man, and our reticence to open the cruelty box has
been a huge enabling factor in the worldwide success of the King Kong
deception. For this reason, I have included a chapter in Smoke and Mirrors called
A King's Treachery which looks in more detail at man's capacity to devise evil
against his neighbour and have that evil disguised as 'unfortunate circumstance'.
And we'll be using a classic Bible story to illustrate the point.

I SAT WHERE THEY SAT
And so, the watchman contemplates where we're at as a church with this King
Kong deception, and he thinks of Ezekiel who sat in shock among the exiles, 'So
the Spirit lifted me up and took me away, and I went in bitterness, in the heat of
my spirit, but the hand of the Lord was strong upon me. Then I came to the
captives at Tel Abib, who dwelt by the River Chebar, and I sat where they sat,
and remained there astonished among them seven days.' Ezek 3:14-15
Astonished seven days! Other Bibles translate astonished as overwhelmed,
deeply distressed, stunned, beinge very sory, mourning, overcome, speechless,
shocked. The exiles are hamstrung. In one breath, church universal is asking God
to lead us, and in the next, she gives thanks for the medical wisdom of the day,
gives thanks for the killer vaccines whilst refusing to face the darkness and all
the while waving her fists at the wacky conspiracists for being so disruptive. As
a result, she has become toothless and utterly, utterly lost in the King Kong
Korona deception.
As stated at the beginning, instead of praying in Spirit and in Truth for one
another and for our nations and for God's leading, a massive King Kong sink hole
opened up in the King Kong desert and King Kong church universal has fallen
head-long into it and been assimilated into the wider King Kong kommunity. Be
ye not part of the world, says our God to a people masked and rubbing and
scrubbing and in the lateral flow of it all. And here is our God telling us of a day
when His House is by the enemy. 'O God, why have You cast us off forever?
Why does Your anger smoke against the sheep of Your pasture? Remember Your
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congregation which You purchased of old, the tribe of Your
inheritance, which You have redeemed - this Mount Zion where You have
dwelt. Lift up Your Feet to the perpetual desolations. The enemy has damaged
everything in the Sanctuary.
Your enemies roar in the midst of Your Meeting Place. They set up their
banners for signs. They seem like men who lift up axes among the thick trees.
And now they break down its carved work, all at once with axes and
hammers. They have set fire to Your Sanctuary, they have defiled the Dwelling
Place of Your Name to the ground.
They said in their hearts, 'Let us destroy them altogether.' They have burned up
all the meeting places of God in the land. We do not see our signs. There is no
longer any prophet, nor is there any among us who knows how long. O God, how
long will the adversary reproach? Will the enemy blaspheme Your Name
forever? Why do You withdraw Your Hand, even Your Right Hand? Take It out of
Your Bosom and destroy them. For God is my King from of old, working Salvation
in the midst of the earth.' Psalm 74:1-12
Could we have a more accurate description of the luciferian infiltration into
God's House! The fear and the evil and deception that has fallen upon the
nations has entered God's House too - a spirit of fear and evil and deceit that
has us worshipers standing the government-instructed distance from one
another, and IN HIS HOUSE!

YES, WE MIGHT BE MEETING IN THE SAME BUILDING
The hand gels and masks and track and trace and the fear of fake monster Kong
and the false teachings from the pulpit on the fat witch that are defiling God's
House - how much longer can this deception continue? Where is the corporate
call upon our God for Him to destroy the enemy in our midst? Imagine the fresh
air that would blow through His Sanctuary if we did! Yes. there would be the
expected attrition rate, but how many more would be added because people far
and wide would see a new and different burning bright light on the hill?
We cannot escape the sheer scale of the deception that has entered through
THE FRONT DOOR of the Church Of Good Standing, and because of the scale of
it, we know it CAN ONLY be by the Power and Might and Spirit of God that His
children will be rescued out from under it. But praise God! He can do this! But
the danger to the whole of humanity right now is real, my friend, the evil that is
happening all around us REALLY IS HAPPENING! And it's only going to come upon
us in greater measure in the coming days. So Lord, please destroy the enemy in
Your House and all of his conniving plans!
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And God’s watchmen would say it will be the luciferians who will be dictating
ALL of the new rules for church from now on. Old church will continue to meet
and worship and pray but she will do so under luciferian edict and will therefore
be emasculated. For those who wish to serve God and live above this increasing
darkness, we must ask our God to lead us in new ways of meeting and
worshiping Him together and reading His Word together.
Yes, we might be meeting
in the same building for
the time being but we
must ask our God for His
Sovereign Protection to be
over us as we discard ALL
of our current luciferian
old church trappings.
There can be NO false idols
adorning His House.
It's going to be miraculous and exciting and risky! And it's going to be God's way
of doing things and not ours! WOW! Bring it on, Lord! Church leaders are not
solely responsible for preserving the false King Kong narrative across church
universal. Each of us in our own way as church members will know in our hearts
when we stayed silent about our own nagging Korona doubts when we should
have spoken out. Each of us will know the times we refused to ‘go there’ for fear
of what we might find in the darker box. Our kollective Korona silence has
helped only to lay more bricks in the Korona walls rising up all around us.
And for raising these valid questions and introducing such 'dangerous' concepts
into God's House, all of God’s dissenters have the bloodied pink t-shirt to show
for it! And this is OK for us dissenters, it really is! This is our walk before God.
We long ago stopped caring about popularity! Our God equips us to stay on our
feet when the going gets gnarly, PRAISE HIS NAME! We don't need the approval
of man.

NOBODY GOES ANYWHERE UNTIL...
But for now, how about a practical Bible study one evening on the Anthony
Hopkins vaccine. As the top comment on the video states, 'WHAT THE HELL DID
WE JUST SEE ??? She didn't even give him the shot! She sticks the needle in his
arm then conveniently blocks the camera angle with her hands. While the needle
is in his arm she fiddles around?? Then she removes the needle and squirts the
vaccine out of the syringe into the air. 'Ok, I'll give you all the paper work you
need'...for the shot you didn't get...?? WHAT IS GOING ON??'
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Or maybe we can watch the child being dragged away from his parents to be
forcefully vaccinated. The basic rules for the Bible study are simple. Everybody
must watch the video, nobody leaves the room to make a cup of tea or answer
an important text. Nobody goes ANYWHERE until we've all had a full and frank
discussion on what we've just watched and what this actually means for us as a
church standing as bastions for Truith in this world. Aren't we called to be
relevant as the Church of Jesus Christ? And isn't what we've just watched
relevant to all of us in our new normal Korona world RIGHT NOW? Why did
Anthony Hopkins have his life-saving vaccine squirted into the air? And what
dark forces are at work that would have a child dragged away to be forcefully
vaccinated? Are these videos not anything other than pure evil? Could the
people sit there and have those discussions?
We could take turns to offer our views what we have just witnessed which could
prompt all manner of profitable conversations on the value of looking twice
before believing what we watch and read in the media. We could even ask one
another if we think the nations are under the sway of a deceiving media and rich
oppressors right now? And if we think yes they might be, then what steps can
we ourselves take to avoid being deceived and standing up to this oppression.
We can also look at various Bible passages on staying vigilant in this world.

Such an exercise would be A MASSIVE STEP FORWARD for church universal to
ACTUALLY FACE what is going on around us right now IN THE REAL WORLD, and
to be thinking COHERENTLY about these matters. We could ask God to help us
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by His Holy Spirit to be on our guard against the prowling wolf, and to nudge us
if He wants us to speak out against this evil as and when we encounter it.
The video evening could be the springboard to introducing ALL SORTS of
conversations simmering under the surface in church universal but are never
voiced because of the top-down rule of silence and the greater pressure to not
appear controversial. People could at last feel safe to express their deeper
concerns about where this is all headed. My goodness! Is this an avenue opening
up at last for people in church to talk freely about their anxieties? Of course this
current Korona deception and its continual hold over us is as much about us!
The group could also talk about the friends and family who haven't been feeling
right since receiving the vaccine, and they could maybe talk about their own bad
experience after their first Korona jab and now they're afraid to take the second
but they're just as afraid to talk about how they feel about that because up until
now, stifling church protocol has forbidden them to have any such
conversations. Up until now, vaccination has been the leading cause of
coincidences. My goodness, an evening such as this could open the floodgates!
Somebody might ask what does everybody think about the pubs and clubs all
singing Football's Coming Home' as England reached the Euro final during the
summer of 2021, and yet we're not allowed `to sing in church. Should we come
before God corporately to ask Him if it really is possible we're under real spiritual
attack here? Are there spiritually dark forces shutting our mouths and maybe
even masking us? And might these invisible spiritual forces at war against us be
the same dark invisible forces the Bible describes? We could speak freely with
one another at last about the King Kong monster that has invaded every single
area of our lives and sits atop the whole earth. And we could finish the evening
looking at those passages in the Bible which let us know that over ALL of the evil
we're witnessing right now, OUR GOD REIGNS!
/////////--------------------------///////////
That's it on church universal for the time being, and it's been a bloody few pages,
I know, but the watchmen would say it's all part of the necessary King Kong postmortem and is certainly highlighting the suffocating presence of scientism in
God's House and we'll be returning later to look in more detail at the negative
impact of this scientismand at what we can do to rid it from amongst us.
The next three chapters are optional, dealing with different aspects of media
brainwashing and how we're being conditioned to think in a certain way by our
ruling elite. Yes, this has been covered already to a degree and so you might
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choose to skip straight to the chapter MOVERS AND SHAKERS looking at the
close ties and vested interests between the government and Big Pharma. But if
you do decide to persevere, I'd like to spend a few minutes looking at our new
Korona TV. Because it's not just TV anymore. Madame Mainstream has always
lied through her teeth, we know that already. But our new and sparkly Korona
TV over the last two years took on a whole new ghastly life of its own. And we
need to comprehend the depths of its ghastliness.
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SPARKLY KORONA TV
'Television is by nature the dominator drug par
excellence. Control of content, uniformity of
content, repeatability of content make it
inevitably a tool of coercion, brainwashing,
and manipulation.' Terence McKenna
The above quote from the king of the LSD generation came in just a fraction
ahead of Groucho Marx who told us, 'I find television very educating. Every time
somebody turns on the set, I go into the other room and read a book.' And
coming in a close third behind Groucho is author Tallulah Bankhead who stated,
'Television could perform a great service in mass education, but there's no
indication its sponsors have anything like this on their minds.' True that, Tallulah.

I said at the beginning of Smoke and Mirrors the sun is out but something's
broken, and so let's talk the 'all new Korona TV' and how we're all so quickly
getting used to the konstant Korona brainwashing. We'll start back in April 2020
when vile King Kong first landed upon us. The thought fashioners were quick to
give us our new zoom style adverts with multi-split screens and a 'chirpy' talking
head in each box acting like everything's normal, selling us Jack Daniels or Jamie
Oliver telling us his Tesco veggie noodles are packed full of goodness or Apple
telling us how creativity goes on despite the lockdown or how we can save
money on home insurance. It's as if there was this determined effort to ignore
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the reality of our new dystopian existence. Dystopian - meaning: an imagined
society in which people lead wretched, dehumanised, fearful lives. And then
we had all those fake ‘feel good’ videos showing how us humans are making the
best of it. And I get it, we can't all of us be going around mournful all the time.
But looking at this, are you really telling me it is well within my soul?
Help stop the virus from winning
with these protective yoga domes
says the National Geographic. But
don't we see how behaving in this
way shows us how fake Korona has
already won? How easily we atre
manipulated into thinking our
weird behaviours are for the best.
Watch and have fun and stay safe as we enjoy the new normal outdoor
concerts. And read the lies that luciferian facebook has uploaded into the
comments section attached to the photo below. Here's just one. ‘Everyone gets
their own table, platform, chairs, table and a fridge?!? I’m all for it! Make this
my new normal please, I don’t ever want it to go back to the way it was before!’

What sane person in the world would ever write that! Sadly though, the longer
this brainwashing continues the more these comments will be believed and
accommodated by the hive mind. Can we not see in this picture above how
they've got us penned in already, EVEN BEFORE we attend any of these outdoor
human cattle shows! Look at the hive mind in action!
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And the empty football stadiums on Match of
the Day throughout 2020 which are now full
again in December
2021 (since our
governments have given us permission to mix
again, for the time being at least anyway) but
cast your mind back to the dubbed crowd noise
and the huge banks of cellophane printed faces
draped over thousands of empty seats - another
reminder of our eerie new Korona fantasy land.
And our usually sparky MOTD pundits looking out on the sad sight, no
celebratory roar as a player scores and responds with sheer delight to the crowd.
Lineker, Shearer and Wrighty were doing their best of course but even they
could see the beautiful game had lost its mojo.

THEY CAN SAY AND DO ANYTHING THEY LIKE TO US
But in July/August/ September 2021, we were all coming out the other side
together and yayyyy! Football's back proper! The various European
governments agreed early on that Euro 2020 can go ahead in 21! England lost
but Grealish has gone to City, Harry's staying at Spurs and Ronaldo's come back
to Man U, scoring two on his debut! And another against West Ham the
following week! Yayyy! More anaesthetic for the masses, stopping us from
thinking about what's actually come down on us all.
And don't get me wrong, I love football, and it's so great to see the crowds back,
but when we're back home from the footy, what then? And so the watchmen
are in mourning for the greater loss, and so are all of us underneath, if we dare
admit it to ourselves and one another.
But the restrictions have only been
little cuts, we say to one another, only
little sacrifices for the greater
infection-free cause etc, etc. And the
pub and theatres and football are
back! This is the 'chirpy, positive
thinking' that helps us avoid facing and
confronting the darkness that has only
just begun to come down upon us.
Through this fake Korona plandemic, the kings of the earth have seen how they
can say and do ANYTHING THEY LIKE to us and the majority won't resist, the last
22 months has proven that beyond all doubt. Who could argue the existence of
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a group mentality characterised by uncritical conformity! Of course we've
played our part in aiding and abetting King Kong!
And have you been 'clocking' our
chirpy chat shows and how they've all
upped a gear since June 2021, with
Alex Jones and Rylan and the like all
excitedly discussing hairdressers
being open again! Yayyy! Our hosts
are still all correctly distanced of
course, only adding to the hollow
nature of the studio chirpiness.
Oooh, look! September 6th, 2021 and
Phillip Schofield and Holly Willoughby
from Good Morning TV have relaxed
the 2 meter rule in the studio and are
celebrating with the new 1 meter
rule. Yayyy! We're all turning the King
Kong korner together!
And we'll be paying a proper visit to GMTV sofa land shortly. Harlot GMTV is
playing an especially powerful role right now in perpetuating the myth of King
Kong viral infection.

LONG COVVID, LIKE HORRID WITH A DOUBLE V
And has anybody notices the glorious new spirit in our TV adverts in 2021?
We've moved on from the masks and social distancing and boxed-off zoom
adverts now, we're all out and about now and all 'chirpy cockney' and we're all
thankful it's looking like we're all pulling through together! Yayy! But not a hint
on our screens of the obscenity and criminality and outright darkness of it all.
From high street banks to detergents and burgers, we're all in this together,
helping one another over the Korona line together. All the same thursday, friday,
saturday, sunday clap. Yayy!
Here's B&Q in April 2021 letting us know we're all in this together, and here's
Lloyds Bank letting us know she's there for us all, and here's Lenny Henry and
friends telling the black community the black community needs the jab because
we all love each other. And because black lives matter, Lenny's on point with
his messaging isn't he, because nobody can argue with Lenny's support for BLM,
because anybody who does argueaboiut any aspect of BLM is the latest racist,
fascist, mentalist on the list, and we'll be visiting BLM and Extinction Rebellion
and Greta Thunberg and the great climate change hoax in part 2. More
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corporate hypnotists at the helm teaching us what to think but not how.
Whatever you think about BLM and global warming, think opposite, my friend.
And I can say that now, can't I, because there's more than a chance what I'm
saying could be true! Thank Lord You're shaking EVERYTHING out of the darker
box! Wooohoo!
Here's the latest 2021 Heineken advert incorporating all aspects of our ghastly
new Korona normal and capturing us 'celebrating the good times' as we all begin
to emerge from the other King Kong side, yayyy! And here's a relaxed Elton John
teaming up with Michael Caine telling us the vaccine didn't hurt a bit and how
the Korona jab has been through all the necessary safety tests and how
everything's all perfectly great. Which is another monstrous lie, of course.
Please tell me it's not just me.
When you're watching Korona TV,
do you not at a deeper level sense
the ghastliness of it all? The Korona
doom and gloom news countered
by hours and hours of chirpy
Korona goo and fudge? Here's a
recent doom-laden Korona 'news
story' about a woman who can no
longer peel potatoes after
kontracting 'long covid'.
Long covid is another ghastly Korona term given us by the kings of the earth for
us to learn off by heart and incorporate into our everyday language. If we've
suffered flu or flu-like illness for more than a few weeks, say the kings of the
earth, this means we've got long covid. And if you want your long covid to sound
extra special and professional, you can pronounce your long covid long covvid,
like horrid but with a double v. And the key to being a long covvid patient is to
have normal flu, test c19 positive on the meaningless Korona test, suffer your
flu-like symptoms for more than 3 weeks and hey presto, you've got long covvid!
And Helen's inability to peel her potatoes proves her long covvid diagnosis.
Where does any sane person go from here?
Again, read me right, nobody's saying people don't suffer with the longer effects
of flu sometimes, but again, let's not go over old ground. None of our protracted
flu symptoms requires any special virus and none of the flu illnesses we're seeing
around us are novel, NONE OF THEM! We're ill for a bit longer than normal,
that's all, and we'll likley be iller for even longer still with our flu if we also choose
to shove corrosive conventional chemicals down our throats to try to 'kure it' or
if we choose to have the vaccinator squirt toxic chemicals into our bloodstreams.
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EVERYBODY SECRETLY KNOWS THAT EVERYBODY KNOWS
What the kings have been doing to us since April 2020 can accurately be
compared to death by a thousand cuts. Privately, a lot of people are very
unhappy about all the different Korona rules and regs we're being ordered to
follow now, lots of little cuts - where we can and cannot go, what we must wear
and when, who we can and cannot meet etc, etc. But we don't actively protest
any of this fascism, we go along with it, because it's all for the best, we reason,
and it'll probably all be alright in the morning.
And so we adjust incrementally, and so we are
cut again, and with each little incision, we lose a
little more of our life blood and we're bent a
little more out of shape. Already we are shells of
our former selves. And as we dip in and out of
the new normal, the waxing and waning of
lockdown measures etc, etc, there'll be few of us
publicly admitting the inhumanity of any of this.
Or do you actually believe we're all on the road to recovery and I'm just another
depressing nay-sayer, an irritating representative on behalf of Messrs Doom &
Gloom? Think what you like, my friend, I'm merely expressing what few are
daring to express and fewer still are daring to think. But this fight to stop the
reality of our circumstances from reaching our heads is a such a pointless fight.
Everybody knows that everybody secretly knows that something really heavy
dropped on us all in April 2020, and that it's been with us ever since, and that
no amount of fake chirpiness seems to be shifting it. But instead of
acknowledging the heaviness and looking at how we might face it, we ignore it,
and in our heads we try to get back to where we were before King Kong
descended. And it's like the chirpier we try to act, and the chirpier the channel
we choose to watch, the more we know deep down how none of it's working.
And the determined efforts in the TV studios to ignore our new dystopian reality
only highlights our mass denial of what's actually happening to us.
This denial of reality is the central theme in the December 2021 Netflix film Don't
Look Up. An asteroid is heading for earth and two astronomers Randall Mindy
and Kate Dibiasky try to warn the authorities this asteroid is large enough to
cause an extinction event, but nobody in power or in the media wants to actually
engage with this news and instead they do their best to keep the populations
'smothered' in all of the superficial trappings of life. Says this review of the film,
'Kate and Randall just wanted people to take the warnings seriously. They tried
to say things that were scary but were real. But humans weren’t ready to face
reality. They loved their bubble, cellphone realities, music videos and whatnot.
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The generation that was more concerned about the breakup and marriage of
a pop singer [Ariana Grande] had already triggered their doom.'

EVERYTHING THAT IS GOOD AND WHOLESOME AND SANE
The word 'cult' used to mean a small group of people following some bizarre
belief system, didn't it? Cult - meaning: a relatively small group of people
imposing excessive control over its members, often living together, whose
beliefs are considered extreme or strange by many people. With Korona
however, the definition of a cult has been turned on its head. Kult of King Kong
- meaning: a large group of people living together under excessive control and
sharing a religious belief system regarded by a small group of people as bizarre
and extreme. In the eyes of the Kult of King Kong, it's the dissenters who are the
bizarre ones with extreme belief systems and living under some sort of weird
mind control.
Everything that is good and wholesome and sane and of sound mind, satanic
King Kong has turned on its head. As God tells us in Isaiah, 'Woe unto them that
call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for darkness;
that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!' Is5:20 It is for these and so many
other reasons that dissenters find it so hard to watch TV anymore, because it's
not just TV, it's Korona TV where just like Korona FM, the mind konditioning and
Korona kompliance levels are off the scale. Sparkly, shiny, are-free Korona TV is
another depressing social marker.
And then suddenly, a 30 second item will pierce the Korona chirpiness, an actual
piece of REAL news comes on the TV or radio, reminding us of what's really going
at sub-strata level in the world. A paramedic interviewed on Radio 4 in May 2020
said it hit him how he had attended eight suicides in the previous week which
was more than he'd attended over the whole of the previous year.
And in a conversation I had with a young mum recently, she told me of a GP
friend of hers seeing so many adults and children now suffering suicidal
thoughts.
Of course our children have been affected,
they've had 22 evil months of being taught
to be fearful of one another! Right, we see
an example of the personalised desk guard
being sold to concerned parents wanting
to keep their children safe from the fake
virus. What a ghastly sight, separated out
in class to be instructed in the usual mix of
abc plus evil Korona propaganda.
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And the propaganda is working, of
course. Right, we see a playground
drawing of the fantasy c19 virus
invading our children's every waking
moment. And what is childhood
anymore? Is it any wonder doctors are
seeing so many children with
psychological issues now and that
suicidal thoughts occupy some minds?

AND SPEAKING OF DEPRESSING SOCIAL MARKERS
Once again, God's c19 dissenters would say the Korona plandemic has nothing
to do with any flu virus, what we are actually seeing manifesting amongst us
now is evil, invisible, spiritual warfare being waged against us. The supposed C19
virus is merely an evil shop front, albeit a convincing one in most people's eyes.
Lord, may Smoke and Mirrors be used as a means of revealing and
understanding the true oppression hanging over us right now, and by Your Holy
Spirit Power, may You lead many out from their current Korona captivity.
And speaking of depressing social markers, as of mid-October 2020, the shops
were displaying all the usual luciferian halloween paraphernalia, as they are in
October 2021 of course, and every halloween shop will have a Happy Halloween
banner draped somewhere inside. Yayyy! Happy halloween!
Happy halloween? Do we not see the ghoulish irony of it all? Queuing in our
occult c19 masks to buy our halloween masks and associated witchery? And do
we not know these halloween 'celebrations' have their roots firmly in human
sacrifice? Halloween is actually the celebration of men women and children
being thrown into the fire to appease our multitudinous foreign gods. The One
True God detests our holloween halloween apostasy before Him! Apostasy meaning: a falling away, a withdrawal, a defection.
Imagine yourself as a first-time visitor to earth and you're asked to study
everyday human behaviour and take notes. You sit at your balcony and look
down as we go online and choose all of our witchy holloween paraphernalia and
even our own Korona holloween masks. Tell me a certain heaviness doesn't
descend as you read the following from The Bash site: 'Download one of our free
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zoom backgrounds for some added ambience!' From downright scary and
menacing to cute and autumnal, we have quite an assortment of images for you
to choose from. Whether you're planning a virtual hang out or throwing a fulllyfledged zoom party with virtual party entertainment such as a magician, psychic
or fortune teller, we have a fun halloween zoom background just for you!'

None of you psychics or fortune-tellers predicted the Korona pandemonium, did
you, smh. Here's Lori Bergamotto telling us how she's organised a holloween
zoom party whilst also preparing to 'celebrate' holloween 'as safely as possible'
amidst all of the King Kong 'infection' that surrounds us.
'How Some Families Are Planning for a Pandemic-Proof Halloween. Lori
Bergamotto, style director at Good Housekeeping and a halloween enthusiast,
says parents should look to outdoor, lower-risk activities, especially ones
recommended by the CDC, such as socially distanced outdoor movie nights,
decorating pumpkins outside or virtual costume contests. 'As parents, it’s really
important for us to remain positive,' says Bergamotto, who is eight months
pregnant with her third child.
'It’s all about reframing it in a way where it’s not cancelled, but instead, here’s
an awesome way we can celebrate.' Her family will place carved pumpkins 6 ft
apart on the lawn of her Mamaroneck, NY, home. Each pumpkin will hold an
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individual treat bag full of candy, which can then be replenished. Instead of a
costume party, Bergamotto is also organizing a 'dress up from the neck up' zoom
call with her extended family, where they’ll don fancy headwear, accessories
and makeup.'
Good Housekeeping, Lori? I don't think so. The same article contains a warning

from the CDC that our holloween screams could also spread the virus. And so,
at the conclusion of your balcony study - watching Lori Bergamotto pacing out
her pumpkins the statutory 2 metres, and organising her witchy zoom meetings
- how can you conclude anything other than we are all UTTERLY INSANE? Lori is
one of millions upon millions now spending £billion$ on witchy holloween
paraphernalia, revealing our spiritually bankrupt state before our God.
And God's watchmen would say there's actually nothing to choose between
occult King Kong and occult holloween, and that dressing up in all of our c19
masks and incorporating all of our governments' occult c19 pantomime rules
and regulations shows us only that we've been 'celebrating' holloween every
day since April 2020. It's the same evil spirit behind it all. As Marie Lu told us at
the beginning of this chapter, 'The irony of life is that those who wear masks
often tell us more truths than those with open faces.'
Right, we see a popular
holloween-cum-Korona
mask for 2021. And below,
how we all titter at our
family holloween zoom
meeting. Our holloween
'celebrations' represent
just a fraction of our
apostasy before our God.
Of course fake c19 is
about us! And when we
reach the city and we
begin scaling the walls and
we look down over the
city for the first time with
new eyes, we'll see with
even more clarity how
each one of us has had our
own walk on part in the
King Kong pantomime.
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But
everybody's
chipper
in
August/September 2021 as the streets fill
up again and a 'sort of normality' returns.
Elton and Michael Caine have told us it's
all going to be OK, and so no party poopers
please as we all come out the other side!
All our little cuts are healing over, yayyy!
And it's another resounding cheer across
the nation for the latest front page news!
It's September 10th, 2021, and UK
Chancellor Rishi Sunak (at the heart of the
Korona darkness along with all the other
dark angels in every political office in every
country of the world) tells us how proud
he is of Bounce Back Britain! What an evil,
hollow pat on the back from one of our
highly-positioned luciferian leaders.
And on the same front page, everybody's favourite GMTV sofa couple Holly
Willoughby and Philip Schofield share smiles and tears as GMTV colleague Kate
Garraway wins best authored documentary category for her hour long film
Finding Derek. And so I'm thinking we need to take a quick detour now and head
on over to GMTV studios and take a closer look at Kate Garraway and her
documentary. Finding Derek is a documentary all about King Kong Korona, which
is why Finding Derek won of course!
And while we're there, we can pay
tribute to all the other shiny,
happy presenter people at GMTV
who are no different to all the
other shiny, happy TV presenter
people across the world, sat in
their own studios and sofas all of
them intentionally perpetuating
the myth the whole world is in the
grip of an infectious virus.

THANKS LORRAINE, IT'S BEEN EMOTIONAL
Former Mayor of New York Ed Koch said, 'The most guileful reporters are those
who appear friendly and smile and seem to be supportive. They are the ones who
will seek to gut you on every occasion.' Were you employed at GMTV at any
time, Ed? You describe the place so well!
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Says shiny, happy, GMTV star
Lorraine Kelly through her
personalised Lorraine facemask,
'Vaccinated! So relieved! Easy
peasy - didn’t feel a thing thanks so much to all the cheery
volunteers and NHS staff who
made it SO simple!! Please,
please get vaccinated!! We are
so lucky to ha...' Thanks Lorraine,
it's been emotional, but do you
mind if I change the record?
Haha! Love that sound!

Again, this next chapter isn't essential by any means, we encounter the same
Korona lies and fake media manipulation already covered in Smoke and Mirrors.
But GMTV is a particularly corrosive witch who needs outing. I think I'll call this
chapter Everything That Makes Me Gag About GMTV.
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EVERYTHING THAT
MAKES ME GAG
ABOUT GMTV
'I don't like this reality television, I have to be honest,
I think real people shouldn't be on television, it's for
special people like us, people who have trained and
studied to appear to be real.' Garry Shandling
I make no apologies for the following acerbic assessment of the award-winning
Finding Derek documentary, for the plastic GMTV Korona show and all the
apparently real people who sail in her. Acerbic - meaning: sharply or bitingly
critical, sarcastic, ironic in mood and tone.
According to all the Madame Mainstream publicity blurb, Finding Derek is Kate
Garraway's 'incredibly personal coronavirus video journal' filmed over a 12
month period which follows the ups and downs of 'gravely ill' husband Derek
Draper suffering from King Kong Korona (allegedly) who spent many months in
hospital and is now recovering at home.
All mainstream descriptions of Finding Derek are identical. Says this Bristol Post
summary, 'The programme will explore Kate's family's grief and traumatic
calendar year as the first anniversary of Derek's illness arrives. He was
hospitalised with the deadly bug in late March, during the first wave of the
pandemic, before entering a coma on April 5. Kate has regularly updated GMB
viewers over Derek's condition during sobering conversations with co-stars.
Viewers see Kate look solemn on her sofa, scrolling through her phone at images
of her beloved husband. 'Derek is the sickest person this team of doctors have
treated that has lived,' Kate tells the cameras. 'Is he going to come back? Will he
be alive but no longer the person he was?'

AS AN EXAMLE OF PRIMETIME GMTV KORONA PAP
So, we immediately get the tone of Finding Derek, and don't get me wrong, I'm
no sourpuss, and I'm not saying Derek Draper hasn't been ill with anything, but
I know when I'm being played. And so call this the People's Court versus pap
GMTV and pap Finding Derek.
And so to the counsel for the prosecution, and what is your charge against GMTV
this day?
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Your Honour, GMTV is one of hundreds of 'pretty boy, pretty girl' TV
infotainment platforms across the world owned by the kings of the earth who
have a very definite Korona agenda. Today, I intend to demonstrate how the
pretty ones sitting on their sofas are being instructed by their paymasters to
create persuasive Korona content such as Finding Derek that we might be
brainwashed and robotised into believing we're living in the midst of some
dreadful infection and that the only hope for mankind is vaccination. This is the
shared Korona script across the networks worldwide, Your Honour.

I submit that Derek Draper's poor health is being deceitfully hijacked by the
Korona kings and crafted into pap Korona TV in order to a) keep the alleged
dangers of King Kong Korona to the forefront of everybody's minds, and b) to
combat the increasing noise from the people at last waking up to this evil Korona
pantomi...
OBJECTION, YOUR HONOUR! Can counsel for the prosecution please curb his
florid language! King Kong Korona? Evil Korona pantomime? Pap Korona TV?
Such descriptions are deeply insulting to the millions who have already died as
a re...
SHUT UP AND SIT DOWN! Objection over-ruled. I like his style. It's been your
side of the story for the last two years. Proceed with the prosecution.
Thank you, Your Honour! Your tacit support for my line of reasoning is most
encouraging! As an example of primetime Korona GMTV pap, Your Honour,
I would draw the jury's attention to the following video showing everybody’s
darling GMTV couple Queen Holly Willoughby and lapdog Prince Philip Schofield
as they allegedly ‘HUG FOR THE FIRST TIME IN SIX MONTHS!’ Watch as these
two pole dancers for the kings use this farcical plastic curtain in an attempt to
normalise all of our extreme and even insane Korona behaviours and reinforce
the fake infectious c19 narrative.
Of course Queen Holly and lapdog Philip have hugged off camera, as have all the
pole dancers and presstitutes! All of us in fact have 'violated' the vile Korona
anti-social distancing regulations and have hugged friends and family when
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nobody's been looking. Please allow the full absurdity of this plastic curtain
image to sink in. And as you study it, please also consider the time invested in
planning and choreographing and then broadcasting this monstrosity.

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, we will now turn our attention to the Kate
Garraway documentary Finding Derek. We will see how it originates from the
same farcical GMTV Korona stable and has been crafted to drive home the same
vile Korona propaganda that we are surrounded by devastating disease when no
such disease exists.

A LITTLE TOAST AND SOME WARM MILK
Firstly, as a storyline, Your Honour, TV news anchors 'touched by Korona' are ten
a penny now. Type in 'news anchors with covid' or 'TV stations affected by covid',
and even 'traumatised by covid', and you'll find page after page of 'suffering
anchors' recounting their personal Korona nightmares. It took me just 2 minutes
to gather the examples below. If you watch only one video, please watch the
first on the list showing the cynical manner in which these 'studio families'
promote their own in-house Korona sufferings. CNN's lead anchor Chris Kuomo
tells us he was shivering so violently from Korona, he even chipped a tooth 'and
these were not cheap!' He also tells us his heart was broken seeing his wife go
down with Korona. His heart was broken? As a precaution, Your Honour, I would
also like to hand out these sick bags prior to viewing.
Brooke Baldwin CNN: To Hell And Back: Returning From The Other Side
Maurielle Lue FOX 2 Detroit: I Literally Can't Breathe
Evrod Cassimy WDIV4: Detroit News Anchor's Covid Nightmare
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Dominique Sachse KPRC2: My Covid Story
Lesley Stahl CBS 60 Minutes: Her Personal Battle With Coronavirus
Melanie Lawson Houston TV: TV Anchor Shocked She Caught COVID-19
George Solis ABC Philadelphia: Didn't Feel Like It Could Happen To Me
John Hook Fox 10 News: The Reason For His Absence? He Had Covid19
Laura Holson NY Times: My Long Covid Nightmare
I could go on and on and on with links to TV stations promoting their in-house
King Kong sufferings in a like manner. And local TV and newspaper anchors and
reporters are 'suffering' just as much it too Your Honour, and keeping us all upto-date with their Korona agony blogs. Here is an excerpt from Isle of Wight
County Press reporter Jon Moreno and possibly my favourite 'death's door'
Korona diary:
Isle of Wight Reporter Relives His Covid Nightmare. 'For ALL the conspiracy
theorists out there who bury their heads in the sand, coronavirus is very real, can
be extremely debilitating and deadly. I started to show the symptoms of Covid19 just before Christmas. I felt fatigued, nauseous and had developed a hacking
cough....
I'd had a flu jab a few days earlier and considered the probability it was a sideeffect of that, or kidded myself it was a common cold.... I was living hour to hour
coping with the symptoms and dreaded when darkness fell. That seemed to be
the worst time to cope with it... I got my medication - a steroid boost to my
antibiotics and another blood and Covid test....
A sense of positivity returned. I had some fresh water, a little toast and some
warm milk.... I lay there wondering and hoping it was not the worst... Day five
was a huge turning point for me.... Vaccination is a race against time.'
Dear oh dear! Is there not some kind of
overseeing body we can turn to, some antipap bureau where we can report such drivel?
And Jon's opening Korona salvo, 'Coronavirus
is very real and can be extremely debilitating
and deadly.' How about 'Coronavirus is nasty
and horrible and horribly horrid!' And I note
Jon, you didn't explore the very real
possibility it was your toxic flu jab that could
have been the cause of all your ills? Instead,
you decided you had kontracted King Kong
Korona, you flailed about on your near-death
bed, wrote about it and then earned out of it.
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Yes, we're to have compassion for the genuinely sick and suffering who are doing
their best to cope with whatever illness and doing their best to accept their lot,
but when it comes to these calculating Korona hacks, Your Honour, I freely
confess I'm running on empty. They make my skin crawl with all their Korona
wailings and writings and receiving their thirty pieces of Korona silver for doing
so. They'll all have sat down with their editors and planned out their 'Korona
hospital nightmare' pieces. Pitch, delivery, style, content, rewrites, reshoots and
paler makeup - every little detail will have been thought through thoroughly. 'I
need two thousand words by Friday, Jon, all angles, and make it visceral! And
we need to chop down those wacko covid deniers from the off. And let's use the
oxygen tubes pic. It kinda lifts the whole piece.'
Or maybe, you think these Korona konversations don't actually take place? I'm
tempted to send in the picture below to IoW County Press. I wonder if it will
generate any interest? I won't hold my horses, haha!

And if you really want insight into the pathetic 'safe space' world of King Kong
'journalism', we're now being told we're to have compassion for all those Korona
reporters on the King Kong front line and now suffering Korona PTSD,
apparently. Former senior Korona reporter for the Daily Beast Olivia Messer
shares with us all her vivid account of her own Korona sufferings. Olivia has given
her piece the exceptionally long title 'The COVID Reporters Are Not Okay.
Extremely Not Okay. An Under-prepared Industry Is Losing A Generation Of
Journalists To Despair, Trauma, And Moral Injury As They Cover The Story Of A
Lifetime.' Take it away, Olivia!
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'I was working my dream job in a newsroom I loved where I was writing about
what felt like the most important beat in the world. I felt lucky to be employed
and alive in the middle of a global pandemic. But in between meetings and
interviews and filing stories, I was falling apart. I was writing poems about
suicide. I went whole days without eating at all. At one point, I collapsed onto
the floor from dehydration. I was vomiting from stress. I developed a stye in my
left eye. I wasn’t getting out of bed most days. I was crying all the time. My
nightmares, in which I was shot or raped or watching co-workers burn alive in
front of me, scared me so much that some nights, I refused to sleep at all.
When I wasn’t too afraid to sleep, I was still restless because I was too angry or
too anxious or too sad or too filled with shame. I sometimes woke in the early
morning hours with bile climbing up my throat and the simmer of heartburn in
my chest. There were times I took sick days because I couldn’t stop sobbing long
enough to string even a few pitches together.'

LEST YOU BE SWALLOWED WHOLE
It was never going to be long before our
cyborg Korona news generators would be
looking for some kind of Korona safe space
from where they could whinge and whine.
Right, we see a calmer Olivia, smh. And if we
do actually lose this generation of
journalists, Your Honour, it will be no loss.
And the title of Olivia's piece suggests our
brave Korona reporters are suffering moral
injury? Moral injury from what? From the
mythical monster they've all been immorally
helping to create in the first place? Lying
through their teeth 24/7 and now we're
supposed to feel sorry for them? Next time
you look in the mirror Olivia, say to yourself,
today I identify as stronger than that, smh.
And can I suggest you actually meet up with somebody who's been raped or shot
to get a proper sense of perspective before sending your peurile Korona pap
upstairs. And your twitter photo, Olivia! WOW! Forgive me, but I'd say you're
more than studio-ready in the kings' eyes! And if you keep up with your trite
nonsense and stay obedient to the kings, maybe even you'll have your very own
sofa one day! The scary titles you've been choosing for your online Korona
stories certainly have you down as a willing hand maiden. Even The Best-Case
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US Coronavirus Scenario Is Horrific. But I say, get out while you can, Olivia.
Resist the glitter and fleeting fame, lest the Kings' sofa cancer eats you alive.
Back to the Finding Derek
documentary, Your Honour, and if
you're wanting to reach a million-plus
hearts and minds, then Kate
Garraway's your gal. She's been
a popular GMTV presenter for years
now, a gateway to the nation, in fact.
And on that basis Your Honour, I'll be
referring to Kate Garraway from now
on as Gateway Kate.
Gateway Kate's King Kong longsuffering husband is Derek Draper,
a former Labour party spin doctor
implicated in a number of sleazy
shenanigans over the years. Derek
was part of a leaked email chain
discussing the benefits of fabricating
sex smear stories about certain Tory
MPs and their wives. Derek replied to
the group that it was a brilliant idea.
Derek was no small mover and shaker in his field. The smear story email chain
included former UK Prime Minister Gordon Brown. When outed for his part in
the smear campaign, Derek said his excitement at the project had been 'a lapse
of judgment' and he should have shown stronger moral courage, smh. Derek
also played a key role in the late 90s 'cash for intros' scandal aka 'Lobby Gate'.
Said Derek to undercover Observer reporter Greg Palast at the time, 'There are
17 people who count in this government. To say I am intimate with every one of
them is the understatement of the century.'
So that fills in a few important details on poor, long-suffering Derek that were
left blank in the documentary which describes Derek only as 'having had
a colourful life but always huge fun!'

A NEVER-ENDING KORONA STORY
And so to the beginning of Derek's alleged 'covidity', Your Honour. In early April
2020, just as King Kong Korona 'hit the UK', spin doctor Derek became unwell
with an unspecified health condition and was diagnosed King Kong positive on
the invalid corona test. And as of Dec....
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OBJECTION AGAIN YOUR HONOUR! This is outrageous! My client's name is NOT
spin doctor Derek and the coronavirus test is NOT invalid. It is a recogni..
OBJECTION OVER-RULED! I hear nothing libellous so far. Counsel for the
prosecution will continue.
Thank you, Your Honour. In early April 2020, just as King Kong Korona 'hits the
UK', spin doctor Derek becomes unwell with an unspecified health condition
which as of December 2021, remains unspecified. Whilst in hospital, spin doctor
Derek tests positive on the invalid c19 test. And again, members of the jury, we
need to be clear here, no-one is saying Derek Draper hasn't been suffering with
some illness while in hospital, but based on the fake Korona test, Derek Draper's
sufferings are now constantly being described on GMTV as 'the worst case of
coronavirus EVER! And I'm not joking, Your Honour. Derek's kritical Korona
kondition has been kommunicated kontinuously to us since day one. And only
ever described to us as the worst case of coronavirus EVER!
Organ failure, loss of speech, in a coma, out of a coma, round the clock care,
unable then able and then unable again to do whatever, and all because a fake
c19 test told us back in April 2020 he was King Kong positive. Test him again,
I dare you! but there'll be no chance of that, ladies and genmtlemen of the jury.
Where would the story go if desperate Derek was to test negative?
No, Your Honour, the GMTV Korona stage is set. Whatever his true 'illness', it's
only ever going to be Korona now. Spin doctor Derek's fake King Kong positive
test has handed GMTV its own never-ending Korona story on a plate! A Korona
spin doctor's dream! And a dream set up too, with every aspect of the Derek
Draper Korona krisis all managed under one giant GMTV roof!
And an added layer to the Derek
Draper King Kong drama, Your
Honour, is the 'unspoken fear' being
broadcast to us 24/7 that spin doctor
Derek still might not make it! It's
another surefire hit for the Korona
propagandists, Your Honour, another
King Kong angle! What better way to
konvince
a nation the threat
of Korona is real! Let's all film Derek,
and maybe even his demise!
And so, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, with 'dire straits Derek' now in hospital
and bravely battling his still as yet unspecified health condition, queen Holly and
lapdog Philip and Gateway Kate and everybody else in the GMTV Korona supply
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chain are ideally placed to feed the nation as many 'heart-warming/heartbreaking' Derek updates as is possible in a day. On the mend Derek, desperate
Derek, delirious Derek, even death bed Derek, it doesn't matter in the Korona
ratings war, although, let's be honest, a slow, agonising death blamed on Korona
would be the kings' preferred exit for spin doctor Derek.
And if my 'heartless analysis' of the Garraway household loses some readers at
this point, then so be it. I've watched just about all the Gateway Kate 'desperate
Derek updates' and I've yet to see a single genuinely heartbreaking interview
anywhere. The interviews all follow the same tired, chromium-plated GMTV
Korona format, and with Gateway Kate always hurrying along from any
discussion on genuine anguish. So I say publish and be damned, Your Honour.

DEATH'S DOOR ORLY SUMMERS
So, that's the background on desperate Derek Draper, Your Honour, and so to
the documentary itself Finding Derek. Throughout the documentary, Gateway
Kate uses language and phrases that only ever promote kontagious Korona and
the fake virus narrative. Gateway Kate repeatedly reminds us we're in the midst
of a terrible pandemic and shows us heart-tugging mobile phone Korona klips
from Derek's hospital bed as if to prove the case.
And of course, clips from a loved one's bedside would be included in any home
documentary on a family struggling with illness, but it's the calculated manner
in which Gateway Kate presents her Korona clips that galls, Your Honour, not
least the clip where Derek considers 'ending it all'. There are no clips about Derek
looking forward to coming out of hospital, to coming home and seeing his wife
and kids again. Finding Derek is only ever about promoting the kurrent Korona
doom and gloom, Your honour. We're given despondent Derek, dire Derek,
desolate, doddery, death's door Derek. There's no light in the documentary,
Your Honour, which is strange given that Gateway Kate has also managed to
write a book called The Power Of Hope detailimng all of her Korona ordeals
which by extraordinary coincidence was released only a few weeks after Finding
Derek was aired. And we'll be there in a minute on that one too. But fair warning
to viewers, Finding Derek doesn't get any lighter along the way.
Gateway Kate takes us to visit death's door
Orly Summers (right) who tells us she
couldn't breathe at one point because of the
Korona all around us. We meet a Korona
specialist who warns us of the grave physical
and mental dangers of King Kong, and we
zoom with a wife who understands exactly
what Gateway Kate is going through.
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We also see Gateway Kate tidying away some Lego and organising the re-fit of
the family home for Derek's return and rehabilitation. There is one ray of hope
though, Gateway Kate receives an unscripted phone call from Elton John wishing
Gateway Kate all the Korona best for the future. I'm so glad the camera crew
were on hand just as Elton called, smh.

THERE ARE PLENTY OF PRECEDENTS FOR SUCH SCHEMES
And so to Gateway Kate's book, and we do have
to visit this. The job of an early morning
presenter requires stamina of steel, and I get
that, Your Honour. But I'd seriously love to be
a fly on the wall in the Garraway household,
because with everything that's been going on in
Gateway Kate's life over the last Koronakrammed year, how on earth has she found
time to even write this book! The documentary
shows Gateway Kate running the family home,
running up and down the country collecting
content for Finding Derek, up at 3am to appear
on GMTV. And throughout it all, Gateway Kate
still finds time to deliver a 350 page book
detailing her every Korona heartache and out
on Amazon since April 2021 and being plugged
mercilessly at the time by her pals on GMTV.
Talk about a great Korona kash-in!
Gateway Kate's 'timely' Korona
kronicle is right up there! Above,
we see Queen Holly Willoghby for
the thousandth time telling us
about the wonders of The Power
Of Hope. Says The Works, 'In this
intimate book, Kate shares her
deeply personal story.
As well as recounting how the illness took hold of their lives, she writes about
how she is coping with the uncertainty of their future and how she strives to hold
on to hope even at the darkest of times. Kate's exceptional courage, positivity
and warmth shine through on every page, making The Power of Hope a truly
inspiring read that will resonate with all of us whose lives continue to be touched
by the virus.'
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Three hundred and fifty pages, Your Honour? I know she had time off, but that
was to tend to the family, and to be by Derek's bedside whenever possible, at
least that's what we were all told. I would defy anybody to write a 350 page
family biography whilst meeting all of the Korona kommitments we see Gateway
Kate attending to in Finding Derek. And not once in her year long documentary
do we see Gateway Kate actually sat at any desk and doing any writing! And
neither does she reference anywhere in the documentary that she's writing
a book! So, the book was ghost-written for sure, Your honour! And it was being
written while the GMTV Korona krew were all filming, and it was all kept quiet.
I submit Your Honour, that Finding Derek and The Power Of Hope was
a calculated double-headed GMTV Korona business plan from the start. The fact
that Gateway Kate's book was launched so soon after the airing of Finding Derek
is the dead giveaway here, Your Honour. They'd never launch the book and the
film on the same day, Your Honour. That would be too crass a move by the
Korona kings. But this does give us some idea of the meticulous planning and
timing of every aspect of spin doctor Derek and Gateway Kate's sordid Korona
GMTV saga. And there are precedents for these 'TV plus book' schemes.
We see the exact same business plan in the
book Scenes From The Heart (right)
written by Greta Thunberg's mother
Malena Ernman. Overnight in 2018, little
Greta had burst onto the world climate
change stage, and overnight EVERYBODY
EVERYWHERE wanted to know every single
thing about Greta Thunberg, but where
could they find any resource that would
tell them all about this curious little
creature? And then suddenly, in the same
month, a Thunberg family tell-all was
available on Amazon discussing in detail
Greta's struggles with her Asperger's
diagnosis and how the family had coped
with it all plus little Greta's fixation from a
young age on climate change. What an
extraordinary coincidence, not. So, that
book isn't going to sell well, is it!

POSSIBLY MISSING OUT ON A SANE CHILDHOOD
This isn't the place right now to discuss the great global warming hoax, Your
Honour, but for those interested, King Kong Klimate is covered in more detail in
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part 2 of Smoke and Mirrors, and if you think King Kong Korona is treachery
against the common people, just wait until we go behind the scenes over at King
Kong Klimate! Another chapter I can't wait for us to get to! We'll see that little
Greta is a mere pawn in a far bigger luciferian game.
Back to busy Gateway Kate, Your Honour, and Below, we see Gateway Kate
bright and early in the GMTV studio the day after the awards and sporting her
TV gong for her heroic King Kong exploits.

The same day, Gateway Kate announced
plans for Finding Derek pt 2! And you'll
never guess! On the back of her NTA
award, Gateway Kate Korona is set to
leave GMTV to host a BBC medical
programme with Dr Guddi Singh. I'll not
deny a woman her career, Your Honour,
but what if helpless Derek falls out of
bed when doting Gateway Kate is out
and about wherever and live on air?
To summarise Finding Derek, Your Honour, I would say that far from being
a touching video diary documenting a family struggling with a loved one's illness,
Finding Derek made me feel like I'd just been through a tightly scripted Korona
car wash plus full wax and shine! Everything that was supposed to be endearing
and down-to-earth and real had a highly-polished, chromium-plated King Kong
Korona feel to it. And for those of us in pink, I would say the documentary is
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another reminder to us to stay grounded and vigilant and to keep our heads
whilst all around us are drowning in the King Kong emotion of it all.

HUNDREDS OF BROADCASTING HOURS
We're nearly through with GMTV, ladies and
gentlemen of the jury, and I'm starting to feel a tad
queasy myself. On the morning of the TV awards
night 9th September 2021, Prince Philip and Gateway
Kate are avidly discussing Finding Derek of course,
and with 2 hrs still to go before voting closes on the
category, Prince Philip serves Gateway Kate an
exceptionally evil gentle first serve, 'There are still
6M people who are unvaccinated and still people
who say it doesn't exist, it's not real, it's all fake,
what do you say to them?'
Gateway Kate responds with that well-practiced 'bewildered' look that ALL
mainstream presenters MUST have down to perfection when asked ANY
question that runs contrary to whatever mainstream narrative. Many prized sofa
seats have been lost over the years for not looking bewildered enough at such
times. Bewildered Gateway Kate sees Prince Philip's gentle serve coming and
moves in to smash a stunningly unreturnable return! 'If you don't think it exists,
then come and spend an hour in my home.' Except we have spent an hour round
your home, Kate, we've spent hundreds of broadcasting hours in your Koronainfested world, at least that's what it feels like, anyway.
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A minute later in the same interview, immaculately-conceived Prince Philip tells
Gateway Kate, 'You are a remarkable woman!' And oh no! Right on cue, it looks
like Queen Holly Willoughby is filling up! And by jingo, she is! Queen Holly is
'breaking down' again at Gateway Kate's immense courage in the face of it all.
Game Gateway Kate! Game Queen Holly! Game, set and match King Kong!
For those not familiar
with the GMTV cast or
their specific roles in
our lives, Queen Holly
is
the
national
barometer for how we
should all feel about
ANY given subject at
any given time.
And Queen Holly's primary role right now in this time of 'international Korona
crisis' has been to lead the nation in the emotion of it all and cry ice cubes in all
the right places which she does brilliantly! If Queen Holly is Korona happy, we're
all to be Korona happy. If she's Korona sad and sobbing, we must all be Korona
sad and sobbing. Prince Philip's poem which he wrote especially for Queen
Holly's birthday is a stern reminder to us all of the exalted place she must occupy
in all of our hearts.
And so Queen Holly hears for the umpteenth time how magnificently Gateway
Kate has been coping over the last Korona year, and can contain herself no
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longer, and the Willoughby banks have burst yet again! You'll make me cry now,
replies Gateway Kate, leaving immaculately-conceived Prince Philip sandwiched
between two chromium-plated damsels in distress. Somehow though through
all the tears, immaculately-conceived Prince Philip still manages to get across to
viewers that voting for Finding Derek closes at mid-day.
And let's not forget resident GMTV doctor Hilary
Jones! This giant of a Korona doktor (right) has had
plenty of input over the 22 months on King Kong and
on Derek Draper's kritical Korona kondition. In fact, it
was Dr Hilary who urged Gateway Kate to call the
ambulance to have desperate Derek rushed to
hospital in the first place. Said Gateway Kate,
'Eventually I did what every single person who has
ever worked in breakfast TV does at some point,
I called Dr Hilary Jones, GMB's resident health expert.'
Another plug for the klose-knit GMTV Korona 'family'. And Dr Hilary has his own
evil brand of evil tennis which takes the game as we know it to a whole new evil
level, and we'll be 'getting to know' the Dark Doktor a little better in part 2. And
if you're thinking that I'm again resorting to melodrama here, let me tell you, my
freind, we're still only scratching the surface of the whole Korona darkness. But
thank You Lord, as we expose it all here, You have ALWAYS been so much Bigger
and Mightier, and Sovereign over it all, AMEN!

HOW SAD IT MUST BE FOR YOU WHEN YOU GET HOME AT NIGHT
And just before we leave GMTV evil tennis, whilst it's been heartening to see
Holly and Philip korrectly distanced throughout their 2021 Korona studio
summer, I am 'disgusted of Tunbridge Wells' to see how the Queen and Prince
Philip were parading around Wimbledon this year in such an unsafe manner!
Their masks were all present and Korona korrect for their glitterati Wimblingdon
entrance of course but once play had started...

And so, to all you sofa kings and queens and princes and pole dancers and
beautiful ladies-in-waiting at ITV, BBC, ABC, NBC, CNN, wherever, YOU KNOW
your lives are a stage. YOU KNOW you are servants of the invisible influencers,
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that you're at their beck and call 24/7,
and that you're owned by them lock,
stock and barrel. How sad it must be for
you when you get home at night,
pretending throughout the day that
everything's mostly sunny in your world
whilst carrying around all the horrible
secrets about how the real world works.
Be careful you do not lose your soul
completely for your 30 pieces of silver.
Does this conclude your evidence for the prosecution?
It does indeed, Your Honour.
The jury will retire to consider the evidence and verdict. Court will reconvene in
2 minutes.
TWO MINUTES, Your Honour? As counsel for the defence, I really must pro...
OVER-RULED! What do you mean counsel for the defence! What defence? Or
should I take this gavel to your head?
//////-------------------------------//////
GMTV rant over. I hope this meander wasn't too far off the path or too long.
Once I get my teeth into something, I have to be careful, I could stray into all
sorts of territory! At least my pet hate for GMTV is off my chest now. And feel
free to have me down as the proverbial unfeeling concrete slab for critiquing
Kate Garraway's 'Korona heart-ache' in this manner but that's how I found
award winning Finding Derek.
Those who know me personally also know I do have a soft heart lurking inside
of me somewhere, haha! And thank You Lord, You began softening my hard
heart the day You graciously met with me! As Your Word says, 'And I will give
you a new heart, and a new spirit I will put within you. And I will remove the
heart of stone from your flesh and give you a heart of flesh.' Ezek36:26
And also Lord, I know we are to pray for Kate Garraway, for husband Derek, for
Philip and Holly, for Hilary Jones, for Piers Morgan and Susannah Reid and
Lorraine Kelly and all the rest. I find it so hard Lord, I really do! Please may You
meet with the whole GMTV TV team Lord in some miraculous way, and cause
them to have an about turn in their hearts and minds as the days draw in. It is
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only by Your Holy Spirit their luciferian chains will be broken! And soften my
heart too, Lord. Give me more of a heart to pray more often for our adversaries.
So, where were we before the GMTV detour? We've done the masks, we've
done the vaccine and sparkly TV. So, let's now spend a few minutes talking about
other forms of mind-konditioning that keep us sat tight in our Korona kages. We
have Korona FM the people's radio station. There's also the Korona electric
fence and all the people behind it. How do we cut through and rescue the people
on the other side? And we also have the Korona peace-keepers, an interesting
group of people and well worth investigating!
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THE KORONA ELECTRIC FENCE
REACHING THE OTHER SIDE
'In order to tame people into the desired pattern, victims
must be brought to a point where they have lost their
alert consciousness and mental awareness. Freedom of
discussion and free intellectual exchange hinder
conditioning. Feelings of terror, feelings of fear and
hopelessness, of being alone, of standing with one's back
to the wall, must be instilled.' Joost Meerloo, The Rape
of the Mind: The Psychology of Thought Control,
Menticide, and Brainwashing

And looking back over the last two years, would you say our governments and
mainstream media stations have been instilling fear and terror and
hopelessness? It's been relentless, hasn't it. God calls His people to be peace
makers and peace-keepers out in the world and to put others before ourselves,
and who can argue against that? It's right that we always aim for the peaceful
path as we live our lives and try to stay on it. And also, we don't need to believe
in God to want to be a peace-keeper either. I know plenty of peacable atheists!
But God's Korona dissenters would say the Korona pantomime has produced a
curious breed of Korona peace-keepers who could be described as the see-sawminded ones.
I'm talking about those people who have their own personal doubts about
monster Kong but to keep the greater peace in our new Korona kommunity, they
will still abide by all the Korona etiquette. Before they leave the house, they'll
check they've got their mask and hand gel with them because they've said to
themselves they should still wear their masks and gel their hands out of respect
for those out there who might have high anxiety about c19 infection. If I don't
wear my mask, says the peace-keeper, I'll feel I'm being anti-social. We should
think of others before ourselves! Which is fair enough. But only to a point, says
the dissenter, because shouldn't that high ideal work both ways? And very often,
this deference to 'the greater good' can reveal a sort of inverted pride at work.
What about being respectful towards us supposed 'mad ones' who out of
principle cannot dress up in the korrect Korona kostume and cannot partake in
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all of the King Kong kleaning rituals? What about our feelings? Do we not have
an equal say in this public discussion?
Of course we don't! All dissenters settled in their minds long ago that such fairmindedness is never going to be shared out equally out there in the Korona
wastelands. Such is the weight and depth of the pro-King Kong propaganda, this
contrary stance is most-times too much to process. Until we have crossed the
line, until the Korona back story is in place, the dissenters will always be
perceived as the thoughtless ones, the rule-breakers, the super-spreaders, the
covidiots! Again though, dissenters are rarely, if ever hurt by any of the
negativity expressed towards us. If we were, we wouldn't ever open our mouths
about ANY of this stuff we're talking about here, such is the derision so often
hurled at us when we do.

SERIOUSLY, IT WOULD BE GREAT TO JUST FIT IN SOMETIMES
And also, God’s c19 dissenters don't choose their walk with God, He chooses us!
He chooses us, He commissions us, He tells us it’s going to be tough at times but
that we're not to worry because just as He did for Ezekiel, He's going to make
our foreheads like flint, so we can stand in the face of opposition and not
crumble. Seriously, it would be great to just fit in sometimes, everything would
be so much more peaceful for us, but ALL of God's dissenters and watchmen on
the walls would say thank You Lord for the calling You've given us! You've
graciously revealed things to us we can't ever unknow. As such, we cannot ever
step back into the kollective mind set.
And so, church universal could reply to the 'obstinate dissenter' by saying the
Bible tells us we should submit to our governments, and so we should comply
with all the government-instituted Korona rules and regulations. And God’s
dissenters too could cite the same passages and many others that tell us to
esteem others before ourselves, to honour the weaker one, and to submit to
one another. And all of those commandments are right in our walk with Jesus,
except for the important caveat - unless our complying with whatever rule and
regulation compromises what we believe is our right walk before God. Being
obedient to what we believe to be God's leading in our lives is what counts and
especially amidst this present luciferian light show dazzling and deceiving the
whole earth, and with more light shows set to come upon us.
Seventeenth century preacher John Bunyan refused to obey orders from the
governing bodies at the time to stop preaching and was imprisoned for many
years as a result, and he said of his non-violent resistance, 'Where I cannot obey
my rulers actively, I am willing to lie down and suffer what they shall do to me.'
And Peter says the same in Acts, 'Which is right in God’s eyes: to listen to you, or
to him? You be the judges! As for us, we cannot help speaking about what we
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have seen and heard.' Acts4:19 They were not going to compromise on what
they believed their God was saying to them.
And in reply to this argument, church universal could say that Peter's stand
against the government was in a different context. The apostles had been
instructed to stop preaching the Gospel of Jesus. Says God's Word further in
Acts, 'They set them before the council: and the high priest asked them saying,
'Did not we straitly command you that ye should not teach in this Name? And,
behold, ye have filled Jerusalem with your doctrine, and intend to bring this
Man's blood upon us.' Then Peter and the other apostles answered and said, 'We
ought to obey God rather than men.' Acts5:27-29
Therefore, says church universal, your comparison is invalid because Smoke and
Mirrors is hardly preaching the Gospel, is it!
Is it not? Isn't the relevant Gospel being preached in and amongst everything
we've been reading and watching? And is not all Glory being given to God at
every opportunity? And considering what we're all facing with this c19
pandemonium, isn't everything the Bible has been saying to us in these pages
relevant to our lives right now? And in a little while, I'll be including my own
testimony about how I came to know this God and how He's the best and how
He loves us all and how you can know Him too!

EVEN JUST A LITTLE BIT OF COMPROMISE
In both the above passages from Acts, the apostles had drawn their line in the
sand, they weren't going to be derailed by the government in their greater
calling to preach the Good News of Jesus! And neither were they going to be
adopting any of the customs of the nations if they could be seen to be
a corrupting influence on their walk with God. Likewise today, God's c19
dissenters are taking a similar stand. Once we know the truth of the c19
deception, the dissenter sees that to participate at ANY level in ANY of the dark
and corrupting c19 rituals being performed all around us is only colluding in the
darkness, and helping to perpetuate the greater Korona lie.
And so, you won't even apply just a little hand gel at a shop entrance? You won't
even conform to some simple hand-washing? Is your stance that rigid?
Do you mean normal basic handwashing after a day on the farm or laying a patio,
so we don't spread manure and cement dust all over the place? That sort of
handwashing? Or do you mean the incessant, ritualistic hand and surface
scrubbing we're witnessing right now through an unfounded fear of imaginary
contamination? Because there's a HUGE difference between the two.
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The church poster (above) perfectly
illustrated this point. Love thy neighbour,
sanitise your hands. I don't think so. Do you
mean love thy neighbour and reinforce the
false King Kong paradigm? Love thy
neighbour and collude in the mass,
satanically-inspired delusion that we're all
crawling with infection? Love thy neighbour
and bow to the invisible spiritual darkness
oppressing us all right now? I don't think so.
But it's only a quick squirt, it's only a face
covering. Again, I don't think so, as Paul
warns us, 'You ran well. Who hindered you
from obeying the truth? This persuasion does
not come from Him who calls you. A little
leaven leavens the whole lump.' Gal5:7-9
Our obsessive King Kong behaviours and satanic 'fear of contamination' and fear
of one another is ANYTHING BUT LOVE THY NEIGHBOUR! The King Kong
dissenters have drawn our line in the sand and we adopt none of the Korona
kleaning kommandments. The constant disinfecting and seeing the vile mask all
around us only desensitises us to what it means to be a child of God. God’s
dissenters will never be desensitised or bent out of shape on this one. Once you
cross the line, you cannot ever go back. Yet, these behaviours have become so
normalised now, they are second nature for literally millions of people, including
God's children in God's House. The leavening of the whole body.

WHO ARE THE ONES WALKING IN GREATER FREEDOM?
And so Peter and the apostles stood before the leaders of the day and they drew
their line in the sand. And what do you think Peter would preach right now to
the congregations if he was given opportunity to preach at your church? Would
he not preach our God is our shield? Would he not preach that those who look
to Him are radiant? That we should not be be conformed to this world or adopt
the ways of the nations? That we've been given all authority to trample on
snakes and scorpions?
And God's c19 dissenters would all say that having an understanding of the
Korona deception gives us a greater liberty amidst all the restrictions. Yes, we're
bound by the luciferian state but we have vision and victory in our hearts and
minds, we're not sucked in by the trickery of the kings of the earth. Of course
the luciferian oppression still washes over us from time to time, we are only
human! And absolutely, God's dissenters are afflicted by the heaviness of what
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we all face here, but at least we've opened the darker box. And knowing our
TRUE enemy also allows us to bring our petitions to our God in Spirit and in
TRUTH giving us a greater measure of His Peace, and we find ourselves praising
Him in a much greater way for that too!
We've let go of all hope in man, let go of vainly hoping it will be better tomorrow.
There is ONLY our God Who can help us now, not the leavened lump of God and
state. And if in the future it becomes clear we must obey the luciferian laws that
contravene God's commandments or we die, then may God be with us in even
greater Grace and Power when that time arrives. And if we die as refuseniks,
then we die. It is becoming that serious. Choose today whom you will serve.
And I can't tell you what liberty there is
knowing exactly where we stand on all of
this deception! We have come out from
under the stinking witch! Our God meets
with us, His Spirit witnesses within us
we're not the mad ones or the heretics,
and most importantly, what comes over in
the biggest waves is that He is Sovereign
over it ALL!
And if in your heart and spirit you are
beginning to sense this too, then what do
you think our God would have you do? And
again, the dissenters would say our God is
saying to all of us, 'Come out of her, My
people! Come out from under her, COME
OUT FROM UNDER ALL OF HER!' And He
wants that certainty in your heart for you
too, my friend.
Look at the next set of three pictures.
Right, we see a husband and wife shopping
in Oxfam in September 2021. Before King
Kong descended on us in April 2020, if we
had seen this couple out and about and
dressed as they are, would we not have
thought they are from another planet? Let
the dark insanity of it register! the man's
face almost fully covered in black, and yet
how quickly we have become inured to
these ghoulish sights all around us.
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Compare this to the picture of the young girl holding the poster below and ask
yourself who are the 'nutters', the covidiots, who are the ones walking in greater
freedom? Talk about out of the mouths of babes and sucklings!

WE GO THERE CHURCH, WE GO THERE!
Once we understand the true depths of the Korona deception, we can share the
Gospel of Jesus with our friends and neighbours with confidence and in a way
that is DIRECTLY RELEVANT to the situation we're all facing with King Kong. And
by directly relevant, I mean we meet with a person, we sensitively identify and
uncover the Korona elephant in the room, we open the darker c19 box together,
we allow all root fears to surface, we're not afraid of those fears spilling out all
over the place, we identify with those fears, and we watch as eyes light up as
another child of God realises they are not mad for thinking their darker c19
thoughts, and that THERE REALLY IS somebody they can talk to about their secret
fears. We uncover the evil together, we can ask the darker questions sensitively
and we can listen to whatever answer without fear, and we can reply with
calmness and directness and with vision! We go there, church, WE GO THERE!
And that's when we see the captives truly set free!
How can we possibly tell somebody about TRUE freedom in Christ whilst we
ourselves are cautiously keeping the luciferian 2 metres and wearing all the
luciferian c19 paraphernalia and exhibiting the same outward signs of fear being
exhibited by the person sat opposite us? Where is the freedom in that? And even
if you think you're doing a good job of trying to hide your own Korona anxieties,
believe me, my friend, the new Korona fears out there are almost tangible. Our
body language always gives us away.
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And it is for these reasons that so many of God's c19 dissenters are finding it so
hard to return to their Korona-kompliant churches. Loving the people but hating
the luciferian ritual that has crept in. And to attend church all militant and with
a point to prove, what would that achieve? It would cause only causes division.
And so, many dissenters, myself included, can't and even won't talk about these
things right now, the gap in understanding is just too great.
And so the dissenter should love his church, love the people and trust God for
the outcome of all of these things, and this is also another reason for compiling
Smoke and Mirrors, and I'm so grateful to God for His commission on my life to
write this!
And so, may our God distribute this far and wide, so the people can be given
a FULL ACCOUNT of what is happening with this King Kong deceit. And to you,
my friend, if this approach resonates with you, rather than get involved in any
incendiary, bridge-burning face-to-face arguments, you can see now how it's far
deeper than just a fake virus. Pray for your friend or family member, hand over
Smoke and Mirrors and tell them to please just read! And that willbe your job
done before God!
And again, it's not about God's dissenters thinking they're any more spiritual
than our fellow brothers and sisters in Christ, and neither is it about us bounding
up to a person and paying no heed to that person's possible Korona anxiety
levels. We simply ask God to lead us to those who are ready to talk and also
ready to listen and to hear from Him. He knows who they are, and so we ask God
to send us Divine appointments. AND HE DOES!

Of course, there is never a set formula when talking to a person about our loving
God or leading a person to salvation. Who could ever formularise the Holy Spirit?
But God’s c19 dissenters are having so many wonderful conversations now, and
NOT the usual kompromised Korona conversations that finish by telling one
another to stay safe.
Understanding the darkness makes a way for real and liberating conversations
on this latest luciferian assault on all of mankind, and it also opens a way for us
to talk about the Power and Might and Sovereignty of the God Who has foretold
it all and Who has also overcome it all, AMEN! And all these conversations are
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made possible simply because we've not been afraid to open the darker box!
Opening the darker box brings TRUE direction and vision and ultimately TRUE
HOPE! Opening the darker box clears the whited-out windscreen!
The lady right sincerely believes we should stay
apart to stay safe - a child of God who if we were to
sensitively open the darker Korona box together,
we would discover is living day to day under a cloud
of satanic darkness. This is what lays the other side
of the electric fence, or should I say, these are the
people who lay the other side - a sea of people living
in uncertainty and fear and in need of soul rescue.
Electric fence???? Soul rescue???? What do I mean
by that? I said at the beginning of Smoke and
Mirrors, we'd be encountering strange spiritual
language from time to time, speaking about
invisible deception, invisible spiritual darkness and
invisible weapons of warfare, etc, etc. And so, let's
'do' the electric fence! Let's see who's on the other
side in need of soul rescue!

OBSERVE FROM A HIGHER VANTAGE POINT
It is the Holy Spirit in a man Who gives us the Supernatural ability to understand
these invisible spiritual concepts. But whether you have The Holy Spirit within
you or not, I'm trusting God for this next request. The next time you go to Tesco
or to the precinct or to whatever crowded place, spend some time observing the
people. Look around you and try to get a deeper sense of what you see in front
of you. Divorce yourself for a few minutes from the supposed 'sensible rules for
the containment of infectious disease'. Observe from a higher vantage point.
And as you look around, see if you do not begin to sense a dark and invisible
spiritual superstructure taking shape in our midst.
Observe as the people shop with their faces 3/4 covered, making it difficult to
recognise each other along the aisles as they would do normally. And when one
person does recognise another, watch as they stop to 'muffle chat'. Observe as
the masked ones load and unload their trolleys, observe as they exit the shop
and remove the mask, and with eyes closed, look upwards momentarily with
blessed relief and take in a deep breath as the vile piece of gauze is removed
from their faces, and they can breathe normally again, especially on a hot day.
And even in July/August/September 2021 when mask and distancing restrictions
had been lifted (for how long nobody knows), watch as so many people still
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cannot escape the Korona cage, standing well apart from one another outside
the shops, still queueing and sanitising obediently, still wearing the mask, every
mouth MUO, no dissenting talk, no contrary views on c19 exchanged, not
a murmur of dissent in the queue, everybody 'falling into the Korona line',
nobody exhibiting any signs of kicking back any time soon, everybody submitting
to the next new raft of c19 laws and hoping in the government to get us all 'back
to normal'. It is a truly dystopian sight. Again, dystopian - meaning: an imagined
society in which people lead wretched, dehumanised, fearful lives.
The watchmen on the walls observe ALL of these things, and as you now observe
anew, ask yourself if what you're looking at looks as if everybody is slowly being
inducted into some new way of thinking and living, into some kind of new order,
even? And if it does look like this to you, can you also see how this new order,
this super structure is NOT something tangible you can point to, is it?
You couldn't walk up to some masked shopper in Tesco and say, 'Sorry to
interrupt but can't you see what's happening to all of us? Can't you see the
invisible superstructure taking shape all around us? And all of this happening in
our midst when there's actually NOTHING WRONG WITH ANY OF US!' Can you
imagine the reaction? And unless your masked shopper is a first follower (and
you'll soon pick up if he is) you will be viewed only as some deranged escapee
from the nearest psyche ward!
And as you observe your shopper and consider his likely response to all you
know inside of you now about the Korona deception, consider the gulf there is
right now between you and the masked man and woman in the aisle. How do
you begin to communicate all that you're observing?

And so you begin to get a sense of the invisible battle and the sheer size of it. It's
like there's something separating you from the people, an invisible spiritual
electric fence almost, a high voltage barrier separating you from the hive mind.
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Because that's exactly what it is on the other side of the fence, the hive mind.
Again, hive mind - meaning: a collective consciousness, analogous to the
behaviour of social insects, a group mentality characterized by a loss of a sense
of individuality and by uncritical conformity.

YEAH? YOU'RE SURE ABOUT THAT ARE YOU?
The Korona propaganda is embedded deep into everybody's thinking now, and
so deep it's like we cannot introduce any concept that might rock the Korona
boat, and especially so in a group setting. But once we know the true evil of the
Korona darkness and the true intentions of the kings of the earth who wish only
to vaccinate us into a sterilised oblivion, and that's just for starters, then we
must find a way to begin these conversations, WE MUST!
Speak sensitively with an individual on the Korona deception on a one-to-one
basis, and there's every chance of a productive conversation. We always begin
by listening of course, and finding out exactly where they're at in the darkness.
We never just wade in from the off and lead with the darkest of the kings' evils.
We ask the Holy Spirit to guide us.
But speaking to a group of 3 or more people is a very different ball game. The
pressure to Korona konform in front of others and to not appear different is
enormous! For example (and this is an actual group conversation I had recently),
the dissenter will relay a simple statistic to 4 other people in a Tesco huddle that
the UK government plus the World Health Organisation have admitted the
Korona test is highly inaccurate, and so how should we now respond to this
admission when we hear that somebody we know has tested positive for c19?
And so the dissenter delivers this little snippet to the group, and the group says
nothing for a second or two. And you can sense it's like a Korona-heat-seeking
missile has come out of nowhere and blasted a hole into the side of HMS Korona.
The group quite naturally is momentarily thrown because the logical conclusion
to this one admission ALONE means only one thing - HMS Korona is sunk! The
whole of the King Kong Korona pandemic is built on a lie!
And there'll be a flicker of consternation across one or two faces as the
ramifications of thinking this reality through to its logical conclusion touches
something deep inside. It is almost as if they'd been going about their day safely
tuned in to Korona FM when suddenly, somebody fiddled with the dial and
something dark and disturbing came crackling over the air waves, something
that threatened to shatter the Korona FM tranquility, something that
threatened to break the c19 spell and cause the listener to re-evaluate
EVERYTHING they hold dear about King Kong Korona.
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And the dissenter has sensed there's one in the group whose ears REALLY HAVE
pricked up and who really does want to ask a genuine question about this 93%
false positive test, and he's not being mocking or snide with it either. He could
even be a first follower! And he says, Gosh, they really have admitted that? Yes,
my friend, they really have. And you tell the group the key words to enter to find
the Dominic Raab Sky interview and the WHO admissions about the paucity of
the c19 tests in general, and you can see our potential first follower is about to
ask another question. He's about to take control of the direction of the
dissenting conversation. But that rarely happens without some sort of Korona
backlash. And it's the case here too.
Because just as he's about to ask his next question, another in the group
suddenly starts speaking, starts shouting even, and this guy is well angry! Yeah?
You're sure about that, are you? You're sure this is all a hoax? So firstly, go do a
fact check on the covid test, and I think you'll find you're talking out of your arse.
It's been proven to be fake news. And when you've finished chatting your
b******t on covid, maybe you can visit my sister in Brighton General. She's been
in there for 5 weeks with it now! So don't tell me there's no ******* virus!

THE SOOTHING SOUND OF SOARING INFECTION RATES
But doesn't Mr Angry get it? How was his sister diagnosed? And two years ago,
we'd all be telling each other she's got bad flu. But there's no point in having any
such discussions in front of everybody in Tesco right now, because already this
'Korona konversation' is far too highly charged to continue safely. Mr Angry is
a country mile away from being mature and stable enough to be able to examine
his inconsistent thinking rationally. And asking how his sister was diagnosed
would probably tip into literal physical assault! Country mile - meaning: what is
a mile away as the crow flies may take multiple miles to arrive by winding
country roads.
This is the nature of new Korona man the other side of the electric fence, my
friend, the new Kult of Korona in the Korona kommunity. These are the
emotional and irrational outbursts taking place in the street today, and the
disconnect from rationality is staggering!
But dissenters have known from the off that Korona isn't about rationale, it's all
about how a person feels about Korona that counts, Korona is all about personal
experience, it's all about how Mr and Mrs Angry saw their dog die in that cave
WITH THEIR OWN EYES!! And so don't tell me there isn't an angry mountain
spirit! It's all about Mr Angry's head genuinely touched the ceiling when the
planets aligned that night. I know what I saw, I know what I felt, and you can
take your mitigating factors and go **** yourself!
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And so Mr Angry has had his shout about his sister in Brighton General with long
covvid, and his shouting has won the crowd and the day. The dissenter is back
in his place, the Korona krisis has returned in full and is real for everybody again.
Everywhere in Korona Fantasy Land has returned to the new and soothing new
normal. Ahhhh! Krystal Klear Korona FM! The people's station! Maintaining the
kalm in the King Kong kommunity, the King Kong hive.58

Like medication time in One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest. No, I'll not turn it
down Mr McMurphy, says Nurse Ratched, this music is for everyone! No
interference on Korona FM, no jarring content, no questioning the konventional
Korona paradigm. Just the soothing sound of soaring infection rates, severe
congestion at the local hospitals, tailbacks as far as the c19 testing centre, the
latest Korona vaccine safety reports telling us the vaccines are safer than ever,
and that our next round of booster jabs will be ready by Spring 2022. And the
over 50s were certainly under pressure to line up for their booster jabs in
Autumn 2021 because Korona FM had been telling us the booster will hopefully
prevent another lockdown. Thank you Korona FM for keeping us all up to date
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The power and influence of the Nurse Ratched character in One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest has
been much studied. Says the following condensed analysis, 'Nurse Ratched represents the oppressive
mechanization, dehumanization, and emasculation of modern society. Her nickname is 'Big Nurse'
which sounds like Big Brother. She enters the novel, and the ward, 'with a gust of cold.' Ratched has
complete control over every aspect of the ward, as well as almost complete control over her own
emotions. In the first few pages we see her show her “hideous self” to Indian chief Bromden and the
aides, only to regain her doll-like composure before any of the patients catch a glimpse. Her ability to
present a false self suggests the mechanistic and oppressive forces in society gain ascendance through
the dishonesty of the powerful. Without being aware of the oppression, the quiet and docile slowly
become weakened and gradually are subsumed. When McMurphy rips her shirt open at the end of the
novel, he symbolically exposes her hypocrisy and deceit, and she is never able to regain power.' Korona
FM in a nutshell, I'd say!
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with the latest Korona vaccine weather and travel. Even our potential first
follower has readjusted his c19 earbuds and appears to be safely back in line.
But God's Korona dissenters are not derailed by Mr Angry or his sick sister or
ANY of the powerful dark forces out there. Our God is King of Kings and Lord of
Lords! And He's wiser and mightier by far than ALL of this evil, and He's also
Rescuer in Chief! And for those who know our God and trust in Him as Lord and
Saviour, we're not put off by the hive mind electric fence! He not only insulates
us from it, He also enables us to cut right through it! It's not about having a battle
with Mr Angry every time. The battle is The Lord's! And nine times out of ten,
when Mr Angry is on his own, he's a markedly different person to talk to!
There is Wisdom and Power in the Word of
God, and when we speak His Words, it's like
we're transformed into fully-insulated wire
cutters for Jesus, cutting right through to
reach and rescue the captives. Says our God,
'You, little children, are from God and have
overcome them, because greater is He who is
in you than he who is in the world.' 1Jn4:4

AND HE KEEPS READING AND READING AND READING AND READING
And when he gets home, our wobbly first follower in the making can't stop
thinking there was something different about that guy in Tesco who wasn't fazed
by Mr Angry getting all narky about his sister. Our firts follower might look like
he's standing korrectly in the Korona line, but it's like a process has been started,
and he googles Dominic Raab and Sky and WHO and 93%, and sure enough, what
that guy said is legit. And so how was Mr Angry's sister diagnosed? And if this is
true about the Korona test, then why isn't this ALL OVER the front pages? And
that book in the Bible he was talking about, Revelation, didn't he say that God
will bless whoever reads it?
And so he searches 'blessed by reading Revelation' because he hasn't got his
own Bible just yet, and he finds the Book online, and he begins reading, 'Blessed
is the one who reads aloud the words of this prophecy, and blessed are those
who hear and obey what is written in it, because the time is near.' Rev1:3 and
he can't help thinking that some kind of time is near, and he keeps reading and
reading and reading and reading, and suddenly he realises that for the first time
since all of this Korona stuff kicked off, he's experiencing a strange sense of
peace as he reads......
And so thank You Lord You're speaking to another agitated soul who's daring to
open the darker box. Without God, we have no chance against the coming
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darkness but with You fighting for us, Lord, what evil can stand against us!
Rescue this young man, Lord, rescue him out from under the Korona heaviness
and this putrid new normal.

WE'RE SICKENING FOR SOMETHING NOW
And so, physically, we're all OK, nobody's going to ‘catch’ the mythical Korona
or become ill from it. Mentally and spiritually however, we're far from OK.
Mentally and spiritually, we're sickening for something now. The c19 oppression
which descended upon the whole earth out of nowhere in April 2020 has taken
a much greater hold over our lives now, and from where God's c19 dissenters
look out, they see this oppression quite literally transforming the very being of
21st century man.
So many of us have been and still are in
real physical, mental and spiritual pain
because of their current Korona
circumstances, and needing proper
Godly fellowship with one another
again, and God wants us to be in each
other's lives meaningfully, supporting
one another and sharing with one
another what our God has given us - His
love in us and our love for one another.
But lucifer the destroyer has been seeing to it that we gradually lose touch with
one another and with our humanity, and seeing to it we don't even let friends
and family INTO OUR OWN HOUSES! And so, knowing what you know now, what
if you got a text telling you God's people are meeting up somewhere to praise
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our God together and share communion, would you come now if you were able?
Would you share the same 'germ-infested' communion cup?
Our compliance with the Korona hierarchy and our whole-hearted assimilation
of the luciferian belief system that comes with it is only furthering our spiritual
imprisonment. Staring straight ahead, refusing to acknowledge the darkness,
refusing to share our darker fears with another, even though our neighbour is
feeling the same way on the inside. Our silence is merely baking bricks for
Pharaoh all over again, baking and staring straight ahead and building ourselves
our own imprisoning fortress in servitude to Korona, to the beast, to lucifer.
But more and more people are starting to sense the true darkness and are
taking inspiration from posts that shatter the Korona myth. Here are a couple of
tweets from Ian Brown of the Stone Roses, 'Please can all the learned academics
and clever clogs recommend a history book telling of the time a government took
away all your rights then gave them back!' Ian then quotes from George Orwell,
'ALL tyrannies rule through fraud and force but once the FRAUD is exposed they
must rely exclusively on FORCE.'

THEEEE BOOK WITH A CAPITAL B!
But it won't be Ian Brown's tweets or Smoke and Mirrors that will open the
people's eyes. The Holy Spirit of God and His Word are THE ONLY WEAPONS by
which this invisible enemy will be FULLY discerned in our hearts and minds, and
whilst we won't ever physically defeat this evil, those with The Holy Spirit of God
within them can know God's Peace in it all because He is Sovereign over it all.
Again, there is Unique Power in God's Word, it is like no other book, the Truth
contained in it sets us free! Which is why relevant Bible passages are included
throughout Smoke and Mirrors.
Each word in the Bible has been put together by our God Who tells us His Word
endureth forever and that in proclaiming His Word out loud supernaturally sets
loose God's Holy Spirit Power! Says our God in Isaiah, 'For as the rain and the
snow come down from Heaven and do not return there but water the earth,
making it bring forth and sprout, giving seed to the sower and bread to the
eater, so shall My Word be that goes out from My mouth; it shall not return to
Me empty but it shall accomplish that which I purpose, and shall succeed in the
thing for which I sent it.' IS55:10-11
My Word NEVER returns to Me empty, says our God, but goes out for the
purposes for which it was sent! It is ONLY in reading God's Word that we b egin
to understand the true nature of this invisible Korona darkness, and it is only by
prayer and proclaiming God's Word that we see the darkness defeated in heart
and mind!
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God never promises we'll escape physical harm from our oppressors, and in fact
He says that some of His saints will even be killed for Him. But when we bow the
knee to King Jesus, the Power of God is given unto us to stand strong in the face
of this darkness, AMEN! And the Bible also tells us our Eternal Destiny is to live
in a far Greater Place! The Bible is THEEEE Book with a capital B!
God's Word is also described as the Sword of the Spirit, cutting right through the
bs of man and convicting the heart, which is why people can react so angrily to
hearing His Word. The anger is an invisible, spiritual reaction as God's Word goes
deep into the core of a man's being. And if that describes you, my friend, that's
your battle and nobody else's.

ASK HIM TO LEAD US SAFELY THROUGH
But with all of this evil going on in the world right now, whilst we won't ever be
able to stop the kings from carrying out their purposes, our minds can be
protected from the fear of it all, which is why God's Salvation is described in the
Bible as the Helmet of Salvation. God's promises of ultimate safety help protect
our minds from satanic fear and infiltration. It's not a failsafe, because we're still
only human this side of Heaven, and we'll always be prone to fear. But whatever
evil plan these luciferians might purpose against us, we can come to our God
with our anxieties, and He WILL give us His Peace.
And if you're sensing His prompting right now, you just need to take that first
step towards Him. And soon, I'll tell you about my first step towards this God
and how He's changed my life completely! And we will also look at passages that
help us to rest in the knowledge that Ultimate Justice will be served on our evil
leaders.
I do not look upon any person any less for wearing a mask and we love our
church family but dissenters one and all would say there is no more oppressive
sight than witnessing God's children muzzled, masked, muo and gelling their
hands like it's second nature now, in fear of fantasy King Kong. Our compliance
levels will be a most heartening sight to the kings of the earth who will already
have set times and dates to let loose the next round of deceiving signs and
wonders upon the earth.
And those wonders will be upon us soon, my friend. And so, please let us all ask
God for discernment for the coming days, ask Him for wisdom, ask Him to lead
us safely through the luciferian maze, and He certainly will do, He is a faithful
God, AMEN!
I guess it's time we move on now from the mask and hand gel and attendant vile
regulations. There's still the rest of carriage six and then seven to complete
where we look at the sensible everyday health advice out there as well as the
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health advice contained in the Bible, and how healthcare is actually a whole lot
simpler than we might imagine, and with hardly a toxic Big Pharma pill or potion
in sight! God wants His people set free from EVERYTHING that entangles!
So, let's spend a bit of time now getting to know the lead actors in the Korona
pantomime cast a little better. And it really wouldn't matter if we chose to study
the cast list from the Korean Korona show or Canada or France or Belgium or
the USA! Whatever country in the world, our lead Korona actors are from the
same international stage school, all cut from the same luciferian cloth.

And thank You Lord for the liberty to able to talk about these things so
forthrightly now, and that the dissenter can no longer be dismissed when he
states these things. And thank You too Lord that all of us can now say it like it
really is about our luciferian leaders. Thank You Lord that instead of merely
praying for wisdom for our leaders or saying 'who'd be a leader or 'who'd want
their responsibilities right now' etc, etc, we can now pray in Spirit and in Truth
because we KNOW the truth that our leaders' hearts and minds are only bent
towards evil. We can pray that God would break, smash, melt the evil nature of
our government representatives and that they would repent, that we would be
led in Godly Peace by them and that He would pluck them from the eternal fire
that otherwise surely awaits them. Praying in Truth, at last, HALLELUJAH!
And as we journey on towards the city, to our city, to the heart of darkness, we
will see all too clearly just how much our leaders despise the God of the Bible
and His people. Everything is spiritual, my friend, EVERYTHING. This hatred is
just about contained for now but it's all set to burst out across the nations soon,
and when it does, we're going to need our God alongside us like never before.
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Thank You Lord that Smoke and Mirrors is helping to take away so much of the
enemy's element of surprise.
Right now though, it's time to take a behind the scenes tour of the shared
interests that bind the UK government and Big Pharma. The revolving doors are
glowing red hot! And let's not think these UK relationships are unique. The UK
government is no different to any other. Pick a country, any country.
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BEHIND THE SCENES
WITH THE MOVERS AND SHAKERS
'Law and custom are only there for the common
people; they don't apply to exalted persons like me.'
Robert van Gulik, The Haunted Monastery
Sadly, some people actually believe that, and nowhere is this exalted air of
superiority more evident than in the King Kong korridors of power. And so, with
our walkthrough of conventional medicine almost complete, we will spend these
next few pages looking at the compromised relationships at the top in the UK
King Kong pantomime. Lead actors include Chief Medical Officer (CMO) Chris
Whitty, Chief Scientific Officer (CSO) Sir Patrick Vallance, former UK Health
Secretary Matt Hancock, shimmering angel Mark Walport who has occupied just
about every senior position in Big Pharma, plus a few other actors, all of them
self-serving liars and on the take. And after we've dragged these Korona
influencers into the light, we'll look at some sensible, natural, non-toxic
approaches to health, as well as some of the health advice laid out in the Bible.

PREVENTATIVE MEDICINE HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH IT
And firstly, to UK CMO Chris Whitty (right)
who presided for many years over the
world famous London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine built in the early 20th
century with a £2 million donation from the
Rockefeller Foundation. Says the LSHTM
history page (and let the pink in you now
interpret): 'In 1921 the Athlone Committee
recommended the creation of an institute of
state medicine, which built on a proposal by
the Rockefeller Foundation to develop
a London-based institution that would lead
the world in the promotion of public health
and tropical medicine.'
With the all-important background information in place from previous chapters,
we now understand EXACTLY what is meant by the line, 'leading the world in the
promotion of public health'. Person-centred, ethical medicine doesn't feature.
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LSHTM is founded 100% on JD Rockefeller blood money and exists purely to
propagate fake germ and virus theory, propagate fearful stories of continents
'stricken with tropical disease', and via these pernicious LSHTM lies, pave the
way for Big Pharma to pour $billions of poisonous drugs into those countries,
wreaking the usual toxic havoc. And all the while the world applauds all of this
glowing LSHTM philanthropy.
The LSHTM building was officially opened in July 1929 by the Prince of Wales
who gave a magnificent speech which again, as a dissenter now, you can
translate accordingly. 'The building is a sign that post-graduate education in
medicine is about to come into its own. The establishment and endowment of
this centre of teaching of preventative medicine is a signal example of the bond
between the two great English-speaking races of the world.... The establishment
of this school is of special importance to the British Empire... bla bla bla... '
Preventative medicine? Dear oh dear! Preventative medicine has nothing to do
with it. Big Pharma has never wanted to prevent ANY disease, EVER. She only
ever wants us believing the whole earth is crawling with pestilential filth, and in
dire need her toxic salves 'life-saving cures' just to survive to the next day!
Chris Whitty was programmed trained at Wolfson College Oxford which receives
continuous ‘collaborative grants’, as they are disarmingly called, from
GSK/Wellcome and other connected giants. David Weatherall was the founder
of the Institute for Molecular Medicine in Oxford - an institute with close ties to
Wolfson. In this short video, we see Weatherall talking about a meeting over
drinks in the late 1970s with senior Rockefeller and Wellcome representatives
to discuss 'the great neglected diseases of mankind' and how to shoehorn
Rockefeller's 'tropical medicine research' into the universities.
Weatherall tells us how he was offered grant funding by the Rockefellers just to
turn up to these meetings! And these supposedly neglected diseases of course
are now the primary focus for the Rockefeller London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine. But doesn't the name LSHTM have such a lovely ring to it!
In 2009, LHSTM received a $40M grant from the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation to research vaccines for malaria and TB and AIDS/HIV as opposed to
supplying Africa with clean water supplies, sustainable agriculture tools, basic
accomodation and mosquito nets which cost approximately $2.00 a net and
actually work. These simple measures have been proven over and over to see
off the dis-eases Big Pharma wants to vaccinate against, particularly AIDS, as we
shall discover in part 2. No matter though, we need to keep on poisoning Africa,
and in 2017, LHSTM received a further $7.8M grant from BMGF to 'go vaccinate
Africa' against malaria. And only God and BMGF and LHSTM know what was in
those vaccines.
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The LSHTM 'latest news' on its site leads with infectious King Kong and the c19
vaccine of course, and tells us that Africa and Asia are also in desperate need of
other toxic treatments to save them from wrack and ruin. The latest lie LSHTM
is propagating is that millions of children have malaria without them even
realising it, and therefore need vaccinating as soon as possible. More
asymptomatic LSHTM lies from the pit and with more death and destruction to
follow for the unfortunate vaccine recipients.
The LSHTM £180m annual income is derived almost exclusively from ‘generous
donations’ from the Wellcome Trust (GSK), from BMGF (who also fund the
Pirbright Institute from where much of our UK c19 'infectious advice' is being
disseminated) and from various UK government grants, and with ALL of these
donating agencies FULLY ON-BOARD with the 'Rockefeller principles' of
medicine, and FULLY ON-BOARD with the propagation of the fake King Kong
'infectious virus' narrative as the LSHTM front page confirms.
And already in these first few
minutes, we begin to see how
everybody at the bottom the top
is connected to everybody else at
the top, and how appointments
and donations are made by the
same close-knit cabal. Cabal meaning: a small group of persons
joined in a secret, a group
engaged in plotting or entering
into a conspiracy together.

A DIE-HARD VIRUS AND GERM ADHERENT
There have been many other Big Pharma grants awarded to LHSTM over the
years, but time dictates we move on, but you get the point. Poor, picked-on and
accosted Chris Whitty (smh) is however, the man we need at the helm right now
amidst this c19 crisis, according to the UK Guardian anyway.
And as you click 'alumni' and 'our team' and 'our heritage' on the Wolfson site
(and any other Big Pharma site for that matter) and read down the list of 'highly
esteemed' board members, you see again how each institute has expertly
gathered to herself individuals with a sworn allegiance to the over-arching
Rockefeller curriculum who will not baulk at ANY of the anti-human decisions
their paymasters make to pay their wages and swell Big pharma coffers. And
neither will any board member challenge any of their fellow board members on
ANY of the specialist 'wonky sciences' they individually pursue.
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Picking just two of the many senior Big Pharma influencers over at Wolfson, let's
meet 'distinguished super-numerary fellows', Jon Austyn and Kay Davies.
Jon Austyn (right) is a fully Rockefeller-trained
immunologist and germ theory adherent and at
the time of writing was working on 'intelligent
vaccines' against cancer and infectious disease. At
the same time, he is not looking at ANY of the
toxic environmental factors playing such a huge
role in the onset of cancer.
And meet Dame Kay Davies (right) who trained at
Wolfson and is also a die-hard virus and germ
adherent. And just by chance of course, Dame Kay
is also vice-chair of the Wellcome Trust, as well as
director of the Medical Research Council Genetics
Unit, an area of 21st century medicine with an
extraordinary amount of wonkiness attached.
Here, we are looking at another tight-knit,
impenetrable Big Pharma circle. Here's Dame Kay
back in 2010 telling us what her genetics
expertise will bring us tomorrow.

PEEP INTO THE MIND OF GOD
Yet, for the countless £millions Dame Kay and her department have spent, NOT
A SINGLE ONE OF HER GENETICS PROMISES has come to fruition. Genetics
promises never materialise quite simply because genetics is yet more of
Timothy's science so-called. Retired UK GP James le Fanu sums up the gene
industry most succinctly. Interviewed for his book 'The Rise and Fall of Modern
Medicine', James, who is an ardent critic of so much of his former field has this
to say on genetics: 'By all accounts, 1st December 1999 was a momentous day in
the history of science, with the publication in the journal ‘Nature’ of the first
chapter of the ‘book of man’, snappily titled ‘The DNA Sequence of Human
Chromosome 22.’ It is not however an easy read, its alphabet restricted to only
four letters: a typical line reading TTTGAGCTGATTAGCC plus 35 million more of
these same letters in the first chapter.
The information that is locked away in each and every cell is of such inscrutable
complexity as to defy imagination. This is just one illustration of a recurring
feature in genetic research - the yawning gap between the key to a golden future
and the reality that in practical terms its benefits are scarcely detectable. It
would be to overestimate considerably the collective intelligence of scientists to
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suggest they have even the vaguest idea of how this information begins to
translate into 'who we are'.
Geneticists must insist that what they
are doing is important to guarantee
the continuous flow of research funds.
They endorse the image of the
‘blueprint’ because their claim to
holding the key to deciphering this
blueprint elevates their role in society
to that of the shaman - the possessor
of arcane knowledge that no-one else
can understand. The reality is more
prosaic. ‘The DNA sequence of human
chromosome 22’ is an extremely
tedious document whose claims to
profundity are unwarranted.' 61
Similarly, The Statesman science correspondent, Ziauddin Sardar says of
genetics, 'Stephen Hawking announced we are ready to 'peep into the mind of
God'. The Nobel prize-winning physicist Leon Lederman tells us we are very close
to discovering the ultimate elementary particle - 'the God particle' - which
orchestrates the cosmic symphony. This discovery will reduce the laws of physics
to a single equation that could be printed on a t-shirt. Soon the human genome
will be number crunched, and from conception to death, the biochemistry of
everything that we are will be stored in the computer. We are thus very near to
a grand synthesis, a theory of everything. This triumphalist picture reveals more
about our ignorance than what we have learnt.'

FOR ANYBODY PREPARED TO ACTUALLY LOOK
But none of these awkward facts on genetics enter our mind as glittering Sir
William Castell, former chairman of Wellcome Trust welcomes glittering Dame
Kay to the Wellcome board, 'Dame Kay is an outstanding scientist with an
exceptional understanding not only of basic bio-medical research, but also the
translation of its insights into new therapies and diagnostics, and with her
great experience of the Wellcome Trust's extraordinary vision and mission,
she is ideally placed to support our new director, Professor Jeremy Farrar, who
starts in October.'
New therapies, eh? And new diagnostics? And extraordinary vision? And Dame
Kay will be supporting Wellcome Director Jeremy Farrar. Ahhhhh, now there's
61

New Statesman 13th December 1999
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a trustworthy team if ever there was one! And of course Kay Davies is a Dame
and of course William Castell is a Sir, as is Sir Jeremy Farrar, knighted in 2019 for
his 'services to health'. These titles are handed out willy nilly in these elite
circles, but in God's Eyes which is what counts most, their calligraphy scrolls and
golden trinkets are worthless. They stink. William Castell's 'sirdom' was awarded
to him for his services to 'the life sciences' which, for those aren't aware of the
term, means tinkering with and tearing apart human embryos. And Kay was
made a Dame for the same Godless practice.
In 2020, Dame Kay co-chaired and co-authored a world-leading paper on human
genome editing with Richard Lifton who as chance would have it (smh) is the
President of Rockefeller University. The aim of the kollaboration was to develop
principles, kriteria and standards for the klinical use of genome editing aka
tinkering with embryos to 'edit out' hereditary diseases. Dame Kay and Ricky
'Rockefeller' Lifton were careful to assure us their genome 'science' would
progress only at a rate considered acceptable by society. But why even bother
including that line? Big Pharma NEVER takes into account what society thinks is
acceptable, she doesn't care about ANY of the inhumanity she's perpetrating
ANYWHERE across the world, and she never has done. Big Pharma will carry out
whatever evil she wants across the earth, regardless of public opinion.

And please also forget any idea that Dame Kay and Lifton, Castell, Farrar & Co
are in this human genome editing business because they care about the greater
good of man. For anybody prepared to actually look at this 'science' for more
than just two minutes, you discover a bloody trail of embryo destruction leading
to the front door of EVERY SINGLE genetics laboratory on earth. Once again, in
these genetics departments, we find haughty men and women playing God,
thinking they can improve upon that which our God hath made, but with NONE
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of the finer details of their bloody practices EVER on show. Always, the baby
blood and gore is hidden by the 'rich history' of the establishment, hidden by
the gleaming brochure and the immaculately-kept grounds. Take a tour of
'impressive' Wolfson here and her manicured gardens above. Our God despises
these places, and we'll be visiting the bloody cult of the geneticist in the later
chapter on scientism where we get to see how these places truly operate.

£600K OF GSK SHARES WAITING TO BE KASHED IN
So that's just a glimpse of the destructive spirit at the heart of Wolfson College,
the same antichrist spirit who made Chris Whitty the man he is today, and the
man 'we need at the c19 helm right now' apparently. And so, based on what we
now know about his education, his career and his peers, expect NOT A SINGLE
WORD issuing forth from Chris Whitty's mouth on 'infectious King Kong' or any
other alleged infectious 'holocaust' to be true. Chris Whitty serves only himself
and his fellow Rockefeller cabal.
And expect not a word from the mouth of the current Chief Scientific Officer to
be true either. Fluent liar Sir Patrick Vallance no less (above right) has been
leading the effort to develop the c19 vaccine and to ensure the UK will have
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enough doses to tackle this 'terrible pandemic'. And of course Sir Pitrack of
Variant no less wants there to be enough vaccine doses, but not because he
actually kares about human health, far from it!
Prior to his current government appointment, Sir Pitrack spent six years as
director of the GSK R&D department. He left GSK with more than £6M worth of
shares, and at the time of writing still has £600K of GSK shares waiting to be
kashed in. But with GSK now having been awarded £multi-million Korona
vaccine kontracts by various governments across the world, why would Sir
Pitrack want to cash in his GSK shares right now? They're only set to rise in value.
And so, of course Sir Pitrack is going to recommend we all get the Korona jab.
Forget the dangers of the vaccines, the more we're jabbed, the more Sir Pitrack
will see his shares rise in value. Wake up church! Wake up people!
Sir Pitbull of Vaccine also sits on the UK government's vaccine safety advisory
board giving the government 'impartial' advice on the Korona jab, and all of his
impartial GSK vaccine advice being corroborated of course by equally fluent liar
Chris Whitty. Their vaccine safety assurances are then brought down to our
humble level by the Marsh Family singing Have The New Jab.
Coming to the defence of Sir Partick of Thistle no less, UK Health Secretary at
the time and equally fluent liar Matt Hancock said he'd only learned 'recently'
on the radio about Sir Partick's GSK share ownership, and when asked whether
this represented a conflict of interest, fluent liar Matt Hancock replied, 'No,
there are rules around these kinds of things and I'm sure Sir Patrick has been fully
advised by them.' Thankfully, an unnamed Whitehall advisor reassures us, 'The
government chief scientific advisor has no input into contractual and commercial
decisions on vaccine procurement which are taken by ministers following a
robust cross-Government approvals regime.' A robust cross-Government
approval regime. Phew! I'm so glad they found a fluent liar government official
to tell us that, I would have had my doubts otherwise, smh.
And in a quite unbelievable public admission, here is Sir Pitbull of Violence no
less on 19th July 2021 telling us that 60% of hospitalisations for c19 in the
Autumn of 2021 will be the double-vaccinated! Yes, you read right. Please watch
this short video carefully. THERE IS NO AMBIGUITY HERE. Our Governmemntappointed Chief Scientific Officer Sir Patrick Vallance of GlaxoSmithKline no less
is seen here explaining very clearly the double-vaccinated are going to be
making up the majority of hospitalised Korona sufferers. So, all the doublevaccinated who end up in hospital have been vaccinated for what reason? Was
it not all a grand waste of time?
The fact checkers went into overdrive again on this one of course, and in an
effort to reverse the glaring truth of what he'd just admitted to the world, Sir
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Pitbull also tried to calm the King Kong storm by sending out a tweet just 2 hours
after his press conference telling everybody he meant to say the unvaccinated.
Ohhh, of course! Silly me! Another simple auto-cue mistake at the podium.
My friend, if you believe this, then at the risk of losing you, there is no hope for
you AT ALL! At this level in politics, there are NO such mistakes at the King Kong
podium. And if his admissions had been a genuine misreading of the auto-cue
during his 15 minute broadcast, do you not think there would have been
somebody in Sir Pitbull's earpiece screaming, 'THE UNVACCINATED, SIR PITBULL,
THE UNVACCINATED!' And Sir Pitbull would very quickly have corrected himself.
But there's no actual need to get to the bottom of this 'mishap' because three
days later, on 22nd July 2021, UK Transport Minister Grant Shapps made EXACTLY
the same 'mistake' on BBC Breakfast News telling everybody the doublevaccinated are much more likely to kontract Korona.

PLEASE TAKE UP ANY DISGRUNTLEMENTS WITH JESUS
Oh but this is just not on, some will exclaim! Calling our CMO, CSO and other
ministers fluent liars isn't christian, and it isn't helpful language AT ALL! And not
the best example to set, mutter, mutter.
Isn't it? Was Jesus being 'nice' and christian' when he entered the Temple of God
and tipped the tables of the money-lenders and rich merchants and confronted
the schemers and fluent liars of the day? He called them far worse than I have
done. How about this from Jesus to the merchants in His House, 'You serpents,
you brood of vipers, how are you to escape being sentenced to hell?' Matt23:33
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I can quite easily picture Jesus saying to Chris Whitty, to Sir Pitbull, to fluent liar
Matt Hancock, to lowly pole dancer Boris Johnson and his luciferian servants in
the King Kong kabal, 'You belong to your father, the devil, and you want to carry
out his desires. He was a murderer from the beginning, refusing to uphold the
truth, because there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks his native
language, because he is a liar and the father of lies.' Jn8:44
And says this excellent article on Jesus the table-tipper, 'Jesus’ disruption of the
temple market wasn’t about people selling things in a house of worship. It was
an act of resistance against a corrupt and exploitative system which he called
'a den of thieves'. Go, Jesus! But church, church, WHERE ART THOU???
If you don't like my language or tone, please take it up with The Man Himself.
And maybe I will be called to account for my 'pitbull' poetic licence in places, but
it's our niceness and naive forbearance towards these people-hating deceivers
that's been one of the principle reasons why the King Kong has had such a hold
over the earth these last two years. And I didsn't choose Sir Pitbull just for
alliteration purposes, either.62
Once we cross the line and we see this government evil for what it is, we can say
it like it is too. You cannot serve two masters. Defending these vipers or
searching for the good in them is simply baking more bricks for Pharaoh and
laying them for him too.
Before joining GSK, Sir Pitbull was a professor of medicine at University College
London, and it will have been his UCL qualifications and contacts that sealed the
deal for his government postion. Sir Pitbull of UCL is the perfect man for his
current post of government Chief Scientific Officer. He has been basted and
cooked to pharmaceutical perfection!
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Says this article on the truth about pitbull terriers, 'Many years ago, pit bulls were considered 'Nanny
dogs' because of their loyalty and gentleness toward their guardians. They were also once an American
favourite, earning the title 'America’s dog'. Unfortunately, people soon found ways to exploit pit bulls’
behaviours and tendencies for dog fights, and their strong appearance became a symbol of violence,
drug culture, and gangs. Today, pit bulls remain largely misunderstood because of irresponsible
owners, sensationalist news stories, and a proliferation of myths. As a result, breed-specific legislation
(BSL) has popped up in cities across the US that either greatly restricts or completely bans pit bull dogs
as pets.The stigma that marks pit bulls has also contributed to their rise in US shelters. One in four of
all animals brought into shelters are pit bulls, and their average euthanasia rate hovers at 93 percent
across the board. However, if given the chance, pit bulls can be very loving companions, and in some
communities, they have even become heroes, saving people and their guardians from harm. Discover
the top five reasons pit bulls are misunderstood below, then help debunk these myths by telling your
family, friends, and social media followers the real truth about pit bulls.' So, even Sir Pitbull of Violence
has a beating heart in there somewhere! His evil decisions and actions will largely be the result of
falling under the influence of the violent GSK drug gangs roaming his rich estate. Like all of us, Sir
Pitbull will be given every opportunity to turn from his wicked ways and become a loving companion.
He just needs to take the first step and repent of it all. It's that simple.
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And so, just a few minutes now on the invisible workings of the UCL medicine
department, if only to demonstrate the sheer weight of Big Pharma influence
there. Visiting the 2020 round of Wellcome Clinical PhD Fellowship Grants, the
following UCL link takes you to the Wellcome application page which tells us,
'This scheme offers clinicians the opportunity to undertake a PhD within a
structured and mentored training environment.'
In effect, Wellcome is paying UCL an undisclosed sum to mentor a group of
handpicked UCL students all earmarked as future Wellcome laboratory
employees yet all of those students disarmingly wearing UCL lab coats whilst
training. And being 'mentored' by Wellcome means being trained up in the false
germ and virus theory of disease and being taught that gene tinkering is the key
to the golden dawn of mankind. Once again, we have the kings of the earth
dictating the UCL curriculum for their own avaricious ends.

ABRIMFUL OF WIZARDRY AND LIZARDRY
Next on our list of King Kong Korona antichrist figures is angel of light Mark
Walport, occupier of many prestigious Big Pharma posts over the decades and
holder of the Big Pharma revolving door patent, it seems. Mark Walport received
his medical training at Clare College Cambridge whose Director of Clinical
Studies at present is David Rowitch who, knock me down with a feather, also
just happens to hold a senior position at Wellcome Trust. Like the Rockefellers,
Wellcome owns everybody, everywhere!
Basically, Mark Walport is right down there with Richard Sykes and Jeremy
Farrar, all occupying far more powerful positions that any lowly government
minister or even Prime Minister. These Big Pharma boys and girls are the true
kings of the earth. These are the men and women who truly call the shots.
Prior to his recent retirement from the government-funded UK Research and
Innovation department (UKRI), Mark Walport was head of the Medical Research
Council, and before that, he served for ten years as Executive Director at
Wellcome Trust and before that was a leading light at Imperial College London
aka ICL, and as of January 2021, was back in post at ICL as chairman of the
Academic Health Science Centre. And ICL or UCL Medicines Department, it's only
a letter that separates these two or any other establishment. In all respects,
these institutions are identical, abrimful of wizardry and lizardry.
Although recently stepping down as CEO at MRC, Mark Walport has generously
offered to remain in an advisory capacity to oversee the serious challenges faced
by the fake c19 plandemic highly infectious c19 virus. And revealing his true
luciferian colours, on 22nd August 2020, Mark Walport announced in the UK
Independent that c19 will be with us for ever and that we will need regular
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vaccinations against it. And on the same day as this evil gentle serve was being
served up by Mark Walport in the evil game of evil tennis, Chris Whitty returned
the Mark Walport serve in the UK Guardian by telling us it would be foolish to
expect a c19 vaccine for winter 2020. WHAT? we all exclaimed! SURROUNDED
BY A KILLER VIRUS AND NO VACCINE YET? STEP UP, BORIS, STEP UP! We must,
must, MUST have the vaccine for this winter!
And quite amazingly, as GSK and Merck and Pfizer and Johnson & Johnson and
AstraZeneca and Wellcome and all the other vaccine vipers worked heroically
around the clock and against the clock to get our Korona jab ready on time, the
life-saving vaccine was ready for distribution by the beginning of December
2020! THANK GOD, we all cried! Or at least that's what Madame Mainstream
was telling us we were all crying out.
Every county in the UK had its local newspaper page praising the Korona vaccine
rollout. And all the while the vaccine vipers are simply laughing at us. Tell 'em
it's not going to be ready on time, and then tell 'em we're working despeartely
to have it ready on time, have it ready on time, and then sit back with Sir Pitbull
and all other avaricious Big Pharma shareholders and enjoy the scramble! Once
again, says HL Mencken, 'The whole aim of practical politics is to keep the
populace alarmed, and hence clamorous to be led to safety, by menacing it with
an endless series of hobgoblins, all of them imaginary.' And so the evil Big
Pharma games continue.
Mark Walport has received his knighthood of course for his 'tireless work' over
the decades boosting the coffers of the kings of the earth. Enjoy your three
hundred thousand pieces of silver while you can, Mr Walport, dining on your
lobster and finest Pinot Grigio whilst delivering your deadly Korona forecasts
and vaccines across the world. But just so you know, unless you repent of your
evil, you’ll be paying back your silver and gold eternally.

NO PILLOW TALK, FIONA AND JIM!
Aside from dictating every move over at ICL medicines department, Wellcome
dictates every move over at the Medical Research Council too - the allegedly
independent body playing a key role in delivering our King Kong c19 'science and
forecasting'. The MRC history page tells us MRC is an independent body and that
its ethos is built upon the Haldane principle which is the unwritten law that
scientists should make research and funding decisions independent of external
interested parties and particularly government. You can believe that as far as
you can throw a Koronaphant. Here's how MRC operates in real life.
At the time of writing, the current CEO of MRC is Fiona Watt who took over from
Mark Walport in mid-2020. As well as being head of MRC, Fiona is also deputy
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director at the Wellcome/MRC Stem Cell Research Centre. Fiona is also married
to the Director of Science at Wellcome Jim Smith. Jim Smith had already
previously served as deputy CEO of MRC until becoming a director at MRC. Jim
Smith is also a Visiting Group Leader at The Francis Crick Institute, an
organisation with close ties to Wellcome and MRC and dedicated to all things
genetics. You couldn't make it up!
Thankfully though, to head off any accusations of cronyism, the MRC addresses
Fiona and Jim's marriage on its ‘conflicts of interest’ page, assuring us that
should any discussions crop up involving MRC and Wellcome, Fiona will 'absent
herself from the room', hahaha!
And I really am laughing now! I wonder if the Fiona and Jim conflict of interest
policy extends to no pillow talk? This Big pharma couple might just as well be
known as Mr and Mrs Emercy-Wellcome! And you need only carry out quick
search on MRC/Wellcome joint ventures to realise that if Fiona really is asked to
'leave the room' every time there's any conflict of interest, her daily step count
will be in the high 1000s.

Was Fiona asked to leave the room when the April 2020 £4M
MRC/DFID/Wellcome joint venture grant was put forward to improve health
systems in low and middle income countries? The web page doesn't go into
detail on how this 'joint venture' is going to be 'helping' those countries but we
can decipher this 'angel-speak' for ourselves now. The candidates will be
expected to work towards implementing maternal, neo-natal and 'family
planning' policies and to look at 'how responsive and adaptable health systems
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are to incorporating new delivery models, technologies, products, etc. How can
greater adaptability and innovativeness be encouraged?'
No mosquito nets then, or fishing nets or clean water wells or land management
training programs (as if these populations ever actually needed our white
supremacist meddling 'training' anyway). Once again, the MRC/DFID/Wellcome
joint venture is all about delivering vaccines and other toxic poisons across the
populations, broadcasting 'reduced family size' propaganda 24/7 plus the
delivery and establishment of myriad sterilisation and abortion services
described as 'technologies' and 'new delivery models'. Another vile 'care
package' being delivered to countries that didn't request any of it. But hey! The
Wellcome brochure oozes smiles and kindness (below), so they must be
trustworthy! As Paul tells us in Romans, 'Their throats are open graves; their
tongues practice deceit. The poison of vipers is on their lips.' Romans3:13

Ugh, again, and already, I'm gasping for air. But we continue wading through this
evil sludge only because our God wants us delivered ONCE AND FOR ALL TIME
from the last microgram of hope we might be holding in reserve that the kings
of the earth might actually care for us and want to save us. Likewise, our God
wants us delivered from handing out our condescending pats on the head to
those 'wacky conspiracists' as we tell them we're worried for their mental health
and the fantasies they hold in their heads abour secret cabals. Lord, please
continue to encourage Your watchmen and women out on the walls to blow the
trumpet to alert Your children as the dangers and the days draw in.

AN INORDINATE AMOUNT OF WONKINESS ATTACHED
In December 2019, Jim Smith's Crick Institute received a £3.8M grant from
Wellcome to 'build exciting new experimental tools to help understand the
genetics of Down's Syndrome', named after the British doctor John Langdon
Down who first recognised the syndrome in 1886. And whilst the
Crick/Wellcome brochure on the alleged Downs syndrome gene might look all
scientific and caring, how many of us are aware of the frenzied interest being
shown by ALL pharmaceutical industries right now in Non Invasive Pre-natal
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Testing aka NIPT? These tests are abhorrently inaccurate, as are the decisions
the parents are coerced into making after 'receiving the results'.
Big Pharma doesn't care about these inaccuracies of course or that 'gene
science' is purely hypothetical. These are minor details compared to the money
now rolling in as expectant mothers and the fathers are enticed and pressured
in all the usual underhand ways to have themselves and their babies tested for
any number of potentially frightening 'foetal conditions’ and 'genetic
deficiencies'. More imaginary hobgoblins to perpetuate our health anxiety levels
and have us imploring these evil merchants to step in and save us. Of course
babies are born with abnormalities, as they always have been since the fall, but
once again, we have believed the Big Pharma fairy tale that she can tinker with
cells and with embryos and that she can perfect that which our God hath made.
And so we submit to the tests and the tinkerings, and when Mum and baby test
deficient for whatever highfalutin, imaginary, neon-glowing, cgi gene, then aside
from the ton of anxiety heaped in an instant upon Mum and Dad and the wider
expectant family, expectant Mum is then 'advised' on the next best step, which
in almost all instances is abortion.
And these abortions are taking place DESPITE the high number of false positives
triggered by these tests. And let’s not forget the many babies who test negative
for Down's syndrome in the womb yet are born Down's syndrome babies,
because, just like all the other vile Big Pharma gene and virus tests, it's just more
of the same fairy tale fake science. And we are entranced by it, enchanted,
bewitched and bedazzled. And as a result, the NIPT industry is currently worth
an estimated $3.9B and is expected to nearly double in size to $7.3B by 2024.
At this point I would like to say I am acutely aware abortion is a tinderbox area
and also that there is a world of difference between the premeditated Bill
Gates/WHO/UN/Planned Parenthood abortion campaigns and the mums and
dads who wake up one day to find themselves in an impossible 'family situation'.
And what has been impressed upon me as I write on these matters is that God's
Great Love has never wavered for those whose lives have been affected by
abortion, especially mum and dad, and ESPECIALLY MUM! If that's you, and if
you are still taken to dark places when you read anything connected to abortion,
then I hope the short testimony section in part 2 will have you sensing God's
arms wrapped around you! You are no less loved by Him, and your little one is
safe with Him, He knows your pain still, and you WILL be reunited! You just need
to know that.
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THE BLOOMING OF THE FINEST FLOWERS OF CIVILISATION
Lynn Murray is an advocate for families affected by Down's syndrome and is
spokeswoman for the Don’t Screen Us Out campaign. Says Lynn, 'As a mother of
a 20-year-old Down’s syndrome daughter, I see every day the unique value she
brings to our family and the positive impact she has on others around her. It is
deeply concerning that despite the leaps that advocacy groups have made in
raising awareness in support of people with Down’s syndrome, abortion in the
case of Down’s syndrome is still so commonplace and widespread in the UK. We
hear from parents all the time how abortion was repeatedly presented to them
in the hospital as an obvious solution following the receipt of the news that their
baby had Down’s syndrome. In England and Wales, 90% of babies diagnosed
with Down’s syndrome are aborted.'
Mother and/or baby then tests 'positive' or 'defective' or 'deficient' for whatever
'gene' which is leading to more tiny lives being terminated. Here, we have man
playing God again, as luciferian Big Pharma sets the conditions for the perfect
baby and who should live and who should die, and with all the anti-human
outcomes we should expect when we attempt to fill The Mighty Shoes that ONLY
our God can fill.

As much as these statistics are an indictment upon us for our worship of Big
Pharma and all of her false 'sciences', the increased abortion rates for 'defective
babies' and for Down's syndrome babies particularly, reflects the luciferian heart
of Big Pharma whose ultimate goals and aspirations have ALWAYS been aligned
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with those of Margaret Sanger whose sole wish was to see 'the gradual
suppression, elimination and eventual extirpation of defective stocks - those
human weeds which threaten the blooming of the finest flowers of civilisation.'
And so at what point in this story now can we bear to contemplate the contents
of the King Kong Korona vaccine? Were we not all clearly warned the vaccine
could seriously affect fertility? And can we now believe there could be people
evil enough to adminster such a vaccine across the earth and accept there is
a history of evil people doing such things?

BASICALLY, HE WASN'T KAREFUL ENOUGH
And so, as Crick and Wellcome greedily discuss their Down's syndrome gene and
testing collaboration and profits, we see the ghastly Rockefeller racial hygiene
policies haven't let up since that time, it's just more of the same medicalised
murder coming to us under a different and more 'acceptable' guise. And maybe
Fiona Watt did leave the room when all of this ungodliness was discussed, and
maybe that evening in bed, Jim did decide he woldn't tell Fifi about his working
day. Alternatively, these two gene genies have got their fingers in every Big
Pharma pie going, and the MRC conflict of interest policy is as laughable as it is
fantasy. I know what I think.
The frenzied destruction of that which our God hath made in the pursuit of the
over-arching population control agenda, and the pursuit of genetic perfection,
and the haughtiness of the geneticists as they carry out their evil - this is the
occult destructive spirit at the heart of Big Pharma. Him with an ear, let him
hear! And we'll be looking at the bloodthirsty cult of the geneticist in more detail
in the chapter on scientism. You won't believe what gruesomeness is being
carried out in the name of the 'genetic sciences' we laud and adore.
We can only hope and pray for the safety of all expectant mums everywhere
right now being coerced into submitting to these worthless but highly profitable
Big Pharma gene tests. And let's also pray for the safe-keeping of those countries
unfortunate enough to be on the receiving end of any of the MRC/Wellcome
'care packages'. Pray that God would confound their luciferian evil. And just so
that you know, my friend, all the above facts and figures on
Crick/MRC/Wellcome kollaborations and konnections was the result of just 30
minutes due diligence on those organisations.
Our luciferian leaders are only laughing at us as we die under their harsh regime.
Only laughing at us? Yes, only laughing at us. Here, we see this luciferian smirking
spilling out all over from expert liar Matt Hancock. Here's Matt Hancock laughing
at us as a Mr William Shakespeare from Warwickshire is interviewed on GMTV
after receiving his second dose of c19 toxins in the arm.
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Did you watch it? Of course he's laughing at us! It is classic example of duper's
delight. Duper's delight - meaning: the pleasure from having someone in our
control and being able to manipulate them, and that pleasure made visible to
others by flashing a smile or a sugn of mirth at an inappropriate moment. Here's
an excellent one sentence summary of duper's delight from psychology site 180
Rule, 'The psychopath feels powerful when he lies. The lies are his source of
power to manipulate another person’s reality. I propose however the delight a
psychopath feels is from playing the game because his boredom is temporarily
relieved. The game always involves lies and deception in the pursuit of some
objective and it focuses him like a predator focused on its prey. This focus gives
him pleasure. It’s the thrill of the chase that makes him feel alive.'

Dissenters know immediately this GMTV William Shakespeare interview is just
more occult mockery, and they know that everybody on the GMB/GMTV set
knows it too. William Shakespeare from Warwickshire, smh. How about Robin
Hood from Nottingham next time? Or Neil Armstrong from Cape Canaveral?
And so, as 81 yr old William Shakespeare tells us his wife manages to get to the
shops occasionally, and as his interview paints the standard evil picture of
people shut away in their homes by state diktat, the camera cuts to fluent liar
Matt Hancock laughing, and laughing to the point where senior pole dancer Piers
Morgan suggests the fluent liar's emotions must be getting to him.
But the fluent liar has been 'exited' from Westminster now for all of this
crookedness. Basically, he wasn't kareful enough in his krafty King Kong Korona
dealings. He was caught with his hands in the till too many times. The £30M
Korona kontract awarded to his inexperienced 'mate' down at the Cock and Bull
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was a Korona slip too far. Once you cross the line you know exactly what games
these evil people play with us. I was blind but now I see. Watch it again, if you
can bear it. The smirking is beyond evil.
And so the fluent liar had to go. His role as Health Secretary had become
untenable. But it was the manner in which he was 'dispatched' from the House
that's of interest here. The world was presented with security camera footage
of a man seen in a 'passionate clinch' with a fellow worker. But security cameras
didn't 'catch him out'. This was contrived from the start. Have you seen the
alleged illicit grope?
For the dissenter watching 'the grope', he sees immediately this is standard
luciferian humiliation dished out by the higher invisibles. Lowly pole dancer Matt
Hancock had drank his fill at the luciferian trough, and now iut was time for him
to be reminded who he truly serves. Watch the farcical 'encounter' here, and
then we'll carry out the post-portem.

WATCHING MATT HANCOCK'S AWKWARD GROPE
Seen it? OK, so watch the 'damning footage'
from the beginning again and watch as
somebody wearing pink now. Watch as Matt
Hancock speaks to somebody just the other
side of the office door. He then shuts the
door, leans against the door and positions
himself right under the security camera
waiting for his damsel to arrive and for their
awkward fumblings to commence.
And now ask yourself, if you were a married
man with two children and you were having
an affair with a secret lover who worked
alongside you in a public office, if wanted to
keep your affair secret, would you really lean
up against a busy office door that could be
opened at any moment? And would you
grapple with your 'secret lover' right under
a security camera? Of course not! Only a fool
would do such a thing. And can all you redblooded males and females back me up on
this nextn point as well, please.
If these two really did think this was 'an illicit moment' alone together, surely
there would have been a lot more 'under clothes activity' going on? If this was
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a real sexually-charged encounter, the pixilation department would have been
working overtime to make this 'scoop' fit for broadcast! Tell me I'm not saying
what everybody else is thinking, hahahaha! Dear oh dear, what a farce!
Watching Matt Hancock's 'awkward grope' reminded me of that classic account
of Nicholas Soames MP 'in action'. A disgruntled ex-lover (or ex-wife, depending
on which source you read) likened her experience to a wardrobe falling on top
of her with the key still in the door, hahaha! What a glorious description! Either
way, another pole-dancing King Kong krook has gone, a crook who overstepped
the mark, who upset higher command too many times, and who wasn't the right
blood lineage anyway. At least he apologised to the nation for breaking antisocial distancing guidelines, smh.
Matt Hancock will have known exactly what he was signing up for when he
entered the Westminster darkness, and in exchange for his now incredible
wealth amassed from his Korona krookedness, he will have been ordered to exit
in such a manner. His marriage and whatever standing he once had has been
destroyed by the kings.

IF WE HAVEN'T WOKEN UP TO THEIR GAMES BY THEN
But this is their world. Their darkness knows no end. Matt Hancock's evil
paymasters care not a whit for the humiliation caused to him or his wife and
children. Rather, this whole episode will have brought the luciferians pleasure.
You can keep your 30,000,000 pieces of silver Matthew, say the luciferians, but
we've decided this is how you are exiting. And you don't you ever forget, we've
also got you on film with (add age and gender).
Bringing us right up to date with the
game of luciferian mockery, the 2021
petrol shortages which were being
blamed on a lack of drivers is yet more
premeditated cut by cut dismantling of
an otherwise functioning national
infrastructure. In the same way that
whole countries were shut down
overnight, garages were shut down
overnight across the UK.
But none of us were that surprised were we! The luciferians had been dripfeeding the coming 'driver shortage' with increasing frequency since July 2021.
And how we all laughed in late September 2021 as the BBC sent roving reporter
Phil McCann to cover the petrol 'krisis'. What a humorous coincidence we all
chortled. Fill ma can, Phil, hahahaha!
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No reports in madam mainstream though bringing the UK government to task
for doing ZERO over the last 4 months to try to remedy the supposed 'driver
shortage' they'd been warning us about for months. If there'd been no drivers
available at Chateau Neuf 2 Your Door or Boys4Rent, the fat luciferians would've
resolved that crisis soon enough. But maintaining petrol deliveries to keep
a nation stable? Why on earth would they want to do that? National stability is
the opposite of what our evil leaders are seeking.
What we're witnessing here is all part of the greater intentional push for national
and international destabilisation. These crises are all managed crises and are all
designed to incrementally bring the populations to more reliance upon the state
and eventually to such a desperate a place that we would cry out for a one world
leader, the prophesied antichrist.
If we think about food. electricity. water and internet supply, the whole earth is
only a rizzla paper away from tipping into chaos. This whole theme of death by
a thousand cuts is explored in more detail in part 2. And for the reader who's
been waiting for that fateful slip in Smoke and Mirrors, waiting for that one
conspiracy too far, that would have Abe Lessing down as the madman, then
maybe you think you've found it in Phil McCann on the forecourt and William
Shakespeare from Warwickshire. Maybe this is your 'kooky exit'?
And if that describes you, then can I suggest you wait until part 2 where we look
at the occult game of 'hidden in plain sight'. As I've stated throughout, God
wants our eyes opened to ALL the deceitful games of the evil one, and open
mockery of the electorate is one of lucifer's favourite pastimes. If you don't
know about this particular game, you'll be shocked at the degree of occult
mockery in our midst that's passed you by even TODAY!
Thank You Lord Smoke and Mirrors is giving Your people real opportunity to see
beyond the veil. Please open the eyes of Your people to the evil games our
luciferian leaders playing against us. Not that we can defeat them Lord, but
knowing the tactics of the enemy helps us to pray in Spirit and in Truth against
the darkness. And even if You choose not to confound the evil plans of our
leaders which You could do just like that, please meet the needs of Your children
in the coming days. Thank You Lord for Your Illuminating Light and thank You
too that less and less are readers inclined towards disbelief as we continue on
towards our city, the heart of darkness.

PLAYED OVER AND OVER IN A MILLION FRONT ROOMS
And so, with Matt Hancock gone (although the rumour is he'll be 'returning to
the fray' sometime in 2022), the 'invisible ones' will be monitoring other puppets
under their control who are skating near the edge, and they'll be 'exited' in an
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equally shameful manner when they slip up or when they're past their shelf life.
And all of this ritual shaming reminds everybody in the Westminster cabal of
their tenuous positions, of the evil master they actually serve, and that ALL
timers, they are to toe the party line. And if you doubt this form of luciferian
humiliation exists, please wait until part 2 where we see a whole other level to
the kings' evil. All things considered, Matt Hancock got off lightly indeed.
And just before we leave these staged
Westminster videos, you'll have seen
that 'shocking' but utterly fake mobile
phone clip on Sky News back in February
2021. Nobody could escape it. Poor Chris
Whitty was being agressively threatened
in the street, not! My heart goes out to
him, not! The trauma he must have gone
through that afternoon doesn't bear
thinking about, not! If you believed
a single second of it, you were duped.
Watch the clip, and and then let's carry
out a brief deconstruction of poor Chris
Whitty's 'traumatic footage'.
In the fake footage, we see 'poor Chris'
walking through Strutton Market one
lunch-time when a 'young thug'
approaches him 'wielding' his mobile
phone and calling Chris Whitty a liar.
Our supposed c19 dissenter (smh) doesn't challenge Chris Whitty with any truth
bombs that could blow the whole Korona kriminality wide open. Of course he
doesn't! This is because this fake clip is destined to be played over and over in
a million front rooms, and the very last thing the luciferians want on repeat is
any coherent truth on monster Kong being broadcast on repeat. Instead, our
crisis-acting hoodlum merely repeats the word liar, liar, liar, liar, liar. And poor
Chris is so 'frightened' by this 'violent encounter' (smh), all he can do is put on
his mask and stand stock still with his hands behind his back like some awkward
gameshow contestant hoping his Korona mask will calm the situation. It is
a masterclass in pathetic fake acting!
Why does Chris Whitty suddenly put his mask on? And why does he just stand
there, taking 'the hateful abuse'? The Daily Mail even had the audacity to tell us
heroic Chris Whitty remained stoic throughout the ordeal, standing calmly in line
for food. What food queue? Where?
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FANTASTIC RETURN, BEN!
The Chris Whity 'assault' certainly won the sympathy vote from the millions who
believed this must be real because it was on TV. And anyway, why on earth
would our leaders fake such an event! Hmmm, why indeed! And we'll get to that
in a minute, but contrived video shorts such as these are easy for the kings to
arange, and we're fed them all the time. They're all part of the elite toolkit that
would have us thinking in a certain way about whatever given situation. And in
part 2 of Smoke and Mirrors, we'll be looking at a few more examples of elite
video fakery but on a far larger scale than this.
Our 'outraged' politicians and presstitutes had a fine time out on the evil tennis
courts with Chris Whitty's 'assault video', of course. Matt Vickers Conservative
MP for Stockton South replied to the video with a glorious cross-court back
hand, 'This is appalling, I really can't believe this footage. Chris Whitty is doing
all he can to help guide us through this crisis and should never be subjected to
this abuse.' Fine return, young man! And you're right, Matt, I can't believe this
footage, either! It's classic fakery from the cabal! But you secretly know that
anyway, don't you!
Pole-dancing Guardian hack Ben Quinn gets down to Matt's gentle backhand
beautifully and returns with a stunningly gentle forearm smash, telling us, 'The
incident comes against the backdrop of continued activism by Covid deniers who
are seeking to spread misinformation on and offline.' Fantastic return, Ben!
We're all such fanatical liars, us deniers, aren't we Ben, smh.
Ben's gentle return was unplayable almost, except somehow, Matt Vickers sees
Ben's gentle lob coming at him at approximately 7mph and treats a packed
centre court to the dream shot of the entire fake King Kong evil tennis
tournament, 'The CMO is working day in, day out to help guide our nation
through this unprecedented crisis and I think all of us, no matter your political
affiliation can agree the man is doing his absolute best. As the clouds of this
pandemic continue to part, I think those like Prof Chris Whitty will be seen as
heroes who stepped up, did their job and led us through the darkest of hours. As
for the young man in the video, the less said the better. Perhaps he should be
made to volunteer on a Covid ward. Perhaps then he will feel a pinch of shame
and embarrassment for his dangerous conspiracies and yobbish behaviour.'
An unreturnable cross-court slammer, Matt! I cried at the evil athleticism of it.
You can keep your I WAS THERE FOR THE MATT VICKERS RETURN!
BUT NO! Somehow, Madame Mainstream positions herself behind Matt's
gloriously soft cross-court lob and returns an ever so evil and gentle shot, telling
us how she was 'inundated' over the next few days with calls and letters and
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tweets and texts and emails from the general public, all horrified at the cruel
treatment of poor, beleaguered Chris Whitty. One woman slammed the TikTok
user, writing, 'He's literally accomplished more than you ever will in your lifetime,
show some respect.' Yayy! Game Chris Whitty! Game, set and match King Kong.
Yay! And yay again! Of course we need Chris Whitty at the helm! What a vile
game set and match.

PUMPED INTO EVERY FRONT ROOM ON REPEAT
At least pole-dancing Ben Quinn had the decency to hint to his readers this
entire episode was all bullshit, telling us the video shows Chris Whitty
'apparently' being subjected to verbal abuse and 'apparently' waiting for a takeaway street food order. Apparently - meaning: seemingly, in appearance,
whether in reality or not, as far as one can judge.
Why use the word apparently, Ben? Did this abuse happen, or didn't it? If it did,
why use the word apparently? I've emailed Ben Quinn twice now to ask him why
he used 'apparently' in his article, but I've had no reply. When we wear the pink,
these are the emails we must send to our lying presstitutes every so often.
Maybe you can send him an email too? The more he receives, you never know.
Ask Ben at ben.quinn@theguardian.com why he uses the word apparently.
Soon after the 'liar liar' video, another 'terrifying Chris Whitty assault video'
emerged. This next minute of Chris Whitty fakery appeared at the end of June
2021, and was again pumped into every front room on repeat. In the video, poor
Chris is 'jovially accosted' in a public park by 'two despicable thugs' (yes, just
search 'despicable thugs', smh)/ One of the men then put poor Chris into some
sort of headlock. Shocking and savage and terrible and FAKE all at the same time.
Again, all our politicians leapt on this evil serve served to the nation, and again,
we all applauded the back and forth evil rallies that followed, with Madame
Mainstream finishing the breathtaking match saying once again how she'd been
'inundated' with well-wisher outrage. Yeah, sure. More fake outrage and fake
footage from the invisible movers and shakers.
What do you mean, more fake footage? Of course this happened, exclaims
Mr Angry! One of guys who harassed Chris Whitty was taken to court for it, AND
he lost his job, AND it was in all the papers! And why fake this, anway?
Why indeed. And the dissenters would say firstly, they treat us to these fake
videos simply because they can, because we're all so fast asleep and malleable
and intoxicated the kings can do anything they like to us and they know they'll
get away with it. In part 2, we'll see how easy it is for the kings to 'arrange' an
event and have us believe it was 100% true. But also in this Chris Whitty
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'headlock' video, Westminster is simply thinking ahead. They're planting the
seed in us that our politicians are too exposed out in the community now.
My goodness, we all exclaim
as we watch Chris Whitty
endure what he endured.
Why on earth hasn't this
important public figure got
his own round the clock
protection! Maybe they
should all have it, we say to
one another over breakfast.
I'd hate to be in their shoes
and have their responsibilities
right now, bla, bla, bla.
And these are the EXACT thought processes our crafty Westminster influencers
wish to trigger in usAnd armed protection is exactly what's coming, my friend.
But the kings can't just introduce these policies overnight (not quite yet,
anyway), we have to actually believe that such expenditure is warranted. And so
all the kings need to do is to arrange for a few fake 'violent incidents' out on the
streets that would have all of us believing our politicians need police
protection.It's that simple. Manufacture the crisis and proffer the solution.
And so, as a result of these fake 'jostling and accosting' videos (and there have
been a few more violent incidents recently where we've been told politicians
have actually been shot and even killed), and so we're open to the idea now of
round-the-clock armed protection for our leaders, and discussions are right now
taking place at senior level to that end
Artful Westminster knows that at some point soon, when the truth of their
treason against the people becomes more widely known, there will be
individuals out there who'll be more than happy to exact bloody payback for the
part our politicians have played in the destruction of countries worldwide. I can
only imagine what some vigilantes might consider 'fair payback' for the evil our
leaders have brought down upon us with this latest King Kong kriminality.
Treason - meaning: aiding your country's enemies, attempting to impair the
well-being of a state to which one owes allegiance, committing hostile acts
against your country or aiding its enemies in committing such acts. That's a more
than accurate summary of Westminster culture right now.
The Chris Whitty fake 'street violence' and the recent 'shootings' and even
'deaths' of political figures in the UK and other countries have kickstarted the
'police protection' discussions everywhere, and it won't be long before our
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Korona leaders will be going nowhere without an even tighter ring of police
protection. And again, to any readers thinking this is all one conspiratorial leap
too far, please hold your horses, We have a whole chapter in part 2 devoted to
government-funded crisis actors acting out 'horror' on our streets, all of it
expertly faked and designed to achieve the kings' covert political objectives.
Basically, think of a famous terror incident and think opposite! Dark and
diabolical doesn't get anywhere near it! I can't wait for you to be introduced to
the full force of the kings' evil fakery! By the end of that chapter, you'll not be
thinking about this world in the same way ever again! If this isn't the case for
you already, PRAISE GOD!

AN EXTRACTOR FAN FROM HADES
And so thank You again Lord, how much healthier it is to be a dissenter! Thank
You Lord, we see right through all of these pathetic ruses foisted upon us every
day by our wicked rulers. And no matter how grim or shocking or frightening the
truth might be about our treacherous leaders, I'll take that truth any day over
the saccharine lies fed to us 24/7 by Madame Mainstream on these dark angels.
Until we realise that ALL of our Korona TV politicians and personalities and those
directing them are under the same luciferian management structure - until we
cross that line and see these Korona kronies for who they truly are, we'll be
forever flippy-floppy, forever double-minded and forever looking to the
luciferians to lead us out of whatever crisis they've only had a hand in
manufacturing.
It's a simple algorithm, my friend, we know when our Korona leaders are lying
to us because their lips are moving. And their plans right now are to lead us only
into further darkness. The Bible calls such people clouds without rain, as it says
in Jude, 'These are spots in your love feasts, while they feast with you without
fear, serving only themselves. They are clouds without water, carried about by
the winds; late autumn trees without fruit, twice dead, pulled up by the
roots; raging waves of the sea, foaming up their own shame; wandering stars for
whom is reserved the blackness of darkness forever.' Jude1:12-13
If you think Madame Mainstream and our governments are telling us the truth
on the nightly Korona news, then watch and read the news. And if you don't,
THEN DON'T! Personally speaking, apart from when required for research
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purposes, I haven't watched a
single King Kong c19 news
program since our first stateimposed house arrest back in
April 2020. Why bother? It's all
lies. Even if it it's to tune in to
hear
the
latest
evil
announcement. I just let others
tell me. Again, as Thomas
Jefferson said, 'The man who
never looks into a newspaper is
better informed than he who
reads them, inasmuch as he who
knows nothing is nearer to truth
than he whose mind is filled with
falsehoods and error.'
And once you have crossed the Korona line, you realise you cannot engage at
ANY level with Madame Mainstream. Crossing the line opens our eyes to the
stark reality that Madame Mainstream is nothing but an extractor fan from
hades blowing out her paymasters' luciferian exhaust fumes across the earth.
And I can't tell you how wonderful it is to no longer be
breathing in her stinking fumes! And you'll be amazed at
how much cleaner youll feel in mind and spirit too if you
jettison your TV news and papers! Thanks again to Jim
Morrison who said so succinctly, 'Those who control the
media, control the mind.'
Whatever the evil that is coming at us in the coming days,
my friend, it WILL be coming at us. Nobody can stop God's
prophetic Word from being fulfilled. But at least the
dissenters recognise our true enemy in these days, and we
have been delivered from false hope. In this regard, the
dissenters are ahead of the evil curve.
And to church universal especially, the watchmen would
remind you, NO governments are coming to our rescue.
Their hearts are set only on evil. And I can say that now,
can't I, because who can argue against it?
And now for some good news on health and wellbeing!
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GOOD HEALTH TO ONE AND ALL!
'Take care of your body. It's the only
place you have to live.' Jim Rohn

On this earth, Jim, agreed! But there is
a Greater Hope for those who trust in the
God of the Bible! And the Bible isn't just an
instructional on all things Heavenly,
there's also a lot of practical advice for
living down here on earth as well. In his
book 'History of Medicine' published in
1960, Fielding Garrison (right) said the
health precepts laid out in the first five
books of the Bible are ‘remarkable
chapters of ancient medicine'. And writing
on medieval medicine, he stated, 'The chief
glory of medieval medicine was
undoubtedly in the organization of
hospitals and sick nursing, which had its
organization in the teaching of Christ.'
The above quote comes from an article on the origin of hospitals and how the
primary motivation for this model was Jesus' love for mankind. Says the author,
'Hospitals in the Western world owe their existence to Christian teachings and
Christian culture. Charity hospitals for the poor did not exist until Christians
founded them, these Christian hospitals were the world’s first voluntary
charitable institutions. Out of compassion for the sick and suffering, Christians
felt something ought to be done.' It is very important we keep this point before
us. Secularism, which has such a negative and condescending attitude toward
Christianity should be reminded of this history.'

THE FACT IS THEY WERE SCIENTIFICALLY SOUND
In his classic book Medicine Through Antiquity, Benjamin Lee Gordon stated
Biblical health principles are scientifically sound. 'The distinction of medicine in
the Old Testament does not lie in the diagnosis of disease nor in the therapeutics
but in social hygiene; five centuries before the Greeks visited the land of the
Pharaohs (1200 BC), Israel was in possession of a document containing laws and
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regulations, the realization of which was bound to promote the welfare of the
ancient Israelites and the preservation of the future nation.
The precepts that physical and mental purity are interdependent was the
keystone of the Mosaic law. Prevention of epidemics,63 suppression of
prostitution and venereal disease, frequent ablution, care of the skin, regulation
of sexual life, dietary laws, regulation of labour, the observation of the Sabbath
day, measures with regard to menstruation and laying with women,
circumcision, isolation of those suffering from gonorrhoea, and many other laws
have tended to prevent disease from spreading through Palestine. 'And ye shall
be unto me a Kingdom of priests and a Holy nation' was the cornerstone upon
which those laws were founded.
It is entirely immaterial whether the hygiene and prophylaxis as promulgated by
Moses in the Pentateuch were intended as religious rituals or as health
measures. The fact is they were scientifically sound; nor does it matter whether
these doctrines were original with Moses or selected and edited by Moses from
older traditions and/or manuscripts. The fact is that neither the old Egyptian
medical documents nor other early medical codes have been so thorough-going
on subjects of hygiene and prophylaxis as the Mosaic Code.
The recognition that 'an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure' accounts
for the absence in the Old Testament of many diseases which prevailed in Egypt
at that period. The strict sanitary and dietetic regulation and the balmy climate
of Palestine were destined to eliminate many diseases prevailing in the
neighbouring countries.'
Chuck Northrop has written a paper entitled Scientific Accuracy as a Proof of
Bible Inspiration. On Egyptian medicine, as opposed to the Hebrew lexicon at
the time, he tells us only three out of every ten children born under Egyptian
rule might survive to adulthood, remarking: 'This is not surprising when one
considers their sanitation practices. For an embedded splinter, the Ebers Papyrus
prescribed worms’ blood and asses’ dung to the infected area. The Egyptians’
potions were so filled with dung and urine, that medical historians have labelled
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Reading Benjamin Lee Gordon's book, the epidemics referred to are bad water diseases mentioned
in the Bible, leprosy and sexually transmitted diseases, again mentioned in the Bible and all curable.
There are also God's sent plagues from which there would have been no escape, no matter your health
regime! Gordon also cites Marcus Varro (116-27BC) In his book De Re Rustica, Varro blames the
outbreak of an epidemic in the city of Corcyra on bad hygiene and poor sanitation. 'He related how,
upon one occasion when a severe epidemic broke out, he helped to abate the epidemic by ventilating
the sick room and re- building the houses on a sanitary principle.' p 664. And so we see again how
environment plays such an important role in good health, and we also realise we must ALWAYS be
careful to note the context in which the author uses the word 'epidemic'.
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their practice ‘sewage pharmacology'.64 Chuck Northrop doesn't give the
reference for his three out of ten survival statistic which I would have liked but
we get the overall toxic picture.
Dr Donald Atkinson is the author of Magic, Myths and Medicine. In it, he states:
'In the Bible, greater stress was placed upon prevention of disease than was
given to the treatment of bodily ailments, and in this, no race of people, before
or since, has left us such a wealth of laws relative to hygiene and sanitation as
the Hebrews. These important laws, coming down through the ages, are still
used to a marked degree in every country in the world sufficiently enlightened to
observe them. One has but to read the book of Leviticus carefully and
thoughtfully to conclude that the admonitions of Moses contained therein are,
in fact, the groundwork of most of today’s sanitary laws. As one closes the book,
he must, regardless of his spiritual leanings, feel that the wisdom therein
expressed regarding the rules to protect health are superior to any which then
existed in the world, and that to this day, have been little improved upon.' 67
On lavatorial custom for instance, God told Moses and the children of Israel:
'Thou shalt have a place also without the camp, whither thou shalt go forth
abroad: and thou shalt have a paddle upon thy weapon; and it shall be, when
thou wilt ease thyself abroad, thou shalt dig therewith, and shalt turn back and
cover that which cometh from thee.' Deut23: 12-13
A paddle, and ease thyself abroad, hahaha! What glorious descriptions! And
whilst all would agree this advice seems obvious, had we heeded that advice in
later centuries, we certainly wouldn't have had those hookworm issues followed
by Rockefeller's devastating 'cure'.
It is only our scientism and the current overall pharmaceutical deception that
has dragged us into our present-day sewage pharmacology. In his book Disease
and its Control, Robert Hudson states that through these sensible measures, the
ancient Hebrews could arguably be described as the founders of preventative
medicine.

LET OUR CHILDREN PLAY IN THE DIRT
No mention is made in the Old or New Testament of adhering to regular
regimens of revolting pills or Big Pharma vaccination equivalents, the focus is
always upon nutrition and hygiene. And neither does the Bible have any time for
new age spells and incantations as an adjunct to healing. Says this paper on
64

Northrop, Chuck, ‘Scientific Accuracy as a Proof of Bible Inspiration’ at
http://www.kccofc.org/39th/Lectures/2001%20Manuscripts/ChuckNorthropScientificAccuracyAsEvid
ence.PDF
67
Atkinson, Donald, T, Magic, Myths, and Medicine, Fawcett Publications, 1956
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ancient Jewish medicine, 'With the one exception of the incurable serpent bite,68
Biblical remedies and treatments are all of a rational character and do not
involve incantations or magic rites, nor do they include the so-called 'filth
pharmacy'. Biblical therapeutics consisted of washing, the use of oils, balsams,
and bandages for wounds and bone fractures, bathing in therapeutic waters,
especially in the case of skin diseases, sun rays and medicated drinks.
As far as our obsession with cleanliness is concerned, there are many good
studies now that show how children who live on farms and other ‘dirty places’
and who play outside in the mud are healthier and have stronger immune
systems than those children living in spick and span houses who are constantly
being told, ‘Don't pick that up off the floor!‘ or ‘Take that out of your mouth!'
The following New Scientist article Let Them Eat Dirt from 1998 shows us just
how quickly times have changed! The article begins by looking at Howard
Hughes' obsession with cleanliness and describes his actions as 'irrational by
anybody's standards.'

Yet his behaviour is little different to the irrational c19 behaviours we're
observing today. Look at the latest public information leaflet above, advising us
on 'staying safe'. It's certainly no advice on staying sane. But for the millions of
people who have escaped Big Pharma's toxic pills and potions and 'tip top'
cleaning agents and the rest of her sewage pharmacology, they will tell you that
68

Here is an excellent study of Numbers 21:4-9 The people had begun to moan about God's provision
in the wilderness, so He sent them a plague of deadly snakes. God instructed Moses to erect a snake
on a pole so that all who looked upon it might live. Bible scholars cite this is symbolic of the future
saving death of Jesus on the cross.
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unless that mossy stick or worm or muddy stream or mud pie represents an
obvious toxic danger, then let our children play in the dirt, let them encounter
these natural microbes all around us, let these microbes exercise the child's
inner protective army which in almost all instances will have the victory. And
again the reminder that unvaccinated children fare much better out there than
the vaccinated.

WE HAVE BEEN COMPREHENSIVELY BAMBOOZLED
And as already discussed, let the normal everyday dis-eases we experience such
as fever, sickness, coughs, headache and runny noses run their natural course,
there's no need to counter them with any pharmaceuticals. Our symptoms
merely tell us our wondrous bodies are functioning correctly. All such bodily
excretions and expressions are part of the natural recovery and healing process
and should be allowed to run their full course. Their expression may also be
telling us about the toxicity of our immediate surroundings which most-times
we can rectify if we have a mind to. Again though, what is being said here is NOT
a blanket cure-all for all dis-ease but for those who have turned their backs on
Big Pharma, this non-toxic approach to health care is being proven daily.
As far as viruses and germs and infection theory are concerned, conventional
medicine has yet to present any good evidence, not only for the c19 virus but
also for 'virus theory' FULL STOP! I simply assign this section of the doctor's
compendium to Bacon's calendar of popular error. The germ theory dissenter
has no fear of touching Korona doorknobs or unwiped Korona surfaces or
hugging anybody or shaking their phantom Korona-infested hand, and we lose
no sleep over what 10,000 gremlins might inhabit the bathroom sponge.
Yes, there is such a thing as sensible hygiene practice but there's also such
a thing as re-education on these matters and sensible perspective. Once again,
as we wear our masks and scrub our hands and keep our distance from one
another, I would remind you there is nothing wrong with any of us! Just as
Eleanor McBean's parents went from house to house and were unafraid of the
phantom Spanish flu 'danger', I would meet with anyone from any supposedly
King Kong-infested household, share the same plates and utensils, share their
food and hug them, and with nil anxiety. But as somebody who can eat
somebody's used snotty tissue, I would say that, wouldn't I, haha!
But I only ate it because I have been set free from the fear of the germ and the
phantom virus! Phantom - meaning: something you imagine exists or that
appears to exist although in fact it does not. It bears repeating until it sinks in
fully, we have been comprehensively bamboozled by the wily kings of the earth
and their King Kong vaccines and accompanying pharmaceuticals. Revelation
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18:23 again, 'For thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy
sorceries (pharmakopia) were all nations deceived.'
And so thank You again Lord for the freedom that comes with realising the truth
of the fake phantom King Kong plandemic, and thank You for the freedom You
have given Your dissenters amidst this fear-mongering King Kong pantomime.

CONSIDERING MY DIM AND DISTANT TOXIC YOUTH
I am conscious I have enjoyed a remarkably healthy 62 years, having lived an
almost entirely illness-free life, with rarely a sniffle, and considering my dim and
distant toxic youth, I can only attribute my robust health firstly as evidence of
God’s wonderful Grace upon my life and secondly that I live in a society where
the basic amenities for a healthy life, such as clean drinking water, food and
shelter are to hand.
I included Bechamp and Bernard's 'personal responsibility' approach to health
in Smoke and Mirrors primarily because it's as near to the advice given to us in
the Bible. But also, as the days get darker, ALL OF US are going to need to reassess our reliance on krooked konventional medicine. Yes, of course there is
the good to be had in conventional medicine and certain aspects to a doctor's,
surgeon's, nurses skills will always be in need, but the current conventional
model as it stands has great capacity for serious and needless harm. And the
quicker are out from under its oppressive hold over us, the better it will be for
all of us. Here's Dr John McDougall again:
'I think it’s very important people realise they can regain lost health. A lot of folks
out there think they’re trapped; being fat, sick and dependent on drugs - and
that’s not the case. Well over 80% can get off their medication. Essentially all of
them can get their weight down and get to feeling and functioning well again by
doing something cost-free: By eating the right kinds of foods. you can actually
cut your food bill by up to 40% by cutting out animal products and processed
foods. Add some exercise and clean up your habits and you will get far greater
results than any pill could ever give you. If everyone knew they had that option,
I would be the happiest doctor in the world.' 71

OUR WEAPONRY FOR SELF-DEFENCE HAS BEEN TAKEN FROM US
And so, as Madame Mainstream feeds us all the usual images of overflowing
waiting rooms in 2021, we can see that without the all-important back story on
the toxic vaccine, we could quite easily believe there's a virus or 'something very
different doing the rounds, and we would have no answer to those who exclaim
how can anybody possibly believe this is all a hoax! How can anybody deny
there's a virus! Look at our hospitals!
71

Interview with John McDougall, ibid
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Yet, none of these illnesses require any super virus or deadly variant. We just
need a few minutes of common sense analysis to determine the toxic
environmental factors behind the current heightened incidences of illness.
And it's not just the
kurrent Korona vaccine
drive that's affecting our
health. How about the
anti-human lock downs
and the masks over the
last
two
years
everywhere? How about
the poor air circulation as
we breathe in our exhaled
breath daily for hours?
How about the social isolation and intense anxiety leading to chronic
depression? All these factors lessen the ability of our in-built army to fight off
the toxicities that lead to ill health and dis-ease. Heightened illness post-Korona
is discussed simply and clearly in the following article by the Earth Party called I
Notice More Sickness This Year! Summarising the article into 3 short paragraphs,
the Earth Party tells us, 'My friend/relative is a doctor/nurse, and he/she says
his/her hospital is crowded, and there are more sick people in 2020/2021 than in
previous years. There's obviously something going around, or else why all the
extra sickness?' Ok. We both believe in using science, right? So let's look at this
with a scientific mind. Can we do that? Considering how central social activities
are to the human experience, it is common sense that removing them would
cause cascading effects of pathology, throughout the body of society, and thus,
the bodies of individuals.
The governments of the world, and their mass-media enablers, plunged the
whole world into the grip of an intense, unrelenting survival-anxiety. The TV is
pumping us full of stress-hormones, all day and night. People are on their sofas,
clutching their hand-sanitizer, staring at the TV, watching bio-armageddonporn, getting hit with one dose of terror after another. And since they're not
going outside anymore, they have nothing to do, no form of 'entertainment'
besides the TV, and so they just sit there in front of it, all day long, on a constant
IV drip of fear. What does all this fear do to people's bodies?
The architects of the plandemic have created a feedback loop between mass
media, government policy, and public sickness, wherein each component feeds
on the other two. The lockdowns and other restrictive mandates choke society
and create sickness, which then gives the governments further pretext to extend
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and tighten the restrictions - leading to more sickness - which the media then
grabs onto and magnifies, rationalizing the government to tighten the
restrictions even further, leading to yet more sickness - and on and on it goes.'

OUR SAFETY IS NOT FOUND IN ANY EARTHLY WEAPONS
What an excellent summary from the Earth Party, and what evil, evil rulers we
have in place over us! And you need to know my friend, these evil men and
women are only just warming up. Of course we're going to be seeing more
illness! And the above list of societal dis-eases in the Earth Party report doesn't
even include the damaging health effects of the vaccines and the mask-wearing.
By far the biggest contribution to our ill health from now on will be the toxic
chemicals being squirted DIRECTLY into our bloodstreams under the guise of
being rescued from monster Kong.
And what about the health of those
people who live in an abusive
relationship? What's an abusive
relationship got to do with King
Kong
Korona,
you
ask?
EVERYTHING! Please study the
picture (right) and read what it says
and then think about the
relationship we've been in with our
governments over the last two
years. Has it not been anything
short of abusive? And it creeps up
on the victim, and it all starts very
gently, imperceptible almost, until
suddenly you realise you can't
breathe and there's no means of
escape. But thank You Lord Jesus
that You are our Refuge, our safety
is not found in any earthly weapons.
You are our Rock and our Fortress
and our mental health. You are our
Strong Tower, and the righteous run
into it and they are saved! Their feet
will not slip who put their trust in
You, AMEN!
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Below, we see the Workplace Mental Health chart 15 Signs You Might Be In An
Abusive Relationship. Our governments meet all 15 sub-headings! If you're
short-sighted and the 15 signs are a struggle to read, you can find them here.
They capture our last two years to a T! Starting with 'stop you from meeting
friends and family'.
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THERE'S SUCH A THING AS INNOCENT IGNORANCE
This was never meant to be a definitive account of what constitutes good health
and good medicine. I don't profess to have all the answers, and neither do the
preceding pages constitute doctor's advice. At a deeper, more philosophical
level, it is beyond me why an 81yr old can credit his health and longevity to beef
dripping sandwiches and a ten-a-day full strength Capstan habit while across the
street from him a 10yr old is dying of cystic fibrosis. This only reminds us that
despite the best amenities, best health programmes and best advice, health
parity is never guaranteed this side of eternity.
All I am doing here is attempting to convey a number of important principles for
you to research for yourself, to test for yourself and to adopt as you see fit. And
for many readers already, you'll be inhabiting a strange new land now, where so
much of what you formerly trusted is fled away! And how exciting for you, my
friend! And I mean that. Your best is ahead of you!
And for all the doctors and nurses reading this who had no prior knowledge of
the contrary information covered in this section on medicine, if this new
information is now causing you to think back over the harmful medical care you
innocently administered over the years, please do not let this information here
fall as any kind of judgment upon you. After learning the word 'dixie' has slavery
connotations, Dolly Parton changed the name of one of her theme park rides
from the Dixie Stampede to the Dolly Parton Stampede Said Dolly, 'There's such
a thing as innocent ignorance, and many of us are guilty of that.'

You cannot possibly know what you did not know beforehand, and therefore
you're not accountable or responsible.72 Ultimately, whatever harm your
medicines or procedures caused, that harm was NOT your intention. But given
what you know now about monster Kong and the medicine business, you can't
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The reality you cannot possibly know what you did not know beforehand only confirms the evil
nature of Anthony Fauci's 2017 forecast of 'a pandemic that would surprise us.' Of course Fauci knew
of the coming plandemic. Fauci along with all the other Korona liars and conjurors will stand before
God to receive their Eternal Just Judgment.
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EVER unknow it, and so it's what you do from this point on that counts. Do not
choose wilfully to stay in error, as Olivia states above, 'It is not a shame to be
deceived, but 'tis shame indeed to stay in deception.' And if you still have
questions about what you've been reading here, then research further for
yourself. NOBODY ELSE IS GOING TO DO THAT FOR YOU, that's for sure.
Meanwhile, back in the queue, the delivery drivers have finally exited the
building and there’s only Mrs Angry with her dad with emphysema in front of
our observer now before he’s finally in the store. And as he's standing there
waiting for his compost, he gets to thinking about all the back and forthing that
can go on in a person's mind over all of this c19 business. He thinks of the people
who one day will be having so many doubts about there being an actual
pandemic, how there's so much fishy stuff going on, how they'll hear the
shocking admissions about the Korona tests or a dissenting friend will send them
the link showing a WhiteHouse spokesman telling us the vaccines can kill you.
And then the next day they'll see or hear
something on the King Kong news about
'soaring infection rates' and a new
variant on the horizon, and they'll hear
their neighbour's just 'gone down with
it', and it's the worst she's ever been!
And before you know it, they're right
back in the King Kong thick of it again and
believing the mainstream narrative. It's
like there's a constant King Kong see-saw
boxing match in the mind.
And he thinks about some friends he's
known for years Jack and Jill Waverer
who are just like that. Back and forth go
the Waverers. One day, Jack and Jill are
incensed at the packed Number 10
parties, and so 'this covid virus can't be
as dangerous as all that, can it, Jack!'
But the next day, Jack and Jill think about poor, beleaguered Chris Whitty who
hasn't deserved the way he's been treated, and maybe we should take his
Omicron variant warnings seriously, and so best Jack and Jill stay at home and
be sure to put their masks on when venturing out. Victory begins at home, and
all that, says Jack, casting his mind back to some pro-Korona poster that had
registered in his mind way back when.
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And our observer thinks it would be good to take a closer look at the psychology
of the see-saw mind. There's been a lot of it about over the last two years, it's
like half the country's gone down with it, a pandemic almost!
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JACK AND JILL WAVERER
CROSSING THE KORONA LINE
'Once I make up my mind, I'm full of indecision!' Oscar Levant
And our observer gets to thinking about Jack and Jill Waverer and how they
spend their days and nights wavering over all of this King Kong c19 business. On
the Monday, Jack and Jill will see another gasping hospital interview or maybe
a clip of more Korona korpses being piled into the back of trucks or they'll hear
more about the spread of Omicron and how we need three vaccines now to
protect against this new virulent variant, and so Monday is a very strong proKorona day for Jack and Jill, and they'll scrub their trolley handles with extra
fervour and maintain the 2 metre distance. And all day Monday, Jack and Jill are
not at all double-minded about the mainstream Korona narrative. King Kong
Korona is king on the Monday.
But on the Tuesday, Jack and Jill start wrestling again with some of the more
awkward anti-Korona facts that show how the sky high Korona infection and
death rates have been exaggerated by the media, and why on earth would they
do that? And the admissions from leading agencies on the tests and the danger
of the vaccines. And some of Jack and Jill's friends just haven't felt right since
they've been double-jabbed, and now we've been told that even if we are
double-jabbed, we can still catch Korona and spread it! And if monster Kong is
so dangerous, then why have Boris and chums been having so many cosy,
crowded boozy parties and with no anti-social distancing?
And so, all day, Tuesday, Jack and Jill are having a staunchly anti-Korona day!
And although neither of them are able to 'come out' fully to each other just yet
about their own darker Korona thoughts, all the dots are there for Jack and Jill,
they just need to dare to join them up.
And it's like Jack and Jill are so nearly at the top of the King Kong hill, so nearly
at that place where everything would all suddenly fall into place for them, like
they're just a blink away from the clear Korona lightbulb moment! But they just
can't seem to bring themselves to finally cross the Korona line. But as they head
upstairs to bed that Tuesday night, they're both adamant we're all being played.
They're lying to us about something, Jack. I'm with you on that one, Jill. Night,
Jack. Night, Jill. Love you. Love you too.
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And as each of them is laying silently
next to each other that Tuesday night,
each is also thinking about the wider
personal cost of 'coming out', the
wider implications of not believing in
King Kong Korona anymore, of publicly
renouncing their former Korona
religion which they can see now was
almost fanatical at times. Before all
their doubts started creeping in, both
Jack and Jill were ardent maskers and
scrubbers and gellers and Korona law
enforcers. Their whole world was built
around Korona in the early days, and
they can look back and they can see
that now. And so waving goodbye to
Koronaville isn't like making some
business decision, or moving house
even. Crossing the Korona line carries
huge personal implications!
And laying there still wide awake at 1am, Jill's thinking about family and friends
and what they'd all be thinking if Jack and Jill crossed over. Nutty Mum and Dad!
Nutty Aunty Jill! Nutty Jack and Jill Waverer! Have you heard? They don't believe
the virus exists! And they say these masks are just token talismen.
Crossing over means owning and confessing all of her former false Korona
beliefs, renouncing them, accepting she can no longer think and behave as the
rest of their family and friends are thinking and behaving, and moving to an
entirely new world! Crossing over will mean all of her old Korona relationships
and conversations will never be the same again.
And as Jill's laying there, she's trying to picture what it will be like to not ever
again be able to return to the relative safety of 'all that she knows about 'covid'
and all she's been taught by the BBC and Korona FM and Jack and Jill's daily
paper. And what about you, my friend, as you read this? What is it that makes
you waver at the Korona line? You know enough now to join the dots, so what
stopping you from crossing over?
And Jill knows this will be a big challenge for Jack too. For as much as Jack and
Jill have their doubts about the whole Korona thing now, it's like there's a weird
kind of Korona security in hanging on to 'all that we know' about mainstream
Korona. And giving up on the mainstream Korona narrative will be one heck of
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a 'let go' for Jack and Jill, because let's face it, there's such a lot of it to let go of
isn't there! The fact that Jack and Jill can wash down their trolley handles, that
they can wear their masks responsibly in public, that they can gel appropriately
and can stand the korrect Korona distance in the aisles and can tune into Korona
FM for the latest government announcements - these are all the little Koronaisms in our new Korona world that we can still actually control in a world that's
gone almost totally insane now and out of control.
And as ghastly as it sounds, Jill realises in that moment that it's been all of these
little Korona behaviours that have helped Jack and Jill to maintain their weird
sense of Korona purpose in these Korona-laden days. Obeying all of the vile
Korona kommandments has been a Korona komfort for millions upon millions
of us over the last two years now, the millions who are just living out our
Korona-infested lives and just 'going with the lateral flow' of it all.
And the dissenters would all say
it's not about natural, flowing
friendships anymore, now we
have Korona friendships, with
lateral flow terms and konditions
attached. Come in Sheila, you're
clean, best friends for 25 years.
Sorry Dave, I can't risk mixing with
you, best friends since school.
What a vile Korona hole we've all dug ourselves, and as of March 2022, still in
many countries, nobody's visiting anywhere or anybody without feeling the
need to evidence their Korona status on their fake, magic white stick. Nobody
except the Korona dissenters. Lord, please deliver Your people from all of this
anxiety and fakery and fake science and evil Korona deception!

AND COGS! OMG! COGS!
And as Jill is laying there at 1.30am thinking her wavering Korona thoughts, Jack
is laying there next to her and thinking about his new place in this new Korona
world, and Jack too is realising that crossing the Korona line means turning his
back on EVERYTHING about this world. All of our world leaders with all of their
speeches and policies and all of their lies how we'll all be turning the Korona
korner together after the next vaccine. Effectively, Jack is going to have to turn
his back on the ENTIRE WORLD SYSTEM. But Jack can feel in his heart that's going
to be a scary jump, a scary crossing, he can just feel it! Living every day in the
knowledge our leaders REALLY ARE EVIL and that they REALLY DO hate us and
that they REALLY ARE purposing evil against us!
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These are the fleeting and terrifying thoughts that flash through Jack and Jill's
minds as Jack and Jill lay there at 2am wavering at the Korona line. Do Jack and
Jill have the mental stamina to handle the crossing?
And COGS! OMG! COGS! Jack and Jill are now
also thinking about COGS - the Church Of
Good Standing, their spiritual home for the
last thirty years! How will Jack and Jill's
Korona turnaround go down in COGS!
Thinking differently about Korona out in the
world is one thing, but thinking differently
about monster Kong in a church setting? The
knock-on effects don't bear thinking about!
Have you heard??? Jack and Jill think this
c19 virus is all some kind of hidden agenda
and that our governments are lying to us!
And Jack was only leading a Bible study last
week! Goodness knows what he'll be
teaching next! Aliens and lizards in
Buckingham Palace?
And I know that the Bible tells us we're to go
and see a brother or sister personally if we
have a disagreement with them about
whatever matter but I won't actually go
round to Jack and Jill's myself and ask them
directly what they believe about this deadly
virus and why they believe what they
believe. Instead, I'll just surmise, and after
I've surmised, I'll call the leadership team to
express my concerns. I'll leave it to our
leaders to sort out dubious Jack and Jill.
And Jack and Jill will be thinking all of these things at 2.30am as they waver at
the Korona line because Jack and Jill know how the cogs turn in COGS. This is the
Church Of Good Standing! People talk, and if we don't head this one off at the
pass, in next to no time, we'll be known as the iffy church in the community, say
all the fearful and fully-masked churches of good standing in all of the towns up
and down the country. We'll stand out! And we can't have that! We must do all
in our power to kontrol and kontain this divisive anti-Korona outbreak and keep
ourselves well below the Korona parapet. COGS must act immediately!
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Firstly, as much as we love them, there can be no more teaching and preaching
for Jack, no more church responsibilities for Jack and Jill! We'll call upon Cedric
McMedic and Dr Nicholas Nichola Nicer Still from the congregations to compose
a steadying email to all the rogue Jack and Jills out there across church universal,
reminding them of the COGS policy on Korona and how we absolutely align with
the world's experts and worldly wisdom on this one and how the weight of
science supporting this dreadfully infectious disease is inarguable.
And if Jack and Jill still don't recant of their anti-Korona beliefs or stop talking
about the supposed fake tests and supposedly dangerous vaccines, we'll have
no option but to let the congregations know from the front that we love all our
Jack and Jills but they've officially gone wild.
And as Jack and Jill think about the inevitability of all of these things at 3am, Jack
and Jill still really do want to stay on the right side of everybody and stay 'fitted
in'. But if Jack and Jill are right about how they feel about King Kong, and if
they're having these darker Korona thoughts for a good and Godly reason....

AAAARRRGGGHHH! See-saw, see-saw, SEE-SAW! And as Jack and Jill finally drift
off to sleep at around 3.30am, all Jack and Jill can think about is all the what ifs.
???? Sorry, Jack and Jill? All the what ifs? What what ifs? What is there to 'what
if' about? Please stop with all of your hedge-betting and worldly reasoning.
What are your hearts saying, Jack and Jill?
And the watchmen would all say that if you dwell too much on crossing the
Korona line, it can appear a windswept place in your minds right now, especially
in the early hours! The thoughtt of turning your back on every Korona belief you
once held dear will frighten some people to the bone!
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But what Jack and Jill don't know yet is that when you do actually cross the
Korona line, something gloriously freeing flowers inside of you and suddenly you
realise it doesn't matter what family and friends and church thinks. This Korona
situation is far bigger than trying to preserve all that you once held dear in your
old Korona life. Nobody ANYWHERE is going to be able to return to that
comforting place, our old lives have long gone!
Now, it's about walking away from the fake comfort and fake safety of the hive
mind. Moving out and taking up new residence on the 'unsafe' side of the Korona
electric fence is the only place to be now, my friend. There's only our God Who
can lead us in our new Korona wilderness. You stay on the hive mind side of the
Korona electric fence, and the stinking Korona witch will consume you for sure!

ON ZOOM IN YOUR FRONT ROOM
But such is the wearing nature of the Korona psycho-war against us on a daily
basis, and as strongly anti-Korona as Jack and Jill felt all day on the Tuesday, by
mid-morning the next day, Jack and Jill Waverer found themselves right back in
the kold komfort of their old Korona surroundings. And Jack and Jill's journey
back to stinking Koronaville began around 8.30am on that Wednesday morning.
And here's how their return journey began.
Just as Jack and Jill were getting ready for a second full day of vehement antiKoronarism, and as likely today as ever to take that final step out from under the
stinking witch, Jill was tempted by the serpent.
In a parody of the Garden almost, Jill tuned in to lucifer's soothing voice on the
8.30 Korona FM Breakfast show. And this morning's show was hosted by
everybody's favourite Korona host Jeremy Fine bringing us his weekly Korona
phonathon, a chance for ordinary folk to tell the whole world how these last two
Korona years have been the worst ever for everybody's Korona aches and pains.
From Aberdeen to Alderney it seems, everything everywhere has tasted of metal
and 102 degrees and long covvid. One little old lady Jennifer Quigley from High
Heston told Jeremy her Korona suffering was so bad this year, she'd been laid
up a full six weeks, despite being double-jabbed! 'And talking of the jab, Jeremy'
continued Jennifer Quigley, 'If I can just tell you about my daughter-in-law. Right
after her first injection, Caroline started shaking really badly and soon after she
began bleeding from the nose, and by the time the ambul...'
But Jennifer Quigley wasn't able to finish her vaccine story of course because
Jennifer's story had gone dangerously off-script, and like all prime-time live
stories that go dangerously off-script, weirdly the line always goes dead. And
that's exactly what happened to Jennifer. Jeremy apologised to listeners and
said Jennifer Quigley must have been in a bad area or something and the team
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would do their utmost to get Jennifer back
on air before the close of the show. Sadly,
they weren't able to reach Jennifer again
but Jeremy finished his Koronathon on a
high, telling listeners what a huge and
positive difference the Pfizer and Moderna
and Johnson and Johnson vaccines were
making in the war against Korona.
On and on the Korona psycho-war rages
against us. From the moment we wake up,
it's like we open our eyes and the Korona
witch is sat on top of us, suffocating us and
peck, peck, pecking away at our mental
fortitude. And so Jill is listening to Jeremy
Fine on Korona FM who's telling us how
terrible everything is in Koronaville, and
then Jack and Jill's daily paper arrives only
adding to Jack and Jill's Korona anxieties.
The front page leads with the lack of a vital vaccine against a possible new
variant, page two shows a horrific Korona graph, page three has a heart-broken
daughter who's tested King Kong postive and can only text goodbye to her dying
mother, page four is a full page advert reminding us we're all in this together
and page five is a full page story reminding us of the precarious health of poor
Kate's spin doctor Derek.

TELLING YOU ON ZOOM IN YOUR OWN FRONT ROOM
And reading all the tributes on page five to brave Derek and brave GMTV
(because everybody everywhere is incredibly brave now in our brave new
Korona world) reminds Jack and Jill of the heart-rending interview on the GMTV
sofa last week with Holly and Phillip and the Truman family who'd all tested King
Kong positive and couldn't fly out to Disneyland with their autistic son and
daughter, and how they weren't entitled to a refund either!
And Jack and Jill remember how Holly cried at the injustice of it all but what
a boost it was for viewers that Holly and Philip had vowed live on air to pull out
all the stops to see to it the Truman show would get their holiday of a lifetime.
And so Korona was now very much alive again for Jack and Jill Waverer.
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But it was the mid-morning zoom call with Jack's sister Rachel that finally sealed
it for Jack and Jill that Wednesday morning and had them both fully back on
board with fake infectious King Kong. Jack's sister Rachel is a doctor, and sister
doctor Rachel has seen for herself the Korona ventilators bellowing up and down
and the Korona patients gasping for air!

And sister doctor Rachel also knows a thousand other doctors all with similar
Korona horror stories. And so, when a doctor fighting on the Korona front line
who is also your sister is telling you on zoom in your own front room to forget
all your waverings and please follow all the infectious King Kong precautions,
you'd be a fool not to listen! And sister doctor Rachel trained at University
College London, for goodness' sake! AND she's been interviewed a couple of
times on BBC Look West! AND she's attended several important emergency
vaccine supply meetings!
And so, zooming with sister doctor Rachel that morning only reminded Jack and
Jill how stupid it had been for Jack and Jill for even a minute to think this
worldwide pandemic was all a hoax. And so that's how it was on Wednesday 17th
November 2021 at around 10:55 am that a turbo-charged, 16 cylinder, high
octane monster of a fake infectious disease roared right back into the lives of
Jack and Jill Waverer.
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AND AS THEY TUMBLED BACK DOWN
Just inches away from crossing the
Korona line, Jack and Jill had listened to
slithering lucifer again in the Garden,
listened to Jeremy Fine, listened to
Madame Mainstream, listened to sister
doctor Rachel and UCL. And like a dog
returning to its vomit, Jack and Jill had
returned to the kold komfort of their fake
infectious Korona blanket, and Jack and
Jill went tumbling all the way back down
to the bottom of the Korona hill again.
And as Jack and Jill tumbled down the hill, it's like all of the fraudulent King Kong
facts and figures that blow the Korona monster right out of the water had all
suddenly been forgotten or had been reclassified for the umpteenth time under
'what a kurious Korona Jack and Jill koincidence!'
• the worldwide c19 media platforms all owned by the kings of the earth forgotten
• the gootube algorithms deleting as much anti-King Kong content as they
are able - forgotten
• a 93% false positive rate for the Korona test - how very odd! I really must
look into that!
• the hot mic video admitting the rates of c19 illness are no greater than
the flu - now, that IS strange!
• the California doctors telling us this worldwide lockdown is an utterly
disproportionate response to what they're seeing on the ground forgotten
• the staggeringly criminal World Health Organisation faking those c19
death certificates worldwide - forgotten
• the deleted doctor from the NHS who said this is a fake pandemic
manufactured by the 2% rich and powerful, and all the other outspoken
deleted doctors now saying similar things - that IS strange! I must look
into that too...... FOR THE FIFTH TIME!
• how the mainstream presstitutes take off their Korona masks when the
cameras stop rolling - forgotten
• how the same presstitutes and politicians have been having their packed
and inebriated and coked-up Christmas parties while whole countries and
economies are being shut down - conveniently forgotten
• the frightening vaccine injury and death rates - wilfully forgotten
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• the evil greed of the pharmaceutical industries and how our God has
warned us clearly of their deceit and evil in His Word - forcibly forgotten
• how there is literally no evidence ANYWHERE AT ALL for any killer virus
sweeping the earth - all these awkward Korona facts and figures and so
many more awkward facts all tidied away and conveniently forgotten as
Jack and Jill go tumbling back down the Korona hill.
And deep down, as they tumble back down, Jack and Jill both know the mind
games they're playing with themselves. They both know that NONE of these evil
Korona facts are 'strange' or 'weird' or 'odd' or just a kurious Korona Jack and Jill
koincidence. Such reasoning, if that is what it can be called, springs from the
minds of those who cannot bear to look upon the evil staring us all in the face.
And when they get to the bottom of that stinking Korona hill YET AGAIN, Jack
and Jill both know they've only got the same stinking climb all the way back to
the top again. And our observer thinks again about what our God says about
double-mindedness - how such a man is unstable in all he does.
And what makes it so much
worse for Jack and Jill is that
both of them deep down know
they're playing flippy floppy and
that none of this contrary King
Kong stuff in their heads is ever
going to go away now. So, what's
the point of shuffling it about in
their heads? They just need to
own what they know, confess it
and bring all of their deeper
anxieties to our God.
And so this time Lord, please be with Jack and Jill and help them make it to the
top of the hill. Be with them Lord to help them cross the Korona line. Let them
know Lord that You really are Sovereign over all of this darkness, and that You're
Sovereign over all of us too and our futures! And please show Jack and Jill how
those who put their trust in You WILL be led in safety! And let them know what
peace there is in knowing You're in charge. Says our God in the Psalms, 'I sought
the Lord, and He heard me, and delivered me from all my fears. They looked unto
Him and were lightened, and their faces were not ashamed. This poor man cried,
and the Lord heard him, and saved him out of all his troubles. The Angel of the
Lord encampeth round about them that fear Him, and delivereth them. O taste
and see that the Lord is Good. Blessed is the man who trusteth in Him. O fear
the Lord, ye His saints: for there is no want to them that fear Him.' Ps34:4-9
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Woohoo! Thank You Lord that You are so much Greater than this kurrent Korona
darkness and You WILL lighten the countenance of those who look to You, amen!

NOT A SINGLE PERSON HAS BEEN ILL!
And meanwhile, back in the queue, our observer is finally in the store! An hour
and fifteen minutes later, he’s finally in! And being as this is how his mind works,
he immediately notes the number of people in the store versus the 150 msq
floor space, and yes, the DIY store 'infection containment' measures are
laughable. The maths gives each of the 7 people in the store over 20 msq of floor
space, and everybody’s touched everything by now anyway! It's a pathetic joke.
And as our observer does his best to speak with the floor manager about this
mathematical incongruence without coming across as weird and without
enraging him (and yes, this conversation did actually take place) and as he asks
him wouldn't it be better for business if he allowed a few more people in? And
the manager tells him, 'All I can say is since we've instituted this policy, NOT
A SINGLE PERSON HAS BEEN ILL!'
And our observer takes a reading from the Korona electric fence and it's peaking
at around 12,000 volts, and so he doesn't say what he'd dearly love to say, 'Well,
of course nobody's been ill! There was never anything wrong with any of us in
the first place!' There'd be no point in talking about any of these things right
now, no point in asking him why there’s a white lion outside the Red Lion, no
point in discussing Helmont's carpet. And our observer can see Mrs Angry
unloading her trolley at the till and she's still bristling that somebody had dared
to suggest her dad hadn't been struck down by infectious King Kong!
Our observer is fully insulated from all of
these jolts and volts from the Korona
electric fence, she could grab grab hold of it
with both hands if she wanted to and have
no fear of frying. But she's tired now, she's
been queuing for ages and she doesn't
fancy the fallout. She's never rude with it,
but it's not her fault if what she asks is
awkward to think about or answer. And so
our observer calls it a day, and she wonders
about the conversations the floor manager
and Mrs Angry will have when they get
home about 'that nutter in the queue' who
thinks this virus is fake, another covidiot
who should've been drowned at birth.
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And as our observer makes his way back home with his compost, Jack and Jill
Waverer are on his mind again, and he wonders if what lies at the heart of Jack
and Jill's indecision is the frightening thought of having to come to terms with
the fact that if the Korona plandemic REALLY IS an evil scheme of luciferian man,
then there really is a true force for darkness in this world that we cannot avoid.
And he wonders if it's the contemplating of this evil that causes the shutters to
come down in so many people's minds, as if Jack and Jill were given a momentary
glimpse of the darkness, and it was so dark, they just could not 'go there', and
he imagines the following train of thought.....
'OK, I get it. None of this c19 business makes sense. But if all our world leaders
really are lying to us, if c19 really is one giant hoax, and if there really is a whole
other agenda going on, then to plan something as huge and as anti-human as
the forced vaccination of the entire earth, knowingly injecting the populations
with toxic chemicals that affects fertility and is also now causing so much injury
and death? This would mean our world leaders REALLY ARE the evil monsters you
say they are and that they REALLY DO hate us!
And so, I'm sorry, but I just can't go there, I just can't! Nobody can be as evil as
that! And anyway [blame-shift, blame-shift, divert, divert], you never did
address Boris being ill in intensive care with c19. Was he lying? Was all that just
political pantomime too? He'd had to have been lying and pretending to be ill
according to your theory.
So no, what you're saying about a worldwide toxic vaccine conspiracy as you call
it, a covert population control agenda and a bit-by-bit bid to introduce a one
world government and a one world money system , I say it's just too far-fetched
for me right now, and it's too far-fetched for most people, I reckon.
All I know is I'm holding it together as best I can. Rishi Sunak is immensely proud
of Britain, Boris is talking about a more stable economy and some kind of
prosperity road map. So can we revisit all of this darker stuff maybe when the
dust has settled, when we're all on a bit more of an even keel?'
You mean, can we put off opening the darker box for a bit longer? Sure, we can,
if that's what you want! But if we're to remain intellectually consistent and
remain true to ourselves and true before our God for those who believe He
exists, then we have no choice but to ask ourselves honestly if our leaders truly
are capable of exacting this level of evil upon us. We have to 'go there'. And so,
that's where we're going right now. Was Boris just play-acting in hospital? And
what about all the other world leaders testing King Kong positive and/or falling
down across the world with Korona? And even the Queen of England has tested
positive in February 2022!
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And so, do our world leaders actually have it in them to conspire with one
another to fake a supposed worldwide pandemic for their own satanic
purposes? Absolutely they do! Even the QE2!
Attention! Attention! Several major rabbit holes ahead!

ENTER THIS NEXT CHAPTER AT YOUR OWN RISK
SOME OF YOU MIGHT NEVER RETURN
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A KING'S TREACHERY
‘I was ready to die for you, but never realized that it was
you who will kill me.’ Shon Mehta, The Timingila
To you fellow dissenters - to you unconflicted ones, you'll have no problem with
the conspiratorial content in Smoke and Mirrors so far. You'll have instantly
recognised the crisis-acting algorithms and the ‘problem, reaction, solution’
scenarios the kings of the earth stage across the earth, and you'll know they play
these evil games with us to maintain a constant state of high anxiety of one sort
or another in our minds.
And so, for all of us who've crossed the line, absolutely we know that luciferian
man is capable of secretly planning and visiting this latest fake c19 evil upon the
whole earth. But this potential for there being a much more sinister side to the
heart of man - this is a scary place to be taken to in our heads, and many of us
do not actually want to 'go there', especially if we haven't yet crossed the line.
And so, we find ourselves at this place now in Smoke and Mirrors where YOU
must honestly ask YOURSELF whether YOU believe that man REALLY IS capable
in his heart and mind of planning and perpetrating such evil. Because if this c19
pandemic REALLY IS all fake, then what is being brought down upon us all REALLY
IS nothing less than pure evil! Agreed?
So, let's go there. Do you actually believe our governments and world leaders
could all secretly meet together in various locations across the world over
however many years to plan such wickedness? Are our world leaders capable of
conspiring in such an evil manner against us? Please seriously ask yourself that
question right now. Maybe make another cuppa or something stronger while
you're contemplating this possibility.
And at the conclusion of thinking on such matters, most people will default to
the more comforting idea that man ultimately is NOT capable of such evil, and
neither is it possible to carry out such a vast and co-ordinated conspiracy
without it being obvious to everybody. And the logical conclusion of this train of
thought naturally means you are left with no choice but to continue holding on
to the mainstream 'infectious c19' narrative whilst at the same time doing all
you can to bat away the many darker aspects of the Korona story that just will
not stop nagging away at you! And if that describes your mental state right now,
then what a horribly draining philosophical fox hole for you!
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WE LET HIM 'OWN' THE BLEAKNESS
Christian apologist Francis Shaeffer describes this philosophical fox hole very
well, albeit under different circumstances. Before offering the Truth of the
Gospel to the thinking man, says Francis, one should first find his point of
tension. This is not to say there is a set formula to sharing the Gospel, for it is
The Holy Spirit of God Who convicts a man of his sin and leads him to Salvation,
and He will work in any way He pleases! But discussing with a man his general
world view and where he's at in his head and heart in almost all instances helps
to identify his point of tension. What does Francis mean by point of tension?
If in our discussions, it becomes apparent this man's world view is that all around
us is illusion and there is no objective reality, which is a commonly-held belief,
especially amongst those in the new age movement, then we must ask God to
help us lead this man lovingly and sensitively to the rational conclusion of his
irrational assumptions, because they are irrational. If all is illusion, would he be
willing to step out in front of the next oncoming truck? If all is illusion, then
surely, he will come to no harm! And so, we have arrived at the point of tension
in this man's world view.
Whatever analogy we use, whatever point of tension we uncover in a man's
world view says Francis, we are to make our way together to this place - the
place where objective reality meets a man's evidently false world view and
irrational assumptions. Having exposed this point of tension, we are to stay with
in this place together, in total quiet if need be, and we allow the man to come
face to face with his philosophical void.
And as we sit there, the believer must stand lovingly alongside the man and his
point of tension as he contemplates the emptiness of his world view. We allow
the man to 'own' the bleakness and comprehend the depths of it, and if he is
willing, we allow him to verbally acknowledge it. In effect says Francis, people
need to be confronted with their lostness in order for them to realise their need
to be found, if this is their desire. And if that is his desire, we can then present
the thinking man with the Saving Gospel of Jesus!

WE PERCEIVE THEM AS DANGEROUS, THREATENING PLACES
And this journey alongside the thinking man must NEVER carry with it any sense
of triumph or 'I win, you lose' mentality. This is all about love and gentleness and
earnestness and there but for the Grace of God go I! And most importantly says
Francis, if you do not present this man with a meaningful resolution to his
philosophical void, 'tis a cruel thing indeed you have done! In effect, you have
allowed the man to raise up his darkness, stare right into it but with no means
of rescue.
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And so my friend, if your world view on the nature of man is that he could not
and would not plan such an evil thing as this c19 deception, then we've reached
your point of tension, your perimeter, your line, your teetering point, your rabbit
hole! And you're sitting on the edge alongside Alice, looking down into your own
rabbit hole right now!
But many people don’t like rabbit holes. We perceive them as dangerous,
threatening places because if we drop down in, they have the potential to rob
us of our comforting and tightly-held world views. And whilst everything we've
looked at thus far in Smoke and Mirrors will have undone much magical thinking
on the workings of the world (I hope so anyway) and on the fake plandemic, if
we were to ask ourselves now if Boris Johnson REALLY COULD have faked his
hospital stay and have us believe early on he'd been struck down with Korona,
this line of thinking and reasoning takes us to whole new dissenter levels!
Boris suffers flu-like symptoms, he tests positive for c19, he's taken into
intensive care, he recovers a week later, and on discharge, he gives a worldwide
TV account of his c19 sufferings, and now we're asking whether all this time, the
UK Prime Minister was actually faking it??? Wow! This REALLY IS a rabbit hole
teetering moment! Boris faking his own King Kong Korona illness! What an
awesome first dissenting rabbit hole for you, my friend! I'm tempted to say I'm
jealous, haha!
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And so, could Bozza have been faking it? Of course he could! And again, to
church universal especially, yes Boris might well have had a touch of flu (what
with March/April being the tail end of the flu season) but he’s more than capable
of faking his own personal c19 health crisis for ulterior luciferian gain. And I'm
curious my friend, and to my christian friend especially, why do you struggle with
such a suggestion? Why is it so shocking to believe that Boris Johnson could be
so treacherous as to pantomime an event to support a murderous luciferian
cause? Already in Smoke and Mirrors we've witnessed more than enough
treachery brought down upon us by our leaders, and if we hold the Bible as our
source of Truth, which we must do if we are to maintain our walk with God with
integrity, then we cannot ignore the many examples in God’s Word of man’s
treachery towards his fellow man, and a king's treachery towards his subjects!
Let’s pick just one story of teachery and deceit from the Bible. How about King
David sleeping with another man's wife? Have you added up the treachery and
multiple murders that followed to try to cover up David and Bathsheba's
infidelity? It's a worthwhile exercise.

Yes, David was God's anointed and appointed King of Israel, and he later
repented of his evil and was restored to God, but the fact he openly professed
a belief in God at the time did not stop his unrighteous pursuit of Bathsheba.
For those who don't know the sequence of events in the David and Bathsheba
story, paraphrased: David sees Bathsheba bathing on her rooftop terrace, he
sends for her, and they get it on while hubby Uriah is away fighting in David's
army. Next thing, ‘David! I’m pregnant!’ Bathsheba's now eating for two,
wearing the bustle wrong, officially outnumbered, harbouring a fugitive.
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IN EFFECT, DAVID 'PLACES A CALL'
David speedily contacts Uriah's commanding officer Joab and arranges
emergency leave for Uriah, and on his first night back, David wines and dines
Uriah, asking him how it's all going up at the front and how's he coping and how's
he doing in himself bla, bla, bla, and he finishes by telling Uriah to 'Go home and
wash your feet,' - a euphemism for 'Go home and ravish the missus.' And David’s
thinking in this of course, if Uriah goes home and has his way with Bathsheba,
then when the baby comes along, David's in the clear! But that strategy doesn’t
work, Uriah's conscience won't let him.
Says David to Uriah the next day, well Uriah, did you... did you... you know... did
you plant the parsnip? Replies Uriah, 'Shall I then go to my house, to eat and to
drink and to lie with my wife? As you live, and as your soul lives, I will not do this
thing.' 2Sam11:11
Paraphrased, says Uriah to David, 'Sorry sir, but I felt really bad about that sir.
Me at home ravishing the missus while all our lads are out there on the front line,
fighting? I couldn't do that to the lads, sir, so I slept at the palace gates all night.'
And also, Uriah doesn't really know why he's been singled out for special leave
anyway. He'd never met King David before, and now he's being all pally with
him? It's all very weird, surreal almost. Imagine if suddenly you got a phone call
from the Queen of England inviting you to spend the weekend at Balmoral.
Likewise Joab calls Uriah into his office on the front line and tells him to pack for
the palace and Uriah replies, Err, I'm touched sir, but why on earth does King
David want to see ME?
And so, there will have been a convincing story discussed between David and
Joab, and attached to David's invite. Maybe David wanted a layman's view of the
war, maybe Joab told Uriah that David had asked for the bravest man on the
block and that Joab had voted Uriah! Something like that, anyway, and I love
imagining how these deceits will have been planned and discussed and weighed
up in advance for their believableness etc etc, because all of these conniving
conversations will have taken place. There is nothing new under the sun.
And so, with his first plan kyboshed to get Uriah to 'get it on' with Bathsheba,
David tells Uriah to stay another night, allowing David to step up his strategy
which involves more idle chit-chat and plying Uriah with yet more alcohol in the
hope he'll start thinking sexy thoughts. But still, Uriah won't go home to the
missus and play Tetris.
And so now, with David right out of humane ideas on how to ‘fix the situation',
and with David caring not a whit for Uriah's commendable character or loyalty
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towards David and his fellow men at the front, David contacts Joab to discuss
a far less humane fix. In effect, David ‘places a call’. ‘In the morning David wrote
a letter to Joab and sent it with Uriah. In it he wrote, ‘Put Uriah out in front where
the fighting is fiercest. Then withdraw from him so he will be struck down and
die.’ 2Sam11:14-15

TO TEN THOUSAND AND TO A MILLION MEN!
And that is exactly what happened. Uriah was murdered in secret by his own
leaders. And in this calculated murder of the common man, let’s consider the
following matters arising from this story and see how they might apply to the
politics of the kings of the earth, to tye huge Korona deceit and to the common
man today:
• David attends God's Holy Temple religiously and is famed for his
exuberant dancing before his God (to all intent, a God-fearing man)
• David sees another man's wife from his roof top, desires her, pursues her
and sleeps with her and gets her pregnant (the king calculatedly and
premeditatively betrays the common man)
• under false pretences, David wines and dines husband Uriah, a loyal
soldier in David's army (the king makes convincing two-faced allegiances
with the common man for ulterior motives)
• the two-faced approach doesn't work so David covertly arranges with
Joab for Uriah to be slain in battle (secretly conspires with a fellow leader
to bring about a common man's death - covert assassination by the state)
• when Uriah unwittingly hands Joab the message from David to murder
Uriah, Joab must not show one flicker of emotion as he reads it or in any
subsequent dealings with Uriah (those who serve immediately below the
king must have the equal ability to lie fluently and unsuspiciously and to
have a heart of stone when required)
• David and Joab's conspiracy to murder Uriah precipitates not only Uriah's
death but also many other needless deaths as Joab issues the order to
withdraw as the battle is at its fiercest (mass murder by the state)
• Uriah’s surviving fellow soldiers are convinced that what happened out
there was just the horrible result of war and that what happened REALLY,
REALLY WAS WHAT HAPPENED! What do you mean a conspiracy? The
enemy had us surrounded! We saw our lads fall! I heard Uriah's last
gurgle! And I helped carry Uriah off the field! Were you there? I didn't
think so! You conspiracy nuts should be drowned at birth! (wholehearted
and unquestioning embrace of the false narrative 'because we were
there!' Feelings trumping facts and a deep-felt burning anger towards
anybody holding any opposing view)
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• all who saw Uriah and his comrades fall on that valiant day tell many
others who tell many others of Uriah's heroic death (thousands of people
are now convinced of the false narrative and are all innocently chanting
the same heroic fake story to thousands more people who atre avidly
listening and soon chanting the same)
• Joab sends a messenger to David to tell him Uriah and others are dead.
David's conspiracy has been a roaring, convincing Korona success. David
adopts a 'suitably downcast' face in front of CNN and ABC and the BBC
and sends convincing condolences back to Joab (convincing crisis-acting
from David and also from Joab who was complicit in organising the
vaccine roll out and murdering his own men)
• the nation mourns Uriah and all media channels the next day tell of
Uriah's heroic death at the hands of the enemy, and all of it was utterly
contrived, utter lies and fakery, but my, how convincing! And let nobody,
nobody, NOBODY dare say a word otherwise. Uriah has been elevated to
sainthood now.
And so, church, how much
more
murderous
and
underhand and conspiratorial
and evil can you get? Unless
it’s all just a story of course, an
allegory. Could we do a Bible
study on the ins and outs of
the David and Bathsheba
'incident' one night?
And if David could do that to one innocent man, in fact to an unspecified number
of innocent men in that particular staged murder, he could do it to a hundred,
to ten thousand and to a million men! If you've got it in you, you've got it in you,
the casualty rate is immaterial. And for the larger conspiracy, all a king requires
is proportionally more kings and queens and Joabs to 'manage' the various
covert meetings, to thrash out whatever secret plans and implement them. You
bet the Bible doesn't shirk on real life conspiracy!

AND SO, WHAT EXACTLY IS CHURCH?
And we'll get to Boris in a minute, but why is church universal always so quiet in
the face of government evil? Why do we receive so little teaching on the
principles of deception and spiritual evil taught in the Bible and using topical
examples of deceit in the real world to illustrate these points?
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The reason we hear nothing my friend, is because on so many levels, church
universal is utterly naive when it comes to discerning the wily ways of the kings
of the earth. And please hear me right, there are fantastic teachings and
ministries as well as exceptionally dangerous ministries being carried out for
God EVERY SINGLE DAY by church universal. Smuggling Bibles into China,
working underground against child trafficking, the amazing work of Jackie
Pullinger in Hong Kong and the Walled City plus any number of frontline street
ministries - amazing people risking it all for our amazing God.
And we do not forget that showing love to
our neighbour every day in our own sleepy
towns and villages can be just as much on
the front line in its own way. Busy mums
and grandmas with all manner of
pressures on their plates still make it
faithfully to the drop-in centre to serve
people in the community who'll likely not
have spoken to anybody else that week.
And dads, grand-dads are serving the
same. If church was to disappear
overnight, the world sure would miss us!
Each of us has our calling from God, and like it or not, and as abrupt as this might
come over in places, Smoke and Mirrors is my calling. And so, for all of us in
church, I repeat, when was the last time you had any Bible teachings that even
hinted at the spiritual evil of the kings of the earth? When was the last time you
were taught from God's Word on exercising spiritual discernment out in the
world and were given relevant examples of dangerous deceit out there?
It's no good just saying we must be on our guard against spiritual evil and not be
given any examples of it in the world. Be on our guard against what spiritual evil?
Who, what, when, where, how? God's Word exhorts us to remain sharp. Exhort
- meaning: strongly encourage, urge. But no, says church universal, we shouldn't
be mixing church and state, we stick to the Gospel of Jesus says nonconfrontational church universal who is right now being deceived to the gills by
the wicked Korona kings. And so, this leads us to ask, what is church? What
should be her role in society and for God? For readers who don't belong to any
church, I will now give my imperfect and incomplete answers to those questions.
In no particular order, I would say, church is NOT a building, church is a body of
people who know Jesus as their Saviour, an imperfect body of people but also
a forgiven people, people on a journey with Jesus who come together to worship
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God and study God's Word together, a people who aim to love one another,
bear with one another, who hurt each other sometimes but also who aim to
forgive and say sorry to one another when that happens, a people supporting
and encouraging one another, and all the while growing together as God would
have us do, living as best we can according to God's Word in the good times as
well as the bad.
God's Great Love shown towards us and His promise to us of eternal life also
empowers us and even compels us as a church to share and preach the Good
News of The Gospel of Jesus wherever we can because the Good News is for
EVERYONE! We cannot keep the Good News to ourselves for it to tarnish.
And it is God's love and forgiveness shown to us which also empowers us to
serve one another, serve our local communities as well as carry out mission and
ministry work locally and across the world. And to each of us our God has given
us particular gifts and ministries which our God wants us to exercise. Here's
a list of the gifts given to us . Says the site, 'Spiritual Gifts Are to Be Used. It is
possible to let a gift go unused. In doing this, however, you disobey God and
cheat the church of a blessing. For this reason, we must use those gifts He has
given us. In fact, it must be insulting to God for us to demean some gift his Holy
Spirit has instilled in our life by saying that it just isn’t important enough to use.
Each Spiritual Gift Has a Special Place in the Body of Christ. Every gift that God
has placed in the body of Christ, the church, is important. Some gifts such as
preaching, teaching, and prophesying may seem more important than others
such as hospitality or service. But God has given all of these gifts to build up His
church. None of these gifts should be looked down upon or treated lightly.'
I'll have left out some aspects of church for sure, but church ultimately is about
people coming together as a family and serving God in unity of heart and
purpose, demonstrating His Love and Grace and Integrity in lifestyles that
honour Him, to be His best representation here on earth, and all the while we're
here, we're also looking to God for His Inspiration and Leading to win souls for
the Eternal Kingdom to come - the Heart of the Gospel of Jesus.
And as we serve Him, we can also know His Amazing Forgiveness and
Encouragement to press on when we fail and/or fall because we do fail and fall,
because we live in a failed, fallen world and we're still only human! And just as
importantly, and this is where I see church universal has particularly failed and
fallen, God calls us to understand and discern the difference between Spiritual
Good and spiritual evil in society and to SPEAK OUT and warn against that evil
when it rears its ugly head.
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TAKE TRANSGENDERISM FOR INSTANCE
And so throughout the lockdowns and the various oppressions over the last two
years, churches have been doing all they can to maintain as much of their serving
in the community as possible, albeit so much of their serving falling within all of
the government's korrect Korona kommandments, and to love and serve thy
neighbour. Like I say, despite having kaved in so quickly to the Korona belief
system in the way that she has, if church were to disappear overnight, the world
sure would miss us!
And so all of this church activity is great as far as Biblical serving is concerned,
but two years in to the Korona wickedness now, and all of God's dissenters
would argue that as far as Biblical teaching is concerned, the genuine lack of
understanding across the body of Christ that there is another agenda at work
here with fake King Kong is primarily the result of the almost bloody-minded
decision by church universal to NOT teach the body of Christ how the kings of
the earth operate or how to discern their evil tactics.
And neither are we ever taught how to respond as a church when we see their
evil policies bearing evil fruit in society. Instead we shy away from the kings, or
even worse, our discernment is so blunted, we don't even notice when the kings
are up to their evil tricks - the same occult kings of the earth who have always
been with us. There is nothing new under the sun.
Take transgenderism for instance. Would an evening teaching the body of Christ
on the roots of this phenomenon be useful? A night on how we might respond
should a transgender or gender-confused person loved by God walk into church?
It certainly would be topical and relevant and could easily be made interesting.
Is a transgender person evil? Of course not! We are to show love to EVERYBODY
who walks into church, we love and respect them as Jesus would do. But did you
know the kings of the earth led by lucifer, abaddon, apollyon the destroyer are
at the heart of what is now a multi-billion dollar transgender business?
We cannot cover every topic in Smoke and Mirrors but God's dissenters see how
the kings of the earth have their satanic fingerprints all over the transgender
industry, for that is exactly what it is, an industry! Once again, in transgenderism,
lucifer's core aim is to deface and destroy that which our Lord hath made and
made well. Yes, there are exceptional biological circumstances in this fallen
world but let's at least have an honest conversation on the huge occult forces
driving the Big Pharma transgenderism industry.
If we were given a good understanding of who or what is driving this
phenomenon, surely this would only be of benefit to us as we sensitively and
lovingly walk alongside those in the middle of their own transgender heartache.
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AND JUST AS IMPORTANTLY, if we can understand the wiles of the enemy in
these days, we can have a heart for the struggling person plus a heart
understanding of the destructive nature of apollyon the destroyer. This then
allows us to be able to pray in Spirit and in Truth, and even rebuke the darkness
in our private prayer times. Sensitivity is paramount of course but so too is our
calling to be Biblically relevant and to recognise we are in an invisible spiritual
war that does NOT let up. This is a 24/7 battle until it's all over and our God
returns in Glory! For the watchmen on the walls, transgendersim is just another
facet of the long and destructive war against God and His creation, . Behold, you
are fearfully and wonderfully made, says our God. Therefore we shall destroy
that which He hath made, says apollyon the destroyer. It's a simple algorithm
once you're awakened to it.
But it's as if the call for the separation of church and state has given church
universal permission to shut her eyes to the activities of the state, and the
watchmen one and all would say this has only been to our great detriment.
Regardless of how you view 'church' right now, if you research the roots of these
woolly words 'separation of church and state', the original mandate was that
Church would maintain her position and influence in society and would not be
infiltrated and/or governed by the state. She wouldn't withdraw from
commenting on any unGodly matter she sees taking place in the state.75
And as far as speaking out against the true evil of our governments, imagine the
strongholds that would be broken if church universal was to spend just one
evening looking at the evil behind the Fitrek Alic story or Melanie Shaw. Fitrek
and Melanie would certainly bring home our need for Biblical vigilance in this
world. One night a month? Once every two months? Every six months? Is it that
too much to ask for asks the watchman?

CONSPIRING AND PLOTTING AND WARRING
And neither does church universal teach on the Biblical principles on staying
alert to the demonic signs and wonders that God warns us clearly will visit us,
teachings which would help us no end to discern so many of the deceptions in
our midst today. As we have already read, 'For there shall arise false christs, and
false prophets, and shall shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if
possible, they shall deceive the very elect.' Matt24:24
And neither does church universal teach on the Biblical supernatural events
contained right across God's Word which by the illumination of the Holy Spirit
75

As this article tells us, 'The first use of the 'wall of separation' metaphor was by Roger Williams, who
founded Rhode Island in 1635. He said an authentic Christian church would be possible only if there
was 'a wall or hedge of separation' between the 'wilderness of the world' and 'the garden of the
church.' Any government involvement in the church, he believed, corrupts the church.'
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absolutely explain the history and proliferation of spiritual evil across the earth,
and how lucifer's offspring have been directly instrumental in fashioning and
driving the occult, deception-filled landscape that surrounds us today.
ON ALL THESE FRONTS, church universal has remained resolutely silent. Yet both
the Old and New Testament are filled with rich examples of lucifer's
supernatural offspring amongst us - yes OFFSPRING! We can read about lucifer's
offspring in the first prophecy in the Bible found in Genesis 3. 'For thy seed will
contend with her seed.' Genesis goes on to describe the proliferation of this
satanic seed across the earth, 'There were giants in the earth in those days; and
also after that, when the Sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and
they bare children to them, the same became mighty men which were of old,
men of renown.' Gen6:4
And only a short Bible study clarifies these Sons of God as angelic beings. The
Good News Bible translates Gen6:4, 'In those days, and even later, there were
giants on the earth who were descendants of human women and the Heavenly
beings. They were the great heroes and famous men of long ago.'
And look at how God uses the word 'all' in this next Scripture. ‘All
Scripture is given by inspiration of God and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof,
for correction, for instruction in righteousness.’ 2Tim3:16 His Word emphatically
does NOT say that only some Scripture is given by inspiration. God is telling us
that ALL Scripture is useful for teaching and correcting. So, why aren't ANY of
these passages of Scripture being taught today?
God further tells us, ‘Why do the nations conspire and the peoples plot in vain?
The kings of the earth rise up and the rulers band together against the Lord and
against His anointed.' Psalm2:1-2
God's Word does not say why did the nations conspire (past tense) and why did
the peoples plot in vain. Rather, it says why DO the nations conspire (present
tense) and why DO the peoples plot in vain? The kings of the earth always have
been and always will be conspiring and plotting and warring against God's
anointed YOU AND ME! It is a constant theme in Biblical history as well as in
recorded secular history.

BECAUSE THEY SHIMMER INTO OUR FRONT ROOMS
Since Adam and Eve's banishment from the Garden, God-hating luciferians and
their offspring have been down here on earth waging war against us, and the
watchmen would say these same spiritually dark forces are marshalling
themselves against us today. It was lucifer who deceived us in the Garden, and
it is the same deceiving King Kong lucifer who is deceiving us and leading us
astray today, and with more deceiving signs and wonders to follow. And believe
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me when I say this, my friend, with this King Kong Korona business, the evil kings
are only just warming up! Unless of course Genesis is also quaint allegory and
poetry, because everybody knows we evolved, right? And so I can't wait to get
to the chapter in part 2 of Smoke and Mirrors where we sit in on a unique school
lesson and watch as our inquisitive 10yr olds use the contents of a rotting
wooden shed to reveal the utter falsity of Charles Darwin's evolution!
But teaching on evil and God's Ultimate Sovereignty over it, and calling out the
influences and influencers in the corridors of power in popular culture and in
society as a whole is all far too contentious for the Church Of Good Standing. To
visit these areas touches upon too many well-known names and institutions and
butts up against too many pre-existing, tightly-held world views alive and well
in church universal. And even worse, instead of our evil world leaders being
exposed and denounced, they are more often than not embraced by church
universal because they shimmer into our front rooms as 'educated' angels of
light, and their wisdom and position is admired by church universal and
subsequently, the kings of the earth and their evil ways become inextricably
interwoven into the fabric of God's House. Hence church universal's adoption of
all the Korona trappings and fervent prayers for an unhindered vaccine roll out.

OF COURSE THE STORY OF KING KONG IS THE STORY OF US!
Church universal's notorious 'African AIDS outreach' serves as another ghastly
example of God's House welcoming and embracing dark spiritual forces
believing them to be shimmering angels of light, and we'll be visiting the church
AIDS horror story in part 2. There, we'll read how the kings have been using the
same fraudulent King Kong ELISA test to diagnose Southern Asian countries and
particularly African nations as false HIV positive in order to administer highly
toxic drugs to 'the infected ones' thus depleting the populations. Just as church
universal is naively aligning herself with Big King Kong Pharma today, she 's been
serving these evil institutions for decades! You will be shocked at the amount of
innocent blood on our hands as a result of our naivety and our refusal to teach
on the roots of Biblical evil and our refusal to open the darker box.
And we have to visit this place, my friend, WE HAVE TO! And not because this is
some dissatisfied dissenter finally venting his spleen. No, says our God. He
wants ALL of our naivety dug out in these days, in order that we might stand and
stand firm in the days ahead. God will give us the weapons to stand alright, but
wake up we must if we are to understand our enemy and the depths of his evil!
And as God’s c19 dissenters bring all of their 'weird, conspiratorial ideas' to our
attention, we don't care if we are seen as the annoying and divisive ones. This is
God's calling on our lives and His time at last to be heard on these matters above
the Korona kacophony. And God's watchmen really don't care about popularity,
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we really don't! This is a truly evil city we're headed to, my friend, and it's our
city, and we need to wake up to it/. We're getting more and more glimpses of it
as we get nearer, and when we do get there my friend, we'll see absolutely the
story of King Kong is the story of us. Woohoo! Bring it on Lord, BRING IT ON!
And so, the watchmen would all say that not teaching on these Biblical principles
has robbed the church of a solid understanding of historic as well as current
supernatural evil, and has also robbed us of so many spiritual blessings as
a result, not least wisdom and knowledge and strength to stand in the face of all
this kurrent Korona evil! But THANKS BE TO GOD that this is all going to change!
Our God will not let His anointed slip or slumber!
Once it dawns it was lucifer and his rebellious angels who did not keep their
former estate but left their Heavenly dwelling place to father these Old
Testament hybrid offspring with human women, suddenly the trail of blood
these evil tribes have left across God's Word and across subsequent human
history makes sense! And so too do God's commands to kill every living being in
these hybrid cities.

INEXTRICABLY INTERWOVEN IN THE FABRIC OF GOD'S HOUSE
But angels having sex with human women and producing giants who roamed
the earth? Heaven forbid the town might learn the Church Of Good Standing
espouses such a hallucinogenic understanding of history! Never mind our
Saviour died on a cross, had a spear thrust into His side to check He was dead,
and three days later He Supernaturally and weirdly came back to life again!
Never mind His body was laid in a sealed, guarded tomb and the stone was
Supernaturally and weirdly rolled away by an angelic being and the people later
witnessed Jesus Supernaturally and weirdly rising up into the sky all by Himself
and with no harnesses!
'Jesus is risen' and 'the Immaculate conception' and the Christmas story is the
acceptable end of the miraculous in the Church of Good Standing although a star
hovering above the stable is disputed by many esteemed cosmologists in the
congregations. Says Christianity Today of this star, 'That may have been enough
to set them off on their journey, but stars and comets don't behave as Matthew
says this one did. One way of explaining this is to say that it was a poetical way
of putting it; they were guided, however it was.'
So, you see, says the non-miraculous Church Of Good Standing, applying some
simple physics, there's nothing at all miraculous about the star of Bethlehem.
It's a lovely, lovely story, but scientifically impossible! Likewise, can we please
stop with this idea of angels descending from Heaven to have sex with our
women as part of some weird luciferian plan to corrupt God's prophesied Pure
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Bloodline. Christmas we can do, Easter at a stretch, but wicked angels coming
on to our women? That's cuckoo! Such ideas do not bode well for the Church of
Good Standing. Imagine if that got out around the town!
And so back to the question 'what is church', where can we learn about the
deeper things of God and His Supernatural nature? Where can we learn about
the spiritual powers at war with God since Genesis and at war with Him today?
Where can the man in the street learn about the evil men and women amongst
us right now who have plans only to harm God’s children? And where can a man
find God's Peace in these days? And the watchmen would reply, CHURCH IS
WHERE IT'S AT! Or rather, church is where it should be at. And so, of course old
church can never return to how it was if church wants to be vibrant and alive,
and above all RELEVANT!
A grounded knowledge in Biblical spiritual warfare will only strengthen God's
people for the coming days and open our eyes to so much more of the
MIRACULOUS nature of our God and the invisible, spiritual realm. And again,
please hear me right, in all of this, we do NOT overlook the many fantastic
teachings which church universal delivers and are applicable in so many areas of
life today. But God’s dissenters would ALL say that church most certainly has to
broaden her teaching rota to include the wiles of the enemy and provide
relevant examples of spiritual evil upon the earth and God's Sovereignty over it.
And so God's watchmen all say that God is choosing to use King Kong c19 as the
means to bring ALL of lucifer's evil out into the light, PRAISE GOD! And He's doing
so in the sight and hearing of millions upon millions of people who don't know
our God but who are far, FAR more switched on than church universal when it
comes to the evil activities of the kings of the earth. These dissenters have
discerned the darkness, they see the invisible super-structure taking shape and
they feel hopeless and helpless in the face of it because they don't know our
God. Consequently, they're dying on the inside.
And so you'd better believe there is a generation of people out there who listen
intently when they're told they're not mad for believing what they believe about
the evil kings of the earth and about the evil they see dressed as light. You'd
better believe the interest THAT LIGHTS UP THEIR WHOLE BEING as these
spiritually hungry people hear Sovereign Biblical Truth being spoken over this
evil, and the eyes that open wide and the tears that flow when they hear how
they can know God's Peace and also how our God has overcome all of this evil the evil which the Church Of Good Standing refuses to contemplate and brushes
aside as conspiracy lunacy.
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AS FAR AS I CAN MAKE OUT,
IT WAS QUITE HARMLESS?

WHAT A JOKE!
'When your ears hear one thing, but your eyes
see another, use your brain.' Frank Sonnenberg
And the chapter heading will make sense in a few
minutes, and 2nd class doesn't begin to describe
her. I said earlier there's a difference between
dissenters who know God and dissenters who
don't. There's the dissenter and there's God's
dissenter. The dissenter who doesn't know our
God has a certain degree of liberty in that he
knows the fakery of the King Kong plandemic and
much of the other fakery we've covered here, but
he is still left dealing with the darkness of it and
with no seeming way out from under it. For the
plain dissenter, there appears no soul rescue.
God's dissenter however is in a far better position. He knows the fakery of it all,
but he also has a heart knowledge that God is in all of this and is over and above
it. God's dissenter has repented of his sins and given his life to Jesus Christ, he
banner is clear, he belongs to God and he is eternally safe, the Pearl of Greatest
Price! He reads his Bible and in it he reads that God has written about these days
and how the darkness is only going to get darker. But he also reads how God is
Sovereign over ALL OF IT, and that He WILL be returning in Glory one Bright Day
soon to defeat all of this darkness and claim His Own for Himself! Hallelujah!
And so, when God's dissenters are in conversation with a person who is anxious
over Korona and the world in general and he has an understanding of the
deceptions out in the world, the dissenter is not shaken by whatever dark
content presents itself, nor shocked nor surprised. And the person sat opposite
instinctively senses that here is somebody who understands the darkness of the
day, who can make sense of it almost, but strangely, he isn't afraid or hopeless
with it, in fact the opposite! It's like the listener can almost touch something of
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God's Peace in God's dissenter, like he can sense that Somebody Greater is
present in the conversation, like it's become a triangle.
And it has become a triangle! And it's our God Who is the third Person present
in the conversation. And all that God's dissenter needs to do now is to introduce
the listener to this God, AMEN! These are the conversations we can have with
one another once we are informed on the true nature of the beast, once we
have crossed the line. No fifty shades of grey, no compromise or synthesis or
explaining away. It's black and white all the way for God's dissenter. And how
much easier it is to live in this dark world once we cross over!

NEW CHURCH NEEDS TO PREPARE FOR THESE PEOPLE
And I can tell you now, my friend, that for all the darkness which must be owned
and acknowledged in order to cross the line, there isn't a single one of God's
dissenters who has regretted the crossing! It is right up there in the league of
liberating crossings! Just ask Jack and Jill, now, PRAISE GOD! They've finally
crossed the Korona state line, and you wouldn't believe the people Jack and Jill
are coming into contact with now who have made the crossing too! It could
almost be described as miraculous! Jack and Jill are realising they're not alone!
But right now, the Church Of Good Standing is a million miles away from having
any meaningful conversation with those dissenters who don't know our God but
want to find out if He is there. Instead, the thirsty dissenter visits his local church,
and when people come to say hello after the meeting, and over a coffee, he
expresses his deeper King Kong anxieties about where this could all be headed,
and he finds he is patted on the head metaphoricallly speaking, and he's told
Jesus knows the future and He can sort out all of his doubts and fears (which is
true of course) but this is the bulk standard response from COGS when ANY
frightening conspiratorial talk is aired by the thousands and thousands of
newcomers out there. The darker box is avoided at all costs. And if you do join
the local church as a dissenter, you need to have been a member of COGS for at
least a few months before the people know you well enough and feel
comfortable enough for the gentle christian chiding to begin and for your wacky
conspiracies to be laughed off in your face.
And dissenters see through this nervous naivety straight away. Now our God
works in amazing ways and He can see to it that NO visit to His House is a wasted
visit and a Scripture could be read out or a chorus or hymn sung or sermon
delivered which goes right to the core of the visitor's being.
But as far as COGS and the grand King Kong Korona konspiracy is concerned right
now, the visitor will observe the masks and hand gels and the track and trace
requests and the anti-social distancing (although this has all eased off since
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january 2022) and they'll see that church is NO DIFFERENT to the world and that
the people in God's House are just as much afraid of mythical King Kong as the
next man, and they'll leave God's House believing the Church of Jesus Christ too
is deceived and has no answer for this evil.
And in Spring of 2022, they'll visit church for the first time and still, they'll hear
not a word spoken about the evil that has come upon us over the last two years
and they'll think that church is a million miles away right now from having any
meaningful conversation with those who have discerned the evil and who don't
know our God but want to find out if He is there.
And so new church needs to prepare for these people because there are lots of
them out there, my friend, and the very last place these people will want to be
worshiping a victorious God is in some Korona church establishment following
the mainstream Korona narrative which distances itself in all senses of the word
from anybody not on-board with the state Korona religion.

AND SO YOUR MARGIN FOR ERROR OR UPSETTING PEOPLE
I said earlier how dissenters always seem to find themselves out on the edge, in
the world and also in church. Such is the content in their heart and head that
when they do express their contrary views, this always seems to send them to
that outer place. And this is not a criticism or a moan, it’s just the way it is for
the dissenter. And sometimes us dissenters don't read the room right either. We
get told we're too blunt or too challenging or too forthright or our ideas are just
too confrontative. Yet, in the company of fellow dissenters who have crossed
the line, we can express our minds bluntly and freely and nobody bats an eyelid
and in fact such expressions are warmly received. We speak the same language
and we are reminded we're not alone as we stand on the wall!
But as a new dissenter (and I'm thinking there's at least a tinge of pink about you
now), if you overhear a conversation amongst your church friends about praying
for the c19 vaccine roll-out to go smoothly, then whatever you do, please do
NOT blurt out, ‘The c19 vaccine? No thanks! No way I’m taking Bill and Melinda’s
poisons! Have you carried out the latest BMGF body count?’ You only need to
blurt this out once as a dissenter and you’re a marked man! From that point on,
you're the loose cannon, the oddball, the unhinged one, and you definitely can't
be trusted to put a sermon together or lead a Bible study.
And so your margin for error or upsetting people as a dissenter in old church is
nil. Exiled but outwardly appearing not exiled, banished but outwardly
appearing not banished. The dissenter can't be trusted, even though we can't
fault his theology over the years, he's just not one of us, one of the steady
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Eddies. But that was old church, and old church cannot ever go back to how it
was pre-c19. She must be radically different.
The Book of Acts tells us that believers met in the temple daily when they could,
which isn't happening right now for all the aforementioned reasons, but the
church in Acts also shows us the oikos church model. Oikos - meaning: the
family, the family's property, the house. Oikos in Acts was a counter-cultural
community where each house becomes a church in the immediate
neighbourhood and becomes known as a place where God can be found.
And so, as the Church of Jesus Christ now, when we do come together again,
yes' we'll be meeting in the same building maybe and maybe even aspitring for
a new building, but I'm believing that in each other's houses is where it's at! A
place where where we can stand TOGETHER, alongside one another, praising
God together and not fearing we are 'c19 carriers' or that we are 'the infected'.
What a vile curse upon us all! A place where we can meet with one another,
where we hug one another and praise God together and read His Word together
and we pray for one another AND SHARE COMMUNION TOGETHER! And we
don't look back! We don't return to our c19 vomit. We look forwards and
upwards and look ONLY to our God to lead us.
And as the days get darker, my spirit tells me we must prepare for these house
church days. And to leaders of churches with 2022 plans for old church, are not
all of our aspirations for our churches founded upon the pre-c19 model of
church? Yes, our calling before God and in the community is to love God and to
love one another. But it is also to speak the Truth and expose evil. And so all we
need to do is to make up our minds now on c19. But I will understand if some
people right now still might have reservations about me sharing my sausage roll
with you, haha! Rest assured, we won't 'catch' anything from one another! But
it will take a while for some people to fully come out from under the satanic spell
of the the last two years, and the generational brainwashing of various false
indoctrinations. Germ theory particularly has a deep, deep centuries-old hold.
This present darkness is NOT going to go away, it's only going to get darker, and
our God wants us on the front foot! All of us must bring ourselves fully into the
Light of God and repent of our hard-heartedness, repent of our belief in in fakery
and our unbelief in the existence of real spiritual evil and God's Sovereignty over
it all. And again, God's dissenters are by no means perfect! I have a full sack and
a half full of 'stuff' God wants me rid of! But also, it's not my fault that God chose
me to write what you're reading. If these pages are speaking to you, then from
this point on, we must seek God on how we can meet together and serve one
another in new ways all the while we're under this luciferian Korona tyranny.
For that is what it is. Are we not called to live and pray in Spirit and in Truth?
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'AN ATMOSFEAR OF INFECTION'
And when the next dark visitation forces the Church of Jesus Christ to shut her
mouth or forces us into playing games with the luciferian legislation, thinking
we're one step ahead of the enemy by singing outside (because of the 'no singing
inside' rule), yes, these are stands against the enemy of a sort. But what if we
actually did what it says in Acts and we met in our church building espite what
the luciferians are telling us? Or if we don't own our own building (because we
meet in the town hall or town cinema, as many churches do), what if we met in
each other's houses? What if we met in the evenings and quietly arrived in our
ones and twos or up on the forest weather permitting (and I can't believe I'm
even talking like this, such is the huge and rapid loss of our freedoms since April
2020) and what if we sat down with one another and prayed and praised God
together and read God's Word together and shared communion together
without fear of infection? What if we could say to one another that we
understand the evil all around us now and that we're meeting to praise God in
the darkness and to do spiritual battle against the darkness? What if we refused
to let our hearts be cowed or our tongues silenced? What a transformation! The
Church of Jesus Christ praying in Spirit AND IN TRUTH!
Smoke and Mirrors sets out clearly how the kings of the earth are once again
banding together and plotting against God’s anointed, only this time with c19,
they're plotting against us on a far larger scale. And so, with the content in
Smoke and Mirrors hopefully becoming clearer and clearer as we continue, it
will be the leaderships’ responsibility now to pray for guidance from our God
and to teach and equip God’s people to live in these days with our eyes wide
open and to live as victoriously as we are able, and to teach on the REAL enemy
of our souls, and to do so from the many Scriptures that are coming alive right
now to help us to do just that.
And to teach from God's Word from a position of hope and victory and not
shielding or sheltering in 'an atmosfear of infection'. Our God is our shield and
shelter! And as always, God tells us in Psalm 2, their plotting and conspiring will
all be in vain. All of the kings' planned darkness is going to come to nothing, and
God’s anointed triumph in the end anyway, just as His Word tells us!
And so Lord, please let Smoke and Mirrors be read by EVERY church leader and
EVERY church member and may it encourage us to become relevant in these
days, and Lord, please do not let the harsher things that have been said be taken
personally by the leadership teams particularly. And there isn't the time,
anyway. May the good in Smoke and Mirrors be for Your Glory Lord, and may
the chaff in it fall by the wayside. And may You call me to account too Lord for
any wrong I have stated here. And you my friend, if you know our God, you can
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pray He convicts me of my error where it has been committed and to do all I can
to put it right.

BORIS WAS SO ILL, HE WAS IN INTENSIVE CARE! HMMMM
And so getting back to 'no pay rise for the nurses' Boris - our UK leader and minor
Joab in the grander scheme of things. And our poor Boris is ‘struck down’ with
King Kong c19, and right in the middle of a King Kong Korona krisis, would you
believe! Funny that! But get this! Just before Finding Derek Boris went down
with c19, his chief advisor Dominic Cummings self-isolated with c19 symptoms!
Which obviously means our Bozza only went and 'caught c19' off Dominic! My
goodness! This King Kong c19 virus REALLY IS contagious!
Front page Boris, front page self-isolates with a front page runny nose and front
page watery eyes. He front page tests c19 positive with the fake c19 test, he is
front page admitted to hospital, is front page transferred to intensive care, he
suffers front page heroic health struggles, is front page released from hospital a
week later, and spends the next two weeks front page recovering at home and
finally on the front page, it was 50-50 for Boris at one point.
And so now, with all of his c19 suffering under his belt, our leader can now speak
and lead us with full King Kong experience! Hopes for a fairer Britain rest with
you, Boris! Funny that! There's no way is there that a call could have been
placed to minor Joab Boris ordering him to fake his c19 illness. No way could
minor Boris be ordered to put Uriah his runny nose and chesty cough into the
thick of the King kong fight and have him 'mown down' on the King Kong high
dependency unit. There's no way that would ever happen, is there!
And the senior West Yorkshire councillor who posted the Boris hospital stay was
a publicity stunt has lost her job of course, and before her apology (which she
knows if she had not issued could have had all manner of 'freak accident'
consequences for her) she said, ‘I just understand politics.’
And from March/April 2020 onwards and guess what! Only the senior UK health
minister Nadine Dorries at the time tests c19 positive! Funny that! And then
fluent liar Matt Hancock tests positive! Funny that too! And then, as if the c19
war cabinet could not become any more decimated and infected, the UK chief
medical advisor Chris Whitty very publicly goes into self-isolation with c-19
symptoms! An extraordinary state of King Kong affairs! And here’s the last updo-date list of UK MPs struck down or feeling unwell with c19 symptoms.
Late March 2020 and German leader Angela Merkel had gone into isolation!
French culture minister Franck Riester also tested positive! Head of Italy’s
democratic party Nicola Zingaretti also tested positive! Spain’s deputy Prime
Minister Carmen Calvo also tested positive! Canadian Prime Minister Trudeau’s
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wife also tested positive! US Vice-President’s PA also tested positive! And
Russian PM Mikhail Mishustin also tested positive! What a lot of positivity out
there all at once!

SAID LITTLE GRETA? I DON'T THINK SO
Top Brexit negotiator and EU chief Michel Barnier also tested positive! And in
his one minute thirty second video to the world telling us how he was coping
with monster Kong (and looking remarkably well on it!), Barnier also shamelessly
promotes his book on climate change. 'I found on the bookshelves behind me
a book I wrote a few years ago...' Michel goes on to tell us that by abiding by the
principles espoused in his book, namely obedience to the state, and unity and
kindness towards one another, we can all come out of the other side of this c19
pandemic together! What a ghastly plug for a ghastly little book! And now I'm
genuinely laughing at the nonsense of it! Watch the video and see if you do not
also find your head shaking in disbelief. It is the ultimate in King Kong parody!
And speaking of climate change, as of mid-April 2020, climate change superstar
Greta Thunberg had gone into self-isolation and was busy telling her 7M-plus
instagram followers from her ‘place of safety’ of the very real threat of monster
Kong and how dangerous it had been for everybody that she'd been walking
around with the Korona virus inside of her without her even knowing it! Little
Greta was a ticking time-bomb asymptomatic karrier! Said little Greta, 'And this
is what makes it so much more dangerous. many (especially young people) might
not notice any symptoms at all, or very mild symptoms. Then they don’t know
they have the virus and can pass it on to people in risk groups.’
Said little Greta? I don't think so.
Her Koronagram post which was
liked by 1,368,726 adoring fans
tells us all we need to know about
who really writes for Greta.
Right, we see little Greta in front
of the world's cameras plus
thousands of adoring, masked
followers who have no idea of the
climate change puppeteering
behind the scenes.
For those who know our God, we need to pray for Greta. She's a little girl who's
been groomed specifically for her role as the face of fake climate change and is
now being trafficked across the world, helplessly caught up in the savage
interests of big business. And yes, the kurrent climate krisis is ENTIRELY FAKE! In
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part 2 of Smoke and Mirrors, we'll see yet again how the occult kings of the earth
have deceitfully manufactured another psycho-monster in the form of King Kong
Klimate which like King Kong Korona, is ruling just about every part of our lives
now. And once again, arch-deceiver Bill Gates is at the heart of it all, directing
little Greta and everybody's TV favourite David 'Davos' Attenborough pumping
his images of crashing ice floes and lonesome polar bears into our front rooms
24/365. It's probably hard for some readers right now to believe climate change
could be yet more fakery, but just you wait! We'll be seeing our city with new
eyes, a city utterly engulfed in fakery and occultism, all of which has combined
to lull us all into virtual sleepwalking mode.

And for those who read the Bible, hasn’t our God already told us clearly His take
on the climate? 'Then the Lord said in His heart, ’I will never again curse the
ground for man’s sake, although the imagination of man’s heart is evil from his
youth; nor will I again destroy every living thing as I have done. While the
earth remains, seed-time and harvest, cold and heat, winter and summer and
day and night shall not cease.’ Gen 8:21-22
The whole world is a stage, it really is! We are surrounded by pantomime and
deceit! And you'd better believe our God wants us understanding the depth of
it all! And visiting these non-tourist areas of the city is going to be of such great
benefit to us for the days ahead. And it's also going to be a huge shock for many,
and I CANNOT WAIT for us to get there, PRAISE GOD!

A SAUCERFUL OF SECRETS IN THE OTHER
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Back to our superstar self-isolating headlines, and in mid-2020 and you’re not
gonna believe this...... only the Queen of England had gone into isolation! Yes,
the richest and most powerful and connected woman in the world (a true king
of the earth and knowing full well what's really going down with c19, as well as
every other blood-curdling inhumanity carried out by her fellow kings) is seen
here staring forlornly out through the window of one of her many magnificent
carriages as she is whisked off to one of her many magnificent castles as she
self-isolates with her Bible in one hand and a saucerful of secrets in the other.
The QE2 and Prince Phillip (since deceased) have had their vaccines says Sky
News in January 2021, although the comments section underneath the video is
far more entertaining. Thanks Teapot Pixie, 'As if anyone with a functioning brain
would believe this', thanks Mark Lanahan, 'I'll have the same one they took
please', and thanks Wilhelm Reich, 'Back in 1988, the Duke brought up overpopulation when speaking to the German news agency Deutsche Press Agentur.
'In the event I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly virus, to
contribute something to solving over-population,' which our Prince Philip really
did say.
And in March 2021, the QE2 urged her loyal subjects to think of others and get
vaccinated, but notice how she chooses her words very carefully as she tells the
zoom room about her own vaccine 'experience'. 'As far as I can make out, it was
quite harmless.' As far as I can make out? What's that supposed to mean? When
you came from being vaccinated, and your significant other asked how it went,
would you say, as far as I can make out, it was quite harmless? What a joke.
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And her zoom chat is filled to the brim with what she doesn't say about what
she really knows about the King Kong vaccine kings. And now in late February
2022, the QE2 has caught 'covid' but showing only mild symptoms. Just as
monster Kong is dying a death, the QE2, the most famous woman in the world
catches Korona, another desperate move by the invisible movers and shakers to
revive the dying embers of the fake Korona krisis. Another joke, smh.
And to all the royalists spitting
feathers at my apparent disloyalty
to the throne, I'd bow to the QE2
except there's a Higher Throne 'in
the way', my friend. And what a
shame the same can't be said for
'the Defender of the Faith'. Above,
we see the head of the Church of
England prior to her coronation
being initiated into an ancient
Druidic order as a 'seer' or holder of
the oracle. Here is the QE2's satanic
ceremony on Pathe News.

HARVEY WENSTON? SORRY, I DON'T KNOW THAT NAME
But as Paul instructs us, 'What concord hath Christ with Belial? Or what part hath
he that believeth with an infidel?' 2Cor6:15 Of course the QE2 knows what's
coming down the pipe in the near future for her loyal subjects. Everything is
spiritual, my friend, EVERYTHING! And the QE2 may well be our longest reigning
monarch, but dissenters one and all would all say they trust the QE2 as far as
they can throw her. Yes, she's given various Christmas messages talking about
Jesus, and many in church universal love our queen but the dissenters don't love
her quite so much because facts don't care about feelings.
And here's the QE2's son Prince Charles, another true king of the earth, selfisolating after meeting with Prince Albert of Monaco who also tested positive,
would you believe! And now Albert's been vaccinated too, so the vaccine must
be safe, royalty is being jabbed by the dozen, smh. Because let's not play games
here, Sir Monaco of Bertie, all dissenters know if you did actually get anywhere
near a syringe, you'll only have been administered the Anthony Hopkins vaccine.
And Hollywood superstar Tom Hanks plus superstar girlfriend went into selfisolation - advising us all through their stratospheric twitter accounts to stay
away from one another - Hollywood eh? What's in a name? Hollywood meaning: magic wand! Good for enchanting and entrancing people, I suppose.
Says pagan practitioner Eva Rosier, 'Hollywood and magic have a historical
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marriage but what is Hollywood? Hollywood was used by the 'druid' magical
practitioner as a wand to focus powerful wishes. Hollywood is built upon a
culture whose foundation is built largely on magic and witchcraft. Mickey Mouse
even holds in his hand a wand and sprays magical stars just before every Disney
movie. So what, some may say, why does this even matter? It matters because
the human race has been under its spell for centuries. Yes, Mother Goose Rhymes
have a history linked back to witchcraft and spell casting. Wait, what is spelling?
Are you a good speller? Hmmmm….'
Are you a good speller Tom? Are you focussing your paymasters' powerful c19
wishes upon us, Tom and all you other fake Korona-tested and fake vaccinated
superstars? And we'll be taking a peek through the Hollywood window too in
part 2 as we climb those city walls, and we'll meet with Tom and a few other
idols too, all helping to build a clearer picture of sinful, rebellious man under
God's gaze. An undercover visit to enchanting Hollywood is a must if we are to
understand the full power of the c19 deception, and for us to stand strong and
equipped in the days ahead. But thank You Lord, You deliver us from evil!
And the dashing Idris Elba told us his c19 diagnosis had a traumatic effect upon
his mental health, and Pink was casting more Korona spells as she tweeted we
need more testing after testing Korona positive herself, and we must stay at
home, but thankfully, Idiris and Pink both recovered from the terrible virus!
Funny that.
And here's Placido Domingo begging fans in his tweets to follow the guidelines.
And Selena Gomez and Harry Styles went into isolation too, with Selena telling
her millions of instagram followers that she’s listening to The Weekend's latest
album ‘After Hours’ whilst safely shut away. And Harry urged everybody on his
instagram page to practice social distancing and stay indoors and with 1,753,972
likes. And oh yes, Harvey Weinstein also tested c19 positive! Who, sorry? Harry
Winston? Harvey Wenston? Sorry, i don’t know that name.
Ohhhhhh, hang on, hang on! Do you
mean H-A-R-V-E-Y W-E-I-N-S-T-E-I-N?
THEE Harvey Weinstein? The Harvey
Weinstein wot the whole wide wide
world has bbeen talking about since I
don't know when? He's just tested King
Kong positive? OMG! Why didn't you
say! And there I was, stupidly thinking
there's something fishy about this c19
pandemic! But if Harvey's tested
positive, then it must all be true!
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And in early October 2020, just so there was no doubt this King Kong c19 virus
is real, Donald and Melania Trump have tested positive! I am undone! Smoke
and Mirrors is utter baloney! Please delete immediately. I'm sorry for wasting
everybody's time.

FIT AND HEALTHY AND DEAD AT 61
It's laughable the number of world celebrities who went into self-isolation across
2020 or who tested positive or who were 'hospitalised' and who are still being
'papped' on the streets dutifully wearing their masks for their paymasters. And
there'll be a thousand more superstars and politicians and kings and queens over
the coming months all adding their names to the King Kong-suffering glitterati
and all adding value to the fake King Kong c19 narrative. See how many
superstars you can add to the list over the coming months. It seems though in
2021 and now in 2022 that c19 celebrity suffering is wearing a bit thin now, there
haven't been any superstars of note for a good while now. Rapper Cardi B did
come out though saying these stars are getting paid to declare a c19 positive
status. I'm sorry Cardi B, I REFUSE TO BELIEVE the kings of the earth would stoop
so low as to instruct these Hollywood pole-dancers to act out their Korona
sufferings on the world stage.
Cardi B is playing a dangerous game with such public statements. Already the
President of Tanzania John Magafuli has died aged 61 in mysterious
circumstances. I can't think what he might have done to have himself bumped
off, other than standing up to the kings of the earth by telling THE WHOLE
WORLD that Tanzania was having nothing to do with the kings' fake c19 tests
because they're worse than useless. Fit and healthy and dead at 61, his death
sending a clear message to all outspoken dissenting politicians.
But strangely, not a single one of these c19-postive royal members or Hollywood
superstars or politicians has died of deadly King Kong. None except legend singer
songwriter John Prine. But what’s the back story to John’s much-hyped c19
death which we’ll never read in Madame Mainstream's account? John who is
one of my favourite singer/songwriters was a heavy smoker for 30 years and had
previously received radiotherapy for lung and throat cancer and had been
suffering serious health complications in July 2019 but Madame Mainstream
decided not to tell you any of this previous medical history. John Prine did NOT
die of c19 complications.
And so yes, Boris 'Joab' Johnson 'contracted c19' and has since ‘recovered’ and
as of mid-June 2020 he was still looking peaky and dishevelled in his weekly
address. Forgive me Boris that I didn't send you best wishes for your 'speedy
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recovery'. Personally speaking, I'm not surprised Boris is always looking so peaky
and gaunt. The guilt will be getting to the man which is why he's not a true king
of the earth. His inner agitation is evident as he stands alongside his coconspirators looking into the camera and delivering his scripted Korona edicts
issued to him from the invisible ones who sit way above him and whose
consciences were seared long ago. Fluent liars Chris Whitty and Sir Patrick
Vallance no less are streets ahead of Boris in that regard. And so too was fluent
liar Matt Hancock who'll probably be back in the fold soon, if he's not already
working behind the scenes in some capacity.
And in February 2022, lying
Boris Johnson finally admitted
that he WAS at a 2020
Downing Street garden party
of 100-plus people while we
were
all
given
strict
instructions
on
limited
gatherings. Right, we see the
government tweet issued on
the day of the Boris garden
party on 20th May 2020. Boris
has apologised but has also
stated he didn't realise it was a
party. At the time of writing in
March 2022, Boris Johnson is
still in post but with strong
calls for him to resign.
From all King Kong dissenters everywhere, there will be strong calls for
everybody to WAKE UP and realise that ALL our politicians EVERYWHERE have
been lying right from the start about fake King Kong, and that lying Boris Johnson
resigning as UK PM will solve nothing. Boris Johnson's 100-plus luciferian garden
party is the very least of it. All governments across the world are adept in the
King Kong lying department. Even Tanzania is flying the King Kong flag now.
//////////-----------------//////////
Celebrity rant over. Thanks for indulging me as my full, and I freely confess, terse
cynicism has been allowed to run free. I feel much better now, haha! I'd like to
acknowledge at this point that for some readers, this journey will have been be
mentally and spiritually draining in places, and certainly, we're in hostile
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territory now, and we've encountered our fair share of evil. And maybe you're
sensing there's no man, no flesh and blood who can rescue us this far up-river.
But I'm also trusting that despite the darkness, you've sensed a certain peace on
our way to the city, and even if you don't know this God, you've felt you're in
Safe Hands?
And we're in sight of those c19 city walls now, and many giants have been put
to the sword, and PRAISE GOD FOR THAT! And as we continue on up-river, I will
continue to cover each subject as succinctly as I can, and trust that all content
remains on point and pertinent. And so this next subject is AN ABSOLUTE MUST!

BASICALLY, WE LOVE OUR LOVE OF SCIENCE
I said earlier how a pandemic of scientism has swept the world and swept
through church universal and that many souls have been struck down by it, so
it's important we talk about our love of science before we move on. The
scientism trap is particularly deceitful, it has many sharp teeth, and if we do not
disarm this one now, we will surely be brought down by it at a later stage.
The general definition of
scientism is an excessive belief
in the power of scientific
knowledge and techniques.
And boy, do we love our
scientific
knowledge
and
techniques! The entire realm of
modern science has so many
magical theories emerging
right now, and our own
excessive belief in the power of
all of this magic means that like
a stick of rock, we have
scientism writ right through us.
Basically, we LOVE our love of science and science so-called, and our innate
deference to all things 'sciency' is the fundamental reason why so many of us
believe what we quite falsely believe today about fake 'infectious' c19. We have
been bedazzled by our science gods, and once again, our God wants all these
false idols removed from His House.
In this next chapter we'll be looking at the extent of scientism in the world and
in the church and we'll be covering such things as ignorant shepherds, shampoo
adverts, scientific qualifications, the quest for immortality, gelignite, designer
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babies and Goliath's javelin! We'll also see how our worship of science so often
comes at the expense of discernment and especially spiritual discernment.
But I wouldn't blame you if you wanted to take a short break right now! I hope
though you're still with me? And we are getting there, my friend, and you can
also see now, there's no way the story of King Kong and the story of us could be
covered on just 6 sides of A4! And my goodness me! We are a long way up-river
now, aren't we!
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SCIENTISM - THE TRUE PANDEMIC
'No matter what you say or write about the
early chapters of Genesis, you are in a lot of
trouble with a lot of people.' Richard Averback
That was another intense chapter
wasn't
it!
But
necessary
nonetheless, and across all of
these varied topics, I really do try
to be as succinct as possible but
I can't tell you what a relief it is to
no longer be worrying about who
might get upset by this content.
So much of what we have valued as 'healthy' and 'clever' and 'wise' and
'scientific' is now being exposed as fake and fraudulent, and all in God's good
timing too! With fake King Kong, the watchmen have the liberty now to express
truths about our world and how the world really works, and particularly how our
education systems work - truths which for the sake of decorum and deference
to the wisdom of this world have been suppressed for too long, and especially
soacross church universal!
And so, while we're here and talking about church, and since we've opened up
the wound, let's dig it ALL out! Let's talk about our scientism and how so many
in the world but particularly how so many in church have been swept away by
it. And again, it's not my fault if anybody's offended as we now spend the next
few minutes looking at the occult scientism rife in the world and across church.
Thanks again Ben Shapiro for your t-shirt Facts Don't Care About Feelings. And
as travel this stretch of river, I can't promise my 'christian niceness' levels will be
maintained.

THE RENEWING OF THE MIND
From aged three upwards but particularly in senior school and university,
alongside the testable, rational, repeatable science we're taught, we are also
indoctrinated in much magical thinking or 'science so-called', and with a great
deal of this magical thinking if we did but know it running contrary to God's Word
but which nevertheless is lauded and applauded in the world and in church.
Our defences against the current tidal wave of scientism and magical thinking
are worn down in surprisingly inoffensive ways. And for me, one of the abstract
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ways we can measure the levels of scientism in a society is the scientific
gobbledygook and 'science terminology' printed on the side of many household
products that surround us now. This gobbledygook is crafted by huge
institutions who want only to sell us their products. And we buy their products
because we buy their gobbledygook! Take the shampoo industry as an example.
I don't love shampoo but I love their adverts! Look! It's colour protecting! Great,
but how does that work? Look, it contains protein enrichment! Again, fantastic!
But how does that work? Look, Johnson and Johnson's latest 'anti-tangle'
formula untangles 75% more knots! Anti-tangle? Really? And what exactly is the
science behind your secret anti-tangle formula? And how was the anti-tangle
control group set up? And how many people were in that control group? And
how exactly does your formula UNTANGLE the tangles? And one set of claims in
particular that had me laughing out loud, but which tipped me into action a shampoo containing earth, air, fire and water plus a special formula designed
to wash each strand of hair INDIVIDUALLY!
And so I called this particular shampoo company to ask for the science that
shows exactly how its shampoo contains earth, air, fire and water (because
that's what inquisitive dissenters do), and to ask exactly how their shampoo
washes each strand of hair individually. The lady on the other end put me on
hold for a couple of minutes, came back and told me this was commercially
sensitive information. Basically, they just made it all up!

And so we can laugh at all of this but the shampoo industry knows exactly what
we want to hear. And it's not like we actually need any of their toxic products
anyway! We buy them purely because we are persuaded by the 'no more
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tangles' pseudo-science that supports it. Shampoo PLC knows EXACTLY how we
operate. She knows we won't question ANY of her science so-called, she knows
her fake 'science' claims ticks all of our boxes and that our affinity to any
particular brand demonstrates only our affinity to scientism. And the size of the
market means we cannot deny fake 'shampoo science' doesn't influence us. The
worldwide shampoo industry in 2020 with all of its 'parabens' and 'repair and
rescue' and 'secret anti-frizz' compounds was worth $88 billion!

YOU'D THINK RATIONAL Q & A HADN'T BEEN INVENTED
Possibly my favourite ever quote from the world of science is from physicist Max
Planck who tells us 'Science progresses funeral by funeral!' What a glorious single
sentence summary of the world of modern science! And it's one that I've made
into a t-shirt which has prompted many discussions on the importance of
understanding how so many of the scientific theories we hold dear are here
today and gone tomorrow, and how much healthier we would all be in body,
mind and spirit if we vetted our hallowed sciences through this lens.
However, all dissenters who find themselves in such discussions can testify to
the cognitive dissonance and the resident evil that can fill a room the instant any
of the prevailing sciences are questioned to any degree. So often, it's the
strength of scientific FEELING in the room and not the strength of scientific fact
that dominates, and particularly when it comes to questioning our hallowed
earth sciences. If anybody even remotely questions evolution and/or the
prevailing heliocentric cosmological model, then boy, do we see the mockery
and the resident evil coming out in spades! You'd think rational Q & A hadn't
been invented!
A good example of how quickly the resident evil can fill a room was highlighted
to me after a church 'kitchen conversation' on cosmology, which I hasten to add
I did not initiate. But once you're known for holding a non-conventional view,
the need to poke the dissenter with the mocking stick is too great for some, and
so a pointless conversation is initiated by somebody not interested in listening.
And so, I drew attention to a New Scientist article admitting our leading
cosmologists don't know if the universe is round or flat. Here in black and white
in a conventional scientific magazine was a contrary view being expressed on
the accepted structure of the cosmos! Shock! Horror! And even more shocking,
the conventional cosmology community was now asking serious questions of its
own existing theories! Double horror and shock! And more shocking still, if the
experts with their deep space telescopes can ask questions amongst themselves
about the shape of the universe, then surely, here in the kitchen, if we claim
we're interested in the subject, then we must be prepared to start asking
searching questions too.
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And you would not believe the sniggering and veiled vitriol that followed in
a room of supposed adults. It was shameful to witness. Better to be doused in
petrol and have lit matches thrown at you than be caught up in the middle of
a modern cosmology 'debate' in the church kitchen. And it wasn't as if anybody
was interested in asking anything about the actual content of the New Scientist
article, what did it say, bullet point it for us, send me the link, etc, etc. No it was
far more basic than that. It was the fact that such an article existed AT ALL that
was the issue, an article that was rocking the komfortable, konformist
kosmology boat, and that somebody had had the audacity to point this out in
what was supposed to be a rational church kitchen conversation on cosmology.
But why round on the messenger? You must realise your beef lays with our
hallowed cosmology scientists and not the guy stood opposite you wanting only
a reasoned conversation. And Mr Angry isn't stupid, either. He knows deep
down that a professional cosmology community now asking questions of itself
has Mr Angry falling on his own sword if he doesn't start doing the same. And
it's this same cosmology community now divided that taught you and I and
everybody else in the kitchen 'all we know' about the Heavens and the earth.
And the same cosmology community that taught our teachers' teachers and
teachers' teachers' teachers before them too. But no, none of that was
acknowledged. Once again it was the gentle 'christian chiding' and 'just under
the surface anger' that held sway in the room. Ugh!

I'M CONFIDENT MAX PLANCK TRUMPS ANY ONE OF US
In a similar vein, pictured right is Jacob
Bronowski's BBC box set epic The Ascent of Man
- a made for TV 13 part series broadcast in 1973
and commissioned by staunch evolutionist and
then BBC2 controller David Attenborough.
Bronowski's observation on the world of science
and scientists says it all. 'No science is immune to
the infection of politics and the corruption of
power.' And with the topics covered so far in
Smoke and Mirrors, we know exactly the point
Bronowski is making here. However, in stating
this truth about his own profession, he also
inadvertently undoes almost the entire content
of The Ascent of Man which is laden with
evolutionary 'science' and politics, and with all his
evolutionary 'facts and figures drawn from the
very science and scientists he is decrying!
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So, if any rational discourse is going to take place on any subject matter that
relies upon the prevailing scientific wisdom of the day to keep its head above
water, there are a great many people out there and particularly across church
universal who need to stop with their mockery and mis-appropriated anger and
learn how to engage in adult conversation. I repeat those famous five words of
theoretical physicist Max Planck, 'Science progresses funeral by funeral!'
A bombshell on the FALLIBILITY of science delivered by a member of the Royal
Society, founder of quantum mechanics, Nobel prize winner plus a list of
SCIENTIFIC awards as long as your arm. And so if we're going to use scientific
qualifications as the scoring system in any debate, I'm confident Max Planck
trumps any one of us stood in the kitchen!

TRUTH DOESN'T NEED TO MEAN TRUTH ANYMORE
And then there's the loose language so often used in scientific papers and
articles which when studied more closely, you realise that nothing of any value
has been said, but what has been said sounds absolutely marvellous and very,
very scientific, so it must all be true! And so, staying with cosmology for the
minute, and not in any way to labour the subject, I came across a conventional
cosmology article on Einstein and Newton that illustrates this point so well.
Firstly did you know that Einstein and Newton's ideas on the construct of the
universe are also beginning to crumble? The universe we think we inhabit might
not be as we imagine at all! This is what our experts are beginning to hint at,
anyway. Again though, these disagreements are taking place well below the
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parapet for now, but the rumblings of cosmological change have begun. And
may God clothe you in His finest armour if ever you find yourself in the middle
of such a discussion in the kitchen, hahaha!
But even as Einstein and Newton are being revisited, the lack of rationale in
these supposed scientific papers is astounding! And the frightening thing is,
these authors don't appear to recognise the irrationality of their content either!
Just as we noted down at Virology Inc., post-modern think reigns supreme over
at Kosmology Inc., too! Truth doesn't need to be true any more, it just needs to
appear as truth, and for us consumers 'consuming' this 'science editorial', we
don't appear to be that bothered by the poor quality of it either. The following
'scientific' article on Einstein and Newton is a good illustration of what I mean.

NOT MY WORDS, CAROL. THE WORDS OF TOP GEAR MAGAZINE
Here is the opening sentence to an article entitled 'Newton Was Wrong. So Was
Einstein. And That's OK...', 'Our best, most current, most accurate, and most
predictive theories are not fundamentally true.' So, that's actually a good start.
Here's an honest, up-front admission on the current state of play in the world of
modern cosmology. But whether we can agree with the author and actually say
it's OK that Newton and Einstein were wrong is another matter entirely! They
were both fundamentally wrong, but that's OK? Noo, it's not OK AT ALL! You
would hardly say to a double amputee you've lost an arm and a leg but that's
OK. But let's re-read that opening sentence, 'Our best, most current, most
accurate, and most predictive theories are not fundamentally true.'
Please let this sink in. Everything we think we know about the construct of the
universe and the maths supporting it - our experts are now telling us is all up for
re-appraisal! And this in their own words, my friend, not mine. As Alan Partridge
famously said of the Renault Megane to ex-wife Carol, 'With a mere 90 brakehorse-power available, progress is too leisurely to be called fast, but on the
motorway in 5th gear the Megane’s slow pace really becomes a pain. Uphill runs
become power-sappingly mundane, while overtaking National Express coaches
can become a long, drawn-out affair.' Not my words, Carol. The words of Top
Gear magazine. Hello?' Go to 16:35 for Alan's original rendition, it's priceless!
In their own equivalent of Top Gear magazine, cosmologists are saying that
everything once again is up for debate! And then, a little further on in the
Newton Einstein article we read, 'Though both Einstein’s and Newton’s equations
are wrong at a fundamental level, the fact of the matter is that they’re still
exceedingly useful. They’re still excellent approximations for reality and make
impressively accurate predictions, within certain bounds.'
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I'M SORRY? WHAT DID YOU JUST SAY?
What a travesty of a paragraph! Let's read it again. 'Though both Einstein’s and
Newton’s equations are wrong at a fundamental level, the fact of the matter is
that they’re still exceedingly useful. They’re still excellent approximations for
reality and make impressively accurate predictions, within certain bounds.'
Yes, 37 words have been strung
together to form a two sentence
paragraph, but to the rational
thinker, there is so much that's
wrong here. Firstly, how can
ANYTHING
described
as
fundamentally wrong, can then,
in the very next breath be
described as exceedingly useful?
And that next line, an approximation of reality? There is no such thing as
approximate reality. Reality is either reality or it is NON-reality. Non-reality meaning: lacking in substance or validity. It is only our lax, post-modernist
thinking that allows us to get away with describing something as approximate
reality and to be satisfied with it, and even worse to not even question it.
And then the last line in the sentence - 'impressively accurate predictions, within
certain bounds' - WHAT ON EARTH IS THAT SUPPOSED TO MEAN? What are
those 'certain bounds'? What if those 'certain bounds' include dispensing with
all sensible methods of deduction? Or crowning a kipper as the king of England?
Or marrying an electricty meter? The prediction is impressively accurate
providing I believe my Nissan Qashqai is made out of cornflakes.
Whatever I've said so far in Smoke and Mirrors about greatest ever oxymorons
(I think 'safe vaccine' was the last example), I take them all back. This single
'scientific' sentence eclipses them all! Impressively accurate, within certain
bounds. Can we not see how this 'non-rigid' thinking can only ever lead us astray
in the end? Yet, this style of thinking and writing is RIFE across the sciences.

CAN YOU IMAGINE THE KERFUFFLE
And so, how long before we read in the science obituaries, it is with great
sorrow, we announce the passing of the great cosmological theories put forward
by Professors Mai Tee Churr and U Fillin da Nayme. We especially remember
these men for their predictive theories on life, the universe and everything,
which although were fundamentally untrue, they were nevertheless taught in
schools and universities across the world and are still incredibly useful today.
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And it is this current climate of
magnificent-sounding pseudo-scientific
claptrap that allows Nobel Prize winner
Professor Woolly to tell enraptured
audiences the world over, 'Now, to all
who have read my thesis on objectivity,
I am aware it can be read in different
ways and that we cannot objectively
come to any conclusion on the meaning
of the word objectivity.
But right or wrong or anywhere in between, the exact outcome doesn't matter.
Once we understand that everything is relative, we no longer need to strive for
exactness or definitive outcomes. Objectivity is in the eye of the beholder.'
Hurrah! Hurrah! A standing ovation for Professor Woolley's all-encompassing
twaddle! You can be sure though Professor Woolly will have used the exact
email address to send over his exact bank account number and sort code to have
his exact £1M prize money paid in. Can you imagine the kerfuffle if Professor
Woolly's £1M was paid in to 'a relatively similar' account?
Says the cashier to Professor Woolly at the Bank of
Not Fundamentally True, 'We are aware your
account number ends in 719 Professor Woolley, and
that we changed it to 793, but 793 works well for
us. All of us here at BNFT believe 793 is an excellent
approximation of 719. I've always been
a
huge fan of your work, Professor Woolley, and
I must say, I'm struggling to understand this sudden
turnaround. As far as BNFT is concerned, the money
is in the right account, but 'within certain bounds'.
And so, the bank having applied Professor Woolly's
woolly logic to his payout, and paying his £1M into
a relatively similar account, woolly Professor
Woolley didn't have a leg to stand on.

ALL THE USUAL TIRESOME SNIGGERINGS
And so we reach Professor Woolly's £1M point of tension in his ridiculous postmodernist philosophy. Professor Woolly has been confronted with the reality
that outcomes do matter! And when broken down in these terms, so much of
what we accept as rational science and rational scientific discourse leads to the
same philosophical dead end. But let the dissenter introduce the idea our lazy
post-modernist language and thinking is influencing us today, and the same dark
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storm clouds soon gather in the kitchen. And it will be the dissenter's fault for
'starting' it all! It always is blamed on the dissenter, hahaha! And this is no
persecution complex coming to the fore, my friend. Ask any dissenter, hahaha!

And so, thank you again Lord, dissenters aren't worried about any popularity
contest, and that all of this will iron out in the Great Wash! And thank You again
Lord for our foreheads of flint that You have given us because You warned us in
advance You wouldn't be sending us to a people of foreign language but to
a people of our own tongue. And so, in part 2 of Smoke and Mirrors, after a few
more giants have had their entrails spilled out, we'll return to cosmology
because I'm believing by the time we get there, we'll be able to have a fruitful
conversation about what the Bible has to say about the construct of God's
Heavens and the earth, as well as what our governments are secretly hiding from
us about God's true creation. And we'll be able to have that conversation
without all the usual sniggerings and resident evil, at long last, PRAISE GOD!
And yes, you read right! Our luciferian governments are doing their best to hide
God's true creation from us. Once again my friend, we are being lied to on
a grand scale. And I can say that now, can't I, and and you can't dismiss it, can
you, woohoo! The cosmology we have all been taught at school and university
and in all our popular science programmes is NOTHING AT ALL like the place
where we actually live! The Copernican cosmology lie is the lie of all lies!
Whatever you think think opposite! And all Glory to God for exposing this earth
science fakery and our fake pop scientists promoting this falsity, and all in Your
good timing too, Lord!
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But there are still a few more traps to be sprung on this journey before we can
face the great fake King Kong Kosmology konspiracy full on. And again,
everything included in Smoke and Mirrors is only ever included to highlight the
darkness of our city, and to point us all to Light and Glory of the God Who sits
directly above it, and to the Great Love and Forgiveness He has for ALL who live
down here below Him and under His constant gaze, AMEN!

BRINGING US DOWN TO EARTH WITH A BUMP
Shampoo adverts are a light-hearted gauge of the levels of scientism in our
culture. At a deeper level, we've already looked at 'the bug doing the rounds'
and how 'it must be a virus', and we've also looked at some of the scientific
language that sounds so wonderful but means nothing, and so now we will
spend a few minutes examining another saying on everybody's lips which
demonstrates the all-pervasive reach of pseudo-science and scientism in our
culture. Who hasn't at some point said, it's in his genes? We've touched on the
geneticist already but we need to look at this subject at a deeper level now.
Genetics is another 'science' which reigns supreme today, yet everything about
the industry is an offence to our God, and He wants us to understand the deeper
reasons why. And so, Big Genetics is where we're headed now.
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THE GENE GENIE
IT'S OUT THE BOTTLE NOW
'I know not what fatal calamity has invaded the
sciences, for when an error is born with them and
with the lapse of time becomes as it were fixed,
those who profess the science will not suffer its
withdrawal. 'Jean Rey, Dr of Medicine 1630s
So, what I think you're saying here Jean is that IPS and entenched scientific error
was alive and well, even back then? What a surprise..not.
The geneticist tells us his calling is
the study of the fundamental
building blocks of life which make
a human human. The sequencing
of the genetic map of man is
called the Human Genome
Project and was completed to
much adulation in 2000.
Simplified, says the geneticist, we are made up of matter called deoxyribonucleic acid or DNA, and our genes are little packets of material existing within
this DNA which carry encoded information from one generation to the next.
Thanks to the Human Genome Project, we know exactly how we are made now,
says the geneticist, says modern science, says the genius of man.
Bringing us down to earth with a bump, The Statesman science correspondent,
Ziauddin Sardar says of genetics, 'Stephen Hawking announced we are ready to
'peep into the mind of God'. The Nobel prize-winning physicist Leon Lederman
tells us we are very close to discovering the ultimate elementary particle - 'the
God particle' - which orchestrates the cosmic symphony. This discovery will
reduce the laws of physics to a single equation that could be printed on a t-shirt.
Soon the human genome will be number crunched, and from conception to
death, the biochemistry of everything we are will be stored in the computer. We
are thus very near to a grand synthesis, a theory of everything. This triumphalist
picture reveals more about our ignorance than what we have learnt.'
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ONE MORE GOLDEN BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY FOR THE KINGS
Hear, hear, Ziauddin! The fact that nothing useful EVER comes out of these
genetics labs is never mentioned in ANY of the mainstream articles on the
subject. All we hear is how great it's all going to be for us in the future providing
we continue funding genetics research. Tomorrow we'll cure cancer, tomorrow
we'll cure diabetes, tomorrow we'll cure Huntingdon's disease, tomorrow,
tomorrow, tomorrow! And few will be aware that just like the mythical virus, no
scientist has ever isolated an actual gene or a chromosome or any strand of DNA.
Type 'gene' and DNA into gootube images and immediately we're transported
into the same cgi wonderland filled with neon pinks and blues, the same
geometric spirals and glowing golf balls with little pylons sticking out of them
plus myriad links to pages that promise us a golden genetics future, but with
NONE of this imagery representing ANYTHING that has EVER actually been
isolated in real life or can be proven to exist.
Right, we see more glowing cgi
showing the hallowed double helix,
venerated by those who have not yet
seen beyond the cgi veil. This image is
taken from an article suggesting the
King Kong Korona virus could
integrate into our DNA. Should we be
worried?
Not really, yawn, yawn. As we'll discover, the gene and DNA are just more of the
same 'profane and vain babblings, and oppositions of science falsely so called.'
And oppositions is exactly the right word
which will be come clear as we continue. Right,
we see a standard issue 2020 student book on
genetics with the standard issue neon pink and
blue front cover. And accompanying the jazzy
colours, inside we read the same 'gene
science' gobbledygook convincing us that here
is another industry worth funding. 'If there are
for instance mutations in the ribosome binding
site that alters recognition of the Shine
Dalgarno sequence, and prevent its
recognition by the 16S rRNA within the
ribosome, then ribosomes will not bind and
initiate translation. If the mRNA is
a polycistronic unit, it may be....' p67.
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The ribosomes won't bind??? Great Scott! But those ribosomes MUST BIND! The
future of man depends on it! At least, that's what we'll have the great unwashed
believe, and so, Lord Tinkering of Genome puts in a call to to Westminster
Playboys requesting approximately £20M to bind those vital ribosomes.
An old school chum from
Public Schools R US and now
in some senior position at
Westminster Playboys picks
up the call, agrees his cut with
Lord Tinkering, rubber stamps
Lord Tinkering's request, and
a week later Lord Tinkering's
cheque arrives minus Sir
Mason of Fortnum's cut.
And so it's business as usual and another public purse rip off down at Big
Genetics, Big Pharma and Big Gov aka Big Cesspit. It's a revolting parade really.

AND ALL OF THIS WOULD SOUND MOST LAUDIBLE
And boy, are we buying into the genetics
jamboree! Big Genetics has drummed
into us to such a degree over the last six
decades that DNA and genes and
chromosomes exist, therefore they
cannot possibly NOT exist! These terms
are integral to our language and everyday
conversations now, inseperable from our
lives. The worldwide gene, DNA and
chromosome market in 2020 was
estimated to be in excess of $20B.
TWENTY THOUSAND MILLION DOLLARS!
And that's a conservative estimate.
Capturing the DNA zeitgeist, right, we see
Dr Willie Blackmon's book The DNA And
Gene Of God. The content has nothing AT
ALL to do with genetics, rather Willie has
chosen a fashionable and intuitively
compelling title because he believes like
evrybody else that DNA is somehow
Godly and at the core of us too.
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But DNA is a million miles from Godly!
When we look at the Genome Map of
man, what we're actually looking at is
a map of how luciferian man thinks
man is constructed, and once again,
all of this 'gene science' is presented
to us as stone cold fact in convincing,
neon-glowing digital format. Right, we
see a glimpse of this digital map.
And with this man-made map of man,
Big Genetics has convinced us now
that her experts can tell us what gene
(or lack of) is triggering what disease.
Any hereditary condition and human
disease, says Big Genetics will almost
certainly have a faulty and/or missing
gene at its root, and finding and then
fixing or editing or deleting said faulty
gene is the key to a disease-free
future, says Big Genetics.
And all of this would sound most laudable if we didn't already know the
mercenary spirit at the heart of the medicine industry. Once again, by her usual
deceitful means, the Big Genetics arm of Big Pharma is taking our money hand
over fist and our discernment along with it. Again, I'll go with retired GP James
le Fanu, and his refreshing analysis of the genetics 'industry' which bears
repeating every 15 minutes as far as I'm concerned. 'The information that is
locked away in each and every cell is of such inscrutable complexity as to defy
imagination. This is just one illustration of a recurring feature in genetic research
- the yawning gap between the key to a golden future and the reality that in
practical terms its benefits are scarcely detectable. It would be to over-estimate
considerably the collective intelligence of scientists to suggest they have even
the vaguest idea of how this information begins to translate into 'who we are'.
And because I can't help myself, please continue James! 'Geneticists must insist
that what they are doing is important to guarantee the continuous flow of
research funds. They endorse the image of the ‘blueprint’ because their claim to
holding the key to deciphering this blueprint elevates their role in society to that
of the shaman - the possessor of arcane knowledge that no-one else can
understand. The reality is more prosaic. ‘The DNA sequence of human
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chromosome 22’ is an extremely tedious document whose claims to profundity
are unwarranted.'
Genetics theory is bunkum. In terms of grandiosity, it's a couple of step up from
virus theory. In terms of fakery it's level pegging. Type in just about every human
behaviour and/or disease into gootube and Big Genetics will tell you a gene has
been discovered or is waiting to be discovered that would cure and save us from
said condition. And so, as we deconstruct Big Genetics now, can the man
enthralled by the gene genie keep his head and restrain the resident evil?
And if you find you can't keep your resident evil under control, don't worry, it's
not your fault! You can blame your anger on the HTR2B gene. According to a UK
Guardian article from 2015, this anger gene which becomes more expressive
under the influence of alcohol apparently (smh) has only been isolated in
Finland so far. Says the ridiculous but serious Guardian story, 'A genetic
mutation that makes people more impulsive when they consume alcohol may
explain why some are more prone to drink driving, impulsive sex and random
acts of violence.' Stupid me! There I was thinking it was the Jack Daniels!

PROGRAMMED TO EAT MORE AND MOVE LESS
And if you're actually feeling violent towards me, again, that's not your fault,
because the next step up from the HTR2B anger gene is the MAOA violence gene
which is also linked to anti-social behaviour. Says the Jackson Laboratory:
'Monoamine oxidase A (MAO-A) is an enzyme that normally functions in
neuronal mitochondria by breaking down several key neuro-transmitters:
serotonin, dopamine and norepinephrine which are important in aggression,
emotion and cognition (Figure 1). The MAOA gene - located in the X
chromosome- is also known as the warrior gene, since abnormal versions of the
gene often result in aggressive behaviors.'
Wow! There's a science behind my
strangling sprees! I'll take
Lord Tinkering along to my next
court hearing! Right, and I kid you
not, we see an image being used in
a 'science' article called 'The
MAOA Warrior Gene And Violence'
that would have us believe
a geneticist can remove the
supposed violent, anti-social gene
from our strands of DNA.
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If you're overweight, there's now an obesity gene. Above, we see the glowing
cgi CEP19. Says the UK Daily Mail Online, '90% of obese people could have
a mutation that means they're programmed to eat more and move less.
Researchers compared the DNA sequence of affected and unaffected family
members, and found that those affected had an abnormal copy of the CEP19
gene, which codes for a protein present in many body tissues.'
Programmed to eat more and move less? The perfect genetic excuse to keep on
gorging, hahaha! Above, we see the neon pink and blue culprit behind your
midnight visits to the fridge. Here's a standard gene genie paragraph explaining
the 'science' of obesity, 'Our RABL2B antibody exhibited high background
staining, and since GFP-RABL2B equivalently localized to the mother centriole, it
was used for the subsequent localization studies. In RPE cells, ciliation is
exquisitely dependent on serum withdrawal. Examination of localization of these
four proteins in RPE cells revealed that CEP19 and RABL2B are recruited to the
centriole upon serum withdrawal, with RABL2B showing the most dramatic,
switch-like serum dependence (Figure 2a).'
But just as there is no fear of
fake King Kong where there
are no mainstream media
stations, neither is there an
obesity problem where
there are no fatty fast food
stations.
The
hawkish
promotion of the fake
obesity
gene
would
disappear overnight if a no
entry sign was put across
our
double
sausage
McMuffin, large fries and
Fanta drive-thrus.
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And those rare medical obesity conditions
aside, it is our sugar dependence rather than
'RABL2B serum dependence' that explains
our wobbly waistlines. But there'd be no
money for Big Pharma in that simple
diagnosis. And I'm still reeling from the Daily
Mail article telling us fatter ones it's not our
fault our jeans don't fit, we're preprogrammed to eat more and move less!
If you don't think you're beautiful enough and you're worried you might 'infect'
your progeny with your ugliness, you can pay to have an expert tinker with your
'beauty gene'. Says Health Line, 'In a study published this month in PLOS
Genetics, lead author Qiongshi Lu, assistant professor in the department of
statistics at University of Wisconsin-Madison, and his colleagues used
attractiveness scores to locate and identify several genes correlated to facial
attractiveness in 4,383 individuals.'
Find me that gene, whatever the cost, say the
millions of self-obsessed selfie junkies now
fixated on outer appearances and instagram
'likes' - children of God who are beautiful in
His Eyes already and who need no further
beautification! If you fancy a break from the
gene for a few minutes, here's
a superb
3 minute music video vividly portraying the
story of us and our pocket technology and the
dark places we've allowed it to take us. Please
let's not blame our mobile phones.
Continuing in our quest for genetic perfection, and the Francis Crick Institute
which we have already seen is aggressively marketing the Down's Syndrome
'gene defect' test with all of its attached horrors is also telling us designer babies
are on the way. Better looks, better physique, better temperament, higher
intelligence, choice of sex, choice of eye colour, hair colour, skin colour - these
are the tick boxes in the new and shiny Baby 2.0 brochure.
If your preference is for the same sex, there's a gene that drives your choice. In
1993, molecular biologist Dean Hamer at the US National Cancer Institute
announced the homosexuality gene which led to the following UK Daily Mail
article, 'Isolation of the genes means it could soon be possible to predict whether
a baby will be gay and give the mother the option of an abortion.'
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Whatever your prejuduces at the time, the
ramifications for Dean's 'discovery' of 'the
gay gene' as it became known already
didn't bear thinking about. And I say
'discovery',
because soon after, it
surfaced that not only had Dean not
offered any of his 'work' for peer review
(not that this would have made any
difference given the entire genetics
industry is fraudulent) but also that he
himself is homosexual.
Right, we see Dean with husband Joe
Wilson, an award-winning film-maker and
producer of various LGBT and transgender
documentaries. Now, regardless of the
research being carried out, having
a personal interest in and/or leanings
towards the outcome of that research,
plus not submitting your findings for
independent review - all of this is
a complete no-no, and homosexual Dean
Hamer leading an independent one-off
homosexual gene study was always going
to invite all manner of bias and abuse.
And it did. Dean's gay gene plus supporting book The Science Of Desire was
almost universally debunked by fellow scientists at the time, and the whole idea
was also vilified by the political arm of the homosexual community incensed
their sexual preferences were being viewed as a genetic aberration that could
be 'corrected in the lab' as opposed to their sexuality being a lifestyle choice.
Dean's gay gene died almost
as soon as it appeared but
because we don't ever read
the industry smallprint, we
won't be aware the gay gene
has died a hundred more
deaths since then. First to
print is what get imprinted,
and for the 99%, the gay
gene exists.
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As Scientific American magazine rightly notes, 'The media and the public
collectively exclaim, 'Gee whiz!' Follow-up studies that fail to corroborate the
initial claim receive much less or no attention, leaving the public with the
mistaken impression the initial report was accurate - and, more broadly, that
genes determine who we are.'
Dean's gay gene briefly came to life again in 2014 in the shape of Xq28 before
receiving another serious head shot from the medical press in 2020 telling us no
single gene, or even small set of genes has any strong influence on
homosexuality. But just as Arnie told us, 'I'll be back', it won't ever be long
before the gay gene resurfaces. And predictably, in under a year, it has done,
according to this 2021 Nature article.

IF YOU WANT TO LIVE FOR EVER, THERE IS HOPE!
If you're a sexual predator, don't be too hard on yourself, it's just your predatory
gene. Says a group of Swedish geneticists: 'Statistical modelling of the overall
liability to sexual aggression based on the strength and pattern of familial
aggregation suggested that genetic and non-shared environmental factors were
more important than shared environmental influences. Further, genetic effects
tended to be stronger for child molestation than for rape.'
And if your predatory bent is children, it's looking likely there's a pedophile
gene. Have my attorney look into this, says an elite pedophile list as long as your
arm. Identify that gene and I'll be acquitted!
If you want to live for ever, there is hope! The 'reverse ageing' and 'immortality'
gene was first suggested at the annual meeting of the American Association for
Cell Biology in January 1998. Said the report, 'The team doesn't know exactly
how the new gene, called MORF4, works, but its structure suggests that it makes
a transcription factor, a protein that controls the activity of other genes. The
hope is that it will be possible to track down those genes, shedding light on both
the cellular causes of immortality and its opposite number, senescence and
aging' [senescence - deterioration], and the immortality genies haven't
stopped researching immortality since!
In 2019 however, the immortality gene MORF4 inexplicably died, only to be
superseded by the Sirtuin6 gene! Say its 'discoverers', 'Sirtuin 6 is responsible for
more efficient DNA repair in species with longer lifespans. The research
illuminates new targets for anti-aging interventions and could help prevent agerelated diseases.' And did you see those three little words 'could help prevent'
ever so casually slipped in to the editorial? And in 2020, the following 'scientific
report' told us maybe a man's sperm holds the key to a genetic eternity!
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Right, we see the mythical 'eternity gene'
hidden away in some cgi Christmas ribbon.
More gene genie genius and magical
mapping promising us a golden future,
deceiving the masses and ensuring the
continued funding of these charlatans.
Charlatan - meaning: a person falsely
claiming to have a special knowledge or
skill, especially in medicine.

THROUGHOUT HIS LUCRATIVE ITINERARY
God has told us quite clearly we have a definite earthly expiry date and then we
meet Him to receive our rewards and Just Judgment. But we're not falling for all
that Bible twaddle, we say to one another down in the lab, we've got our brains
and our sciences and our Genome Map to guide us now. We're invincible!
If we could step back from the neon fray and look at ourselves through the lens
of history, we'd see again there's nothing new under the sun and our belief we
can perfect ourselves and even eventually solve even the 'dying issue' shows us
only that we're still believing the age-old lie first told us in the Garden. Said
lucifer to Eve, 'You will not surely die. For God knows in the day you eat of it your
eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.' So when
the woman saw that the tree was good for food, that it was pleasant to the eyes,
and a tree desirable to make one wise, she took of its fruit and ate. She also gave
to her husband with her, and he ate.' Gen3:4-6.
Our dreams of attaining human perfection and eternal life via our 21st century
magical sciences mirrors the efforts of ALL alchemists down through the ages to
isolate and bottle the fifth essence, the 'quintessential matter', the vital force,
the Ultimate Spiritual Secret which alchemists believe permeates all life and
holds the universe together. Discovering this fifth essence, bottling it and then
selling it has been the alchemist's dream since the beginning of recorded history.
This Aqua Vitae, says the alchemist, is the assured cure for all diseases and
grants eternal life to all who drink of it!
In the late 1770s, at aged 60 but looking 25 years younger, the Count de St
Germaine had a roguish flash of inspiration. Inventing his own elixir of life
(another to add to history’s long list), the Count hired a horse and carriage and
an accomplice in the guise of a man-servant. Dressing himself in the finest
clothes, the Count travelled Europe with his wondrous eternal life elixirs
claiming to be 2,000 years old.
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Throughout his lucrative itinerary, jewel-encrusted
audiences would sit enthralled as the Count r(right)
relived conversations he’d had with the rich and
famous down through history, such as Hannibal,
Alfred the Great and Nero. His fanciful narrative
would be interrupted only as he paused to take one
or two sips from an ornate hip-flask containing his
sparkling elixir, available at five shillings a bottle and
three for ten. There was of course the usual rush to
the 'product table' at the end of his show.
In the UK, astrologer and
mesmerist Dr Ebenezer Sibley
had a similar thriving business
selling his Reanimating Solar
Tincture - a product he
guaranteed would ‘restore life in
the event of sudden death’. Gun
shot wounds, stab wounds,
suicide, you name it, providing
his tincture was applied
immediately after the trauma
and 'providing the patient's
organs and juices are in a fit
disposition for it', Dr Ebenezer's
medicine would work every
time! Right, we see Dr Ebenezer
'mesmerising' an ailing patient.
Right, we see one of a 1001 modern-day
equivalents of the Count's 'medicines',
the Quintessenza di Canfora, a single
drop
guaranteeing cardiac and
cardiokinetic stability and restoring
breathing to normal, hahaha!
Below is an eternal life recipe from the
19th century discovered after excavation
work in New York, and now being
recreated for those interested. 'Elixir of
Long Life: aloes - 13 grams, rhubarb - 2.3
grams, gentian - 2.3 grams, zedoary
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(white turmeric) - 2.3 grams, Spanish saffron - 2.3 grams, water - 4 ounces, grain
alcohol (vodka, gin) - 12 ounces. Squeeze out the liquid from the aloe and set
aside. Crush the rhubarb, gentian, zedoary and Spanish saffron (for a modern
twist, use a blender for this part), and mix them with the aloe liquid, water and
alcohol. Let the mixture sit for three days, shaking frequently. Then filter it using
a cheesecloth or coffee filter, and serve. Be careful with the liquid - the saffron
can dye your hands or other kitchen items.'

Above, we see one of many 21st century equivalents of the Count de St
Germaine, geneticist Konstantin Severinov chairing the July 2021 Human
Genomics conference in Sochi, Russia. Like the Count, Konstantin travels the
world with his many breathtaking stories of human improvement through gene
editing, explaining his magical sciences to the same jewel-encrusted audiences
paying through the nose to lap up his secret elixirs and promises. You didn't think
gene science was a poor man's domain, did you?

HAVEN'T YOU HEARD OF THE GOD GENE?
Ultimately, what separates the 'gene scientist' from his more down-to-earth
science-minded peers is his unwavering belief it is man to the exclusion of God
who will 'crack' the secrets to life, the universe and everything. Using our Human
Genome database, says Big Genetics, we will eradicate all disease, design out all
defect and deformity, design in the blue-eyed blonde and create the perfect
deliveroo baby to suit your lifestyle. The perfect baby for perfect mum and dad,
for perfect mum and mum, for perfect dad and dad, and for any other new and
perfect combination out there, as this UK Daily Mirror report tells us, 'Scott was
able to get pregnant because he was born a girl and hadn’t gone the whole hog
with his sex change op. Legally he’s still a woman, which was how he was able
to marry his partner, Tom, who was also born female but who did have a full sex
change.' Try working that one out after a couple of pints! So, we're not wayward
or confused are we! Although cancel culture would have us believe we're wise
in our own minds.
And the crazy thing is that all the while we're looking to these expensive genome
gurus and our magical sciences and body transformers and 1001 other ways to
find contentment and fulfilment in this life, our God offers us the transformed
and fulfilled life we're looking for, right now, and in the body He's given you!
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Plus He offers us eternal life to follow, and all of this FOR FREE! Says our God in
Isaiah, 'Come, all you who are thirsty, come to the waters; and you who have no
money, come, buy and eat! Come, buy wine and milk without money, without
cost. Why spend money on what is not bread, and your labour on what does not
satisfy? Listen, listen to Me, and eat what is good, and your soul will delight in
the richest of fare.' Is55:1-2
Ah, but you see, says the highly-evolved geneticist, you can quote your religious
scripts all day long but it's you believers who are the deceived ones. Your faith
is biological. Haven't you heard of the God gene? And again, it was Dean Hamer
in 2005 who 'discovered' down in his lab that spirituality is genetic. Said Dean,
some people have 'the spirituality gene' and others don't. Similar to Richard
Dawkins' book The God Delusion, Dean's 2004 book The God Gene: How Faith Is
Hard-wired Into Our Genes tells us all we need to know about unrepentant man
and his quest through myriad 'magical sciences' to scrub the earth of every last
vestige of God. All part of the long war against the Creator of Heaven and earth.
Are you beginning to discern the war now? As if Lord Tinkering and his luciferian
cohorts can cancel out our God!

NEW BREAKTHROUGHS AND POTENTIAL CURES
And if the God gene is so strong in you that you feel led to detonate yourself in
the market square, there's a version of the God gene known as the RTPCR
'fundamentalist gene' which is likely influencing your extreme thoughts.
Thankfully though, Big Genetics has discovered this gene can be neutralised by
the FunVax vaccine. Unbelievable, I know, but I kid you not.
In this short video clip from 2005, we see a gene expert explaining to Pentagon
officials exactly how FunVax targets and destroys the RTPCR gene. Since the
video emerged in 2015, the fact checkers have gone to town on this one, telling
us it was likely a leaked scene from a conspiracy film that was never released.
Dear oh dear! Did you watch the video? Says fact checker site Myth Detector,
'The video has been scrupulously studied by various fact-checkers since 2015,
including Snopes, Metabunk and Reuters. The video does not show a real
presentation made in 2005 in the Pentagon - it has most likely been recorded
within an unfinished movie project and there are actors taking part in it.'
Scrupulously studied by Snopes? Hahaha! And part of an unfinished movie? Of
course it's not a leaked scene! The Snopes FunVax debunk is quite possibly the
worst debunk in recorded fact checker history, smh x 1,000.
Every day across Big Genetics there are 'break-throughs' and 'potential' cures
being reported, but always the final results will be announced tomorrow. I have
not been able to find A SINGLE MEDICAL REPORT ANYWHERE crediting so-called
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'gene science' with ANY cure for ANY disease. It's always going to be with us
tomorrow. Search as a dissenter now, search wearing pink, and when you come
across any article trumpeting any kind of genetics success, read between the
lines, read what they're not saying. Stock phrases abound such as 'initial trials
are promising' and 'research offers clues' and 'mouse models predict' and
'a promise and a challenge' etc, etc, ad infinitum. All of which means what
exactly? But it doesn't stop the money rolling in.
And in this whole process, it's as if every behaviour running contrary to God's
Word has some gene associated with it now. Says our God, 'But mark this: there
will be terrible times in the last days. People will be lovers of themselves, lovers
of money, boastful, proud, abusive, disobedient to their parents, ungrateful,
unholy, without love, unforgiving, slanderous, without self-control, brutal, not
lovers of the good, treacherous, rash, conceited, lovers of pleasure rather than
lovers of God, having a form of Godliness but denying its power. Have nothing to
do with such people.' 2Tim3:1-5
But once we see and understand the long
invisible spiritual war being waged against our
God, against us, and the war we're constantly
fighting within ourselves, it stands to reason
that in this war for ownership of your soul that
luciferian men and women of influence would
discover the 'science' that would explain away
and excuse our wayward behaviour, and then,
the cream of the crop, 'discover' the God gene.
You don't need to repent before any God, say our luciferian scientists, you can
erase that one, spirituality is mere biology! And even if there is a God, it's not
your fault if you transgress any higher moral code. How can you be held
accountable for any so-called sin if it was your genes that made you do it! And
instead of using that word sin, how about you compromised your value system?
You know, same as Gwyneth Paltrow and Chris Martin who divorced but decided
to tell their twitter followers they were going through a 'conscious uncoupling'.

THAT GOD-SHAPED HOLE IN YOUR SOUL
And please again, read me right, I'm not judging anybody's personal
circumstances, there's only One Judge, but the Smart Loving site so well
describes the nicer words we choose to try to disguise the uglier words in life,
'Some have suggested 'conscious uncoupling' is just psycho-babble designed to
ease the guilt of divorcing parents, a necessary euphemism because the reality
is too confronting. Divorce, whether it’s a 'good one' or a bad one, is always
painful and tragic for those involved. When there are children involved, the split
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inevitably ruptures their world and permanently undermines their confidence in
the permanency of love. Though they may be deeply loved by both of their
parents, the fact their parents no longer love each other is a soul-wrenching
reality that clever phraseology simply cannot change.'
And likewise with good old-fashioned sin. The word is as up-to-date as ever!
Beware lucifer's age-old silky patter. And as if our Mighty God could ever be
erased! Autonomy and freedom of choice has always been the central plank in
God's Grace shown towards us. He will never force Himself on anybody. And it
is your God-given right to choose to believe that belief in God is genetic and that
sinful behaviour is just biology. But just so long as you're aware there'll be no
geneticist standing alongside you to argue your case on that Day.
But for those of you reading this and wanting to get real with our God and have
that God-shaped hole in your soul filled at last, His Loving Hand is still
outstretched, my friend, and I say, take it while there is still time! Today is your
day for salvation! And in the last chapter of part 1, you'll be given opportunity
to meet with this God if you want to. He's waiting at the door, and He WILL be
calling time soon on this present age.
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ST FRANCIS OF ASSASSINATE
AND OTHERS
'A company of wolves, is better than a company
of wolves in sheep's clothing.' Anthony Liccione
Staying with Big Genetics, we necessarily take a darker turn now because true
darkness is what lays at the bottom of the genetics box and we must shake it
out and run a sword through the genetics giant lest it trap us later. Now given
the Godless science already abounding in the place, you'd think Big Genetics
would have few if any 'men and women of faith' working on the inside, but far
from it. And so it is our geneticists are divided into two camps.
The God-believing geneticist will point to the incredibly complex structure of the
Human Genome Project as evidence for a Creator God and will exclaim, 'Look at
this map! Isn't our God amazing! Look how He has designed us!
TTGAACCTTGGAATTCC etc, etc. Doesn't this science only prove how intricate we
are, and how intricate is our God!'
Conversely, the atheist geneticist will do ANYTHING BUT acknowledge God and
will explain how all of this intricacy is the result of millions of years of evolution,
how it is us who built this Human Genome Map and who determined how life
began, and it is us alone who can 'design out' those genetic traits that taint our
journey to perfection. But whether the geneticist acknowledges God or not,
both camps enthusiastically point to their glowing cgi golf balls and cgi spirals,
all of them utterly lost in the scientism of it all.
And God’s Human Genome dissenters would say the driver behind all of this
'genome tinkering' is two-fold. At a more innocent level, there is the genuine,
God-fearing geneticist peering down his microscope, genuinely believing his
craft is contributing to the good of man. But in order for the christian geneticist
to stay cocooned in the comforting belief he is contributing to the good of
mankind, he does actually know that he cannnot EVER put his mind to
researching the true and bloody history of his craft. Deep down, ALL 'christian
geneticists' know the 'spirit' of genetics is horrifying. and luciferian to the core.
All christian geneticists deep down know that christian + geneticist is another
humungous oxymoron.
The founding fathers and today's major players in Big Genetics hate our God
with frightening zeal, to the point of wishing to slay Him and His creation. And
as we'll see now, they're using their science so-called as their murder weapon.
Everything is spiritual, my friend, EVERYTHING!
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Did you know for instance that in this luciferian quest to create baby 2.0, living
embryos are being 'grown' specifically to be experimented on and then
destroyed in the name of science? If you support Big Genetics, you might want
to carry out the baby body count. Such calculations are not for the faint-hearted.

Evil men and women are knowingly creating' thousands upon thousands of
'human research embryoids' and convincing themselves these living beings are
mere blobs of tissue. In a September 2019 article entitled Scientists Create
A Device That Can Mass-Produce Human Embryoids, Ali Bryanlou, an
embryologist at the Rockefeller University in New York says of this invention.
'It's a major advance in the knowledge of early human development. We're
opening up windows to aspects of development that we have never seen before.
This knowledge is really the Holy Grail of human embryology.'
And up pops the Godless Rockefeller name again. And Ali Bryanlou tells us this
knowledge is the Holy Grail of embryology? I don't think so. There's nothing holy
about any of this. In the same article, Professor Jianping Fu the associate head
of 'Bio-medical Engineering' at Michigan University reminds of the territory
we've now entered. 'I understand there may be people sensitive when you see
you can mass produce organized embryonic structures. People will be concerned.
I understand that. I guess we are pushing the boundary.'
Pushing the boundary? You can translate 'bio-medical engineering' however you
see fit but what we're looking at here is 'a science' that has well and truly crossed
over to the dark side, and all so that we can have the intelligent, socially aware,
healthy, good-looking baby we've always wanted! We'll need more funding of
course, says apollyon the destroyer, and you won't understand much about the
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finer details of our important work, says abaddon the destroyer, but trust me,
whispers lucifer the destroyer, you don't need to know all the ins and outs.
We're on your side. And all of our genetic editing and splicing and deleting is not
just for your good but for the good of everybody!

THE NEXT GLORIOUS ANTHEM
In September 2019, the UK government gave the go-ahead for a £200M gene
Biobank study. Between 2006 and 2010, luciferian Wellcome and MRC spent
£34M collecting blood and saliva samples from over 50,000 people which soon
grew to 500,000 people. The £200M comprised £50M from Wellcome, £50M
from UKRI and £100M split between GSK, AstraZeneca, Johnson and Johnson
and Amgen - none of these organisations caring a jot for the wellbeing of their
fellow man. And actually, just as I've just written those words 'fellow man', that
was a misnomer. In the eyes of these corporations, we're their sworn enemy.
Review their 'medicines' and deliberate poisonings and destructive population
control agendas across the world. They hate us, just as they hate our God! And
they've hated Him since lucifer's fate was pronounced upon him in the Garden.
The 500,000 samples held at Biobank will be overseen by the Wellcome Sanger
Institute. Wellcome - AGAIN! And Margaret Sanger - AGAIN! It was Margaret
Sanger who founded the American Birth Control League and the Birth Control
Movement (later to become the Planned Parenthood Federation) and who saw
birth control, sterilisation and abortion as a means of cultivating 'better racial
elements in our society'. In a private letter to a Dr CJ Gamble, Margaret Sanger
urged Dr Gamble to enlist black physicians to go out into the black communities
to encourage sterilisation and abortion, believing black on black 'consultations'
would achieve a higher uptake. She also advised enlisting the help of church
ministers to smooth out any trouble should word get out that BCM wished to
exterminate the Negro population. And yes, she really does use the word
exterminate. Her letter finishes by reminding Dr Gamble to pray for a Mrs Timme
seriously ill in New York City Hospital. But says our God in Isaiah, 'And when you
spread out your palms, I hide My eyes from you. Although you offer many
prayers, I am not listening. Your hands are filled with blood.' Is1:15
The 500,000 'genetic samples' will be stored at Biobank HQ in oder to design
better medicines for the future, or so Biobank tells us. The following 2 minute
Biobank video introduced by shimmering angel of light Mark Walport gives us
all the sparkly Big Pharma footage we could wish for in a bio-genetics
engineering promo! The video is so glittery and believeable, it's a marvellous
two minutes, featuring appearances from all manner of fully-Rockefeller trained
'physicians' all promising to cure and eradicate every disease known to man ....
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tomorrow. I reckon I'd invest if I was a millionaire and I didn't have a spare 10
minutes to trawl a few sites and uncover the fakery of it all.
Here's the Scientific American again, 'Over the past two decades, gene-whizzers
have discovered 'genes for' high IQ, male homosexuality, religious belief,
gambling, attention-deficit disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, bipolar
disorder, schizophrenia, autism, dyslexia, alcoholism, heroin addiction, sadness,
extroversion, introversion, anxiety, anorexia nervosa, seasonal affective
disorder, violent aggression - you get the picture. So far, not one of these claims
has been consistently confirmed by follow-up studies.

THEY WERE THERE ONLY TO OBSERVE
And so we continue to shake out the darker content from Big Genetics, and Jesus
tells us a bad seed cannot bear good fruit, and how right He is! The founding
father of genetics in the US was James V Neel who established the School of
Genetics in Michigan in 1954. It is his trust money which today helps fund the
previously mentioned Michigan University Genetics Institute. And in his quest to
understand the biological makeup of man, bad seed James Neel and his 'genetics
team' went to South America in the late 1960s to inject 'virgin soil' Venezuelan
Yanomami Indians with a toxic measles vaccine in order to observe their
reactions, an experiment which killed thousands.
This information came to light after a book appeared
in 2002 exposing the whole sordid campaign.
Darkness In El Dorado: How Scientists and Journalists
Devastated the Amazon was written by journalist
Patrick Tierney after Patrick spent 10 years
researching these tribes and the deliterious effects
these 'white western philanthropy' visits were
having on these so-called 'primitive civilisations.'
According to Patrick, James Neel vaccinated the
tribes to record the effects upon the recipients and
to see if those who survived would be able to pass on
protection to their offspring. Said a UK Guardian
report quoting from the book, ... 'the research team
refused to provide any medical assistance to the sick and dying Yanomami, on
explicit orders from Neel. He insisted to his colleagues they were there only to
observe and record the epidemic, and they must stick strictly to their roles as
scientists, and not provide medical help.'
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Above, we see Neel's vaccinator cronies injecting only God knows what into the
bloodstream of a child whose parents will be thinking these 'white crusaders'
and their magic syringes mean only well. A professor Terry Turner of Cornell
University who read the book prior to publication wrote to the American
Anthropological Association in an attempt to prepare AAA for the coming
backlash. Said Turner in his letter, 'In its scale, ramifications, and sheer
criminality and corruption, it is unparalleled in the history of anthropology.'

ONCE AGAIN, EVERYBODY'S BEING 'REALLY, REALLY NICE'
I have read DIED (what an appropriate acronym!) and what it tells us about these
years is beyond shameful. DIED created a storm in the world of genetics when it
was first published, prompting accusations from the industry of sensationalism,
shoddy research, lies and 'that's not how we behave' etc, etc. But this is EXACTLY
how these monsters have ALWAYS behaved, and it's how they're behaving today
as we now all know. And the main reason DIED caused the fuss it did was that
here for the first time was a mainstream publisher detailing what industry
insiders had known had been going on for decades. James Neel is dead and so
too are many of the sources for Patrick Tierney's book, but the evil pattern of
behaviour detailed in DIED only mirrors the evil behaviours already cited in these
pages. Despite the protestaions from Big Genetics, there is no need to doubt the
bare bones of Patrick's book.
Many Big Genetics voices also deny the accusations that James Neel was
a eugenicist, yet here he is chairing an NIH symposium discussing the benefits of
therapeutic abortion for the 'genetically deficient' and supporting (and I quote)
'attempts to alter the population genetically for intellectual and emotional traits
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that vary continuously, or to reverse possibly undesirable effects of differential
fertility. To bring about any substantial change in the next generation would
require a large change in reproductive patterns. To do this by education, by
persuasion, by economic incentives, or by stronger measures would require
social decisions that are not lightly made.'
Once again, everybody's being 'really, really nice' and using lovely, lovely words
at James Neel's Symposium Of Good Standing, 'discussing' and 'weighing up' and
'deliberating' on matters of abortion and sterilisation and population control.
But who the hell do we think we are? And hell is exactly the right word. These
angelic symposiums only ever highlight man's capacity for evil and remind us of
our deeply-ingrained belief that we can to a better job than God, and even that
we are God. Says James Neel elsewhere on the benefits of therapeutic abortion,
'One of the issues arising from time to time has been whether a given probability
of congenital abnormality in a child is an indication to interrupt a pregnancy.
Each time this question has fallen to me, I have been troubled by the near total
absence of guidelines. For present purposes, we will define a possible 'genetic
indication' for terminating a pregnancy as an appreciable possibility that the
unborn child will either at birth or subsequently be found to have a major
abnormality in which genetic factors are of paramount importance. The most
common situation blah blah blah...'
Interrupt a pregnancy? Ahhhh that sounds so much more acceptable than
abortion, doesn't it James. But could you show us a picture of what an
interrupted pregnancy looks like please? I won't post any links or pictures here
myself, my friend, it's just too distressing. May God have mercy on your soul, Big
Genetics, and all who sail in you. Once again, what we are witnessing here is evil
man deciding who lives and who dies, and Neel's secretive 'genetics
experiments' must never be allowed to happen again, we all cried!
Except they've never stopped happening. The exact same murderous WHO/UN/
BMGF vaccination campaigns have been carrying on covertly for decades, and
the untested King Kong Korona vaccine campaign being squirted into the
bloodstream of the whole earth right now IS NO DIFFERENT! Thousands upon
thousands of people have already been seriously injured and thousands have
already died. And as time passes and as more 'boosters' are administered, you
can be certain those thousands will turn into millions. But doncha just love our
love of science!

YOU WILL RECOGNISE THEM BY THEIR FRUITS
The world-famous Cold Spring Harbour Genetics Laboratory in the US is just as
inhumane. The lab rose to fame under James Watson who along with Francis
Crick 'discovered' the hallowed DNA helix. In this short interview on ethics and
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human rights, Watson (right) reveals his
profound luciferian disregard for human
life and his intentions to weed out all
imperfect beings. A few Watson gems
include 'Sperm should be collected from
15 year olds for better children, parents
should be able to choose the sex of their
baby, human rights have f****d us up,
the sanctity of life is a medieval concept,
morality gets in the way of my research.'
And these evils coming DIRECT from the mouth of another of the founding
fathers of the genetics industry and the first director of the Human Genome
Project. In 2007, Watson was stripped of his Cold Spring Harbour accolades after
stating publicly his hopes for Africa were gloomy given the low levels of
intelligence across the continent. Cold Spring Harbour only took this step
because of the potential PR disaster that would follow if it took no action.
Privately, Cold Spring Harbour directors will have been more than familiar with
ALL of Watson's eugenist ideals and racist philosophies in his job interview and
would have been excited at the possibility his racial hygiene aspirations being
realised in the lab. And anybody who denies this is denying the clear history of
US racial hygiene policy and is merely averting his gaze from the obvious true
heart of the genetics industry. Gaze aversion is a horribly infectious disease
down at Big Genetics. It's seems everybody's been struck down with it.
Once again, All geneticists know deep down their laboratories are built on evil
foundations. As Jesus tells us What fellowship does light have with darkness?
What harmony is there between Christ and belial?' 2Cor6:15 belial - meaning:
worthless, wicked, satanic. They know the darkness they will uncover should
they ever take a torch down into the gene genie basement, and so to keep up
the mortgage, and preserve their world view, they choose not to go there.
And on such men as Neel and Watson, Jesus warns us, 'Beware of false prophets
who come to you in sheep’s clothing but inwardly are ravenous wolves. You will
recognize them by their fruits. Are grapes gathered from thorn bushes, or figs
from thistles? So, every healthy tree bears good fruit, but the diseased tree bears
bad fruit. A healthy tree cannot bear bad fruit, nor can a diseased tree bear good
fruit. Every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the
fire. Thus you will recognize them by their fruits.” Matt 7:15-20
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FREE REIGN YET AGAIN TO PREACH ON EVOLUTION
And wolves in sheep's clothing leads us to
senior geneticist and former head of the US
National Institutes for Health Francis Collins
(right) who is right up there in the wolf
rankings. But sadly, because St Francis wears
a tie, smiles a lot and says he's a christian, he's
also right up there in the rankings in the Church
Of Good Standing who holds the man in high,
high esteem. For starters, says COGS, he's had
a long and respected career in the NIH, he was
also head of the Genome Project (where he still
works today), he believes in God, and he's been
leading us through the pandemic! So let's not
hear anything uncharitable about the man,
thank you! He's one of us!
But it's not about being uncharitable, we just need to be acquainted with the
facts. And when when we are, we realise St Francis of Shimmering is a dangerous
man indeed. The fact he has such high ranking in the world and that he's also
told the world he's a christian, this has given another evil and deceiving man free
reign to do and say as he pleases across church universaL. In any TV, radio or
magazine interviews. nobody in The Church Of Good Standing dares to stand up
to the man or any of his twisted theological views. We're interviewing the
former boss of NIH for goodness' sake, says COGS! And he led the Human
Genome Project! This man is way beyond being questioned by us mere mortals!
St Francis of Collins has become the man who everybody points to and says there
is no better example of science and faith in action. But my goodness, how far
from the truth is that! I'll do my best to stay charitable towards the man but it's
going to be hard. We'll start off slowly. Not everybody has been taken in by St
Francis of Assassinate. Says this excellent article on the real Francis Collins,
'Many evangelical leaders, including pastors and professors and pundits, crave
approval of the establishment - and that’s what Francis Collins represented to
them. After all, he was on the cover of Time! He was praised by the secular
media! If they could somehow associate with him, they would no longer be
cultural lepers. As a result, evangelical movers and shakers rushed to promote
Collins, acting more like press agents than moral and spiritual leaders. The result
was the creation and propagation of a mythical Collins, Collins as a wise guide
for how scientists and others can stand for their faith even at the very top of the
scientific establishment.'
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In his 2006 book, The Language of God, St Francis of Science rejects God's six
day creation and intelligent design and instead believes that Adam and Eve came
from a long line of lower-evolved ancestors and were given a soul in the Garden
only because God considered they were now highly evolved enough to receive
one. St Francis also tells us the pursuit of scientific discovery is an opportunity
to worship God. Here is a concise critique of his unmitigated disaster of a book.
Here's St Francis in the studios of UK Premier Radio being given free reign yet
again to preach on evolution uninterrupted, telling listeners why the Book of
Genesis and God's six day creation are unscientific and just plain wrong. And it's
not about closing a man down for saying what he's saying, it's about rationally
challenging a man on what he's just said. But no. St Francis is St Francis! A demigod even, bathed in unapproachable light and a man who must not be
interrupted or asked any awkward questions! Says one comment on the video,
'Thank you Justin for having Francis Collins on the show! It was a great
discussion. It's clear to see Francis has a deep and genuine personal faith in
Christ, which is wonderful in itself, but is also a great reassurance, given his
prominent position in researching the Covid-19 pandemic. I pray his work will be
of great benefit to America and the world, all for the glory of God!'
Firstly, it wasn't a discussion, it was a heresy-filled monologue. And if the
interviewer had dared to interrupt St Francis of Diatribe and question some of
his wilder ideas or if he'd dared to introduce a few of the more controversial
areas of the man's life, we'd be seeing St Francis of Good Standing in a very
different light. So, no offence, but I'll not be joining you in that prayer. And if it's
OK with you, I'll take over the interview now.
St Francis is steeped in fake science. He has an
honorary degree in the subject having led the
Human Genome Project, taking over from St
James Watson of Fake Helix. Said St Francis in
an interview looking back over those 'sacred
genome' years, 'We had now seen the language
that God used to speak us into being.' Right, we
see the cgi pinks and blues and greens and
yellows which St Francis of Genome would have
us believe is the language God used to speak
over us to help us on our evolutionary way. Ugh!
In many ways, St Francis has no option but to reject intelligent design given the
number of embryos he destroys in a day and the amount of human tissue from
aborted babies he uses in a day to pursue his genetic worship of God. Maybe by
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telling himself and us over and over that we evolved from the slime makes it
easier on his conscience as he tears apart the children our God hath made.
In this truly shocking article, the author tells us how St Francis authorised
spending $millions on harvesting body parts from aborted babies right up to full
term for experimentation purposes. He also authorised the funding to research
using baby body parts to create human-mice hybrids. The babies used for those
experiments were 18-20 weeks of gestation, meaning they had heartbeats, brain
waves and could hear sounds and move their limbs and eyes. Baby scalps were
adhered to the bodies of mice. It is beyond despicable.

His very first scandal as head of NIH was giving the go-ahead for a secret
experiment where over the course of several years, approximately 1,300
premature babies were selected and without the parents' knowledge, were
given less oxygen or more oxygen to study whatever outcome. Many children
died as a result of being given too little oxygen, and many were blinded as
a result of being given too much. Those at ground level conducting this
experiment secretly adjusted the oxygen level dials to make the readings appear
normal, so not even the nurses on the ward knew anything was amiss.
Here, we read how St Francis of Infanticide gave the go-ahead for experiments
where babies who were still alive were taken from the mother's womb and killed
by having their kidneys cut out. Meanwhile his press and public relations
secretary had just confirmed the last available speaking date to a gushingly
grateful COGS pastor delighted St Francis could squeeze them in.
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MUZAK ST FRANCIS
The inhumanity of the man and his department is beyond horrific. Francis Collins
is a monster, a gleeful agent of lucifer the destroyer, a man directly from hell if
ever there was one, and destined to rot in hell forever unless he repents of his
evil. But no. COGS and Kristian FM won't go near any of this. COGS and Kristian
Korona FM will only play soothing, heroic St Francis, Desert Island Discs St
Francis, bubble-gum muzak St Francis. Non-confronational COGS radio at its
shiniest 'tickets all sold out' best.
And now this agent of satan is being lauded and applauded across the Church Of
Good Standing for his stalwart 'work' in 'the fight against coronavirus'. Ugh!
I need to sit down. Here's St Francis of satan in mid-2021 being interviewed by
Christianity Today on the King Kong Korona krisis and what christians can do 'to
help curb the virus'. And because St Francis of Science is a tip top scientist with
a lovely smile and tie, Christianity Today sent their own tip top representatives
to conduct the interview. Says the opening sentence, 'Timothy Dalrymple,
president and editor in chief of Christianity Today, and Ted Olsen, CT’s executive
editor, spoke recently with Collins about the Delta variant, about vaccine
hesitancy among evangelicals, and how Christians can come alongside
communities that are still crippled by the virus.'
So, immediately, we know where all of
this is headed. St Francis of Death will
be lying through his teeth with
consummate ease with naive, toothless
Christianity Today fawning at the feet of
the dark lord throughout. Another fullon kristian pro-King Kong interview reinforcing the fake infectious virus
narrative and feeding readers with fullon fakery from the off. Ugh!
And this is exactly the place we're taken to in this interview. Another bucketload of luciferian King Kong poison stenching out God's House all over again.
I did tell you I might slip on the christian niceOmeter.
Dalrymple: I understand there is an effort to get more folks vaccinated before
July 4th, and that’s the reason for this conversation. But first, tell us about the
Delta variant.
Collins: This Delta variant, which is the one that decimated the country of India,
is leading to all kinds of terrible tragedies. It has now also taken over in the
United Kingdom, where now they’re wondering whether they can actually open
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up - which they planned to do - because this virus is spreading so rapidly. It seems
also really good at spreading amongst young people, who are often the folks
who haven’t gotten around to getting vaccinated, because they thought maybe
this wasn’t such a threat to them. And this certainly can be a threat.
Dalrymple: I check the Johns Hopkins dashboard every day, and for a long time
there, every state was blue, which indicates that the rates are still falling. Now
I see a couple of states showing pink or red again. Are you starting to see
a breakout of containment in a couple places?
Collins: I think that is unfortunately the case. For a while we could see rates
falling in all 50 states, and boy, was that wonderful to see after what we’ve been
through for the last year and a half. And really only back in January, where there
were hundreds of thousands of new cases every day and thousands of deaths....
So we as citizens of the planet and people who care about our brothers and
sisters, regardless of what country they’re in, we should be doing everything we
can to try to help make sure that vaccines do become as readily available as
possible as soon as possible...
If you’ve been praying for protection for yourself and your family from COVID19, and now these vaccines come along that are safe and effective, it kind of
seems to me like that’s an answer to prayer. It felt that way to me, being part of
the process of getting those developed. Maybe think of it as a gift from God -but
a gift you’ve got to unwrap. Which means roll up your sleeve.'
Dalrymple: Thank you for pointing us toward that. On the international front,
are you concerned that sub-Saharan Africa might be the next India?
I'm sorry guys, but I need to call an
end to this before I cap myself. But if
you're interested in his answer, of
course St Francis of Gates and hades
is concerned about Africa's general
ill health and lack of vaccines. We
wouldn't expect anything else from
a man steeped in evil Big Pharma
population control ideology for the
last four decades or more. And
sadly, looking back over the
interview, evil tennis very evidently
exists in kristianland too.
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THOSE ARE DANGEROUS ACTIVITIES
Every question gently served up by CT to St Francis sets the man up to deliver
blistering returns on every evil aspect of fake King Kong, soaring infection rates,
the importance of the vaccine, deadly variants, trusting the experts and the
golden ticket, the stupidity of vaccine hesitancy. Slithering St Assinine and
fawning CT covered the whole King Kong court. Of course Christianity Today will
have briefed St Francis on the questions they'll be asking beforehand. I'd love to
interview St Francis. I'd tie him to his chair first of course so he couldn't escape.
I'd probably open with the fake Delta variant photos and the fake crisis actors
keeling over in front of camera to fake their fake Delta variant deaths. I'd then
ask St Frightening to expand on his decision to starve premature babies of
oxygen. I'll then quiz him on his baby organ harvesting years and maybe finish
by asking St Murder of Little Ones how he squares all of this evil with the God
he professes to follow.
St Francis of Shimmering has also been advising
church leaders that we shouldn't meet because
King Kong Korona is so terribly infectious. Said St
Francis to thousands of COGS members via the
Washington Post, 'There is a lot of false
information out there on social media to suggest
that maybe this isn’t as bad as it is and maybe
there are no risks going to church or gathering
outside of church. Those are dangerous activities
that might not put you at risk if you’re young and
healthy, but you might pass it to somebody else
who could potentially get very sick or even die.
At this point, faith leaders are in a remarkably
strong position. They have credibility and trust.
They are in position to fully embrace the facts of
the matter, nurture their congregations over
electronic means and discourage people both in
church functions and in non-church functions
from gathering together.'
And if St Francis tells us it's best we don't meet up, says COGS with resounding
fervour, then it's best we don't meet up! Sir Francis of Stratospheric didn't get
to where he is today by chance! He's a health expert and a man of faith! One of
us! And a man ideally placed to advise us in this current crisis. And he quotes
from Scripture! Says St Francis of lucis, 'We all have to be strong and courageous.
I’m very fond of that verse from Joshua 1:9: 'Have I not commanded you? Be
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strong and courageous. Do not be afraid. Do not be discouraged, for the Lord
your God will be with you wherever you go.' That encourages me. And faith
leaders can spread that kind of exaltation around in a way that I think will
encourage others.'
And so another dark angel of light is given the
green light to roam freely across the entire
COGS network. And fancy St Francis of Foetus
using the same Scripture used at the
beginning of Smoke and Mirrors! 'Do not be
afraid of them', says Caleb to the people. Look
at how effortlessly this wolf from the Garden
uses God's Word and twists it for his own evil
purposes. King Kong isn't the real enemy
here, St Francis, YOU ARE! You're one of those
evil giant creatures Caleb tells us we're to be
wary of but not to fear. A deceiving wolf who
has fawned and shimmered and entreatied
his way into the camp to wreak havoc. What
was that quote from A King's Treachery?
‘I was ready to die for you, but I never realized
that it was you who will kill me.’

Above, we see sworn agents of lucifer Bill Gates and Anthony Fauci along with
St Francis of Good Standing in June 2017 discussing 'research opportunities' in
global health - the same year Anthony Fauci told us a virus would surprise us.
Funny, that.
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Be under no illusion, my friend. Along with all the other King Kong konspitrators,
St Francis of Slither will have known for years in advance this c19 plandemic was
coming. As the former head of the US National Institutes for Health and the
direct boss of scheming Anthony Fauci, Francis Darkness Kollins is another out
and out God-hating luciferian who's been at the centre of the fake Korona
plandemic from the start. And one last ghastly quote from ghastly St Slither of
Ghastly Francis, taken from an article entitled Francis Collins: Science Is 'A
Glimpse Of God’s Mind'. 'As a community anchored on the principle of truth, the
church can play a leading role in guiding us out of the pandemic, says the Director
of the National Institutes of Health. 'I have felt over the course of this year and
a half, with so much suffering around us, an effort to try to find answers - and
certainly, as a scientist labouring in those fields, praying that something good
will come from it. Then to see vaccines emerge that were not just pretty good;
they were amazing in terms of their efficacy, 95% protection against the illness,
and a very impressive safety record as well. That seemed like a wonderful
scientific triumph - but also an answer to prayer.'
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LSD AND DNA
THE MISSING LINK?
I wouldn't blame you if you need 10 minutes right now to take a shower to get
clean or go for a run to clear your head, and if you follow our God, maybe also
take a few minutes pray away the satanic slurry and innocent blood. I make NO
APOLOGY for taking us to the dark place our love of science has taken us. There
can be no hiding from the evil we have allowed into the House of God because
of our scientism. And our God wants NOT ONE VILE DROP OF IT in His House. Of
course the Korona pandemonium is all about us. This is OUR CITY! And this is
just a glimpse of the darkness most of us have no idea is going on all around us.
There is not the time here to do a full study of the fake, occult history of Crick
and Watson's fake DNA. I think it can be covered though in four paragraphs.
Tinkering with some string and cardboard in the Cavendish laboratories in
Cambridge in February 1953, Francis Crick and James Watson constructed their
double helix model. After sittting back and admiring their handiwork, they both
rushed round to the Eagle pub just around the corner where Francis Crick
excitedly announced they'd just discovered the secret of life! To much clinking
of glasses, the rest as they say is gene genie DNA history.
THE SECRET OF LIFE! There is nothing new under the sun. Later, Francis Crick
confided that he and other students at Cambridge would often take small
amounts of LSD 'to open up the doorways of their minds' and that it was LSD
that had led Francis to visualise the double helix. Now we're getting there. Says
the following article, 'Despite his establishment image, Crick was a devotee of
novelist Aldous Huxley whose accounts of his experiments with LSD and another
hallucinogen, mescaline, in the short stories The Doors Of Perception and Heaven
And Hell became cult texts for the hippies of the sixties and seventies. In the late
sixties, Crick was a founder member of Soma, a legalise cannabis group named
after the drug in Huxley’s novel Brave New World. He even put his name to
a famous letter to The Times in 1967 calling for a reform in the drugs laws.
Dick Kemp told me he met Francis Crick at Cambridge. Crick had told him that
some Cambridge academics used LSD in tiny amounts as a thinking tool, to
liberate them from preconceptions and let their genius wander freely to new
ideas. Crick told him he had perceived the double-helix shape while on LSD.'
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Another version of the 'discovery' of the DNA
double helix was that the idea was stolen by Crick
and Watson from fellow lab technician Rosalind
Franklin after the pair had seen Rosalind's famous
'photo 51' (right) - a magical x-ray crystallography
image of a double helix apparently. I can't see a
double helix but ho-hum. Rosalind died in 1958
and it was Crick and Watson in 1962 who won the
Nobel Prize for their pile of poop.
Alternatively, a million, million people can get genned up on 'the birth of DNA'
from the unimpeachable Scientific American. 'The place: The Eagle, a genial pub
and favorite luncheon spot for the staff, students and researchers working at the
University of Cambridge's old Cavendish laboratory on nearby Free School Lane.
The date: Februry 28th, 1953, a day when real, honest-to-goodness history was
made. With booming voices and youthful bravado, the odd duo bragged that
they, in the words of Francis Crick, or at least in the memory of James Watson
recalling the words of Francis Crick, 'We have discovered the secret of life.'
Indeed, they had. That very morning, the two men worked out the double helix
structure of deoxyribonucleic acid, better known to every first-grader as DNA.'

SIMPLY ASK THEM HOW IT WORKS
More candyfloss content for little Carol and Jimmy's science homework project.
Now isn't the time to look at the scientific processes involved in catching a villain
using the DNA test, suffice to say, each of is unique by design, each finger print
and saliva and blood and semen sample carries its own identity under the
microscope, NONE of which requires Crick and Watson's stolen, tripped out,
imagined double helix to bring a criminal to justice. Much-hyped DNA testing
has been coming under fire for a number of years now, after increasingly higher
number of false positives are being reported leading to wrongful convictions
and spurious family tree tracings and false paternity tests.
And so how long before we're invited to attend the funeral of electric blue,
electric pink DNA? Not soon enough as far as I'm concerned. The DNA test is
however the test which everybody at the school gate swears by but with no clue
as to its fraudulent hallucinogenically-inspired origins. maybe the next time you
hear anybody expounding on the marvels of DNA testing, just ask them very
simply how it works, haha! And don't let them get away with some pat remark
how it detects DNA. Ask them if they actually know how it works. They won't
know of course. But it is certainly a fashionable test to chat about over breakfast.
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ENOUGH OF YOUR QUITE FRANKLY UNGODLY INTERRUPTIONS
Back to the Church Of Good Standing, and with all of this cgi gene fakery and evil
slithering around just under the surface, it happens that lauded christian
geneticist Dr Nicholas Nicer Still has been invited to present an engaging
overview of his work to COGS - an evening intended to point people towards
God's creation and His Glory. Everybody's looking forward to it and the evening
has the prayer backing of all.
Everybody knows and respects Dr Nicholas, his credentials are impeccable,
Cambridge, then UCL, then ICL. His content draws on the wisdom and lifetime's
work of world-renowned scientist Francis Collins who's also a christian, ONE OF
US! What an evening it promises to be!
In reality of course, the entire
evening is built on neon cgi fakery
and the blood of the innocent.
Nobody hears of James Neel's
treacherous Amazon 'outreach',
nobody is shown st Francis of
Terminator's scarlet crimson slides
of aborted foetuses, baby scalps
sewn onto mice and his deliberately
lowered oxygen levels. Nobody is
told of Francis Crick's evenings spent
high as a kite on lsd and formulating
his double helix.
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Instead, the Church Of Good Standing is treated to the same, old same old
Godless neon pinks and blues, and everybody agrees their evening with Dr
Nicholas was fascinating and brought all Glory to God, which is what it's all
about, isn't it!

Above, we see a presentation agreeing that faith and our pink and blue scientism
can co-exist. And the watchmen on the walls would say our idolising of these
Godless sciences across COGS and all the nice men and women who practice
such arts ABSOLUTELY explains why everybody clapping Dr Nicer Still and similar
church events has also spent the last two years masked and gelled and sitting
the korrect Korona distance from one another, fearful of a non-existent fake
virus and being double and even triple-jabbed against it.
And because this glowing pink and blue science
fiction is SO OFTEN presented in church creation
talks as science fact and used to show how modern
science and the Bible are compatible, who in the
congregations will dare to question Dr Nicholas on
any of his electrifying fake science! And especially
since today's tip top gene scientists have since
found proof of God in our DNA! The God code! And
so, with condescension levels set to warp factor 11,
the dissenter is instructed to show the good grace
to let Dr Nicholas continue. Enough of your quite
frankly unGodly interruptions, says the Church Of
Good Standing! You couldn't meet a nicer man than
Dr Nicholas Nicer Still!
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Not that God's more seasoned dissenters would interrupt Dr Nicer Still in such
a manner, unless overwhelmingly compelled to by our God. And neither is
anybody saying that SENSIBLE science and the Bible cannot co-exist. But imagine
the awkwardness should the dissenter actually stand up mid-presentation and
make it plain to Dr Nicer Still's audience how much our God detests everything
about the gene industry and is heartbroken at the blood of His little children
flooding out these ghastly golden palaces. Can you imagine how that would go
down? Just as we saw earlier how the invisible Korona electric fence out there
is separating us one from another, so we can see the same electric fence
separating the Big Genetics dissenter from Dr Nicer Still and his aghast audience.

WHY HAS IT NOT BEEN PUBLISHED IN A PEER REVIEW JOURNAL?
And over coffee, at the end of the evening, Mr Makepeace (who to his credit
disagrees that 'baby parts' are used 'now and again' in the genetics lab) concedes
that maybe there could have been a call to caution as to where some of this
science is headed, and that perhaps some examples of this could have been
provided. But church is never going to be perfect this side of Eternity, says Mr
Makepeace cheerfully. And God was certainly given all the Glory adds Mr and
Mrs Hovering hovering nearby, and Dr Nicholas certainly read out some lovely
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Scriptures! And so, all things considered, all things being equal, relatively
speaking, at the end of the day, isn't that what it's all about?
Hardly! I agree church is never going to be perfect this side of Eternity, but no
matter how nicely you dress it, Dr Nicer Still's cgi-laden evening is founded on
blood, death, LSD and Godless lies. His glowing DNA overheads plus unfounded
pink and blue woffle was another little pipette dropping a few more sweettasting drops of luciferian poison into God's Pure Holy Spirit Well.
And whilst a face-to-face conversation with Dr Nicholas on the darker end of his
'science' is never going to be as easy as me writing it plain here for him to read
on his own, all those little drops of poison add up. And all things being equal, if
we added up all of the teeny tiny drops of fake luciferian science we've let drip
into God's Pure Well, then relatively speaking and at the end of the day, we've
been tipping bucket loads of luciferian slurry and innocent blood into God's Pure
Well for decades. And it doesn't matter who's offended. Facts don't care about
feelings. GOD DETESTS OUR SCIENTISM!
Moving on from Dr Nicholas and St Francis of Murderville, a church c19 chat
group I was part of for a while included an article posted for our edification
called Christians Must Stop Embracing Pseudo-scientific Claptrap. The author Dr
Mark Surg was calling for rationale and discernment amidst all the King Kong
konfusion. The article was another 'gentle christian chide' for those dissenters
who had 'lost their way' and don't believe the konventional Korona katechism.
This far in to Smoke and Mirrors, as we examine the text, I'll leave you to judge
the worth of Dr Mark's Korona kontribution.
'As a surgeon who spends a large part of his life covered in other people’s bodily
fluids, you would think that I would have developed a fairly strong stomach. Yet
every time I venture onto Twitter or Facebook, I feel a flutter in my stomach that
fills me with dread. Who will be the latest Christian to be endorsing another
pseudo-scientific Covid idea? Invariably it will fit into a relatively simple scheme
of anti-lockdown/anti-mask sentiment which will be backed by 'scientific
evidence' which is usually neither.
One article against masks was written by a mast-cell engineer who doesn’t
believe in the existence of virii. Obviously, masks won’t be of much use to you if
you don’t think the virus exists in the first place! Still it didn’t stop a leading
Christian blogger from sharing it as 'facts and reasoning on masks'.
A non-peer reviewed article on LockdownSceptics is as valuable as some chap
down the pub telling you something. He may be right but whatever he said won't
be as trustworthy as something published in a journal such as Nature or Cell.
Don’t embarrass yourself by demanding that others debunk 'facts' from such
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tainted sources. If it was such great data, then why has it not been published in
a peer-reviewed journal? Can we really expect atheists to take seriously our
arguments for the resurrection if we've been peddling at best poor science and
at worst conspiracy theories?'
Another smug, condescending and utterly deceived 'medical expert' steeped to
the gills in his King Kong scientism. But because he's 'a christian' and because
he's a doctor and because he's known for being 'really, really nice', he's another
'voice of reason' (smh) who will always be listened to over the dissenter. I don't
mind saying, it's condescending people like Dr Mark Surg who push every button
in my body and have me reaching for every sick bucket in the house. And it's not
about harbouring an irrational dislike for the man, but dissenters can discern an
unteachable spirit a mile off! Like the Marsh family rendition Have The New Jab
and St Murder of Francisville, haughty Dr Surg's article represents everything
that's ghastly about ghastly christian King Kong smugness. As Blackadder said of
Baldrick's poem Boom Boom, 'It starts off badly, it tails off towards the middle,
and the least said about the end the better.' Dr Surg's patronising commentary
can be found in full here.

CHRISTIANS SHOULD LISTEN TO SCIENTISTS AND DOCTORS
Even worse if that were possible, Dr Smug then recommends his readers visit
the Biologos site, the brainchild of St Francis of Foetus Collins, and sign the
Francis Collins 'Pandemic Science Declaration'. I include the declaration here to
illustrate the huge gulf that exists between the real world and the evil King Kong
darkness that church universal inhabits:
• we call on all christians to follow the advice of public health experts and
support scientists doing crucial biomedical research on COVID-19
• christians should listen to scientists and doctors when they speak in their
area of expertise, especially when millions of lives are at stake
• when Dr. Fauci, the nation’s leading infectious disease expert, tells us what
scientists have learned about this infectious disease, he should be listened
to
• WEAR MASKS - yes, wearing a mask is uncomfortable and awkward, but
the evidence is clear that masks reduce the chance we will transmit the
disease to others. Mask rules are not experts taking away our freedom,
but an opportunity to follow Jesus’ command to love our neighbours as
ourselves
• GET VACCINATED - get vaccinated against COVID-19 when a safe and
effective vaccine is available and as directed by a physician. Vaccination is
a provision from God that will prevent disease not only for ourselves but
for the most vulnerable among us. Matt25:31-36 [see how easily proud
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and arrogant 'christian' men and women can twist the Bible to suit their
own evil ends. ed]
• we will actively promote accurate scientific and public health information
from trustworthy, consensus sources, and use this information when
making decisions for our families, churches, schools, and workplaces
• we pray for God to sustain biomedical and public health researchers as
they work to develop treatments and a safe and effective vaccine
The entire declaration is from the pit. And finishing with smugness levels
reaching warp factor 1,000, Dr Surg says to his readers, 'If you can’t sign the
declaration, it’s worth wondering which parts of it you take issue with and maybe
asking why.' I don't even know where to begin. Howabout every bit of it!
A reminder again of the meaning of the words ghastly and smug: Ghastly meaning: terrifyingly horrible to the senses, objectionable, frightening. Smug
- meaning: pleased and satisfied with yourself, and having no doubt about the
value of what you know or have done.

A CHRISTIAN NEO-NATAL BRAIN DAMAGE EXPERT IN THE HOUSE!
And I really am doing my best to be gentle with good christian Dr Smug, and
I will calm down, but please tell me I'm not alone in my sweeping nausea as you
read through his 'respected christian medical advice'. Maybe the Marsh Family
Dr Smug could set St Francis of Killville's 'Pandemic Science Declaration' to
music. Maybe call it Doin' The Dark Allegiance. Here's the perfect soundtrack.
And while we're on the subject of 'christian' doctors and 'christian' singers and
'christian' whatevers, Mark Surg, is promoted in church circles as 'the christian
doctor' who understands and can advise us on all things Korona. And because
he's a christian, COGS immediately forgets any background checks on the man.
Noting the 'c' word is all the due diligence COGS needs to carry out before
passing on whatever 'helpful' article from whatever 'respected 'christian'.
Yet, Dr Surg's ghastly Korona safety advice and promotion of the 'Pandemic
Science Declaration' pales into insignificance alongside christian doctor John
Wyatt telling us about the benefits of the King Kong vaccine. We'll be with his
advice in a minute but on his credentials page, Dr John tells us, 'I am a doctor,
author, speaker and research scientist. My background is as a consultant
neonatologist and academic researcher focussing on the mechanisms, treatment
and prevention of brain damage in new born infants. I am now engaged in
addressing new ethical, philosophical and theological challenges caused by
advances in medical science and technology. I am also fascinated by the issues
raised by rapid advances in AI and robotics, and the interface between cuttingedge science and christian faith.'
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And so we see there's no room AT ALL for the unqualified dissenter in the COGS
Korona debate when there's a 'christian' neo-natal brain damage expert in God's
House! Not even a look-in for little David who would have towering Dr John's
Godless Korona advice scythed down in a nanosecond! Yet, out of all of his
towering brothers, God chose insignificant David to be the future king of Israel.
Dr John's vaccine article was featured on the Premier Christianity site, (whatever
premier christianity means, like there's a secondary christianity?) The article is
called Christian Doctor Debunks Vaccine Myths. So, let's immediately strike
'christian' from the title, it doesn't add any weight to the article. If anything, its
inclusion will only make matter worse for church universal when all the dust has
settled and the truth is revealed. Let this be another reminder to us of the value
of due diligence. The article opens with outright lies and goes downhill rapidly
from there. Says Doctor John, 'On 2nd December, the UK Medicines and
Healthcare products Regulatory Authority (MHRA) gave approval for the
Pfizer/BioNtech vaccine to be employed in the UK and since then the OxfordAstraZeneca vaccine has also been approved.'
So, no clarification anywhere in your article that 'approved' actually means an
untested vaccine that has been 'approved' for emergency use only, and is
a vaccine that at the time of your article had already maimed thousands. The
death rates would soon follow. And so what an opportunity for a christian doctor
to tell his readers the truth about the vaccines. But no, instead, you lied outright.
But do please continue, Dr John.
'From a christian perspective we can give thanks that God has given us the
scientific knowledge, the human expertise and motivation and the resources to
undertake this massive enterprise for the good of humankind. There’s little doubt
the entire field of vaccine development has been transformed for good because
of the Covid-19 pandemic.'
Woah, WOAH, DJ! I can hardly hear
you! How do I mute this GCSM alarm?
GCSM - meaning: Ghastly Christian
Smugness Meter. Ahhh, that's better.
We can thank God for the vaccine
science? And we can rest in the
knowledge your Korona efforts are for
the good of mankind? I hardly think so.
But do please continue, Dr John.
'As an example, the Oxford University team is starting clinical testing in Africa of
a promising new malaria vaccine, which has the potential to save literally
hundreds of thousands of children’s lives every year.'
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After less than a minute online, the genuine seeker wearing even the slightest
pink discovers luciferian Wellcome is the principle funding source for the Oxford
University malaria vaccine trials. Says Lynsey Bilsland from Wellcome, ‘Despite
global efforts against malaria, too many lives are still lost to this disease,
especially babies and young children. Vaccines could change this. This is an
extremely promising result showing high efficacy of a safe, low-cost, scalable
vaccine designed to reach the huge numbers of children who are most at risk of
the devastating impact of malaria Whilst further studies are required, this marks
a significant and exciting step for..’

AND THERE'LL NOT BE A MURMUR
Sorry to cut you short, Lynsey, but if we can just get a couple of things straight.
Firstly, and as you well know, Wellcome isn't interested AT ALL in the health of
the little children. You HATE the little children, history clearly shows us you want
them gone from the earth! And secondly, none of your vaccines are EVER safe.
Public records tell us repeatedly Glaxo-Wellcome has maimed and killed
thousands of children and babies annually over the years with her vaccines and
other toxic wares, and she's done this IN YOUR FULL KNOWLEDGE, Lynsey, while
you take your wages from her!
And this latest Oxford
malaria vaccine will only
add to the gruesome infant
death toll. Here's the latest
on the WHO horror malaria
vaccine trials which 'good
christian' Dr John is bigging
up in the Church Of Good
Standing
which
have
already injured and killed
many of its recipients.
Any mention of this in your 'christian' doctor article, DJ? I thought not. But let's
all clap anyway. And Dr John is a christian, and so it's only right he's granted the
same free-roaming passport as St Francis of Foetus, giving him instance access
to all churches everywhere to come and give a resounding talk on malaria and
God and vaccines, but only once we've been give permission by our
governments to meet in larger numbers again, of course.
And there'll not be a murmer of dissent in the congregations as Dr John regails
us with story after electrifying story of Oxford University's 'vaccine successes',
plus accompanying electric pink and blue overheads, and all for the Glory of God.
Delighted to have you with us, Dr John! A stirring evening all round and many
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points for prayer! Uppermost in our prayers, let's hope the Rwandan
government stops with its nonsense about your vaccines posisoning the little
children. May God overturn these dangerous conspiracies.
And I see the Director of the Jenner Institute, Adrian Hill has some positive things
to say about the Oxford University malaria vaccine, 'With the commitment by
our commercial partner, the Serum Institute of India to manufacture at least 200
million doses annually in the coming years, the vaccine has the potential to have
major public health impact if licensure is achieved.’
200M doses annually? And so of course we must expect a major public health
impact on the children, Adrian, but only in a spasming, crippling, maiming, killing
kind of way. Lord, forgive us our vaccine trespasses.
And I see the top funders of the Jenner Institute are Wellcome Trust, the Medical
Research Council UK, the European Commission, the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, St Francis Collins over at the NIH, the International AIDS Vaccine
Initiative, the UK Department of Health and the Gates Malaria Programme based
at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.
All good stuff, Dr John, your Hippocratic Oath to first do no harm is shining
through! And read the footnotes if you want to continue with this simple due
diligence into Dr John's ghastly malaria vaccine.76
And so, please, for anybody who comes across any article signed off by
a 'christian doctor' or 'christian scientist' or 'christian professor' and you decide
to post it as some sort of 'christian of trump card' in the COGS Korona
konversation, can you please refrain from doing so without carrying out your
due diligence first. And shame on you Dr John Wyatt for knowingly withholding
the truth from readers on the NON-APPROVED status of the King Kong vaccine,
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And I see the Oxford University malaria 'outreach program is partnered with the Serum Institute of
India headed up by a Mr Adar Poonawalla. Now, just a guess here, Dr John, and bear with me a second
while I do your job for you, tap, tap, tap, search 'Poonawalla + Bill Gates', and knock me down with a
feather! Out of all the links that appear, we only need to read a couple of paragraphs from this New
York Times article from 23rd November 2020: 'The head of one of the world’s largest vaccine
manufacturers hada problem. Adar Poonawalla, chief executive of the Serum Institute of India, needed
$850 million for everything from glass vials to stainless steel vats so he could begin producing doses of
promising coronavirus vaccines for the world’s poor. Mr Poonawalla calculated that he could risk $300
million of his company’s money but would still be more than a half-billion dollars short. So he looked
to a retired software executive in Seattle. Bill Gates, the Microsoft founder turned philanthropist, had
known Mr Poonawalla for years. Mr Gates had spent billions to help bring vaccines to the developing
world, working closely with pharmaceutical executives to transform the market. In doing so, he became
the most powerful and provocative private player in global health. By the end of their conversation this
summer, Mr Gates had made a promise: BMGF would provide a $150 million guarantee so the Indian
factory could move ahead with production.'
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and shame on you for aligning yourself with the luciferian Wellcome malaria
'outreach' program.
And just to remind the Glaxo Wellcome mafia mob and all associated Big Pharma
cronies, you WILL stand before God for knowingly poisoning and spilling the
blood of His little ones, and you WILL receive your Just Eternal reward unless
you repent of your evil. And amazingly, there is forgiveness for you!
And if the christian reader has been looking
for the 'christian love angle' in me and you've
been reading, and you're thinking you've seen
precious little of it over the last few pages,
then equate my anger to Jesus' anger when He
stormed into God's House and turned over the
tables of the money lenders. At least, I'd like
to think He stormed in. But He certainly
wasted no time in getting to heart of the
matter. 'Then Jesus went into the Temple of
God and drove out all those who bought and
sold in the Temple, and overturned the tables
of the money changers and the seats of those
who sold doves. And He said to them, 'It is
written, ‘My house shall be called a house of
prayer,’ but you have made it a ‘den of
thieves.’ Matt21:12-13 A den of luciferian evil.
And so, thank You Lord for the fresh air that is soon to blow through Your
Church, and not because of any ghastly Korona ventilation policy, but because
You are serving notice on all of our science so-called, WOOHOO! May we be
filled with the same righteous anger and kick it to touch when we see such
harlotry entering Your House again! May we all grow a pair of Holy Dr Martens!

ALL MANNER OF FANTASTICAL CGI PINKS AND BLUES
And so we learn in these pages that science can never be impartial. Science is
fallible because fallible humans drive and manipulate science. Throughout
Smoke and Mirrors, we have read of the toxic, top down environments in place
in laboratories such as Wellcome and UCL and UKRI. The following article in
Nature Magazine from May 2018 surveyed 3,200 scientists and found that 'more
than half of the survey respondents said they felt pressured to get a 'particular
result.' The bosses responded much more positively about their own leadership
skills than did those working under them. Those in junior positions were much
more likely to report it wasn’t clear what was expected of them, that they lacked
communication with their bosses and were encouraged to cut corners.'
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And how about How the Corruption of Modern Science Leads to the Collapse
of Modern Civilisation? These are just two of literally dozens of well-researched
links that detail corruption right across ALL fields of science. And so it's not just
Big Pharma who's corrupt to the core. In many regards, medicine is the least of
the culprits. Big Pharma merely sits under the umbrella of corrupt Big Science.
And the watchmen on the walls would say that across the ENTIRE scientific
curriculum, our generation is being taught so much science which has no basis
AT ALL in fact, and far more importantly, is quietly fostering in the hearts and
minds of the hearers only subtil rebellion towards our God and all that He hath
created. The whole realm of genetics is a prime example. And it is this science
so-called and our unadulterated worship of it and of those who promote it which
is cramping everything that is miraculous in God's House.
It's deep all this stuff isn't it when we think about it, but right from the start,
Smoke and Mirrors has only ever been about creating a space for us to stop
a while and think critically! And so let's follow this present train of thought and
see how our science so-called engenders only subtil rebellion in the Church Of
Good Standing towards our God. And this is how our subtil rebellion begins.
At aged 4, we enter the education system 'table rase' (a blank slate), and over
the next 13-18 years we undergo our daily 'schooling', and without us really
being aware of it, our 'slate' and particularly our 'science slate' is slowly but
comprehensively breing written for us. Along with the sensible, grounded
science we're taught, our minds are coloured in with all manner of fantastical
cgi greens and pinks and blues and associated magical thinking, and over ALL of
those years, a monotonous Madame Mainstream only reinforces and validates
the pseudo-scientific subjects 'wot we soak up' in the classroom.
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AND NOW, RIGHT ACROSS THE NEW CURRICULUM
Some of us go on to university where we're awarded our science certificates and
we go out into the world with all that we have learned, wholeheartedly believing
our '21st century scientific' education is cutting edge and believing we really are
ahead of the game on the science front. And not for one minute during our rotelearned 'science edukayshun' do we ever consider our scientific thinking might
be flawed or that in so manyt areas it is as magical and fantastical and dark as it
ever was. Not once are we taught about Francis Bacon's Calendar of Popular
Error and that there is nothing new under the sun.
And having had this science soaking since aged 5 onwards, how easily all of our
science terminology and set phrases has entered our everyday vocabulary!
Double helix, triple helix, it must be a virus, RNA, mRNA, DNA, primordial soup,
a billion light years away, a billion light years ago, Louis Pasteur, reverse
transcriptase, gene pool, geological column, Johns Hopkins, Neanderthal Man,
Cro-Magnon man, The Ascent of Man, the big bang, Spanish Flu, and now, right
across the new curriculum, greenergy, climate change, global warming, ozone
depletion, ice shelf science, sustainable development science, on and on,
science after science after so-called science. Our 'sciences' and with them our
favourite presenters are filling our heads to such a degree now, we find that just
like our medical indoctrination, the scientific language that surrounds us now
has quite literally become part of our DNA! Like the bug doing the rounds,
science so-called of one sort or another is seeping out of us from every pore!
And I literally can't wait for us to get to part
2 of Smoke and Mirrors where the full extent
of the global warming deception and climate
change science so-called is laid bare. And
again, it is included in Smoke and Mirrors
because it is 100% pertinent to the story of
King Kong Korona and the story of us. And I'm
guessing now as we continue on towards the
city, you're becoming less and less surprised
at the ability of the kings to deceive. Our God
wants ALL of these satanic traps sprung.
Who'd've thought it! Everybody's darling
presenters David Attenborough and Brian
Cox - nowt but scheming luciferian liars, but
so, so charming with it!
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IT'S ALL COMING TO A GLORIOUS END!
Anyway, back to our subtil rebellion, and with university behind us and with our
minds sufficiently indoctrinated in whatever science so-called or magical art,
and holding on tight to our worldly sciences and worldly world views and
certificates, in God's good timing, we hear the Glorious Saving Gospel of Jesus,
AMEN! We repent of our sins, we know we are wonderfully forgiven, and we
begin our new life with Jesus as our Loving Saviour. And by the ongoing Power
of His Holy Spirit, our God begins renewing our minds and renewing our thinking.
'And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of
your mind, that ye may prove what is that good and acceptable and perfect will
of God.' Rom12:2
But because we are VERY MUCH konformed to the world at this point, this is
why the renewing of the mind does NOT happen instantly but is ongoing, which
is why our God uses the present tense word 'renewing'. We're forgiven instantly,
but our minds are not renewed instantly.
And so, we find a church and join it, or at least we did until the Korona
scamdemic (but that's all going to change again soon too, AMEN!) and we join
our new church family still holding tight to our science certificates and scientific
worldly wisdom, with some of our science certification having a sound
foundation but much of it not - all of which means that God's House is filled with
'scientific thinking' that is mostly only worldly and magical. God's House is
swimming in Timothy's science so-called.
Some elements of our worldly thinking God deals with rapidly (He has to, I can
testify to that!) while other elements take longer. And often, because of the
pride of man, some of our worldly thinking and particularly our scientific
education and qualifications are not even up for surrender. Why should they be?
At no point up to this point have we considered or heard arguments that any of
it could be false. But hopefully with Smoke and Mirrors, we can see with new
eyes now how scientism is ingrained in the heart of man and in the heart of
church universal and to her great detriment.
And the watchmen would all say that our scientism has now become not just
a thorn in the side of church universal but Goliath's javelin! The Book of Samuel
describes Goliath's javelin as follows, 'His spear shaft was like a weaver's rod,
and its iron point weighed six hundred shekels.' 1Sam17:7 Six hundred shekels is
15kg. The average spear head was 2.5kg
The watchmen have been calling out to God's people FOR YEARS over the
corrosive encroachment of scientism in church. In many ways, our scientism is
THEEEE NUMBER ONE moonwalking bear in God's House! And what’s so
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fantastically wonderful about King Kong Korona, if there is a fantastically
wonderful thing to be found in this ghastly occult pantomime is that ALL of our
worldly wisdom and science so-called is at last all coming to a glorious end!
With c19 now, it no longer matters about being careful not to offend the
teachers and the doctors and the professors in the congregations with all of our
'science training' and 'qualifications' and evolutionary thinking and all the other
sciences so-called. If the watchmen have heard the following conversation once,
they've heard it a thousand times, 'In the light of all the science we have
nowadays, we can certainly see how the shepherds back then would not have
understood what we know now about the earth and the universe and its
construct and how life came to be. And OF COURSE the science of evolution and
God's Word are compatible!'

WHICH IS WHY HE'S CALLING TIME ON IT ALL
And please let the head cymbals and any anger in a man keep this conversation
in its rightful context because of course there are sound science knowledge
bases and sound science qualifications in the congregations. But with the earth
sciences, and PARTICULARLY evolution (which is believed by so many in His
House today) - whilst this worldly synthesis of the Word of God and occult
evolutionary scientism might appease the scientifically-minded in the
congregations, it doesn't appease our Awesome Creator God Who created us so
Magnificently out of the clay on day six and sat back on day seven and saw that
all was good and that His work was finished! He hates our unBiblical, unmiraculous, worldly, evolutionary thinking!
And so, as we stretch our Bible verses to incorporate all of our worldly wisdom
and evolutionary scientism, and as we have our discussions on the various
meanings of 'With the Lord, a thousand years is as a day', God's watchmen
would say we have failed to see it is our stretching of God's Miraculous Word in
order to accommodate our non-miraculous scientism and magical thinking that
little by little has edged out the Miraculous in God's House, edged out the
Miraculous in His Word and in the hearts and minds of His people. We worship
God and we worship science, and too often it is our worship of science that is in
the ascendency!
And the little Davids are saying there are SO MANY MIRACULOUS THINGS our
God wants to do amongst us RIGHT NOW! Which is why He's calling time on it
all! He's calling time on our love affair with all of our worldly wisdom and
scientism, and He wants us to repent of it, REPENT OF IT ALL! And if we harbour
any scientism but we don't know it, simply ask God to show you your scientism
stronghold and He WILL show you. Most certainly though, He wants us rid of
Goliath's javelin.
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WHAT A GREAT LEVELLER YOU ARE LORD!
And so, with King Kong c19 now, the scientism that has flooded the church and
has us so readily trusting in luciferian magic is being laid bare by our God now.
May You speak to Your church Lord, and open our eyes to the true extent of our
scientism and this c19 deception, and may You have us repenting of it all, and
also show us Your Sovereignty over it all! And with our eyes opened Lord, may
every other vestige of our sciences so-called also collapse, ALL of which has so
limited Your Power and Might and Miraculous creativity in our lives without us
even realising it! Jesus told us there would come a time when no stone would
be left on top of another. 'Do you not see all these things? Assuredly, I say to
you, not one stone shall be left here upon another, that shall not be thrown
down.' Matt 24:2
Thank You Lord Jesus there's a parallel here and that through the Korona kaos,
You're blowing the foundations of ALL the worldly wisdom and scientism we
hold dear. The King Kong deception has laid us bare! Teach us Lord all over again
to follow You IN SIMPLICITY OF FAITH and according to the WHOLE of Your
Miraculous Word, not cramped or corrupted or distorted by our God-limiting
scientism or being led by the worldly King Kong wisdom that has now flooded
Your House. And so it doesn’t matter about offending the congregations
anymore. With King Kong c19, we have been taken way beyond being afraid of
what our fellow man might think. What A Great Leveller You are Lord!
Our God wants us slitting open the belly of this c19 trojan horse and revealing
our true enemy, the enemy of our souls. Just as those people awaiting serious
operations ask all the difficult questions up front and recover much quicker, our
God wants us engaging FULLY with c19, He wants us turning away from our
'sheltering' and 'shielding' mindset that has so warped us over the last 2 years.
Sheltering and shielding from what? Since when has housebound by order of the
state EVER meant sheltering or shielding! How ghastly are the words shielding
and sheltering in this context.
God wants us owning and understanding this c19 pharaohic oppression which
has deceived us and which my heart tells me is only going to be brought down
upon us in greater measure in the coming days in different ways. Our God wants
us standing victorious in heart and mind TODAY against our spiritually dark
gaolers. Open the darker box, says our God, and NO MATTER THE UGLINESS that
spills out. Open it and understand and rejoice in My Sovereignty over it all!
This UK Bible apologetics site attempts to show how the word sorceries in
Rev18:23 does NOT mean pharmaceuticals. Please read the short article at some
time. It shows only how the author (as well-versed in the Bible as he might be)
has NIL understanding of the spiritual nature or history of the pharmaceutical
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industry. But it's certainly a resource that could be cited by the doublevaccinated theologian looking to justify his own vaccine decisions. The author's
defence of acupuncture doesn't help his cause, either. Acupuncture might shine
with angelic light but we've learned enough now not to trust outward
appearances. For those interested, the fraudulent and occult nature and history
of acupuncture is covered here.

BRING IT ON LORD, BRING IT ON!
To reiterate, it is my contention along with millions of other like-minded people
that c19 is being used as a means of introducing evil control measures over the
populations, to calculatedly destroy the present economies of the world, to
crash the current money system, to introduce increasing worldwide chaos such
as fuel and food and power shortages, to eventually introduce the new money
system and introduce a shimmering luciferian world leader who will appear at
just the right time to save us all from our woes, just as the Bible prophesies,
'And authority was given him over every tribe, tongue, and nation. All who dwell
on the earth will worship him, whose names have not been written in the Book
of Life of the Lamb....And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free
and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: and that
no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast,
or the number of his name.' Rev13:7,8,16-17
ALL will worship the beast, and so we who have discerned and understand this
present darkness need to be meeting together and praying together in Spirit and
in Truth about ALL of these things. Our enemy will soon be visiting even greater
deceptions upon the earth, and so we must ask our God to lead us by His Holy
Spirit, now more than ever!
And what's so wonderful about our God, as we draw near to those dark city walls
(and we're nearly upon them now), as we begin to make out the giant shadows
more clearly and as we discern the true darkness and true spiritual ugliness of it
all, our God Supernaturally becomes so much bigger in our hearts and minds!
And for this, we cannot help but love Him and worship Him and praise Him EVEN
MORE! The closer we draw to the heart of darkness, the closer our God draws
to us! Lead us Lord to gather with You in our midst! WOW! Your children
knowing and understanding the days, and gathering in Spirit and in Truth to face
them! Bring it on, Lord, BRING IT ON!
And so Lord, let God's watchmen and the dissenting, discerning intercessors
amongst us pray over the coming weeks and months that You would give Your
people the discernment to see how our science gods sat above us have been
lying to us, not just about c19 but about so many other Godless sciences we hold
dear - those sciences so-called which have done nothing but limit the miraculous
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in Your House - our evolutionism, our big bangism, our medicalism, our scientism
and 21st centuryism.
And may this realisation shove a 5 trillion ton stick of gelignite into the
foundations of ALL our worldly wisdom, Lord, and ALL of our science so-called
that has suffocated us so. Begin the great unravelling of ALL of our magical
thinking that ultimately serves us no good purpose, Lord. Remove EVERYTHING
worldly-wise that has limited our simple understanding of Your Awesome
Sovereignty and Your Miraculous Nature and Your Creative Word! Remove
EVERYTHING that limits what You can do in us and through us and for us amidst
all of this vile Korona darkness. Destroy EVERYTHING in our lives which limits
You IN ANY WAY! And if we don't know the scientism we harbour right now Lord,
then please show us.
We have a cruel and clever enemy in lucifer, satan, abaddon, apollyon the
destroyer, and it is ONLY the Holy Spirit in a man Who can help piece together
the overall levels of occult deception taking place right now, and all dissenters
would say that anybody still showing a benevolent trust towards our
governments is only going to get swallowed up in their deceit.
And if as a medical professional you still consider Smoke and Mirrors an unjust
attack upon you or your profession, remember, Smoke and Mirrors has always
been far more about the outing of the wolves at the top. But also, I'm not
responsible for ANY of your feelings as a result of what you have been reading
here. We're all adults. As with all medicine, may the good continue and may the
bad and the ugly and the brutal be open to complete reappraisal.
And I trust our God is still in the ascendancy in your heart and mind, my friend,
even if you haven't met with Him personally yet! And so now, if you've been
fearful of c19, fearful of King Kong infection and the King Kong headlines, can
I please have a conversation with just you! Let's talk about where you are right
now with all of this.
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A MASSIVE VIRTUAL HUG
'One of the greatest discoveries a man makes,
one of his great surprises, is to find he can do
what he was afraid he couldn't do.' Henry Ford

We're at such an important place right now. Being told for the last 2 years that
everybody, everywhere could be potentially infected with a deadly virus and
believing this to be true, and then with all the variants we've all been threatened
with, I cannot begin to imagine the draining nature of such a fear. So, can I first
of all right now give you a massive virtual hug! Two years is a long time to be
suffering such anxiety!
But given what you know now, my friend, is it too early to ask, if I was actually
sat next to you, and I hadn't taken a Lateral Flow test, do you think you could
give me a real hug and not be fearful? My friend, I am not infected with c19, and
you're not infected either, and neither will you or I or anybody EVER be infected
with the fake, pharmaceutically-inspired, fear-mongering King Kong Korona
virus.
And if you are anxious, it might not be your own ill health you fear for most, but
a loved one in the house, an elderly parent, a sick husband, wife, son or
daughter, someone who the medical profession has deemed high risk of ‘c19
infection’. But we're not thinking about anybody else right now, this is just you.
Whatever your levels of c19 anxiety right now, I reiterate, your life and soul has
been hijacked by a monstrous lie.
And so I say, let's carry out an experiment. Let's carry out some simple exposure
therapy! In a minute, maybe shut off the screen and take yourself off into town.
How about the high street or even better, the nearest supermarket. You're not
going there to buy anything. This is a walk around town to help re-acquaint you
with your former head and heart - the head and heart that wasn't consumed by
the underlying fears you're carrying around with you right now. Our God wants
you delivered from all of that! And if the supermarket is a drive away, park up
maybe a couple of hundred yards from it and walk the rest. And if you don't have
a car, just walk to anywhere where the people are.
But before you actually set off, after you've read this page, sit quietly for a few
minutes and allow yourself to think about your own personal fears surrounding
c19 - fears which might feel like they’ve been with you for an eternity now. Think
about those fears and allow them to well up inside of you, and please don't be
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afraid to do that! There is Somebody much bigger than you now Who
understands your fears and He's here with us now, here with YOU!
And as those fears surface, please write them down. Name those fears. Afraid
of restaurants, takeaways, shaking hands, getting into occupied lifts, even using
empty lifts? Whatever your c19 infection anxieties, write them down. This is
YOUR list, nobody else will see it, and there's a purpose to this list too, my friend.
When you've finished that list, and it doesn't matter how long it is, fold it up, put
it in your pocket for now because we'll be returning to it after your visit to town
Please make that list now.
OK, so the list is done? So let's take that walk now my friend, and as you head
off into town, ask this God Who maybe you don't even know - ask Him to begin
to help you to overcome your unfounded fears. AND IT DOESN'T MATTER if you
feel a fraud for asking this God for help. And you know what I mean by fraud, it's
like you're only asking for help from this God because you don't know where
else to turn. Welcome to the human race, my friend!

Do you have children, teens or grown up sons or daughters? Imagine if you
hadn't seen one of them for a very long time and suddenly they appeared back
in your life, they rang the front doorbell and seemed fearful and were asking you
for your help, would you turn them away? Of course not! Likewise this God will
not turn away from you when you ask Him. As it says in Matthew7:9 'For
everyone who asks receives. He who seeks finds; and to him who knocks, the door
will be opened. Which of you, if his son asks for bread, will give him a stone? Or
if he asks for a fish, will give him a snake?' Ask Him. And He IS faithful my friend,
He NEVER turns us away.
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TAKE THAT TROLLEY HANDLE WITH BOTH BARE HANDS
And so now, as you're walking to the supermarket or wherever, start touching
some shop door handles along the way, wipe your bare hands along a few bus
shelter seats and grab handles. Maybe pick up some litter and put it in the bin,
a few cans or bottles or pizza boxes. Pick up objects on the pavement that
humans have touched, do the things which before the c19 pantomime would
not have been not at all fear-inducing for you. And as you're doing these things,
remember again the Word of Jesus,‘ Which of you, if his son asks for bread, will
give him a stone? Or if he asks for a fish, will give him a snake?' Matthew7:9 Ask
Him to be with you. He IS faithful my friend, He NEVER turns us away, and He
won't turn you away at this time, really He won't!
And when you get to the supermarket, purposefully look out for the trolley just
returned by the previous BARE-HANDED shopper, take that trolley and don't
wipe the handle down, take the handle with both bare hands and think of all the
c19 lies exposed so far in Smoke and Mirrors (and with more to come). You're
not going to catch anything, my friend. It's a sea of lies. But you also need to
know my friend, that if c19 really has been a fear for you, then I am not
underestimating AT ALL your anxiety levels right now - the bully in your head, or
as Toni Neville described her OCD - the controlling puppeteer - this exercise is
all about evicting that evil lodger. And our God is with you too!
And going into the supermarket, it's February
2022 now and you're not mandated to wear
any mask but if you feel yuou need to, that's
OK, one step at a time. And so, begin to
observe the people, many of them will have
been as anxious as you over the last 22
months. And if you have the Peace of God
with you right now, start touching the
surfaces that all those other people will have
touched, the fruit and veg scales, the meat
and fish counter, the produce cages, touch
them, my friend, grip them hard even!
And as you're doing all of these normal, everyday things that you would have
been doing without thinking pre-King Kong, think of all the lies we've uncovered
in Smoke and Mirrors that have held you captive since King Kong struck, and ask
this God quite literally to lift your c19 infection fears from you.

THAT FAMOUS LINE IN BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY
And as our God answers you with His Peace, which He will certainly do, imagine
yourself shedding your old c19 skin with all of the attendant lies and anxieties,
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and imagine yourself stepping into the new, a butterfly emerging from its
chrysalis if you like! Our God does not want ANY of us to be living in fear like
you've been doing this last 22 months. Remember that famous line in Bohemian
Rhapsody, 'beelzebub has a devil put aside for me, for MEEEEE!' This exercise is
all about dealing once and for all with that c19 devil put aside for you! Our God
wants him gone from your life. To be in a constant state of anxiety is not as He
has made us.
Maybe, all it will take is just one session of exposure therapy, and I say thank
You Lord for that! But here's an important thing to think about: as you repeat
this exercise a few times over the next few days or maybe a week or two, as you
carry out this exercise and you realise you haven't 'become unwell' or 'caught
anything' resembling c19, if you do 'go down' with anything over that time,
please think about all that you have learned in the preceding pages about illness
and recovery ask this God for a sound mind for you to help you contextualise
any dis-ease you might temporarily suffer in this time. Remember Helmont's
carpet, remember A is not necessarily the cause of B.

BEGIN TO LOOK AT THE FEARFUL PEOPLE ALL AROUND YOU
A great line I read recently, 'We should stop listening to ourselves and start
telling ourselves!' Stop listening to the King Kong c19 lies in your head. None of
us are going to ‘go down’ with c19. In fact, if you do wobble in your mind over
the next week or so, ask yourself why. Is your deeper battle more about you
letting go of the King Kong karbunkle in your life and crossing the line? We all
have to start somewhere, my friend. Speak out loud some of the many c19 lies
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- the fake tests, nil evidence for the virus, no extraordinary death statistics, the
outright lying politicians and health agencies and mainstream media, and
declare out loud, 'Thank You Lord You release me from fear!'
And after a few days, when you realise that you're not c19 asymptomatic or c19
unwell, dig out that list of all your c19 anxieties you made earlier, take a lighter
and a dish, go outside, place your list in the dish and set light to it. Watch your
list of fears disappear up in smoke, and then throw the ashes to the wind and
let that serve as a Godly benchmark for you. Your Korona anxieties have been
consumed in the fire of Truth!
And so take that walk, my friend. No time like the present! And then later, when
our God takes those anxieties from you WHICH HE CERTAINLY WILL DO, when
you suddenly realise in your heart and mind you're no longer held hostage to
them, you can begin to look at all the fearful people all around you - the millions
of people held in the same c19 dungeon where you once were held. You can
look around you and ask yourself if you can become a rescuer?
A rescuer? What's a rescuer? We'll find out in this next chapter, the last chapter
of part one.

RIGHT UP THERE IN THE LEAGUE OF LIBERATING CROSSINGS
I must have spoken about crossing the Korona line a dozen times at least so far
and how liberating it is when we do so, but the greatest and most liberating
crossing BY FAR of course is the sinner's crossing, that place where we exchange
our dark burden of sin for the Light and Forgiveness of Jesus Who died on the
cross in exchange for those sins. And we'll talk about that in the last chapter of
part 1 when I tell you about my meeting with this God.

But we cannot underestimate crossing the Korona line either, that blessed place
where we relinquish all hope in man and governments to save us because we
have discerned their evil hearts. And it is this crossing that enables us to speak
with liberty and confidence and vision to the man enslaved by the current
Korona darkness. Stay safe? I don't think so. WE ARE SAFE!
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And God’s c19 dissenters would say our God wants us ALL to be equipped with
a knowledge of our true enemy and to have the confidence to open 'the darker
Korona box that few dare open' and to be praying for those conversations to
open up with family, friends and neighbours, and to not be afraid to 'go there' if
asked. Because underneath it all, we're all of us thinking our darker c19 thoughts
now. And now, in January 2022, there seems to be more openness to hearing
another side to the King Kong Korona deception.
What sounded way off beam prior to April 2020, suddenly doesn't sound quite
so outlandish now. The prophetic t-shirts worn in church that drew sniggers preKing Kong can no longer be dismissed. So many holes have already appeared in
the conventional Korona narrative, and even though many people might not
know how to piece it all together just yet, may Smoke and Mirrors do this for us,
for the fields are white unto harvest! As always though, the choice is yours to
cross over or not.
And so, now we reach the final chapter of part 1 of Smoke and Mirrors. I this
chapter, we'll briefly summarise what we've covered, and despite the extent of
it, the summary WILL be brief. I want to introduce you to Eric who was the
inspiration for part 2, I want to tell you about my meeting with this amazing God
Who I can't stop talking about and I don't apologise for that for a second! And
finally, we'll have a brief chat about what to expect as we begin our final ascent
of the walls. Our city, the heart of darkness.
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MY GOODNESS! WE'VE ARRIVED!
'The only impossible journey is the one
you never begin.' Tony Robbins

We've arrived! We're finally at the city, and what a journey it's been! And what
a lot of ground we've covered, and so many sights! And so many traps sprung!
I'm sure now you can appreciate the value of the time we spent getting here,
allowing us to stand here now, not only with a sound understanding of the c19
deception, but also so much more! But looking up at the walls, the climb
certainly looks imposing doesn't it, but can you see the Light far above it?
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The Light's a little shrouded from down here but as we ascend and we begin to
comprehend the full wickedness of the city, we also get to see more clearly
Who's above us and watching over us. And as is the way with our God, the darker
the territory we encounter, His Light is only going to get brighter as we climb!
This is the last chapter in part 1, and we've got a young man called Eric to thank
for part 2, and I'll tell about Eric in a few minutes but it was a single sentence
that Eric innocently came out with which made me realise there had to be a part
2. It's Eric who's responsible for the decision to scale the walls and to storm the
city and take on the full darkness, because that's what we're going to be doing
my friend, we're going to be taking the heart of darkness for our God, and
liberating the many captives chained up inside!

And whilst our God is Sovereign over every inch of territory we could ever cover,
you need to know my friend the evil revealed so far in Smoke and Mirrors will
be dwarfed by the supernatural evil we'll be encountering as we begin our final
ascent, So, don't blame me, blame Eric!
And as always, we visit the heart of darkness confident our God is far above it
all in Majesty and Glory and Sovereignty! He wants us comprehending the full
depths of evil in the land, and He'll be with us all the way of course. Again, it is
just as Caleb exhorted the people back then as they faced Bill Gates, St Francis
and other deceiving giants, 'The Lord is with us. So don’t be afraid of them!'
Amen, Lord! Bring it on!
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And so, with God on our side, and with all of the deceits and important principles
we've learned so far under our belts, I'm confident we can scale these city walls
with a God-given nimbleness! There'll be so much that won't need explaining
because so many killer traps have already been sprung!

THIS ISN'T JUST FLESH AND BLOOD EVIL
But before we set out, it would be good to summarise our journey so far. It will
remind us of the firm ground we're stood on already in heart and mind. And
after that, I'd like to tell you about my encounter with Jesus 32 years ago and
how He's changed my life beyond compare and how He can change your life too,
if you'll let Him! We'll also spend a couple of minutes watching a rescuer at work
where we'll meet Eric, and then we'll get climbing.
And so, to summarise Smoke and Mirrors so far, and as succinctly as possible,
gulp! And I've managed it in 16 short bullet points! Here is what can now say
with certainty about the present c19 pandemonium:
• the pharmaceutical industry in conjunction with governments and the
mainstream media have a proven track record of manufacturing all
manner of fake health crises in order to make enormous amounts of
money from an unsuspecting public and to advance their own wicked,
anti-human agendas, particularly covert population control which they've
been doing for decades
• the politicians and government health officials involved in the latest c19
pandemonium have clear vested interests in the pharmaceutical industry
and this same triad of Big Pharma, Big Government and the mainstream
media is right now conspiring against the common man, spreading lies
and fear across the populations to suit their vaccine sales agenda
• there have been NO unusual illnesses or deaths that would warrant the
current state of c19 emergency instituted by governments across the
world, and leading officials have admitted the c19 tests are fatally flawed
and should NOT be used for diagnostic purposes
• already, the c19 vaccine is maiming and killing thousands of people, and
with 2nd and 3rd and now 4th doses being planned plus 'booster jabs',
this worldwide vaccine drive is set to maim and kill millions upon millions
of people
• with a reasonable degree of certainty, we can also assume the kings of
the earth will also be using this vaccine as a means of covertly sterilising
the populations which they have a clear track record of doing
• there is NO EVIDENCE AT ALL for any c19 virus or any c19 pandemic but
there is an abundance of evidence to show this latest so-called c19
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pandemic has been planned for years and that the governments of the
world are using this fake health crisis not only to administer their
dangerous vaccines but also to break the economies of the world and to
radically alter the socio-political landscape of THE ENTIRE EARTH
to the discerning man and woman of God, this isn't just flesh and blood
evil, there is a dark spiritual aspect to c19, with ALL of its leaders so far
demonstrating a heart set against God and against us His creation
the Bible describes a time to come when invisible rulers and spiritually
dark forces far above us will make a way for one of their own luciferian
clan to sit on a world throne and rule the whole earth for a short while
bringing the inhabitants of the entire earth under wicked subjugation
the populations of the earth and in particular church universal have not
opened this darker box and have been utterly deceived by this latest King
Kong Korona fake virus
we have not opened the darker box for a number of reasons, firstly
through fear of what the box might contain, secondly because of our
marked unwillingness to question authority, thirdly because we have
worshiped science ahead of our God, and last but by no means least,
because we have a wickedly beguiling enemy in lucifer
with fake King Kong, lucifer has shown us he is more than capable of
deceiving the whole earth, but our God has promised us this is not going
to be possible in the long term. Many will awaken to lucifer's tactics and
will be plucked from the fire. However...
the scientism running rife through the world also runs rife through church
and has eroded a simple trust and belief in a Miraculous God and in His
Miraculous Word which has consequently eroded the Miraculous in His
House and ABSOLUTELY is limiting what our God wants to do for us in the
days ahead
we must ALL come before God individually as well as corporately and
repent of our worldly thinking and our scientism and we should be
prepared to let go of any future church plans if those plans include abiding
by any state-imposed King Kong c19 guidelines in order to stay open.
Short of a Mighty move of God, such an unHoly alliance only taints God's
House and His people
it is imperative we break away from the current destructive Big Pharma
health model and any c19-tainted church model and our scientism if we
are to stand strong in body, mind and spirit in the coming days
there isn't the time to come alongside people's personal grievances or
feelings of hurt as our errant thinking in these areas is revealed
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• if lives and livelihoods and families and businesses and churches are
turned upside-down as a result of refusing to abide by state Korona
legislation, then so be it. Our God will be with us to keep us and guide us!

THE FOLLOWING LINES OF DISCUSSION
I think that's a fair summary of where we're all at right now with monster Kong
and church universal. We have been deceived by a breathtakingly evil and clever
luciferian drive to force a poisonous vaccine upon the common man which is
also being used as a double-edged sword against us, firstly as a means of
population control, as Mike Yeadon the former chief science officer at Pfizer
admitted, 'It is entirely possible the vaccine will be used for massive-scale
depopulation. I have absolutely no doubt we are in the presence of evil.' And
secondly, c19 is being used as a means of instituting harsh societal control
measures upon the populations and using this evil framework to usher in a new
way of day-to-day living followed by a new money system at some soon future
date, all of which is prophesied in the Bible. The following lines of discussion will
certainly have been taking place down in the luciferian dungeons:

• we need to control the populations and also deplete them but how do we
achieve this in these days?
• we must fabricate a worldwide pandemic which we must present as
deadly, and for which we will offer a life-saving vaccine
• this vaccine will be our means of bringing about mass sterilisation, and
also depopulation
• there will be dissenters to our plans of course, and so over time, we will
issue vaccine passports and other means to deny access to all amenities
to the unvaccinated. Thus will they be identified
• at the same time, let us also manufacture many other crises across the
world that will stretch humanity to breaking point
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• at some specified point, and to add to their woes, let us overnight remove
hard cash from society
• when we've got the useless eaters where we want them, they'll be so
desperate out there, they'll agree to anything that we tell them that will
help us all to get back to 'normality'
• they'll agree to our one world money system at the drop of a hat, and
they'll also agree to our chosen one world leader because it's going to be
him who's going to promise everybody their golden future!
• dates for the rollout of all of the above tbc
It's as simple and evil and genius as that my friend. No man, no work of flesh, no
government is going to save us. There is only our God now Who can lead us.
In June 2021, the BMJ published an article stating the UK government had
modelled a coronavirus outbreak in 2016 but kept it secret. Begins the article,
'The UK government modelled a coronavirus pandemic five years ago but kept
the fact secret from parliament, a campaigning doctor has discovered through a
Freedom of Information Act request. A list released by Public Health England
shows for the first time that 11 pandemic and epidemic preparedness exercises
were carried out between 2015 and 2019. They included Exercise Alice, which in
2016 tested the country’s readiness to cope with Middle East respiratory
syndrome, caused by a coronavirus.' 11 pandemic exercises secretly carried out
since 2016? Of course the governments of the world have been planning this
c19 pantomime for years.
And now WHO and Bill Gates and
the UN are prepping the world for
another fake infectious onslaught
in a smallpox terrorist attack and
maybe the Marburg virus (right) a very different virus to Korona
apparently. My friend, they're
identical, they're both cgi fakery,
and both a figment of the evil
kings' imagination. Neither of
them exist in real life. Either way,
get ready for more evil fakery.
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The following HealthLine report tells us 'what we know' (yawn, yawn and
translated, what the evil kings want us to know) about this next deadly fake
virus. And it doesn't start off very well for the kings. This new fake Marburg virus
spreads from fruit bats who don't even know if they're ill or not. Asymptomatic
bats! Take it away, Dr Eric Cioei-Pena, Medical Director at Northwell Health, New
York, 'The host of Marburg virus is the fruit bat. They don’t show signs of illness,
however, and can carry the virus. The virus can then jump to an intermediate
host, like a monkey, which can transmit to humans, or it can transmit to humans
directly by contact with fruit bats or their guano.' Our satanic health agencies
then transmit this bat guano 24/7 into our front rooms, we believe them B UT
NOT THIS TIME PRAISE GOD! Shimmering angel of light WHO tells us that
defeating Marburg requires isolating, masks and track and trace and a vaccine.
And we don't line up for the vaccine kure any more, AMEN!
And so God's dissenters see all of this same old, same, old luciferian nonsense
and predict a thousand identical 'deadly virus' articles heading our way, and they
will be hoping and praying now that when church universal picks up on the next
'deadly Marburg virus outbreak', instead of adding WHO and Bill Gates and the
UN and the Marburg virus to her urgent prayer list, and instead of giving thanks
to our God for our health experts working around the clock and against the clock
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to make sure the new Matburg vaccine is ready in time, the dissenter hopes
church universal will at last, at last, AT LAST, pray as follows,
Heavenly Father, thank You that You have helped us see this present
evil for what it is, and in the Mighty Name of Jesus, we stand in
warrior prayer against the darkness of Bill Gates and WHO and the
UN and our world leaders. We ask You Lord to thwart their evil plans
to poison us with their vaccines. And just as Your Word tells us that
Paul was protected from snake bites, and the camp of Moses was
protected the same, we ask You Lord to please protect and preserve
those of us who have had these vaccines. We ask you in the Mighty
Name of Jesus to reverse any damage done to us and to protect us
from any longer-term damage. We also pray Lord that many more
eyes would be opened to this evil deception that has fallen upon the
whole earth, and we ask Lord that the men and women planning all
of this evil against us would turn from their wicked ways and repent.
But no matter the future Lord, we trust You to lead us. We ask You to
keep us sharp, keep us strong, keep us sensitive to Your Holy Spirit
leading and keep us safe from the wiles of the enemy. Please guide us
and guard us and keep us and provide for us and keep us close to You.
Thank You Lord that we've opened these darker boxes and that You
are Sovereign over ALL of this darkness. Help us to not be worn down
by the world, help us to find ways of meeting together to read Your
Word together, to be praising You together for ALL of Your Goodness
and Your Sovereignty over all of Heaven and earth, AMEN! And thank
You Lord You've taken away the deceiving infection of the enemy, that
we are not afraid of any devilish virus schemes and that You have set
us free from all influence and hold of the enemy! Amen.
And so PRAISE GOD! The next time the evil kings are pouring another fake virus
into our front rooms and our heads via our devices, may church universal be
fully awake to these deceits, and may the evil vaccine manufacturers AT LAST be
struck off the church universal prayer list, except that they would repent! We do
not petition our God any longer for wisdom for our leaders to lead us all out of
this virus darkness. Instead, we pray for a turning from their wicked plans for
the earth, we pray for their salvation. And we pray these prayers because this is
how our God wants us to be praying because church universal has woken up
now, she has drawn her line in the sand, and she is not looking back, AMEN!

IS IT NOT UPON YOU TO FORWARD THIS TO YOUR FRIENDS
The timetable for the rollout of all of their evil only the kings know, and our God
of course, but God has clearly revealed to us we are living amidst deception, and
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once informed and once you've crossed the line, you must decide your
allegiance. And if what you are reading here resonates with you, then is it not
also upon you to forward Smoke and Mirrors to your friends and family? Again,
as our God instructs us, 'Deliver those who are drawn toward death, and hold
back those stumbling to the slaughter. If you say, 'But we knew nothing about
this,' does not He who weighs the heart perceive it? Does not He who guards
your life know it? Will He not repay each person according to what he has
done? Prov24:11-12
And may the Lord also bless us with new battle plans and to stand together and
with You leading us as You show us in Your Word. And may many more people
be brought into the Kingdom of God in the coming days. May God's King Kong
dissenters be Supernaturally drawn to one another and may we find one
another out in the wild. May Jimmy and Jimmy's Mum and Dad and Lolly and
Mims and the angry woman in the queue and the mums and dads on the
touchline and the young waitress who didn't notice the white lion, and the angry
man in Tesco and the man who went home from Tesco searching - may we ALL
be brought together by Your Holy Spirit to praise You, to seek You in prayer, to
read Your Word together, to take communion together, and to not be afraid of
'infecting' one another. Yes, Lord, particularly, deliver us from that luciferian
stench once and for all! Keep our eyes and hearts looking Heavenwards as the
days draw in! And Lord please bless our church leaders as they deliberate their
next moves. Bless their discussions and their prayer times together and bless
them as they seek You on how to lead and teach the congregations going
forward.
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AND SO NOW
I'D LIKE TO TELL YOU
Within each of us exists the image of God, however
disfigured and corrupted by sin it may presently be.
God is able to recover this image through grace as
we are conformed to Christ.' Alister McGrath

And so now, I'd like to tell you about my encounter with this Jesus of the Bible,
and about the thoughts, feelings and mental tussles I had immediately around
that time, but also how He changed my life 100% for the better! This is my
testimony if you like, which I hope will resonate with you. And after I've boasted
about our Great God and introduced you to Eric, we'll chalk our hands and get
this city done, AMEN!
As far as meeting with this God for the first time, my understanding is there is
no hard and fast prescription, He chooses to meet with us however He wishes
and He will sometimes intervene in a person’s life in the most dramatic and
unexpected way such as He did with Paul on the road to Damascus. Other times,
it will be the slow realisation in a man there has to be something more to this
life and that God is the answer.
My journey to discovering there is a God began after hearing an open-air
preacher in Tunbridge Wells precinct telling the crowds that if we're lonely and
frightened, if we're weighed down with the cares of this world and if we
genuinely want to know if there's a God, we need only to come before Him and
ask Him in a simple, repentant prayer to forgive us of our sins and ask Him to
help us to live a new life. And if we do this in earnestness, He will certainly make
Himself known to us and He will forgive us our sins and He'll change us for the
good. I was rooted to the spot. I was around 28 at the time.
My childhood years were filled with angst, I was expelled from just about every
school I went to, I was a persistent tea leaf and would lie when I was caught. My
late teens onwards were filled with fear for the world and where it was all
headed, and consequently I took lots of drugs and went to lots of wild parties.
It was the early morning hours that would often darken me the most, laying
there wide awake, doing my best to fend off the latest grim headlines and darker
fears pressing in on my mind. Could we really take comfort in some golden idyll
to come, as promised by our leaders and myriad new age teachers? Was it really
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the case we’re all going to wake up one morning, forgiving each other, bearing
and sharing with one another and living peaceably together in some bountiful
new paradise on earth? As much as I wanted to believe it at the time, I couldn't
help but think this was all just magical thinking.
And so it was in the middle of all of this mental turmoil at aged 28 that I heard
the words of the preacher man. And so, to cut a long story short, after months
of wriggling and prevarication, and unable to escape the preacher man's words,
I got to that place he was talking about and I said that simple prayer.

A HUMUNGOUS WOODEN EAGLE
But what I didn’t know at the time and what nobody could ever have prepared
me for is the succession of quite extraordinary Supernatural events that occur
when we decide we want to meet with God in all earnestness.
And for me, looking back on that time, I can remember those immediate few
moments before I actually started to pray my first personal prayer to this God
with meaning. And it’s a weird place we can get to in our minds, and I’ll probably
be no different to many others in this regard. There we are, on our knees or sat
on our bed or wherever, but how exactly should I pray? And am I dressed right?
And how do I begin? And isn’t this all just a bit false? I mean, I don’t even know
this God. I had a few vague memories of school prayers and a pulpit somewhere
with a humungous wooden eagle perched on top, and I knew the words to the
Lord's Prayer but I didn't know this God to talk to personally. And now look at
me, all weirdly vulnerable and trying to strike up a conversation with Him. All in
all, this was a most un-British affair!
Yet, what’s so amazing and kind about this Gigantic Loving God, and what we
couldn’t possibly even begin to realize at this point is that despite our tortuous
analysis at that moment, and even if it feels kind of fraudulent and even if it's
only finally, finally, finally now that we’re considering this God because there's
nowhere else to go - NONE OF THIS MATTERS to our God, it really doesn’t! All
that matters is that He sees the beginnings of a repentant heart and that we’re
looking to some kind of God we don't know yet for help in changing our lives.

NO RELATIONSHIP WITH THIS GOD BEFOREHAND
And also, in those same few moments before we actually begin to pray to this
God Who we don't really know, I was conscious I was carrying all sorts of
burdens, hurtful life experiences and also many different wrongs I'd committed
in my life - our sin. And if you’re feeling anything like I felt at the time, I felt
completely unworthy to come before this God. My eyes would catch my eyes in
the mirror sometimes, and I knew EXACTLY who I was! I knew my sins and I hated
myself for committing them! But our GOD too knows our filthy list, He knows
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every single micro-gram of our lives - the good, the bad and the ugly, as well as
all the sins we’ve forgotten about, AND YET STLL HE LOVES US!
He knows all the anxieties and hurts and guilt we carry - our ‘soul garbage’. And
even more amazing, and even though we don’t know this at the time, our soul
garbage, YOUR soul garbage and hurts are taken away over time by this God. His
Forgiveness is instant, our soul garbage takes a while longer. But can you even
dare to believe there's a God Who can lift your soul garbage from you? This God
can do that, my friend, HE REALLY CAN! Soul garbage removal is His speciality!
Anyway, so there I was, my hands clasped together and eyes closed and this was
my prayer: ‘Jesus, I’m sorry for all the stuff I’ve done wrong. Thank you that You
died on the cross in my place for my sins. Please forgive me and help me lead
a new life, Amen.’ That was it, that was my prayer. No big, long sin list, no sorry
for this and this and this and this and this ad infinitum. That was all I said. And
with no relationship with this God beforehand and no earthly right to approach
Him really, those were the last words I ever said. In my old life anyway!
Everybody's experience is different, but for me, from the moment I said that
prayer, I knew my life was different. Firstly, in this simple prayer to God, the man
on his knees has no idea of the Heavenly chain of events set in motion as a result.
And what I would learn later about this God is that even before my confessional
had begun forming on my lips, He was quite literally running towards me with
His Loving Arms wide open, rushing to greet me Luke 15:11-32
And neither was I aware of the deafening cheers resounding around the
Heavenly Realms as another lost soul who’s just taken his first willing steps
towards God, is found, born again and added to God’s family on earth and for
Eternity Luke 15:7

And then, in my bedroom in Manchester, and as I’m saying this prayer, suddenly,
unbelievably, He’s here with me! Right here, in the real world, in my room, His
Holy Spirit Presence warming me all over, an enveloping blanket of Pure Love
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and Forgiveness, my body tingling from top to toe! The Maker of Heaven and
Earth is actually meeting with me, with tiny, little, undeserving me! And for the
first time in my life, I felt clean, Supernaturally clean! And the tears are coming
again as I'm typing this! It was, it is, and it will always be the most amazing
Supernatural moment in my life!

DESPITE THESE lUCIFERIAN LOCKDOWN MEASURES
And He gives us an enormous hug! A loving and forgiving, Supernatural Hug,
a Hug like no other I've ever experienced before. It is a life-changing moment!
And although we can’t see Him, we know this is God, and we also instantly know
He is all-Kind, all-Knowing and all-Powerful and that we are Home. And He also
gives us a liberating perspective of ourselves as it sinks in just how tiny and frail
and mortal we are in comparison to this Immense, Immortal God, and we also
realise that what is happening in this moment is beyond rational explanation,
and how the most articulate man in the world would not be able to convey the
Immensity and Awesomeness and Totality of the God we have just encountered.
I'd read a few bits of the Bible in my time, but now I'd met The Author! And what
a difference!
It is an encounter which immediately ends our inward search for validation, an
encounter that exchanges our lostness for ‘Foundness’, an encounter with the
God of Love, Grace and Forgiveness that brings about the beginnings of deep
healing and true freedom as a human being. I AM known by Somebody outside
of space and time, I AM loved, I AM forgiven of my sins, I AM clean in His sight!
These few moments are beyond measure because He is beyond measure! He is
beyond words!
But this is Who He is and what He does. He hears our cry, He meets with us, He
Supernaturally hugs us, forgives us, sets us on our feet and Supernaturally over
the next weeks and months, He begins to piece together His Story for us as we
are Supernaturally drawn to reading His Word the Bible, and to meeting with
others whose lives have been similarly changed by this Incredible God. And this
is all going to be happening again soon and on a grand scale, DESPITE the
luciferian plans otherwise! As if our God could ever be locked down!

SHUT UP! SHUT UP! SHUT UP, WE CRIED!
And as our new life begins with this God, and as we begin to learn more about
Him, we are privileged to be given our first few glimpses of the Story I'd never
really listened to properly before - the Supernatural Plan He has for mankind.
And as He start telling us this Story all over again, all the 'Bible things' that
previously were impossible to understand or ridiculous or boring, all start falling
into place, and we find ourselves for the first time truly contemplating exactly
what Jesus did for us when He was nailed to the cross.
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Those people who say the Bible's just a musty collection of fairytales or beautiful
allegory or not for our times or one of many holy books or written by men and
not God etc, etc, etc, these are the words of those who have not yet met The
Author! Now, God can speak to us in any way He chooses but all who know this
God would all agree that God's Word only really comes alive for the reader once
we have bowed the knee and met with Him Who inspired His followers to write
it. And so my first question to you, my friend, if you don't know this God, would
never be, is the Bible dry and dusty for you? I will always ask you first, have you
bowed the knee?
And as we read His Word with new eyes and a new heart, it dawns on us that
when Jesus was crucified, He was innocent of any crime and that it was ordinary
people like you and me who were responsible for mocking Him, sentencing Him
and eventually killing Him. And it also dawns on us that throughout the travesty
of the judicial process that led to His death, the only ‘crime’ that innocent Jesus
committed was to publicly declare the truth about our human condition, His
teachings destroying all of our imaginary hiding places in our minds as He
unflinchingly told us we’re jealously loved by God but we’re also fractured, sinful
and hopelessly lost but we can be found again if we turn from our sins and seek
reconciliation with our God.
Shut up! Shut up! SHUT UP! we
cried, as Jesus told us straight
that we do NOT have a well of
divine wisdom within us, and told
us straight that we cannot sort
out the mess we're in because we
are fallen humans in need of
a Redeemer's forgiveness.

TRUE SOUL AND SPIRIT HEALING
And Jesus did not demand a retrial when we convicted Him of all of the
TRUTHFUL things He was saying about us. He did not struggle as we hammered
those nails into His hands and feet. Instead He prayed, ‘Father, forgive them, for
they know not what they are doing.’
Crucifixion is probably the most painful way to die that man has ever devised.
Due to the weight of the body hanging there, the lungs gradually collapse,
leading to a slow, excruciating death through asphyxiation. Jesus knew this
would be His end aged 33 but He still voluntarily walked that long walk to His
place of execution, and He did it for you and me, my friend! Father God sent His
own Son to the cross to die in an unimaginably horrific way in exchange for our
sins. The penalty due to fall upon us He took upon Himself! No sweet, innocuous,
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meek and mild little Jesus. No open-toed sandals geek on display here. There
was not a single shred of me, myself, I about the Man central to this momentous,
world-changing event. The crucifixion of Jesus was, and will forever be the most
selfless, astoundingly brave, Superhuman act in all of history.
Jesus went through His agonising death as a huge, loving, ‘once and for all time’
sacrifice in exchange for every conceivable sin you and I might ever commit.
Stealing, lying, cheating - COVERED ON THE CROSS! Rape, torture, murder COVERED ON THE CROSS! Every despicable sin committed by our luciferian
leaders - COVERED ON THE CROSS! Hating man, hating the world, hating God COVERED ON THE CROSS OF JESUS! There is no crime, no sin beyond God's
Amazing Forgiveness if we come before Him in broken repentance. And also, in
being tortured and dying in such an excruciating manner, nobody can ever say
of Jesus that He doesn’t understand fear or rejection, doesn't understand
persecution of the innocent and doesn't understand intense physical, mental
and spiritual suffering.
Jesus the Innocent understands ALL of these things deeply, and thanking Him for
going to the cross in such a manner so He could buy us back from our ‘lostness’
is the start of a real Spiritual dialogue between man and God - an ongoing
relalationship that begins the amazing Supernatural process of whole mind and
whole spirit cleansing and transformation. And it is in these new conversations
with this God and in our developing relationship with Father, Son and Holy Spirit
that broken human hearts are pieced back together. From our initial confession
and profession of His amazing act of Self-sacrifice on the Cross and thanking Him
for it, this is the beginning of a journey that leads to our fractured lives being put
back together again. It is the beginning of true soul and spirit healing.
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THE LONG WAR

AGAINST GOD
What does that mean? Let's begin to find out. And so, as our fledgling walk with
this God continues, the awesome glimpses we are privileged to be given of His
Invisible, Spiritual Kingdom also afford us glimpses of His Divine Power - a Power
no man could possibly conceive in his own mind - a Power so far above any
human ability to imagine or describe - a Power that makes it easy for us to
believe in the Miraculous, easy to believe in a Creator God Who tells us He
created Adam from the dust and that He can breathe life into the lifeless, easy
to believe He can fling the sun, moon and stars into the firmament arching above
us, easy to believe that three days after He was crucified, Jesus was raised from
the dead! Here is a Divine Encounter that makes us realise in our hearts and that
all things are possible with this Miraculous God!
And once forgiven of our sins, our God does not harbour or hold on to our past
either! He forgives and forgets! And likewise, we also learn to forgive those who
have trespassed against us and to apologise and put things right with those
people on earth we have offended. And according to God’s good pleasure, all of
this mind-blowing Supernatural theology rumbles awesomely into life, only after
we humble ourselves, only after we ‘bow the knee’ - perhaps the most difficult
call to action in our lives but also the most liberating! We begin to understand
this God really has forgiven us our sins and forgotten them too, and that He can
breathe new life and new hope into the bleakest of situations, even amidst this
latest deceitful c19 pandemonium!
And as for me, as my new days and weeks and months with God unfolded, as
a 30yr old man but only a 3 month old babe in Christ, God set a calling on my
life! Wow! He began to bring to my attention that we really do have a real
spiritual enemy and that an invisible battle really is taking place for spiritual
ownership of our hearts and minds, and that there really is an invisible spiritual
battle taking place in our midst for our souls, and that invisible spiritual attacks
REALLY ARE coming at us from all sides.
Some of those attacks are obvious but so many of them come at us under the
radar and appear angelic almost, the opposite of what they really are. Here was
our God taking my interest in the world of subliminal advertising and was
nowcalling me to use it for His invisible Holy Spirit Kingdom Purposes! What an
amazing and fulfilling God You Are!
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And the first thing that struck me as God began opening my eyes to the unseen
realm of spiritual deception was the scale and depth of the anti-God mainstream
media and ‘infotainment’ industry in all its subtle forms, and how so much of
what we’ve assimilated about this God over the years is so skewed and twisted
and just plain wrong. And God showed me clearly this was all part of the invisible
spiritual battle, the long war against God, and I wondered perhaps if some kind
of spiritual fog had descended upon the earth, as if some spiritual force was at
work even, deceiving us into believing so much falsity about the world and about
this God.
And over all these years, I realised it had been our God Who had given me my
hyper-inquisitiveness and my obsession to not let a matter rest until I've solved
it, to do what I can to find out why there was a white lion in the Red Lion pub
sign! It is God Who has led me as a dissenter into researching so many areas of
human life such as education, natural history, politics, the arts and
entertainment, science and medicine, and aspects of church teachings, and it
was by His Holy Spirit leading and discernment that my eyes were being opened
to the extent of the invisible spiritual moon-walking bears making themselves at
home right across all of these hugely influential areas of everyday life. And now,
He was calling me to look into these things, and to have His Word as my
Plumbline and to call out deception and danger when I see it, and to not worry
if I was given a hard time for it because it's God Who we serve and not man.
Barely 6 months after becoming a christian, our pastor at the time came over to
me during the morning service in church and he laid his hands on my head and
prayed out loud for me and told me I had a forehead like flint! The laying on of
hands is 'christianese' language for praying for somebody, btw! I didn't know
what he meant about this flinty forehead of mine at the time, and the way he
was praying for me, it felt like it was some kind of hinderance, hahaha!
It wasn't until later that I read those words in Ezekiel. 'And he said to me, 'Son of
man, go to the house of Israel and speak with my words to them. For you are
not sent to a people of foreign speech and a hard language, but to the house of
Israel - not to many peoples of foreign speech and a hard language, whose words
you cannot understand. Surely, if I sent you to such, they would listen to you. But
the house of Israel will not be willing to listen to you, for they are not willing to
listen to Me: because all the house of Israel have a hard forehead and a stubborn
heart. Behold, I have made your face as hard as their faces, and your forehead
as hard as their foreheads. Like emery harder than flint have I made your
forehead. Fear them not, nor be dismayed at their looks, for they are a rebellious
house.' Moreover, He said to me, 'Son of man, all My Words that I shall speak to
you receive in your heart, and hear with your ears. And go to the exiles, to your
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people, and speak to them and say to them, ‘Thus says the Lord God', whether
they hear or refuse to hear.'
The Complete Jewish Bible translates verse 9 as follows, 'Yes, I am making your
resoluteness harder than flint, as hard as a diamond. So don't be afraid of them
or depressed by how they look at you, because they are a rebellious house.'

WHAT'S THE WORST THAT CAN HAPPEN?
And so, my friend, it is just as I said at the beginning of Smoke and Mirrors, I love
people and being with people, and I'd like to think I don't need any
commandment from God to be that person, except towards our true enemies.
But neither am I here to win any popularity contest, and there will be plenty of
people who have been reading Smoke and Mirrors who'll have wanted my guts
for garters in places, I'm sure! But none of that is my concern. I'm writing only
what I believe our God wants me to write, and there'll some of my own
worldliness threaded in for sure, not least my terse sarcasm! But I also know
I will have to answer to Him for anything displeasing and for any false teachings.
Looking back, it really does seem as if my walk with God over the last 30 years
across Big Pharma and her many deceits has been to prepare me specifically to
be able to write about this present c19 deception and the many other deceits
that are all so closely intertwined. And I also believe He's using me here and now
because I'm able to speak and write with a God-given confidence because He's
already walked me through so much inhospitable land already! God has shown
me our true enemy. Basically, my friend, I've walked the walk.
And who is our true enemy? It is the same enemy who persuaded us back in the
Garden that tasting just the tiniest taste of the fruit could have us believing we
could be like God! Again, said the serpent to Eve, ‘Did God really say you must
not eat the fruit from any of the trees in the Garden?' 'Of course we may eat fruit
from the trees in the Garden,' the woman replied. 'It’s only the fruit from the tree
in the middle of the garden we are not allowed to eat. God said, ‘You must not
eat it or even touch it; if you do, you will die.’ 'You won’t die!' the serpent replied
to the woman. 'God knows that your eyes will be opened as soon as you eat it,
and you will be like God, knowing both good and evil.' The woman was
convinced. She saw the tree was beautiful and its fruit looked delicious, and she
wanted the wisdom it would give her. So she took the fruit and ate it. Then she
gave some to her husband, who was with her, and he ate it, too.’ Genesis 3:1-5:
Paraphrased, the conversation in the Garden ran as follows: ‘Come on, Eve, don’t
worry about what God said, you’ll be fine. He didn’t really mean all that stuff
about steering well clear or about dying. What's just a little taste? What’s the
worst that can happen?’ And the rest, as they say, is bloody, human history.
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Where was the ‘Just say No!’ campaign when we needed it? One small bite from
an apple to send everything pear-shaped!
Now, we can point the finger at the wily serpent all we like but ultimately we
have only ourselves to blame. We could have said no, and when I say we, I really
do mean we, us, you and me. Because let’s not kid ourselves. If it was you and
me in the Garden back then, do you really think we would have resisted the
temptation to eat from the tree that God forbade us to touch? I don't think so.
We fell for the serpent's smooth patter back then and we’ve been falling for the
same luciferian candy floss ever since. The depth and scale of the King Kong
Korona deception across the earth is proof positive of how easily we can fall for
lucifer's lies.

THE LIE OF CHANCE PLUS TIME AND EVOLUTION
And as part of the long luciferian war against God and us His creation, the artful
shape-shifter is arching and slinking and cooing his way across so many
influential areas of life today. There has been no let-up in this war. The rise of
the spiritual teachers and new age ‘prophets’ - Oprah Winfrey, Eckhart Tolle,
Louise M Hay, Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Wayne Dyer, Joseph Campbell, Gary
Zukav, Fritjof Capra, Deepak Chopra and a thousand more silky-smooth new age
Hockogrockle merchants - they’re all in the luciferian million-seller, £million
income plus bracket and all telling us we can be like God if we follow the
teachings laid out in their $20 box sets.
But when they're alone at night, these frail, flesh and blood fellow humans will
suffer the same early hours Korona anxieties as the next common man, and if
anything, they will have to battle even harder in front of their 'followers' to
maintain their 'sunny disposition' and chant and ‘magic away’ the dark, sinful,
bloody, real world we see all around us. And all the while their pretend lives are
made even harder for them as they also secretly battle to deny their own sinful
natures.
And all the wise scientists of the world on our screens 24/7 cooing and
murmuring and teaching us falsities about our origins, where we came from, the
lie of chance plus time and evolution which so aggrieves our Creator God, and
the random speck theology their evolutionary lies promote - the meaningless
oblivion that awaits us upon our death, you live, you die and you're gone - all of
these teachings are such a grotesque lie.
Over and over we hear the gentle, wise words of revered David Attenborough,
producer of beautiful animal programs but the spirit within the man vehemently
opposed to God. Over and over, we hear silky smooth Richard Dawkins
promoting his ideas on a cold, selfish gene and his best seller The God Delusion
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- a man filled with such hatred for our God. And the deceased Stephen Hawking
might just as well not be dead. His mechanical voice is still droning out at us
telling us that God can be arrived at using mathematical theory. And following
in Stephen Hawking's quirky footsteps, the latest pop-science darling on the
scene Professor Brian Cox is yet to work out in his own mind the exact anti-God
angle he’ll be promoting, but here's sweet 'connecting' Brian telling millions of
us so disarmingly how the eye evolved and how we all likely came from worms.
All of this Godlessness was striking me with such force! And the thing is, I wasn't
asking to be clubbed over the head with any of it! It was our God Who was
revealing to me the long war against God, little bits at a time. The blasphemous
comedians and panel show hosts, Jimmy Carr, Sandy Tostvig, the entire Monty
Python crew, Ricky Gervais and his world-wide anti-God franchise, mocking the
crucifixion and all aspects of Jesus and our Creator. And our 'national treasure'
Stephen Fry telling us about the totally selfish, utter maniac Who is God, the
revered talk show host and comedian' Bill Maher doing his little sets on Jesus,
the Netflix box sets and anti-God Hollywood films, the myriad gootube channels
specifically promoting all manner of promiscuous lifestyles and 'lifestyle choices'
to millions of young viewers, and all of this content upon us now in such greater
measure being revealed to me after crossing the Jesus line.
All of these Godless TV and entertainment channels, Godless sciences and
Godless science presenters struck me very early on, like all of it was washing,
washing, washing over us and numbing us to our God. And we'll be hearing from
a few of the nation's favourite presenters as we scale the city walls, and we'll
see again just how the dark the city is below us, and that it's our city too.
Liberace was once described as ‘A deadly,
winking, sniggering, snuggling, chromiumplated,
scent-impregnated,
luminous,
quivering, giggling, fruit-flavoured, mincing,
ice-covered heap of mother love.
A calculating candy-floss, a slag-heap of
lilac-covered hokum and a sugary mountain
of jingling claptrap wrapped up in such
a preposterous clown’. Liberace won his libel
case, and asked afterwards how he felt
about the £8,000 settlement (a small fortune
at that time), Liberace famously replied,
'I cried all the way to the bank!'
I never knew Liberace but I know lucifer and his tactics when I see them, and
I can think of no better description for this shimmering angel of light. Cruel,
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deceiving, loveless, God-hating and people-hating would be the only words
I would add to this mincing, fruit-flavoured, calculating enemy of our souls.

BUT IT'S NOT ALL GLORY HALLELUJAH 24/7 IN THIS WORLD
But God is not mocked and we deceive only ourselves if we think He is toppled
by our wise words and our 'Jesus comedy' and all of our articulate evolutionary
arguments. He Loves everybody, even those who rail against Him, but according
to His gift of free will, He is allowing our princes and princesses of the airwaves
their time to ‘shine’. God by and large won’t intervene in our lives. He Loves us
all dearly but He won’t force Himself on anyone, He has given us freedom of
choice, we do have God-given free will.
He does though provide all manner of miraculous signs of His Existence, Divine
hints with His Fingerprints all over them. What better hint than a clear night sky
for instance? We only need to look upwards to get a sense of Something or
Someone enormous behind all of this beauty. As Paul says, ‘The Heavens declare
the glory of the risen Lord!
And so Lord, for all those hard-hearted deceivers and deceived influencers so
wrapped up in their scientism and Godlessness, may they have a heart
turnaround, and may they begin to boast of the awesome six day creative Power
of our God! Wouldn’t it be great one day to watch a David Attenborough
documentary and hear him give all the glory to God as he commentates on the
dancing bird of paradise or those awesome luminescent creatures that live
7 miles down, as if their HD cameras might serve as a spiritual illustration almost,
that as they film all this wonder and beauty, our God would speak to them, and
the scales would fall from their eyes, as Amazing Grace tells us, 'I was blind but
now I see.'

OUR DEEPER HURTS, SECRETS AND SOUL GARBAGE
But it's not all Glory, Glory Hallelujah 24/7 in this world. Life is not a bed of roses,
is it! With the gift of free will came Adam and Eve's fall, and God's perfect
creation was irreversibly fractured, and so life is hard and cruel even sometimes.
But this cruelty in the world does not mean God is not there for us. The Bible is
ultimately the story of God in a cruel world of our own making calling mankind
back to Himself through His Son Jesus.
Through His Son's sacrifice on the cross, God offers fractured, sinful humanity
a way back to wholeness in Him but He will not contend for too much longer
with our hard-heartedness and with the anti-christ spirit who has gone out into
the world. Our God is returning soon to Judge the earth and we will each stand
before Him to give account for our lives. And so, the question for you my friend
as you read Smoke and Mirrors is this, are you ready to meet with Him? As He
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reads out aloud from the Holy Register on that Great Day, will your name be in
the Lamb’s Book of Life?
I mentioned earlier about our deeper hurts, secrets and ‘soul garbage’ we carry
with us and that this can all be sorted out later by our God. We all have this
deeper ‘stuff’. It's called life! And those who have turned to our God have
discovered that unlike fruit-flavoured, mincing, candy floss-coated lucifer with
all of his empty new age promises, when God promises us He will heal our
broken hearts, that’s exactly what He does! But He doesn't do this immediately,
and I believe for the following Good and Gracious reasons.
As it dawns on us over the coming weeks and months this new-found Hope and
Peace in our lives is not just some false god Who's going to do a disappearing
act on us, and that He really, really is the God Who stays with us, it’s only then
that we dare to allow our own deeper ‘gunge’ - our soul garbage to come to the
surface as we learn to trust Him more. We learn over time that HE REALLY,
REALLY HAS forgiven us of even our deepest sins and that He REALLY, REALLY
HAS forgotten them, and that He REALLY, REALLY DOES love us! And all the
people we meet who have also met with this God and have known Him for
longer will all testify the same.
And so Lovingly and Graciously, and with the love and support of God's fellow
believers around us, our God helps us over time to deal with our deeper 'stuff'.
He helps us get back on our feet! And whatever your soul garbage, my friend,
there is no hurt or anxiety beyond His Healing Touch. And there's no new age
box set or mantra or positive thinking that will do this for us. It is only God’s
Love, Grace and Forgiveness and Healing that transforms the tainted well within
us into streams of Living Water. True Soul Cleansing, True Spiritual Healing.
As far as contending with those more challenging passages in the Bible, nobody
has the answers to everything contained in God’s Word, and we never will have
all the answers this side of Heaven. However, all believers would say the Bible
only starts to come alive and make sense once we have humbled ourselves,
before The Author.
We repent (rethink), we confess our sins, and in exchange, our God forgives us
completely, and as part of this Holy Package, He also sends His Holy Spirit to
come and live inside of us Who God describes as our Helper. As it says in Acts
2:38 ‘Repent and be baptized,’ and in that order too. Repent first, and then be
baptised in The Holy Spirit. Yes, this might sound crazy at first, but this is exactly
what happens. And with the Holy Spirit Helper now in our lives, suddenly and
Supernaturally, we begin to understand certain Bible passages, suddenly we
understand what Jesus means by certain parables. And if you've repented of
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your sins, ask our God for the Gift of the Holy Spirit, if He hasn't given it to you
already! And ask a fellow believer about being baptised.

GOD IS NOT DISCOVERED THROUGH INTELLIGENCE
Now, the hardened and intelligent atheist could read all of this and he could rail
all day against the Bible and point to all manner of contentious passages and
could convince himself he is right. But speak to so many former atheists who
have found God to be real and they will tell you it was their hard-heartedness
that kept them from meeting with this God. And God is not discovered through
intelligence anyway. Intellectual integrity maybe, but never by intelligence. It is
a hard heart and wilful pride that most-times keeps our God at a distance. Shoot
the messenger if you like but this is the way He planned it.
I am aware of the current debates surrounding various Bible translations and
I support those watchmen who blow the trumpet to warn us if they see God’s
Word being diluted and/or adulterated. My Bibles of choice are the King James,
New King James and the English Standard Version, and I know there will be Bible
scholars and critics who could immediately pounce on me for that.
But after so many years now following Jesus and applying the same investigative
plumb line, I am content in my heart with these translations. Absolutely, we are
to be on our guard in these deceiving days, especially towards the newer Bible
translations. I would never teach from the Message Bible for instance which has
distorted many passages in God's Word in its attempt to appear 'street' to the
great unwashed.77 But here's a curious thing. God can still use modern-day
commentaries such as the Message for His Glory!
Some descriptions of us and of our God in the Message Bible are wonderful! Let
me show you what I mean. Here's a passage from the ESV talking about the
weary and heavy-burdened: 'At that time Jesus said, I praise You, Father, Lord of
Heaven and earth, because You have hidden these things from the wise and
learned and revealed them to little children. Yes, Father, for this is what You
were pleased to do. Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will
give you rest. Take My yoke upon you and learn from Me, for I am gentle and
77

Here is an excellent appraisal of The Message Bible at Christian Witness Ministries. Its author wisely
states, 'I appreciate that this may be difficult for some people to read if they have used or do still use
The Message. To those people I mean absolutely no disrespect and would stress the comments I will
make give me no pleasure whatsoever. I would just respectfully ask that my article be read with an
open and prayerful mind in the attitude of Isaiah 1:18, which says, 'Come now, let us reason together.'
My intention is not to discourage anyone, but merely to warn of the dangers that lurk within The
Message. Jude 3 tells us to 'earnestly contend for the faith which was once delivered unto the saints.'
It has been once delivered; it does not need anything to be added or taken away, which is exactly what
The Message does. If after reading my comments anyone still feels unconvinced, then that is of course
their prerogative.'
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humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. For My yoke is easy and My
burden is light.' Matthew 11:25-30
What wonderful promises from our God for those weighed down by life's
burdens, and an encouragement for us to be child-like in our thinking towards
Him, and not all worldly-wise and cynical. And now, here is the same passage in
the Message using the language of today, 'Abruptly Jesus broke into prayer:
'Thank you, Father, Lord of Heaven and earth. You've concealed your ways from
sophisticates and know-it-alls, but spelled them out clearly to ordinary people.
Yes, Father, that’s the way You like to work. Are you tired? Worn out? Burned
out on religion? Come to me. Get away with Me and you’ll recover your life. I’ll
show you how to take a real rest. Walk with Me and work with Me - watch how
I do it. Learn the unforced rhythms of Grace. I won’t lay anything heavy or illfitting on you. Keep company with Me and you’ll learn to live freely and lightly.'

IF YOU'VE GOT THE TINGLES AS YOU'RE READING
Wow! What a commentary to support God's Word! And for ‘burned out on
religion’, you might also want to add burned out on new age occult practices,
burned out on family, marriage and relationship difficulties, burned out on
hidden unhealthy desires, burned out on work, unemployment and finances,
burned out on guilt, stress and anxiety, burned out on fear, burned out by King
Kong Korona, burned out on life in general? And so, whilst the Message Bible
will NEVER be my central Bible plank, I would have no trouble in reading that
passage aloud to somebody if it helped to bring clarity to Matthew 11:25-30
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If you've got the tingles as you're reading these last few paragraphs, then don't
fight it, this is our God speaking to you! And so wherever you are right now and
in your own way, ask God to meet with you in your need, confess your sins
before Him, and if it is your genuine desire to meet with Him, He WILL answer
you and you'll be amazed at what follows! Banker, builder, widower, fish
monger, war monger, plumber, politician, neuro-surgeon, top of the pile,
bottom of the pile, everybody, everywhere, God knows us all inside-out and He
loves us all dearly and wants us to get to know Him too. He wants to change our
lives for the good, and with no Mastercard or Paypal required! The transforming
Love and Grace of God is free. Here is what God tells us in Isaiah:
'Come, everyone who thirsts, come to the waters; and he who has no money,
come, buy and eat! Come, buy wine and milk without money and without price.
Why do you spend your money for that which is not bread and your labour for
that which does not satisfy? Listen diligently to Me, and eat what is good, and
delight yourselves in rich food.
Incline your ear, and come to Me; hear, that your soul may live; and I will make
with you an everlasting covenant, My steadfast, sure love for David.
Behold, I made him a witness to the peoples, a leader and commander for the
peoples.
Behold, you shall call a nation that you do not know, and a nation that did not
know you shall run to you, because of the Lord your God, and of the Holy One of
Israel, for He has glorified you.
Seek the Lord while He may be found; call upon Him while He is near.
Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts; let him
return to the Lord that He may have compassion on him, and to our God, for He
will abundantly pardon.
For My thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways My ways, declares
the Lord.
For as the Heavens are higher than the earth, so are My ways higher than your
ways and My thoughts than your thoughts.
For as the rain and the snow come down from Heave and do not return there
but water the earth, making it bring forth and sprout, giving seed to the sower
and bread to the eater, so shall My Word be that goes out from My mouth; it
shall not return to Me empty, but it shall accomplish that which I purpose and
shall succeed in the thing for which I sent it.
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For you shall go out in joy and be led forth in peace, the mountains and the hills
before you shall break forth into singing, and all the trees of the field shall clap
their hands.
Instead of the thorn shall come up the cypress, instead of the brier shall come
up the myrtle and it shall make a Name for the Lord, an everlasting sign that
shall not be cut off.'
So, that's my understanding of
our God in my limited ability to
describe Him. And if you do
decide to 'give our God a go', then
all I can say is you WILL be led
forth in peace and all around you
shall burst forth into song, you
just need to bow the knee to
discover His Faithfulness and
Reward. To the wounded, to the
hard-hearted, you just need to
bow the knee, that's all!
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HELLO ERIC,

WE MEET AT LAST!
And so what is a rescuer? And so at last to Eric. A short while ago, I was talking
with a young man I've known for a good few years now, and for the sake of
anonymity we'll call him Eric, and Eric's certainly switched on when it comes to
the deceits of the kings of the earth, and he saw through the King Kong Korona
deception straight away. But that didn't bring him any peace. Knowledge can
give one a sense of power certainly but not always peace, and Eric was an
anxious young man and smoking a ton of weed to compensate.
He'd read from a whole variety of sources including the Bible about the world
coming under some kind of beast one world system and he was looking at the
King Kong c19 infrastructure building up all around us, and at the modern
technologies, and the beast system parallels were striking, and so who wouldn't
be anxious! But recently I had the privilege of leading this young man to
salvation in Jesus! Woohoo! And one of the principle reasons why Eric turned to
our God was because of his anxiety over the kings' evil and deceiving activities
across the earth, and feeling desolate inside in the face of it all.
Now, only the kings of the earth and our Lord know the full details of the kings'
plans of course but Eric and I would sit down together and we would freely
discuss the evil deceit of the kings. We would quite literally open the darker c19
box together, visit the full horror of it and look at where it could all be headed,
but most importantly, we'd also open the Bible together to see what our God
has to say on such matters.
Basically, we were back to the Francis Shaeffer approach to sharing the Gospel.
Allow a man to come to the rational conclusion of his assumptions, allow him to
face his void, however dark, have no anxiety about where Eric's darkness might
take us in our conversation, and be alongside him to offer the Saving Gospel of
Jesus. Basically, allow Eric to meet the full horror of his lostness in order to
realise his need for Foundness.
It was never going to be good enough for Eric to be told, oh don't worry Eric,
God's in charge, patted on the head and sent on his way with a Gospel tract
which he'd experienced and described it as a thoroughly deflating affair. Eric
absolutely needed to know he could talk with somebody who knew and
understood his anxieties about the true evil now manifesting in the world yet
still had hope, which is what we can offer as disciples of Jesus when we open the
darker box and understand the evil. Everything becomes naturally and
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Supernaturally coherent and so much easier to discuss, even though the nature
of the truth of our world right now is so dark. People are thinking these darker
thoughts on the inside anyway, so why shirk from it all?
What Eric did NOT see in me was any nervousness or agitation at this 'conspiracy
nutter' in front of me. And neither was I in front of Eric watching his lips move
as I tried to think of some spiritual platitude to dissipate the tangible
awkwardness in the room which is the trademark response from church
universal to the Erics of this world. Eric recognised that I recognised and
absolutely understood his anxieties and that there is STILL HOPE!
And so, it wasn't long before Eric and I were praying together for the forgiveness
of sins, and for Eric to begin his life anew in Christ! AMEN! And what an amazing
change already in his countenance! Another soul added to God's Eternal
Kingdom! And what a warrior he is already for our God! And his wife too, who
also came back to God, both of them knowing our true enemy but also both of
them knowing God's SOVEREIGNTY over him. And all because we opened the
darker box together.

I KNEW WE JUST COULDN'T STOP AT THE CITY WALLS
And so I ask again, what is a rescuer? Now it is our God alone Who is the Ultimate
Rescuer, and with a capital 'R' of course but do you have what it takes to become
a rescuer small 'r' and lead people into the Presence of our Rescuer in Chief?
And so I'll tell you something wonderful. When we realise just what it is that our
God has done for us, the Holy Spirit in us makes it impossible NOT to talk about
Him or boast about Him with those who don't know Him when the right time
arises. And so, the saving Message of Jesus continues to be spread, irrepressible,
the Living Word as it is called, a Pandemic of Good News even! Yes, Lord! Ignite
a Pandemic of Good News in a world filled only with bad news and extraordinary
deceit in these days. Equip us Lord for the days ahead!
And so, I said we've got Eric to blame for there being a part 2, and that's certainly
the case! In many ways, Smoke and Mirrors is complete at this point as far as
unravelling the c19 deceit is concerned. At least I hope so, I can't think of
anything more we'd need to examine. But out of the blue, Eric came out with
what he came out with, and as soon as he said it, I knew this couldn't be the last
chapter anymore. And this is how it all unfolded.
A week or so after giving his life to Jesus, we were in the car together driving
through Brighton, and Eric suddenly said to me 'I've been so struck by the
immorality everywhere. It literally is EVERYWHERE! It's like so many people are
in rebellion towards God!' Talk about out of the mouths of babes and sucklings!
Now this young man is no prude, believe me! But already and so quickly, the
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Holy Spirit was showing Eric how very far away we are from God as a society.
For Eric, it was quite literally a case of 'I was blind but now I see!'
And this got me thinking, and I believe organically so. This conversation with Eric
occurred while I was still editing part 1 of Smoke and Mirrors, and immediately
he said those words, I realised we needed to visit a whole other area of Dissenter
Land. I realised we needed to look at what it is about us as a society as a whole
that has allowed this c19 deception to take such a hold and so quickly and so
completely in our hearts and minds. Yes, we've covered our scientism, our
naivety shown towards our world leaders and deceitful Madame mainstream,
but that doesn't cover all of it by any means.
To the watchmen on the walls, it's as if we sat back and quite literally allowed
ourselves to be engulfed by the c19 pantomime, and with the obvious evil and
occult nature of it all so easily hidden from so many of us! We didn't see ANY of
the occult darkness attached to King Kong Korona, we really didn't! And the
watchmen would say there's a specific reason for that.

The Bible clearly tells us that false signs and wonders are only going to increase
upon the earth. Look what God has told us about lucifer and his trickery, ‘The
coming of the lawless one is according to the working of satan, with all
power, signs, and lying wonders, and with all unrighteous deception
among those who perish, because they did not receive the love of the Truth, that
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they might be saved. And for this reason God will send them strong
delusion, that they should believe the lie, that they all may be condemned who
did not believe the Truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness.' 2Thess2:9-12

IT'S STILL ALL DELUSION
God is clearly saying He is going to send us strong delusion, not a strong delusion
SINGULAR but strong delusion which implies a constancy to this delusion. And
God could not have chosen a better word than delusion. Delusion - meaning: an
idiosyncratic [peculiar or unusual and personal] belief or impression maintained
despite being contradicted by reality or rational argument, typically as
a symptom of mental disorder.
In other words, despite
there being overwhelming
evidence that X, Y, Z is
false, the people will
continue to insist that X, Y,
Z is true, and as far as King
Kong Korona is concerned,
there is so much rational
argument now IN PLAIN
SIGHT that contradicts the
'infectious c19' delusion
yet the whole earth still
strongly maintains the
delusion - the irrational
belief - and to the point of
mental disorder. YES,
MENTAL DISORDER!
Mental disorder - meaning: a condition which causes disorder in a person's
behaviour or thinking. Says Oxford Lexico, ‘There are a huge number of people
who have serious mental illnesses who don't always have the illness in an acute
manner.’ And the dissenter would ask why else would we dress and queue and
distance from one another and put on our masks and even double mask in the
way that so many of us do?
Is this not anything other than a mental disorder and strong delusion? And it
doesn't matter that it's fear-driven, or that we believe in fake King Kong, it's still
all delusion. And if you take this personally, again my friend, that is not my
responsibility. I'm reporting only as I see it.
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And God’s c19 dissenters would
say that because we've already
fallen for the King Kong delusion
to the depths that we have,
when further occult delusion
come upon us and in even
greater measure as the Bible
prophesies, will God guard His
people from the next deceiving
onslaught? Hence part 2 of
Smoke and Mirrors, praise God!

THE KING KONG DELUSION
And so, having reached the city, part 2 is about scaling the walls and looking
down into the city, and seeing and understanding a whole new level of occult
manipulation being orchestrated by the kings of the earth - occult signs and
wonders WHICH ARE WITH US RIGHT NOW which the city hasn't even noticed!

The King Kong delusion is just one of many strong delusions which are leading
us astray and leading us only further away from our God. And as you look down
into the city, you will see our city truly can be called the heart of darkness! And
our God wants us comprehending the awesome depths of these deceptions
because He does NOT want us deceived in these days. Although, as of March
2022, there are a whole lot more Korona doubters now. Of course there are, the
Emperor is losing more and more of his King Kong klothing by the minute!
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And these luciferian deceits are alive and well amongst us because we simply
haven't noticed them because they're so much part of the landscape now, and
also because they're once again being expertly presented to us by shimmering
angels of light whose whole ethos and persona and outward ultimate aims are
bathed in unapproachable light! Just you wait, my friend! We have an
extraordinarily cunning enemy! You will be blown away by what we are being
deceived into believing! But thanks be to God we have a Great God Who sits
above it all and is revealing all of these things in His Good Timing!
Right, we see another child of God
'living the Corona dream', her tube
journey taking her to who knows
where. It's in the eyes. Another
Korona
refugee
in
these
extraordinary Korona times who
needs rescuing from the city! And
as the days get darker, and as
ordered society crumbles, we need
to prepare ourselves for a time
when our only doctor, our only
adviser and financial adviser, our
only income, our only pension, our
only home delivery service will be
our God. All earthly means of
support as we know it are going to
disappear. The Bible says the whole
earth will be in turmoil like never
before, and in those days, a one
world antichrist leader will arise
who will promise peace and
prosperity to the earth but all who
choose to follow him will be led
only into further slavery and
spiritual death. And so I say, let the
Church of Jesus Christ be there to
speak the Truth about these times
and lead these people to our God
and not to the antichrist.
And as I write this, we must also know in our hearts that no matter how we
might yearn for it, NONE of this responsibility to rescue or 'save' the people rests
on our shoulders. The future of each person is in God's Mighty Hands, and His
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ALONE. We just need to be willing servants for our God, to pray for Divine
appointments and go out into the fields which are white unto harvest, and He
will lead us to those with ears to hear!
I am also aware that all of us are fallible, and God’s King Kong c19 dissenters too
could be deceived. But I can only write as I see it, and trust that God has led me
right so far, and that Smoke and Mirrors will speak to whom it will speak. And
again, I am reminded of the passage in James, 'Let not many of you become
teachers for theirs is a stricter judgment.' James3:1 I know I will be accountable
for every word written here, my friend.

WE'VE RUN A SWORD THROUGH THAT ONE!
A good marker for the days ahead of us will be the King Kong vaccine legislation.
When the c19 vaccine and vaccine passport becomes mandatory and as the
luciferians make access to basic needs nigh on impossible unless we submit to
the vaccines, and as those who refuse the vaccine are marginalised and targeted
by the governments, and as family and friends turn upon the unvaccinated for
being 'a threat to society', this will signal the beginning of the great unravelling
and the separating of the people.
And there will certainly be people on the run, yes even that my friend. We need
to be prapred for our lives to be upended in ways we cannot imagine in the
coming days. But always, our God will be there for those who put their trust in
Him. But we need to prepare in our hearts NOW! And being prepared requires
us to understand fully the wiles of our enemy and to clear out ALL of our false
thinking and false idols from our lives. Our scientism has certainly been
a significant idol and a strong delusion but we've run a sword through that one!
And so what other strong delusions lie ahead for us in the city?
Freddie Mercury died in 1991 but
we're still all singing, 'beelzebub has a
devil put aside for me', and we have
our witchy halloween every year now
and we're all pretty much inured to all
of our occult horror movies and
occult music videos and computer
games, and we wear our occult-heavy
high street fashion without batting an
eyelid. The goat head t-shirt (right) is
currently out of stock at Joom. And
so, what does this say about us when
Joom restocks?
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And so we could say the devil, if he exists, seems pretty much at home with us
now. And that's exactly the way lucifer wants it. It's only fashion we say, it's only
a t-shirt, says the city, it's only a harmless image, it doesn't affect us or influence
us we say as we queue in our masks with our gels and stand the statutory
luciferian distance from one another, deceived by the very spiritual forces we
don't believe exist. Of course lucifer is cleverer than us, he's the genius archanaesthetist! And now he's seeing to it there's no clear demarcation between
good and evil in our eyes.

THE FULL WEIGHT OF OUR OCCULT ANTICS
To give us a taster for what we'll be seeing in the city, in March 2021 rapper Lil
Nas X released a dance track Montero (Call Me By Your Name). One week later
the video had 69M views, a day later it was up to 77M views and still climbing.
As of february 2022, it had 425M views. The video was released in conjunction
with a Nas limited edition set of Nike trainers called satan's Shoes. Only 666 pairs
were made and each shoe contains a drop of human blood. The shoes cost
$1018 a pair and sold out in under a minute. 666 is printed in red on the side of
each shoe plus Luke 10:18 in red which reads 'I saw satan fall like lightning from
Heaven.' There's also a gold pentagram on the tongue of the shoe and an
inverted cross.

Our God is not shaken by any of this occult tomfoolery of course, and the movers
and shakers behind the Nas branding team can tell us any lie about its sales
campaign. They could have sold only one pair for all we know, so we're not taken
in by the Lil Nas razzmatazz.
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But for the watchmen on the walls, the video represents a turning point in what
passes now for acceptable 'entertainment'. To summarise the video, Nas is
commissioned by lucifer in the Garden, he falls to earth as a fallen angel, he lap
dances for satan, bumps and grinds against satan and simulates anal sex with
him, he then comes around behind satan, snaps his neck and takes his crown
and Lil Nas assumes satan's throne. The video is not for the faint-hearted but it
is our response to the video that tells us the most about our city. The likes
outnumber the dislikes by approximately 10/1 and the comments are almost
entirely positive.
'Gorgeous visuals - watched this in VR and i don't regret it'
'I'm into metal but heck this is awesome dude!'
'Keeps pushing culture and representing;'
'For you Montero 🧡🧡🧡🧡🧡🧡'

'Love this song!'
'Congrats on hitting 77.4million!!'
And so on and so on. And hear me right, including this video link in Smoke and
Mirrors is not about glorifying evil, we're all grown-ups. Watch the Lil Nas video
as a watchman standing on the walls of the city and looking down into it. Watch
it along with all the children who have direct and unrestricted access to it.
Should the watchman blow the trumpet?

HOW DARE YOU SAY THIS IS DECEPTION
And so part 2 of Smoke and Mirrors is going to reveal the full weight of our occult
antics in the city, and all of it hidden in plain sight in our midst and having such
an anaesthetising effect upon the heart and mind of 21st century man. And for
the sensitive souls amingst you, please don't worry, you won't be subjected to
page after page of full on gratuitous occult Lil Nas imagery, and neither will we
be looking at any of the more obvious occultism in our midst such as ouja boards
or halloween or the witchy dream catcher shops in our high streets or re-runs of
The Exorcist etc, etc. Whilst these are more of the same depressing social
markers, they really are very low down on the list.
No, what we’ll be looking at are those evil hidden persuaders that either pass us
by because our senses have been so dulled that we just don't see the darkness,
or because they're shining so brightly with angelic light we think they couldn't
possibly be evil! Part 2 looks at the evil that God's watchmen have been calling
out as evil for years now but they've been derided and marginalised for doing
so, derided for calling foul on that which the world holds dear, and believes as
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true and good and upright and not at all a deception. How dare you say this is
deception say the deceived. And so you be the judge as we continue.
And so, in no particular order, as we climb those city walls, we're going to be
looking with new eyes at our high street fashion, at the evil heart of Hollywood
and the music industry, at the manufacturing of climate icon Greta Thunberg,
the fake climate science agenda and the fake sustainable development goals
curriculum headed by none other than Bill Gates who has made the SDGs
a central theme of our children's education now.
And think about it, if we could show that climate change is a monstrous lie just
like King Kong c19 is a monstrous lie, wouldn't that be amazing? I think so. What
a depressing weight our children have inherited from the King Kong Klimate
kriminals! And it's not even about trying to thwart the kings' evil schemes,
there's great liberation in simply knowing a lie is a lie.
We'll also be exposing the true luciferian heart of the World Health Organisation
and the angelic United Nations and related UN agencies. We'll also take a tour
of UN headquarters in New York and a little room in the heart of it dedicated to
lucifer. Intrigued? And thank You again Lord for such a priveledge as this!
We'll also be looking at some of the world famous 'terror incidents' reported in
the news that have been entirely faked, and faked so convincingly by our
luciferian leaders for their own evil ends. And last but by no means least we'll
visit NASA where we'll see just how comprehensively the space harlot has been
deceiving us, hiding God and His true and breath-taking creation from us. Living
on a ball spinning at 1042mph? I don't think so! And if you're getting angry at
this suggestion, then please review part 1 of Smoke and Mirrors and just look at
how easily lucifer has deceived us into thinking King Kong Korona is ravaging the
whole earth. So, hold your horses, my friend. Once again, whatever you think,
think opposite.
And again, as I said earlier, given the huge amount of ground we've covered
already to get to the city, I'm believing we can climb these walls with a Godgiven nimbleness now because so many deceitful traps have already been
sprung that no longer need detailed explanation. You'll be discerning the
darkness before I do, hahaha, PRAISE GOD!

IRRATIONAL BELIEFS ARE ALWAYS DANGEROUSLY CORRUPTING
For our very first glimpse down into our dark city, we'll be looking at another
world-famous fake pandemic, and probably the most iconic pandemic of them
all prior to fake King Kong. And waddya know, it's looking like this fake pandemic
is making a resurgence! And so thank You Lord for Your Perect Timing!
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To many people, AIDS/HIV until very recently was a dim and distant
pandemonium, but in telling the AIDS story from a dissenter point of view, we're
brought right up to date with the dark practices of the kings of the earth. And
we also need to visit the AIDS story because we need to satisfy ourselves this
King Kong fake virus deceit isn't just a one-off, that it's not an isolated
aberration. We need to know our governments and leading world health
agencies REALLY DO have a track record of lying outright to the masses and that
they're expert in faking 'viral plagues' under the pretence of 'treating the
populations for whatever 'terrible viral affliction' when all along, what they're
really doing is intentionally killing thousands, even millions of people with toxic
drugs. And once again, as we uncover the alternative AIDS story, we see
population control at the heart of it all. The true story of AIDS if you've not heard
it before is mind-blowingly evil!
To set us up for our assault on the city walls, I love this quote from the former
editor of The New Scientist Donald Gould - a magazine which has published no
end of science so-called and cgi fakery over the years. But that doesn't stop
a neon pink and blue scientist from expressing an important truth with clarity
and beauty every so often. Here's Donald telling us about the value of truth and
what happens to us a society if we compromise on it. Take it away, Donald!
'Why not make the most of what the non-conformists have to offer and to hell
with uncharitable logic? There is, I suggest, a powerful reason for rejecting this
superficially attractive option. Truth is a fundamental value. If we accept
uncritical thinking in one area of our lives for the sake of convenience or because
of the popular appeal of a seductive myth and the short-term comfort to be
gained by believing in the unbelievable, or because a false answer lets us pretend
we are completely coping with a painful problem we haven’t truly tackled, then
we are all the more likely to adopt the same strategy in other situations; from
dealing with the family, to managing the national economy, and from chairing
the parish council to handling arsenals of nuclear weapons. The result is likely to
be unhappy and stands a decent chance of proving a disaster. Irrational beliefs
are always dangerously corrupting, even when they only relate to the cause and
cure of piles.' 78
Too long for a t-shirt but what a fantastic summary! And just as with monster
Kong, our irrational beliefs surrounding the fake AIDS pandemic PARTICULARLY
have been especially corrupting. And they corrupt us to this day, and in ways
that will become apparent as we begin our ascent. And the story won't take too
long in the telling either, because right from the start, we see the same tell-tale
luciferian fingerprints all over the AIDS plantomime.
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Gould, Donald The Black and White Medicine Show, Hamilton 1985
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And again, THIS ASCENT IS going to get bumpy and also quite dark, in fact very
dark. From now on, this journey to the top of the walls is going to take it out of
us. The true story of AIDS is just the beginning of our ascent. It is occult
deception at its most ghoulish, and a true understanding of the story gives us
a concrete understanding of the depths of depravity of the kings. It also leads us
to the sobering realisation that just like monster Kong, each of us has
participated in the AIDS horror to varying degree, particularly church universal.
But as always, we're only interested in truth, right? And again, the dissenter
mantra, whatever you think, think opposite! See you at the walls!
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